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BurTON
SELF -LOCATING

VALVE
HOLDER
1/R each

L. F. TRANSFORMERS

jeadiI,sCitoice
Look for the new season s
models of the World
famous Teleen Trans.

formers. They have been

entirely redesigned em.
bodying new windings

Pentode
-ValveHolders

and core, fitted with earth

terminals and shrouded

n
Genuine Bakelite
Mouldings. Ask your
dealer for the New Teleen

1¡6 each

Transformers NOW I
New Model Radiogrand

Patent No.
316708

MANUFACTURED BY

C. F. & H. BurTon

Ratios 3.1 & 1.1 Price 12/6

New Model Radiogrand Boner

PROGRESS WORKS
WALSALL, ENG.

ULTRA
"THE SWITCHBOARD
TO EUROPE"
SENSATIONAL POWER

WONDERFUL RANGE

BRILLIANT TONE

The only 3 -valve All -Electric Receiver

using screenedogrid valves. £23 complete.

Ratio 7.1. Price 17/6

Advt. of TELSEN ELECTRIC
Co., Ltd.. BIRMINGBA id

McMICHAEL
PORTABLE
RECEIVER

Polat No. q.

22 GNS.

WORKMANSHIP.

Ten years of consistently high
grade manufacture are reflected
in the perfect workmanship
displayed by this receiver.
Hear it at any high-class radio
store or our London showrooms.

L. McMICHAEL LTD.,
Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks.

179, Strand, London, W.Ca.

Ultra Electric Ltd., 661 /3, Harrow Rd.,London, N.W.1 O.

No. 579. Vol. XXVII.

No. 14.

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper
ao, transotisalen 1n the Li ailed Kingdom
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c/h0 P 240

1/Oil ifitleaSod iiO/ume

¿indfai' bello,' qualify
Its huge power handling

capacity and

extremely low impedance assure this.
It is sensitive, too, thus requiring a

minimum of early amplification and giving
greater output-sufficient, in fact, to
work a moving coil speaker at ample
a

volume for domestic purposes.
Quality, too, is vastly improved and the

P.240 will máke a world of difference to
any set using 2 -volt valves - from the

modest 2-valver to large sets designed

to give an appreciable output.
1rMAZDA P.2I0
CHARACTERISTICS
Amplification Factor
Anode A.C. Resistance (ohms)-

-

7

1,900
Mutual A.C. Conductance (MAfV) - 3.7

PRICE 13/6

THE AMAZING

A

131

RADIO VALVES
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co.. Ltd.

Radio Di"ish'n:

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all tho Principal Towns

EDISWAN

Mention of " The W reless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS
The Ferranti Screened Grid 3 was one of the
outstanding receivers of last season. The
charts were eagerly demanded, and from
all parts of the country came keenly
enthusiastic reports.
The 1931 Ferranti programme will be of even

greater interest. There will be charts for a
Screened Grid 3 and a Screened Grid 4
receiver - both for battery and mains
operation. These receivers are well

abreast of modern Radio practice,
and incorporate improved coils
and more efficient screening.
The

charts will be ready almost immediately.

Get yours before deciding upon your 1931 set.

E
FERRANTI LTD.

A

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASH I R E

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
Accurate in workmanship and faultless in design and

finish, J.B. Precision Instruments will add to the efficiency

of any receiver.

THE J.B.
DRUM
DIAL

Exceptionally
smooth in action,
and free from

slip or backlash.

Vernier Ratio
i6-r. Bronze
or Oxidised

Silver finish.

Of particular interest is the new J.B. " Chassimount "
the very newest and most effective method of one -dial
control for multi -valve sets.

Another new J.B. Precision Instrument is the Differential
Condenser, for smooth reaction control. The capacity
change is the same for both halves, and is constant
throughout the range.

Choose your components from the J.B. Precision range.
There is a model for every purpose.

PRICE 10/6

THE NEW J.B. " CHASSIMOUNT"
Type D4 (illustrated above) 4 -stage .0005 with
Drum Drive.

THE NEW J.B.

DIFFERENTIAL
REACTION
CONDENSER
Bakelite dielectric between
vanes.
Insulated centre
spindle.
.0001 - 4/.00053 - 4/.0002 - 4/3 00025 - 4/3
.0003 - 4/6

i

Price 42/6
2 -stage .0005 - 26/6
5 -stage 0005 - 50/.

3 -stage .0005 - 35/6 -stage .0005 - 57/6

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
rv.,

Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.I.

Telephone : Hop 1837

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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PHILIPS BATTERY ELIMINATORS
FOR A.C. & D.C. MAINS
%. constant. H.T. Supply is essential for your receiver to give you
perfect reception. Even the best H.T. batteries are exceedingly
unreliable and require frequent replacement, but a Philips
Battery Eliminator enables you to take your H.T. supply direct
from the electric mains thus ensuring absolutely faultless reception.
Once installed, it requires no attention and the amount of
electricity consumed is almost negligible.
Type 3002 for A.C. Mains
Price £5 . 10 . 0
Type 3009 for A.C. Mains - Price £5 . 15 . O.
Type 3005 for D.C. Mains - Price £3 . 17 . 6
For io/- down you can have any of these on Philips Easy
Payment System_

PHILIPS
BATTERY

ELIMINATORS

Made by the .manufacturers of the. famous Philips Argenta electric lamps,
all electric radio receivers, commercial and industrial fittings and neon signs.

y`r'

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
A3

Advertisements for

The Wireless World." are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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outstanding

ach ievemçnt
New WINDINGS New CORE
New GENUINE BAKELITE
MOULDINGS

" ACE," ratio 3-r

and 3-I . Price 8/6

Perfected in every detail, Telsen Transformers
now represent the embodiment of the very
latest practical principles of Radio
construction. Built to give longtransformer
and satisfactory service- the highest quality reproduction ... in fact ... built as well as it is
possible to build a transformer ... and yet the

prices still remain the same ... one of their
attractive features.

All " TELSEN " TRANSFORM.
ERS ARE NOW FITTED WITH

AN "EARTH" TERMINAL,
which will improve

the quality of the

reception and greatly assist in stabilising the
receiver in cases where the general
apt to produce inter-capacity action. layout is

SEE THE NEW RANGE OF
TELSEN COMPONENTS.

Designed and perfected by some of the

greatest
authorities in the science of radio-with
object in view-to produce the world's one

"RADIOGRAND," ratio

3-r and 3-I .. Price 12/6

After exhaustive tests we are convinced best.
that in
performance and appearance they are unrivalled.

RADIOGRAND," ratio
9-r
Price 17/6

LOOK FOR THE NEW

EARTH TERMINAL

ON ALL TELSEN
TRANSFORMERS.

-'5'á=.r1-115
.Yµá` 1

mention

;4'i:101

;141,11111

Advt. of Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,
will ensure tronsbt attention
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What is the...
flVOII1ETEfl?
ASELF-CONTAINED portable measur-

ing instrument that does the work of
several high-priced instruments with
the utmost accuracy, dependability and
convenience.

Nothing to calculate but its immeasurable

worth. No cost after the first cost. No
extra accessories-no external shunts or

p1.T

0.\

1,0

pZS

multipliers are required. Such . is the
AVOMETER, which gives you instantly
any one of 13 DIRECT and accurate readings in Amps, Volts or Ohms, at the turn
of a single switch, with only one pair of
leads, and without the need for calculations
of any kind.

0".

frítt

13 ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENTS

ÓN

AS
SHEWN
AT

OLYMPIA
a

There is one AVO-

METER

British manufacture 8e

Portdependability.
able, precise, complete
and self-contained.

THE AUTOMATIC COIL
Telephone: Victoria 3405'6.
A5

WINDERy

O'\ tE

o

only.

It

defies comparison in
performance and is
justly priced. It is
a British standard
first -grade instrum e n t, measuring
77 x 6x 4 inches and
weighing only 5 16s.

To know its value
fully you must experience it in use.

& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

WINDER HOUSE, DOUOLAS ST., LONDON, S.W.Q.

Telegrams: "Antowinder, Churton, London."

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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EVERYTHING

Vs co ELECTRICAL

yourpaYantee

sralth
"I%

N EW DESIGN

which represents an immense stride
in radio engineering and technique.

The design of the patented coil

assembly ensures results comparable with the highest -class manufactured sets.

N IEWs ETHODD
OF CONSTRUCTION

The three -gang condenser is already

assembled for you. You have no
difficulty in placing the parts in

position as the base plate is already
for each component.
MADE IN
ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers

PRICE

''

SPECIAL FEATURES

INCLUDING

O

OSRAM VALVES
GECOPHONE .COMPONENTS

AND POLISHED HEAVY
OAK CONSTRUCTORS

CABINET

The

two

Screen

Grid

Stages

give

extreme selectivity and sensitivity with
an unrivalled range.

STANDARD
N EW OF
RESULTS

It is difficult to realize that there are

only four valves in this powerful,

super -sensitive, super -selective set.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS

Enormous amplification with perfect
stability is given by tüe complete shielding of H.F. Circuits.

You can either buy your " OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET 4 " for, cash or on
these attractive HIRE PURCHASE

Equal efficiency guaranteed on both wave
length bands.

monthly payments of 1616.

Change of wave length is affected by
an external switch and the set need not
therefore be opened.

terms Li . 3 . 6 deposit and 12
Prices

apply

only

in

Great Britain and Northern Ireland

Maximum ease in tuning with a single' knob
controlling " triple

condenser.'

gang

Assembly is the essence
of simplicity.
Volume control is pro-

vided not only to act
as such, but to procure

Q

Vb

gtiGU." T¿Cp'

extreme selectivity.

`,S\E4=.1,40a0'

THE SET THAT BRINGS THE
CONTI !WENT
TO THE BRITISH

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House,

ISLES

N` {sl e 1.
.' e.`'1,
bC°
o°9v 4.
t1°oaate/
.5b°
g

Cut owt coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealed
envelope. Halfpenny postage in either case.

ingsway, London, W.C.2

Alentzun of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,
will ensure Prompt attention.
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GET THE BEST
OUT OF RADIO

Power
Potentiometers
complete range
Prices from

9/6 to 11/6

To get the best out of radio you must put
the best into your set. Varley Components
have twenty-five years' experience behind
them. Experience spells progress, and
progress means ultimate achievement.

The Varley Power Potentiometer is the
latest development in Power Control. Ideal
for high voltage eliminators, the resistance
element cannot " pack," and a spring

loaded contact arm ensures an efficient
and dependable connection.

Remember that when you buy Varley
Components you buy quality --the results
of twenty-five years' research -perfect
efficiency.

Arley
Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kings ay House, 503, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Telephone : Holborn 5303.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World," are only accebted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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"The Wireless World" justifies the R.G.D.
in the Special Exhibition Number
THE SET
They say :" The

R.G.D: radio gramophones have many
points of interest both with

"Visitors to Olympia
have an opportunity

regard to their circuit and
details of construction .. .
the present writer cannot

of judging the
excellent quality
and very

claim to have yet examined
all the apparatus in the
exhibition, but believes that
there are few, if any, other
instances where this highly

considerable volume

afforded by these
instruments."

satisfactory method o f
tuning is employed."
"De Luxe Model."

THE R.G.D. DE LUXE

THE UNIT

MODEL.
both Radio and Gramophone can

2 Screened Grid Stages !
Band Pass Filter !
Super Selective !
Single Knob Tuning
Fader from Radio to Record !

give, the "R.G.D." De Luxe Radio Gramophone is the ideal instrument.
The Radio side of this instrument is
so powerful that given favourable
conditions

over

30

stations can be received with ample
volume. The quality of reproduction from distant stations is equal to
that of local stations.

In Oak £80 In Mahogany £85

RADIO GRAMOPHONE

has many new features !

For those desiring the very best that

atmospheric

THE R.G.D. DE LUXE

All mains operated with exclusive cabinet design.

Receiver Chassis of R.G.D.
radio -gramophone.

-Also Moving Coil Speakers, Cinema
Amplg.iers,

Gramophone Amplifiers,
etc.

The Radio Gramophone Development Co.
72, Moor St., Birmingham.
Pw

Mention of " The tireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The admiration of all the

experts and the critics of
OLYMPIA

THE REGENTONE 4 -VALVE A.C.

ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVER.
If the opinions of the numerous experts and critics who visited Olympia count for
anything-then without doubt the Regentone 4 -Valve A.C. All -Electric Receiver
is the
All -Electric
up-to-date design,
the year.

in performance, in every detail of technique, you can trace the specialised
experience of the firm who have specialised in Mains Radio since 1924.
ONE KNOB TUNING.

Remarkable selectivity.
TWO SCREENED -GRID STAGES H.F.

Ail the prineipal European programmes at full loudspeaker strength without interference. With a short
indoor aerial only, there is a considerable choice of
stations.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.

MAINS -DRIVE COMPLETELY ENCLOSED IN
SEPARATE SCREENED CASE.
Full -wave rectification by Westinghouse
Rectifier.

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED MATCHED WALNUT
CABINET.

PRICE COMPLETE £30 guineas

Combining great strength with a workmanlike and
"clean" appearance.
BOTH COILS and S.G. VALVES COMPLETELY
SCREENED. Maximum H F. Amplification.

or £5 deposit, and balance in 12 monthly payments of £2 9s. ed.

Available also in chassis form only price on application
WRITE TO:DAY FOR FREE COPY OF OUR NEW
ART CATALOGUE

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO., Reg.ntone House, 21, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circa, LONDON, E.C.4.

thw'

ni

Metal

(Telephoned: Central 8745 5 lines}

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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AS GOOD AS
ADDING ANOTHER
VALVE

That's how your radio set responds when you fit a Pertrix Non-sai-

ammoniac Dry Battery. Instantly, you notice the wonderful improvement
in reception, the bell -like clearness of every sound, and entire absence

of battery noise. And what is more, Pertrix Batteries keep up this
wonderful performance throughout their amazingly long life.
Of course, there's a reason for it-Pertrix Dry Batteries are made by
an improved process that prevents corrosion . . that prevents deterioration when not in use
. and that does lengthen life.
Standard Capacity.
Super Capacity.
.

.

.

(12 m!a discharge.)

60 volt 90 volt -

-

-

120 volt -

-

-

-

(20 m/a discharge.)

- 8/- 11/9
- 13/- 15/6

60 volt
100 volt
120 volt
150 volt

13/-

- 21/- 25/6
- 31/ -

NON -SAL -AMMONIAC

DRIB BA1TERIES
PERTRIX LIMITED,
Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2.
Works : Redditch.

Get An Improved Pertrix Accumulator As Well.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,
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"The General Electric Company can
fairly be

called pioneers

of the

indirectly heated valve."
Wireless World, Sept. 17th, 1930

The FIRST
indirectly heated valve -

was an

OSRAM

The LATEST OSRAM Indirectly Heated
Valves still lead because they combine all
the essential points of an A.C. valve

-

ptiu
Arn7Facór'on

35

9
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°nce'
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8,000
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valve
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b
A

oute ReliaitDÉ
I V.
A
Sold

¡

1`Z
by

Absolute Reliability.
Ample and LASTING Electron Emission.
Stability in use.
High Electrical Efficiency.
No hum.
Absence of parasitic noises.
Write for Booklet `° OSRAM VALVES

for A.C. Mains C' Rectifying Valves"
OV 5568.

ireless
Dealers

Adzit: of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C,z,
B3
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I

FROM YOUR OWN
NEWSAGENT NOW.

PRICE

1/3

EACH

PART

Electrical knowledge that all
Wireless Mechanics and Amateurs

Ityb41

should possess

will be found

in

PITMAN'S
ELECTRICAL
EDUCATOR
THE NEW, REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION OF THE

WELL-KNOWN TECHNICAL GUIDE AND REFERENCE WORK

EDITED BY SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, D.Sc., ETC.
THE opportunity to obtain this Complete Modern Work in a simple and economical way

should be taken by all who are engaged in any branch of the electrical industries.

Pitman's Electrical Educator is a valuable technical work, covering the whole field of Heavy
Current Engineering, and including special sections dealing with Wireless Subjects. It is the
combined work of Fifty Specialist Contributors, and ranks as one of the most modern and
authoritative general surveys of the subject ever published.
"That it is going to be good is guaranteed by the fact that the general editor is Dr. J A. (now
Sir Ambrose) Fleming, a name to conjure within our 'industry."-ELECTRICAL TIMES.

1,500 pages of detailed, expert infor-

mation for electrical
engineers, mechanics,

PUBLISHED IN 28 PARTS
VERY Part is full of practical information, most interestingly
written, and well illustrated with explanatory' diagrams and
photographs. The utility of the Work has been already proved by
the issue of the First Edition. This new edition contains additional

matter, and a revision of the various sections affected by the

apprentices, wireless
workers,
etc.

progress of electrical science and methods. The Sections have been
entirely rearranged to facilitate reference and for the convenience of
the reader.
The complete Work is being issued in about z8. Fortnightly Parts,
the first of which will be ready on October 1st. To secure the Work
an order should be given forthwith to a newsagent or bookstall.

IF you have any difficulty in securing Part I,
or any of the succeeding Parts, write direct

EACH PART 48 pp., to in. X 71 in.

to the Publishers, who will deal with the

PRICE 5/3 NET.

matter immediately.

Adetailed brochure, describing the Work, its
purpose and its contents, will be sent post
free by the publishers, on application.

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD.
PARKER ST., KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure brornht attention.
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E

ly Problems
For

For

RECEIVERS,

RECEIVERS

AMPLIFIERS, RADIO - GRAMS
requiring

requiring
150 v.

15 m.a.

200 v.

40 m.a.

300 v.
400 v.

50 m.a.

400 v. 150 m.a.
300 v. 120 m.a.
500 v. 100 m.a. Etc.

40 m.a.

Etc., Etc.

M -L

M -L

D.C. to D.C.

ANODE

CONVERTERS

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Operate
from

for

12 v. )
24 v: 5

The Mains -less Radio User

Public Address Work

Country Houses
32 v.
50 v.

Ships
Yachts

Large Country House
I

100v. J

Installations
Ships

200 v.

Installations in D.C. Districts

Radio Users

with D.0
Mains

THE M -L MAGNETO SYND. LTD.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone : 5001.

Illustrated Lists describing above ; alsoM-L Machines for Transmitting ;
M -L Machines for Television;
Write for

Contractors to the Air
Ministry, The British
Broadcasting Corporation, The General Post
Office, Marconiphone,
The Gramophone Co:

M -L Hand -driven Generators
M -L D.C. to A.C. ROTARY
TRANSFORMERS.

Ltd.

oedbotde.
e

B5
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All you look for
in a Reproducer

you'll
find in an R.K.

From whatever viewpoint you judge a reproducer you will find the R.K. completely
G.

satisfying.

FIDELITY

C.

For four years R.K.

has held unassailed

leadership in the Repro-

ducer field. For home
or public use there's no reproducer as good as

TYPE 620
For use in radio circuits
w h e r e comparatively

the R.K.
G.

There are three R.K. Reproducers, all ob-

VOLUME

small capacity is required. Arranged for

tainable complete in
handsome cabinets of pol-

ished oak, mahogany or
walnut; the Senior with
built-in rectifier for use with A.C. mains, from
£20, the Standard Senior and the Permanent
Magnet from £16:16s., as well as the Junior
Model, without cabinet,
£4:15s., all of which are
obtainable through your

vertical mounting.
PRICES 1/8 to 3/-

SENSITIVITY
IT,

radio dealer.

Ask your dealer for particulars of hire-

purchase terms.
As

TYPE 610

620, but

arranged for

horizontal mounting.
PRICES 1/8 to 3/-

TYPE B775

Primarily designed for reDUBILIER

0

MICA

CONDENSER

I

',OF" i Viii

sistance coupling, but suitable
for use in other circuits where
a comparatively large capacity,
capable of withstanding

several hundreds of volts, is
required.
PRICES 3/- to 18/-

THE
PERMANENT

Use

Dubilier

Condensers

certain of satisfaction.

and

be

REPRO

UBILIE
CONDENSERS

NEW
MAGNET

CERS

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of the Bri,,sh Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
Radio Division:

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) Ltd.,

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

DUCON WORKS,VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, W.3.

i

EDISWAN

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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PO
WORLD

OVER

SUPER RADIO.
SIZE V 6, 50 VOLTS,
25/.

POWER TYPE.
SIZE V.3, 50 VOLTS

POPULAR TYPE.
SIZE V.1, 60 VOLTS, 8/-

11/.6

NTHUSIASTIC reports
1 "i are being received from

The Full O'Power range

users trying the new Full
O'Power Battery for the

Power Type, Super Radio
Type, Special Type (for
Portable Sets) and Grid
Bias Batteries.
These are fully described
and illustrated in the Full
O'Power Booklet - which
also contains notes of interest to every owner of a
Set. Ask your Dealer for
this Booklet or write for a

includes

first time.
In performance, efficiency
and length of life the Full
O'Power Battery makes a
very striking advance over
the old types and-costs no
more. This is made possible by the application of
automatic machinery and
entirely new methods of
manufacture.

POWER TYPE.
SIZE V.4,60 VOLTS, 13/6

Popular

Type,

free copy to -day.
POPULAR TYPE.
SIZE V.2,
100 VOLTS,

GRID BIAS.
SIZE G.2,
9 VOLTS, 1/6

íE EP3

EcJU7R7
.,,.
B7

.BATTERIES

, SIEMENS BROTHERS & GAO.> LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.18. Telephone : WOOLWICH 1161.
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from finis we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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PERFORMANCE COUNTS
The Purchaser knows that the name Magnavox means something
definite, and that it indicates a maintenance of leadership
for fifteen years in the manufacture of loud speakers. The new
Magnavox moving coil or dynamic speaker is the only type of unit
capable of giving a perfectly natural performance and reproduction
which cannot be distinguished from the original. There are positively

no other loud speakers, irrespective of cost, which can possibly compare with a Magnavox in respect to design, construction and quality
of reproduction. The moving -coil type of loud speaker was originated
by the Magnavox Company, and we have to thank their engineers for
the great part they have played in this great development.

JUNIOR MODELS.
7*" Cone.
No.
Field Voltage.
Price.
116 110-190 D.C. .. .. £5 7 6
118 180-300 D.C. .. .. £5 7 6
210 6-12 D.C.
.. .. £5 7 6
410 105-120v.50 cy. A.C. £8 5 0
414 220-240 v.50 cy. A.C. £8 5 0

Write for the new
Dynamic Booklet

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.
24, MADDOX STREET, LONDON, W.1.
'Phone: Mayfair 0578/9.
Continental £ales Office

27, Qua! Du Commerce, Brussels, Belgium.

SENIOR MODELS.
101" Cone.

117 110-190 D.C... .. £6 10 0
119 180-300 D.C... .. £6 10 0
211 6-12 D.C.
.. .. £8 10 0
411 105-120 v. 50 cy. A.C. £9 15 0
415 220-240 v. 50 cy. A.C. £9 15 0

The ORICCINAL

JellyAcidBattery
The popularity of the C.A.V Jelly Acid Battery is not ex
plained by the mere fact that it contains jelly electrolytethere are other jelly. electrolyte batteries I There are three
reasons why the C.A.V. is the most effective non -spillable
yet produced

The Jelly Acid.

lts.composition is unknown outside our own laboratories
It maintains perfect contact with the whole of the plate surfaces, yet allows
unrestricted gassing when on charge. It is chemically pure, and allows
maximum conductivity

The Container. Of special construction, contains a bafóeplate and mole.
tening pad, which serves the triple purpose of arresting acid spray during
charge, feeding the electrolyte with moisture to maintain an even consistency,
and definitely confines the jelly to the plate chamber.
The Plates. These have been specially developed to give the utmost
possible capacity when used with C.A.V. Jelly Acid.

The Whole. The C.A.V. is the lightest, cleanest. and, most compact non
spillable on the market. By avoiding cumbersome acid'traps,
the greatest
possible capacity for bulk is obtained.

®a39

A CTON, LONDON, w 3

Obtainable from our Depots and Battery Agents throughout the
country and from all Radio Dealers.

y.,

Com

act, Clean

e Non -Spillable

We issue a useful booklet on the care and
maintenance of C.A.V. non -spillable batteries.
Would you like a copy? Free on request
to Dept. U.4

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Ormond; always to the fore in condenser design

and construction, now introduce their latest
achievement. These condensers, with a new

Actual Size.

skeleton-like construction; are rigid, robust and
amazingly efficient. Moreover, they are hand-

The

some in appearance and beautifully finished.

Sensation

Two new Ormond products worthy of the

of

THE ORMOND No. 4 LOG

great Ormond reputation for value.

OLYMPIA

Designed to follow the Logarithmic Law, it has such
value that it will be.found very suitable for use under
average conditions in the modern receiver. The vanes
are of aluminium, firmly secured to slotted spindles.
The condenser ends are of best quality bakelite, with
the greatest possible reduction in size. This condenser
is not supplied with dial.
Cat. No. R/421. Capacity .00025. Price 4/4¡R/422.
00035.
4/R/423.
0005.

The ORMOND No. 4 LOG SLOW MOTION
Direct drive is obtained by means of a beautifully
finished 21 -inch diameter bakelite dial engraved o to r8o
degrees. Slow motion ratio approximately 9 to I is

obtained by means of the upper small knob. Complete
with 21 -inch dial and slow motion control knob.

Cat. No. R/424. Capacity .00025.
4101Efifkl

55

R/425.
R/426.

.00035.
.0005.

Price 6/6/6/-

4u

The Ormond Engineering Co. Ltd.
Ormond House, Rosebery Ave., London, E.C.1
Registered

Trade Mark.

'Phone: Clerkenwell 5334/5/6 and 9344/516.
Telegrams: "Ormondengi, SmitDo."

COMPACTNESS STRENGTH E ACCURACY
Advertise»aetzts or " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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STEEL ST©R,SSysfenf

Nine
Centuries
Ago

No

Wonder
he
Loses -

. ..

Customers.
WITH
A

STORES

the first tower of the Tower
of London was built. It still

stands, mellowed but not
harmed by the passing of
time. Like the White Tower

(built in the Conqueror's

time), the famous T.C.C.
Condenser has stood the test
of time. From the first years

/

of this century the Telegraph Condenser Co. has

made nothing but condensers. And so, to -day, when

LIKE THIS.
The illustration is perhaps a
little far-fetched, but the.
moral is true enough. Every
day firms are losing customers
through antiquated methods of storage. No customer enjoys waiting while aimless
search is being made in some apology of a stores for some component he requires. Time.
is money to him, if not to you. Why not install "TILTRACKB," the stores where
goods can be found instantly, and handled with ease and rapidity ? Far better than oldfashioned dark and dismat wooden shelves. They save many pounds per year.

THE "BENCHRACK"
(Tiltrack Principle)
A real help for storing small parts
such as Terminals, Nuts, Washers,
Insulator%etc. Made to stand on
the work bench, it enables all small
parts needed for the job in progress

to be stored where they are im-

you buy oThe Condenser in.
the Green Case," you know.
that you are buying the unrivalled experience of those

mediately to hand. All the trays
are tilted so that the parts stored

many years of condenser specialising. You are safe
in buying T.C.C. Conden-

which can be moved quickly to
make larger or smaller compart-

sers. They will stand the

test of time.

can be seen at a glance, and the

front faces of the traya are rounded

2'2"

so that the smallest parts can be

swept up the slope with the fingers
of one hand: Each tray is provided
with patent hinging partitions

ments. Being so accessible, these
racks greatlyfacilitate stocktaking
and being all steel there is no danger of fire. The Experimenter will
do his jobs much quicker and with
greater pleasure, and theFactory
will saye many pounds per year by
installing'tliia Benchrack.

4

30,e F.O.R.
FA7EN1

Ni óyNc

04QTiTiON

"TILTRACK JUNIOR"
This all -steel rack is designed to

hang against a wall or other
convenient position, and is a

most excellent rack for storing
small parts. It is supplied
complete with white, canvas

protective cover to keep out
the dust. All the trays are
tilted and
partitions.

have

movable

30'0 FPOSTREE.
THERE ARE MANY
MORE STYLES

The condenser illustrated is

the .0003 mfd. T.C.C. flat
mica type
113d.

OF "TILTRACKS."
PLEASE SEND
FOR LISTS.
Par scalars from Manufacturer & Patenfes:-

ADVERT. OF THE TELEGRAPH

CONDENSER CO. LTD., N. ACTON, W.S.
6219

BERTRAM THOMAS,

Worsle Street, Hfllflte.
MANCHESTER.

t.onfon 0.65u & Shamroom .-28, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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.NEW RADIO FOR OLD
WE WILL BUY YOUR OLD RADIO

How would you like an up.to date 3.valve
Receiver which will tune in to all wave.
lengths! Not an ordinary Receiver which

NOW YOU
CAN HAVE

tunes in only to the high and medium wave.
lengths, but one which will always receive
the wonderfully efficient short wave stations

of the World-stations you have probably
never heard. These Short Wave Sets are so
amazingly efficient that listeners who possess
Short Wave Sets hear America and other far
distant stations regularly.
Pittsburgh- -

Schenectady-- Manila-Bangkok-Eindhoven

easier for you the "Empire Link" is supplied

as a Kif of Parts so that you can build the
Receiver yourself and save pounds.
No
technical knowledge is necessary-the Corn.
ponents almost fall into position, that's how
easy it is to put together.

A NEW AND
UP -TO -DATE
"EMPIRE LINK

---New York-Sydney-- Nairobi-these and
many others come in clear, loud and free
from interference. " World Radio" gives a
list of over 70 ;.Isort Wave Stations-you can

listen to them yourself with the "Empire
Link" Receiver.

the "Empire Link" Short Wave Kit comprises
every part necessary to build the complete
Receiver .... Cabinet, Cousponents, Valves
and Coils for all wavelengths from 15 to

RADIO SET
WHICH WILL

2,000 metres.

TUNE IN

The cash price of the "Empire Link" Short
Wave Kit complete is only 11 gns., and we
will buy your old set in part exchange. Take
advantage of this generous offer now of
new radio for old. Or if you wish you can

TO EVERY

Imagine the finest Radio Receiver you have
ever heard then add the advantages of Sho7f
Wave reception and you have some idea of
the enjoyment you will get from the posses.
sion of an " Empire Link " Receiver.

SET

No need to wait-you can buy an "Empire
Link" now, selling your old Receiver to us
in part exchange. In order to make it still

BROADCASTING

WAVELENGTH
IN THE WORLD

purchase

your "Empire Link "

monthly payments of 21/..
the coupon now.

by easy
Fill in and post

EASY TERMS

CASH PRICE

11ÍQ
66

12 Monthly, Payments

of 211-

99

THE

EMPIRE LINK

SHORT WAVE KIT
Sole
Distributors
FORMA
W TV.

----------- É

Í FORM

To Ready Radio (R.R. Ltd.) 159, Borough High St.
London Bridge, S.E.1

Ready Radio (R.R. Ltd.), 159, Borough High St.,
London Bridge, S.E.1

W.W.t7'W

1

I wish to purchase one of your new 1931 "Empire Link " Short Wave KM.

la) Complete Kit ft gns.

(b) Complete Kif (except for valves) £10 =3 . 6
(CROSS OUT WHICHEVER DOES NOT APPLY)
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

(a) Your Part Exchange System
(b) Your Hire Purchase Terms
(CROSS OUT WHICHEVER DOES NOT APPLY)

NAME

NAME

------- ------

ADDRESS

Fill in Form ' 8' if you require particu.'ars of our easy monlih(x'payments
or part exchange system.

AtI

Please send ma full particulars of

l

I

ADDRESS
NOTE: Part Exchangedoe_snnot apply to Hire Purchase System.
ewe. women mama

Fill in Form ' A' if you wish us to purchase your receiver.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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AM
PLION
BALANCED ARMATURE
SPEAKERS

.

.

High notes and low notes crisp and true and evenly

balanced, speech so clear that you can hear the
slightest inflection of the voice, volume that is full
and free from distortion-such superb reproducton
is due to the Amplion Unit made specially for the
AB41 and AB45,and a great step forward in the perfection of loudspeakers. AB41 (Oak) ih5-15 - (Mah.) £6-6
101110113,r>

AB45 (Oak) £6-15 - (Mah.) á,7-7

The Popular A B 6 Model
(on leit)

The

first Amplion Balanced

Armature Speaker and one of
the most successful speakers
that Amplion have produced.
£4-10-0
Oak
Mahogany

-

Walnut -

-

-

14-17-6
£4-17-6

Catalogues from GRAHAM AMPLION LIMITED, 26, SAVILE ROW, LONDON. W.1

THIS OUTSTANDING UNIT
MAKES ANY SET

ALL -MAINS

STANDARD or PORTABLE
NOW you can obtain

All -Mains efficiency and
cheapness from any type of set. This remarkable
new "ATLAS" Unit ensures smooth, steady High and
Low Tension current entirely free from hum. It is no

larger than an H.T. Battery and fits the battery space
in cabinet and portable receivers.
There are two variable tappings of 0/100 and 0/120
Volts respectively, and one fixed of 150 Volts. Output
25 m/A. The Trickle Charger caters for 2, 4 or 6
Volt Accumulators.
Incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier
Complete with wander plugs and guaranteed for
12 months.

Price .£6 .

. 0 Cash, or 10/- down, the balance

ín easy monthly instalments.
VP

"ICse_SZSStS\SLSp

"

YOURS FOR

10/DEPOSIT.

Ask your dealer or write to the
makers for Leaflet No. 55

describing the ' ATLAS "
Range and easy payment system.

MODEL A.C.188
H. CLARKE & Co. (M/c) Ltd.,
Old Trafford, Manchester.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writ g to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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3 VALVE
RECEIVERAnother very efficient station
MODEL N?

In Oak Cabinet, also

in Mahogany cabinet 21 gns.

231 a;
Model 307 but

Model

-getter

by Columbia. 3 Valve Circuit employing Screen - Grid, Detector and
Pentode. Easiest of all tuning with
illuminated drum calibrated in wavelengths. Variable aerial coupling for
maximum selectivity. Adaptable for

Gramophone reproduction. Tone of
wonderful purity throughout. Low
cost of upkeep from A.C. and
D.C. Mains.

D10

with
Speaker
built in pedestal
cabinet.

In Mahogany 30 gns.
In Walnut
31 gns.

BI 3

MADE BY:-

THE COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO., LTD., 102-108, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON,

Advertisements for " The TVireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thorouehly reliable.
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AT OLYMPIA

LEADERSHIP!

-

"The Wireless World"
described the "H.S.P."
Portable Set as "ONE, OF

THE MOST AMBITIOUS PORTABLES"

in the Radio Show.

lightest,
lowest loss and
The

most

efficient

Condenser extant.
Capacities :

'0005
'00035
'00025
'00015

15

GNS.

to

29

GNS.

to suit
all

MIn lOO LiME
CrNoENSEn

require

vERrviER

Easy readin-.

meuts.

Smooth action.
No

crackle

Bakelite

Higher
test,
lower

cased

600 volt

loss,

test
mains

longevity.

Condenser
Prices :

great
Caps.

2
1

2i2

25

19

Portable, with three separately
tuned circuits.

The

FAMOUS WEST OF ENGLAND

116

"H.S.P."

901515

PORTABLES
The Sets that get the Stations
in the badly screened hills and
rocky

CRMO`CENSOR

truly

A

rhenomenal

drum

dial

(illustrated type

with trimmer control.
8/6
Drum dial
With one condenser, 13/-. With two, 17/6.

A great little variable compression
type condenser.

F '0001 :.
J '0003 ..
G'001 ..

.
BRITISH LEADERSHIP

1/6

6
oc

our

111110.

IIIIIII

35 IMO
Lines

CATALOGUE FREE. GERRARD 1863.
Golden Sq., Piccadilly Circus, London

application to

2/3

AT

The H.S.P. Wireless CO.,

CHESTER

LANGFORD WORKS

® SEE US

SUPPLIERS TO THE di MANLEADING SET MAKERS

OF THE COUNTRY

This season's designs and prices on

li6

H '002

districts of the West.

or

STAND

No. 32
MAIN
HALL.

30,

The Boulevard

WESTON SUPER MARE

C.H.S.

Mention of "77íe Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt atten inn
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DIRECTIONS AND RULES.

1. Enter on the form, in the spaces provided, the names of the
manufacturers and the official description of what you consider the best apparatus at the Show, based on a consideration
of value at the price asked.

2. Write your name and address clearly and in ink on the entry

form iq the space provided, and send the completed entry form
not later than Monday, October 6th, to : The Competition
Editor, The Wireless World, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

FIRST PRIZE:
2nd.-A voucher for the purchase of apparatus

3.

The prizes will be awarded to the competitors who correctly
forecast the outstanding single exhibit (No. 8 below), as decided

by the majority of votes, and have also the largest number of
correct forecasts in the other classes of apparatus.
4. No correspondence can be entered into in connection with the
Competition, and the Editor will not be responsible for any
entries lost in the post or otherwise.
Only one entry form to be sent in by each competitor.
5.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted as final on all
questions arising out of this Competition.

£50 in Cash

FREE
ENTRY FORM

to the value of £20 from firms who
exhibited at the Olympia Show.

3rd,-A similar voucher to the value of £15.
4th.-A similar voucher to the value of £10.
5th.-A similar voucher to the value of £5.

Enter your choice of the best apparatus at the Show in each of the following classes :DEFINITION OF. CLASS-

NAME OF MANUFACTURER.

OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS.

Receivers of all types, either Mains

or Battery operated.

2

Radio Gramophones.

3

Batteries of all kinds, including
accumulators for both high tension and low tension.

4

Mains supply units, both D.C.
and A.C.

5

Loud speakers of all types.

6

Valves.

7

Other apparatus not classified

above, also amplifiers, comas transformers, condensers, tuning coils,
resistances, etc., etc.

ponent parts such
and

outstanding single exhibit
8 The
at the Show, irrespective of the
class to which it belongs.

1 agree to accept the rules and declare that this is the only entry form that I have completed.

NAME (In Block Letters)
FULL ADDRESS

wr
BI5

i

Advertisements for " The Wireless World

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY
By R. D. BANGAY.
Third Edition.

Revised by O. F. BROWN, B.Sc.

FOR many years this volume has been the standard book of instruction for
wireless beginners and students. The progress of wireless during recent

years has made necessary the New Edition, which covers the whole
subject in a clear and simple style and deals thoroughly with modern

THIRD
EDITION
NOW
READY

developments. Attention is given to the theoretical elements of electricity and
magnetism, the dynamo and the properties of waves.

Many new chapters have been added and descriptions of modern circuits

have also been included.

A leaflet giving full particulars of the volume and a synopsis of chapters

will be sent on request.

Price 1016 net. By post 11/ From all leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers :

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I I11111111111111111111 i 11

-EVIM

FOURTH EDITION NOW READY !

Mai

HANDBOOK OF

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
for Wireless Telegraphists
By H. M. DOWSETT, M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., M.Inst.R.E.,
Author of " Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony," etc.

MOM

THIS work constitutes a complete text -book for the use of wireless

telegraphists and others interested in the subject. In addition to dealing
fully with general theory, the book describes in detail the various types
of marine wireless equipment, and gives also much practical information
on maintenance. The subject matter of this new edition has been entirely recast

dunal

This volume provides a complete
theoretical course
for the P.M.G.
certificate.

and the scope of the book has been widened to meet the more exacting
requirements of the operator's duties of to -day. There are more than 450
diagrams and illustrations.

A leaflet giving full particulars of the volume and a synopsis of chapters

will be sent on request.

Price 251- net.

By post 2519
ere

From aIfleading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
W.W.96

Mention of' " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers. will ensure prom fit attention.
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Metal Rectification
Important Developments have taken place
in IGRANIC-ELKON RECTIFIERS
Since the introduction of IGRANICELKON
METAL
RECTIFIERS,
intensive and systematic research in
the Modern Laboratories of the
IGRANIC
BEDFORD
WORKS

have resulted in-

IMPROVED
which are

RECTIFIERS

SMALL in Bulk.
HIGH in Efficiency.

LOW in Price.
Suitable for all purposes, including
H.T. Supply Units, L.T. Supply
Units, H.T. and L.T. Accumulator
Chargers, GRID BIAS SUPPLY,
Excitation of Moving Coil Speaker

Fields, etc., etc.
In

- ..

.....

''-.

....°py
c

yet inexpensive components for use in
conjunction with IGRANIC-ELKON

RECTIFIERS have been developed,

of `::

including POWER TRANSFORMERS,
CHOKES,
CONDENSERS,
RESISTORS, etc.

°r 5,11.:`;.
;'
°ntatiri'
ata.
c
tet abtie d erg. ;.
°° Ualittg Úr

:;

d

viato

'.

t.
.°
gg 9ep
\ A try °g15 ..
:; q
.U
:;
..

°sab
; tog
.

B17

addition a range of dependable

May we send you a Catalogue ?
147
QueenVictona5t

(IG1ANtc
ELECTRIC Co.,Ltd.

-0ND

I

"IF IT'S METAL RECTIFICATION,
IT'S IGRANIC."

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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NEW
CZWESTINGHOUSE»

H.T.5

-

20 m.a.

120 volts.

METAL RECTIFIERS
FOR

HIGH TENSION

H.T.6

DID YOU SEE THEM AT

15/

-

-

17/6

-

25 m.a.

175 volts.

THE RADIO EXHIBITION?
If not, send 3d. stamp for

"The All -Metal Way 1931,"
now enlarged to 40 pages, a valuable
book for mains users, giving circuits,
technical instruction, and com-

H.T.7

-

-

28 m.a.

200 volts.

ponents for all types of A.C. Units.

21/

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
(Patented)
Scientifically constructed, both electrically and mechanically,
they hold the wirg, but grip the flex covering. All stresses

THE NEW

POSITIVE
GRIP

POSITIVE GRIP
Standard Wander

and strains are removed from the conductors, and once a
connection is made it stays put, and without any unsightly

WANDER

Plug. The old friend,

PLUG.

tens of
satisfied
thousands
In
experimenters.
used

frayed ends of leads, the bane of all fans.

Write for FREE copy of our latest descriptive

by

red, green and black.
Price . . 2d. each.

leaflet " W.W." Post free, of course.

POSITIVE GRIP Banana
Type PLUG & SOCKET.

Ideal for portable sets and

POS TIVE
GRIP PIN

END a new-

where space is
limited. Various
colours.

Price 2d. each.

comer.
2d. each.

A great advance on all other
types of plug. A silky, dead
smooth contact is NOW ob-

POSITIVE
GRIP
SPADE
END. Acid -

proof contacts at
times.

all

price 3d. ea.

teinsble. Price 4d. complete.

THE POINT
of the new Lisenin Wander Plug overcomes
all contact troubles. The patented construction effectively

prevents "wobbling"

in

the socket. It makes perfect electrical and
mechan?cnl contact and does not require
constant opening of the prongs.

Price 2d. each.
We have moved to larger premises.

Note new address:-

THE LISENIN WIRELESS CO.,
5, Central Buildings, HIGH ST., SLOUGH, Bucks.
'Phone : Slough 652.

for the Lisenin Show Case on
T. Address : POSGR/P SLOUGH. Look
your Radio Dealer's Counter.

Mention of " The Wireless World," wizen wr ng to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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TWO OF THE
BLUE SPOT

RANGE
51

This new speaker

is driven by the

world's wonder unit, 66R.
That fact alone stamps 51R
as supreme in its class. And
the beautiful walnut cabinetunconventional without being

bizarre -will add to the
appearance of any
MOM.
Price

841

-the best Blue
Z
9R
Spot speaker that
has yet appeared. There is
no higher praise. Whatever
type of programme you enjoy,

you will enjoy it better with
this magnificent speaker. If
your taste is for chamber music
you can now hear it as hitherto

you could only hear it in the
concert room; if you prefer
jazz you can listen to it with all

its pep and snappiness. And
the cabinet is a splendid piece

of furniture in keeping with
its wonderful

output. Price
Meet us at-

- - -

MANCH'ESTER RADIO SHOW, Oct. 8-18, Stand No. 26, Main Hall

1FI1E 13R11111i 131.lJE .iIND1' CIDMIPAWY iT®.
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1
'Phone: CLERKENWELL 3570.

'Grams: "BLUOSPOT, SMITH, LONDON."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) LTD., loo, London
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DISCERNING
LISTENERS USE HEGRA
" The Wireless World," in an impartial review, says of the
Hegra Magnet -Dynamic Speaker :-" We have no hesitation
in placing this instrument in the highest class of .... cone
loud speakers." Also - " general effect indistinguishable
from the (standard) moving coil loud speaker."
The Hegra Magnet -Dynamic, in its new and improved form,
handles big inputs-well up to 4 watts. It requires no field
cu rent, but embodies the special Hegra Magnet system.
It costs no more than an ordinary cone -type speaker,

yet gives a controllable volume ample for all
private purposes and even for a large hall.

11ÉGhtl

THE HEGRA TONE
CONTROL.
A straight-line characteristic, silent, volume and
tone control.
Complete

The Hegra Magnet . Dynamic Loud Speaker
Chassis Form (as illustrated)

(Type A) 9/-

Complete in Polished Walnut Cabinet.

£2:10:0 £5:1O:O

OBTAINABLE FROM ANY REPUTABLE DEALER
ílt.C. 11.

TANNOY
PRODUCT,

LIGuinéaWIRELESS

CABINET forg3

JUST ASSEMBLE IT YOURSELF

ALL -ELECTRIC

RADIO-GRAMOPH NE
SENIOR MODEL.

1_

THE " OSBORN""- WAY THATS ALL

This instrument represents

the embodiment of the best
that modern technique and

No. 219. A Radio or Radio Gramophone
Cabinet, 3' 9" high, 2' 2" wide, and l' 6"

skill can produce.
All - Electric H.T. L.T. Grid
Bias matched transformer
coupled moving coil speaker,
slow speed induction motor,

The battery and loud speaker
compartments are at the bottom and are
deep.

partitioned off. Size of the baffle behind
the fret is 24" x 24". Metallic fabric for

four -valve receiver, high stage

gain Screen Grid H.F. power
detector, one R.C. Stage, and
10 -Watt power output stage,
fitted with illuminated dials.

the fret front is included. Opening at

All

the top and back. This cabinet will take
panel 2' x 9" or smaller.

Prices: 65 gns. in quartered
walnut cabinet.
In Mahogany Case 60 gns.
In Oak Case .. 55 gns.

a

f row 5 gns6'ra+hs

MODEL

READY TO ASSEMBLE: OAK 651-,

N-219

MAHOGANY 70/-, WALNUT 80/-.
ASSEMBLED READY TO

TANNOY Mains Units are
available for H.T. or L.T. or
combined units suitable for

practically any set, including
portables.
Switch on .. .
that's all.
Illustrated is the C.P. 2 Unit
for H.T. and L.T., giving

120 v. at 15/20 ma.
Price complete

£5

10

0

TRY A TANNOY at our
expense.
Write for Catalogues to:-

TANNOY PRODUCTS,
1-7,

DALTON ST., S.E.27.

Send for 56 -page
illustrated catalogue.

Enclose 3d. in
stamps.

OAK

85/-,

POLISH:

901-,

MAHOGANY

WALNUT 100/- ASSEMBLED & POLISH-

ED: OAK 105/-, MAHOGANY 120/-,
WALNUT 135/-. ALL MODELS
CARRIAGE PAID.

CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. W.W.)

THE REGENT WORKS, ARLINGTON ST., LONDON, N.I.
Clerkenwell..5095.
And at 21, ESSEX ROAD,,IISLINGTON,
Phone : Clerkenwell 5634.

COUPON

Please send me

your
56 - page
illustrated catalogue for which I
enclose 3d. in
stamps.

Name
Address
-

Mention of "The Wireless World,' when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

SAVE MONEY !
" EKCO " Power Supply Units completely
do away with batteries and accumulators.
All who use these troublesome accessories

know how costly they are to renew and
to keep charged. " EKCO'S " first cost
is practically the last.

The same "EKCO"

Unit serves on for ever at a negligible
cost of upkeep. If you average three
hours use of your set a day, " EKCO "
in one year will definitely save you
pounds. Buy " EKCO" and save money!

SAVE TIME !
" EKCO " Units are easily and quickly fitted in
three minutes and then forgotten for ever. Compare these with the hours spent on fiddlesome,
messy, acid -staining accumulators with their
constant shop renewals. Once an " EKCO "

%:.
\l'`
\ =

Unit is fitted, all you have to do is plug the
" EKCO" adaptor into any electric light or
power socket and then switch on - that's all
Buy " EKCO" and save time.

-

,_
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AllePower Unit Model A.C.C2.A.
(shown above)
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that the sum total of current consumed by the
filaments does not exceed .5 amp. e.g. ; up to 5
-.1 amp. valves, or 2-.1 amp. valves and 1-.25
amp. power valve, or 3-.1 amp. valves and 1-

I7

,, ,

oA\\\\

Provides:

(a) H.T. 3 Tappings of: 5.0. for the H.T. supply to
S.G.Valves. 60 and 120/150. Output 20 m/a.
(b) L.T. 2-6 volts from .2 amp. minimum to .5 amp.
maximum, so being suitable for any combination
of valves of the same filament voltage, provided

.

.15 amp. power valve etc., may be used.
(c) G.B. 5 Tappings up to 12 volts.

Price £10 . 17 . 6

AII::Power Unit Model A.C.C1.A.

SAVE TROUBLE!

(shown on left) Provides:

(a) H.T. 4 Voltage Tappings of:

EKCO " Units assure smooth CONTINUOUS
reception with a constant voltage. No need

S.G. for the

H.T.

supply to S.G. Valves : 0-120 var., 120/150 and
POWER. Output 60 m/a.
(b) L.T. 2 6 volts from .3 amp. minimum to
amp.
maximum, so being suitable for any combination
of valves of the same filament voltage, provided
1

now to worry as to whether you will hear all
the programme. " EKCO " guarantees silent,
HUM -FREE
reception
with
INCREASED
VOLUME. Buy " EKCO " and save .trouble.

that the sum total of current consumed by the
filaments does not exceed 1 amp. e.g., up to 10-

.1 amp. valves., or 2-.1 amp. valves and 1-.8
amp. super -power valve or up to 5-.1 amp.
valves and 2-.25 amp. power valves, or 4-.25

There are also "EKCO" All -Electric Receivers,

amp, valves, etc., may be used.
(c) G.B. 7 Tappings up to 21 volts.

radio's supreme two and three valve. sets, and
" EKCO" H.T. Units, eliminating all batteries.

Price £17 . 15 . 0

Plug-in-

Write for details of above and particulars or Isasy Payments to

That's all!

E.

K.

Cole, Ltd., Dept. W., " Ekco " Works, Southend.on-Sea.
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better

Music

ín the

Horne!

Fit
the

Electric
gramophone
Motor
No winding

Just switch on!

SENSATIONAL POWER

Why keep on laboriously winding that clockwork

BRILLIANT TONE

Electric Gramophone Motor, you can easily convert
it into a first-class electrically -operated instrument?

WONDERFUL VOLUME
designed three -valve All -

ABRILLIANTLY
Electric Receiver for A.C. or D.C. mains
making fullest use of the great amplifying
power of two screened -grid valves. Has
captivated the admiration of tens of thousands

of visitors to Olympia

gramophone, when, with the aid of the B.T.-H.

Easily fitted-only one hole to cut, will operate
from your lighting supply, even speed-no running
down, plays 900 records for one unit of electricity.

Costs only £3 -3 from all high-class dealers.

Skilfully built up to

five -valve performance. Reliable. Sensitive.
Powerful. Glorious tone. A single control
magically sweeps Europe's broadcasting
map. Sensitive screened -grid distance circuit,

double power screened -grid detector, and
newly -developed Pentode amplifying stage.
Gramophone pick-up terminals. Hear this
wonderful set at your dealers. Obtainable
on an Easy Purchase Plan. Ask for details.

ULTRA ELECTRIC, LIMITED,
661-3, Harrow Road, London, N.W.10

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS
Head Office
Rugby
London Office "Crown House," Aldwych
Works: Rugby, Birmingham, Wiliesden, Coventry, Chesterfield
_
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ELECTRICAL

3 VALVE ALL ELECTRIC

for AC'Mains -- equal to
many five valve receivers
that cost twice as much

I %COMPARARLE IN
PERFORMANCE

AN ID PRICE

Built in accordance with
the recommendations of
the Institute of Electrical
Engineers.

Here is an entirely new conception of radio value
--delightful, eloquent broadcast reception from
the new GECoPHONE All -electric Three -Valve
Receiver for A.C. Mains-a set priced so low that
all previous standards of value are swept aside !
Here is the last word in trouble -free radio-from-the-

mains-a set that will give you long range and

sensitive, selective reception with surprising volume

and purity-all for £i8 -o -o including OSRAM
VALVES. Indeed a set to be proud of --in its

handsome case of black relieved with old gold.
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

WITH OSRAM VALVES
AND ROYALTY

HIRE PURCHASE

You can either huy this receiver for
Cash (£18) or Hire Purchase-£1. 16. 0
deposit,

£1.8.4.

r2

monthly

payments

of

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY

.-_-.-_
' GECoPHON
,

Please send particulars of the

GECoPHONE 3 -Valve All Electric Receiver.
Name
Address
Cut out coupon and passe -on post card or enclose in

' unsealed envelope. Halfpenny postage in latter case.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Advertisements for " The Wireless World ". are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Weipi tuots
The Whaling Fleets at
sea for months on end
keep in touch with the
world through radio.
They use Marconi Valves

because of their unfailing dependability.
*Imperial Airways, The B.B.C.,
Empire Wireless Communications, Trinity House Lightships
and Beacon Stations, Croydon

Control Tower, the great
passenger liners, etc., etc., all
At the Harpoon Gun.

EIVE

¡*hRCOIIU
VALVIE$

* Buy the Valves
the experts use

?"47:a4k
11111F-

._._
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Lessous of the Skow
LSEWHERE in this issue we review the Olympia
III A Radio Show as a whole, and endeavour to indicate
by description and illustration what is the general
trend of technical progress iii the design of receivers and
associated apparatus. The detailed description of tech-

nical improvements we will therefore leave to those
set aside for :that purpose, but there are other
points in connection with the Shcw which are deserving
of comment. Every Show provides its lessons, and it is
largely as a result of the lessons learned at the annual
Show that the industry is able to progress as it does, the

Show providing the greatest opportunity which the
manufacturers have for assessing the requirements of

the public.
We sometimes wonder whether the standholders make
sufficient use of this valuable opportunity. There is too
often the tendency to take on a temporary staff with little

knowledge of the apparatus displayed, and still less
interest in recording- the innumerable expressions of

1

opinion passed by the visiting public which, if collected
and brought to the attention of a responsible head of the
firm or the designer of the apparatus,

to attract the public ; the apparatus had to be modern
and show evidence of careful design, and we can only
think that this discriminating attitude on the part of the
.prospective buyer has been acquired as a result of bitter
experience and disappointment in the performance of
second-rate products. It is very pleasing to note this
attitude, because it leads us to believe that radio of the
future will be comparatively trouble -free ; it is better to
pay a slightly higher price_ for well -designed and carefully finished apparatus which will not be subject to
breakdowns rather than that the listening public should
be disappointed in radio and lose confidence as a result
of repeated failures and frequent necessity for service
arising from the use of inferior products.

might be of great value to the firm

In This Issue

A remarkably strong impression
gained as the result of repeated visits

LESSONS OF THE SHOW

and tours round the Exhibition was
that the general public are extraordinarily discriminating.

divided between all stands, presum-

ably because the public were not
sufficiently discriminating in those

days to separate the sheen from the
ii 25

QUALITY RECEPTION
CURRENT TOPICS
UNBIASED OPINIONS
BROADCAST BREVITIES

In days

gone by one generally found that
attention was more or Iess equally

Public interest in radio -gramo

phones has- increased to a marked

in their future activities.
1

goats ; but this year the contrast between a well -patronised stand and a neglected one was so well defined that
we took the trouble to investigate the reasons, and had
not far to look to discover them. The neglected stands
were those where 'apparatus was displayed which had
not kept pace with modern progress. The fact that components and sets were cheap was not in itself sufficient

THE TREND OF PROGRESS
NEW FEATURES AT THE SHOW THE THEORY OF THE
'.SUPERHETERODYNE
READERS' PROBLEMS

.r

extent this year, whilst another indication of the Exhibition is a boom in
the interest in, up-to-date components, suggesting that many Iisteners

who made their own sets a year
or two back have now realised that

the time has come for a complete
overhaul or the construction of a new
receiver on 'modern lines_ No doubt
the need for increased selectivity is
one of the contributory causes of renewed activity in home set building.

Wfir@llmo
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The Ear
and its

'By

JOHN HARMON.

Frequency Response.

home by a magical invasion with their quality and

our ears. The lowest octave, from 20 cycles to 40
cycles, is reached by the deepest notes of the organ
and piano; but not by any sounds in Nature save, perhaps, the roll of thunder. No voice of beast enters this
region ; even the lion cannot get below 5o cycles, but
it may be that some great reptile in a far -distant age

beauty untarnished by the long chain of transformations
which they have undergone.

roared on á note deep enough to tax the lower limit
of hearing of the mammalian ear. However that may

present day ;; but its price is one which we cannot afford.

capacity to hear in the range between 20 cycles and 40
cycles, or between 10,000 cycles and 20,000 cycles;

THE ultimate aim of wireless reproduction of sound
is that the vibrations of air which reach the ears.

of the listener should be indistinguishable from
those which fall upon the transmitting microphone, so
that speech and music may seem to have entered the

Such ,perfection is almost within our grasp at the be, there seems to be no survival value to -day in a

For example, the reproduction of an orchestra is imperfect, because it seems to come from a point, whereas
the instruments are actually grouped over a considerable area. The illusion could be improved by using
two microphones, two channels of communication, two
receiving sets and two loud speakers, but such a system
would obviously be commercially impracticable.

A refinement of this kind is one which we have to
learn to do without, just as we are accustomed to put
up with flat photographs, pictures and cinema shows
because

the

probably Nature has declined to devise a sharp cutoff in these regions, and the imperfect sensitiveness
found in them is the result of an extension of efficient
hearing to the range from 40 to 10,000,

This latter range, then, is the one which is of im-

portance in the interpretation of sounds, and we should
endeavour to preserve it in the chain of apparatus used
in wireless communication of speech and music. It is
true that music is not scored for frequencies higher than
3,40o cycles,

stereoscopic

production of these things
involves too much bother
and expense.

Range of the Human Ear.

The ear has a range of
ten. octaves extending from
20 to zo,000 cycles per
second, but it is seldom
called upon to listen in the
lowest or highest octave of

The highest
this range.
octave, from ro,000 to

the highest

note of the piccolo, but the
IN pursuing the problems of quality reception but little
attention has been paid to the investigation of the aural
perception of sound. No purpose would be served in designing receivers where the overall characteristic obtained did
not take into consideration the limitations of the ear. It is

a strange coincidence that whereas the ear will detect loss
of overtones it remains insensitive to a phase shift even of
180 degrees. Information is given in this article on how
best to arrange the circuits of a receiver for high quality
taking into account tone control and frequency response so
that the reproduction that results may be a true replica of
the original.

20,000, is not considered to
have any musical value,
and, indeed, it would be difficult to construct a musical
instrument which would give appreciable intensity in this
region. Some insect noises lie in this .compass, such

as the call of the grasshopper, and for all .we know
some may lie above it and be for ever inaudible to

overtones which accompany

the fundamental note, and
which are necessary for the
preservation of the quality
peculiar to each instrument, carry the limit, to
10;000.

Sustained Notes.
When a'sustained note of
instrument or voice is

sounded, a series of pressure waves is set up in the

air, and if these are recorded

as they pass any point, a series of curves of pressure
variation can be drawn. The number of complete
curves recorded per second, or the frequency with which

the pattern repeats itself, is equal to the frequency at
which the . note is produced, but the curves are not
s 26
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Quality Reception.-

and the identification becomes more certain as further
overtones are admitted. The absence of high over-

pure sine waves, but are wrinkled by secondary ripples
and indentations. Such curves can, however, be built
up from pure sine curves whose frequencies are one,
two, three, etc., times the fundamental frequency on

tones, such as those above the 8th, is perceptible in
piano notes, reducing the brilliance and richness of the
sound.

which the note is played, and whose amplitudes and
Phase Changes are Immaterial.
phases with respect to the fundamental are properly;
chosen. A sustained note may accordingly be repreIt is evident, then, that when a note of frequency
sented as in Fig. 3 by a number of vertical lines, each 500 is played on a piano, higher frequencies up to at
of which represents a pure tone of a frequency which least 500 x 8=4,000 should be allowed transmission.
is some multiple of that
It has been pointed out
of the fundamental, whose
height represents the amplitude or maximum pressure variation, and which

that when a complex wave

r- A 1.

is analysed into its com-

O-1

B
I

I

20

1

ponent frequencies, due re-

1

10.000 20,000

40,

gard must be paid to the
has a definite phase relaphases of the components ;
tion to the . fundamental.
alterations in
relative
Fig. 1.-The range over which the human ear is sensitive. The
When we say that the
phase
. ma y. profoundly
region
B
is
that
which
is
used
in
speech
and
music.
Some
sound of the vowel " Ah"
organ and piano notes extend into region A, but are heard on
affect the resultant wavetheir harmonics in region B. Region C is reached by high
can be analysed as in Fig.
form.
Changes of this
hissing sounds and insect noises.
3, we mean that if eleven
kind must inevitably take
pure tones are produced (by electrically driven tuning place in valve circuits, for alternating currents are reFREQUENCY IN CYCLES

forks, for example) and their intensities so adjusted that

at any point the maximum pressure variation due to
each fork alone is proportional to the height of the
corresponding line in Fig. 3, then, provided the relative phases are also correctly arranged, the resultant
pressure wave will be identical with that due to the sung

vowel, and the effect on
the ear
identical.

also . be

will

In reply to the question
whether

the

overtones.

have any physical existFig. 2.-Pressure wave of
organ note sounding at
256 c.p.s. as recorded by
Prof. D. C. Miller. The note
contains a large number of
overtones.

PER

SECOND

tarded when traversing coils to an extent which increases
with the frequency, and advanced in passing across condensers in a similar way, so that the shape of a complex

wave may be greatly altered in passing through an

amplifier.

It is, indeed; a fortunate as well as a curious circumstance that the ear takes no notice of such changes in
phase. Many experiments have confirmed this statement, and perhaps the . most striking is one due to
Dr. Van der Pol, who has invented an instrument which
he calls a wave shifter.2 The wave shifter is a valve

ence we can say that with
a little practice the ear can

2 Phil. Mag., May 7th, 1929, p. 477.

distinguish at least some
of them in addition to the

fundamental, and that
they can be reinforced by resonators.1
Overtones Necessary for Good Reproduction.
The quality or colour of tone which distinguishes one

instrument from another is due to the number and

.
2

9

3

4

r
5

óiPiTto.
6 7 89 1113

CLARIONET

10 12 14

0

0

i

I

9 0 9 9 0.

OBOE

strength of overtones ; thus, the clarionet owes its sharp

brilliant tone to the presence of strong 7th, 8th, gth
and loth harmonics, while the mild and mellow flute
gives almost a single pure tone. Some remarkable
gramophone records have been produced by the Bell
Telephone laboratories in which low-pass filters have
been used to remove any desired number of overtones.
For example, when the same note is sounded in succession by a piano, 'cello and French horn, and all
overtones are removed, leaving the fundamental only,
the three instruments sound alike, as might be expected,
the quality being similar to that of a tunipg-fork. The
admission of the first overtone, in addition to the fundamental, makes it possible to identify each instrument,

VIOLIN

1

fl.

FLUTE

o

4_ILI?,9e

"AH" SUNG

T

1 A resonator is a hollow spherical or cylindrical metal vessel
furnished with a small opening, which is applied to the ear, and a
larger one which admits the sound waves. The larger the resonator,
the deeper is the note which it intensifies.
13 27

I> fib.,

"E" SUNG

Fig. 3.-Analysis of some instrumental and vocal sounds, showing
the relative intensities of the fundamental and overtones. The
upper four . records are due to Prof. Miller, the lower two (in
which amplitude is plotted vertically) are due to Dr. H. Fletcher.
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suiting in a lack of information as to phase relations. It
is as if trains arrived punctually at half; -hourly intervals

Quality Reception.-

circuit which retards high frequencies relatively to low
ones while leaving intensities unaltered; it can be inserted between the output valve and the loud speaker,

at each platform of a terminus without any passenger
ever being able to find out whether his train would
arrive before or after its neighbours at adjoining platforms.

A Frequency Chart.

2

The chart shown in Fig. 5 gives the ranges of most
of the instruments employed in music. The highest
270

00

90

notes are given by the piccolo, violin and piano; followed

360

by the flute, clarionet and oboe. These notes are the,
fundamental notes, and the accompanying overtones
actually carry the upper limits higher by an amount not
shown on the chart or on any orchestral score:
We cannot combine Figs. 3 and 5 to discover how
high our range ' of wireless hearing should ' extend in
order to include the more important overtones of any
instrument, for the analyses in Fig. 3 have only been

180

(a)
`

-_

Tr

carried out for fundamental tones near middle C, and the
distribution of overtones may be quite different, for high
tones. But we know that as a minimum requirement
the fundamental and the first overtone must be present
if an instrument is to be recognised.

411.

'

If, then, we take 5,000 cycles as the upper limit of
reproduction by a high-class receiving set, it is evident

that no fundamental higher than 2,50o cycles will retain

( b)

Fig. 4.-Pressure wave due to
frequencies f and 3f of equal
amplitude; (a) fundamental
and harmonic in phase (b)
18 0° out of phase. The change

8 00

of phase modifies the resultant
wave profoundly.

-

5 00

400

and is operated by a single.
condenser dial.
When the dial is rotated,
the quality of speech or

music is found to be en-

tirely unaffected, though a
relative phase shift of 180°
may have been produced.
We conclude that in the

reproduction of sustained
notes it is necessary to
transmit the tones and over-

tones without alteration in
relative strength, and that
the phase relations can be

left to take care of themselves.

A strange phenomenon
is this indifference of the
ear to phase relations. On
the resonance theory of

hearing the sound is
analysed by tuned ear
strings, each of which is

connected to the brain by a
single nerve. Where these
nerves end in the brain

there would seem to be a
lack of cross -connection re -
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Fig. 5.-On the left is a logarithmic scale of frequencies, on the right are the notes corresponding
to the white keys of the piano. The upper limits shown for instruments are not necessarily
the highest notes that can be produced, but the highest notes found in orchestral scores.
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ment, let him reckon up the number of minutes each
day during which he hears speech and music directly

anything of its characteristic quality. Fig. 5 shows that
at 2,500 cycles the only instruments interfered with are

and free from a noisy background, and compare it with

the piccolo, violin and piano, and that the Iatter two
have their upper limits shortened only by three whole

the period spent in listening to the telephone, loud
speaker, gramophone and talkies.

tones.

Reproduction from 50 Cycles to 5,000 Cycles.

The frequency of the lowest note on the piano is 27

cycles, and it may seem at first sight that the repro:
ducing apparatus should transmit down to this fre-

quency.

But, in fact, such'low notes contain very little
energy in the fundamerifal, or even the first overtone
They are heard almost entirely on higher overtones;
and can .be reproduced perfectly by suitable combinations of pure tones, none of which has its frequency
below 5o cycles. The chief reason for the absence of
these tones is that the piano frame cannot vibrate at
a frequency low enough to reinforce them. The same
lack of fundamental power occurs in deep organ tones,
though in this case the explanation is not so simple.
The lower limit of reproduction can accordingly be
raised to 5o cycles with perfect safety ; indeed, it cán 'be
raised much higher owing to a peculiarity of the. ear,
which is the salvation of many a wireless constructor.
The ear, owing to certain dissymmetries in its construction, acts as a rectifier, and, like a rectifying valve,
gives rise to beat tones between the frequencies which
fall upon it. Even if the fundamental and a few overtones are absent, it can reproduce them by beat tones
between the remaining overtones to such an extent that
the fundamental pitch of the note is clearly heard. When
a filter is used to cut out the fundamental component
of a bass voice singing " Ah " on middle C (256), no
.

alteration in pitch or quality can be detected, but as
the cut-out frequency is raised the quality gradually
changes to that of a soprano trying to force her voice

Fig. 7. Reproduction of fiat -topped waves by a 6 -stage amplifier
devoid of inertia. The sine curves are timing waves of frequencies
80, 150 and 300 c.p.s.

Later in this article a review will be given of the
methods which have proved most effective in improving the lunge and quality of receiving sets in the meantime let us go on to consider some of the curious and
at times ludicrous transformations which sounds are
often forced to undergo.
Transients.
Many discussions of the design of receiving sets assume

down to middle C.

that the only problem is that of reproducing sustained
In brief, we may say that unimpaired reproduction sounds which change by a slow melting of one note into
from 5o to 5,000 gives exanother without any abrupt or explosive transition. But
cellent, well-nigh perfect,
such abrupt effects or transients are common, and form
results. As the upper limit
an essential part of speech and music. The consonants
recedes to 4,000, treble
" p," " t," " k," are produced . by the emission of a
notes become ' thin and
single puff of air accompanied by a train of highly
colourless, like boys'
damped waves of high frequencies. The wave -fronts
voices accompanied by
of these disturbances are steep, ' and it will presently
Fig. 6.-An iron -cored coil
flutes. As the lower Iimit
appear that there are three points in a receiving set
of high inductance possesses
rises to 200, low notes,
inertia and the current
where distortion is likely to occur.' These consonants
through it cannot respond
though still of considerare notoriously difficult to convey over a telephone
faithfully to an abrupt im-

able

intensity,

are

strangely altered, emascu-

lated and reedy.

i

It

is

pulse.

Thus when the applied e.m.f. rises and falls
as shown by the full line the
current follows the broken
line.

estimated that half the
wireless sets in use to -day transmit only between 25o
and 3,50o ; their owners are probably satisfied with this
performance once their ears have becdfwte accustomed
to it.
Therein lies a great public danger. Since speech and
music tend increasingly to reach our ears by mechanical
channels rather than directly, there is a prospect that
toleration of imperfect reproduction may lead to decay
in the standard of piununciation and lack of appreciation of musical quality. If any reader dooliiikthis state B 29

system.

Again, in emotional music, such as Liszt's " Hungarian Rhapsody," and in Wagner's operas, we meet
with transients in abundance. Percussion instruments,
like drums, Cymbals and bells, the sounds of pistols

and hand -claps, popping of corks, and splashing of
water, give further illustrations; The _first place in
which transients may suffer mutilation is the tuned
high-trequency circuit. When reaction is used, the
damping of this circuit is greatly reduced and an appre-

ciable time is taken to build up the full response to
incoming waves, or to annul the response when the
stimulus has ceased. - Accordingly, the use of reaction
is

liable to alter or even to obliterate transients by
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transformer -coupled amplifiers. Fig. 7 shows the degree

Quality Reception.-

making the H.F. tuned circuit the analogue of a heavy
flywheel which cannot respond to rapid changes.
In the second place, the use of chokes and voltage
transformers in the audio -frequency
amplifier leads to distortion of transients, for since these items produce a
back E.M.F. proportional to the rate

of success obtained by Dr. Crandall3 in reproducing I -topped waves using six stages of resistance -capacity am-

plification and a recording oscillograph which was
without inductance.

Finally, the loud speaker must be
considered both because it contaihs
inductance, giving rise to the kind
of distortion .shown in Fig. 6, and on
account of the natural resonances of

of change of the current, they 'can
only give faithful reproduction when
the exciting E.M.F. is a sine wave or

When the diathe diaphragm.
phragm is displaced by a sudden im-

is capable of being analysed into a
series of sine waves. With any other
shape of wave distortion must necessarily occur ; thus, in the extreme case
of a flat-topped incident wave shown

by the full line in Fig. 6, the current
produced in the coil takes the cqurse

pulse it oscillates in its natural freFig. 8.-A train of damped waves acting on a loud speaker. In each complete
wave the up swing is greater than the
down swing and the forces on the diaphragm have a resultant tending to
leave the diaphragm in a. displaced
position.

of the dotted curve, so that the sharpness of the transient
is reduced.
This kind of distortion is practically absent in resistance -capacity -coupled amplifiers, and the point is one
to keep in mind *when comparing the merits of these with

quencies in the process of, returning
to rest, and so adds an unnatural and

metallic colour to transients of all
kinds. A train of highly damped
waves acts in a similar way, for, as

is evident from Fig. 8, such a train leaves the diaphragm
in a displaced position just as a single impulse does.
(To be continued.)
Bell System Tech. J., October, 1925.

THE SIMPLEST ANTI -FADING DEVICE.
The Use of Reversed Reaction.
HE idea described looks too simple to be effective.
Nevertheless, as far as can be judged from aural
observations, it seems to work. Like all anti is useless, except for strong signals ;
hence as fading does not trouble the receptions of local
stations, good high -frequency amplification is presupposed.
Swinging Coil or Condenser -controlled Reaction.

Fading is at its worst in a receiver where reaction
follows a tuned anode (or
tuned grid) . high -frequency
amplifier, since the decrease in carrier current'

then acts doubly, not only
directly reducing the signals but also reducing the
reaction effect and hence
increasing the effective re-

sistance in the tuned cir-

cuit, which, in turn, decreases the amplification.

If, however, signals are
so strong that it is possible
to use 'reverse,d reactionfor example, with the oldfashioned swinging coil by
turning it .through 18o°

from its point of greatest

Fig. I.- When condensercontrolled reaction is em-

ployed a second coil must be
wound for reverse reaction..

effect-a decrease in carrier
current will tend to increase
the amplificatiopysince the

effective resistance of the tuned circuit will now decrease with the decrease in counter -reaction ; and this
increase in amplification will tend to make up for the
the antenna.
decrease in the signals arriving
ally, of course, it.is more complicated, since the decrease
in carrier -current will decrease the counter -reaction,
which h will increase the amplified carrier -current,; but

this increase will increase the counter -reaction until a
balance is attained. However, the tendency is there.)
With the swinging coil the idea is quickly tested ;
with the modern condenser -controlled reaction it would
be necessary to wind an auxiliary reaction coil, in the
reversed direction to the normal coil (Fig. I).
The Case of the Screen -grid Valve.
There is, however, one case where the device is of
special interest, and this is where the high -frequency
amplifier is inherently unstable. It is where the amplification obtained is too great for the internal capacity.
of even a screen -grid valve. In such cases it seems
worth while " quieting down the amplifier by means
of reversed reaction rather than by reducing the overall
amplification or, by neutralising ; in such a case the
reaction coil would, of course, be wound in the reverse
direction to normal, and no " normal " reaction coil
would be used-the handling of the set is quite normal,
except that an increase in the reaction condenser tends
to stop oscillations instead of starting them. In this case
the anti -fading tendency of the reversed reaction can be
taken advantage of withouf difficulty, and without in
any way complicating the construction or handling of
R. R. -H.
the receiver.
B 30
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ALL ROADS LED TO OLYMPIA:
attendance records for previous

holders.

.

wireless exhibitions have been smashed
this year at Olympia. In the first six
days more than 170,000 visitors passed
through the turnstiles. The daily aver-

.

however, that it would be to their greater
interest if they put their appreciations

into action by investing in RADIO
SETS. . . . The Licenses Fee is a paltry

age exceeded that of 1929 by nearly 6,000.

0000

GOOD BUSINESS.

The Exhibition helped to prove that
the radio industry is one of the most
prosperous ,n the country at the present
moment. Orders were taken which will.
keep some firms busy until the spring.

0000

HAVE YOU MET THEM?
Non-paying listeners who escape the
charge of piracy have a .few honeyed

words to themselves in the current number of the Indian Radio Times. Says the
writer : " A number of our Patrons, we
find however, are not actually Licenses -

STATION.
Osservatore Romano

announces

that the Pope has appointed as president
of the new Vatican 'broadcasting station
the Rev. Guiseppe Gianfranceschi, S.J.,
of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences.
The station, which has been built by the
Marconi Company,. will be formally
opened within the next fortnight.

o000

-

"BY -COURTESY OF PORK
PACKERS, INC."
The opening of the first course in broad-

cast salesmanship ís announced by the
College of the City of New York. It is
stated. that Mr. F. Arnold, the instructor,
has -travelled 100,000 miles studying

"listener reaction," and is an expert in
making the programme fit the product.

0000

MEDAL FOR A HERO.
Mr. Frank Davidson, the wireless
Operator of the British Iiner Tahiti,
which sank in mid -Pacific after the
rescue of her passengers and crew by the
American liner Ventura, has been

0000

are due to be sent in to reach THE

American Federal Radio Commission as

WIRELESS WORLD offices not later
than Monday, October 6th.
We do not anticipate that it will be
possible to announce the results for two
or three weeks, owing to the time required to sort out the vates and ascertain
the winners in each class.
The entry form ís again included in the
advertisement pages of this issue, and
we hope that every reader is participating in the ballot and will forward his
completed form by the date specified.

a result of the unusually large number

of recent applications for changes in the
ownership of broadcasting stations, writes
our Washington correspondent. Since the
wavelength band is congested already,
the commission is disposed to eliminate
stations of doubtful status and to
scrutinise carefully the financial repute of
the proposed new owners.
The Commission eyes

a000

BRITISH GEAR FOR EUROPE'S
BIGGEST BROADCASTER.
The most powerful broadcasting instal-

lation in Europe is now undergoing its
final test at the Marconi
Chelmsford.
This is the

works

at

long -wave

158 kW. transmitter, which is shortly to
be erected for the Polish Broadcasting.
Company at Rasin, some 20 kilometres
from Warsaw.

and the rest of the world out of the

The aerial at Resin will be of the half wave type terminating in a feeder house
underneath the aerial. The two masts,
600 feet high and 750 feet apart, will be
the highest in use at any European broadcasting' station.
0000

In these

words a Washington journalist hails the
forthcoming arrival in New York of Dr.
James Robinson, who will demonstrate
his invention of the Stenode Radiostat
before leading experts in American radio.

TELEVISION AND THE THEATRE.
What is regarded as marking the
recognition of television by
American theatre interests is the decision

0000

DISCONTENT IN HOLLAND.

'definite

A seven -mile procession of Dutch listeners, numbering nearly 140,000, from
all parts of the country, filed through the
streets of Houtrust, near The Hague, a
few days ago, in protest against the rigid

to erect a television broadcasting

on the roof

station.

the New Amsterdam
Theatre, West 42nd Street, New York,
the work to be undertaken by the Radio

radio censorship. The Control Commission is charged with censoring items

B 31
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have " gone commercial."

" An eminent British scientist may be
the Moses who will lead North America

sent regime contained 460,000 signatures

askance

trend of church and educational stations
towards 'new commercial owners. In the
last year at least a dozen church stations

A SECOND MOSES?

A correspondent states that a petition
to the Queen protesting against the pre-

EARLIER BELGIAN SHOW.

ARE U.S. CHURCHES SELLING
RADIO LICENCES ?
" Trafficking " in radio transmission
licences is strongly suspected by the

0000

Geneva.

Paris listeners are protesting against
the broadcasting of medical talks from
Radio Paris during the Iunch hour.
0000

With the appearance of this, our third
Show Number, readers are reminded
that entry forms for THE WIRELESS
WORLD Olympia Show Competition

Wireless Operators' Association.

which all listeners are entitled to hear,
an instance being the suppression of
speeches from the League of Nations at

0000
NOT NICE.

We Want Your Vote

awarded a gold medal by the Veteran

wilderness of radio congestion."

sum.'

The annual Brussels Radio Show is to
be held earlier than usual this year, the
dates being October 18th to 27th. The
venue will be the Parc du Cinquentenaire.

CHIEF OF PAPAL BROADCASTING
The

They listen -in at the residences

'of their friends.
This is all very
nice. ".
. We must impress upon them,

All

of

Corporation of America.
0000

THE NOVOTONE.

In our issue of September 24th we re-

ro BEAT MOSCOW ? A portion of the
158kW. broadcast transmitter at the
Marconi Company's Chelmsford Works,
ready for despatch to Poland. The station
may be used to " shout down " Russian
propaganda.

peated information given by the manufac-

turers that the original type Novotone
has a voltage step-up of 1 to 2.6. Thi,
we are now informed should -be 1 to 2 at
250 cycles.
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a convenient receptacle,, and I must say that on second

thoughts I don't blame him, as I daresay that at the

end of a day's work many stand people must get heartily
sick of ill-considered advice, to say
nothing of fool questions.
)1,
Talking of questions reminds me of
an interesting experience I had when
I sought the neighbourhood of The
Wireless World stand for a rest from
my peregrinations. I took up a posi-

ci .D t2 -

By

FREE GRID.
That Outstanding Exhibit.

tion near where a representative of
the technical staff was endeavouring
to satisfy the thirst for information of

ISUPPOSE, as a temporary (depends more on the Editor than on
me) contributor, I am officially

what appeared to be a veritable

horde of budding Einsteins _ out in
front. Seriously, though, I was considerably astounded at the high order
of technical knowledge commanded
in an entry form for my own edificaby those propounding the questions
tion, and it will be interesting to see
and at the intelligence displayed in
how far adrift I am in my prognostica.
into a convenient -receptacle."
the supplementaey queries which
tions when the results are published. I
usually followed the answer. It was
think that readers will have little difficulty in agreeing with me as. to what is the single out- a veritable eye-opener-at any rate to me. There were,
standing exhibit of the Show, which comes under Class naturally enough, the inevitable exceptions.
No. 8 in the competition.
Perhaps I might mention, one particular interrogator,

precluded from participating in The

Wireless World Ballot Competition, but
nevertheless I have very carefully filled

0000

Strange?
In spite of the fact that the Show is really all British
this year, or at any rate supposed to be so, I could not
help noticing that on one or two of the wholesalers'
stands apparatus had crept in which must surely have
been manufactured over the water.
0000

Advice Wasted.
If I have a bee in my bonnet, it is on the subject of
gramophone motors. What interested me exceedingly
was a special electric -cum -clockwork movement which

was being exhibited. Briefly, a clockwork motor is

used to drive the gramophone-so eliminating any

possibility of electrical interference-and an electric
motor is used to wind it up. The whole action is

automatic, the winding motor being switched on at
the conclusion of the record and being switched off

whom I - recognised as a well-known figure in the motor-

ing world and one whose name-to use a hackneyed

but useful expression-is one to conjure with in matters
concerning the technicalities of the motor car. Briefly
put, his- question was that his all -mains set;- which had
(he said) been built to a Wireless World design, would
not work. Why? The presiding Solomon immediately
proceeded to cross-examine him as to whether he had
followed the specifications ; had he tested this and tried
that? Apparently he had done all this and more also,
for, not only had he 'thoroughly vetted" everything
with a family of meters, 'but he had gone to the length
of calling in two well-known wireless experts who had
declared that there was nothing wrong with the set !
" Then surely if
there is, nothing
wrong with the set

it must work per-

fectly," interjected

again immediately the motor is fully wound.
This series of operations is controlled by a low. volt-

one of the rather
impatient crowd

age and low current relay operated from an ordinary
flash -lamp battery. The presence of this latter component on an otherwise "all -mains" arrangement

surrounding

the

stand. This -to

immediately aroused my ire, batteries of any description

me - unanswerable
piece of logic did

aversions. Seizing the nearest pamphlet I immediately
began to draw diagrams on the back ' of it in

who began to wax

in an all -mains arrangement being one of my pet

order to explain to the politely bored demonstrator how
the relay might be operated from -the mains at relatively
little cost and with absolute safety and reliability. I
also suggested that an emergency winding handle might
be provided in case the electrical part of the apparatus

refused to function at any time, or in case the owner
of it moved to 'a non -electrical district. But, alas! my
enthusiasm carried me too far, and my good advice
fell on stony ground, since, as I moved away,, I surreptitiously observed my victim drop my diatiñfii into

not satisfy
our
friend,
however,

wrath

and

de-

manded what The

Two experts declared there was
nothing wrong.

Wireless World was going to do about it. Fortunately
for the reputation of the set " up spoke a brave Hora-

tius" in the crowd who had built the set in question.
In the discussion which ensued, The Wireless World

technical man with commendable tact lent his ear

to a clamorous Caledonian who wanted to know all about
oscillating crystal circuits, presumably being under the
impression that they wee economical. Meanwhile, I

Wk@hoo
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I proved this in one particular case by the simple

Unbiased.continued to listen to the discussion anent the all -mains

set, and eventually it turned out that (a) the motoring
expert lived in the country outside the
reach of electric light mains, and so presumably his question was " fictitious "
(b) the set he had built was not a Wire-

expedient of stretching forth an impious hand and lifting the pick-up from the record. At this perhaps rather
high-handed act of mine the onlookers
gave horrified gasps, evidently expecting me to share the fate of Uzzah, while
the young man in charge nearly
swooned, I having, unfortunately,
scratched the record slightly in replac-

less World design anyhow. Now, the
intricacies of the internal-combustion
engine are as a sealed book to me, but
I really think that if I had a question
to ask him on his pet subject I would
at least contrive to make sure of the

e ing the needle. Another remarkable
example of somebody having missed
their vocation was vouchsafed to me
here, for, in reply to my criticisms of
commutator interference, I was told
that I was quite mistaken,' as the distressing noise was due to the battery

make of car I had purchased ! !' Apart
from this extreme instance, other somewhat similar " cases presented themselves for diagnosis, and it struck one
!

eliminator ! 1

that the hardest type' of question to Rr
answer

work? "

" Why won't my set
It appeared to me-at any

is :

rate-that, in order

to answer all -

stating he had been a reader

!

It so happened that later

in the evening I came across one of
these particular radiograms, as they

now appear to be called, with its " innards " exposed, and at once saw the
cause of the trouble, which was the use of a superannuated motor of foreign origin in which no attempt had
been made either by screening or otherwise to eliminate
the interference: This, mark you, in a radiogram costing a few shillings less than £50.
In fairness to the foreigners concerned, it should be
said that the model has been .obsolete for the best part
of a year, having been replaced by one in which special
screening arrangements are made to reduce commutator
noise to vanishing point. It must be admitted that the
case I have quoted is an extreme one, but, nevertheless,
I found that motor interference was far too prevalent `in
certain models ; at the same time I- must give credit

since the -11' t number."

corners without giving offence, it needed the Wisdom of

Solomon combined with the Caution of an Agag with
perhaps a dash of Datas thrown in.
Yet another class of questioner who interested me was
the youth with the cricket -match moustache, who commenced his question by stating that he had been a reader
of The Wireless World from the first number. Instinctively my mind flew back over the years to April, 1913,
before wireless had turned my hair grey, and I saw the
youth, in my mind's eye, chortling gleefully as he assimilated nourishment for the body from a bottle and

nourishment for the soul from Vol. 1. No. 1 of this
venerable journal.

where credit is due and place on record the fact that there

The Trek to the North.
It is only a few more days before the Manchester Show
opens, and I shall be wending my way northward to see

what good things are in store for us at the rainy city.
The Manchester Show is, in my opinion, always very
interesting, and in some respects it is more instructive
than Olympia itself. The organisers might, however,
find a more inviting -looking building in which to hold it.
By the way, I have been threatened by Mrs. Free Grid

that she intends to visit the Manchester Exhibition next
week with the avowed object of purchasing a set and

of presenting me the bill, owing to the fact that as a
result of my experimental. work the Old Homestead
Three " is 'being constantly disembowelled. I am half
tempted to let her get on with it, as there were several

very tempting receivers on show this year at Olympia,
and they will, of course, be all seen again, together with
some additional ones, in the Northern Exhibition.

A Novel Explanation.
I made a very interesting tour of the various centrally
heated demonstration theatres where for the most part

radiograms were being demonstrated.

What struck
me very forcibly was the amount of noise picked

up by the almost universal electrically driven motor, nor

was this confined solely to the cheaper instruments.
B 33
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were a very large number of motors on show in which
the whole of the
'electrical portion,
including, of course,
the all - important

commutator, w a s

totally enclosed in a
metal box, a terminal being pro-

vided for the purpose of " earthing "

this to the cathode
or common negative connection of

the amplifier' in a
radiogram.

It is evident that
The young man in charge
nearly swooned.
the B.B.C. are still
dubious about ,employment of an electric motor, however, since I noticed
that they were using an ordinary clockwork instrument
for supplying music to the 20o -odd loud speakers distributed about the various stands. Incidentally, the parti-

cular make of- pick-up which they used was plainly

visible and easily recognisable, although, - of course, this
would convey nothing new to regular readers, as I have
already seen the. name of the particular instrument

favoured by the B.B.C. disclosed in W.W.

WIp@Iboo
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A1)CAT. IIRJIWITIES
By Our Special Correspondent.

Those Continental Relays.-A Royal Broadcast. Accommodation at Broadcasting House.Mr. Adrian Boult. .Winter Symphony Concerts.
Foreign Relays : Who Wants Them ?
Do listeners want foreign relays? This

question is arousing
genuine concern at Savoy Hill, principally
because so few individuals have troubled
to write letters in appreciation of the
innocent -looking

B.B.C.'s recent efforts to give us the best
from the Continent as well as ' from
America.

-

0000

Makeshifts.

The Director of Music.

quarters are a makeshift, as full of im-

appearance as conductor for the B.B.C..
at the inaugural' winter symphony con-

Opinion among the staff at Savoy Hill
is all the other way. The present headprovisations as the piano interlude. One
of the talks
scullery.

studios

is

a

converted

0000

Overflowing Departments.

Uncertainty does exist as to whether

Unspoken Desires?
The costly business of chartering wires
half -way across Europe, as in the case of

Broadcasting House will be able to absorb
all the London departments of the

B.B.C., for some of these have already

the recent Salzburg festival, can only be
justified if thousands of home folk desire
to hear the best music imperfectly reproduced in preference to the next best
perfectly reproduced.

Mr. Adrian Boult will make his first

cert to be broadcast from the Queen's
Hall on October 22nd. Madame Suggia,
the eminent 'cellist,' will take the solo
part in Saint -Satins Concerto in A minor
for violoncello and orchestra,

0000
Conductors and the Orchestra.
In order that the new orchestra of 114

players shall give the. best possible account
of itself, conductors who are participating
during the season -have each been invited

to take control of the orchestra for a

period in advance, in most eases of -three
weeks.
0,000
Features of the Programme.
The chief choral works to be performed
during the season include Handel's

In -my experience,

only one class of listener would confess
anything of the sort, and he is the man
who listens direct to distant stations on
his own set.

0000

Too Late

"Israel- in Egypt," Beethoven's "Missa

elaborate relays six years ago there might

Symphony."

Solemnis," and Vaughan Williams' " Sea

If the B.B.C. could have staged these

The important orchestral items include
the Brandenburg Concertos of Bach,
many of the Beethoven symphonies, and
works by Brahms, Schubert, Schumann,
Berlioz, and Tchaikowsky.
Love's of
modern music should find gratification in
compositions by Schonberg, Stravinsky,
and Bartok.
0000

have been a demand for them, but it, is
doubtful whether receivers and landlines
were equal to the task. The irony, of the
present situation lies in the fact that the
improvement in Continental landlines and
repeater methods comes too: late. The
majority of listeners interested in Con-

tinental programmes can pick them up
direct.
0000

Lord Beaverbrook at the Microphone.
Lord Beaverbrok may. be expected to

A New Policy?
Many observers would not be surprised

agitate the ether on October 16th when

he inaugurates a series of talks `under the
title, ``.Trade Within the Empire."

if the B.B.C. were shortly to alter their

foreign relays policy, deciding to use the
Continental landlines only for events of.
exceptional importance, 'such as the sessions of the League of Nations, All
efforts to relay music will probably "be abandoned."
0000
The Prince to Broadcast.

The Prince of Wales's speech at the
League of Nations dinner on October'
30th will be one of several to be relayed
from the Guildhall in the National programme.

0000

Sad Thoughts.
Sentimental rumours have gone the
rounds to the effect that the B.B.C. hates

tha idea of leaving the old premises on

Savoy Hill. It is said that even when
Broadcasting House is ready for occupation some of the staff will remain,
Casabianca-like, on the old decks.
I can discover no truth in the suggestion.

will be Sir
Sir Arthur Salter; and

Other speakers in the series

Basil Blackett,

Mr. Frank Livett MacDougal,

0000
Drums in Lifts.
RELAYS FROM GENEVA. M. Ramseyer,

" R.U.R.," which was broadcast

so

chief engineer of Radio Geneve, at the

successfully last week, had a prologue

meeting.

have been called " The Episode of the

line amplifier and switchboard during an
international relay of a League of Nations

flowed over into the Strand and odd
corners in the neighbourhood. But there
is no thought of retaining Savoy Hill.
0000
The Palladium Again.

Relays from the stage of the London
Palladium are to be revived on October,

9th.

Another series of revivals towards the
end of October will be the " Diversions
programmes, but these will be broadcast
thereafter monthly, instead of every week

as in the case of the fist series.

which listeners did not hear.

'

It, might

Big Drum."
To produce the sounds of gunfire from

a battleship, it was decided that something larger than the ordinary orchestral
drum should be used. No difficulty was
met with in obtaining an outsize in
drums, until the instrument was brought
to the Savoy Hill lift. Apparently no
one could be found who specialised in the

art of inserting extra large drums

in

medium-sized lifts, and it was only after
a hard struggle that the feat was accomplished. The lift attendant was inserted
afterwards.
B 34
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Highest
effective
amplification
yet attained with a
Screened Grid Valve
Radio technicians know that it is useless to

expect a substantial stage gain from any
Screened Grid Valve-however good its other
Characteristics-which has a high inter -electrode
capacity. Cossor engineers have been striving

for months past to reduce the self -capacity of
Cossor Screened Grid Valves to a negligible
figure. So successful have they been in their
efforts that the new Cossor 215 S.G. has an inter-

electrode capacity of the order of 001 micro-

microfarads - lower than that of any other
Screened Grid Valve on the market. As a result,
this new Cossor Valve permits a degree of effecamplification which a year-ago would have
been considered utterly impracticable. The Use
of this Valve will considerably increase the efficiency of your Receiver.

THE NEW
Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts, 15 amp.

Impedance 300,000. Amplification
Factor 330. Mutual Conductance

11 m.a./v.

Normal working

Voltage

.on

Anode Volts 120.
Screen 60-

Price

Positive

O

OSSOR
215 S.C.

Q6114
535

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Convert your set to A.C. Mains
The Six -Sixty A.C. All -Mains Conversion Equip-

ment is suitable for practically any battery
operated receiver.
No internal wiring
alterations, Equipment

includes specially

selected Six -Sixty A.C.

Valves-and Six -Sixty

5/4 pin valve holder
adaptors

Specially designed to co-operate with selected Six -Sixty A.C.

valves, this complete mains `conversion equipment forms
the ideal practical all -electric unit. No wiring alterations,
no wasted components-once fitted, fitted for all time.

A valve -maker makes it, knowing the special features of the
valves it works with. Valves that have made a name for
themselves by their tonal purity, by their intense sensitivity
to distant signals-valves with the name Six -Sixty. Rigid

in construction, shock -insulated filament, full pressure
emission.

They get more; they make more of what they get-that is
why you should

Say SIX -SIXTY

Isn't that what you've been waiting for ?
but why wait any longer?

Of course it is-

Power Unit (H.T., L.T. and G.B.) only
PRICE,

Complete

Equipment, from

A.C.

Mains
-

£6

6

0

£8

5

0

Conversion
-

-

-

Write jor latest Six -Sixty Literature givin¡q particulars of the complete
range of Six -Sixty .Valves, Mains Conversion Equipment, Valve Adaptors,
Valve and Set Tester, Cone Speaker Unit and Cone. Speaker Assembly, Cone
Speaker Paper, Turntable, Grid -Leaks, and Gramophone Pick-up Attachments.

SIX-SIXTY.A.C.VALVE ADAPTORS

THE SIX-SIXTY.A.C.ALL MAINS CONVERSION E.UIPM ENT

.

SAY

SIIX

}`

(B.V.A. Radio Valves and Equipment.)

Telephone: Museum 6116/7.
Six -Sixty Radio Co., Ltd., Six -Sixty House, 17/18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.1.
it
Mention of " The Wireless World," When writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A Review of Points of Novelty Illustrated by Typical Examples.
O say that the National Radio
Exhibition of 1930 has
brought forth nothing that is

radically new, and to let this bald
statement stand as an implied reproach, would be cruelly unfair to
the hard-working research and development staffs of the manufact u r i n g firms concerned.

True, there were no startling innovations, but mere
novelty for novelty's sake is
even less worth while in the
wireless art than in the
majority of others. There

was abundant evidence to
show that infinite pains
have been taken to ensure

that the average new set
may be much better in
every way than its pre-

it is not made without due consideration-the Olympia ' Show just ended

must be admitted to have been a

complete success from the technical
point of view.

station transmitters is extended. In-

dicative of this tendency was the

new Ferranti receiver, with a switch
It was most gratifying to find a change -over between two pre -deterdefinite tendency to divide receivers' mined wavelengths. This is a twointo distinct categories with regard. valve detector-L.F. combination,
with two distinct tuned circuits and four semi -variable
condensers, so arranged
THIS year's Show has made a contribution to radio progress not exceeded by that of any previous year. In view

of the highly developed state reached over the years since
broadcasting began the changes that have taken place represent a remarkable achievement.

Sets are capable of far better performance than hitherto
in range and quality of reception as well as ease of control.
Design and manufacturing details give improved appearance
and increased reliability.

Compiled from a critical inspection of an the apparatus
that was shown at the stands this article, serves as a guide,
illustrated by typical examples of those features one should
look for when scrutinising this season's sets and accessories.

decessors. After all, results

are the deciding factor, and,

in the matter of performance in the

ordinary user's hands, the set

an increasing number of listeners
as the Regional scheme of twin-

of

to

their sensitivity ;

exaggerated

claims were seldom made, and sets

that the circuit out of use
for tuning purposes is con-

verted into 4n absorption

wave trap operative on the
frequency of the unwanted
station. A new Columbia
" Twin Station " receiver,
available in models for A.C.
or D.C. supply, is similarly
arranged f o r alternative

programme reception, and
has a built-in loud speaker.
Due partly to changes in the

patent situation, and to the adopwere frankly offered as being in- tion of mass -production methods,
should show a greater advance, as tended for medium- or even for certain manufacturers have been
compared with that of 1929, than short-range work only. The purely able to produce simple detectorhas been made in any other single local -station outfit has made its ap- L.F: sets at extraordinarily low
year. If this opinion be true-and pearance, and is likely to appeal to prices-in the neighbourhood of b.
1930,
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These receivers seem likely to satisfy
the none -too -exacting needs of a

large but hitherto unexploited sec-

tion of potential listeners, and so
their introduction must be welcomed

NEW
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and this circuit arrangement un-

doubtedly provides the best allround compromise as regards range,
quality, selectivity and cost.

It would be invidious to attempt
to single out any particular, product
in this category as being definitely
in the lead ; almost all the sets embody up-to-date refinements that

provement in valve technique, the

sensitivity of these sets shows a considerable improvement, so their

range should be sufficient for all
except the most exacting requirements or the most difficult conditions. In the matter of volume, the
single L.F. stage, which, of course,
is an essential part of the circuit,
can now be made to provide sufficient power output for all ordinary
needs.

There has been a well -marked in-

crease in the number of mainsoperated receivers, and it is now.ce-c-

tain that the listener with access to
an electric supply is better catered
for than those who must depend on
batteries. Possibly this is account-

able to the fact that many sets are
sold on the hire-purchase system,
Marconiphone Console receiver

and chassis. The tuning coils,
in individual screening boxes,

are mountedimmediately below
the variable condenser assembly.

by all who have the interests of have been proved to be worth while
broadcasting at heart, although our from the user's point of view.
welcome would be warmer if they
did not include reaction.
It is

Thanks largely to continued irn-

in the majority, but many makers
have faced the rather difficult task
of designing satisfactory apparatus
for operation ` on D.C.

supplies ;

among others, the new Ekco
has
many points of interest.
Direct calibration in wavelength

hardly to be expected that they
should . embody any

and that the trader, knowing human
nature, prefers to sell something that
is unlikely to require any renewals
during the period in which payment
is being made. AC. receivers are

features of

especial technical interest, but in-

has now become a feature of rela-

genuity has been shown in devising
circuit arrangements, that lend themselves to economical manufacturing
methods. Mention should be made

tively

inexpensive

sets,

and

is

adopted much more generally than
formerly. ' It is clearly a great convenience to the ordinary listener who
requires no very wide choice of programmes, but, for the long-distance

of the Burton and Red Star products, and also of the cheapest set
of all-that made by Messrs. Hust-

ler, Simpson,. and Webb, which embodies "a device whereby filament
switching and wave -range changing

is effected by inserting a plug into
the appropriate sockets.

It has been suggested that the

popularity of the H.F. detector-L.F.
type of three -valve set is declining,
but, in spite of the fact that at least

one leading manufacturer has not
produced a new model of this popular, general-purpose type for the
present season, it seems certain that
its ;appeal is but slightly diminished.
This is natural enough ; wireless is
essentially a matter of compromise

(to which we as a nation are supposed to be particularly addicted),

Burndept.Type 1850 chassis, with semi ganged tuning, large -diameter inductances

and completely screened anode coupling coils,
which are mounted behind the detector valve.

enthusiast, is perhaps slightly less
susceptible to accurate recording

of station settings than is a dial
B 38
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The Trend of Progress.-

marked off with an arbitrary scale.
Single -knob

control

of

tuning

condensers is certainly one of the
most important advances to be
placed on record. The word " advance " is used advisedly, as there
can be no doubt that the unskilled
listener regards this feature as of
paramount importance. Even the

ting station, it will be appreciated
that some form of input volume con-

trol is becoming essential, particularly as the average screen -grid valve

schemes have been devised to overcome this trouble.

Probably the most interesting is
that adopted in the new McMichael
three -valve
H.F.-det.-L.F.
set,
where control is effected by operation of 'a variable series aerial condenser ; the inevitable changes in

effective grid circuit capacity that

would otherwise be brought about by

knowledgeable enthusiast (as we
know from our correspondence

alterations of its setting is compen-

from readers) considers it to be de-

An entirely new form of
construction adopted in
the McMichaef three valve receiver.
The
correct ganging of the
single - control tuning
condenser is maintained
as the volume control is
operated.

sirable, providing that its inclusion

a

is capable of dealing faithfully only
with a fraction of a volt. It is extremely difficult to devise a method

does not entail a sacrifice of sen-

with the input tuning condenser.

sitivity and selectivity.
Development in this direction has
proceeded,

in the

Another plan is adopted in the new
Burndept set, where a differential
condenser is arranged to replace capacity taken from
the aerial circuit and so to
preserve á balance. Some-

main,

on lines of accepted pracIn most cases a
trimming condenser is fitted
tice.

for the aerial input circuit,
or, alternatively, provision
is made for rocking the

what similar precautions
against alterations of tuning

are taken in the Columbia

rotor of the first variable
condenser through a few
degrees:

receiver.

Volume control arrangements of this kind all have

It is sometimes

found that the range

of

the

variation as provided is un-

provement

distance from a powerful transmit B 39

L

advantage

in

selectivity ;

consequently, they are particularly useful in the immeThe Ekco three valve all - mains
set is a good example of modern construction employing metal framing throughout,
effective screening and a durable moulded
container.

voltage of perhaps as much as ro

volts (peak) may easily be developed across an efficient aerial input circuit at quite a number of miles

additional

that reductions of intensity
are accompanied by an im-

necessarily great ; this is

rather likely to lead to difficulty in
operation. One of the best examples
of a gang -controlled receiver is the
new Marconiphone Console model,
Type No. 56o, in which the tuning
of all three circuits is controlled by
a single dial.
When it is realised that a signal

sated for by linking it mechanically

of regulating signal voltage to the
first valve in such a way that the
tuning ol its grid circuit shall not be
affected, and many ingenious

.i.r'

diate neighbourhood of a powerful
station. This is also a property of
the simple series aerial condenser,
which is to be found in many sets,
and of the system of variable magnetic aerial coupling, .as adopted by
the Ekco firm.
Another favourite method of controlling detector input is tó fit a
potentiometer for regulating screen-

WIp®Bmz
Wosild.
The Trend of Progress.-

ing grid voltage of. the H.F. valveor valves ; this plan seems to be most

popular with those responsible for
the design of H.F. amplifiers with
more than one stage. By
making provision for a
sufficiently wide voltage

OCTOBER 1st, 193o.

which comes into operation when
gramophone records are being reproduced.
Regarding

the

regulation

of

volume at the L.F. end- of the re -

able of- doing its work without
adventitious aids.

With regard to actual methods of
applying reaction, a 'rather unusual
scheme is embodied in the Marconi phone det.-L.F. set ; here the reaction winding (which is common to
both medium- and long -wave grid
coils) is

variation, it is possible so
to arrange matters that a
certain amount of regeneration is provided ;

shunted by a

variable

damping resistance, wound in such
a way that equal angular displacements of its control knob throughout
the scale do not bring about equal
resistance changes. This is done in
order that the range of effective control may be more evenly distributed
and a critical control obtained at all

where this is done the

volume control knob can
be used either in the

ordinary way to reduce

settings.
Differential

reaction

condensers

are now widely -used, mainly be-

New Marconi phone two -valve
receiver and

chasssis. Reaction is controlled
by varying the
value ofa -shunt
resistance.

intensity below the normal level or
to. increase sensitivity in the same

way as a reaction control.

This

arrangement is adopted in the ,Marconiphone four -valve set, in which
the voltage -regulating potentiometer
is mounted on the same shaft as the
post -detection

volume

control,

cause they allow a suitable value of
capacity to be maintained between
anode and filament 'of .the detector
valve, thus ensuring that anti -reaction feed -back shall be kept within

reasonable bounds even when the
reaction control is set at " mini -

ceiver, no special innovations were noticed except

in the R.G.D. radio

gramophone, in which
a tapped potentiometer, with a single
operating knob,
controls intensity of both
gramophone and
radio L.F. input

and acts also as`:.
change

over

switch from one
method of reproduction to the

other in such a
way that either
may be faded in
or out at will
without abrupt

breaks.
Last year almost every re receiver included adjustable .reaction, but now there are many
.

without it. In this one sees the
effect of better circuit design and

more
Ferranti receivers are fitted with a shutter
which is operated by the .wave -change
switch arranged to expose the appropriate
calibrated wavelength scale.

effective

screening,

which

gives greater H.F. stage gains.
Even when reaction is fitted, it
is often pointed out that it need

seldom . be used, again implying
th491;,the H.F. amplifier is cap -

Chassis construction of the new
Ferranti three -valve receiver. Transverse

ganging of the tuning condensers is provided and trimming is accomplished by
means of a rocking stator.

mum." This is probably one of the,
reasons why the new sets are less
dependent on reaction.
A revival of variable magnetic
reaction was observed in the Ferranti

WIp@Il®00
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three-valve sets, where provision is

made for reversing the sense of
coupling, mainly in order that ex-

cessively sharp tuning with consequent loss of sidebands : may be
avoided at the lower end of the tuning scale, where regenerative effects

with two H.F. stages, which should
have a good enough performance in

381

in such a way that it may be moved

with respect to the other. When
this respect for almost any condi- once fixed to suit local conditions,
tion, mainly because their signal it is intended that this coupling
pick-up is small or because very
weak aerial coupling is provided.
The "Ediswan ," Power Pentode
Two" -is one of the few receivers

with

tuning arrangement
possessing more real inherent

selectivity than the average.
This is a detector-L.F. set,
with a two -circuit aerial tuner
and; ganged control of its two

A unique design adopted for many of the
new Ferranti sets. A two -station receiver
with switch changeover and pre-set
tuning.

should not be subsequently adjusted, as, to ' make it, the back
cover of the set must be removed.
As this set makes use of a superpower pentode output valve, its
capabilities in the matter of volume
are considerable, but one could wish

that this promising input tuning
system had been included in a set
with greater pretensions as- to range,
where its selectivity would have

The Ediswan Power Pentode

Two with gang -controlled two circuit aerial tuner. The chassis
view shows the relative disposition of the tuning equipment,
while the base houses the

been of greater advantage.
Another

eliminator.

in the H.F. stage are naturally most marked.
It is rather disappointing
to have to record that no very determined effort seems to have been
made to get to the root of the interference problem, ' although in the
matter of selectivity sets are better
than they were, if only because their

real selectivity

gramophone,

tuning condensers. It ; is thus no
more difficult to operate than ordi-

nary sets of the same type. Inter circuit coupling is magnetic, one of
the coil assemblies being mounted

aré better ; probably the
average dynamic resistance of tuned
circuits has increased in the year by
as much as 25 per cent. Admittedly,
almost every - set shown should be
capable of separating a pair of
Regional transmissions, even at short
range, when properly operated, but
this is not enough. Receivers with
coils

pretensions as to range should be
able not only to separate the local
stations but also to receive others
free from interference; this is just
what a number of those shown are
incapable of doing, as much of the

which

ally linked together and controlled
by a single knob.
Portable sets. have

undergone

little change, with the notable ex-

,--

41,t

a

four tuning condensers are mechanic-

$+

tlillliE

hi4

u'

tained by sacrificing signal strength.
B 41

employs

capacity -coupled band pass filter,
followed by two cascade H.F. amplifiers. Again, no extra operating
complications are introduced, as all

selectivity they may have is obThis does not apply to some of the
new frame -aerial sets,, and those

device

was found in the R.G.D. radio-

The Dubilier chassis. Separate tuning controls are provided.

WfipnIlm
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The Tread of Progress.-

ception of the new Pye productions.
These sets include a high -efficiency
two -stage tuned H.F. - amplifier,

ganged condensers, and no direct
reaction, although

rent, liberal power outputs are available, and in at least one three -valve
transreceiver-the " Enemains"
,

regenera-

tive effects may be produced
by adjustment of screening
grid voltage.

portable --a moving coil loud speaker
is fitted.
High -frequency amplifiers with
two H.F. stages are gaining ground ;
with regard to inter -stage couplings
the double -wound ' transformer and
the tuned -grid system are both popular, the latter being preferred in sets

with ganged control. The tuned
anode method is rather a bad third,
but it seems now to be generally

Anode -bend de-

tection is included in the battery model, while the A.C.

agreed that, properly used, each type
of coupling has its uses.
The anode -bend detector has
suffered a definite set -back, probably

due partly to increasing depth of
modulation at the transmitting end
and to secessions to the new system
of power grid detection, which has
been widely adopted.
Single L.F. stages are to be found

in a very large number-perhaps in
the majority-of the new receivers.
Increasing

efficiency

of

modern

valves, and in particular the recent
introduction of super -power pentodes, is responsible for this state of
affairs ; two modern: stages give an

Pye A.C. Transportable
set and chassis. The top
compartment contains
the tuning apparatus
with an intermediate

almost embarrassingly high overall
magnification which is excessive for
most ordinary requirements, particularly when a good deal of amplification is done prior to the process
of detection. Pentodes are more
popular than ever.

section enclosing the
valves. In the base is
the eliminator. A remarkable example of an
all -metal chassis design

applied to transportable
set construction.

With regard to L.F.

couplings,

the

trans-

former has now established a clear lead, as
is

Version, which may be described as

mains transportable, has power

grid rectification. These sets, by the
way, are not sold ' as " boxes of

mystery " ; full data as to measured
selectivity, frequency response, and
overall

amplification- was

made

probably on ac-

available on the stand.

count of t e
patent position, and
the tendency is to use
a single output valve
of the required rating
rather than to connect
valves in parallel.
Passing from stand

The Murphy Radio Portable is

another instrument bearing the hallmark of scientific modern design ; it
has an H.F.-det.-2-L.F. circuit, and

its tuning controls are completely
ganged.
Mains transportables, of which

.

only one or two examples were available last year, were shown in
greatly increased numbers ; their cir-

cuit arrangement is, as a rule, on

conventional lines, and either frames
or very short aerials seem to be preferred as collectors for these selfcontained sets. As these sets are not
limited in the same way as a battery.

tó be expected when

so many single -stage amplifiers are in use.
Push-pull amplification has
gained
hardly
any ground,

to
portable receiver arranged to
give the appearance only of a loud speaker. It
is a five -valve mains -operated
set enclosed in a cabinet of the
normal dimensions of a table
model loud speaker (Umello).
A

stand around the

Show one cannot fail
to notice that sets
have adopted n e w
forms of construction.
The simple baseboard
with screwed - down
components and ver B 42
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tical front panel and screening barriers has gone for ever. In its place
are

metal pressings stiffened by

bending combined with the use of
bakelite mouldings.
Progress is not well demonstrated

by reference to the simple sets, but
here one does find reliable make-up

in that the manufacturer has not

hesitated to. incur the cost of tools
for pressings and mouldings.
As
a result, the public gets a set giving
a satisfactory performance at a price
which,

outing
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has two screen -grid stages, detector
and one L.F. stage, and is all -mains
operated. This class of receiver has
suddenly come to the front, and all

of the sets have many points in

screening around the -valves. These

details are all to be found in this
entirely new type of receiver, of
which there was no example at last

common.
We find, for
the first time,
coils under screen ing
containers,
ganged condensers
giving single -dial
control,
ganged
switches for wave and
changing,

complete metal

Pye tuner chassis.

The
interstage coupling coils
are enclosed in rectangular
screening boxes.

year's show. It would seem that
the manufacturers have caught up
with the arrangement of the separately screened coil with its ganged
switch control combined with the
one -shaft tuning condenser, which
has already firmly established itself
in amateur set construction. Complete

screening around the coils and usually the coil switches also, and

earthed capacity barriers between
the fixed plates of the tuning _ conthe
of the ar-

An outstanding example
of the use of metal pressings in modern radio
receiver chassis construction. The G.E.G.
four -valve all -mains set
with single -dial control.

rangement. High -efficiency coils are

by no means desirable in these circumstances, and with such complete

screening and, a small degree of
valve reaction pulling its weight,

competition, is exceptionally low.
The sets of Burton and Red Star are examples, the former being enclosed

high amplification results, with
stability over the entire tuning

in a moulded container.
Only by turning to the larger sets

scale on

can conspicuous examples of progress be recorded.
Most

tribution to the tuned circuits

baseplate, housing the de coupling and distributing

is

adopted by Marconiphone,
G.E.C., Kolster-Brandes, R.G.D.,

B 43

advantage

most generous of feed circuits and voltage regulating components. This is
particularly well revealed in the
G.E.C. and Marconiphone sets, and
the chassis interiors shown on the

examples of this form of

lending itself to a convenient layout
of components, effective screening,_
straightforward and concealed wiring. In every, case this type of set

an

ing the bridging condensers
are not of large dimensions,
there is ample space for the

equipment, and above the
base the valves and tuned
circuits. There are many

Regentone,
Burne - Jones,
and
others. It is a good arrangement,

is

brought about by under base wiring, and, provid-

sign consisting of hollow.

which

equipment

right up to the point of dis-

generally adopted is the de-

construction

both wave ranges.

Decoupling

Regentone's new
receiver built as
a chassis and embodying ganged
tuning, screened coils and valves, while

the decoupling and voltage regulating
equipment is carried in the recessed

f.

metal base.

stands have been two of the out-

standing exhibits of the Show.
Examination of the ganged condenser units reveals, hidden away,
small parallel condensers used for
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bringing the circuit capacities up to
a uniform value. They are used on
the assumption that the inductance
valves in the tuned circuits are iden-

tical, and their purpose is merely
that of compensating for what is con-

sidered inevitable differences in the

operating position. Mains equipment
in sets of this class is found housed
sometimes above and sometimes beneath the hollow base, or is- built as
a separate unit.

out ironwork -

as a frame for the

On its structural side this

chassis.

set can be taken as a fine example of
a carefully tooled -out mass -production -job which should give durable
There is, perhaps, a decline this. service.
This year marks definitely the
year in the number of three -valve
passing of the five -valve

portable, and but few ex-

stray capacities thrown on to the
tuned circuits by the valves,

amples remain, these being
offered at very low prices,
and therefore representing
good value. In their place

use of these trimmers which

we

wiring, voltage feeds and
screens. It can be predicted, however, that the

year, if the portable per-

sists, we shall find gang controlled, two -screen grid
sets following very, much
the principle of the four valve mains sets which
have been .a feature of

termined and taken into

account. It was good to see
that no provision is made in
these gang -controlled sets
for slip ganging the moving

plates, as this would mean that a
correction at one end of the scale
would be widely out at the other
owing to the use of logarithmic
scale plates. We know, however, that

by displacing the plates of loga-

rithmic condensers discrepancies in

the inductance of the various circuits may be corrected. This is a
contingency which ` one need not
guard against. It is perhaps pos.

sible, therefore, that a reversion may

This season's Mallard
Orgola " Kit Set.

sets. - Their general construction is
-

varied, and most of them follow the
simple form of make-up, involving
two tuning dials. Exceptions are
the " threes " of Ferranti, McMichael and Ekco, in which we find
gang tuning giving single -knob control. This is a marked development
from last year when the three -valve

receivers of each of these manu

be made to the use of the semicir- facturers were still designed for twocular straight line capacity plate dial operation.
Mechanically, the McMichael set
where a small change of capacity
can be compensated for by " un - is unique. First, the wheel on the
ganging." Thus the small correct- shaft of the condensers which` proing difference of capacity will re- vides for reduction gearing operates
main uniform across the scale, and a travelling indicator by means of a
the use of aux-liary trimmers will cord running in a groove on its rim.
travels horizontally

prove unnecessary. Uniform .separa-

The pointer

scale is of little importance when
operating through a reduction gearing. Two forms of condenser drive
are establishing themselves for this
class of set. When the operating

wavelength calibration.

tion of stations across the tuning

find the single -screen

grid stage, and maybe next

may have a, limiting effect
on the tuning range of the
circuits will eventually go,
and that all the stray capacities can- be carefully de-

across a scale, and indicates the
Next,

a

piston -like device at the rear of the
chassis is a pre-H.F. volume control
operating. by change of capacity in
the aerial lead: The particular form
control is on the front of the set of construction is adopted in order
we find a positive cord drive to the that calibration may hold good with
indicating dial, as is the case in the change of the -volume adjustment,
Marconiphone receiver. Alternatively and it is probably more, therefore,
the condensers, which usually run than merely a differential aerial conalong with their common spindle denser. In the Ekco three -valve reparallel to the front of the set, may ceiver we find two important debe operated from the end, so that velopments relating to manufacturthe control appears on the side of ing tendencies. In the first place,
the cabinet, such as in the Geco- the entire container is an exceedingly
phone and Regentone sets. This re- well -finished moulding, and next the
sults in a - particularly comfortable use,q`f comparatively heavy pressed -

this Exhibition. A forerunner, however, is the Pye Twintriple, which
with its single dial control and two
H.F. stages is an outstanding
example of a chassis -built transportable.

Among the portables, in general,
however, there is nothing radically
new except, perhaps, the more extensive use of screening. Any port-

able is now supplied as a mains-

operated set, for the reason that
there are at least half a dozen combined H.T. and L.T. eliminators,
such as R.I., Regentone, Ekco,
Junit, Atlas and Godwinex, which,
.

being of the same overall dimensions

as an H.T. battery, provide an easy
conversion. All these units make use

of the Westinghouse metal rectifier,
and deliver charging current to the
L.T. accumulator.
Under the heading of battery eliminators no novelty was to be found.

Eliminators of modest output are
mostly fitted with metal rectifiers,

and the more generous models invari-

ably use- valves. This observation
likewise applies to the eliminators in
the sets, and where a generous power

valve is fitted valve rectification is
generally adopted, although there.
were exceptions. A.C. and D.C.
mains units have, in certain cases,
been developed by portable set,
manufacturers, as, for example, one
of the sets of the Loud Speaker Com-

pany is arranged by means of an
interchangeable unit to provide the

complicated conversion from D.C. to
A.C. mains operation. ,
B 4.q
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COMJPONENTS
INOWADAYS the loud speaker
must be regarded not only as

per cent. steel. In a i mm. gap,

with this form of construction than

which is quite practicable with accu-

with a centre core of cobalt steel cast

ii,000 to 14,000 lines are possible..
Incidentally, it is gratifying to find.
that all makers of repute now give
only the useful working flux density.

adopted have been subjected ,to sys-

an accessory but. also as a rate'. centring, densities as high as integral with the outer shell. Speci-

component, for it is incorporated
permanently in many receivers and
radio gramophones.
One of the most important developments since last year's Show has

been the marked increase in the

number of moving -coil loud speakers
with permanent field magnets. ' As

Hitherto it was customary to' take
readings by removing the fiuxineter.
search coil from the gap and dividing the total flux density indicated
by the area of the gap. The leakage fringe outside the gap was thus
included and gave a spuriously high
reading.

mens of the type of magnet finally
tematic maltreatment without pro-

ducing any reduction in the flux

density. Incidentally, a freer cone
suspension has been adopted, and

the bass resonance is nów well below
5o cycles.
Another interesting unit is the new

Celestion D. ioo permanent magnet
moving coil. The magnet consists

Now the movement 'of. the

search coil is limited to the normal
travel of the speech current coil in
the complete loud speaker, so that
the 'designer gets. credit for any of
the leakage lines which he may succeed in persuading to remain in the
gap. In the Ferranti " Magno Dynamic " loud speaker a Hin..movement of the fluxmeter coil indicates

a flux density of 8,300 lines per

square centimetre.

The active por-

tion of the pot is a 35 per cent.

cobalt steel cylinder, soft iron being
Swift, Levick permanent magnet with soft
iron pole pieces. Flux densities of 8,000
lines per sq. cm. in a 1.5 mm. gap have
been achieved with 9 per cent. cobalt alloy.

-

New Celestion D.100.'
permanent magnet
moving coil. Note
the shallow - angle
reinforced cone.
-

the result of combined efforts on the
part of the Sheffield steel makers and
designers of loud speakers,

of a 15 per cent. cobalt steel shell

per-

with mild steel end plates and centre
core. The total flux is 120,000 lines,
giving a working flux in the o.o5in.
gap of over 8,000 lines. By making
use of the well-known Celestion

manent magnets this year have been
placed on the same footing as mains energised electro -magnets so far, as

the flux density in the- gap is concerned.

method of reinforcing it has been

As evidence of the improvement

found possible to employ an
unusually shallow angle for the cone

achieved during the year, it is interesting to compare the magnets on

without losing the requisite degree
of stiffness for low note reproduction
The advantage of a shallow

the stand of Messrs. Swift, Levick
and Sons, Ltd., with those exhibited

by the same firm last year.

angle is that focusing of the high

' By

careful proportioning of the length
and cross-section and by making use
of soft -iron pole pieces, working flux
densities of 6,000 to 8,500 lines per
square centimetre are now obtained

in a 1.5 mm. gap with 9 per cent.
cobalt steel where only 3,50o to
6,500 was obtained before with 35
B 45

Ferranti " Magno Dynamic" loud speaker
with permanent magnet field.

employed for the end plates and
centre core. Experience has shown
that a better flux density is obtained

r 41,i"

frequencies along the axis is reduced.
A system of tangential cords is used
for centring the moving coil, and the

cords are mounted on adjustable
phosphor bronze springs which effec-

tively prevent damage should the
diaphragm exceed its normal travel

under the influence of any shock
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such as an atmospheric. The attachment of the .magnet to the cone ring
and spider has been so arranged
that it is easily removable for cleaning the air gap without upsetting the
adjustment.

RUBBER
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for all -intents and purposes, a differential change of flux, but the
necessity for achieving- a reasonable
degree of sensitivity precludes the
use of too wide a gap. A small gap
not only results in amplitude distortion brit requires a fairly consider-

hold the
armature in a central position and
prevent it from sticking to the pole
able restoring force to

faces on either side. Consequently,
the armature system resonates -generally at a frequency in the
middle or upper middle register.
All these difficulties are overcome

by the inductor principle of con-

In this the armature system moves in a plane parallel to the

in a horizontal plane parallel to the
pole pieces. The movement trans-

mitted to the apex of the cone -is
therefore linear, and does not contain a lateral component as is the
case with many balanced armature
movements.
The -laminated pole
pieces of the permanent magnets are
specially shaped to reduce leakage

flux, and two diagonally opposite

poles out of the four are surrounded
by speech current coils connected in
series. The pole faces are the same

width as the armature bars, which
are so spaced apart that their inside
edges coincide with imaginary lines

struction.

gussm
STOP.

Lamplugh inductor loud speaker unit
with die-cast end plate removed.

Among cone loud speaker movements of the moving -iron type undoubtedly the most important development is the introduction of the
" inductor,.''. principle of construction. For some years past the bal-

anced armature principle has re-

mained unchallenged, and although
superior to the older single -acting

pole faces and cannot chatter, no
matter how great the amplitude.
For all normal displacements the
total flux in the magnetic circuit
remains constant; in other words,
the movement is strictly differential.
Further, the armature system is self -

centring, and naturally takes up its
normal position under the influence
of the magnetic flux. Consequently,
no mechanical restoring force is
necessary, and the spring strips used
to suspend the armature can be made
extremely light (in practice about
o.008in. thickness). In this way the

mechanical resonance can be

re-

practicable to employ a wide gap

duced to about 6o cycles.
The principle of operation is best
explained by reference to the accompanying diagram. The armature
system is suspended in the -air gap

between the pole pieces the balanced
armature movement would produce,

flat spring strips and is free to move

reed it is

not entirely free from

amplitude distortion.

If it were

between two magnets by vertical

G.E.C. " Inductor Dynam
loud speaker.

C111

between the centres of opposing pole
faces. With no current flowing
through the coils, the magnetic flux,

seeking to follow the path of least
reluctance, tends to pull the armatures inwards towards one another ;
but, being linked together, the arma-

ture system takes up a position of

equilibrium as shown at (a). A current flowing through the speech coils
in the direction indicated at (b) produces an additional flux shown
by the dotted arrow, which increases

the total flux (indicated by thick
arrows) -between the left-hand pair

1111111111:..+

}We.'.

of poles and reduces the flux between
those on the right. The inward pull

on the left-hand bar is thereby in

creased, while that on the right-hand.
bar is decreased, with the result that

the system moves to the right and
would take up - a new position of
illustrating the principle of the inductor loud speaker movement.

equilibrium for a steady current. A
fluctuating current produces corB 46
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responding fluctuations in the movement of the armature system. Provided the overall movement -does not
exceed the width of the pole pieces

or armature bars, it is obvious that
the total area of overlap is constant.
Hence, assuming that leakage : is
negligible in relation to the flux in
the gap, the total flux remains con-

stant and the magnetic system is

It follows 'that
sensitivity can be improved by reducing the air gap to the limit dictated by manufacturing difficulties
without affecting the characteristic
in any way.
Obviously a steady current in the
loud speaker windings would pertruly differential.

bass, where the " amplitudes developed justify comparison with

loud speakers of 'the moving -coil

type.
Two

examples-the Lamplugh
"'Silver Ghost " and thé G.E.C.

with the result that their products

have in many cases risen from
It is
mediocrity to distinction.

gratifying to note that yet another
firm now publishes a measured

" Inductor Dynamic "-are being

CLAMPING SPRING

Celestion D.5o also works on the
inductor principle, though the
method of construction is different.

A single armature bar is situated
between an arrangement of three
pole pieces, and takes up a position
of rest at the magneticccentre. The

speech coils are mounted on ad-

- RUB cER
DAIVÍPING

NEEDLE RELEASE

displace

BUTTON

Constructional details. of the new
Celestion pick-up.

pensed with. A centre tapping between the two coils is provided, and

the two components of the anode
current cancel each other as far as
the armature is concerned, but tend
to increase the field of the permanent magnet system.
Inductor loud speakers seem to
be more sensitive to changes in the
impedance of the output valves with
which they are associated than those
of the balanced armature type, and

in the

choice

of a suitable

valve is essential if the full benefits

of the new principle are to be derived. Under favourable conditions, however, the results. are remarkably good-particularly in the

119~,021
N

Inductor movement of the Celestion
D.50 loud speaker.

characteristic showing the variation
of . voltage, output with frequency.
We refer to the new Celestion Model
W.5 pick-up,_ the published characteristic " of which is reproduced on
this page. The new model should
not be confused with the Woodroffe
pick-up, as it is of entirely different
The armature, which is
design.

equal in mass to the average steel
that this gives an improved mag- needle, is formed from thin soft netic

The

circuit.

armature is

coupled to the apex of the cone

through a stirrup, and lateral motion
is restricted by a thin locating strip.
Gramophone pick-up design has
advanced along the lines indicated
by theory. Many manufacturers
.

have redesigned their .units with a

iron sheet. The needle rests in a V

groove, and is held in position by
a strong phosphor -bronze spring.
Td remove the needle the spring
tension is released by a press -button
on the outside of the case. The
damping rubber is. so disposed that
the armature rotates about the point

o®
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LARGE PICK-UP
' COILS

jacent pole pieces, and it is claimed

ever, the transformer may be dis-

care

lighter- armature and freer damping,

manufactured in this country under
the original Farrand patents. The

the armature
system, and it is therefore necessary to use a transformer or filter
feed circuit for coupling to the anode
circuit of the output valve. Following a push-pull " amplifier, how-

manently

35I"
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Frequency characteristic of the new Celestion pick-up.
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contact between the retaining
spring and the needle, so that friction at this point is negligible. The
pick-up coils are unusually large,
of

and the laminated poles are designed
to reduce magnetic leakage. The
air gap is wider than usual, and this
has two important consequences.

The first is of fundamental im-

portance, and is likely to be the sub -

WhTdsoo
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of amplitude are superimposed on
the 3,000 -cycle note. For this
reason amplitude distortion at the
lower frequencies has been avoided,
and the characteristic does not show
the customary steep rise `below 250
cycles. In the view of the Celestion
engineers any correction for low -note
loss should be made elsewhere than

the suspension strip is damped out by
two small lead pellets attached to the
spring between the armature and the
supporting posts.
The number of electric gramo -

in the pick-up itself.
The second point concerns the im-

pedance of the pick-up. A wide air
gap cannot be used without sacrificing
efficiency, and this must be made up

by increasing the turns in the pickup coils, resulting in a high -imped-

Edison Bell " Volume Control" pick-up.

ject of much controversy among
pick-up designers. It is well known

that frequencies below 250 on the
average record are restricted in amplitude and require correction, also
that the usual method of achieving
this is to introduce amplitude distortion by closing up the air gap.

ance winding. Now, high -impedance
pick-ups are sensitive to loading, and
the upper frequencies are easily lost
unless tone -correction devices are intelligently applied. Further, volume -

control potentiometers should have

a total resistance of not less than
250,000 ohms.

The Edison Bell " Volume Control " pick-up is worthy of comment
for the ingenious method of varying
the general level of the, output. The

Garrard induction motor and fully
automatic stop.

phone motors shows an increase, particularly in the inductor class. An

interesting

example is the
Harlie constants peed motor,

The Celestion designers refuse to do
this for the following reason.

which is of the

Imagine part of an orchestral re-

synchronous type

cord in which two notes are being
played simultaneously, one of, say,

and does not require a governor.

Variations

5o cycles, and the other 3,000 cycles.
The 50 -cycle note having the greater

amplitude will bring the armature
near to the pole pieces at the limits
of its travel ; but the armature is
also carrying at all positions the
smaller vibrations of 3,000 cycles.
The latter will, therefore, produce a
greater E.M.F. in the pick-up coils
during the peaks of the 5o -cycle note,

when the armature is near the pole

pieces, than during the passage of the

armature through the zero position.
In other words, 50 -cycle variations

in speed are
effected by means

of a variable V pulley on
Harlie constant -speed synchronous
induction motor.

permanent magnet is not attached to
the pole pieces, but slides in guides

and its position is adjusted by a
quick -thread screw. This has the
effect of varying the steady flux between the pole pieces, and so reduces
the voltage developed without
materially affecting the form of the
characteristic.

Another pick-up of interest is the
new Brown No.- 4, which is entirely
free from rubber damping and should
retain its characteristics indefinitely.

The armature, which is of small
dimensions, is mounted on a thin
Brown No. 4 -pick-up, which is free
from rubber damping.

spring strip . which permits longitudinal as well as lateral movement.. It
is claimed that this tends to reduce
need ¡watch. Parasitic vibration of

the

motor shaft, the

drive being
transmitted

through an endless round rubber
belt.

Interference from sparking at the
commutator is overcome indirectly
in the Henderson A.E.D. self-winding motor. The turntable is driven
by clockwork, which is electrically
wound in the intervals of playing.
The application of scientific principles to the design of gramophone
motors is exemplified in the Garrard

range of motors. A new type of

governor has been fitted as a result
of

work with constant -frequency

This has inverted weights
and overcomes all the many distinct
types of speed fluctuation known to
the gramophone motor manufacturer.
The new Garrard induction motor is
records.

B 48
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a beautiful piece of mechanism, the

rotor having a laminated iron ring
and poles cased in aluminium. The

HA VE YOU VOTED?
See page 373.

stator windings have series -parallel
connections for 100-130 volts or 200250 volts at 40 to 6o cycles. Maximum speed is reached in three revolutions from the time of switching on.

The power absorbed is 17.6 watts at

200 volts, and 23.6 watts at 23o

volts, while the temperature rise of
the frame is only 12.5° C. after three
hours' working. In the universal
motors unusual attention has been

Among components, one of the

which is useful in operating filter circuits.
Paper -dielectric fixed condensers

of the non -inductive type have frequently been advocated in this
journal for by-passing in screen -grid
H.F. circuits. It is gratifying to

most important developments is the
production of a variety- of triple -gang
condenser units, complete with builtin trimming condensers. Modern
H.F. amplification requires very

complete screening, not only of coils

but of individual groups of con-

denser vanes. Consequently we find
that the majority of gang condenser
units are housed in partitioned
screening boxes. Notable examples
T.C.C. non -inductive condensers.

record that it is now unnecessary to
look to foreign manufacturers for
condensers of this type; a full range

of capacities is now made in this

Utility chain -drive induction gear.

country by T.C.C.
Intervalve transformers of the
nickel -iron type were a feature of

given to the commutator design. A

special locking ring is fitted which
enables all the shellac to be squeezed
out of the micanite separators under

heat treatment, and loose segments
are -unknown.

Special attention has

been given to the bedding down of

Polar

Tub" triple -gang condenser with
built-in trimmers.

are to be found in the Formo ganged
condenser, the J.B. " Chassimount "

-which is extensible up to six sections-and the Polar " Tub "' con-

Cyldon drum dial with cord -drive slow
motion device.

brushes, and a machine has been
evolved for carrying out this operation. All armatures are dynamically
balanced to eliminate vibration.
B ao

denser with cast aluminium frame.
Slow-motion devices consisting of
cord- and chain -drive mechanisms
are new adaptations of an old principle which give

smooth control
without backlash in the Cyldon drum
dial and the Utility drum dial. The

latter has a '2 : 1 reduction ratio,

last year's show, and the "Permacore," " Ni -core," and "Hypermu," etc., are already well
known. The useful properties of
these special alloys have now been
made use of in the construction of
smoothing chokes and output chokes
with great success. Not only does
the nickel -iron core effect a considerable saving in the weight and dimen-

sions of chokes for a given induct-

A group of L.F. transformers and chokes
with nickel -iron cores.

ance and current -carrying capacity,
but the reduction in the quantity of
copper required for a given induct-

ance results in a reduction of D.C.
resistance, which is a factor of considerable importance in both anode
and smoothing chokes.
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only have improved mutual
HE valve manufacturers' ob-

jective this season is unof
doubtedly consistency
characteristic and improved per-

formance rather than the addition
of valves to the large number of

types already existing. Progress in
valve technique has outstripped the

not

conductances but all the A.C. and a
number of the battery models have
residual capacities of the same low
to
o.00zµµF
namely,
order,

A point has now been
reached when it can safely be said
o.004µeF.

the valve makers, especially the Marconi and Osram companies, are issuing catalogues with valuable hints,on
circuit design. We welcome the
publication by these two companies
volts / anode current
of .anode

high.

but not least, we have an improved
Mazda AC/SG. It will be remem-

bered .that this valve in its earlier
form set the pace in efficient. H.F.

World has consistently advocated

this policy. It was shown in this
journal just over a year ago that the
anode -grid inter -electrode capacity
of a screen -grid valve was almost its

amplifier design.

Let us take stock of the conditions

obtaining in a modern S.G. "high frequency amplifier, As with all
other valves nothing of interest can

most important constant, but, with
It is, therefore; pleasing to note that
practically every valve manufacturer
to -day includes

characteris-

this

tic in his valve catalogue, and the
calculation of maximum stage gain

Ñ
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that so long as external screening is

100

150

be learnt from the conventional grid.
volts / anode current, curves. Reference must be made :to the less well-

anode volts/anode current
carried out with the greatest care known
now published, a typical
the valve's internal screening is curves
likely to prove perfect enough to example of which is given,in Fig. z.
prevent self -oscillation with coils of Every valve in a receiver has some
Stage gains

impedance or load connected in its
anode circuit which can be represented by a " load . line " which
traces the grid swing from zero grid

shown in the stand to stand report,
are interesting new valves. The
electrodes are mica -locked at top
and bottom; and the grid is in the
form of a box. The dielectric properties of the material used in the

.
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Cossor41M11F.

2I5S.G. and zzoS.G., sectional
drawings of -one of which were

-g-0
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An A.C. valve-the

of zoo - or more -of laboratory interest a year or two ago-now be=
come commonplace. The Cossor

SCREEN GRID VOLTS -+60--

W

á
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New Cossor
215 S.G.

the highest efficiency.

II

6

cross -meshed

screening grid and a residual
capacity of about o.0025µµF. Last,

The Wireless

mation was available at that date.

The Marconi and Osram

M.S.4 valve has a

curves, without which it is almost
impossible to make intelligent use

the exception of two firms, no infor-

in which the residual capacity has
been lowered to what appears to be
the irreducible minimum of about
o.0or5µµF. A test in The Wireless
World laboratories showed that a
stage gain of 400 to 500 was possible
with the. S4VA. The S4VB has a
nominal A.C. resistance of 250,000
ohms and can be used in cases where
the A.C. resistance of the S4V is too

progress in application, and it is
particularly interesting to see that

of : output valves.

S4VA and S4VB are worthy of particular note. These valves are low impedance counterparts of the S4V,

200

ANODE VOLTS

good and the losses are negligible.

Another battery S.G. valve of
which mention should be made is
one. manufactured by the pioneers
coils are used.
of halves with low interelectrode
before instability sets in becomes pos- capacity, namely, the Mazda 215S.G. It has two screening grids in
sible.
It will be as well to examine cascade and a mutual conductance
typical valves now on the market of i.i mA. per volt is maintained
for H.F. amplification, detection under working conditions. With
regard to the indirectly heated type
and power output-in that order.
This season's screen -grid valves of sciéerféd valve, the new Mullard
Fig. 1.-Load line analysis of a screen -grid

valve at once shows why the input grid
swing is reduced when efficient anode

ELAlti
COATED HOOKS

base of the valve are particularly

Showing the 5 -point suspension of the
filament in the non-microphonic Cossor
210 Det.

volts to a value of grid potential
which is twice the bias voltage. At

the same time, the " line " must
show the actual anode voltage and

current reached during the working
cycle. This method of investigating
the dynamic characteristic is also
B 50
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The Trend of Progress.essential when calculating

the
amount of distortion and power out-

put from a loud speaker of known
impedance coupled to an output
valve.
.

The load line, in the case of a

screened valve is the dynamic resistance of the intervalve tuned circuit

curves (see CD in Fig. r).

This

means that as soon as we design the
intervalve circuit to have the lowest
possible losses we at once reduce the
available grid swing before- rectification and cross modulation :.begin:..
With the majority of S.G. valves on
the market the safe input grid swing

with a good anode coil is a small
fraction of a volt.

MH4 and MHL4 will be particularly
interesting, as they are recommended

by their makers for power grid detection.

Indirectly heated valves have undergone great improvement. It is

now possible to state with confidence
that the bugbear of grid emission has
vanished, and there is not any

In view of the foregoing, it would
seem that progress in H.F. amplifier
design will lie in the direction of
using quite poor " intervalve coils
to give a good input grid swing, to

Mullard high -voltage
pentodePM24A.

increase the number of stages and
gang them, and at all costs to provide a volume control in the aerial
input circuit to prevent cross -modulation. Furthermore, because of the

input limitations of the S.G. valve,

New A.C. screened

valve-the Mullard
S4VA.

at resonance. If a plug-in coil of,
say, 40,000 ohms dynamic resistance

were used, the load line would be
represented by AB in Fig. z. In this
case the A.C. resistance of the valve
is maintained at its normal figure of
about 200,000 ohms both at the end
of the cycle representing maximum
current (Imax) and at the mean
operating point (O.P.). If now we
replace the plug-in coil with a highly
efficient inductance of about 250,00o

selectivity should not be relied upon
after the first valve, but be obtained
by pre -selection, preferably with a
band pass filter.
With regard to new special detector valves, mention should be made
of the Marconi and Osram H.2. The
electrodes are sturdily supported,
rendering the valve non -micro -

phonic, and the A.C. resistance of
35,000 ohms suggests efficient leaky
grid detection. The Cossor 210 Det.
is a new detector, the electrode construction ºf which is illustrated herewith.

By virtue of the five -point

filament suspension it is entirely

New Marconi de-

tector - the H.2.

figure of about 30,000 ohms at Imax.
The importance of the A.C. resistance

greater the inequality of the intercepts between equal grid voltage
B

SI

have higher mutual conductances.
To the large range of output valves

have been added the remarkably

Mullard ACo64, AC' o4 and ACo44,

planation of the inordinate lack of

mum ratio is used after a screen -grid
valve. Another important point
which emerges from load -line analysis is that the better the coil used the

emitter and heater. There are practically no new indirectly heated

For raw A.C. filament supply the

there is reason to believe that its low
value in the circumstances mentioned provides at least a partial exa

of potential of ioo volts between

to 800 milliwatts undistorted output.

at Imax has already been pointed
out in Experimental Wireless, and

when

this series, in applying a difference

The Marconi and Osram PX4 has .
been considerably improved, and
there is a new Mullard output valve
-the PM256A, capable of some 700

A.C. resistance is normal at O.P.,
but drops to the comparatively low

experienced

danger, at any rate, in the case of
the. Marconi and Osram valves of

efficient Mazda P.22oA and the Marconi P.2-both 2 -volt battery. valves.

line is given by CD where the valve's

" good " H.F. transformer of opti-

A Marconi battery
S.G. valve.

triodes, but last year's models all

ohms dynamic resistance, the load

selectivity

Marconi LS6A
valve.

Osram super -power
pentode PT. 625.

non-microphonic and the electrode
disposition ensures a marked bend

with 4 -volt z amp. directly heated
filaments, form a new series in the
output class. An indirectly heated
filament is unnecessary where there
is no subsequent amplification, and
an " automatic " grid bias circuit
can be more completely decoupled

where emitter and heater are not
separate.

And what of the pentode? This
Wireless World readers the Mazda ,valve, soon after it was introduced,
AC/Ii1 ,and the Marconi and Osram came to be regarded as a means of

in the grid current curve. To The
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economising in L.F. stages at the

expense of quality. In portable sets,
where the exigencies of space demand
a small consumption of anode cur-

rent, its comparatively large output
for a small battery wattage is a valuable feature.

The present exhibition reveals a

great increase in the use of the pen -

Mazda 215 S.G.
valve.

tode, not only because of its

effi-

ciency measured in terms of power

put and who are none too sure of the

music and speech rapidly becomes
shrill, and high notes are over -pro-

load that their speaker imposes,

speaker and valve will not give

If with the correct bias and H.T.
voltage a strong signal causes the

nounced. With a triode quite- a
large degree of mis -matching of

should watch the needle of the milli ammeter placed in the anode circuit.

audible distortion.

needle to flick upwards, there is

It is because of this hitherto little
understood property of the pentode
that disappointing results have been
sometimes obtained. If a moving coil speaker with an impedance.
which remains constantly high over
the frequency bend is used, the re-'
sults leave nothing to be desired. On
the other hand, if a reed -driven cone
speaker is employed in which the
impedance usually rises rapidly with
frequency, and -in which the load at,
say, 256 cycles has been designed to
match that of a triode of 2,000 ohms
A.C. resistance, the use of a pentode
without compensating devices is all.
wrong. In the circumstances, it is
essential to include a resistance, or a
resistance in series with a condenser,
in the output circuit as developed by
The Wireless World early this year,
to limit the impedance of the load to

An Indirectly -heated
pentode-the Mazda
AC/PEN.

OCTOBER ist, 193u.

some ro,000 ohms, and to use a
tapped choke of high inductance or
step-down output transformer to adjust the impedance relationship,
otherwise low notes will be lost.

second harmonic distortion, and a
higher load impedance is required.
A flick downwards, which is the more
likely to occur, suggests the presence

of a third harmonic component, and
the impedance of the load must be
reduced as already outlined.
The popularity of all -mains sets
has led to the marketing of a number
of new mains rectifying valves. An
interesting newcomer is the Marconi
and Osram G.U. i. It differs from

the vacuum type in that the bulb
contains mercury vapour, which is

ionised by the electrons emitted from

a hot cathode, and thus the anode
current is considerably increased.

By this means the impedance is
reduced and the voltage regulation
greatly improved. This half -wave

rectifier will give 1 -amp. rectified
current at .nearly i,000 volts, provided the H.T. is switched on about
a minute after the filament. For such
valves as the D.A.6o a heavy-duty
rectifier of this type is invaluable.

output for a given input, but also. these two points-and the added exbecause, in the light of a better knowledge of the valve's behaviour under
working conditions, it can be shown
that the quality of reproduction can

be just as good as that of a triode.

This is especially true with the larger
pentodes for all -mains operation,

which have lately found their way
on to the market-such models as the
Mullard' PM.24A, PM.24B, Marconi
and Osram PT.625, and the Mazda
AC / PEN: These valves, when pro-

pense incurred by the necessary com-

ponents is trifling-the power pentode will be found to give an exceedingly good account of itself, and certainly will give a greater number of
milliwatts undistorted output per volt

grid swing than any other valve.
Owing to its sensitivity it must, of
course, be used directly after the detector valve, without an intermediate
L.F. amplifier and a volume control

perly operated, have outputs be-

provided to prevent the peak grid

with a moving -coil loud speaker, for

There is a brilliance of tone in pentode reproduction which is often in

tween one and two watts-enough,

a small hall, and more than enough
for domestic purposes.
It has been brought to light during

the last year that the average working impedance of the pentode is only
a few thousand ohms ; rather different from the makers' official figure

of, say, 6o,000 ohms! The load into
which the pentode must work-that
is, the speaker impedance-must not
exceed 8,000 to io,000 ohms. Unfortunately, directly a deviation from
this condition is made the Quality of

swing exceeding the grid bias voltage.

welcome contrast to the deep and
" boomy " reproduction of very low
impedance triodes so often used with
ill -matched speakers. Brilliance of

pentode reproduction may be purposely introduced to compensate for
loss of sidebands in an H.F.
amplifier.
Another point in favour of the pen-

tode is that it lends itself well to the
use of a tone control. Those who are
desigt»izg sets with this type of out -

Mazda HL.210. An
efficient detector.

New high -voltage
mercury vapour

rectifier-the
Osram G.U.1.

The Marconi and Osram Uio has
been added to the U5, U8, U9 range,

and in the Mazda series we have a
number of new full -wave rectifiers
styled UU.i2o/250, UU2, and
UU.3o /25o, which possess the advantage of having indirectly heated
filaments, ensuring a good margin of
overload capacity.
B 51
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HERE was once a time, now
about five years since,

able. As a result, amplification
at high frequency was a very un-

when it was the ultimate

ambition of every really keen
wireless enthusiast to become the
proud possessor of a " Superhet,"

which was regarded as the last
word in luxury receivers.

s

The principle of this receiver

satisfactory business, for all attempts to obtain an appreciable

The Basic Principles of a
Highly Selec tive Receiver

stage gain on wavelengths below
about, 750 metres were "thwarted
by instability. On .' much longer
wavelengths, from about 3,000
metres upwards, the difficulties

was invented by the well-known
were much' less acute, and real
Exp lained.
American investigator Edwin H.
amplification, approaching that
Armstrong, but it must not on that account be confused which is usually obtained to -day on the broadcast wavewith that other favourite of the early days of broad- lengths, was readily attainable. For receiving distant
casting, the " Armstrong Super." The latter has, as its stations on a wavelength round about 300 metres there
unabbreviated title, "The Armstrong Super -regenerative were only two possibilities : either one paid scrupulous
Receiver," and generally used only one valve, whereas attention to the aerial -earth system, and then used a
the one we are about to discuss was known, in extenso, plain det.-L.F. set with very critically adjusted reaction,
as the Armstrong Supersonic Heterodyne Receiver," or one used. a superhet, changing the received signal from
and simply exuded valves from every pore. If a its original wavelength to a much longer one, which
" superhet " contented itself with five or six valves one could. be amplified effectively even with the imperfect
might with fair safety hazard the guess that some of them apparatus of the time.
were doing double duty by being made to amplify at two
The steady improvement in valve characteristics and'
.

frequencies simultaneously
(reflex working) ; from seven
to nine valves was the usual
allowance, while the enthusiastic sometimes ran the

total up to a round dozen.

The basic idea of the

superheterodyne receiver is
the exact, opposite of that of

every other kind

of set.
Normally, one tunes the
high -frequency amplifier to
fit the wavelength of the sig-

the appearance of the screen-

WHY has the Superheterodyne receiver taken a back seat
during the last three or four years? It. is because stable
high frequency amplification at the fundamental frequency
of the transmission can now be accomplished with certainty
using the minimum of valves and associated apparatus. The
demands for selectivity, however, which become more and more
exacting suggest that the superheterodyne with band pass filters
and other modern embellishments -may become popular again.

nals being received, readjusting all the tuning controls
every time one passes from one station to another. With'
the superhet, the" amplifier is set once and for all to one
unchangeable wavelength, ar I the wavelength of the
received signal is altered to suit the amplifier. Since one

valve at least-and more usually two -must be provided
for the sole purpose of effecting this wavelength change,
the superhet must inevitably be a little extravagant in
valves, although, with modern valves, six or seven would
very comfortably provide long-range frame -aerial
reception.

In the days when the superhet was highly popular,
neither modern valves nor modern knowledw was avail B 53

grid valve, combined with
the persistent attacks of innumerable investigators and

experimenters upon the
problems of high -frequency

circuits, gradually made

, it.

possible to amplify signals at
their original wavelength, s0

that the need for converting
them into a long -wave signal

became less imperative. The
advantages of the superheterodyne receiver thus became of less and less importance, while its defects, which were many, became correspondingly more obvious. For the last three years or

more the superhet has taken 'a very back seat,- for the
excellent reason that almost equivalent sensitivity, with

a much higher standard of quality in reproduction,

could be attained with the expenditure of fewer valves
by using straight high -frequency amplification of the
signals on their original wavelength.
The reference just made to the defects of the superhet

must not be taken to mean that these faults are in any
way bound up with the principle of the receiver. The
truth of the matter is that while straight high -frequency
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amplification advanced by leaps and bounds, the design
of the superhet, owing to its waning popularity; received
practically no attention at all. In the light of experience
gained, in other directions, it should now be possible to

slight ,hiss is, heard, but as the tuning condenser is
varied one hears a succession of whistles, beginning

as very " high notes, sinking down to below audibility,
and then rising in pitch once more until the note be -

design ' a superhet which would be free from all the
defects commonly attributed to receivers of its type.
Where the Superhet Principle 'Scores.
While the writer does not anticipate that the present
type of receiver will need to be superseded for shortrange work, he is inclined. to think that for long-distance
reception the superhet, in some form or other, will eventually return to its old position of dominance, though for
quite new reasons. If this is so, it will be the demand

for high quality, that is becoming `almost daily more
insistent, that will bring the superhet back into favour,
for high quality, combined with . high selectivity, can
only be attained by the very free use. of band-pass filters
in a multi -stage amplifier. While it ís comparatively.
easy to design and build such an amplifier: for a superhet,

where it has only to deal with ,a single wavelength, it
has proved difficult to produce a 'compromise that will
be really satisfactory when tuned, over a wide range of
wavelengths in a receiver of normal type. Moreover,
difficulties of tuning limit the complexity permissible in
a straight amplifier, whereas in a superhet, in which the
amplifier is tuned once and for all when the set is built,
even the most elaborately complex circuits can. make no
difference whatever to the ease of handling the completed
receiver.

It has already been said that the difference between
the superhet and: all other receivers is that instead of

Fig. 2.-Diagram to illustrate the production of a heterodyne

beat note, a and b represent separately the oscillations generated
by the valve and the oscillations picked up from a transmitter and
c is the sum of a and b ; it represents the resulting voltage applied
to the grid of the valve while d represents the anode current of
the valve, assuming it to be a nearly perfect grid rectifier. The
resultant anode current is represented by e, ignoring fluctuations
too rapid for telephones to follow. The curve thus shows the
frequency of the beat note.

comes too high for the telephones to reproduce or the
ear to hear. Each' of these whistles, as everyone knows;
length of the received signal is adjusted to suit the stands for a station-one speaks, conveniently but quite
amplifier. This result is achieved by a feat of "electrical erroneously, of "hearing the carrier waves,'' meaning
jugglery carried out within the receiver itself, and since that the whistles just described have been heard.
a very similar wavelength change is performed in a
An Explanation of the Whistles.
The manner in which these whistles arise is indicated
adjusting the amplifier to suit the wavelength, the wave-

roughly in Fig. 2, in which is shown five . sets of
waves. The upper set, marked a, is intended to repre-

sent the waves generated by the oscillating valve in the
receiver itself at some particular setting of the tuning
dial ; there are twenty complete oscillations shown in
the diagram. The next row, labelled b, stands for the
oscillations picked up by the aerial from some transmitting station'; there are twenty-two 'of these on the
diagram. Since the two rows have been so drawn as

to have exactly the same length, we are expected to
understand that the distant transmitter sends out

twenty-two complete waves in the time represented by
the width of the diagram, while the oscillating receiver
generates twenty waves during the same period.
The two sets of waves are arriving simultaneously at
simple one -valve set whenever it is allowed -to oscillate, the grid of the detector valve shown in Fig. i, so that
we will take this as a starting point in following out the at any instant the high -frequency voltage applied to this
valve will be the sum of the voltages from the two
changes that occur.
If some such circuit as that of Fig. i, which represents sources. This sum is shown in the third row of waves,
Fig. f. -Single -valve receiver. This simple set will perform
the frequency -changing operation which is the whole foundation
of the superheterodyne receiver.

a leaky -grid detector with reaction, is allowed to oscillate,

there will be heard in the telephones certain noises with
which almost every reader is familiar. When the tuning

.

lettered c in Fig. 2. It will be noticed that a new

periodicity has made its appearance Through the addition
of the two' sets of waves ; the high -frequency voltage
B 54
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ant rectified plate current goes through two cycles --

alternately dies away and then rises again to a maximum as the two original waves come in and out of.
step with one another.
If the valve were adjusted to act as an amplifier, the
plate current would vary in exact sympathy with the
voltage impressed on the grid, so that c may also be
.

the difference between the two original frequencies.

It will be appreciated that if the two original high

by only a comparatively small
amount, the resultant oscillation e, which is commonly
called the beat note, will lie within the audible range.
frequencies differ

.

The received signal, for example, might have a fre-

taken to show the variations

in plate current that would
take place in these circumstances. It would vary
rapidly at high frequency
'

on -either side of the mean

value: represented by the

straight line, and, since the
telephones could not possibly follow this variation, no
sound would be heard.
We started, however, with
the assumption that the.

valve was arranged to act
as a leaky -grid rectifier.

LOUD SPEAKER

SIGNAL:
PICKED UP
AT
ORIGINAL
FREQUENCY

I.F.

1.F.

AUDIO
FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY ---INTERMEDIATE
SECOND
FREQUENCY
CHANGER - AMPLIFIER
-DETECTOR

AUDIO
FREQUENCY
-

L.F.

AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT
VALVE

OSCILLATOR
TUNING.

If

this is the case, the anode
current will no longer be a
faithful copy' of the voltage
applied ,to the grid, but
,

Fig. 4.-Schematic diagram of a fully fledged superheterodyne receiver. The various stages
through which the signal passes from frame to loud speaker are here separately shown. It will
be noticed that there- are only two tuning controls, 4on- once the frequency has been correctly
changed the rest of the process of amplification needs no tuning.

will follow some such course

as that indicated at d, one-half of each high -frequency
alteration being suppressed. :.The excursions made by
the plate current will now all be on ' the same side of

the steady value represented by the straight line, so
that the mean plate current will vary at a rate much
slower than that of the high -frequency oscillations. The
dotted line drawn through the. high -frequency waves
shows this slower variation, 10hich is repeated, with the
high -frequency fluctuations omitted, in the curve marked
e. This curve has a new frequency, entirely different
from those of the original pair of high -frequency oscillations which gave rise to it. A moment's examination

of the figure will show that in the time in which the
high -frequency oscillations a and b go respectively

through twenty and twenty-two cycles, the final result -

quency of I,000 kc., while the detector valve generated
oscillations might have a frequency of 999 or 1,o0i kc. ;
in either case the beat note would have a frequency of

z kc. (or x,000 cycles) and would be audible in the

telephones as a musical note of this frequency, : which:
is nearly two octaves above Middle C. It is this beat
note which is heard when the oscillating receiver is
tuned through the wavelength of a transmitter.
Changing the Beat Note.
As the frequency at which the receiver is oscillating

is changed by altering the setting of the tuning condenser, the beat note between signal and receiver is
changed too, the note of the whistle heard rising as the
difference between the two frequencies is made greater.

It is usual, and very natural, to regard the beat none

as non-existent when it has risen to so high a frequency
that the ear cannot hear it nor the telephone diaphragms
respond quickly enough to reproduce 'it. But it is still

there, although too high in pitch to be, audible, and
it is quite easy to show its existence by electrical means

-for example, by coupling the anode circuit of the
valve to a detector tuned to the frequency of the beat
note.

A circuit of this kind, which is almost identical with
one that the writer has used .in connection with laboratory measurements, is shown in Fig. 3. In this, both

valves are set for rectification, the first valve being
made to oscillate. When the setting of the condenser
Ct has detuned the oscillating circuit so far from the
frequency of the signal that it is no longer possible
to .hear . a beat note in the telephones Ti, it is still
Fig. 3.-The simplest "superhet." ' The oscillating detector

VI acts as frequency -changer, and the detector V2 acts as receiver
of the signals on the new frequency. 41 :.
B
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possible, by tuning C2, and C2 to a. suitable long wavelength, to pass the supersonic beat note on to the

second valve, its presence being made visible by the
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deflection of the meter mA. If the source of the signals

with which the oscillations of Vl are beating is simply
a local oscillator, there is nothing to be heard in the
second pair of telephones T2. But if the coil L is
replaced by a frame aerial, and the local station is used
as the incoming signal in place of a simple oscillating
valve, then, when the meter mA. shows that the supersonic heterodyne note has been tuned in by suitable
adjustment of C2 and C3, the programme is quite well

heard in the telephones T2, though the first pair T1
make no sound at all.
The experiment shows that if one of the two original waves from which the beat note is compounded

is modulated by speech or music, then this modulation
is reproduced on the new wave formed by rectifying
the mixed oscillations as already described. It follows
that a second detector, as used ,in this experiment, is
required to extract the programme from the long -wave
beat -frequency delivered by the first valve. The output
from this valve, hereafter to be called the "frequency changer," is thus identical with an ordinary long -wave

transmission as picked up by an aerial, and must be
treated as such in all respects. It can therefore be

heard with any receiver., from a simple crystal detector

to the most ambitious multi-valve set, so long as this
is tuned to the required long wavelength.
The whole box of tricks, consisting of a frequency -

OCTOBER rst, " 193o.'

received is equal to the frequency for which the intermediate amplifier is designed.
In addition to the local oscillator, it is necessary to
have a detector valve to rectify the composite wave (c
in Fig. 2) so that the new "frequency (d and e in Fig. 2)
can be extracted from it. If an attempt were made to
utilise the simple circuit of Fig. r, it would be found
that when the grid circuit was tuned to the correct frequency for the local oscillation it would be detuned far
enough from the signal being received to cause a very
serious drop in strength.' It is therefore necessary to
provide two tuned circuits in place of the one of Fig. i;
tuning one to the signal and setting the other into oscillation at the frequency needed to provide the correct beat
note. Sometimes the two circuits, tuned to different

frequencies, are attached to the same valve, but it is

preferable, unless it is specially necessary to economise
in " valves, to separate these two functions, using one.
valve as a detector and one as an oscillator. An arrangement of this kind, which is a typical frequency -changer,
is shown in Fig. 5.
Choosing the Intermediate Frequency.
In designing a'superhet one is at liberty to choose any,
value one likes for the intermediate frequency ; it has
been usual to work at about ioo kilocycles (3,000 metres)
or thereabouts. Assuming this value, it becomes neces-

changer followed by a long -wave receiver, makes up the
supersonic heterodyne receiver we are discussing.
Usually, the long -wave set that follows the frequency -

FRAME
AERIAL

changer is much more ambitious than a mere crystal
detector ; it consists usually of a long -wave amplifier,

the intermediate -frequency amplifier, a
detector (second detector), and a low -frequency amplifier. The whole is shown, in schematic form, in Fig. 4,
which represents a. complete superhet."
known as

The Intermediate Frequency Amplifier.
The signals are picked up on the frame and passed on
to the frequency -changer, which consists, as we have
seen, of an oscillating detector valve or its equivalent.
They emerge from this transformed to a new wavelength,
and are amplified in this form by the intermediate -frequency amplifier to any extent thatis deemed necessary.

They then encounter the second detector, after which
they are magnified by an audio -frequency amplifier "" of

perfectly standard type until they can be passed on to
the output valve and the loud speaker. There is no

particular reason why the frequency -changer should not
be preceded by a stage or two of ordinary high -frequency
amplification if desired ; with the magnification split up
in this way between two different frequencies it would
be possible to attain an overall magnification of several
million times without risk of instability. This extra
amplification is, however, not usually necessary.
The tuning of the intermediate -frequency amplifier in
a practical receiver is not variable, as in the experimental circuit of Fig. 3, but is fixed permanentlyat some
wavelength chosen by the designer of the set. Tuning

is accomplished by so adjusting the frequency, of the
oscillations generated in the frequency -changer that the
frequency difference between them and the lipal to be

H.T.+

ó

v

i
INTERMEDIATE
FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

2L, Ll
+

L.T.

Fig. 5.-The frequency -changer of an American superheterodyne
of good repute (the Haynes -Griffin). VI is the first detector,
and Vo the oscillator. C1 and Co are the only two tuning controls,
yet the set, which employed seven valves, was highly selective.
The coupling coil L1 was used to apply the oscillations of Vo to
the grid of Y1, through the frame circuit.

sary to tune the oscillator to a frequency removed by
ioo kc. from that of the signal being received, in order
that the beat note may have the correct frequency. It
is quite immaterial whether the oscillator is working at
1 When short waves are being received the percentage distuning

is so small, especially: if a low I.F. is used, that a single tuned

circuit is perfectly satisfactory. See H. B. Dent, " Superheterodyne
Short-wave Adaptor," The Wireless World, April 23rd, 1930.
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a higher or lower frequency than that of the signal. If.
the station to be received is working on I,000 kc. (3qQ
metres), then the required beat will be produced if the
oscillator is tuned either to goo or to i, zoo kc. (333 or
270 metres). Since both these frequencies will be within
its tuning range, there will be two separate settings of
the oscillator tuning condenser, either of which will bring

in the i,000 kc. station required. In the same way,
there will be two alternative positions for every station.
This two -position effect has certain disadvantages, the
most obvious being that one cannot be sure, from the
reading of the oscillator tuning dial, what station is being
received. A more serious drawback is found in the fact
that when the oscillator is tuned to,' say, goo kc., it will

provide the ioo kc. beat note required for the inter-

mediate -frequency amplifier by interaction with either a
signal of frequency I,o0o kc. or with one of frequency
800 kc. There is thus a strong tendency on the part of
the receiver to tune in two stations at once, so that means

have to be taken to sharpen up the tuning of the frame aerial circuit to enable signals from one of these stations.

to reach the grid of the first detector to the complete
exclusion of the other. Failure in this respect means that
both stations will be heard together. For this reason,
and not for the sake of extra amplification, which is more
readily available in the intermediate -frequency amplifier,

it has often been found desirable to precede the fre-

quency -changer with a stage of tuned high -frequency
amplification operating on the original wavelength of
the signal.
There are many points of considerable interest arid

impoftance in connection with the design of the fre-

quency -changer and of the long -wave receiver which
follows it, while the question of the best choice of frequency for the intermediate amplifier opens up a number
of rather fascinating possibilities. It is hoped to deal

with some of the more outstanding points in later
articles, to which the present contribution may be regarded as an introduction.

International Amateur Congress.

The International Amateur Congress
held last July in Antwerp was attended

TRANSMITTERS'
NOTES.

by delegates from almost every European

Mr. H. B. Old, G2VQ, repreIt was agreed that
tha authorities in their respective councountry.

sented the R.S.G.B.

tries should be urgently requested to allow
official

delegates from among amateur

transmitters

to

part

take

in

future

international radio conferences and that
these amateurs should form a consultative committee under the presidency of
Mr. K. B. Warner, the secretary of the
I.A.R.U.
It was also proposed that further international amateur meetings

should

be

held in 1931 at Rome or Milan; 1932 in
Madrid ; 1933 in London, and 1934 in
Berlin.

0000.

Exclusive Amateur Wavebands.

bad, and after 23.00 B.S.T. he found it
impossible to hear any telephony.
000o

New Call -signs.
G2QW
G2WS

7 Megacycle Vagaries.

A correspondent in Eltham, sending us
his experiences while listening for' telephony on the 7 me. waveband, writes that
during the last two months the only time
he

has been

able to receive British

stations with any strength was between
09.00 and 12.00 B.S.T.;. after this they
became Weaker, and, during the afternoon,. he could only hear neighbouring
stations in London. From 20.00 till 22.00

B.S.T. stations in Devon, Scotland, and
on the Continent, would come in at about
R9 signal strength, but fading was very

05GL
G550

F. H. Walters, 5, Whitehorse St., London,
E3.
W. A. Scarr, 282, Stainbeck Rd., -Chapel
Allerton, Leeds.
Alfred Graham & Co., Ltd., Slough.
F. J. Clark, 28, Byegrove Rd., Colliers Wood,
S.W.ro. (Change of address)

GBNU

W. E. Nutton, 42, Richmond Rd., Gilling-

06110

Haigh, Tanglewood, Newton Hill,
Wakefield. (Change of address.)
A. Smith, 12, Ferres Avenue, West Drayton,

MVP

ham, Kent.

N. E.

Middx. (Change of address.)

GI6YW T. P. Allen, 62, Balmoral Avenue, Belfast.
2AZP

(Change of address.)
L. Sanderson, 104, Croxted Rd., West
Dulwich, S.E.21. (Change of address.)

Sudan.
ST6EL and ST3WT (Portable) (Ex SU6HL), I. E. Hill,
Wireless Section, 4th (B) Squadron;R.A.F.,

Khartoum, working on 14 and 28 IBC.
wavebands between ground and aircraft,
and will Welcome reports.

The delegates also agreed that urgent

requests should be made to the authorities

that commercial stations should be for-

bidden to conduct tests on wavebands re-

served exclusively for amateur use and
that the 3.5 megacycle (85 metre) band
should be included
amateurs only.

among those

for

0000

Calibration Stations.

The services of G5BR and G5YK in

the transmission of calibrated wavelengths
were cordially recognised, and it was proposed to establish similar stations in
Berlin, Paris, and Budapest.

0000

7 and 14 Megacycle Wavebands.

With regard .to the conditions on the
7 me. waveband, a correspondent in

BIackheath finds that the skip -distance
after `dark is usually between 250 and

400 miles, and that European stations
outside this zone can be readily heard.
He has also picked up W1FIX, AP7AX
(Ramleh, Palestine), and SU8WY (Cairo).
The 14 me. band varies considerably; on

some nights it seems absolutely dead,
while on others distant stations are heard
from North and South America.
B 57

AN ACTIVE AMATEUR STATION. G 6PP, owned and worked at 54, .Purley Avenue,
N. W.2, by Mr. M. W. Pilpel, who was last year awarded the " Rotab " Cup, presented

by the President of the R.S.G.B.; which may be seen in the background. The 7mC.
transmitter on the left uses the Hartley circuit with harmonic crystal control. Next
to it is a small 14mC. T -P T -G transmitter with the O -V-2 receiver, employing the
Reinartz'circuit, on the right. The station has been in communication with 38 countries
4edistributed over four continents. The input has never exceeded 5 watts.
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having a D.C. resistance of about 2,000

READERS' P R ®

ohms have a much larger
select

"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service ís subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these
must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves. A selection of
queries of general interest ís dealt with below.

A Differential Volume Control.

Aly receiving set is situated in:.a rather
'remote part of the house, its position
being determined by the necessity of
having it as close as possible to the
aerial lead-in, consequently my loud
speaker is situated at some distance.
fronn the set. I usually listen to the
local station, and have arranged my
receiver so that the output valve is
working well within the limits of 'its
maximum permissible. grid

- the compensating resistance is in series
with the other lead. Fortunately, special
resistances of this type suitably mounted

and of the correct value are now on the
market. This method of volume control
is by no means perfect, but results from
it are greatly superior to those obtained
by many of the usual arrangements.

0000
Headphones and D.C. Mains.
Occasionally I like to use phones instead
of a loud speaker, but, since converting my set for D.C. mains operation,

I have been afraid to connect them
to it. I realise- that an output transformer or a choke filter with a pair
of condensers would meet the case,

by the way, are positively earthed ?

P.M.S.

It is impossible to connect headphones to your set in such a way that
they will be isolated from the mains,.

in this manner, however, I notice a
distinct loss of quality, and it has

occurred to me that this is due to

the fact that when I apply the
volume control I am altering the im-

Fig. 1.-A "constant impedance" method
of controlling volume.

pedance in the plate circuit of the

your loud speaker impedance and the
A,C. resistance of the output valve is
correct, in accordance: with the details
given in an article in the May 28th issue

of this journal, it is obvious that ,the

method of volume control which you are
using will alter that relationship, and
quality will suffer accordingly. The difficulty can, however, be overcome in quite
a simple manner. It mast be remem-

bered that for best results the external
circuit impedance must be of such. a
value that maximum energy transference

from the output valve takes place at a

Coil Inductance.
1

have several well -made single -layer

solenoid coils (taken front an obsolete

receiver), each with 60 turns of No..

26 D.S.C. wire and a diameter of

21in. Will you please tell me what
is the approximate inductance value

of these coils? If suitable, it is proposed to use them for a filter Circuit.
Incidentally, will you refer me-to any
published instructions for calculating

the inductance of coils of this kind

so that I may be able to estimate
M. N. L.
You do 'not say what is the winding
length of your coils; without this information .it is impossible to make an
accurate estimation of their inductance.
However, assuming that adjacent turns

are touching, it will be about 180 microhenrys-a low value for use in a filter circuit, but the coils should do fairly well.
Inductance is easily and accurately calculated with the help of the Abac which

ternal circuit impedance will also, be

0000

a decrease in volume, the effective ex-

lowered. It is necessary, therefore, to
arrange another resistance in such a

manner that it compensates for this effect

and so preserves the impedance in the

external circuit at a more or less constant

There are several ways of

ac-

complishing this desirable end, but ex-

periment has shown that the method of
connection shown- in Fig. 1 gives the
best results. It will be noticed that the
volume control resistance is connected

across the loud speaker in a manner
similar to that of a potentiometer, the

slider connecting to one output lead while

unless some auxiliary apparatus be, used ;
this is,, of course, on the assumption that

the receiver does not already include an
output transformer or choke filter.
We suggest that the simplest way of

using the phones with safety is to join

them, with a fixed condenser of from 1 to
2 mfds. in each lead, across the primary
winding of the L.F. intervalve transformer. If your receiver does not include.
one, very fair results can be obtained by
similarly connecting the phones across a
coupling resistance,

particularly If the

resistance has not too high a value. It
will hardly be necessary to add that the
phones should be disconnected when the
loud speaker is used.

values myself in the future.

frequency somewhere near middle 0. The
external circuit impedance. in your case
will not be made up by the loud speaker
impedance alone, as the paralleled volume
control resistance will exert a modifying
As this latter resistance is
effect.
lowered in value in order to bring about

value.

This fact will be very patent if a study
is made of the tables of D.C. resistance and of impedances at various frequencies which were published in our
February 5th and 12th, 1930, issues.

other way wherebythe phones may
- be isolated from the mains, which,

terminals of my loud
speaker for reducing volume . when
necessary. When I do reduce volume

matters so that the relationship between

loud speakers all

but there is not much space to- spare
in -the . receiver; .is. there . not sopie

across the

distant receiver every time that I
wish to diminish volume? T. P.
If,

a number of

having approximately the same D.C.
resistance which have a widely different
impedance value at any given frequency.

swing,

even on loud passages of music: I
have a variable resistance connected

last valve. is there any way of getting over this trouble, as it is
obviously inconvenient to run to the

impedance

than those of the low resistance or 120 ohms class. It is, however, possible to

I.)

' RULES.

The free service of THE WIRELESS

WORLD Technical. Information Department is only available to registered readers
and subscribers. A registration form can be
obtained on application to the publishers.
(1.) Every communication to the InformaDepartment must bear the reader's
registration number.
tion

World for

(2.) Only one question (which must deal with
a single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."

November 21st, 1928.' These Abacs' have
since been published in book form.

(3.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper and diagrams drawn on a separate

appeared. in

The Wireless

Resistance and Impedance.

I have

been

told that the figures for

D.C. resistance -usually given for
loud speakers are approximately proportional to the impedance of the
loud speaker, and can, therefore, be
taken as a rough guide to this latter
value. Can you confirm this?

R. P. D.

This statement is likely to be misleading, with the exception that loud
speakers of what is sometimes known as
the h +'resistance class, merely those

A. self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(4.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers or eliminators cannot ordinarily be
given ; under present-day conditions justice cannotbe dons to questions of this kind in the course
of a letter.
(5.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
sheet.

(6.) Designs for components such as L.F.

chokes, power transformers, complex coil assemblies, etc., cannot be supplied.

(7.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless
World "; to standard manufactured receivers ;
or to " Kit " sets that have been reviewed used
in their original torm and not embodying modifications.
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UNDY
S.Pole Dynamite
THE GREAT SURPRISE
for

THE NEW SEASON,
A

Chassis

with 8 -poles

better than you have as yet seen
and heard.
A Chassis which surpasses everything known.

A tone rendering such as you
have not yet heard.
Visit your dealer to -day and ask

him to show you this

marvel.

No harassing " tuning -in " and
absolutely true to nature in every
tone register.

If you wish to purchase an 8 -pole Chassis, there

is only

UNDY 8 POLE Dynamic.
A patent has been applied for in all civilised countries to cover the UNDY new 8 -pole principle

(Patent application No. 11360/30).

RETAIL PRICES:

Chassis with Unit, 50/-

B59

Cabinet No. 404, the finest Luxury Model Cabinet No. 404a, Mahogany highly polished
Cabinet No. 410/8, Mahogany polished
-

90/ 70/ -

55/-

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly re/able.
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AT LAST !
Foolproof
Perfected
Radio.
Select your programme from

the comfort of your armchair by
merely pushing buttons.
Auto Radio Table Model, complete+
with Moving Coil Speaker and áG75
.. .. ..
Control Box ..
2 Screen Grid Valves. Wide Range.

May we send you full parltculars i

Perfect Quality.
UNLIKE OTHER DEVICES OF THIS
TYPE, THIS INSTRUMENT HAS
A WIDE CONTINENTAL RANGE.

THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER
IDEAL

NEW

102,

West Regent Street,
GLASGOW, C.2.

INTERVALVE
TRANSFORM=R

MODEL

FOR REAL RADIO ENJOYMENT

ELECTRICAL
REPRODUCERS, LTD.,

SHOWN WITH SUCCESS
AT OLYMPIA.
Read the " Wireless World"
September 24 issue. We ee
produce below an extract

from what is printed regarding
Parmeko."

"The products of this firm
have always exhibited what

can truly be described as sound
radio practice. Their mains

transformers and chokes, the
range of which has been added

to this season, still show the
same high standard, as is evi-

dent from an inspection of
their efficient voltage regula
Lion curves."

Wireless World

With a Primary Inductance
curve

within

11%

of 85

Henries through a range of 1
to 15 milliamps, no wonder
we are able to say that there
is not, another INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMER on the

market to touch our NEW
PARMEKOI

Price 6 GNS.
Diameter of Case, 18 inches ; depth, 9inches.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.

THE DONOTONE

(Regd.)

Parmeko constant -inductance L.F.
transformer.

all particulars and catalogue
on application. Write to

LOUD SPEAKER

Dept. W.40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4.

& MEE LIMITED
PARTRIDGE
74, New Oxford Street,
26, Dover Street,
LEICESTER
'Phone: Leicester 22276.

LONDON, W.C.1
'Phone : Museum 5o7o.

'Phone : HOLBORN 0523.

EF
The new season's Hegra Products are now
being demonstrated, and you are cordially
invited to attend. The New Hegra Speakers

include the modified Magnet-Dynamie,a range
instruments, balanced of moving coil
armature units, and complete cabinet speakers.

GRAFTON

COMPANY

54, GRAFTON STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,
W.I.
TTf.r1.
Telephone

Museum 0241.

RO
O R
N
1

E

TR
ES

INSIST ON HAVING E P

SOL

BA
ON
N

CAUSE T L
IT IS BRITISH MADE & RELIABLE.

ES

LOOK FOR BECOL TRADEMARK.
Sole Manufacturers:

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

19entron of " The Wireless World," wizen writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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For Quality and Efficiency

Make

The

n
eliminator

SELECTOR
ELECTRIC
Complete (A.C. only) 55 Gas.
or £13 down and 12 monthly

payments of £4. ro . 6.

HE Selector ' ;i5 ' makes an instant appeal to the
wireless enthusiast. Technicians will appreciate

"studying
T thetheingenuity
that is everywhere evident in
layout. Not an inch of space has been
wasted, not a single component is out of place. The
resulting ' balance' is in every way perfect, enabling
full use to be made of the directional properties of the
frame aerial.

Home and foreign stations are received without background. The regional station$ can be separated with

Reproduction through the moving coil loud

ease.

speaker embodied in the set is perfectly clear and undistorted. Control is very smocth and accurate, eliminating
the need for fine adj ustment
of reaction. The Cabinet is
of fine quality mahogany."
See "Wireless World " report

Sept. 10, 1930.

V!:

Bend for Catalogue N.W.2. or refer this

y

.,

ill.

onnomeement to your dealer, mho min

r+ 1

arrange a demonstratton In your home.Quality Supreme

like this with the

HEAYBERD kit or
components
It's quite easy-the kit contains the very best
components,

including

the

new

Heayberd

Power Transformer and the new Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier. You can build a trouble -proof
unit that will save you pounds and never fail.

Full working directions are supplied. Write
for particulars to -day.. Kits from 69/6 complete.

Assembled io/- extra.

IIEAYBERD

SELECTORS LIMITED, 206, Bedford Avenue, Slough Trading Estate, Slough,
Bucks. .Telephone:- Slough 818. LONDON OFFICE: I, Dover Street, W.I.
Telephone: Regent 4771.

F. C. Heayberd dt: Co.,

10, Finsbury St., E.C.
'Phone : Metropolitan 7516.

')

.,3be J:..

it111111:MIS° The SQUIRE
GUARANTEED

GENUINE EBONITE
No surface leakage.

Highest di -electric insulation
120,000 v. per mm.

Lowest power factor.
No current absorption.
Unconditionally guaranteed
perfect.

Manchester Radio
Exhibition.
Stand No. 15,
Gallery.

SYLPHONE.
THE new Squire Moving
Coil Speaker; it in-

Easy machining.
Best polished surface.

corporates laterally sup-

Superfine consistent

ported diaphragm with

quality.

free edge-increased con-

PANEL PRICES PER SQUARE INCH, POLISHED

9/16D.
BLACK

'/"

-

I

3/16" THICK I

centrated field-no field

3/4D.

leakage-no air -damping
of moving coil-vibrationless moving coil - full
efficiency over complete

MAHOO.

'/,d.

-

1d.

THE SQUIRE SYLPHONE.

THE SUPERFINE QUALITY RADIO EBONITE

Model se, for D.C. mains
(high or low resistance)Model se A.M., for 6 volt
accumulator
Model 21 A.C., for A.C.
mains (including rectifier)

1

£8 15 0

£12 12 0

let you hear one.

UNION PLACE, WELLS ST., LONDON, W.1.

FREDERICK SQUIRE, LTD.,
LESWIN PLACE, STOKE NEWINCTON, N.16

Telephone : Museum 6200.

TELEPHONE: CLISSOLD 0334.

TRELLEBORGS EBONITE WORKS, Ltd.,
B6

£8 15 0

audio - frequency range
and many other new
scientific features.
The maximum advance in
quality of reproduction
has been made in this
speaker.
Ask your dealer to

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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hM5

NO

INTERFERENCE

áFrouFi'a

w,PAlLLA,RD
ELECTRIC

INDUCTION MOTOR

No brushes or commutator to cause interference.

No

belt.
in

The motor runs smoothly and silently, without variation

revolution speed even with largely fluctuating mains
current. r2"velvet-covered turntable, automatic brake and
cut-out. For 100-X30 and 200-250.. v. A.C. 71' x 53" x 5i".
Unit Plate, £4/10/0).
the

£4117/6 (without

Arm, £2)216.'
Super Pickup ant
Portable Gramophone. Cabinet fitted
with Paillard Motor, Super Pickup

and volume control, £8/15/0 complete.

APOLLO GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.,

4-5, Bunhill Row, LONDON E.C.1.

ELECTRAD
TRUVOLT
RESISTANCES

Ask for
Complete
List.

Truvolt wire wound variable potentiometers simplify the- construction of

H.T. Eliminators and positively do

away with all guesswork. The resistance element is a nickel alloy wire.

There is no wire to rust or zinc to

oxidise. Truvolt are air-cooled and
give a positive and lasting service. All

the units listed below are rated at 25
watts. Electrad originated the Truvolt. Note these reduced prices and
ensure that the units you buy have the
name Electrad stamped upon them.
Type.

T.5
T.7.5
T.10
T.20
T.25
T.30
T.50
T.75
T.100
T.200
T.250
T.500

Resistance
Current
Ohms. Milliamperes.
500
750
1;000

2,000
2,500
3,000
5,000
7;500
10,000
20,000
25,000
50,000

224
182
158

112
100

AVAILABLE
FOR ALL VOLTAGES

for.
8;- each
8/8/-

Illustration

Rich brown Crystalline
Finish Metal Cases. Two
variable tappings on
A.F.P. and A.P. Models

shows Model
A.F.P.

91
71

58
50
35

NO HUM
NO ATTENTION.

A'CoRD'C MAINS.

All. and A.P.

Westinghouse

32

8/8/-

22.5

8/ -

Write for the Electrad catalogue-it's free.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.

'Phone : MAYFAIR 0578/9.
Continental Sales Office:

27, QUAI DU COMMERCE, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

employ

full wave valve rectification.
Each
unit
complete with 2 yds.

Incorporates

flex and
adaptor.

Metal Rectifier.

holder

lamp

HEAVY DUTY A.C. MODELS.
Model.

A.F.P.
A.H.
A.P.

Output. Positive.

1.

2.

Milliamps Tappings Volts Volts
3o
4
var.
75
50
4
var.
75
6o
var.
75
4

J. DYSON

& CO.

3.

Volts
var.
go

var.

4.

PRICF.s

Volts

£

S.

zoo

7 17

120
200

7

2,& C5olemoandwStreet,

5 10

7

d.

6
0

6

Lonreetdon, E.C.2

, Gi St, Bradford.

n
Send for Particulars of our Spicial Agency Scheme.
LTD.,

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
additional word.

contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 28 con-

,APPLEBY'S.

Send your material for creditwhere radio part exchange began.

12 words or less, 2,- and 2d. for every

WHERE Radio Part Exchange Began; a service

under. the- pattonage.of notabilities and men of
consequence all over; the world which has accurately
handled the requisitions of over 25,000 people, 84% of
whom have repeated their first transaction.

A service ruled only by economics,
above bargaining or petty gain.
Particulars from the Secretary,

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and

address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a

Receivers for Sále.-Contd.

WITHOUT FEAR-

columns is :

..

THE Service is as Follows: We can supply practically all the- leading lines of radio apparatus on
the, market at current list prices; if 'so desired we
can accept in part exchange
the reputable makes
of

HONOR V OMNIA APPLEBY'S,

Chapel St.,Marylebone,London

SUPER

the- following apparatus: Receivers (domestic and
portable), radio -gramophones, loud -speakers (cone and
moving
coil), cone units and chassis, battery eliminators and mains equipment . components, battery
chargers, remote control equipment, pick-ups and

secutive, 10 % ; 52 consecutive, 15%.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up

to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, Ea¢.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
10,

Hertford Street,

Coventry ;

carrier arms, electric gramophone motors, H.F., L.F
and
pass power chokes, condensers (variable, reaction, by-and - smoothing), measuring instruments (high.
gradé), L.F. transformers,
slow, -motion dials (high

Guildhall Buildings,

Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All

grade), modern miscellaneous components; valves and
tuning coils cannot be accepted in part exchange except by special arrangement.

TN

advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw

advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed _ _
Notes be in g
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.
oCoC

amts.
BBenl'd

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
trrors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

One hole fixingobtained by drilling k"

panels is °about these switches
and the
sit, which they can be used, tally
Catalogs'
inmwith

to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies

described

1142
Willa:a terminals

reply to Box No. advestisemeses are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ;

from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer,
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
sender.

different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to fro, a deposit fee of r/- is charged; on
transactions over £so and under £5o, the fee is 2/6 ; over
£So, 51-. - All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to
regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

N.17

deposited against a credit note,' which- may be utilised
át a later date; the maximum amount allowed to

sane.
Tariff Road, Totte
Th..: Tottenham

Department."

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons,

is below £1, when a minimum of 10/- is payable;
should the part exchange allowance exceed 50% Di
the total value of new requirements, the difference will
be credited against future orders; material -may be

31 -

Electric

The Benjamin
Ltd.,

in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked " Deposit

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting

change; -material cannot be purchased by us for cash.
TERMS of Part Exchange Business A minimum
of 50% of the value of an order, plus carriage
charge where due, is payable in cash, unless the value

diagrams in our

circRead

should be addressed No. 000, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who

DEPOSIT SYSTEM,

TN Order to Furnish a Guide, the part exchange

tary itch

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be

i

Íy'0,71,0,7,,47,#

nk

í0/,1ii.hG

y

"SWITCHES
RADIO
and

,

Á

for

POWER"
Lyons " B.A.T." 750
watt Q.M.B. Switches

are designed and manufactured to give efficiency.

Used confidently in High

H.T: and L,T. Battery

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain ; Radio

Doctors.-Read advertisement
under
Miscellaneous
[0264
HIRE a McMichael Portable Set, by day or week,
from Alexander Black, Wireless Doctor and Consultant, 55, Ebury St., S. W.1. Sloane 1655. [0328
STRAIGHT Five Portable, makers' 12 months' guar-

antee' 8 guineas, complete.-Mosby, 507, London.

Rd., Sheffield.

[1169

BURNDEPT Latest Screened Four Receiver (S.G.
valve, del., L.F., and super power), perfect condition. terminals far gramophone pick-upt 40 stations
at full loud -speaker strength; will demonstrate willingly at'Muswell Hill;" accept 81'5. -Box 7569, -c/o
The Wireless World.

B63

[1554

Eliminators,

Trickle

Chargers,

stand to -the credit of any one individual is -£200.
THESE Terms Have Been Made to the Lowest EcoMinimum, to give the customer the best
value nomic
possible, while enabling us
standard required of this business. to maintain the
SPECIAL Notice is drawn to the - fact that by
stipulating a minimum of 50% cash payable on
ºart exchange orders, which is the same as stating
that the part exchange allowance is credited to an
order for- not less than. twice the allowance,- you are
ensured always of the best offer, as obviously the more
we
allow you the more you.. ultimately spend with us.
to utilise your credit, if for no other reason; note
also the' facility of depositing material against
credit note, it can be drawn upon as required,a
wherever you may be; credit notes worth many thousands of pounds have been duly honoured
upon
presentation; -a credit note on Appleby's is saleable,
should -the necessity arise, providing notice of transference is lodged with us at the time of sale.
ASpose
Soon
as Apparatus is Discarded from Use, disof- it, don't keep it; it is not only wasteful.
but expensive; the longer you keep it the older it is,
and the older it - is the less value it is; exchange it
for a part -exchange 'credit'note, the value of which is
constant, and- can be disposed of if necessary by the
holder with greater ease and facility than an article
or collection of articles can ever be.
yOU'Will Do Well -to Deal with Appleby's; there
is more in part exchange than the mere allowance; there is that something which begets confidence,
that care that, makes for efficiency; in the recent
words of an old customer: Quite an embarrassing
aloofness of. purpose and an almost monotonous
accuracy; you will know that it is all British-British
capital and British behaviour; you will know also by
dealing there that you are helping to employ British
people.
SINCE the Day This Service Started it has Steadily
.

Frequency circuits, 'also

RECEIVERS FOR .SALE.

Fair and
have not

allowance may be gauged as approximately, 50%
of the list price of the article or articles tendered; for
some articles the allowance will be more, and ; for
bthers somewhat less; the allowanoe ,is entirely determined by the demand far individual articles, considering also their condition and production age;
amateur constructed- receivers cannot be accepted in
cart exchange as receivers, their value lying wholly
in the components contained in .them; only modern
apparatus in good condition is accepted in part ex-

it fifty
On test the new
imesr0 amps.
breaks
itch
behaves
rapidA.C.succession.
times in
the sw
ovin
dequMyetc.
for use
n
its completeers.iinators,
rte
well,h Provingchargers, he metal or insulateds
One trickle
e.

addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World "- Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cast of
registration and to cover postage on replies mutt be added

'View of the Difficulty óf Making
Definite. Offers for Material that we

inspected; it is requested that apparatus tendered for,
Dart
be kindly forwarded to us for valna
tion exchange
no business can be proceeded with in connection
with part exchange until- material tendered has been
examined; in this connection' there need be no fear,
material- is sent to us from all over the world, not
a single item of customers' property has ever been
lost
or mislaid;
rejected offers from, Xmas last amount
to only
3.

Gramophone

Motor Switches, Moving Coil Loud Speaker
Fiala Switches, Starting small Electric Motors, etc.

ONE HOLE FIXING

Two very popular types are:
No. 728 with Soldering Tags 2/- each,
No. 730 with Screw Terminals 2/3 each.
Send for Free Booklet" Switches for Radio and
Power" with 20- new Circuits, on these and
many other thoroughly reliable Switches.

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,

76, Ol,dhall Street, Liverpool.
40, aHtfckingham Gate, S.W.1.

la Grown, not on rash

advertising or subscribed

capital, but on the volume of attainment only; and in
these days businesses do not grow by that means for
nothing, therefore we are privileged to invite you to
utilise this service, wherever you may live; if you send
your material, by. a carrier, pack it well, carriers are
only human, and it is better to be safe than sorry;
if you live iu London, call to see us, you will like the
atmosphere, it savours more of sport and art. than
-the searing curriculum óf commerce.
APPLEBY'S, Chapél St., St. Marylebone, London
(opposite' Edgware Rd. Metropolitan Station, or
minutes from. Marble Arch, - Oxford St.). Tal.:
Paddington 8828 f3 lines).
[9340
4

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly
reliable.
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GOOD NEWS
FOR WATES
METER

USERS

NOW
A

UNIVERSAL

METER.

Receivers for Sale.-Contd.
READ and MORRIS, Ltd., the mains pioneers, who
in 1925 equipped the hospital with mains sets,
still supreme in all -mains receivers and units.
LOW Tension A.C. Eliminators, permanently replacing batteries, now only £5/15; electrolyte
condensers, 2,000 m.f., as used in above, 13/-; including postage.

CONSULT Us Before Buying Elsewhere.-Read and
Morris, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle St. (facing back of
[1450
Warings), Oxford St., W.
OSRAM Music Magnet Four, wired, wonderful set
v' for distance, selectivity, - volume; cost £11/15,
accept £8/10; reason tram interference, --Gorton, 193,
[1581
Bolton Rd., Walkden.
'MARCONI 5 -valve 2 S.G. Three 60 volt H.T., two
13.1 L.T.
accumulators, Trickle charger, Aeolian
mahogany gramophone fitted Webson M.C. speaker;
offers.-Lotimer, Thickwood, Elmstead Lane, Chisle-

'POPULAR
TRANSFORMER
Make your new set a better set

with the Brownie POPULAR Transformer. Although it costs only 9/6,
its purity of amplification gives a

more vivid clarity of reproduction

throughout the musical scale, while
its sturdy British build ensures that

once it is fitted the words "transformer troubles" can be eliminated
from your list of worries.

[1579

hurst.

,,DUBILIER A.C.3, new May, perfect; £15 or offer,
[1576
LL cost £25.-Pelly, Pierhead, Eastbourne.
2 STAGE H.F. Amplifier, wonderful distance getter,
perfect condition, ordinary valves and plug-in
coils, finest components only by Igranic, Burndept,
Gambrell; etc., Resiston panel, either stage used singly
or together before any detector; sacrifice half cost
price.-Eizperimenter, 17, Salisbury Rd., , Richmond,

96

[1572

Surrey.

l,LAROONI Short-wave Model 34 3 -valve Receiver,
11111 including valves, coils, leads; cost £22/10 as
new, best offer. -99, First Av., Manor Park, E.12.
[1585

B URNDEPT swalve Superheterodyne, perfect work-E-, ing order and condition, powerful selective set,
2 large heavy duty H.T: accumulators and one L.T.;
cost over £100, price £20.-B., South Croft, Burhill,

[1562

Walton -on -Thames.

THE WATES POLYSCOPE
An

amazingly

ingenious

which can be used in conjunction
with any 3 in r meter and enables
you to test for broken valve
filament, insulation of condensers.
Short circuits, distortion. If valve

bought all -mains; £8.-Boa 7635, c/ó The' Wirelrss

World.

make

with

wit

these

3

-

[1624

1030 Osram Music Magnet, brand new valves; £5.
e7 -59, Atherley Rd., Southampton.
[1626
YOUR Old Receiver or Component Taken in Part
Exchange for New; write to us before purchasing
elsewhere- and obtain expert advice from wireless engineer of 25 years' professional wireless experience;
send a list of components or the components themselves, and we will quote you by return post; thou-

Write for lists giving details of all tests
can

BROWNIE
W! R E L`E SI,

N EW Osram Music Magnet Four, unopened, owner

the valves
and checking of
a
simple
and
characteristics
accurate operation.

Instruments.

[1545

Lewisham, S.E.13.

Makes the testing of valve consumption, filament faults, distortion

you

[1549

output; cost £11, take £6.-Allen; 2, Myron Place,

THE WATES TEST PLUG
FOR VALVES.

or i -pin valves.

CO. (G.B.) LTD.,
Nelson St.Works,

[1555

141:30 Osram Music Magnet for Sale, complete with
valves. (Pentode), volume control, choke, filt..
e%

Whether circuit is complete eV
and numerous other tests.

For 4

26, Cae Gwyn Rd., Greenclose, Cardiff.
don, W.C.1.

is working to correct characteristics.

WIRELESS

TERRANTI Screen Grid Three, Blue Spot,. Major London, N.W.1.
..L
chassis, floor cabinet; £12; separate.-Lackford,
OSRAM Music Magnet Four, assembled complete,
with or without valves.-Write BM/PXJN, Lon-

device

BROWNIE lallim

master

ACCUMULATOR CARRIER

sands of satisfied clients.-Scientific Development Co.,
[0226
57, Guildhall- St., Preston.

OSRAM Music Magnet Four, used once only for de-

monstration purposes, perfect; £10.-V. Tom-

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. W.W.),

184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue,

London,

W.C.2.

THE WIRELESS LEAGUE
Require Additional Engineers.

In connection with their Personal Technical Service

to Full Members, the Wireless League require qualified
Engineers with practical experience, for part-time services,. to call upon Members in all parts of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland, to give advice on wireless

Write, stating qualifications, experience,
receivers.
references, age, etc. to THE TECHNICAL SECRETARY,
Wireless League, 12, Grosvenor Crescent, London, S.W.1.

Id N
SWITCHES

Push Pull and
Rotary Type.

Very compact
Full particulars in our

end efficient.
C
Catalogue No. 1142.

The Benjamin Electric Ltd., Tariff Rd., Tottenham, N.17

[1589
kins, 17, F'auconberg Rd., Chiswick, W.4,
1030 Cosser 3S.G., complete with Ecko D.C. elimi
cr nator, can be heard any time;. £6/10.-Tyson,
[1591
48, Battersea Rise, S.W.I1.
mULLARD 3 -valve Set, 50/-; H.T. eliminator, 100

volts A.C., output Z50v.. 50 m.a., £4; Exide
L.T., 6-12v. 60 amps., and charge (100 v. AC.); £2[.-22,
[15922
Porchester Sq., W.2..
FOREIGN Listener's Four, exceptional receiver; £10.
ton.

-Leighton,. Danehurst, Boyle Farm, Thames Dit-

[1594

PAY As You Listen.-Ail receivers and kits- sup-

plied on payment out of income; before deciding,

compare my quotation.-R. W. Hillier, 10, Brymer
Rd., S.E.5.

[1604

NEW Transportable Three; £5/10; guaranteed:-

[1597
Davidson, 25 Fowler Terrace, Edinburgh.
ATEGÁVOS. Three, with super capacity H.T. batteries

-and, accumulator, also- Amplion Lion im oak;
£12/10-Murgatroyd, "Rfddleaden," Elm Av., Great
Crosby, Liverpool.

[1605

Music Magnet Four; in
UNWANTED
Gift.-Osram
sealed carton;
£8110, take £6/15 without valves.
[1621
-Box 7619, c/o The Wireless World.
PFIILIPS 4 -valve (2511), all electric, 240v., makers'
guarantee,' -with Amplion Lion speaker, as new
total revised list, £43; sell complete for £27/10.-Box

[1614
7627, c/o The Wireless World.
5 -valve Portable, se new; cost £17/17,
£10.-P fillips, 128, Walford Rd., Sparkbrook, BirEDISON

mingham.

This Carrier is British made, very strongly con-

structed - of aluminium, and can be folded up to
fit your pocket after leaving your accumulator for
charging. Being adjustable, it will take practically
any type of celluloid or glass battery on the market.

Transport your accumulator /

safely and comfortably in

a WESTON Carrier.

'`J

each

from your Dealer.

LIBERAL TRADE TERMS-ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Made by:

THE HORSTMANN GEAR COY., LTD.,
NEWBRIDGE WORKS, BATH.

[1607

Mention of " The Wireless WbrTd," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

rfa
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The seal
of Perfection

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ACCUMULATOR HIRE.

excellent
it"

DON'T Buy Dry Batteries, join our setvice: we keep

you continuously supplied with fully charged
C.A.V. high tension accumulators, by regular ex-

changes, anywhere within 12 miles of Charing Cross,
for less than the cost of unreliable dry batteries;
nothing to -buy -no deposit, payment on each delivery
or by quarterly subscription; if your dry batteries have
been in use for one month or more we definitely guarantee that accumulators will give better and more selective reception; we also give the same service with low
tension accumulators or maintain your own at equally
advantageous- terms, -from the smallest portable size
upwards; over 10,000 satisfied users. -Write or 'phone
now to London's largest, most efficient and complete
wireless accumulator service, for their interesting folder
B2, post free. -Radio Service (London), Ltd., 105, Tor Gana Av., Camden ltd., N.W.5. 'Phone: North 0623
(3 lines).

[1466

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.
TANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers, blue
1 prints for inexpensive H.T. and L.T. chargers.Blackwells Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Garston, Liverpoot.

There

is

no

Est. eve, 50 years.
[0318
f CHESTER BROS.-All types of mains trahsfotmei's
v and chokes- to any speeification.-Chester Bros.,
495, Cambridge Rd., London, E.2.
ChESTER" BROS.-Type-V3 220him:,220v.,.
35 in., 5v.
11 1;.6a., C.T., 4v. 4a. C.T., 27/6.
CHESTER BROS.-Type W.10, for MT., 3 or 4, output _135v. 50 m.a. and 4v. 4a., C:T ; 23/6.
CHESTER BROS.-Smoothing chokes, constant inductance, type C.B.2, 45 henrys, 25 m.a.; 15/-.
CHESTER BROS.-Write for lists of standard
models. Please note change of address.
[1477
200 -269 -volt Gecophmse A.C. Eliminator, 140 -volt
output, month -. old cost
£5/5, £3. -Box
_.

Bolton.

fect that it cannot
gain from the inclusion of Colvern

-

-

-

Components. Build
Colvern into your
new receiver, use
Colvern
wherever

able degree of stability.
Radio Paris and
5XX are easily separated, as also are both

Lanes.
[1596
ELIMINATOR Transformers (shop soiled), 20Q -250v.,

set tighten up its

performance - feel
the power of its
extended range --hear it take on added

Brookman's Park transmissions.

All moulded parts are of attractive Walnut -

400x400v. 30
6v. 1.6 amps., 14/6; 220230v. -220x2200. 60 m.a., 4v. -2 amps., 4v. 5 amps.,
26/6; 220-230v., 200v. 25 m.a., 4v. 3 amps, including
choke, 25/-; Crypto rotary converter, 200v. 50 cycles
output, 16v. 5 amp., £4; trickle chargers, 200-230v.,

mottled Bakelite. The switch is a robust
positive specially designed push-pull type, con-

0.5 amp., 50/-; stamp reply. -Simpson, Jesmond Place561,

If you cannot get this Watmel product at

cealed in the base.

output 2, 4 or 6 volts, 1.3 amps., 27/6, output 2 or
4 volts, 0.5 amp., 13/6; moving coil speaker, 6v.,
Leeds.

Price, complete

[1

Clacton -on -Sea.

British craftsmanship
and design have done

close remittance, the tuner will be sent to
you by return.

[1556

THE WATMEL BINOCULAR H.F.

SAVAGE'S Specialise in Wireless Power from the

CHOKE gives maximum efficiency, very low self -capacity and

Mains; reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
SAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
Bobbins; intending home constructors -should write

this for you-ensur-

for list.

ing you efficiency,
reliability, pin -point

SAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers, 1,500
volts D.C. test. 1 mid-. 2/-, 2 mid. 3/-, 4 mid, 5;'3;
500 volts D.C. test
mfd. 1/6, 2 mid. 2/3, 4 míd.
3/9..
SAVAGE'S Power Chokes for the Power Pentode Two,
smoothing L.C.36G. 18/-; output L.0 _36P.G.,
19/6; many other types available. write for list.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformers for the New Westinghouse Units; please write for list.
SAVAGE'S New Foreign Listeners' Four Equipment.
-Transformer, N.F.L.4, 33/-; smoothing choke,
032G. 20/-: output choke, 032/0. 20/-.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformer, B.T.4, 500-0-500 volts
120 m.amps., 75/ volts 3 amps., 6 volts 3 amps.,
4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp., all
centre tapped, specially developed to facilitate automatic bias in all stages; 57/6.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformer. V.T.37, 250-0-250
volts 60 m.amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp.,
4 volts U. amp., 4 volts 2 amps., all centre tapped, a
useful instrument for modern receivers with automatic
bias in every stage; 35/-.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Chokes
are carefully constructed from first class materials
with an exceptionally generous margin of safety; they
are fully guaranteed and may be purchased with confidence
SAVAGE'S Have Moved to Larger Premises; please
S7
w. address: 292, Bishopsgate, London,
mow.

an extremely restricted field.
Type. DX3

1

.

1

accuracy - always.
The New Colvern Wire -Wound
Variable Resistance is illustrated

It has the outstanding

advantage of smooth and silent operation. Sizes: 1,000, 2,500, 10,000,
25,000 and 50,000 ohms. Other values
available for special requirements.
Price 5/6.

RN

Advt. of COLVERN LTD., Mawney's Road, Romford.

E.C.2.

Telephone:

Bishopsgate 4297.

[1283

HT. Eliminator, Ecko, 2C0 -250v., D.C., type 5T60,
as new; £3/5, or exchange for elimiHAVE YOU SEEN THE COLVERN BOOK ? nator,concitigre
100v.. A.C..-Brooks, " Chepstow Cottage," Free mans Lane Staines.
[1571

Advertisements for " The Wireless World

1 7/ 6

your dealers, write direct to us and en-

A KK-EMMAR Battery Charger, model 2, as new,
latest model, 230 volts, single phase; cost £38/10,
accept £25, or nearest. -Rope, 114, St. Osyth Rd.,
13.

crispness of tuning.

i'S

the new Regional
requirements, the Watmel Tuner
serves as the Aerial tuner for practically all
circuits embodying reaction; also it acts as a
wave trap, since the loose aperiodic aerial
coupling gives great selectivity and a consider-

NED to meet

DESIGDESIGNED

7636, c/o The Wireless .World.
..[1625
BRYCE'S.-Mains transformers easily made at home,
including " The Wireless World" transformers;
write for instructions.-Bryce's, 54, Dawson St., -Bury,

you can - feel your

10

-

-

circuit so per-

above.

[1209

PHILIPSON'S Safety H.T. Supply Units are Famous
for Reliability and Silent Working
OUR New Prices -Again Make Them Famous for
Value; for D.C. mains model D.C.4 gives 120v. at
15 m.a., 27/6; D.C.5, 150v. at 25 m.a., 1 fixed, 2 var.
tappings, 35/-; for A.C. mains model A.C.7, 120v. at
20 10.a., £3; A.C.5, 150v. at 30 m.a., 1 fixed. 2 var.
tappings, £311716; A.C.6, for 25 cycle mains, £5.,
PHILIPSON'S Safety H.T. Supply;Units are Guaranteed tot 12 months; write for our booklet, Radio
Power."
PHILIPSON and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge. Bolton. 'Phone : 2038. 'Grams : Safety,

I

Inductance - 200000 mh.
Self Capacity - 1.6 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance, 1400
ohms. Price 61 -

Type DX2
Inductance - 40000 mh.
Self Capacity- 1.2m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance, 450
ohms. Price 4i -

MANCHESTER

STAND No. 5
MAIN HALL

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware.
Telephone: EDGWARE 0323.

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Chargers and Eliminators.-Contd.

A

ZAMPA, the cheapest, best and most silent eliminator.. kit on the market.
ZAMPA Power Kit, 1200., at 20 ma., with tapping,
incorporating Westinghouse rectifiers; =49/6.
ZAMPA Heavy Duty Kit, 200v., at 28 ma., with
tapping, 69/6; sent on 7 days' approval against
cash. -Full particulars of these and other kits will -

REAL

tingly forwarded on request,.-Mic Wireless Co., Market

BOON

St., Wellingborough.

=

rPTIRCIIASED in Error, one only. -Philips dual bat-

tery charger, A.C., brand new, spare valve and
resistance lamp, charges up to 6 L.T. cells at 1.3
amps., and 120 volts H.T. at 60 milliamps; cost

ül

Every efficiency
test of a radio set
i

[1623

by plugging a Sifam
CABIN ETS.

Circuit Testing Adapter

on to the spike of your

CABINETS to Your Own Requirements; quotations
by return. -Hammonds, 1, Stratford -St., Nun-

voltmeter.

eaton.

DETECTS
SHORT CIRCUITS

OPEN CIRCUITS
CONDENSER TROUBLE

BAD CONNECTIONS

AND TESTS VALVE

FILAMENTS

PRICE 2/6

FROM ALL

RADIO

ADAPTER

[1234

DIGBY'S Cabinets. -Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71%-.
DIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston
ebonite if required,
I_ GBY'S Cabinets. -Pedestal model, with separate
battery components; from 56/- to £12.
DTGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.
IGBY'S Cabinets. -Write for new 16 -page art
logue,-F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd., cata-D
E.2.
'Phone Bishopsgate 6458.
[0128
BEAUTIFUL Portable Cabinets, fancy wood and
plain some inlaid, clearing under cost; also.
rexine portables (damaged), from 4/6. -Apply 12, Morn
ington Crescent, N.W.1. 'Phone: Museum 9247. [1441
CABINETS for All Requirements. -F. W. Ramsey,
63, Shaftesbury St., London, N.1. Clerkenwell

INSTANTLY

CIRCUIT TESTING

RADIO COMPONENTS
Send now for

sold.

4,000,000

our new Radio Catalogue No. 1142.
The Benjamin Electric Ltd., Tariff Rd., Tottenham, N.17

£6-/816, will sell to first person enclosing £4, -Timms,
Wireless Engineer, 90, Colwyn Road, Northampton.

can be made simply `

IT

[1518

EA", ANA

DEALERS
Pocket/6oltmm

VSifa

eter

-

7

If any difficulty write to :

SWAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT Co. Ltd.
BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2.

7139.

11479

-

COILS, TRANSFORMERS. ETC.
TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Eliminators. -Chester Bros.; 495, Cambridge Rd., Lon[9706

don, E.2.

Grove Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury. [1334
BAND-PASS Three Coils, 47]-; Band -Pass Four,

70/-; Regional One and Band -Pass unit, coifs,
17/6 pair; All MC. Three, coils, 32/6; D.C. Foreign
Listeners' Four, ganged coils with links and condensers, 52/6; coils for all " Wireless World" and other
receivers; complete lists post free; trade supplied.
Sinlmonds Bros., The Original and Best Coil Manufacturers, now at 38, Rabone Lane, Smethwick. [1627a.
TRANSFORMERS, input 200, 230, output 135v.,
250v., 50 m.a_,

tapped; 30/-.-

45v., 4v., 4a.,

The " Wireless World;"

BAND PASS

Place, Shrewsbury.

SCREENING
BOX
61 inches square in
Aluminium. Abso-

lutely electrically

sound and airtight sections.

4/0

[1600.

BAND-PASS Three Coils, 30/- set, post free; satisfaction guaranteed. -Groves Brothers, St. Mary's

[1598
BAND-PASS Four Coils, complete set; 25/-; c.o.d.
or deposit. -Smith, 3, Park Parade, Harlesden,
N.W.10.
[1590'

DYNAMOS, ETC.
DYNAMOS and Motors for Disposal.
C.A.V. Shunt Wound Charging Dynamos, 30 volts
10 amps 4 pole, ball bearings, in new condition,
guaranteed; 45/- each.
GE.C.

fields,

110 -volt

1h.p.

Motors,

make fine

would

2

pole,

50 -70 -volt

laminated

10

amp.

dynamo, or also 119 -volt 10 amps.; clearance price,
all tested, perfect, 35/- each; heavy machines,
T.H. High Tension and Low Tension Double Out-5-.5 put Charging Dynamos, outputs 100 to 400 volts
100 milliamps and 8 -12 -volt 4 amp., can also be run
as motor generators, brand new; 40/- each; list price
£ 25.

ALSO a Large Stock of All Size Generators, switchboards, sliding resistances, meters, all radio
apparatus, milliammoters. Thermo ammeters, etc., etc.
YEW Address, T. W. Thompson and Co., 14 and 17,
Strutton Ground, S.W.1.
.[1550
-L Rotary Converter, 12v. input, 300v. 50 m.a.
output, £3/15; with M.C. meters, 0-15v. (input), 0-50 m.a. (output), £5. -Box 7457, c/o The
Wireless World.

-

[1453

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS, ETC. '

RETAIL

250 to 2,000 metres.

NO further coils are required, tuning ie se simple as
A.B.G., see "Wireless World," Sanitary 15th: "We
can strongly recommend these tuners," fiend postcard

for particulars and Circuits FREE to

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.
Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.
High -Grade

SET & SPEAKER CABINET.

Constructed of finely figured Oak
on carved ball and claw legs, hand
French polished.
THE ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.

£8.8.0, carriage paid.

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET.

£10.0.0, carriage paid.

£2.2.0 to

Models from
Thirty -page illustrated

post free.

£20.

catalogue,

GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDON
Established 1806.

Wireless World sets made up. Special sets design.
ed and made. Special apparatus made to order

and 1,000 ohms Decoupling Resistances,'
600
specified for the largest and most important UNIQUE CRAFTSMANSHIP
" Wireless World" receivers; 1/6 each, post free.

Reasbeck, 18, Derwent Grove, Holbeck, Leeds.

Three

EXACT TUNERS

Not d for metal cabinet and screening work.

F. E. GODFREY,

Contractor to the Expert Committee of "The Gramophone,"

4, HIGH STREET, HAMPSTEAD, N.W.3.
'Phone: HAMPSTEAD 1104.

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.
Send for our comprehensive Illustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS MFG. CO.. LTD. (Dept. W.W.)
BRANSTONE RD., BURTON -ON -TRENT.

METAL CABINETS
for all Wireless World sets from 22/6.
Aluminium screening boxes, all sizes,to
Standard size from stock,
order.

6x6x65, price 4/- each.

W. H. PARKER, Sheetmetal Workers,
Back Autumn Terrace, Leeds

-

1e1. 52859.

POLAR
The widest and finest
range of British made
CONDENSERS.

BT.H. Pick-ups and Tone Arms, cranked; 22/6 each; WINGROVE & ROGERS, Ltd.,
send for list.-G2VM, 27a, Bridget St., Rugby.
188-9, Strand, London, W.C.2
[1436
GARRARD Double Motor, new, unused; 25/6; par Denials, stamp. -McLellan, 18, Wellington Rd.
-

Trade enquiries solicited.

E.17.

[1583

i IrARCONIPHONE K-7 Pick-up, as new, unused;
45/ -.-Cole, 2 St. Aidans Terrace, Birkenhead.

ll

YATES SUTTON LTD
38.42, York Street,

LEICESTER.

[1584

[`1 E.C. Magnet, 200 -260 -volt, Universal gramophone

Ur motor, used 12 hours; £3.-59, Atherley Rd.,
Southampton.

[1627-

ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE, complete in. handsome
eabi'nets 40 volts 50 cycles; 'moving coil speaker,

spare

L. L.W.Mkor valves,

provision for use with wireless

sit. -Smith, 12, Westbury Rd., Brentwood, Essex.

CABINETS

for D.C. ITT in Polished Oak and to specification,
complete with Aluminium Screening Bakes and
Base Plate. PRICE £3:7:6.
- Send for Catalogues to

RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN, ROCHDALE
'Phone: 2943.

[1609
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LOUDSPEAKERS.

_

-_ _,,

E POCH Moving Coil Speakers.

MIR

_

I:

1i

i

:,

c
-i

,

iünla

E POCH.-Everybody who heard the Model 99 agreed
with the ' Sunday Observer " that it was the
finest Speaker in Olympia.
E POCH.
who
heard-who didn't 3.EPOCH.-Everybody
agreed with the London " Evening News "- that
the Super Cinema Model was truly named.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-But those who managed to hear the new

=-..-.---.1 IL

,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_'

Model 101 (Domino) under fair working conditions
will never forget it.

EPOCH.
E POCH.-They will never rest until one
Speakers is on their sets.

II

,

Standard Model £5. 10.0.
.

TNEARISTOCRATOF

of

these

E POCH.
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).
1,
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).
EPOCIT.-The new 101 (Domino).
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).

TpPOOH.-The greatest advance in the history
LL energised Moving Coil Speakers.

of

EPOCH.

LOUD SPEAKERS

EPOCH.-The
described.

new

101

cannot

be

adequately

EPOCH.

The best Speaker that brains
and skill
can
produce.

Luxury ín

its

E POCH.-All standards of quality reproduction must
be revised.

EPOCH.

realism and

VIPOCH.-Never

-2-2

luxury in the craftsmanship
of its exquisite cabinet. A
Speaker that gives a living
interpretation

of the

before

has

such

clarity

been

EPOCH..
J
EPOCH.-Never before has such sensitivity and power
been obtained in a Home model,
EPOCH Model 101.-The speaker of no comparison.
EPOCH:-Epoch Permanent Magnet Moving Coil

light

-and

Speakers; all models greatly unproved.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-First and foremost the Cabinet Models
L" C12, 013, and C14; prices complete from
£5/19/6.
powerful
EPOCH.-These
contain
magnet Moving
Coil Speakers.

and shade of every sound.
A Speaker that you will be
proud to invite your friends
to see and hear.

TZ POCH.-They are not just units fitted into cabinets,

.L but are specially balanced as Cabinet Speakers.
EPOCH.
1 )'OCH.-No cirumminess; no box resonance, but

A Speaker that costs no
more than others. Models
from

achieved.

clear, sharp, marvellous reproduction.

We can think of no flowery
adjectives to describe our new
used up on other Speakers.

EPOCH.-Magnificent woodwork, very compact.

EPOCH.-They cost less than come makes of inferior
units without Cabinets.
E POCH.-Permanenr, Magnet Moving Coil Speaker
í Units for portables; £3/15; ready for use.

Your local Bel -Canto dealer

at the price

Speaker-they have all been

EPOCH.

5.10.0 to 15.0.0.

no other Speaker
gives such value

We make these two claims-and

you are the judge 1. The new Graham Farish

can demonstrate ít on your
own set at home. Illustrated

EPOCH.

booklet ofall Speaker models, -

EPOCH.-Standard
F Speaker, priesCross
£4/4; Mg nfitn ePermanent kMadnet

2. Compare-and you will

CONSTRUCTORS' KITS

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-Permanent Magnet Super Speakers; they
are £6/12/6.

Speaker offers such value

and the Bel -Canto Radiograms on request.

EP0011.-The 99 is also further improved in sensi.

16 6 3 .

Northern Branch: 2, Observer
Chambers,
Market Street.
Huddersfield. Telephone 1638.

EPOCH.
E POCH.-Send for the 7 days' approval arrange-

Warple Way, The Vale,
Acton, W3. Telephone :
Shepherd's Bush

BEL- CANTO
'REALISM IN RADIO'
All

tivity

EPOCH Range of McvingCoil Speakers is the largest
in the world; a Speaker for every requirement.
E POCH.
E POCH.-Send for booklet- SI, the most interesting
and s,eefui., publication on the subject.

BEL -CANTO RADIO LTD.

Established 1926.

it never distorts.

EPOCH.-Remember, the famous 66 and 99 Speakers
are heavily reduced in prices.

Director of Sales,

Speaker tells the truth-

agree that no other
at the price.

Driven by adjustable 4
pole unit, the Graham
Farish Speaker is obtain-

able in three attractive

finishes: Mahogany,
Walnut orOak,price¢º/-.

ments.

EPOCH.- Sind for the H.P terms.
1
EPOOH.-Call Inc a demonstration.
EPOCH RADIb MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,
Farringdcn Av., E.C:4 (between Holborn and
Ludgate Gird' ) ,Phone: Central 1971 '(3 lines).

/

11628
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-Loud=Speakers.-Cóntd.

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO 36 -page Booklet,
" Sound Advice in Yours [or the Asking "; write
now for new edition; see displayed advertisement on
page 45.
[0231
77 EALIOTIC SPEAKERS."-All-wood diaphragm
-XX chassis, will fit any unit, 27/61 send to -day for
particulars ''How to Build a Wonderful Speaker "; we
also manufacture complete speakers, ranging from
£3/10 to £25.-" Realistic Speakers," 72, Penton St.,

WIRELESS
IN EVERY
ROOK!

N.1.

[1296

-

-19121.K. Moving Coil Speaker, quite new,. 8,600 ohm
A -u field, 200-350 volts, 25-40 milliamps., fitted with

VAL VEHOLDEI2S
To suit solid or split pin valves. All types
illustrated in our Catalogue No. 1142.
The Benjamin Electric Ltd., Tariff Rd., Tottenham, N.17

input transformer, half price, £3/10; also Magnavox
200 -volt field in cabinet, £3.-16, Denbigh St., S.W.T.

Victoria 7705.
[1564
MtYlULLARD Model II Speaker; cost £6/6 last July,
accept £3 10; condition guaranteed as new.Adams, Cluny, Swanage, Dorset.
[1570
BLUE Spot Moving Coil Speaker, 6 -volt model, with.
J-.9 transformer, as new; £4.-Haring, Field Lane,
Letchworth.
11622

l

GREAT Exchange Offer.-We 'will send you a latest
type cabinet cone speaker in exchange for your

old horn speaker or surplus radio parts; send P.C.
for particulars. -Grosvenor Electrics, Broadway Chamfers, Ilford.
[1606
A MPLION Lion L14 Speaker, 6 months old; first
ti offer over £2/10 secures.-Scholey, 331, Spring

SAXON
20 -STRAND

THE
QUALITY'

AERIAL!

6Rt At W RED

/6

GRYImp OCH aoceettEET COILS
Obtain Particulars of Aerla: Epu,pment Post Free From,.
SAXON RADIO CO., BLACKPOOL, LANCS,

-

Bank West, Hull.

I,otus Remote Controls allow
perfect reception in any number
of rooms simultaneously ' and e
without interference, from one set,
Models for Sets using Batteries or

H.T. Eliminators, and for

Mains Sets.
Prices from 30 f- to 47 /6

3.5 Megacycle Crystals; 17/-; control without reaction.-Smith, Bryn Rodyn, Colwyn Bay. [1476
QUARTZ Lenses for Doubling to 160 -metre Band;
roe 4/-; calibrated, oscillate without reaction.-

FULL TRAINING for P.M.G. certificates
and station engineers' work. Complete
Marconi equipment, including Auto -alarm.
Modern laboratories. Low fees. Prospectus

VALVES.

TECHNICAL COLLEGE,

Smith, Bryn Rodyn, Colwyn Bay.

All

[1560

AMPLIFIER Valve.-If you require power you cannot do better than one of these, (or matched in

From all Radio Dealers,

amplification factor 3.8.

mutual conductance 4.35

Newington, London, N.16.

[0341

m.a,/volts,. price now reduced to £5; see article `The
Wireless World," 24th July, 1929, then send to North
London Valve Co., Ltd., 221/2, Cazenove Rd Stoke

SRAM 2 H.F., P610, Cossor, 210 R.C.; 410 H.F.,
Mullard P.M., LL.F'., 4/- each; P.M.256, 7/-.
-I. Davies, Brynmynach Farm, Ystradmynach, Glam.
ALVES, coils, screen, baseboard and all p1 a56
r4ts
Everyman Four; £4; 3.6 mfd. 600 -volt T.C.C.,
6/- each.-R., 1, Priory Rd., Barking, Essex.
[1610
P.M.5X, 610L.F.,
PM.22,
P.211.256, 4/ -.-Head, ISlayden Cottage, Mfssenden,

IIITELEI 1SL Co., Den., LIVERPOOL.

Bucks.

[1533

WIRE.
1 THEN Wanting Wire, just what you require is
here (and much other gear).
T AM Supplier of All Radio Wire, from stock,

TAKE THE
ADVICE of
EXPERTS

I

St., E.C.1.

- [1608

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

BELLING -LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home -constructed set;
catalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018
Sloane 1655.
[0328
MC.. Speakers, pick-ups, cone speakers, microphones,
S.W.1,

transformers, etc.;

send

Bridget: St., Rugby.
l\TOVOTONE, M.C.

in the highest class for

quality of reproduction.

This Unit is your obvious
choice.

22/6.

for

list.-G2VM, 27a,

(1435
speakers, transformers, coils,
L1:á
condensers, resistances, chokes, etc.-Write for
list, Hopson, 97, Merton Hall Rd., Wimbledon,.
[1547
S:W.19.
BAKER'S 6v. M.C. Speaker, £2/10; H.I. trans-

former 240v. 50c. 400-0-400 and 5.5 C.T. by
speaker, 7/6; 2 Ormond 0.0005 S.L-F., 2/6 each; all'
the above in good condition, valves, emission guaranteed; L.S.5A., 10/-; P.NI.16, new, 12/6; R.C. 610,
new, 5/-; P.M.5X, P.M 5B., 4/-; D.E.SB., 61A, 61B.
62, R.C.610, 2/6 each; Mullard 100,000 ohm and
250,000 ohm, wire wound,-. 2/6 each; RA, heavy current P.P. input. transformer, 15/ -,-Brown, 173,
Union St., Dunstable.
[1548
0-1, 4 /-; new moving coil
AMMETERS.-Hot
milliammeters, wire,
0-5
upwards, 15/-; - portable

Parnuko, £2!5; Pye 32 by choke, 7/-; Ultra horn

micro, ammeters, 5in.

scale,

0-200 upwards,

1051-;

Complete Speakers from

double' range voltmeters, 3/6; instrument repairs and
alterations' of every description; send for list.-The
Vista Electrical Co., 47, High St., Battersea, S W 11

28/6 to 63/-.

EXPERIMENTAL Surplus. - Components, Morse
4 printer, high class relay, 4 -valve D.C. set and

Write for list.

TURNER & CO.

54, Station Road, New Southgate, N.11

F.AFelot STREET, HULL.

WONDERFUL
RETURNS!

34 Replies!

This extract from a letter
recently received furnishes

further proof of the advertising value of "The Wireless
World."

"We feel we ought to

so why wait weeks ?

IBBED Ebonite Formers, Lin to -4in.; panels,
mahogany, polished or matt, any sise cut.
EVERYTHING for the Constructor, nuts, bolts,
L ..crews, metal foil, etc.-Frost, 132, St. John's

COMPONENTS Lent on Hire.-Details from Alexander Black. Wireless Doctor, 55, Ebury St.,

On test against 30 other
Units by " Wireless
World's " technical staff,
the Tunewell was placed

Apply-

6, plate volts 400 (maximum)+,
FILAMENT
Volts
grid bias 84
volts (approx.) impedance 800 ohms,

e for illustrated Catalogue to

the

free.

pairs If required).

]Ei!Ji]r1Urs
REMOTE CONTROL
GARNETT,

[1601

TRANSMITTERS.

[1552

{World.[1559
gramophone

motor --Box

7612, c/o

The

Wireless

FARTS foe Magnum Neutralised Screened Four Receiver 0.0005 double gang condenser, 2 screening boxes and bases, aerial coils, 250-550, .1,000-2,000,
H F.T. coil, 250 550, 1,000-2,000, 4 fixed resisters and
bases, i1..C4rdpit, neutralising 'condenser, cost £5/10;
what o e ?-GGofton, 193, Bolton Rd., Walkden. [1580

MEM

tell you of the wonderful returns from
our small advertise-

ments, in

The
Wireless World.'

from a
advertisement in your paper
Recently

small

we received thirtyfour replies. From
another publication
we received seven
replies."
The All Mains Radio Company,
96, Brockley Rise,
Forest Hill,
w.w.95.
London, S.E.23.

EIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111

O

iraz

a

The Motor Cyclist's Newspaper
EVERY THURSDAY - Sd.
Pullíshers; ILIEFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C,5.
w.w.ri

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Components. Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

Eliminator, W.2A., £4115; Ferranti
AA,
1v A.F.6, 201-- Polar condensers, 0.0005 drum dials,
8/6.-115, Southwood ltd., Eltham, S.E.9.
[1566

SENSITIVE

BAKER'S
SUPER -POWER
A.C. MODEL.

r"XACTLY as New, Ferranti A.F.5, 18/6; Weston
301 milliammeter, 0-25, C.Z., 30/-; Lissen, 37/6;
pick-up and tone arm, 25/-; B.T.H. rotary converter,
12U-600--80 mA., cost £20, £5/5; L:S.5, 12/6;
Mazda S.G.215, 12/6; lin. spark coil, 5/-; 3 days'

MICROPHONES

-a-+

Latest Improved Designs.

approval, tons more, list.-Matthews, " Claremont."
Tudor Av., Chelmsford.
[1567
WESTINGHOUSE Rectifier, style A.3, 15/-; 2 Vex ley L.T. chokes, 15/- each; after 7 p.m. C. H.
Brundle, "Ely Lodge" St."Faith's Rd., West Dulwich.
[1568'
FR.ERANTI Trickle Charger, 230v. F03 cycles, perfect,
32/6; multi range set. new, with -case and leads.
£7/7; also portable, new, with case and leads, 150v.
71,42v., 30 ma., 37/6.-73, Crown St., Rochdale. [1573
0 -VALVE Set, British components, 20/-; reliable
M.
A.C. eliminator. output 30 ma., at approximately 130v., 301 -.-Conner, 1, Elm Walk, Raynes
Park, S.W.20.
[1577

R K. Permanent Magnet Speaker, latest type, used

For RADIO
BROADCASTING,

PUBLIC

1e test only, £5/5; Baker's super power M.C. speaker;.
200v. model with rectifier for A.C. mains, £6/5;;
Marconi M.C. chassis, 6v. model, 55/-; T.C.C. 4 mfd.
fixed condensers, 500v., ' working, 5/6; ditto, 250v.,
working, 3/-; Hydra 4mfd., 701v., working, 6/-;
Hydra 0.01, 7d each.
RETAILERS' Bankrupt Stock : Polar Ideal 0.0005
condensers, 7/6; Cossor L.F. transformers, 9/6;

For
DEAF AIDS,

ADDRESS, and
SPEECH AND

Detectaphones,

MUSIC TRANS.
MISSION
to

TELEPHONE,

Loudspeaking

Philips H.T. rectifier valves, No. 516, 12/6: Philips
.324 and 451 rectifier valves for L.T., 7/6; ditto ballast resistances, 3/..

-

dr RAHAM FARISH Resistances, carry 10 m.a., 2,
'LA 3, 4, 5 thousand ohms and 100, 150 thousand ohms,
1/6 each; 250, 350, 400, 500 thousand ohms, -1/
each.-G. A. Ryall, 182, Kennington Road, London,

8:E.11.

[1582

PART Exchange.-See our advertisement 'under Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 57,
Guldhall St., Preston,
[0228
I%I'ARCÓNI M.O. Speaker, 6v. field, 50/-- Ferranti
CRYSTAL f11 A.F.5C and O.P.3C,. £2 pair; Igranic R.C. ampliAMPLIFIER, fier, 30/-; write for list of other parts.-Eox 7631, c/o
The Wireless World.
[1617
ANY
MULLARD H.T. Unit,
EXPERIMENTS,
coils, 35-400, 20/-; B.S.P.
andB.S.P.20,
4/-;
DISTANCE.
sets 11 Burndept coils, 25-400, 20/- each.-Box 7626,
etc.
c/o The Wireless ]World.
[1613
All Descriptive Lists Free.
FOR Sale.-Ferranti O.P.1, output 11 /6; Brown pickup, 7/6; 2 Celestions, C12, £3 each.-Barlow, 20,
Coningham Rd., Shepherd's Bush.
[1603
B LUE SPOT, chassis, cabinets, 25/ -; Ferranti, A.F.3,
10/-; R.I. super transformer, 12/6; ditto output
transformer, 12/6; Ormonde cone and chassis, 10/--;
other components on .application.-Grange Cottage,

"COMPACTUM"
MICROPHONE
COUPLER.

52.

Lindfield.

--

These two models have been readily

accepted as the most realistic and
perfect reproducers of speech and

music AT OLYMPIA-Hear them
yourself once and be convinced -

[1602

VARLEY Pick-up, 15/-; O.P.3C; 15/-. Wanted A.F.6
for A.F.5c.-Marks, 49, Neale Close, Finchley, N.2.
[1595

SURPLUS, perfect.-Telsen`R.adiogrand, 5/6; P.M.4,3/6; S.G.215. 3/6; many others; list free.-Lowson, Watling Rd., Bishop Auckland.
[1588

MISCELLANEOUS.

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio

doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers

by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old seta of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.
`COTT SESSIONS and Co.-New sets constructed
with your or our components, guaranteed finest
workmanship; we specialise in " The Wireless World '
circuits; remember, we have satisfied customers
t

ALL MUSIC LOVERS

throughout the British Isles and in three Continents;
it you so desire, we will design and construct high

grade apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
quality, range and selectivity.-Tel.; Tudor 5326. MusFor broadcasting Speech and Music, and for making well Hill, London, N.10.
[0262
Announcements by Microphone through Loudspeaker ALEXANDER BLACK.

should write to -day for our
much enlarged free 32 -page

Wireless Doctor, will call (London
THEand
Original
Home Counties) and cure your set.

"REALISTIC

Size of poi shed Mahogany box 41 x 4 x 31- inches.

working from Valve Amplifier or Wireless Set, WITHOUT
ANY FURTHER ACCESSORIES excepting Microphone.

booklet entitled

If a Valve Amplifier or a Wireless Set is provided with !'IONSULTATIONS by Appointment without Obligeconnections for a Gramophone Pick-up, it is only necessary ) -1 tion; sets installed, maintained and brought up
to connect one pair of plugs of the "COMPACTUM" to date: components and McMichael portable sets on
specialists.
Coupler to a good Microphone and the other pair to the hire; purity reproduction
Pick-up terminals of the Amplifier (or Wireless Set) in 55, Ebury St., Victoria, S. W.1 Sloane 1655.
[0277
order to broadcast Announcements right away.

Byfixing a Stand Microphone on top of the " Compactum"
Coupler, an excellent self-contained
SPEECH AND MUSIC RELAY is obtained.

REPRODUCTION."

Rs

EASY Payments.-We supply, by easy payments,
components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10%
down, balance spread over 11 months.-Send list of

requirements to London Radio Supply - Co., 11, teat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0337
PATENT AGENTS.
The "COMPACTUM" Coupler comprises a Microphone
Transformer, a Volume Control, a small toggle switch, and PATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G:B.
a standard " Ever -Ready " battery of about 600 working
hours. If desired, a 2 -Volt Accumulator can be placed and A.M.I.B.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2. Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0001
in the box instead of the dry battery.

KING'S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146a, Queen Vic-

6.9

RADIO
OFFICES :

toria St., E.C.4.-Free advice and handbook on 89 SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25.
inventions and registering trade marks by
Microphone, inclusive plugs for the Microphone cord patenting
registered agents with 43 years' experience.
WORKS & DEMONSTRATION ROOM :
[0002
and for connections to Amplifier (or Wireless
Set) WANTED.
42 CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.
DIMIC Coils in Sets of Three" state type and
'Phone: CROYDON 1618.
price-Box 7633, c/o The Wireless World.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
'Phone:
[1619
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W,1,
Museum 8329.
Specified Components
MULLAISPÁrgola
Senior
Wanton; state price
and condition. -Box 7632,
urn
Price, complete for immediate use with any good Carbon

25h

c/o The Wireless World.

AI;
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REPAIRS,

S NAP

SCOTT SESSÍONS and Co., Great Britain's radiq
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneouf

column.

Toggle
2 -way.

ACTION'

11X1OFF

7a

and off.

Toggle 2way.

Pricer)/
each

/'"

less World" can be

Send a note of your

\IvP
.Ott

Toggle
"on -off."

Rotary

"on -off."
Price
¡Q

All goods guaranteed.

YOUR Transformer Rewound or Repaired and Re,
turned Promptly; 3/6, post free.-James, 190;,

req'ui rements

TO -DAY and pay--

[1599

the postman.

EXCHANGE.
WE Will Accept Your Surplus Apparatus (making

Rotoffary,

" on:"

eV. M.C. Speaker, 5-64in. gap, for pick-up; sell 30/-.

(Glasgow) Ltd.,
40, Stockwell St.,
Glasgow.

SNAPPY Part Exchange Bureau; send list of your
goods, stating new requirements, far our quotation.-a, Blue Hall Mansions, W.6.
[1585;
FERRANTI S.A.I. Chassis, 230v. 50 cycles, quite*
new, for Paillard induction motor, similar supply;:
cash adjustment, 73, Crown St., Rochdale.
[1574

MAHOGANY

S.E.23.
íííl

[1488

-28, Addiscombe Av., Croydon.

[1587

RADIO

INSTRUCTIONS in Morse, day or evenings; easy
terms.-Telegraph School, 29, Talfourd Rd., Peckham, S.E.

CORRESPONDENCE

GRAMOPHONE
CABINET.

[1575

Instruction in
Wireless.-Write for free particulars to' the Correspondence
Course
Dept.
of
the
R.M.
College,
26-27,
9, 10, 11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, London, E.C.4. St. Mary St., Cardiff.
[1553

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.,

Courses

of

Hand French polished, satin

-

'Phone : Holborn 1072/2072.

finish.
Will talte gramophone, any set
up to22"X lQ"x 16", and loudspeaker and battery compart-

SITUATIONS VACANT.

L.t. ARN Big Money in the Wireless Trade! Become

a trained salesman and radio expert. A short
training enables you to qualify for a really big job

of Critics

Choice

.

YOUNG'S

you -a high allowance) in part payment for any
apparatus; your enquiry will be dealt with
promptly.-Bostock and Stonnill, 1, Westbourne Ter.;

TUITION.

each L

60 pp. Catalogue. Postage 2d.

obtained by post
from Young's.

new

p=éIII
-

over to Bulgin for your Rotary,
Toggle & Push -Pull Switches.

Price
/
each

[9555

Bitterne Rd., Southampton.

o,

SWITCH

Toggle on

GOODS
advertised in "Wire-

LOUD -SPEAKERS, headphones, cone units repaired
by experts, rewound and overhauled for 4/"-, post
free.-Walters, 1, Dunn's 'Terrace, Layer Compton,
Plymouth.
(1586

Middlesex.

and

ALL MANUFACTURERS'

[0263

GITARANTB,ED Repairs by Experts.-Loud-speakers,
headphones; cone units, pick-ups, any type, rewound, remagnetised, and adjusted post free 4/-; trans.
formers, -from "4/ -,-Howell, 91, Morley Hill, Enfield,

up these remarkable
components-take

-send for a catalogue,

OCTOBER EST, 1930.

with good salary. ending in an introduction to prospective employers. Write P.C. for syllabus of special 6 weeks' oourse of instruction in the evenings, commencing, shortly.-Dept. T.C.3. The. London Telegraph
Training College. Ltd., Morse House, Earl's Court,
S.W.5. (Est. 34 years.)
[0342
EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity for Ambitious, capable
man with knowledge of import, export and world's
trading markets; electrical, radio and component experience essential; Kingston district.-Write Box 7570,
e/o The Wireless World.
[1551

£6 10.

Price

-

With
front

doors over
of set and

ment 18" high, 22" wide and
16' deep.
Delivered free England and Wates,
Scotland 2/6 extra.
Crate 716 extra, returnable.

- £7 10.

baffle
Mso in Oak l0, -less.

F. DIGBY, 9, The Oval,
Hackney Rd., London E.2.

BishsPsgate 8458.

WANTED, wireless electrician, with some knowledge

of car equipment and magnetos; state experienceand wage.-Skinner, Sleafcrd.
[1578,
D ADIO and Gramophone Salesman Wanted for New

.Lb Shop in Kent; write, stating age, experience and
wages required.-Box 7614, c/o The Wireless World'.
[1589
LABORATORY (amplifiers, etc.) in N.W. London
has Vacancy for Junior (18 to 20) for Construct}on
and Wiring of Experimental Apparatus; must be quick
and neat worker with, knowledge of wireless circuits;
World.

ELIMINATOR CASES made to customers' own design.
Send sketch for estimate.

AS SUPPLIED TO MOST OF

THE LEADING RADIÓ FIRMS.

ELECTRICALLY
SEALED
CABINETS to all "WIRELESS WORLD"
SPECIFICATIONS.

FINISHES -

Artistic finishes in WALNUT,

ROSEWOOD, JACOBEAN,
IMITATION LEATHER and
CRYSTALLINES.

RITHERDON & Co. Ltd.

[1611

SITUATIONS WANTED.

-

riUBLIC School Boy, 18, with one year's training
in radio repairs and set building, seeks post with
first class firm-Box 76-10, c/o The Wireless World.

for smoothing --circuits

,ubstantially built,

in eliminators dealing with currents

seo to Soo milliamperes,

g/6

of 4

a.iesS

1.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Dept. W.,
553, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.17.

[1557

YOUNG Man, 27, desires position, anything, marine
`operating experience.-Box 7611, c/o The Wireless

World.

-

-

"110 OSITION Required, controlling service department,

THE IDEAL

pairs, and keeping department up to date; company
must' be progressive.-Box 7630,, c/o The Wireless

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE

Tx TIRELESS Mechanic, 29, desires situation, Lon t,
don, good " class manufacturers, 8 years' experi-

In Oak, Mahogany or Walnut. With

..-.thoroughly experienced in handling wireless re-

World.

[1620

CABINET.

ence, sound technical knowledge-Box 7629, c/o The
Wireless World.

ample Space for 4 dox. records.
Height 47", width 26', depth 19".
Approx. 2 ft. baffle board space,

[1616

LEX-íIAdLCONI Operator, 7 years' sea service, London B.Sc. honours, desires position testing or
- cintilar work; initial salary secondary consideration
if work offers scope advancement.-Box 7628, e/o The
Wireless World.
[1615

Complete fitted with Electric Motor

suitable for A.C. or D.O. 110 to
250 volts with 12" turntable.
Switch, regulator, flex and plug.
Ready to receive your radio set.
Panel space 8" x 16'.

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
FREE,: Inventor's Guide on Patents.-T. A. A., 253,
[6373
(W), Gray's Inn Rd.. London, W.0.1.

BOLTON.

TELEVISION To -day and To -morrow, the -corrr1 píete authorised book on transmission and reception (Baird Experimental). By S. A. Moseley and
H. Bario` 11,ºpple. Fully illustrated.`- 7/6 net, from
a bookse11CP, or Pitman's, Parker St., Kingsway,

'Phone: 1024.

guaranteed

twelve months

WORKS Manager for Works in Birmingham, with
experience of mass production in electrical and
REPAIRS
c
wireless apparatus; state age, full particulars of exto any make
perience, salary required, and whether disengaged.of
L.P.
Transformer,
Box 7$25, c/o The Wireless World..
[1612
Loudspeaker or Headphones.
WANTED, youth's for set making and wiring purrepairs dispatched within
All
poses, in South -East London radio factory.
48 HOURS, TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Write, stating experience, age and wages required, to
Terms to Trade.
Tannoy Products, Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27. with each repair.
4/. Post Free.

Metal Workers,

North Bridge Mill, Deansgate,

CHOKES
_

inductance 3o henries,
post
[1544

starting wages, 35/.-Box 7547, e/o The Wireless

CABINETS and

-

Price Complete in Oak, f12.
Carr. paid.

M.1, W.
MORRIS (Cabireetaj',
Kingsley Road, Hounslow, Middx.
'Phone :

Hounslow 0202.

[1144

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure brofn1)t attention.
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THE DIX-ONEMETER
It has Two Clear Scales with Mirror for Accurate
Reading
only 8 Terminals, but 50 Ranges.
NOW
ONLY

FOR
NOVICE

50/-

.'-D VERTISEh7ENTS.

r fi ta

'e

or

Nur

A remarkably
low price far a

meter worth

No. 24. Pro. Par.

No. 23. Pro. Pat.

Short,metal,

£10

RESILIENT SOCKET.
uninsulated,

MICROPHONES
You will get the best and cheapest selection
of Microphones for all purposes at 218
Upper Thames Street, E.C. Electradix
Mikes are used everywhere. Broadcast
Mikes, £12, £6 and £2, for public address.
Announcers' Hand or Stand Mikes, 15/,
Wrist Speech Microphones, 10/6. Solo
Hand Mikes !07B in brass case, 3/6.
Microphone Units for making multiple
mikes, 4/6. Skinderviken Buttons, 3/6.
W.E. Service Speech Buttons, 10d. Booklet Wonders of the Microphone," 6d.
Add postage on above.

New September Sale List Free

for stamped addressed envelope.
Microphone Specialists,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

No. 25.

Pat.

T.or

thin panels. Flush 1 d
mounting .. ,
,

SOLID PLUG.

Ill

RESILIENT SOCKET.

sotos

"gays

Insulated. For use with
or any type
of panel. Red or Zd.

Black ..

..

rtIQAi
rs.,ola

.. IGIl

No. 22. Pro. Pat

RESILIENT SOCKETS.

SOCKET.
Maximum tensilestrength The Clix revolutionary method of plug and socket RESILIENT
uninsulated. For
For use with Resilient contact, in which the helically slotted resilient Long,
up to } i n .
or socket grips the plug, is the only means of ob- panels
Sockets, engraved
thick.
Flush 1,
plain.
Red
taming perfect contact with every type of plug. mounting
.. -PIA
Black .. .. ..
4/5 PIN VALVE NEW
HOLDER
"ALL -IN " TERMINAL
No. 27. Incorporating the
(Pat. Pro. Pat. Reg. Desg.)
Resilient Sockets.
No. 15. Incorporating new
Perfect contact with solid
the Clix Resilient Socket or
other type of valve
and Solid Pin. The only pinany
easy insertion
terminal completely in- and with
withdrawal of valve.
sulated from the panel Sockets
air
-dielectrically
whether connected or disand self -alignconnected. No spade or insulated
ing.
other
tag required.
Black; engraved with full Type B for baseboard
mounting.
range of markings.
With screw
Flex portion - - 9d.
No. 27.
Pro. Pat. Reg. Des.
terminals
Pane! portion- - 4d. Without screw
WRITE FOR COMPLETE
Price Complete - Sd.
terminals 8d.
ILLUSTRATED LIST.

or 2d

a

10d.

ó

®, Ott,,tJ

i

NEW L 1 I X LINES

III

111

LECTRO LINX, Ltd., 254 VAUXHALL. BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1

WIRES FOR
WIRELESS
As supplied to the Leading

Telephone Apparatus Manufacturers.

FLEXIBLE & INSTRUMENT CORDS
of all types.
"CONNECTITE" WIRE.

COIL
FORMERS

including the well-known
W.W. (Deep Ribbed Type)

and other RADIO ACCESSORIES, at

I STAND
NO. 33
MAIN HALL.

CONCORDIA ELECTRIC WIRE CO. Ltd.
TRENT MILLS, NEW SAWLEY, Nr. NOTTINGHAM.

I

MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION, CITY
HALL, DEANSGATE. Oct.8thto Oet. 18th, 1930.

The N

OFF
Fernand
Parenr

Unrivalled for all
WIRELESS & ELECTRICAL Purposes.

K INDUCTOR

&

LOUD SPEAKER
"The performance is remarkable for the
unusual output in the bass

1

The general effect is perhaps the closest
approximation to that of the moving coil
that has yet been achieved with a

moving iron armature."
-Wireless World Test Report, July 30th.

Write to Magnet Dept.

for Latest Booklet.

DARWINS LIMITED,

£ s. d.

3
Chassis Compl ete..
Artistic Cabinet, Oak 6

Fitzwilliam Works, SHEFFIELD.

In

London Office: So, Bishopsgate, E.C.a.

10 0

60

Mahogany 6 16 6

6 10 0
Mahogany 7 0 0

On Artistic Sound Screen,Oak
s

The

Perfect
\oud Spea!ter

j

Of all good dealers. Illustrated catalogue
free on request.

A..

BRODERSEN,

11, Northampton So., Oawen Ed., London, E.C.T.

A15

.

.

EXPERT.

'Phone: City 0191.

47

'Phone: Clcrkenwel' 7286.
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Adolph, Fredk.
58
Apollo Gramophone Co., Ltd.
39
Appleby, E. Hetherington
Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equip5
ment Co., Ltd.
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Baker's " Selhurst " Radio
Cover iii.
Bayliss, Wm., Ltd.
Bel -Canto Radio, Ltd.
43
39, 40, 42, 44
Benjamin Electric, Ltd.
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British Blue Spot Co.,. Ltd.
36
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
38
British General Manic'. Co.
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British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
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Sffam Elect. Instrument Co., Ltd.
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Tannoy Products
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Token Electric Co., Ltd.
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Transformer Repair Co.
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Ultra Electric, Ltd.
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35
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Britain's Best Battery with HT ACCUMULATORS 60. volts. 3 amp.
. hour type, 02, Semi-Oil Submerged. or 7/6 deposit
HUNºREDS the Unique Semi -Oil SubOF
merged feature. Absolutely
Complete as illustrated. Price.. g3/per mth.feelmtbs.
THOUSANDS prevents surface leakage DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE,
losses.
As supplied to 6 amp. hours
IN
{
..
..
..
or DVH.M.
GOVERNMENT
USE.
& 6/ per oath. mr 4 mtba,
DEPARTMENTS.

60 volts, 30/

-

12

Radio Gramophone Development Co.

8

37
48

Selectors, Ltd.
Sheffield Magnet Co.

43

2

Lisenin Wireless Co.
Lyons, Claude, Ltd.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd
McMichael, L., Ltd.

Morris, M. W.

42
42
36
20

Co., Ltd.

Lectro Linx, Ltd

M -L Magneto

44

11, 31

6,
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39
Ready Radio
47
Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd..
9
Regent Radio Supply Co.
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Rigby and Woolfenden
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Ritherdon & Co., Ltd.
38
Rothermel Corporation, Ltd. (Eiectrad)
16
Rothermel Corporation. Ltd. (Magnavox)
44
Saxon Radio Co.
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Co.

Buy on Deferred TermsFrom vow Poster or from :

OCTOBER 1ST, 1930.

DEFERRED
TERMS

1 Down &
5/. per

3 month.

London Distributor :-CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.1. '

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, Hebble Milt, Sal#erhgbble, HALIFAX.

Telephone : 4304.

IMIRML.MOSIMMIMMIM.,

SEE THIS UNIQUE UNIT AT THE
MANCHESTER RADIO

011 14

EXHIBITION
JOHN

on

MOORES & CO.

STAND No.

7k

ColkOZG

QuP'01V.
91ZIcC
St4

1041

'MULTUM IN PARVO'

unit that will bring
Mere is the speaker Small in Size -Yet
Its
¡oy to thousands
sacriÑtT sweet
not
been
volume has
powerful
yetsweet
p
compactness and its
IDEAL
xamtone make it the
it
SET user. As an
1

COMPLETE

in Cabinet of
Striking
Appearance.

Postage
6d.

q
EORTABLE
value and above
any anypie of sterling
and
shoulders
stands head
thing else in its class. 'S ALL WE ASK.
GIVE ONE A

R OBUST & SENSITIVE. VOLUME & PURITY.
Post and Packing
2/6 extra.

Mention o

The SHEFFIELD MAGNET

FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT 'Phone

From Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers.

r ~Er ANIIIMEr

Sheffield
-20866

Co., Broad 1.an@,

SHEFFIELD.

'GraMagnetmo866
s

Sheeld

411111.1..,

The Wireless World;" when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

AIG

,.,,..-,,.,.,.
,.

Prices from 21/ -

(c) Rotary Converter, Type 'C', rating too
to r,00s watts, for standard inputs. Can
be supplied for any intermediate voltage
with correspondingly lower outputs.
Price £23 10s. Od. including starter and
enclosed heavy duty Transformer for output Voltage regulation. Approximate
weight of converter, r5o lb.

supplying A.C. Valves.
upwards.

ing Valves and Metal Rectifiers full and
half -wave, including L.T. windings for

(b) A small Power Transformer for supply-

(a) A small type smoothing Choke for
smoothing Rectified Output from Valve
and Metal Rectifiers, made in various
capacities. Prices from 15/- upwards.

Rotary Converters for operating

Technical
Dept.

will

be

London Agents:

Telegrams:

"Drawbench, B'ham."

Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM
2072.

(D.C. to A.C.) for Radio & Gramophone Equipment

BAYLISS ROTARY CONVERTERS

Telephone No.: Holborn

A. F. BULGIN & CO., Ltd., 9-11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, LONDON, E.C.4

Mid. 1409

Telephone:

Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office, Colonial Governments, etc.

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD.

required.

show our products, and give useful information and help where

Oil and air insulated.

where we can demonstrate and

etc.
Con-

pleased to advise and give assistance where possible to retailers,
service agents and others who care
to avail themselves of this.
We invite members of the Trade
to our Audition room at any time,

Our

final test, which are guaranteed.

Test sheets, etc., are issued with
each component where required,
indicating its performance under

from low voltage storage batteries.

verting equipment for operating
Radio receiving sets as distinct
from Audio amplifiers only, and

Trade, Converters, Generators,
etc., to 10 K.V.A., all types of
smoothing chokes, reactances,

We manufacture Transformers up
to 130,000 Volts, oil insulated, for
Testing purposes, pressure testing
outfits, self-contained apparatus
for testing overhead porcelain insulators, etc., general Testing
Transformers for the Electrical

equipment.

The illustrations show a few of
our various types of Electrical

FOR THE MAINS

(f) B. Type Rotary Converter, maximum
rating 4od watts, designed for operating
Audio frequency amplifiers and general
purposes. Price £12 10s. Od.

(e) A larger size Transformer than (d) with

a capacity suitable for Power amplifiers,
etc., requiring anode voltages up to goo at
zoo -25o M.A., with corresponding L.T.
range. Prices from £5 5s. Od. each.

(d) Small power Transformer where some-

what larger outputs are required than our
smallest type (b). Prices from 35/- each.

BAYLISS TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES, Etc.

.
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These battery -heated 5 -electrode output
valves are intended primarily for use in the
last stage of receivers having no other low

frequency stage.
The five -electrode characteristic results in a

very high degree of amplification, while their
A.C. output is comparable with that of a three electrode valve of the usual " super -power "
class, so that, given a reasonable signal

voltage from the detector stage, they will
supply all the volume required for normal
domestic equipments.

The performance of Mullard pentodes is
characterised by particular brilliance of the
higher frequencies, although there is no lack
of bass.

Mullard
THE MASTER. VALVE
Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mallard House, Charing Gross Road,
London, W.C.2.
Printed for the Publishers, ILIPPE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
Colonial and Foreign Agu.ts:
et Cfe, Rue Rdaumur, Paris.
UNITED STaTES-The International Sews Co., 131, Varick Street, Sew York. FBearr-W. B. Smith & Son, 248, Rue Rivoli, Paris; Hachette
Newe Agency, Ltd.
Bxr.o,ru-W. D. Smith & Son, 78, Marche aux Herber, Besurte. 1rynr.+rA. 11. VVbeeler & Co., Bomlay, Allahabad and Calcutta. Sorer AFRICA-Central
Launceston (Tasmania).
Asente .ru-Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Mellourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.), andLtd.,
Toronto; Imperial News Co.,
CANADA-The American News Co., Ltd., Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Montreal, Cttawa, St. John, Halifax, Hamilton; Gordon & Gctch,
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria. NEW ZEAIdND--Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin.
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reduction
giving
a
revolution,
a
being the equivalent of
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scale
and
dial.
Has a very çpen
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(Special lighting bracket
poaitive drive
for illuminating Dial, price 9r1. extra.)
PRICES (including moulded linger plate):
Knob Control Drune
Cat. No. W.296.
Dial with 0005 "Mite' Condenser 1616
Cat.
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Control Dru
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" Mite Condensep
Write Joe
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/lliusieuatpd List Utility "Mite" Condensers, price 10/Pos, Free,
including panel plate.)
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the wireless bogey !
run-down accumulators! Three little tloats -red, white,
green- in your accumulator will show you at a glance just
what is happening inside. Warning you in plenty of time that
recharging is due.. Think! No more guessing. Nö more ruined
programmes. No more spoiledweek-ends. Remember
none but National. 'Dacienite' Radio Accumulators. have
thiswonderful device. For the bestwinter's wireless you ever
had-get añ all-British 1Dagenite'- made by National.

A marvellous ¡nventior

has

laid

-

USE.

V

of Dagenite prices.
P.G.F. Type L.T. Accumulator (with
'Tell TaleS device) 2 Volt-20
Ampere hour capacity-I 0/6. P.G.
Type, as above but without Tell
Tale' device, 1/6 less. H.T 10-Volt
units from 5/-. Send for free catalogue No. R. 151 showing all types
io National Accumulator Co. Ltd.,
93 Great Portland Street, London,
w.i. Brønc h es a t: G lasg ow,
Manchester and Northampton.
An

exampl

NATIONAL
ACCUMULATORS

-

-

THE

DAGENITE

SERIES

FOR

CAR

A N D
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J
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Designed for operating powerful speakers inradio
gramophones, smal! pubUc address equipments
'and the like, type D.O.20 has the low impedance
of 2,000 ohms and the verygooci mutual conductance of 2.5, while its high amplificalion factor of
5 renders if sUitable for use following an amplifier
giving only a moderate stage gain, such as when
resisfancé-capacitycpupliìi is employed.

.

.

.

-

.

.

-

lis A,C. output is amply sufficient to operate one or
two moving coil speakers or four electromagnelic
speakers wiih ease.

-

-

-'

The D.O.20 requires an anode voltage of about
425, and its filament, which consumes 1.3 amps.
at 7.5 volts may be.supplied with raw A.C. through
a step_down transformer from the-mains.

-

:.

-

.
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The remarkable performance of this new
Telsen HF. Choke will be appreciated from
the accompanying graph, showing the curve of
this component, which is the restii t of a standard
choke test earned out by J. W. Rayner BSc.,
A.M.IE.E., at the FurzehiU Laboratories.

--

is designed to coser the whole wave-band
from z8 to 4,000 metres, has exceptionaUy low
sell-capacity and is shrouded in genuine Bakelite.
Inductance io,000 microhenries, resistance
400 ohms.
Price 26 each.
s

i

''-i
¡I

50(
-

--

--Y---

r--

/

-

L

-

-

.

-

.
-

s,

Telsen "Ace" Transformer, the
ideal model for all Portable Sets
and where space is limited, gives

perfect reproduction throughout
the musical range. Shrouded in
Genuine Bakelite with new windlags and core, fitted with earth
terminal. Made in ratios -c
and 5-It
Price 8/6 each.

Telsen Valve Holders, Pro. Pat. No.
20286/30.
Aa entirely neve design in
Valve Holders, embodying patent metal
spring contacts which are designed to
provide the most efficient contact with the
valve legs, whiht allowing the valve to be
inserted or withdrawn with an easy movement instead of being scibjected to undue
strain which often causes damage and lois
of efficiency to the valves. Low capacity,
self-locating, supplied with patent soldering tags and hexagon terminal nuts.
Price 1/. each. Also 5-pinmodel Price 1/3

Telsan "Radiogrand" Transformer, new model, shrouded
in Genuine Bakelite, with
new windings and core, fitted
ssith earth terminal. Made
in ratios 3-I ahd i-s.
Price 12/6 each.
"Radiogrand" 7-x
17/6

-

LL.JF
-

ALWT. OF TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., BIRMINGHAM.

I

'tLL
I

i
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BLUE SPOT HOUSE,
'Phone: Clerkenwell

Il

94/96,
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IIcI

26

MAIN HALL.

«MIA1Y

1Is

ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LOÑDON,
'Grains

E.C.1

"Bluospot, Smith, London."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland, and North I Vales
H. C. R A WSON (Sheffield and London) LTD.,
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your set is
battery-driven or an AllMains Model, the BellingLee SafetyPlug and Socket
will make costly shortcircuits impossible. it is
the last word in safetyeven when disconnected it
is fullyinsulated. High and
low Voltage Plugs cannot
be interchanged in error
and B O T H parts are
clearly engraved in white.
26 different indicationsfitted without toolssoldering unnecessary.
Ample contacts - sidé

entry for flex -a special
device grips both vtre
and fray.

Whether

Price 9d.
OTHER BELLING-LEE
COMPONENTS.
The new Terminal Mòunt, Price
8d. The new " Wanderfuse,"
Price 116, Spare fuses (i 50 rn/a)
9d each.
'

:

.

1l'ustrated bov is a .00O3 mfd.
T.C.C. Upright Type Mica Condenser. Price 16 each. OIhercal,acities
in this type are made from .00OI mid.
io .25 mid. Prices 1/6 to ¡8,-.

Beiltng-LeeTermiflals:
Type

"B

'

"
"R'

M

wan'ierplug
'

.

64.

........ 4id.

........

3d.
3d.
Twin Plug and Socket
1/6
Indtcating Spade Terminal 4d.
SG. Anode Connector
64.
Battery Cords, 9 way
5/9
.

Also made

in 5, 6,

7,

I

I.
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Westminster Abbey was rebuili. It had then stood
lhrough seven Centuries.
Iris sull standing the test
of time, though anoflirr
200 years have passed.
A quarter of a century.
ago the first T.C.C. Con.
denser was macle. And,
Jiké Westminster Abbey,
T.C.C. has stood the test
of time. To.day, as ever,
it is the standard of conden.
serreliabi1ity and accuracy.
That is why the leading
Radio technicians choose
T.C.C. And that is wily
you, too, will use T.C.C.
Condensers in your set;
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BELL1,NGl.EE
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PERFECT PARTS
MAKE THE PERFECT WHOLE
.

BurTon COMPONENTS enjoy an unrivalled reputation for their efficiency and
reliability. Every part is built on sound
scientific lines to give best results at
lowest cost.

AflBurTonComponents are
registered designs, and
manufactured under various
patents or patents pending.

1 -

.

t

.-----

.

/

-.

.

- -/

Special Five Pin

Suitable

for

BurTon BAKELITE

-

:(JO4

Ç

e0b

003

and -coi

or

CONDENSER.

Entirely eliminates shorting, and ensures
perfectly clean contact with centre
spindle at all times. Supplied with
hole

one

..

fixing.

e

Two

c

F

-

&

..........

-

Ask
(Dielectric)

........

A.C.

Valves, etc.
Price i/3 each.

The

THE BurTon AUDIO TRANSFORMER.
A neat and compact instrument of the
highest efficiency, being carefuUy wound
to give correct ratios. Enclosed in a neat
moulded case giving a high-grade Snish.
Price IO/O
TYPE B3 ratio3-a
B5
,, 5'!
10/6

The BurTon
Valve Holder.

H.

PROGRESS WORKS, WALSALL, ENGLAND.

BURTON,

Price 2/9 each.

--

.-

-

E-

NEW:'

H

-

L

I.

JjIWESTINGHOU5E1[

/

METAL RECTIFIERS
FOR

HIGH TENSION
STAND 66

-

-

(TONMAN HALL)

-

I'

-

-

___-____.;____

120

H.T.5.

20m.a.

volts.

.

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW
Call at the Stand for a copy of the
1931 edition of "The All-Metal Way,"
enlarged to 40 pages of valuable
technical and practical data for mains
users, or send 3d. stamp for a copy to
¡

The Westinghouse Brake.
Men fton of

&

also.

H.T.6.

.

175

volts.

25 m.a.

200

volls.

28 m.a.

17/6

and
H.T.7.

Saxhy Signal Co., Ltd.
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Li 3 6 deposit

terms

V

V

V

V

either
your
on these ntt,ac.

22 monthly payments of i 8j6.

V

V

.

V

Equal efficiency guaranteed on
both wave length bands.

S

.

VS

S

V

V

5

V

\

V
V

V

,

V

SVV______Z___

V

L
Vi

V

j

L._':-

Enormous amplification with
perfect atability is given by the
complete shielding of HF.
Circuits.
V

V

e

j

V

Change of wave lenth s effec.
ted by an exiernal switch and
the set need not therefore be
opened.
Maximum ease in tuflisg with
a sngIe knob controlling triple
gang condenser.
Assembly is the essence of
simplicity.
Volume control s provided not
only to act as such, but to
procure extreme selectivity.
V

V

.

..

i

'

-

The two Screen Grtd Stages
give extremc se!ectivhy and
sensitivity with an unrivalled
range.

L

aveIenòth

VV

V

M4CkEIPP

.

V

s

'

will be thrilled at the mighty power of this
set (and yet it can whisper), its immense
range and perfect purity and fidelity
SPECIAL FEATURES

\

V-

:

'

'

greatesteasedirectedstep-by-step byafull
size constructor's Instruction Chart. The
best results are certain of attainment. You

circuit.

''iw

,.

.

parts of the
" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 " with the

all

L

.

You assemble the various
:

Oneknob
switches

gives puremusic
output
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;.

JPracticaIIy
straight line
'power ampliFication
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tunes 3
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The most efficient and economical
way of renewing and improving
the vitality of your receiver is to
fit new modern-type condensersmaking sure they are Polar.
Polar Condensers and Controls,
by their advanced design and wonderfully precise construction, put
new life into your set

-

/
I

r4

G

L

J

'

L -»
JI

Just as an arterial, by-pass road prevents congestion in a búsy town, so does the "Hypercore"

\j

The

0005

"iDEAL" A condenser with both Fast and Slos Motion
control. Accurate tumng is easily obtained by reasod of the design, construction and smooth yet firm action. Its wide tuning range alone gives
it definite superiority over other condensers. Sturdily built and constructed
throughout of chemically-cleaned hard brass. One-hole panel fixing.
Fitted with Phosphor-Bronze balls for Short Wave working if desired.
.0005 - 12s ód.
00035 - 12s. 3d.
0003 - 12s.
POLAR"PRE-SET"

IJI

s,
-

I

-

Three-Hyperco re,

I.

LTD.,

"MADRIGAL'

WORKS,

-..----

-

-

.

s

I)3

POLARe

.:'
-,

Hypermu and Hypermite.
R.

-

WRITE FOR THE NEW24-PAGE
CATALOGUE "W"-FREE.

Write for illustrated leaflets giving full details of
the R.I. Nikalloy Big

Knob control is easy and
always giving
the same capacity for the
same number of turns.
Setting secured by locknut. Carefully designed.
Accurately constructed.
Max. capacities:
- 2s.
-. '001 or

.accurate,
-

j

/II

-

POLAR

1

.

- 18s. 6d.

,llso supplied in other capacities.

"HYPERCORR"

'17/6.

."

DOUBLE GANG "IDEAL"
This consists of two Polar "Ideal" con!
densers mounted on one frame. Efficient
tuning, both fast and slow motion, is
obtained with only one knob control.
Particularly suited for receivers of the
S.G., Detector, L.F. class. Aluminium
screen is fitted between the two condensers, and the whole is rigidly built.

Smoothing and Output Filter Choke relieve the
speaker of all distortion and other interferences,
leaving the pure, loud volume -of reception to
flow unimpeded.
"Hypercore" is one of the fanous Big Thrèé,
and like the "Hypermu" afid "Hypermite" its
secret of success is the special utilisation Qf
"Nickel-Alloy" cores which give a performance in the choke and transformers positively
unequalled by imitations or other types.
Smoothing and Output Filter Choke

i

Y

1

PURLEY

WAY,

-

Mention of " The Wireless World,"
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CROYDON
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RECEIVER
from
.D.C.MAINS
PRVATE HOUSE PLANT
or

L.T.

.
'

ACCUMULATOR
by means
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an

-

-

-

EDRY-

-

R O IA
TANSFOMER

-
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which deals with all

machines of our
manufacture.

D.C.toA.C.

-

-

-L

-

M-L MAGNETO SYND. LTD.,
Radio Dejt., COVENTRY.
Telephone: 5001.
Contractors to the Air I1instr the British Broadcasting Corporation,
the General Post Office, Marconiphone, the Gramophone Co. Ltd.,
etc., etc..
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YOUR PORTABLE"

HERE are the two finest 5-valve portables
your money can buy. Equal in quality
and performance to many sets costing
double. Easiest to operate
wonderful
range. Hear them at any good wireless.

-

dealers to-day.

:

OAK
12,1

/

UNRIVALLED. FEAFURES

ALL-MAINS

N

:for

GNS.]

RADIO

any set
standard or

portable

-

'j

.
-

PRICE

£6 O O
:

or lo,down and the
balance in 7
monthly
instalments
of
Cash

15/6 each and
one of 146.

ASK YOUR
OR
DEALER
WRITE FOR

FOLDER

55.

-

This wonderful Combined Eliminator and
Trickle. Charger is the finest All-Mains
Unit yet produced and Is as simple to
connect and as Compact as an H.T.
Battery and every bit as safe.
lt has no moving parts nor valves, incorporates the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier
and is fully guaranteed for 12 months.
Small enough to fit the Battery space in
portable and cabinet receivers, it provides
smooth and constant High and Low
Tension current entirely free from hum.
There are two variable tappings of 0/100
and 0/120 Volts respectively and one fixed
of 150 Volts. Output 25 rn/A at 150 Voltsthe highest of any 'unit designed for
portables. The Trickle Charger caters
for 2, 4 and 6 Volt L.T. Accumulators.

MAHOGANY

13
RADIO EXHIBITION
COMPETITION .
WINNERS:
ist Prize: Mr. A. O. Wood, 44, Blenheim Road,
Peckham.
2nd Prize: Mr. T. Frankling, Acacia," Tempie Road, Epsom, Surrey.

"r

CA;-.
ALL-MAINS. UNIT

A.C.

h

Write for illustra fed brochure and
name of nearest dealers fo:

188

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE

LTD.,

Aidwych House, Aidwych, Londön, W.C.2.

H.CLARKE&CO.(M/CR)LTD.,OLDTRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

Telephone: llolborn 6744.
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FÖR OLD

A

YOUR OLD RADIO

WILL BUY

How would you like an up4odate 3valve
Receiver which will tune in to all waves
lengths! Not an Ordinary Receiver which
tunes inonly to the high and medIum wave
lengths, but one which will always receive
the wonderfully efficient short wave stations
of the World-stations you have probably
never heard. These Short Wave Sets are so
amazingly efficient that lIsteners who possess
Short Wave Sets hear America and other far
Pittsburghdistant- stations regularly.
Schenectady Manila-Bangkok-Elndhoven
-New York-Sydney-Nairobi-these and
many others come in clear, loud and free
World Radio" gives a
from Interference.
list of over 70 short Wave Stations-lou can
listen to them yourself with the "Empire
LInk" Receiver.

No need to

walt-you

in part exchange.

NO'I 'YOu
CAN HAVE
A NEW APID

-

-

RADIOSET
'WHICH WILLi
-TU N E I N
CV CICT

' Empire Link" Short
Wave Kit complete is only Ii gns., and we
will buy your old set in part exchange. Take
advantage of this generous offer now of
new radio for old. Or if you wish you cn
purchase your "Empire Link" by easy
monthly payments of 21/.. FlU in and posi
the coupon now.

WAVELENGTH
IN THE. WORLD
.

,

.

-

-

12

11
.

:-

I.

i

,

/

EASY TEQMS

CASH- PRICE

-

.

..

metres.

The cash price of the

'BROADCASTING

-

every part necessary to build the complete
Receiver. . . . Cabinet, Components, Valves
and Coils for all wavelengths from f5 to
,too

-

1

us

In

ihe "Empire Link" Short Wave Kit comprises

-

"EMPIRE.LINI(.

-

-

"Empire

Receiver yourself and save pounds.
No
technical knowledge is necessary-the Come
ponents almost jili into position, that's how
-easy If is fo puf together.

I

s

ars

order to make it still
easier for you the "Empire LInk" Is supplied
as a Kit of Parts so that you can build the

-

U PaTODAT,.

Imagine the finest Radio Receiver you have
ever heard then add the advantages of Shoit
Wave reception and you have some idea of
the enjoyment you will get from the posses.
sion of an "Empire Link" Receiver.

£ 11

SET

can buy

Link" now, selling your old Receiver to

-

-

Ii

-,-----

,

-

-.

.

Monthly Payments
--of.21F

.

p,-

_._k. ._,,

-

-

THE-

.L. ..D4tIREHNK
SflOft[

READY RADIb
(R.R. LTD.)
159,Borough High
St., London,S.E.1
-

-

,

fi /

Sole
Distributors

W.W.

I

wioh to poocbooe one of your new 1931

Empu'e

Link"

J

'
I

Short Wov: Kits.

for wh1h ¡ endose
(a) 11 gas, for Complete Kit
(b) £10 -3 - 6 for Completo Kit (except for valves)
(cRoss our WHICHEVER DOSS NOT APPLY

(Private exchange)
Telegrams:

READIRAD,SEDIST

A

I

'

Tetephone:HO5555

(h

r-;-B--

To Ready Radio (R.R.

Ltd.) 159, Bo7ough High S'.
London Bridge, S.E.i -

KIT

4.À'1I1[

-

--------- -To Ready Radio

W-W.

IRR. Ltd.), 159, Borough High St.,
London Bridge, S.E.l

full parlicut 015 '01
(a) Your Part Eacfiane System
(b) Your Hire Purchase Terms

I

Piense send soc

i
I

(cs3ss OUT WHICHEVER

DOES

I

NOT APPLY)

NAME..................................................................

i

......................

NAME............................................................................................

ADDRESS...................................................
..
ADDRESS.

................................................................

LNOTE: Part

'o

.......

- .....................

i

E'geIo

"s"iir...

Fill in Form "B" if you require particulars of our easy
Fill in Form "A" if you wish to purchase your receiver.
monthly payments or pari exchange system.
are on! y aecejoted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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EDYSTONEL
SHORT WAVE APPARATUS

command

perfectly presented

J

GAM-BRELL

THE

BUCKING HAM
MODEL
loUowing are some of the outstanding features of this new
Garn - brei set which was
designed to meet the need for
an all-electric receiver, incorporating its own loudspeaker yet
occupying but little floor space.
1. Selectivity. A special device

iiiiiiIinmuii1

enables variable selectivity to be
obtained and gives hair.line to
broad toning at will.
2. SImple Tuning. A calibrated
chart for wavelengths is supplied.
Tuning is carried out with the
Simplicity.
utmost
in any room.
3. Reception
Changes of programme are assured
even without the use of an aerial;
with one, numerous British and
roreign stations are recelven.
Easily running castors allow the
receiver to be moved without
difticulty from room to room.
Modern circuit gives long range, good
salume and perfect reproduction.
Electro-dynamic loudspeaker of high
class.
Terminals are provided for
gramophone pick-up.. Volume control
on both radio and gramophone.

r

THE BUCKINGHAM
FOR DIRECT CURRENT
Oak - £37. Mahogany - £38
Walnut - £40.
FOR ALTERNATING
CURRENT
Oak - £45. Mahogany - £46
Walnut - £48.

Price

EDDYSTONE

J

r51st

MIDGET VARIABLE CONDENSER.
q
-

.

-

,.

-

E

'd

-

.

-.,

,...

"

?.

.'-.'

-

-

'e,

a°ziai

TypeJ3-3-O

k

,,..
...

"

.

..

.

,

'-.

f-Iu

..

'.i:,

.

&

'.

-s

-

.

i- -.

'!f.'

-

I-

Buckingham

St

,

WC

w

These coils enable an all-wave receiver with high efficiency oñ all
wavelengths to be easily and simply
built, the full waveband covered by
them being from xz. to 2,000
metres. The coils themselves, although of full low loss design, are
strong and substantial and wiU
withstand rough handling. The
skeleton mouldeif former is made
from first-class bakelite and the
winding which touches only on the
points of support on the ribs is
practically air wound. We daim
these coils to be the best desigtsed
and most efficient 6-pin short w*e
coils yet on the rtiarket. A full
range of coils for tuned aerial
tuned anode and uF, transformer
circuits are available.

Prices
-

4/6

Manutacturers;

/o

/AP.

PROD

5/6

C7

-

eaCh.

-

London Servwe Depot:

-

2]
t

J

i

and

SEND FOR NEW LISTS OF
EDDYSTONE SHORT WAVE APPARATUS.
Sole

6

g

'

II vile for
free descriptive Folder W.

GAMBRELL RADIO LID,

lllIIlil
-

.

-

-

-

q

I-

-

-

¿f
Lu.9.b_,l,
-

-i'--.

...m-:

-

,

,

-,

-

-

-

,_*..'.

-

-

I

-

--

EDDYSTONE 6-PIN INTERCHANGEABLE COILS.
--.

used

Type S Standard Model5
Type H for High reals-'
tance pick-ups
LS

wayebands can be oupplied.

B.B.C.

-

with almost any average circuit without making alterations of any sort. A standard
form of volume control can be
used across the output terminais without affecting the
reproduction in the slightest.
The compensating curve of
the Type J remains the same
as that of the other two
models, but the overall amplthcatioa is slightly less,

-

complete with full instructions.

The "EDDYSTONE" Midget Variable
Condenser is a pmall and neat instrument
which is easily mounted, has a smooth
motion and can be adjusted to a very small
minimum capacity or a celatively large one. It is very
suitable as tise means of coupling an aerial to the grid coil of L
a short wave receiver. In this
position aerial load is removed
to such an extent that easy
reaction control Is obtained,
___
while any blind spots which
may occur due to the aerial can be removed
by a slight variation of this condenser
capacity. It is also suitable for trimming
use across a larger capacity or as a neutroPrice 2/9
dyne condenser.

Possessing exactly the same characteristics as
the type S, but having a slightly less overall
amplification.
With the introduction of this new Novotone practically every user of an electrical pick-up Is catered
for, no matter what type of amplifier he is using.

TheTypeJcanbe

22/6

bxtra coils for

-

WR!TE FOR ETA!LS OF THE ULL
GAJI.RRELL R.4iiGE Of ALL-ELBOTRW REQ.! VERS.

TYPE

This ¡s an improved pattern of the original type of unit, being more
efficient and simpler in use. It forms the complete inductance
portion for building a short wave receiver, providing an aperiodic
coil, grid coil and reaction coil. The last named are wound on the
same mount and ire plugged in together, while the aerial coil is
plugged independently into the moving portion of the stand and is
thus variable. A i-turn and a 6-turn aerial coil and three dunlex
grid and reaction coils are supplied with the stand, covering 'a.
range from 15 to 95 metres.

-

flTÏvoeTdifl
The

SHORT WAVE' INDUCTANCE .UNIT.

EDDYSTONE
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RELIABLE RECTIFYING'

VALVES

-

-

-.

.

.

-

-

Philips manufacture rectifyiag valves for voltages up to 4,000
and all currents up to 40 amps. Over a hundred types are
, snecially manufactured for use in all-electric receivers, H.T.
Sipply units, battery chargers, for all of which absolutely
reliable rectifying valves are essential.
Type 5821 (shown above) is a full-wave rectifier with a
maximum anode voltage of 250 and gives an output of 60 rn/A.
The filament takes a current of s amp. at 4 volts.
ice

17/6.

Full details of complete range are available on request.

-P''ILI
RECTIFYING' VALVES

,

-

-

'

Made by the manufacturers of ihe famous Philips Argenta
electric lamps, all-electric radio receivers, commercial ,and
industria! fittings, and neon signs.

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD.; PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
rì
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a Dubiller áll-electric set;
añd the long winter evenings become a real
delight. If you are not satisfied with your
local programmes you, can .reach out to

PRICES:
2 Valve Set,
3 Valve Set, £25.O.O

-

\

-.--.----

/

where you will-Rome, Paris, Berlin,
Toulouse, Brussels, Vienna. Alland
more can be received at real.alternative programme strength and quality..
The Dubilier all-electric set is
extremely economical to run,costing
as it does but a few pence a month
for mains current.

/
L

i:,..':.

I

"

''

1930.

/,,
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'

w
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DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.,

O

£15LO.O'0

O

ALL-ELECTRIC RADIO

Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.

u

Another .LeWCOS AChievement
engineers are, occupied year in and year out on problems
T EWCOS
connected with the improvement of radio reception and this new

i

-

-

I

_______________

j

\
I

I

r

i

L
sub-

We

have

of

L.F.T.3

i/ic

sample

0R ¡
LEW
IsIf,ETPRR1I.

..1

io

an independent
for
authority
whwh is gwen
here.

-

Stjc.

j

-

CIRCU

ITS

L

IW

ILISIN

COMP0\C o

s

TS.

Please
QUOte
J?

Rej/

_____

-.,WorldS"

J

J?

of

_____________

01;'!

P

o

testi,I, the report

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANX AND SMITHS
LIMITED,
Chúrch Road, Leyton, London, E.1O.

The Wireless

Mention of

Pate,,(

IWRIT

TRANS OR-,E

C0_______________j________q

1

IH1»

,,ited a

-I

The
LEWCOS
L.F.T.3.

V

«

------------------T

r.

Ç

IND.
RO

-

'

.

-1--4component---the L.F.T.3-is one of the most successful of Lewcos
achievements. It has a Constant Inductance for different values of anode
currents.
With an ordinary transformer the inductance of the winding is considerably different for varying anode currents. In other words, the two
halves of the low frequency wave are not amplified equally, introducing
marked distortion. If the inductance i Dnstant, however, as in the Lewcos
L.F.T., the amplification -__________
_______________________
remains the sáme, irrespective of signal sength.
Write for fully descriptive
leaflet, Ref. L.F.T.3.
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Wireless World'.' justifies the R.G.D.
the Special Exhibition Number :-

-THE

U

SET
-

They say:

"The R.G.D. radio-

"Visitors to Olympia
have ah opportunity
of judging the

gramophones have many
points of interest both with
regard to
circuit and
details of construction
the present writer cannot
claim to have yet examined
all the apparatus in the
exhibition, but believes that
there are few, if any, other
instances where this highly
satisfactory m e t h o d o f

excellent quality

4,
H

and very
considerable volume
afforded by 'these
instruments."

tuning_is_employed,"
"De Luxe Model."

THE

DE LUXE
IL
-MODEL.

R.G.D.

-THE

has

For those desiring the very best that
both Radio and Gramophone can
give, the "R.G.D." De Luxe RadioGramophone is the ideal instrument.
The Radio side of this instrument is
so powerful that given favourable
atmospheric conditions over 30
stations can be received with ample
volume. The quality of reproduction from distant stations is equal to
that of local stations.
in

Oak £80

C,

in

Mahogany £85

DE LUXE
ÎRADIO.GRAMOPHONE
UNIT _____THE
R.G.D.

2

r

-

-

r

many new

Advertisements for

features!

Screened Grid Stages
Band Pass Filter
Super Selective!

I

-

SingleKnob Tuning!
r
-

r

=

Fader from Radio to Record!
Al! mains

Receiver Chassis of R.G.D.
radio-gramophone.

oeroJed wit/i cxdùsive cabinet design.

-Also Moving
Amplifiers,

Coil Speakers, Ciziema
Gramophone Amplifiers,

etc.

.,.

The Ràdio Gramophone Development
12, Moór St., Brininghain..
BIT

e
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Empiré Wireless (ommunicatiöns
The B.B.C.,- Metropolitan Police, Trinity House
Lightships and Beacofl 'Stations, Croydon Control
Tower and all large Passenger Liners-

VIE'.

i

A.RCOMI VALVES..
Buy the Valves the Experts use

!'

'
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-
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programmes whjch so many listeners can to-day receive
[7 VIDENCE goes to show that the interest in
foreign reception is greater to-day than ever it direct on their own sets, perhaps better than when
Jf
has been, even when we make full allowance for relayed by the B.B.C. and with the advantage that they
the percentage increase in the number of listeners.
can chóose the station.
We have always contended that one of the principal
We understand that to obtain lines for a good Concharms of broadcast reception lies in the ability of the .tinental relay is a very expensive matter for the B.B.C.,
listener to pick and choose his programmes and wander and, in the circumstances, we believe that it is not
from place to place at home or on the Continent at will. worth while when direct reception. is so good. The
If the old policy of the B.B.C.-that of insisting that B.B.C. has long, since abandoned.the idea of catering
reception of the local programme was all the listener first of all for the crystal user, and now it seems that it
needed-had been pursued, then by now the time would might also be well to consider if tue user of an unselechave probably arrived for telephone wires to take the tive valve set should not to-day be relegated to the
place .pf the ether in the distribution of programmes, same ranks as the crystal user. We do not mean by
and wireless voiild no longer have been needed as the this to imply that we wish to penalise these listeners,
link, except where wires to individual houses could not but we feel they should not expect to be spoon-fed just
be arranged.
for the reason that their apparatus, for the want of minor
But the public has decided that the'old B.B.C. policy alterations or improvements, has not progressed with
would not hold good. Interest in foreign reception, in the times. A receiver which is selective enough to give
particular, has guaranteed the
satisfactory reception of stations
future of the wireless set, and put
under the Regional scheme withwired wireless as a substitute
out mutual interference is, generon the shelf for many years to
ally speaking, capable of receivIn This Issue
come. But to-day the B.B.C. is
ing programmes from several of
ARE INTERNATIONAL RELAYS
harping back to the old policy
the more powerful Continental
WANTED?
in so far as the idea of intertrànsmitters both on the long
VOLUME CONTROL.
national relays is conerned. By
and short waves. Any -motorist_
UNBIASED OpINIONS,
all means let the B.B.C. relay
of to-day is entitled to resent
NOTES ON THE BAND PASS FOUR.
those programmes which are bea hold-up of traffic due to the
CURRENT TOPICS.
yond the reach of the vast
presence of five-mile-an-hour old
QUALITY RECEPTION.
majority of listeners, such as
crocks on the road. We do not
BROADCA,T BREVITIES
transmissions of interesting events
want the B.B.C. to devote energy
GUiDE TO THE MANCHESTER SHOW
across the .Atlantic, but we think
and money to pampering the old
LABORATORY TESTS
the B.B.C. should act very
crocks by giving them what they
READERS PROBLEMS
cautiously in the matter of reare quite able, to provide for
transmission of those Continental
themselves.
-
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Merits and Failings of the
Various Methods Expliined.

the problems which confront the designer
receiving set or electrically reproducing
gramophone the difficulty of arranging a satisfactory method-of volume control is one of the most
awkward. The perfect volume control must have the
following attributes
(I) Its inclusion must in no way modify the overall
frequency response of the amplifier. Thus, if associated with the L.F. stages there must be no change
in the quality of the output by way of suppressing or
augmenting particular audio frequencies.
(2) A wide range in the change of volume must
result. A cutting down to at least one-tenth of the
original volume is desirable, and in general the volume
cpntrol should provide a complete fade-out of the
signal.
() The device used must provide a smooth control
so that it can be operated
without audible evidence of frM
its use beyond that of
changing the volume. There
must be no scraping, rustling or clicking, and at no

ditions just defined. Of the various available methods
a broad classification may be made, so that the various
types fall under one of the three following headings:(i) Pre-detector methods in which the volume control is applied to the H.F. amplifier.
(2) Post-detector methods in which the control is introduced into the L.F. amplifier.
() Control of both the HF. and L.F. stages, an
arrang'ement which is often desirable in a long-range
quality receiver of.generous design.
It is. obvious that volume control must be ápplied to
the L.F. amplifier when the detector valve and its
following stages are to be used for gramophone reproduction. It may be mentioned that the desirable
method of volume control which is arranged to regulate the amount of input to the detector may have an
effect on the quality obtained. The behaviour of the
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Fia. 2.-Variable shunt across
the tuned circuit as a means of
controlling the input voltage to
the detector.

DET.

detector as regards introducing distortion is largely
a question of supplying its
grid with the correct signal
potential. This point has,
however, been omitted in
what follows, as it is really a separate problem.
T..

r
.1

point must there be a sudden increase or decrease of
volume. . The change of volume as judged by the ear
Pre-detector Methods.
must, as far as possible, be spread out uniformly over
The inclusion of a 'c'olume control before the detector
the range of the control.
It is proposed to review some of the methods which bécomes necessary only where the HF. input is large
have been used and suggested from time to time, and and implies, therefore, the inclusion of an H.F. amplia
to see how near these various arrangements approach fier or the possible working of a set close to a transthe ideal and the extent to which they fulfil the con- .rnitting station.
The first, and possibly the most
B14
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Control.It must not be overlooked, however, that underbiasing
straightforward arrangement of H.F; volume control of the HF. valve at once limits its signal handling
is that shown in Fig. i, and consists of the inclusion
properties, while overbiasing results in rectification, both
of a filament, rheostat in the L.T. supply of the first conditions producing the effect of flatness of tuning.
H.F. valve. This .method is particularly siniple, and Increase of grid bias is a method commonly introduced
in modest sets may be considered entirely satisfactory.
as a volume control in mains-operated screen-grid H.F.
If applied, however, to a highly selective H.F. stage, stages, and, in view of the criticism that can be levelled
such as that produced by a neutralised triode and a against other methods, this arrangement must be contuned circuit which includes a good coil, the effect of sidered one of the most satisfactory.
reducing the filament current may be that of increasing
The third method under this heading is the HF.
the selectivity. In any case
potentiometer (Fig. 5) cona noticeable effect on
nected across the tuned cir+I
quality results due to the FIg. 3.cuit and arranged to reguchange in the A.C. resistlate the signal input passed
r-'
ance of the valve with sistancein
on to the following stage
I
variation of its filament Circuit as
on the detector. The obvicur r e n t.
Reproduction
ous merit of this circuit is
therefore, tends to become
that operation of the volume
lowered in pitch, though this
control dbes not materially
is compensated for by the
affect the working of the
general reduction of sound
H.F. amplifier, so that it
level and the non-linear
does not suffer by way of
effect of the ear with
increase in selectivity with
various sound intensities.
resultant sideband cutting.
The. second method is
It must not be overlooked
that shown in Fig. 2. As a
that this method does, to
volume control, this method
some extent, control reis perfectly unobjectionable
generation. Practically all
though it may under cermethods of H.F. volume
tain circumstances possess
control are, however, subject to this criticism, and
disadvantages in o t h e r
The volume
a decline in the tendency to
directions.
oscillate as the volume concontrol resistance is artrol is turned towards the
ranged as a shunt across the
position of zero cannot be
tuned circuit, and in consequence regulates the H.F.
regarded as a serious objecvoltage developed. Such
tion, Change in the tendency to oscillate results
an arrangment has been
from a reduction in the de,applied to an intermediate
tector load on the H.F.
stage in a superheterodyne
circuit. If used between two
receiver, and is particularly
effective in that it serves
HF. stages the loading
)ecomes reduced as the potenalso as a method of stabilisr contact is moved towards zero
ing. Values must be caret a receiver can, in fact, be
fully chosen, however, or
to a critical condition of sensiotherwise this method of
tiveness by using the control first as a
volume control becomes
regulation of reaction and then as an
none other than a regulaadjustment of volume. Examples of
tion of regeneration. Modithé use of the H.F. potentiometer are to
fications of this method are
be found in the Megavox receiver deshown in Figs. 3 and 4.
scribed some while ago, and in the more
Tri one case a series resistng. 4.-Control of grid potential svhch
regulates the H.F. amplification,
recent Band Pass Four. Depending
ance is introduced into the
upon the dynamic resistance of the
tuner circuit, the effect
tuned circuit, the value of tfie resistance to be used must
being precisely similar to the fitting of a variable shunt
be selected. Although it may be thought that a very
resistance as shown in Fig. 2. While the maximum
value of the shunt resistance may be of the orderS of high value of resistance is desirable, experience reveals
250,000 ohms, the series resistance of Fig. 3 may have that 50,000 ohms is a satisfactory value, and particularly
is this true where the preceding stage incorporates a
a maximum value of ioo ohms. The other arrangement shown in Fig. 4 regulates the bias applied to the screen-grid \ alve.,
valve, and as the negativeness, increases the volume
Before turning to the control of volume in the L.F.
falls. This method gives satisfactory results when ap- amplifier, it may be mentioned that there is a growing
plied to a single H.F. stage using a neutralised triode.
tendency to regulate the voltage input as delivered 1y
Volume
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Control.change is unavoidable, this being readily revealed from
the aerial. The obvious method is that of introducing a a calculation of the series-parallel values of thi differensmall series connected condenser in the aerial lead. An tial condenser, as its moving plates are swung between
.'
advantage of this arrangement is that the volt-.
age is not decreased by increase of damping, _____________________________________
and, in fact, assuming the use of a neutralised
Fig.
6 - Control
by
+Itriode WF. stage, the tuning may become
adustrneItof anode
-.
excessively sharp. The smaller the condenser,
'.
FIG. 6
the more its -impedance to the WF. current
C
LF.
circulating in the input tuned circuit, and in
-ll----applying this method one must select a con--- DET.
denser of small zero capacity, or otherwise
Volume
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dions from zero to maximum.
t-detector Methods.

Fia. 5.-A satisfactory
method of pre-detector
control in which a potentiometer Is used across
the tuned circuit.

'i

F10. 5

insufficient reduction of signal strength results when
tuned to a nearby transmitting station. It is obvious
that change of the series aerial capacity as a means of
volume control may demand change of tuning capacity,
and the decline in the signal may result partly from detuning. Some correction can be made in this direction
by using a differential condenser in the aerial circuit so
that the capacity of the aerial may remain as far as possible constant. While at first
sight it may be thought possible
to maintain the aerial capacity
at a fixed value by the use of a
differential condenser a small
-

Assuming that volume control is not only
introduced for the purpose of regulating the
output of the loud speaker to the requirements
of the listener, but also to perform the more
important function of avoiding valve overloading, it becomes necessary to introduce control as early
as possible in the train of valves. H.F. volume control
assists in the regulation of the potential fed to the grid of
the detector, so that it may be neither too little nor too
great, either condition tending, perhaps, to give rise .to
detector distortion. Having fed the detector with its
required voltage for distortionless rectification, attention
is turned first to the adjustment of the ultimate signal
- and next to a regulation of the voltages passed
on by the L.F. stages, so that no valve is
required to accept a greater signal than that
*H.T.

Fig. 1.-Regulaflon of input to
first L.F. valve by forming a grid
I

_________

I

R

.

-

o

I.

-

S

Fig. 8.-Variation of grid leak resistance as a means of volume control.

J
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Control.the grid leak, a potentiometer regulating the potential
which it can handle without distortion. While it may applied to the grid of the succeeding valve. The resistseem obviousthat any form of L.F. volume control
ance of the leak cannot be much under 0.25 megohm, so
should immédiately follow the detector, it may happen that to obtain a range in volume of only z: i the value
of the resistance would need to be
in a generous amplifier that
2 megohms. A resistance of this
volume control may be applied to
value in conjunction with the inmore than one of the L.F. stages.
put capacity of the valve and
Provided that the control is
stray capacities in the wiring
properly designed, it is, of course,
would constitute a filter circuit,
seldom that a second one, in a
T
and a reduction in volume would
later stage, will be required,
be accompanied by loss of the
though the use of a partial control
upper audio-frequencies.
in each stage may not be without
Cgf
l
Caf
In Fig. 8 is shown a method of
advantage. When more than one
volume control depending on a
L.F. control is used, it is worth
bET
noting that when an increase in
change in the resistance lietweei
grid and filament. This is an unvolume is required the control
nearest, the input end of the amplidesirable arrangement, for as the
fier should be operated first. Convalue of the resistance is reduced
FIG. 9
versely, when decreasing volume
it becomes comparable to, or even
adjustment is first made at the
less than, the reactance of theFIA. 9.-The equivalent circuit of a resistanceoutput end. In the following
coupling condenser C at the lower
Coupled L.F. stage showing the effects of
resistance change and their relation to the renotes reference is only made to the
audio-frequencies, and in conseactance values of the valve capacities.
use of a single volume control as
quence a marked falling off in the
applied to a normal broadcast
bass results as the volume is reieceiver with a modest output stage.
duced. Fig. 9 represents the equivalent circuit of the
Variable resistances forming part of the intervalve couplings btween the detector and L.F. valves, and
coupling immediately following the detector may be suggested as methods of controlling volume, but are objectionable in several ways. For instance, a resistance may
be connected in the anode circuit, as shown
in Fig. 6, so that the amplification falls with
reduction in its value. In using such an
arrangement noisy operation invariably
results owing to the fact that the resistance
1s_t
is carrying the anode current tO the valve.
Volume
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Fig. 11.-Shunt across the secondary of a L.F.
transformer controlling its voltage output.

"

10.-Adjustment of volume by a
variable shunt on a L.F. transformer
primary.

_Fig.

Slight irregular variations in contact resistance as the
slider is moved along the resistance clement are amplified
in the succeeding stages, and may give rise to a rustling
sound as the control is operated. Next one might consider connecting a resistance in the grid lead to the following valve, as shown in Fig. 7. This is probably one
of the worst systems of volume control. lt forms, with

makes clear the effects of change of resistance'
ascpmpared with the reactance of the paths
piuviueu uy vaive capacity, me vaiues 01
which vary with frequency. Applying the
use of a variable resistance to volume control
in association with an L.F. transformer,
mention is first made (f the use of a variablc
£
shunt across the transformer primary or
secondary (Figs. io and II). Modem intervahe transformers are designed to work with a specific
load, and their frequency-response characteristics are
only as stated by the makers, provided that they work
in conjunction with this load. The effect of an increase
in load such as would result from a reduction in the value
r is that of reducing the effective impedance of the transformer. As this reduction in impedance affects the lower

-
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Control.-.
frequencies first the result of the operation of this volumè
control is that a reduction in the strength of the bass
occurs as the volume is
reduced.
r
Consequently, there is
only one permissible method
of control left to be considered,. and that is the use
of a high resistance poten-

D.C. The explanation is that as the tapping is moved
along the resistance the D.C. potential applied across
C varies, and this gives rise to small charging or discharging currents into or out of C via the tapping.
This current varies irregularly owing to the varying
contact resistance of the slider, and these irregular
variations are amplified in the succeeding stages,
giving evidence of the operating of the control by a
rustling noise from the loud speaker. It is men-

Volume
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+H r.
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FIG
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Fia. 13.-The volume control
in this case passes but fittle of
the anode current, resulting in
a noiseless control.

/

DET.

-

-

Fig. 12.
Anode resistance
arranged as a potentiometer in
a resistance-coupled stage.

'
-

tial divider.

This may be
applied in various ways,
and although by no means
free from pitfalls, can in
variably be arranged to give
satisfactory results.
Dealing with the resistance-coupled s t a g e first,
Fig. 12 shows an undesirable method of application.
It is open to the same objection as that given for Fig. 6,
in that it may be noisy in
operation. It is not very
easy to see at first why this
should be so, since the tapping apparently carries no

.-

-,

--

-

B.

f

f

FIG. 14

tioned, however, that a well-constructed and continuously variable wirewound resistance probably does not
cause very serious trouble. The method

.j

-+H T.

'

i

Fl. 14.-Grid

leak used as
a potentiometer method nl

volume control.

T
ç
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-a
t

FIG. 16

I

I

(

DIT.

II.

I

ìN

1s_t
L.F.

Fl.
16.Potentlo-

meter control
of the output

from the
fat ervalve
transformer.

1st
L.F.

r

-

FIR. 15.-An intervalve
transformer with a
potentiometer-regulated
primary.

FiG,

15:

can, however, be used quite successfully if
the variable resistance r is by-passed by a
choke L (Fig. 13). By this means the D.C.
voltage drop across the choke is negligible.

L
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Control.Suitable values may be taken as 8o to roo henrys in
respect of the choke when passing a current of i to
5 mA., 0.1 mfd. for the èoupling condenser, I to 2
megohms for the leak, and values up to 250,000 ohms
for the resistance. The valve might have an A.C.

Volume

FI G

17

-

405

..

-

maximum- and minimum loudness. lt is well known
that the relationship between acoustic output and audibility is by no means a linear one. Roughly, the audibility is proportional to the logarithm of the acoustic
output, and the acoustic putput, in its turn, is proportional to the square of the voltage across the speaker
terminals.
If we have a volume control potentiometer giving a
resistance ratio of roo: r, the resulting acoustic output
ratio is 1002: i=io,000: i, and the audibility ratio='
4 :i, the necessity for a very wide range of input variatiön is therefore apparent. Generally a potentiometer
of usual construction will give loo: r
ratio, but if it is especially desired to
cover a very wide range of audibility with
a single volume control, the use of a
r
"graded" resistance element in the
-I
is advisable. When one
potentiometer
-.
of these "graded" potentiometers is in
i
use, care should be taken that it is connected the right way round, otherwise it
will be worse than a "straight" element.
Fig. r8 shows the
correct and incorrect ways of connecting a g r a de d
-

-»

P'

Fie. 17.-Filter-fed transformer wth
potentiometer-controlled primary.
»

'

resistance of about io,000 ohms.
Fig. 14 shows another alternative.
In this cäse the leak r is in the form of
a potentiometer, so that either a resistpotentiometer.
ance or a choke may be used in the anode cirTo avoid complicacuit of the valve. The limitingfactor in this
tion, t h e necessary
case is the fact that r must not be excessive or HR. END
L.R. END
H.F. stopping and
otherwise the portion of the resistance which
decoupling
devices
remains in circuit near the minimum volume
are not shown in the
position (f) will act as a filter tending to supdiagrams. In sumpress the higher audio-frequencies, as already L.END
marising one would
HR. END
explained.
Suitable values may be taken:
press the need for
INCORRECT
CORRECT
R, 50,000 ohms or an inductance of 50 to 8o
pre-H.F. volume
henrys at 2 to 5 mA.; C, 0.25 mfd.; r, values
control, and, in spite
FIG la
not exceeding 0.25 megohm. The valve may
one
of criticism,
18.-The use of a graded track potentiohave an A.C. resistance of about 7,500 ohms. Fig.
might be tempted to
meter in order toproduce convenient variations
of output.
Turning now to the transformer-coupled stage,
use either the varias shown in Figs. 15 and 16, it will be obvious
able condenser or
without explanation that a tapped potentiometer input H.F. potentiometer method.
When control is applied
associated with the primary of the transformer, as to the L.F. amplifier in association with an iptervalve
shown in Fig. 15, is quite unsuitable. Consequently, a transformer, the best method becomes that of a potentioresistance on the secondary may prove satisfactory, pro- meter connected across the intervalve transformer
vided that the valve, resistance and transformer are secondary. Should the transformer be filter-fed with
properly chosen. This forms a good method of control, resistance and condenser, as is ñow customary, the
being absolutely noiseless in operation, assuming a well- potentiometer may be associated with the primary, or,
made potentiometer is adopted, while the frequency better still, connected across the secondary in the same
characteristic is not modified to any appreciable extent way as if the transformer is connected in the anode
as the control is operated and regulation is, moreover, circuit.
provided from maximum to zero. It is, however, necessary to guard against two possible mistakes. First, r
must not be too high on account of the possibility of
Next íJ7eek 's Issue will include
the low-pass filtering effect, and, secondly, it must not
be too low on account of its possible effect upon the
STA
L £
transformer characteristics, the increase in load causing
a loss of bass. An alternative arrangement possessing
OF THE
the same advantages and limitations is shown in Fig. 17
Apart from the volume control portion the merits of this
scheme are well known.
The only point now remaining for discussion is the
question of range of volume, i.e., the ratio between ...................................... .... ........ -.
II
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various knobs and termìhals are for? As an instnce
that this elementary knowledge is not universal, I should
like to quote an experience of my own-one of a type
which I have found out was by no means peculiar to me
indeed, to th& particular stand concerned. My
attention ,was attracted by a remarkably fine-looking all-mains transportBy
GRIb.
able, the performance of which, judging by the reputation of the firm in
question, is probably as excellent as its
The Radio Show
appearance. The presence of a small
Lament.
socket in the back of the instrument
rather puzzled me, and so, venturing
A T the risk of being accused of
repeating what has been said
to interrupt a graphic account of how
01
every year by every journal,
his horse did not win at Doncaster the
wireless or otherwise, I feel I must
other week, I asked a very superior
record my opinion that the Wireless
all about it. "That," he reShow, which closed its doors on
plied with an air of omniscience, stoopSeptember 27th, wäs-a well as
ing condescendingly to ignorance, "is
being the biggest-far and away the
for connection to the mains." As I
best that has ever been staged. Not
could painIy see the double socket
only vere the valves, components
mains connection lower down, I venAdoit the rôle of the superior
and sets far better from the techtured to point this otit to him. But he
and languid youth.
nical point of view, but the outward
was a foeman worthy of anybody's
appearance of the sets and, above all, their price, were steel, for he immediately asked me: "Have you not
infinitely more satisfying. Having said this, however, heard of the three-wire system?" I had. "Well,"
said he rapidly extemporising, "that socket is for the
I feel that there are certain aspects of the Exhibition
third wire." I silently removed headgear in tribute to
which cannot be allowed to pass .without comment.
The chief criticism I have to make is concerning real genius and passed on. I found out afterwards,
technical information-or, rather, the lack of it-avail- by the way, that the socket was for an optional earth
.
able at the various stands. With one or two notable connection.
0000
exceptions, the stand attendants, salesmen, " engithemselves,
whatever
else
they
choose
to
call
or
Short-wave--Shortcornings.
neers,"
appeared to be adopting the rôle of the superior and
I noticed that in spite of the increased interest taken
languid youth whom one meets at the Motor Show, but in short-wave reception as the result of the Empire
without the real information which you can .usually Broadcasting campaign which has at last borne fruit
extract-extract is the right word, for one has to work (good old W. W.! !), relatively few short-wave receivers
like a dentist to get it-from the aforementioned young were exhibited. I confidently think, however, that this
men if you go about it in the right way. I include the state of affairs will be remedied next year. D.C.
valve manufacturers particular, as there may be some receivers this year are not only available, but can be
excuse for the complete-set vendors; for, after all, the had in transportable form. So far as I can recollect.
man who wants to buy a complete receiver usually there was not a single all-D.C. set shown at the exhibiwants a musical box only and cares little or nothing tion last year, and, of course, it is only two years since
for the technical whys and wherefores; in the case of the first all-AC. receiver appeared, and a clumsy
valves, however, things are very different, and one ContraDtion it was. too.
ought to expect a little real technical knowledge.
In ne or two instances I noticed that the grid bias
My particular grouse is over the type of valve curve battery has been retained by manufacturers of all-mains
which has been advocated ii the technical columns receivers. In my opinion, this is the weak link in some
of this paper during the past few months. My efforts
otherwise excellent receivers. It is true that the grid batto obtain these or, indeed, any technical assistance tery needs renewing only about once in every six months,
in the matter at all were in vain. In some cases the but nevertheless I make so bold as to prophesy that even
person to whom I addressed my enquiries thought he then it will be forgotten by many people, to.the .great
had "heard of them at some time or another, but any- detriment of the life of their valves. It may be argued
way they were no good, and it was merely a journal- that loss of quality will draw people's attention to this
istic stunt"
In others attempts were made by suit- fact, but it must not be forgotten that the falling off in
ably attired sirens to fob me .off with a bag of "litera- quality will not be sudden, but on the other hand will
ture."
..
be so very slow and insidious that it will not be noticed
0000
by many people until their valves have been irretrievHats Off to Genius.
ably ruined. There is no reason for the retention of the
Although, as I have already intimated, technical wisdom grid battery in an all-mains receiver put forward by a
manufacturer-it is quite different in the case of the
is not quite so necessary in the case of the vendor of
complete sets, surely all salesmen should know what the- experimenter's set where valves may be changed.
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By W. T.

FOUR
Greater Sensitivity.

COCFJNG.

7 HEN building a multi-stage receiver such as to i.8 volts by a cun-ent of i8 mA. flowing through
Bard-Pass Four it is never wise to depart a ioo-ohms resistance, and the simple connections of
VV- the
from the original specification, for in nearly Fis. .1 immediately suggest themselves for the pick-up.
every case there is a reason, and sometimes an im- It will be seen that the grid return lead is taken to
portant reason, for the choice of a component, and for negative HT., and the grid bias is due to the voltage
its position in the set. There are, however, certain drop across the H.F. biasing resistance.
The bias
modifications which may be carried out without affect- voltage will not be equal to the normal H.F. bias of
ing the performance of the receiver, and without intro- i.8 volts, since the total current will be reduced by
ducng either instability or a lack of sensitivity.
biasing the AC/HL valve; it will be about 1.7 volts;
Perhaps the most important of these modifications which is ample to avoid grid current.
is the infroduction of a gramophone pick-up, and while
Space can easily be found beneath the baseboard for
this can easily be carried out in the present desigi
the decoupling resistance R of 0.25 meg. and the dethere are undoubtedly pitfalls for the unwary. As coupling condenser C. of i mf d., and the most convenient
the power stage directly follows the detector it is necesplace for them is just underneath the detector valvesary to convert the power grid detector into aì ordinary -holder. Two terminals for the pick-up connections
low-frequency amplifier. This necessitates care, for the can be mounted on a small ebonite strip held
brackéts
switching arrangements must be in the high-frequency to the back of the right-hand screening box, Sin exactly

b'

circuits of the receiver.
the same manner as the
aerial and earth terminals
As stated in the previous article' describing
are attached to the front
of the first screening box.
the set there must be some
the
The single-pole change12 volts peak across
primary of the intervalve
over switch, which must
be of the low-capacity
transformer in order fully
to load the push-pull
type and of small dimensions, should be mounted
power stage, and although
as near to the grid
the amplification factor of
terminal of the detector
the AC/HL valve is 35,
the actual stage amplifivalve-holder as possible.
When using the pick-up
cation with the 20,000ohms coupling resistance
care should be taken to
is only about 21 times.
the vo'ume control to
minimum, and to tune the
The pick-up, therefore,
--__________________
set to a wavelength upoñ
must be capable of putFig. 1.-A simple method of adding a gramophone pick-up. R and
C are the decoupling resistance and condenser of O.2S meg. and
ting 0.57 volts peak on the
which there is no powerful
I mfd. respectively, while R1 and C1 are the normal H.F. biasing
resistance of loo ohms and the by-pass condenser of 2 mfd.
local transmission. If these
grid of the AC/HL valve.
This necessitates a fairly
precautions are not taken
sensitive pick-up, but there should 'be no difficulty the local station may force its way through the set and
in choosing one which will give the required output, cause interference with the gramophone reproduction.
and which also has a good frequency characteristic, The sole objection to this method of adding a pick-up
is the necessity foi keeping the cathodes of the two
from among those recently reviewed in this journal.2
The grid, of the usual indirectly heated cathode H.F. valves heated, for it is their anode current which
valve should not be less negative than - i volt; the is relied upon for the provision of the full grid bias
AC/HL valve, therefore, must have a minimum bias voltage. It is thought that this is not a serious objecof 1.57 volts. The H.F. stages are normally biased tion, since the current consumption is low. If desired.
however, the more complicated arrangement of Fig. 2
The "Band-Pass Four." June 25th and July 2nd, 1930.
"Gramophone Pick-ups Tested." March 26th and April 2nd, may be used, but care must be taken to see that the
switch S0 is placed in a position such that the filament
1930.
S

jturn

2
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Four.and is certainly insufficient fully to load a pair of
wiring of the set is not lengthened; in particular. it P.X.4 valves. Experimental work is being carried
must not be placed near to the detector valve, as this on with a view to evolving an intervalve coupling
would probably introduce hum. The switch S1 must,
which will allow the use of power grid detection with
of course, be placed close to the detector as in the former
anode voltages of from 150 to 200 volts, and when this
arrangement, and it must be remembered that there has been done there is no reason why the power grid
would he a grave risk of trouble from hum if a single detector should not work satisfactorily upon lowswitch were used to replace the two indicated.
voltage D.C. mains.
Alterations to the H.T. rectifying circuit, as distinct
In general, it is unwise to change from the valves
from the smoothing circuit, should not affect the per- specified by the designer, and this is particularly true
formance, provided that there is a potential of 256 volts, of those snecified for the FJ.F. stages. The Mullard
at the 62 mA. required by
S4VA, a test report on
the set, across the terwhich recently appeared in
minais of the 4-mid.
these pages,3 would appear to be suitable for the
condenser. The substituBand Pass Four. Little, if
tion of a Westinghouse
any, greater amplification
H.T.i metal rectifier for
can be expected, however,
the U.8 valve would necesand there is some risk of
sitate a specially wound
inmains transformer. The
4V Al
stability,
which
be
output of this rectifier is a
can
PICK-UP
cured in the manner Indilittle less than that of the
p
cated below. It must not
U.8 valve specified, being
'
I
be forgotten, if these
about 230 volts at 62 mA.,
valves be used, that it will
and the reduction in
voltages will make itself
be necessary to change the
R
values of the anode-circuit
felt chiefly in a slightly
volt-dropping resistance,
reduced power output.
the screen-grid potentioThis reduction is not
meter, añd the HF. gridlikely to.be serious, howJ_
TO HEATERS OF H.FVALVES
bias resistance.
ever, and quite satisfaèJ
The HF. circuits are
tory results should be
Fia. 2.-The method or adding a pick-up when the H.F valves
normally adjusted so that,
obtained.
must be switched off. The resistance R is 0.25 meg.; R1 is the
normai bias resistance of loo ohms and R2 is 400 ohms. C and C1
with the volume control at
The same remarks apply
are respectively t mfd. and 2 mfd.
maximum; the set is near
to those who wish to use
D.C. mains for the H.T. supply and a four-volt the oscillation point, but does not actually oscillate at
accumulator for the low tension. A pair of P.X.4 any point within the tuning ranges. When the alteravalve3 may be substituted for the P.625 valves in the, tions mentioned abave have been made it may easily
push-pull stage to secure uniformity in the L.T. supply; happen that instability sets in or else one of the circuits
has in som'e way become slightly damped, and the se
to avoid extensive alterations to the grid bias arrangements and probable trouble from motor boating, how- is too stáble. This may also be found even when the
ever, it would be wise to substitute dry batteries for original specification has been strictly adhered to, owing
to slight variations in individual components and their
the normal free grid bias arrangements.
placing in the set. Tappings are provided on the anodeModifications for D.C. Mains
circuit coils to meet these cases, and it is by their
With some mains extra smoothing equipment may be adjustment that the set is, under all conditions, brought
needed, but since the mains transformer and rectifer into its best operating condition.
In all there are some twenty-seven different
are not required there is plenty of space available for
any necessary additions. The greatest difficulty likely
TABLE I.
to be encountered with D.C. mains working will be
due to the low voltage available for the power detector,
and it is probable that it will be unsatisfactory with
ist H.F.
2nd H.P.
Detector'
Position.
Anode Coil.
Anode CoiL
Grid Lead.
Incidentally,
mains of lower voltage than 240.
care must be taken in the operation of the set from
Full coil
Full coil
coil
D.C. mains as, if the positive be earthed, the screening
2
..
..
Full coil
coil
coil
i
Onu
1'1I
Onu
i
nn,I
boxes and all metal parts will be' at. the full mains
4
coil
Full coil
..
voltage, and there will be a grave risk of shock. In
4 coil
5
coil
..
* coil
4 coil
ny case, a i-mfd. condenser.must be inserted in both
6
..
coil
coil
Full coil
..
the aerial and earth leads in order to comply with the
7
.
coil
..
4 coil
4 coil
8
..
F.E.E- regulations.
Full coil
..
4 coil
4 coil
9
..
..
4 coil
4 coil
4 coil
At the present time the use of power grid detection
with H.T. voltages of less than 240 volts cannot be
;:ecommended; the output with lower voltages is limited,
"A New AC. Screen Grid Valve." -July 2nd, 1930.
Notes on the Band Pass
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Notes on the Band Pass

Four.-

the matters of ease of control, ease of adjustment,
quality, range, and selectivity. Each of these three
_adjustments gives a different "feel" to the set, and
since it is the sensitivity which is chiefly affected it is
convenient to designate them as "low," "high," and
"normal " sensitivity.

-

Ways in which these tappings may be connected, and
eah will give a different degree of stability and amplification. A few of the more important positions are
given in Table I for the medium-wave band and
in Table II for the long-wave band; they are
arranged in their approximate order of stability, beginfling with the least stable arrangement. It should

-

TABLE II.
st H.F. Anode Coil.

Position.

-:_________________________

Connections.

Tapping.
Full coil
Full coil

Reversed,

Tain

NormaL

Low Sensitivity.
The adjustment for low sensitivity is by far the easiest,
and it results in the attainment, under all conditions,
of the best possible quality from the set. The circuits
are a long way from the oscillation point, and the
tuning is by no means critical. The range of the set,
however, is considerably less than that obtainable with
either of the other adjustments; and the sensitivity is
only sufficiently great to give full loud speaker reproduction from, a few of the stronger Continental stations,
such as Radio Paris, Hilversum, Kalundborg, Rome,
Toulouse, etc. Owing to this reduced amplification
this adjustment can only be recommended to those who
desire the best possible quality with high selectivity
and a limited number of,alternative programmes. The
-

be noted that the tapping positions are indicated by
the amount of the coil to be included in the anode
As an example, the tapping
circuit of the valve.
designated ". coil" means that the anode lead of the
valve must be connected to the tapping on the coil

-
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.The Band Pass Four
Receiver showIng the

-

-

-

.
'

.

.

,

ganged condensers.

.

.

adjustment can 'he made with certainty by placing the
coil tappings as in condition 9 in Table I for the
mediumwave band, and as in condition 4 in Table II
for the long-wave band
High

which is two-thirds of the way .fronì the low-potential
end of the coil. Similarly, the "normal" connections
for the long-wave coil are those given in the original
article, and the phrase "tapping, reversed connections"
means, leave the anode lead joined to- the tapping, and
reverse the connections to the outer ends of the
windings.
There are three conditions of satisfactory adjustment
for the Band Pass Four, and which of these is chosen
will, naturally depend upon the builder's preferences in
B23

.

Sensitivity.

The adjustment for maximum. sensitivity is equally
simple, and consists in placing the anode leads as in
conditions i in both tables. This adjustment gives,
under all conditions, the maximum range and selectivity, but at the expense of quality. With the volume
control set at maximum the anode-circuit tappings are
so placed that the receiver oscillates at all settings of.
the tuning dial. Oscillation can be controlled by means
of the volume control, which, in addition to its proper
sphere, is used as a control of regeneration. It will

-
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Four.-

be seen that by adjusting the control so that the set is
nearly, but not quite, oscillating the maximum range
is secured.
Under these conditions the band-pass filters no longer
retain the sidebands, and the quality is little better
than that given by more normal tuning circuits. The
full quality can be obtained, however, by placing the
volume control in a position such that the set is not
close to oscillation. Briefly, this sensitivity adjustment
allows of the attamment of high quality with low sensitivity, and of ordinary quality with high sensitivity,
merely by the adjustment of the volume-control knob.
It will be seen, therefore, that if a certain loud speaker
strength be required from all stations the quality will
depend upon the strength of the transmitter, and, within
limits, the stronger the station the better will be the
-

quality.

-

This adjustment can be recommended for those who
want to get the most out of the set, and who do not
mind a little more trouble in tuning. Oscillation must
a4ways be avoided or the set will radiate quite as badly
as any of the old single-valve sets. The quality with
the volume control turned vell down will be about as
good as that with the low-sensitivity adjustment, while
the sensitivity and selectivity will also be of the same
order.
-,
Normal

Sensitivity.

This adjustment aims at securing all the advantages
of the high-sensitivity adjustment, but with the circuits
so adjusted that oscillation can never occur. At best
this is a compromise, and the sensitivity is lower than
that of the high adjustment, although it may closely
approach it. As might be expected, the adjustments
necessary to arrive at this condition are more difficult
to carry out. The ideal to aim at is so to adjust the
ànode-cixcuits tappings that, with the volume control
at maximum, the set is nearly, but not quite, oscillating
at all points within the tuning ranges. It will usually
A New Session.
Each year the Radio Exhibition heralds the
opening of the wireless club season, though
some of the more enterprising organisations
are already under way before Olympia opens
its doOrs.
Actually a few energetic clubs maintain their
activities throughont the slimmer, finding that
field days and occasional lectures during the
heat waves help to retain the interest of
members and guarantee a good start for tise
winter.

0000

Birmingham Stalwarts.
Prominent among the all.the-year-round clubs
is Siade Radio (Birmingham). During the past
summer, frequent meetings have been held and
visits paid to places of wireless interest. On a
recent Saturday a party of twenty members
were conducted over the London Regional
station at Brookmans Park. every detail being
clearly explained by the .B.E.C. engineers.
The winter programme Includes lectures,
demonstrations of the latest apparatus, debates.
outings to places of interest, and several social
functions Full particulars Can lse obtained on
application to the Hon. Secretary, 110, HillariCs
Road, Oravelly Hill, Birmingham.

0000

For Bristol Enthusiasts.
Th Friday eveising. lectures of the Bristol and
flist!'ict Radio Society, which proved highly
popular last year, are to he continued as bolore
In the Geographical Lecture Theatre of the

University of Bristol.

Radio Record," an instructive

H

be found impossible conpletely to attain this condition,
and there will be a slight falling off in sensitivity at
one or both ends of the tuning range. The taping
positions for this condition were given in the original
article as two-thirds on each coil (condition 5 in
Table I), and this will usually be approximately correct.

Ganging Changed by Alteration in Tapping.
To obtain the best results a certain amount of experimenting is necessary, but this can quickly be carried
out if the following procedure be observed: Set the
tappings for condition 5. If the set be unstable try
condition 6; if it be still unstable try condition 7, and
so on. On the other hand, if the set be too stable
try condition 4, and so on. The variaus conditions.
in the tables are arranged in their approximate order
of stability, but in one or two cases the difference is so
small that slight variations between different sets wight
upset the order of stability.
This is the best adjustment for good all-round results,
and can be recommended to those who want a receiver
which, in addition to giving first-class quality with high
selectivity, is highly sensitive without requiring any
care in operation to avoid oscillation.
The adjustment of the ganging was discussed at
length in the original article, and little more need be
said about this. It must be borne in mind, however,
that alterations to the positions of the anode-circu.L
tappings will affect the ganging to a slight extent; and
after altering these tappings it will be necessary to readjust the equalising condensers. Similarly, if any alteration be made to the aerial the ganging of the first tuned
circuit may be upset and need readjustment. It must
not be thought, however, that the ganging will be
greatly upset, for even without readjustment the set
will usually continue to give satisfactory results. lt
is only when the very finest results are required that
it becomes necessary to pay attention to such details
as these.

CLUB NEWS.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

presented.

0000

Meetings- Twice a Week.
The Kentish Town and District Radio Society
lias opened its winter session.
Meetings are
held twice weekly, on Tuesdays and Fridays at
8 p.m.
Keen members are cordially welcomed.
Tise Brookmans Park station was visited by an
interested party on a recent Saturday afternoon.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8th.
3Ius,.cdll Hill sd District ltadio Societs,.At 8 p.m. At Tollington School. Tetherdown, N.1O. Lectsre " Elementary Principles of lfadio," by Mr. Leonard Hartley,
RSe., AiG. (Firsi 0/ 3 series 0/ /055?
lectures.)
North Middleaeo
ifadio Society-At 8
p.m. At St. Pssl's institute, IVinch" WaveHill
N.21.
Lectura
snore
meters, by Mr. L. C. Hofton.
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 9th.
Kessisptoo Iladio Society-At 8.30 p.m.
At 20 Penywern Road, Earls Court, SW.
Lecture " ¡teces t Improvements is Volve
Manufacture," bss Mr. Parr
(of the
Cosmos Lamp Werks, Ltd.).
Slade Radio (Birming/aarn).-At 8 p.m. At
Broomfield Rood.
I/ac Parochial
Review of Olympia Radio
Erdisyton.
Show.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10th.
Bristol and District Radis Society-At
7.30 p.sn. (Discussion from 7.15 p.m.).
¡n the Geographical Lecture Theatre.
Universily of Bristol.
Lecture ' Jl'ire
by a
'eso, its Progreso and History,
representative of the O:E.C.

lIon. Secretary. Mr. A. H. Sartain,
rington Street, Regent's Past, NW.

40,

Hai-

0000

1.1

Elementary Lectures.
\Vireless beginners in the N.E. district of
London have an opportunity to increase their
technical knowledge by means of a serles of
weekly lectures on elementary radio to be given
at 7.45 p.m. on Fridays at the Daiston Literary
Institute under the auspices of the London
County Council. The lecturer is Mr. Robert W.
Minter, AlEE.
Particulars can he obtained on application to
the Bead of the Institute, Mr. R. H. Rotierte,
flaloton County Secondary School, Colvgrstone
Crescent, Daloton, E.g.

ff0

-

111m

by Messrs. Ensign. Ltd., was shown at the
opening meeting, held on Friday, October 3rd.
Tise meetings will be held weekl. at 7.15 p.m..
the first quarter of an hour being devoted to
discussion.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. S. T. Jordan, 1, Myrtle
Road, Cotham, Bristol.

0000

An

i
i

Insitatlon.

Secretaries of wireless clubs, are invited to
send in syllabuses and reporto of meetings toi
publication. Photography are welcome.
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Lvents of the Weel< in Brief Review.
SUPER-STATION FOR IRELAND.

What will probably be the most power.
ful broadcasting station in Western
Europe is shortly to be erected in the Irish
Free State. We are in a position to announce that the Saorstat Government has
placed a contract for the erection of a fi
kilowatt transmitter with Marconi's Wire.
less Teiegraph Co., Ltd.
The site has not yet been fixed, but will
probably be in the neighbourhood of Athlone. The wavelength will be 413 metres.

-

000C
WIRELESS AND WINE;
Radio-Bez iers, the French broadcasting
station, re-opened on September 29th after
an interval of silence. Situated in the
French wine district, the station is to leatuje talks on subjects of intere$ to wine
producers and wine consumers.

0000
FRENCH RADIO EXPORTS DOWN.
French official statistics show that the
exports of wireless products fell considerably during the summer, the figure for
June being half that of the same month in
the lowest recorded since
1929 and
Decethber, 1928.

0000

BELGIANS PAY

.

At least 100,000 Belgian listeners will,
it is hoped, have taken out receiving
licences by the conclusion of the first
year's administration by the new National
Institute of Broadcasting. The Cornmittee joyfully announces that the tax
receipts are mounting :ati5fact0r

-

BROADCASTING AT 11 P.M.!
When a landlord complained last week
at Lambeth County Court that hia
lodger's wireless set was working between

liminary experiments may start in a few
weeks'. time.
Should the tests prove successful a
public service will be opened with Japan
similar to the existing transatlantic

and 12 at night, Deputy Judge
Mcüleary expressed surprise. Counsel,
according to a newspaper report, said he
thought there were foreign station broadcaats at that hour.
11

service.
.

S

FOR MANCHESTER STUDENTS.
Wireless is included in the programme
of winter courses arranged by the Manchester Municipal College of Technology.

° ° ° °

FOR CLUB SECRETARIES.

The Theory, Design and Operation

o o oo

of Gramophone Pick-tips" is the title of
a new lecture, prepared by Messrs. Burndept, for delivery before radio societies.
The lecture, which deals in particular
with the Burndept Needle Armature
Pick-up, can be followed by a demonstration.
All interested should communicate with
Mr. W. D. Oliphant, B.Sc., Research
Dept., Burndept Wireless (1928), Ltd.,
Eastnor' House, Blackheath, S.E.3.

THE STENODE RADIOSTAT.
We learn that a licence to manufactürers under the Stenode Radiostat
patents is being issued by the British
Radiostat Corporation, and we believe that
the royalty has been fixed at Vs. 6d.
per set.

At the cabled invitation of tha Radio
Manufacturers' Association of America,
the Stenode Radiostat is to bedemonstrated at the Chicago Radio Show .on
October 20th, and Dr. James Robinson,
the inventor, accompanied by Mr. Percy
W. Harris, are sailing for America this
week to arrange the demonstration.
0000
NEW "SUPERHET." BOOM IN

0000

PUBLIC 'PHONE TO JAPAN?
We learn that new directional equipment is being erected at the G.P.O.
wireless station at Rugby in preparation
for radio telephony tests between this
country and Japan. A Post Office
official informed The Wireless ¡Vorid that
arrangements for the, tests were fully
discussed with Dr. Inada, Japanese
Minister of Posts and Telephones, on his
recent visit to England, and that pre-

-

AMERICA.
The lowest prices in the history of
american radio prevailed at J3adio
World's Fair, which has just closed after
-

successful week's run in the Madison
Square Garden, New Yqrk.
a
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OLYMPIA SHOW COMPETITION.
As wò write these notes we learn that
the entry forms for Tite lrisele&s World

Olympia Show Competition are arriving in
arge quantities at the editorial offices.
and some few days still remain before the
closi'ng date for forms to be posted.
It is not expected that it will be Possible to announce the result of the ballot
foi' two or three weeks because the task of
sorting out the votes and ascertaining the
winners in each class must necessarily take
a considerable time. Meanwhile, we hope
that every reader has participated in the
ballot and will send in his form in good
time if he has not already done so. The
resulta will be announced as early as pos-.
sible in Tite Wireles.s World. The prizes
will be awarded, and subsequently it is
again our intention to review the winning
apparatus in the pages of this journal.
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GERMANY'S "BROADCASTING HOUSE." An aerial view of the new giant headquarters in Berlin of the German Broadcasting Company. The novel form of the
building is typical of the daring architectùral experiments common in Germany to-day.
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Refinements rather than basic changes
marked the niaioritv of the receivers on
view, writes a ¿oirspondent. The trend
towards the superheterodyno was very
noticeable. With their production all
centred in Camden, NJ., described as
the new radio hub of the world," the
Radiola, Victor, General Electric, Westinghouse and Graybar firms all offered
snperheterodynes.
Newcomers in the
superheterodyne field are the GrigsbyGrunow and Atwater Kent Companies.
There are now nearly fifty makers of
midget " sets, while at least a dozen
manufacturers are offering car radio
installations.
0000
COMPULSORY RECEPTION.
From December 31st next a Royal
Decree, postponed to permit the nianufäcture of sufficient apparatus, will require
all Italian non-passenger ships of less than
1,600 tons gross to carry a wireless set
capable of receiving the Rome weather
forecasts within a radius of 625 miles.
0000
-

A

"Though

DEADLY

WORDS.

the building, presumably,
harbours thousands of deadly kilowatts,
at only one spot do they seem not adequately leashed, and that is in the B.B.C.
exhibit. At that point alone you are
warned of high voltage
Thus wrote a Birmingham journalist
who visited the Olympia Jadio Show,
evidently unaware that the total power
output of the B.B.C. amplifier supplying
all the loud speakers did not exceed a
kilowatt and a half!
0000
-KDKA I'. KILOWATT CONTEST.
With KIJKA, Pittsburgh, about to go
on the ether in after-midnight tests with
400 kiiowats of power, Station WGY,
Schenectady, revealed plans to resume its
experiments with 200 kilowatts in similar
tests when it recently applied to the
Federa.l Radio Commission for a renewal
of the experimental licence of W2XAG,

......

MENAGERIE BROADCAST.

You are at this moment in the central
cage of the Pezon Menagerie" was t.li,
announcement which recently thrilled
listeners to the Radio P.T.T. Nord
station at Lilie. For three-quarters of an
hour the programme consisted of the
snarls, grunts, and other vocal efforts pf
a company of lions, tigers, leopards,
wolves, hyenas, and bears.
Our Paris
correspondent reports that the item was
accepted as an agreeable contrast to a
recent concert by canaries.
The microphone, it is stated, had a
narrow escape from the jaws of the lion,
Sultan.
0000
TESTS FROM NORMANDY.
Tests with a new broadcast transmitter
of 600 watts aerial output are taking
place daily at Caen (Normandy), usually
in the mornings between 11 and 1 o'clock,
on a wavelength of 329 metres. British
listeners are invited to send reports
to Emissions Radio Nord-Ouest, poste
de Caen, 5, - lue St. Martin, Caen,
France.
0000
TWO RECORDS.
At a time when records are being
smashed in every sphere of human activity, from tree sitting to attendances at
-

radio shows, France steps forward with
two more claims, writes our Paris correspondent. France has suddenly realised that it possesses not only the highest
aerial in the world (Eiffel Tower), but the
highest wireless station, the latter being
that situated in the Pic du Midi, at a
height of nearly 3,000ft.
0000
BLINDED SOLDIERS AND WIRELESS:
In the Fifteenth Annual Report of St.

Dunstan's for the year ended March 31st,
1930, sincere thanks are offered to the
many Wireless Clubs, traders, and individuals who have helped blinded
soldiers throughout the country to secure,
install, and maintain wireless sets. in
their homes.
The report describes the efforts which
are being made to make the lives of warblinded men happy and useful.

VUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
TELEVISION.
Some Developments in Television
Based on Quantitative Analysis " is the
title of a lecture to be given this evening
(Wednesday) by Mr. J. H. Owen Harries
at the opening meeting of the Television
Society's winter session. The meeting
will be held at 7 o'clock at Universiby
College, Gower Street, London, W.C.1.

0000
THE FERRY 'PHONE.
A new use for wireless telephony has
been found by the Canadian National

.1

Railways. The train ferries operating
between the mainland at Tormentine,
New Brunswick, and Borden, Prince
Edward Island, convey passenger coaches
and freight cars. Although the distance
covered is not great, weather conditions
frequently lengthen the time required for
the passage. To maintain communic.stion with the ferries at all times, the
company has installed two small 100-watt
wireless telephone transmitters and associated receivers. The ship sets are operated by remote control from the captain's
cabin.

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES.
7. and 14.Megacycle Wave-bands.

Mr. Robert Holmes (G6EH) sends us
his observations on recent short-wave
working from his station at Allertosi,
Liverpool. Conditions generally are still
very bad, and though there is plenty of
work on the 42-metre band, very few dis-

tant stations are heard.

THE WIRELESS CHAIR. A corner or
the control room at Budapest, showing
the Chair specially Constructed to facilitate
manipulation of the dials. Note the high

arm.

the auxiliary of WGY, writes our Washington correspondent. The superpower
would be resumed on the frequencies of
550, 660, 790, 1,150, and 1,500 kilocycles.
The 40.0 kilowatts of KUKA and the
200 kilowatts of WGY are the highest
power, so far as any records reveal, ever
attempted by any broadcasting stations
in the world.
0000
VALVES FOR ASTRONOMERS.
A new valve which, it is stated, can
accurately detect a variation of as minute
a current as 63 electrons per second has

been developed by the General Electric
Company of America.
Prof. Joel Stebbins, director of the
Washburn Observatory, is using two of
these low-grid current valves with a
quartz photo-electric cell to indicate the
position. intensity and spectrum of remote
stars. It is possible, according to the
Professor, to make nearly all astronomical observations photo-electrically, rather
than visually or photographically, with
decided advantages in rapidity and

sensitivity.

The 21-metie
band is, he says, nearly always blank,
though he has been in communication
with CT2AA at Fayal, Azores, and on
Saturday, September 13th, with \V1BUX
and W1BSM in Massachusetts at 22.00
and 23.05 B.S.T. After 23.30 on that
night all the distant stations seemed 1
disappear but several Belgian amateurs
came in at unusual strength, especially
ON4FE from Antwerp. Mr. Holmes asks
if any others observed these peculiar conditions on that wave-length.
0000
-

The R.S.G.B. Trophies.

The Rotab" Cup, presented iii 1926
by Mr. Gerald Marcuse for annual competition, has this year been won by Mr.
Frank Miles (G5ML). This Trophy is
awarded to the member who has accomplished some important long-distance
transmission, or who has carried out, on
behalf of the Society, some duty which
has furthered its progress. The Wortley
Talbot Cup, presented in 1928 by Dr.
Wortley Talbot, has been won by Mr.
Cecil Runeckles (SUSRS). The Powditch
Transmitting Trophy is awarded to Mr.
J. W. Matthews (G5LL), and the Receiving Cup to Mr. J. W. Hamilton (BRS 310)
for 10-metre test held during this year.
The Somerset Cup, presented by Mr. E. 'r.
Somerset for short-wave working, has been
won by Miss Barbara Dunn (G6YL). The
Committee Cup is awarded to Mr. W H.
Winchcombe (O6ZH).
B 2
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The effective H.F. amplification per
stage that can be obtained many
Screened Grid Set îs largely controlled by the inter-electrode capacity of the S.G. Valve. It is well
known that the lower the self
capacity of the valve the greater
its effective stage amplificatkni.
Important features in its design
and construction permit the interelectrode capacity of the new Cossor
215 S.G. to be reduced to the order
of .001 micro microfarads. This is
substantially lower than the self
capacity of any other Screened Grid
Valve on the market. lt follows,
therefore, that this new valve per.
mils a big increase in effective
amplification. In fact, results are
obtained which, a year ago, would

Cosor

215

SG.

2

volts,

15 amp. Impedance 300,000.

Amplification Factor.330.

Mutual

Conductance

11 m.a/v. Normal working
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SOLVES EVERY RESISTANCE PROBLEIÁ.,

C 14
T

"VOLUME
CONTROL"
For many years this
splendid Volume Control
has been extremely popular
with the Public. lt Is
regularly specified by all
the Radio Journals, giving
proof of its efficiency.

CLASTAT
-

-

Will comfortably dtssipate

with each:
Reasonably

Ideal for super-elIminators,
railiogranis,
amplIfiers,
chargers, cte. For use up
to 550 volts,

r: Baseboard

Bracket

priced at
"The Mclget Clarotat"
electrically mechanically
identical to the " Volume
Control,' but with Soldering Tags and without Baseboard Bracket.
Same size, saine Resistance
ltsnge, same useful5 ness, only

t

g

Sto ro

¡

Types" (N.P.)

j

'M"
es 'Bra'ss'

T

-

\ 555

.

..

"POWER"-35 Watts

Small and

tRICS SURVCC.

"STANDARD"

Now

5

Quite Ready!

- FREE All should write for a copy
of our New 48-page Book
on Mains Units, etc. over

loo 'Illustrations, iucfuding
many most valuable cirsuits of Interest to every

'RADIO" enthusiast.

NEW
WONDERFUL
VOLUME CONTROLS
The New"Clarostat"genu-

Ask your Dealer for a copy
of this wonder Book, or
send a p.c. direct to us.

5/-

LONDON,

GATE,

s.w.i.

programme
1

-

MODEL Z.20

.

has specialised for nearly
five

i

Exhtbiting at the

producing

instruments.

_________________________________
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Tobacco that Counts
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Made by the firm which
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Otite, Celeotion modele from
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CELEST

¡Sog.

Wi//tout doubt the most a/tract ive
Loud -,speaker at the price. Ils reproduction will delight the most
critical listener. Its cabinet is
particularly attractive.
O
InOAK ....
MAHOGANY ..
5 0

£715

It'sthe

THIS IS NOT THE
WHOLE STORY.

Remember it i's
your loud-speaker
which has the
final word in the
quality of your
radio and choosê

.

j

/

j

'Phone: VICTORIA 7595.

on any

'i-

Finish)

THERE ARE MANY
OTHER TYPES.
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"Store" Types

LTD.,

4 ), BUCKINGHAM

.

World" tests): theaccepted
control for ElIminators.
Also made in a wIde variety
of other ranges, replacing
bothersome fixed resistances. After sIx years selling
better than ever.

tee Wire HIgh-Resistance
Potentiometer Volume Controls are now ready, Made
In 20 different ranges, Our
book contaIns 24 new circuits regarding them. They
make a decided step forward
in the design of correct
Volume Controls.
Prices from

-CLAUDE LYONS
I

I

76, OLDHALL ST.,
LIVERPOOL.

'Phone Central 4641.

''

Universal Range; 100 ohnis
to 5 megohms; dissipates
15w. at 230 y. or 20 w.
at 120v, (See " Wireless

/
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The Correction of Defects
T

in'

the Receiving Set.

JOHN HARMON.
(Continued from page 372 of previous issue.)
By

O

O

V

'

-

O

-

abandon the use of reaction, and replace it
¶ Fbywehigh-frequency
amplification, and if, in addition,

placed by a device which gives a simpler and
'less abrupt air disturbanc
We must not shatter the
we eliminate audio chokes and voltage transformers listener's illusions by giving
by the use of resistance-capacity coupling in the audio away these secrets, but
amplifier, we can improve the reproduction of tran- one typical example may.
sients considerably. Bu the inductive and resonant be cited as it is rarely
loud speaker which is in universal use to-day offers a called for: this is the imiserious bar to further improvement. -So well is this tation of the sound of a
fact recognised that there is a distinct tendency to lawn mower or reaping
arrange for broadcasting programmes to be as free from machine by the rotatión of
transients as possible. The frequency with which the an egg whisk! The reader
smooth and strongly rhythmic mùsic of Bach is per- can try this for himself,
formed in the studio, as compared, with the neglect oi ahd will no doubt agree
the works of Wagner, with their abrupt changes of mood that there is a ridiculous
similarity between the
and thunderous effects, may be traced to this cause.
Fig. 9.-A tuned series drThe production of theatrical noises has been care- sounds.
cuit in parallel with a loud
speaker reduces its emisfully studied at Savoy Hill, and it appears
We must now Come to
sion over a frequency band.
that in all cases the actual noise must be re- grips with the remedies
'hich can be administered to unsatis103
factory sets, and we shall find it best
to begin with the output end and work
backwards, since the performance of
each stage is go'erned by the input
supplied to it by the preceding stage.
J,[

O.

'

.

'

-

The Loud Speaker.

The loud.speaker is the weakest liììk
in the wireless chain in that it introduces more distortion than any other
single
Usually, the low,
and high frequencies are attenuated,
and often a lack of damping produces
a peak somewhere about 1,000 cycles
in the upper soprano register.
The
obvious cure for this state of affairs is
to by-pass this region by a tuned circuit inserted in parallel with the
speaker, and as this is a matter of
importance we shall go into it in detail. If, as in Fig. 9, we insert a series
circuit tuned to 1,000 cycles, its

n
>.

component.4

z1
w
I

-

'N
0001

[001

01

001

1

1O

MICROFARAOS

Fie. 10.-This chart gives values of inductance and capacity required to tune to any
one of the frequencies indicated. Thus 0.1 henry with 0.015 mId, tune to 1,000 cycles.
1329
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We apologise in advance to Messrs. Smith,
Jones, and Dobinson, whose loud speakers are
not only perfect but actually improve on the
orinal music.
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Quality Reception.-

impedance at that frequency is that of the resistance
alone since the coil neutralises the condenser, while at
other frequencies the impedance may be quite large.
The frequency at which the speaker blasts or sounds
excessively loud should first be found by striking the
corresponding note on the piano. Then from Fig. io
a choice can be made of inductance and capacity which
tune to this frequency. Thus at i,000 cycles we may
choose one henry and 0.015 mfd. The value of the
series resistance can be chosen to suit the circumstances,
i.e., the sharpness of the cut-out required.
Fig. ii
shows the variation of impedance with frequency of
such a series circuit. The curves correspond to a onehenry coil with a capacity to tune to 1,000 cycles, and
the numbers attached to the curves indicate that the
ratio of the series resistance to the reactance of the coil
i,000 cycles is i, 0.4,0.2, 0.1 or 1/15. Since reactance
r=22rfLr=2r x i,000x I=6,28o ohms; if we choose a
resistance o.i times this value the resistance will be
6,28oxo.I=628 ohms, and the impedance on tune will
accordingly be 628 ohms, as shown for the peak
of the o.i curve in Fig. ii. At 2,000 cycles or soo
cycles the impedance rises to io,000 ohms, and has
a negligible effect in shunting a 2,000-ohm speaker.
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If we choose a coil of 2 henrys the reactance is
doubled, and if we keep to the same ratio of resistance
to reactance the whole curve should be displaced upwards by an amount equal to*the distance between i
and 2 on the vertical scale. Accordingly, by copying
the curves on tracing paper we can displace them to fit
any reas6nable value Of reactance and resistance. Thus
with
a low-impedance
speaker we might require ja 0. i henry coil: in this
case the curve must slide
downwards by a distance
3
equal to the distance between i and io on the I
j
vertical scale.
T h i s
j'ig. 12.-Dimensions for a
brings the curves off the
described in the text.
squared diagram, but the
same
result
be
can
attained by leaving the curves in position and dividing
the vertical-scale numbers by io.
If the one-heniy coil is to be tuned to, say, 2,000
cycles, the curves should be displaced parallel to the
All
dotted line till the peaks rest on 2,000 cycles.
reactance of values will then be doubled as the
formula indiçates should be the case.
A suitable air-cored coil can be
wound on the circular former shown in
Fig. 12. The resistance and inductance obtained when different wire
gauges are used to fill the winding
space are calculated from "Radio
Data Charts " and are given in the
iriuii
table.
The 1st column shows thaf the resistance is a small fraction of the
reactance, and an added resistance is
necessary to broaden the absorption
band. The 0.12 henry coil is suitable
for low-impedance speakers, while the
o.8 henry coil is of the right order for
high-impedance speakers.
Inductance Calculation for Ironcored Coils.
When an iron-cored coil is used, the
core being built up from Stalloy
stampings, the inductance is given by
the formula

PER

0 0
0 0
qoo
Cq
0

SECOND

Fig. 11.-Impedance y. frequency for the
clrcWt of Fig.
to a one henry-coil tuned to 1,000 cycles, with values of
as marked on each curve. The curves can be displaced to
Inductance and tuning frequency, as explained In

-

curves refer
resistance/reactance
suit other values of
the text.
9. The

/j\2

Henrys=I.3x(-1
\I0OJ

x-xt
b
I

where n = number of wire turns.

b=breadth of stamping (Fig.

13) in inches.
1= length of mean magnetic
path (Fig. 13) in inches.
t=thickness of built-up core in
inches.
Thus for a No. 4 stamping b=i", 1=
91, hence if 300 turns are put on L=
I

3

X

X I

= 1.3 henrys when the

core is built up to a thickness of i
Fig. 14 illustrates four ways
-

.1
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Reception.coupling the speaker. The first method of direct connection is to be utterly condemned since the D.C. valve
cut-rent will upset the balance of the reed and pull it
towards the stop: chattering may thus be caused when
the amplitude of vibration becomes large at low frequencies, and the unbalance will cause unsymmetrical
vibration and introduce harmonics. Besides, the impedance of the speaker is probably smaller than that of
the valve, so that the power transformation is not efficient. Transformer coupling with the primary in the
plate circuit gets rid of all these difficulties and is the
method most commonly used. The iron core should be
builtup from stampings, at least No. 4 size, to avoid
Low
magnetic saturation due to the direct current.
notes will be lost if the volume of iron is insufficient.
Stalloy should be used for this transformer in preference to the new nickel-steel alloys, which are easily
saturated by D.C., but are quite suitable for diagrams
(c). and (d) in Fig. 14., where no D.C. component exists.
Quality

r

In the rare case 01 excessive reproduction of low notes
the best method is to reduce the low-frequency input
to the grid of the power valve by using a smaller grid
condenser than usual.

-

TABLE OF INDUCTANCE WINDINGS.

The Power Valve.

The purchase of a milliammeter for insertion in the
plate circuit of the power valve is well justified. Not only

h:t.
-

-

(a)

Wire

Diameter
in Inches

Turns.

Yards.
.

(SSC.).
0.036
0.022
0.018
0.0124

1,560
4,000
5,8)O
11,700

-

390

1,000
1,450
2,900

D.C.
Resistance
in Ohms.
9

65

140
580

1-lerirys.

Reactance
at 1,000
Cycles.

0.12
0.80
1.7
6.8

760

5,000
10.000
43,000

-

0.012
0.013
0.014
0.014

D.C. current in the transformer primary is eliminated
when choke-condenser coupling is used, but it must
be remembered that the choke itself must be large
enough to avoid magnetic saturation. This coupling is
an attractive one, for the
experimenter since the
speaker and transformer
-are cut off from the H.T.
supply and so can be experimented with safely.
Push - pull transforma4-'-------- - -----tion gives the best quality
of all: the magnetic effícts
of the D.C. components
cancel out in the primary,
and in addition the curvature of the lower bend of
the characteristic of one
valve is compensated by
the opposite curvature of
the upper bend of the.
other.
The absorption
FIS. 13.-Two types of stampings used for iron cores. In
circuit of Fig.
can be
each case (1), the mean
magnetic path, is shown in
used when required with
broken lines, while (b) Is the
any of these coupling
breadth of stamping to be
used in the formula.
schemes since it is simply
connected across the terminals of the loud speaker.
If the speaker should give excessive reproduction of
high frequencies the absorption circuit can be tuned
to a higher pitch and will dea' with the matter effectively, but a simpler method is to connect a condenser
across the speaker terminals. Values between 0.02
and 0.05 mfd. are suitabl for a 2,000-ohm speaker.

1RH ï

'I

.

(o)

Reactance

L

'

:b)

Resistance

I

-

H

I

(d)

Fia. 14.-Types of loud speaker coupling. (I) direct connected.
(2) transformer coupled. (3) choke-capacily coupled. (4)
push-pull transformer coupled.

does it give timely warning of the need to recharge the
H.T. and L.T. batteries, but the slightest overloading
is at once proclaimed and the correct value of grid bias
made manifest. Since the grid of the power valve is,
not in direct connection with the preceding stage, but
either inductively connected through a transformer or
capacitatively through a condenser and grid leak, the
oscillations impressed on the grid swing symmetrically
above and below the undisturbed value of the grid
potential, and hence if the valve is working over the
straight part of its characteristic curve the swing of
plate current will also be symmetrical. Accordingly,
the average current as read on the plate meter should
remain constant.
When the valve is overloaded this symmetry is destroyed and the needle flickers. Moreover, the diretion in which the needle first moves at the beginning
of a flicker indicates the state of the grid bias; if the
bias is insufficient the top of the grid swing is cut off
when it reaches the filament voltage, owing to grid current, so that the top df the plate current swing is also
cut off, and the average current decreases. If the bias
is excessive the negative grid swing reaches the curved
parts of the characteristic where the plate current is
smaller, so that the average current increases.
The
correct bias is found by adjustment till flicks occur on
the average as often to the right as to the left.

B 3t
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uality Reception.It is easy to adjust the whole receiver so that the
power valve is the first to overload; a steady plate
current then indicates that the set is working within its

capacity.
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line, and hencè distortion arises. The distortion. however, is not severe since it produces only a slight flattening of the current swing equivalent to the introduction of about 5 per cent. of a third harmonic, and may

Pentode uersus Triode.

The introduction of the pentode power valve has
made it possible to cut out a stage of intermediate L.F.
amplification and so to feed the power valve directly
from the detector. This economy, however, is not
without drawbacks from the point of view of quality;
these arise from the peculiar characteristic curves of
the pentode and the distortion produced by them.
The curves of a triode (Fig. 15) are sensibly parallel
and equally spaced straight .lines over a considerable
length, and with a suitable plate load the working point
moves along a line such as AB. It is easily seen that
for equal changes of grid potential equal changes of
plate. current occur, so that, no distortion results.

r

(I)

Ui

w
o.

::'

4
-J
-j

z

Fig. 16.-Pentode characteristic curves. Under the same
conditions s in Fig. 15, but with 12.5 volts grid bias, the
change in plate current -for a given change in grid potential
becomes smaUer as the arid potential approaches filament
potential and so distortion results.

I-

z
Ui

D

o

be considered ñegligible compared with the errors associated with the average loud speaker. In a search for
the best possible quality, however, we must remember
that this distortion does actually exist.

Ui

o

o
z

be contitued.)
0000

BOOKS RECEIVED.
0
I

50

loo
ANODE

150

200

250

VOLTS

Fig. 15.-Triode characteristic curves. With 150 plate volts,
20 volts grid bias and a resistance load of 8,000 ohms thrown
in the plate circuit through a transformer, the dynamic
characteristic is the thick line. It is clear that the plate
current follows the grid swing without distortion.

In

the case of the pentode (Fig. i6) the characteristics are curved from the origin up to the value of the
supply voltage, and straighten out beyond this point.
The working line AB intersects many of the characteristics where they are strongly curved, and it is plain
that the change in plate current is no longer proportional to the grid swing over the whole of the working

Alternating Gui-rent Bridge Met,'tods for the measurement of
Inductance, Capacitance and Effective Resistance at Low and
Telephonic Frequencies, by B. Hague, D.Sc. Second edition
rvised and enlarged. Pp. 391-f-XVI, with 112 diagams and
illustrations. Published by Sii Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd.

J

London, price 15s. net.
Guide to Wireless (fifteenth edition), conipiled by G. J. Dale,
of the Saxon Radio Co., Blackpool. A handbook which, while
dealing mainly with the apparatus and components of this firm,
contains much useful advice to novices in thechoice and equipment of receiving stations, including a three-valve receiver for
wavelengths from 14 to 550 metres. Pp. 96, with numerous itlus.
trations and diagrams. Price is., post free.
Ralph Stranger's ¡V2reless Library for tiLe " Man in the
Street." No. 8, Wireles Waves. No. 9, Wireless Communies.
tion and Broadcasting. No. 10, Modern Valves. No. 11, How'
to Understand Wireless Diagrams. No. 12, Selection of \Vieless Signals. Each number pp. 64, with numerous illustrations
and diagrams, price is. Published by George Newnes, Ltd.,
London.
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Warehouse Calling.
Studio No. 10, which I was privileged
to visit a few days ago, suggests to a
passer-by a derelict fire station converted
into a night club. If he were to follow
one of those dress-suited figures past the
deserted wharves and through the red
doors of a corner warehouse, the inquisitive visitor would find himself in the
làrgest broadcasting studio in Britain, if
not in the world.

1'

R.E'v'
f_J

-

O O O O

/

Flood of Light.
The colour scheme-green and yellowhelps to give a sense of vastness to the
new "studio," which is bathed in a flood
of light from ninety-six 100-watt lamps.
0000
Crisp Echo Effect.
Many listeners who heard the preliminary broadcast on Friday last by
Jack Payne and his dance orchestra will
have noted the crisp echo effect, not unlike that which we associate with the
Grand Hotel, Eastbourne. This is partly
due tu the undraped walls, consisting
merely of painted brick, and to the unusual height of 30 feet from the carpeted
floor to the draped ceiling.
000e
Four Microphones.
Provision is made for four microphones. The extensions are taken to the
A amplifier in a small room adjoining
the studio and thence by private line,
about 500 yards in length, to the control
room at headquarters.
CCOO

r-L-t,;

The Dominions

By Our Special Correspondent.

The loud speaker has come to stay, and
those who are unable to preserve a detached attitude in a semi:detached villa
should quarrel with the builders; not the B.B.C.
0000

Fortune Waiting.
Builders are now offering startling inducements to prospective purchasers of
A

"O.B:" Triumph.
Although Studio No. 10 is regarded
almost as an annexe to Savoy Hill, the
arrangements are in the hands of the
"OB." Department. They have done
their job well in transforming a dungeon
into a palace in less than five weeks.
An

0.0

Twelve Months..
Considering the price per acre of inlaid
linoleum and carpets cut to fit, it is a pity
that the new studio is to be dismantled
in twelve months' time, when Broadcasting House is opened.
The thoughtful listefler may ask
whether the output of the orchestra of
114 players will make such a difference
in his loud speaker as to warrant the
expense.
0000
Noisy Loud Speakers.

The oscillation nuisance was once the
main theme for fiery correspondence reNowadays more
ceived by the B.B.C.
letters deal with the noisy loud speaker.
From time to time tactful pleas are
made at the microphone, but these seem
merely to provoke the retort that the
Englishman's home is his castle or, rather,
his concert hail.

ccoo

Troubles oÏ the Semi-detached.
The B.B.C. can hardly be expected to
sympathise violently with those who suffer
through the broadcasting enthusiasm of
their neighbours. If, as Savoy Hill must
wish, we all listened all the time we
should never hear the neighbour's set.

"STUDIO NO. 10." This photograph o!
the converted warehouse was taken under
the southernmost arch of Waterloo Bridge.
With a floor area of 4,000 square feet, the
studio is probably the largest in the world.

their houses.
Who will be the first
builder to produce party walls "guarteed sound-tight"?
A fortune awaits
him.

-

-

0000

A

CC

Empire Broalcasting.
From the Prime Minister himself we
have already learnt that Empire Broadcasting is included in the agenda of the
Imperial Conference.
But we may b
sure that the discussion will take a djfferent f orm from that at the recent conference of delegates from the Colonies.
Unlike the Colonies, the Dominions are
not thirsting for entertainment of any
sort so long as it comes from the Old
Country.

0000

News for Northern Listeners.
Many listeners in the North will like
to know what are the plans for broad-

casting in their region during the winter
months. This information will be forthcoming on October 18th at 7 p.m., when
the North Regional Director will speak
on the programmes.
-

Won't

Pay.

The Dominio,, delegates will show
financial rather than artistic concern over
the Empire broadcasting proposals. On
reliable authority I learn that suggestions
will be put forward for a quid pro qsw
arrangement as regards programmes, in
preference to any system of payment.
0000

The Case

ot Australia.
It is not difficult to appreciate the
Dominion point of view. Australia, to
take an example, enjoys good pro.
grammes of her own, and her licenceholders would be entitled to ask whether
the luxury of receiving beans relays from
England would be worth an addition to
the already stiff annual licence fee of 24s.
0000
Manchester Show Broadcast.
The North Regional evening programme
on October 14th consists of an orchestral
concert from the seventh Manchester
Radio Exhibition at the City Hall, Manchester.
The artists are the Northern
Wireless Orchestra, conducted by T. H.
Morrison,
and
Dorothy
Donaldson
(soprano).
The music will be of a
popular nature, ànd of particular interest
is Saint-Saëns' very amusing piece, " Le
Carnival des Animaux."
0000
A Broadcast Banquet.
In addition to the Prince of Wales's
speech at the League of Nations Unioii
banquet on October 30th, the relay from
the Guildhall will include the speech of
Lord Grey of Fallodon, the chairman.
The banquet is in honour of the delegates from the Dominions and India
attending the Imperial Conference and time
British and Dominion delegates to the
eleventh Assembly of the League of
Nations.
0000
Opera in the Studio.
When Pucciùi's opera, "Madame
Butterfly," was first produced at the
Scala, Milan, it was greeted with howls of
derision. It has since been received
everywhere with enthusiasm.
Percy Pitt will conduct the broadcast
performances on Octobet 16th and 17th,
Elizabeth Nelvi taking the title rûle.
0000
Wireless Describe 1.
Despite the prevailing impression that
the British public is advancing iii radio
knowledge, the B.B.C. received a letter
last week which began
"I shall try and give you a description
of my wireless. A quantity of wires are
enclosed in a box; on the front of this
box there is an accumulator with figures
from O to 180

:-
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS-S[E PLAN OPPOSITE.
"The Manchester Evening Chronicle," will
Hall. The followirg List of ExhibUors, together with the
Plan on the opposlie page, will provide readers attending the Show with a suitable Guide to the
Stands. The Exhibition remains open until Saturday, October 18th.
The Seventh Annual Wireless Exhibition, organised by
be opened to-day (October 8th) in the City

Newspapers, Ltd.,

ALLIED
Withy Grove, Manchester.
Selhuret Radio,
J3 AKER'S
89, Selhurst Rd., South
London,

Beardsall

(3 &

4)

(110)

S.E.25.Norwood,

& Co., Ltd., W. E.,
(2)
VictorIa B ridgç, Manchester.
Belting & 'Lce, Ltd.,
(7)
Qtieensway Works, Ponders End, ItIddx.
(11)
Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd.,
58, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
(127)
British Electrical Instrument Co.
British Talking Pictures,
(129)
(105)
Brcderson, A.,
11. NortLanipton Sq., (Joswell Rd.,

London, ECl.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.,
(55)
265, Deanst'ate, Manchester.
(39)
Brown, Ltd., 8. 0.,
Western Ave., N. Acton, London, W.3.
(37)
Brownie Wireless Co. of (Ireat Britain,
Ltd.. Nelson St. Vork, Mornington
Crescent, London, N.\\' .1.
(17)
Burudept Wireless (1958), Ltd.,
Eastnor House, Blackheatli, London, S.E.3.
(41)
(1ELESTION, Ltd.,
'..) London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.
(Also Audition Room No. 1.)
(27)
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.,
Clifton Junction, nr. Manchester.
Ltd.,
(40)
Clarke J Co. (Mie.),
H.,
Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.
(44)
Cole. Ltd., E. K.,
Etco Works, Southend-on-Sea.

Collie & Co., J. H.,
10, Canning Place, Liverpool..
(71 k 72)
Competitions-Radio Show Contest.
(67)
Goncerton Radio & Electrical Co., Ltd.,
High
Holborn,
Chnis.,
329,
256 7, Bank
London, W.C.1.
(84)
Continuous Gramophones. Ltd.,
(no+.ionon5
Vork. Hoe St.. Walthamstow, London, Eli.
(70)
Cornuto Cabinet Co.,
122, Leaf St., Stretford Rd., Manchester.
(30)
Cossor, Ltd., A. C..
Cosser House, Highbury Grove,
London, N.5.
'
(121)

Condenser

C'o.

(1025), Ltd.,

DUBILIER
Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., North
Actoti, London.

(15)

V.3.

DulcettoPolyphon, Ltd.,
23, Newman St., London, Wi.
Dunhams, Ltd.,

Belleroplion Works, New W'harf Rd.,
London, Nl.

.

(79)
(1OQ

Ltd.,(108)

Engineering Co.,
EAGLE
Eagle Works, Warwick.
Econasign Co., Ltd.,
(104)
137, Victoria St., London, S.W.1.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,
(28 & 29)
la, Newman Street, London, WI.
Ensign, Ltd.
(62)
high Holborn, London, W.C.1.
8
(103)
Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.,
3, Farringdon Ave. London, E.C.4.
(18)
Eer-Ready Co. (GB,), Ltd.,
Hercules Place, Holloway. London, N.7.

pERRANT!. Ltd.

(51, 52 k 114)
Hollinirood, Lanes.
(Also Audition Room No. 4)
(9)
.Fonteyn & Co., Ltd.,
2, 4, 5, & 6, Blandford Mews, Baker
St.. London, WI.
(82)
Formo Co.,
Crown \Vorks. 22, Cricklewood Lane.
London, N.W.2.
(96)
Fuller Acciunulator Co. (1928), Ltd.,
Woodland Works, Cluadwell Heath.

G ARNETT'S,
Jslington Grove
Manchester.

\orks. Salford,

(76)

Garnett \Vhiteley

&

Co., Ltd.,

(25)

Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.
(48)
General Electric Co., Ltd.,
Magnet House, Kiegaway, London.
(Also Audition Rooni No. )
Manchester DepOt: Victoria Bridge, Manchester.
Cranio-Radio, Ltd.,
(118)

Commercial Vorks, Church, Accrrngtou.
Uripso Co., TIse,
(100)
32, Victoria St., London, SW.!.

HALELL.

(bS)

'

Bardnian & Co., Ltd.,

..48)

BarIle Bros. (Edmonton), Ltd.,

t113)

The Baum, Rochdule.

Balham Rd.. Lower Edmonton,
London, E.g.
Hobday Bros.. Ltd.,
(95)
21, Great Eastern St., London, E.C.2.
Holtingdrake & Son, Ltd., Henry,
(58)
65, Prince's St., Stockport.
Hyde.
(122)

IORANIC Electric Co., ltd.,
(49)
147, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.
Imperial International.
(97)
lmpex Electrical, Ltd..
(120)
538, High ltd., Leytoiistone, London, Eli.

JUNIT Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
2

(69)

Raveuacoisrt Sq.. London, WO.

KALISKY (Aldgat.e), Ltd.,
75, Aldgate High St., Lonlon, E.!.
Koleter-Brandea, Ltd.,
Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent.

.

2i)

ECTRO-LINX, Ltd.,
T
.1.4
254,

(10)

(111)

Vauxhail Bridge Rd., Wdstini.isier,

London, S.W.1.
Liasen, Ltd.,
(12 k 13)
\'orple Rd., Isleworth, Mdlx.
London Electric Wire Co. k SmIths, Ltd., (68)
-

7,

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane,
London, E.C.1.

MAINTEN Manufacturing (io., Ltd.,
.-"- 22, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
MajestiC Distributors (M/c.), Ltd.,

(90)
(94)

2, & 4, Victoria Bridge ltd., Manchester.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd.,
(38)
210/212, Tottenham Court Rd., London, Wi.
(53)
McMicbael, Ltd., L.,
Vexham Rd., Slough, Bucks.
(8)
Moores & Co., J.,
Ravald St. Vorks, Salford.
(45 & 46)
Mn]lard Wireless Service Co.. Ltd.,
Muilard House, Cliaring Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2.
. -

1%TATIQNAL Accumulator Co., Ltd.,
.L
5, Grosvenor (Idns., London, S.W.1.
(80
New London Electron Works, Ltd.,

(92)
81)

&

East Ham, London, Re.
(101)
Northern Steel & Hardware Co., Ltd..
1.3, Soutligate, Doansgate, Manchester.
LDIIAM k Son, Ltd.,

O Denton,Engineering
Manchester.
Co.,

(42)

Ltd.,
(64)
Ormond
Ormond House, Rosebery Ave., London,

ECl.

\'.ilson
P ARTRIDGE,
217a, Loughborough

Pertrix, Ltd.,
Britannia House,

&

.

Co.,.(23).

Rd., Leicester.

233,

(36)

Shaftesbuuy Ave,,

London, W.C.2.

(19 k 20)
Philips Lamps, Ltd..
Philips House, 145, Charing Cross' 1W

London, W.C.2.
(Also Audition Room No. 2)

Potter & Co., Ltd., H. B.,
Station Buildings, Rochdale.
Pye Radio, Ltd.,
Radio Works, Cambridge.

(60)

(50)

Instrumenta, Ltd.,
(83)
Way, Croydon.
Radio Loud Speakers, Ltd.,
(3)
Craniner Works, Craniner Court, High
St., Claphain, London, S.W.4.
Rawsoii, II. C. (helfleld and London), Ltd., (26)
100, London Rd., Sheffield.
ßcdIcrns Rubber Works, Ltd.,
(33)

RAPIO
Purloy

Hyde, Cheshire.

Rialtorl Radio,

(117)

13-14, Golden Sq., London, W.!.
Rlcliaidsons,
(77)
24, St. John St.. Deanagate, Maiicliester.

Ititlierdon

& Co.,

Ltd.,

(OS)

Bolton.
Roberts, John,
.
(lift)
13, Bridgewater Viaduct, Knott Mill, Malichester.
Rot.herinel Corporation, Ltd..
24-20, Maddox St., London, WI.
Rowley, Ltd., Thos....
(126)
59, Skinner Lane. Dean St., Birmingham.

()

L.,(102)

SCOTT & Co., Ltd., 0.
Morris Ilouae, 60-66, Roclieater Row, London,

S.W.I,.
Selectors, Ltd..
(6)
206-207, Bedford Av., Slough Trading Estate,
Slough, Bucks.
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.,
(59)
Woolwich, London, S.E.18.
811am Elbctrical Instrument Co., Ltd.,
(116)
Bush House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
Six-Sixty Radio Co.,
(54)
17-IS, Rathbone Place, London, Wi.
Sovereign Products, Ltd.,
((b)
52, ROsebery Av., London, E.C.1.
Squire, F.,
(115)
24. Leasvin Rd., Stoke New ijigton, London,

N.b.

Standard Battery Co..
-.
(G!)
184-188, Shaftesbury -Av., London, W.C.2.

Stott, J. E.,

.

15, Clare Hill, Jludderslleld.
rJEL,Sl(N Electric Co., Ltd.,
Miller St.. Birmingham.
Trader Publishing Co., Ltd.
Salisbury Sq., London, kÇ.I.
Triotron Radio Co., Ltd.,
91, Great Russell St., London, W.C.1.
Tuiigsram Electric Lamp Works
(Ct. Britain), Ltd..
72, Oxford St., London, WI.
Tutilla, Ltd..
7.9, Swan St., Manchester.

(107)

(31)

(1)
(78)
(15)

-

(14)

Ltd.,(74)

Electric,
ULTRA
661653, Harrow Rd., London,

N.W.10.

U,nello, Ltd.,
(93)
12, Doughty SL, London, W.C.1.
Uuieraa1 Electric Supply Co., Ltd., (5 & 66)
4 and 8, Brown St.. Manchester.
Universal Gramophone & Radio Co., Ltd., (87)
Ryland Rd., Keutish Town, London, N.W.5.
TANDERVELL and Co., Ltd., C.A.,
Warple .Way, Acton, London, WI.
(56 A
Verley (Oliver Peli Control).
103, Kiiigsway, London, W.C.2.
UTARI) & Goldstone, Ltd.,
VV Frederick ltd., Pendleton, Manchester.
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.,
high St., Edgware, Middlesex.
Wellwortli Wireless Co.,
8, Withy Grove, Mauichter.
Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal
Co., Ltd.,

.1

(43)
57)
(16)

(5)

(63)

(66

Rd.. London, NI.
(23)
White and Co., Ltd., J. C.,
49, Bridge St., Manchester.
WilkInson.
(106)
The Wireless World," Slitte k Sons Ltd., (22)
l)orset house, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.
82, York

Wright & Co.,
(124)
15, North John St., Liverpool.
(34)
Wright and Weaire, Ltd.,
740, High Rd., Tottenbam, London, p.17.
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LABO1U\LTÖRY TESTS
A

Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.

EAGLE H.T. BATTERY.
These batteries are made by the Eagle
Engineering Co., Ltd., Eagle Works,
Warwick, the manufacturers of the wellknown "Chakophone" components and
receivers. The sample tested was a
standard capacity 66-volt unit, for which
the maximum economical discharge rate is
of the order of 8 mA.

uu

t.

Eagle 66-volt standard capacity HT.

battery.

In accordance with our usual practice,
the periods of discharge were interspersed by similar periods for recuperai
tion, but iii the cutre prepared the rest
X'

periods have been omitted, and only the
actual working hours shown.
Owing to the terminal voltages being
somewhat higher than the nominal value,
the initial current through the loading
resistance was 9.7 mA. This value was
maintained for a very short period only,
and during time first loo hours showed a
coniparatively rapid decline. At no time
during time test did the current attain a
steady value and maintain it for any
definite period. Thus there is no welldefined cut-off point, and, as will be seen
from time curve, the voltage fell at a fairly
uniform rate throughout the useful life
of the battery. If we decidò that its
working life terminates when the voltage
per celi drops to 0.9, it would give 175
hours' work, assuming time initial discharge to be of the order of that shown
here. Most batteries can be keiit in commission until the E.M.F. of the cells
drops to 0.75 volt, and under these conditions time Eagle Standard 66-volt battery
would survive for 280 hours. Of course,
it would be necessary to provide a
"boosting" battery to raise the voltage
to that required to operate the set satisfactorily.
The price of the66-volt unit is 7s. 6d.,
and there is available also a 90-volt battery at lls. 9d., and a 99-volt unit at

iuuuuuuuuuuuuu.u.u..uuu
iuuuuauuuuuuuuuuuuuu
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

uuuuuuuuuiuuuuuuuuu
__________
uuuuuuuivaiuuuuuuuu
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu.u.

uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuumu

iuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuiuuuuu
300

200

100

TIME

Discharge curve

of

400

(WORKING

500

600

HOURS)

the Eagle 66-volt standard capacity HT. battery.

These are of the saine type and
of stalidard capacity.
13s. 6d.

.
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WATMEL DUAL RANGE TUNER,
Type

31.

In the Wutmel dual range

coil special
pains liare been taken to nullify, so far
as a compact assembly will permit, the
effect of an idle long-wave coil when receiving on the medium broadcast waveband.
The tuned coils are sectional
wound, mouided bakelite ribs being used
to space these from the aerial and reaction windings, which are carried on a
paxolin tube lin. in diameter.
Time
secondary consists of eight sections, with
time two end sections wound in the opposite direction to the semainder of time coil.

-

.

-

-4

f-'-

-

Watiflel universal dual range tuner,
Type 31.
-

With the switch set for medium-wave
reception, each half of the long-wave coil
is connected in parallel with its respective
emid section, the mutual inductance being
negative. Foi- long-wave reception the
two end sections are inoperative, and the
long-wave coil, consisting of the six
middle sections only, is in use. The idle
end sections, being wound in the opposite
direction to the main portion of the coil,
introduce no appreciable " dead end
effect A centre tapping is available on
both langes.
The wave-change switch is housed in
the hollow base, with the actuating lever
protruding through one end. Two

B3f
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output is demanded. It will deliver 25
watts of undistorted power with 1,000
volts HT., the maximum safe anode dissipation being 75 watts,
A special dull-emitter filament, rated
at 10 volts and taking 3.25 amps., is
fitted, and the vacuum is of an abnormally high order. The bulb, stems and
pinch " are constructed from specially
prepared heat-resisting glass, and it. is
claimed that this ensures a long working

.

operating rods of differentj lengths are
provided, thus enabling the units to be
mounted close to the panel, or set back
to allow space for the tuning condenser
to hé interposed.
A practical test showed that sensitivity
depends largely upon reaction when the
unit is used in a simple 0.v-1 set; the
selectivity is generally good, the two
Bi-ookmans Park transmissions being
easily separated in the northern suburbs
of London.
Long-wave reception is
equally good, and reaction is smooth
both .wavebands, a reaction condenser
of 0.0003 mfd. being amply large for all
purposes when a leaky grid detector is
adopted.
When tuned by a 0.0005- mfd. condenser, the wave range covered is from
223 metres to 565 metres, and 582 metres
to 2,140 metres on the medium- and longwave bands respectively, using an aerial
of average iize.
The makers are Watmel Wireless Co.,
Ltd., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgvaie, and the price of the unit is 17é. 6d.

-

.

-

.

-

-

-

life.
The electrodes iìre of the familiar
flattened " type, mounted vertically in
the bulb, but, df course, far more robust
and executed on far more generous lines
than in the average super-power output
Relative displacement between
valves.
the electrodes is prevented by anchoring
each to a stout bridge piece located under
the dome of the glass envelope.
At 1,000 volts H.T. and with optimiun
grid bias the A.C. resistance is of the
order of 2,000 ohms, and the amplificotion factor 5; the mutual conductance
under amplifying conditions being accordingly 2.5 mA. per volt.
It has been deemed necessary to adopt
a bayonet type fitting, which follows
closely American practice, in place of the
usual pins and socket holder. In keeing with the valve, it is built on gener.
oua lines, and consists of a massive bake-

EDISWAN E.S.75 POWER VALVE,
This valve has been developed especi.
ally for use in public address amplifier
and similar type equipment where a big

.

lite moulding carrying stoutS phosphor
bronze springs, which snaké sure contact
with the four stubby pins on the base of
the valve. Massive soldering tags complete the assembly.

.
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Ediswan super-power valve, type E.S. 75.
The máximum anode voltage is 1,250,
and the maximum anode dissipation 75
watts.
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The valve is made by the Edison Swan
Electric Co., Ltd., lA, Newman Street,
Oxford Street, London, W.1, and the
price is £12. The special base costs 12s.

Id
a.

C

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
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ANODE VOLTAGE
-

Anode volts-anode Current curves of the Ediswan E.S.75 super-power valve. Under
amplifying conditions the A.C. resistance Is 2,000 ohms, and the amplification
factor 5; the mutual conductance being 2.5 mA/volt,

I
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Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Tariff Road,
Tottenham, Nil. 24.page illustrated
catalogue of Benjamin components.
0000
The Telegraph Condenser Co;, Ltd.,
Wales Farm Road, North Acton, London,
W.3.-Illustrated catalogue of rnjca
dielectric, paper dielectric, and electrolytic type condensers for use in wireless
circuits. Smoothing condensers tested to
15,000 volts D.C. are included.
0000
Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd., Magnum
House, 296, Borough High Street, London, $.E.1.-Descriptive folders and
broadsheet dealing with 11agnum Universal Three, AC. ma&ns receiver, radio
gramophones and components.
0000
Brockie, Haslam and Co., Temple Bar
House, 23, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.Descriptive booklet dealing with the
"Grassman" moving-coil loud speaker.
0000
Wingrove and Rogers, Ltd., Arundel
Chambers, 188-9, Strand, London, W.C.2.
-Illustrated folder and 24-page catalogue
of Polar condensers and components.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset Houss, Tudor Strast, E.O.4, and must be accompaniei.by the writer's naine and addrrs'.

MYCALEX.

Sir,-We have had our attention drawn to your issue

of

August 20th, 1930, in which, on page 167, there is ait article
relating to Mycalex by Mr. W. H. F. Griffiths.
We are very much concerned to see that to this very valuable
inveutioti there should be attributed a defect, which is surelu
one of

manufacure.

The material upon which the tests in question were made
has evidently been obtained from Germany. We regret to say
that the production there was not in 'accordance with the requirements for this highly specialised product, which necessitated a special construction of furnace and press to obtain
the results eliminating the defect of soft crust or skin, to which
Mr. Griffiths refers.
Oui London factory has been equipped with a plant capable
of producing a perfect product, and we shall be pleased to
place, at the disposal of anybody desiring to test this samples
of our present production.
E. H. KINNARD, Managing Director,
Mycalex (Parent) Co., Ltd.

4CCUM ULATOR CHARGING.
Sir,-Some considerable time ago you were good enough to

publish a letter of mine on the subject of accumulator charging.
From personal experience-and from what I hear from friends
all over England-things do not seem to have got any better
than they were two or three years ago.
As the manufacturers of wireless receivers are now gwmg
instruction to their agents in the repair and maintenance of
their products, would it not be possible for the manufacturers
of accumulators to do the same for their agents?
i quite realise that the answer will be : " But we never
appoint an agent unless he knows his job," but I could quote
very many instances (my own in particular) where the recognised
agents for first-class batteries have no more been able to
charge (electrically!) HT. batteries than they have been able
to fly to the moon.
I give you two cases in point.
1. When it was suggested that a small charge for a long
time was much better than a big charge for a short time, the
answer Came pat
"But I would never get through all my work if I was to

:-

do

that."

Ithad

actually to be explained to one electrician (?) that
amp." was not the same as 5 amps. He was putting
's charge of 5 amps. into a 5,000 milliamp. H.T. battery!
And there are still many of us who live so far out " in the
wilds " that there are no mains available.
As my last letter to you caused so much unpleasantness
between the local garage owners and myself, I beg to sign,
without any clue as to name or district.
"
2.

"point

5

not published till July. 1930; and in Fig. 4 of that article
I gave three sample rectification curves, two of A.C. valves and
one of the 6 y. OlA directly heated type; the latter is almost
identical with the curve in Fig. i of Messrs. Denman and Breieton's article, except that I took it up to 2 y. input only.
In Septetisber of 1929, I again dealt with the matter in a
pamphlet .describing the Amplion Standard sets. This was
only semi-technical, but I again explained that the grid rectifier
there used gave only 2 per cent, second harmonic as against
7 pci cent. for the best anode bend I had found; and. I also
exploded the myth of excessive "top cut-off."
Further,
I 'remember au interview between Mr. Denman and myself
-somewhere about July or August, 1929-in which, after
some discussion on' other matters, I gave him full details
of the ',alves I was using (Mullard 164 V), and the
arrangements which ga\'e me pure rectification; if I remember rightly it was at that time his intention to use Kirke
diode rectification for the South Kensington set, amid the discussion arose because I stated my view that it was unnecessary.
Therefore, until someone puts in a,prior claim, I hold that
I was the first in this country to find that grid rectification,
properly arranged, is superior to anode bend. It was eiscovered independently and at about the same time as in
America; but I have no knowledge as to priority as between
the two countries.
It may be of interest to set out very briefly the conditions
for good-quality grid rectification
(1) The valve must be of low impedance; the type very popular to-day, of Ra =7-9000, ,=12-16, is satisfactory. Indirectly
heated valves are better than filament valves, but the latter
can be used.
(2) Plenty of anode voltage must be used-at least 150 w.
and preferably 180-200. and the anode current must, be kept
well up-say 5.7 mA. for the above type.
(3) The anode coupling resistance must be kept low; 10-15,000
ohms is a suitable value for the above valves.
(4) To avoid top cut.off. both leak and condenser must Le
small; 0.00005.0.0601 F. and 0.1-0.25 MO are suitable values;
and a filter must be used in the anode circuit, not simply a
by-pass condenser.
(5) The amount of H.F. and L.F. amplification must 1e
arranged to keep the detector input within certain limits; the
optimum input is such as to reduce the detector anode current
to about or of its value in the absence of input.
P. K. TURNER.
Marconi House, London.

:-

SPECIAL B.B.C. TRANSMISSION.
Sir,-In the description of the new Science Museum receiver
in the issue of August 6th refcience is made to a special B.B.C.
transmission ori June 4th for the purpose of obtaining a modulation-amplitude curve showing the overall performance of the
whole receiver.

POWER DETECTION.

Sir,-I

am glad to see, in various recent articles in 7'?e
Wireless World, that the writers have realised that (so
long as it is called "power detection ") grid rectification gives
less dfstortion than anode bend
Messrs. Denman and Brereton, in your issue of July 30th,
for example, say that they began to investigate the possibilities of the indirectly heated valve as a grid detector, with
good results.
I should like to state that as far back as 1928, at which
time I was in charge of the Technical Department of Graham
Amplion, Ltd., I was aware of the superiority of grid rectification. In the spring of 1929 I proved it quantitatively and
embodied it in the design of the A.mplion standard set. In
August of that year I submitted to J'xperimenta1 JI'i,e1e.'.
a short article proving the point, which, unfortunately, was
-

It is unfortunate that this special transmission was not advertised beforehand, as many of us would have liked to take
similar curves for our own receivers; a Moallin vQltmeter across
the loud speaker terminal is the only addition to the receiver
required.
Is it too much to hope that the B.B.C. wifl repeat this trans.
mission at intervals? It should surely not be beyond possi.
bility to find, say, one hour a month for technical transmissions.
I would suggest that, say, every three months each station
should give such a transmission, outside the usual programme
hours if necessary; the other two months night have some
other type of transmission if desired. But, above all, it is
necessary that these transmissions should be well advertised
long beforehand; they might even be fixed a year in advance
and advertised.
C. R. COSENS.
Cambridge.

.
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Length and

selection of queries of general
interest is deal! with below, in some
cases a! greater length than would be
possible in a letter.
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World" Supplies

Diameter.

A/ter reading the article entitled Tun.
¡ng Coils and Winding Data," I ha,e
decided to rewind the medium.wae
inductances of my B.F.-det.-2 LP'.
receiver, but am in a quandary as to
what diameter to choose./or the new
coils. I presume that this dimension
should be as great as possible, but,

isn/ortunateli,. there is not veri., snuck
-room available in the set, an I am
a/raid that a greater diameter than
2in. will be out of the question.
There is space /or coils 0/ /airly con8iderable winding length: dia?netes- is
my chief trouble.
Do you consider that it wovid be
worth while to increase the size o/
the screening boxes so that 3m.
diameter coil8 could be accommodated?
J. C. T.
We rather think that you have overlc.oked the fact that the goodness " of a
coil is not entirely determined by its
On referring to the article
diameter.
which, you mention it will be found, for
example, that a winding 3m, in diameter
and 2in. in lenrth will have a minimum
dynamic resistance rather less than that
of a coil of, say, 2in. in diameter and
3in. in length. Consequently, in this
case the coil of smaller diameter is the
better of the two.
It seems likely that, by applying the
published information in this article to the
best adantage, with due regard to the
space available in your set, you will be
able to find a suitable winding which does
not necessitate any alteration to your
screening boxes.
-

0000
Comparative Tests.

I have been trying to maLe comparative sensitivity tests-without direct
measurement-of two long-range receivers. Alt/tough this would appear
to be eesy enough, it seems very diflicult to avoid errors, and J should
welcome a few hints. Both sets are
designed for working on an outside
aerial, and switches have been
arranged to change over tite batteries.
T. McD.
Even when a complete equipment of
measuring instruments is available, it is
fatally easy to reach an incorrect conclusion; still more is it difficult to make a
fair comparative test by aural means, as
the matter is complicated by the fact that

a

Free Service of Technical Information.

the ear does not long retain its impressions. Changes f orn one set to the
other should be made quickly, and it is
all to the good that you have arranged
for switching over youl' batteries.
A weak signal of constant strength is
essential these tests should always be
made in the daytime, as night signals
are liable to fading. Alternatively, a
very short aerial can be used, but here,
again, there are pitfalls; if one of the
sets has normally a weaker aerial coupling
than the other, its H.F. input will be disproportionately reduced. In any case, the
short aerial should be sufficiently effective
to have a signal pick-up many times
greater than the direct pick-up of either
set; errors often arise in this way when
comparing sets with widely differing
screening systems.
If reaction is fitted, it should be set
either at minimum or just below the
point of self-oscillation; intermediate
settings are bound to be responsible for
misleading results. It is often a good
plan entirely to disconnect the reaction
circuits, and, if necessary, to join small
fixed condensers between plate and filament of the detector valves to compensate
for removal of reaction condenser capacity.
RULES.
The free service of THE WIRELESS
WORLD Technical Information Depart.
ment is only available to registered readers
and subscribers. A registration form can be
obtained on application to the publishers.
(1.) Every communication to the Information Department must bear the reader's
registration number.
(2.) Only one question (which must deal with
a sinjle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed "In/or.
maiion DepartmcnL"
(3.) Queries must be wrWen on one side of
the paper and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A sell-addressed slam ped envelope muet
be enclosed for postal re ply.
(4.) Designs or circuit diagran,s for complete
receivers or eliminators cannot ordinarily be

given: under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions 0/this kind in the course
o! a letter.
(5.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(6.) Designs br components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, complex coil assentblies, etc., cannot be supplied.
(7.) Queries arising troni the construction or
operation of reccivers must be confined to constructional sets described in "The Wireless
World
lo standard manufactured receivers,
or to "Kit" sets that hare been reviewed used
in their original form and no! embodying niodifi-
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Useiul Formula.

(Jan' you give me the necessary formula

for calculating the ratio o/the trans.
former for use between the output
salve and the load speaker?
M.

E: J.

The formula is
Resistance of output valve.
Loud speaker impedance.
It should'be pointed out that in tise case
of the use of more than one valve in the
output stage the figure for AC. resistance, which must be used in this formula,
is that for the combined AC. resistance
values of all the valves in the output.
position.
If valves are used in parallel and they
are all of equal A.C. resistance, it is
necessary to divide the AC. resistance of
any one of them by the number of valves
in use in the output position. If valves
are connected in push-pull the values for
A.C. resistance for the individual valves
must be added together. The impedance
figure for the loud speaker should be
taken at the frequency of middle C. In
möst cases this information will not be
forthcoming, and it is customary, there.
fore, to take 200 cycles per second as the
basis of calculation.
You will probably remember that in
our issues dated February 5th, 12th and
26th, 1930, we gave the impedance figures
for a large number of commercial loud.
speaker units.
0000
A.C. Valves or an L.T. Eliminator P
I have been successfully operating my
1-v.1 valve receiver for some finie f rout
an H.T. battery eliminator, and have
now decided to heat my valve JI/asnents from the mains, which are of
the AC. ti/pe. i aun hesitating, however, whether to purchase AC. valves
or to retain my present valves and use
a low tension battery eliminator. ¡
have received very conflicting advice
f ro,n' my friends in this mattCr, and
appeal to you to arbitrate. J should
mention that tite qitestioti of coniparatire cost mus.t be taken into consideraB. G.
tion.
If possible we should advise you to putchase a filament transformai and a set
of AC. valves. We insert the proviso
if possible " because we have no know
ledge of your receiver design. It must
be remembered that A.C. valvesare more

Itio= \I/A.c.
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efficíent than other types, and in the case
of some receivels screening may be only
just sufficient to preserve stability with
battery valves, and in such a case uncontrollable oscillation would be the only
reward of fitting AC. valves. It is true
that in most cases it is a simple matter
to put in extra screening, and probably
this is so in your case, but there are some
desins which it is almost impossible to
modify in this way without the necessity
of completely rebuilding. If, therefore,

-

owing to the fact that the metal shaft
of the condenser-which, of course,
cornes into close proximity to the handis definitely earthed. It will probably
be remembered that this modification of
putting the control condenser at the low
potential side of the reaction winding
was eventually adopted in the original
Reinartz circuit, this new arrangement
being then known as the Weagent circuit.
In Fig. i (c) will be seen the method
of using differential reaction in the case

HF.0

.-

H.F.C.

since, of course, part of the tuning Coi]
itself constitutes the reaction winding
and the effect of putting a reaction condenser in series with the tuning coil
would be not only to reduce the natural
time period of the tuned circuit, but
also to bring about a drastic change in
tuning every time that a. change in the
degree of reaction was made.
It should be mentioned that in the
case of the Hartley circuit the differential
reaction principle is not an unqualified
success, adjustment of reaction being
rather critical.
0000

detector-LP. AC. eet /or bd!station reception only. Ond btas for
tite out-put valve (an L.S.5A) has been
derived from a rectifier unit (Westa

-
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-

I

---T

8th, 1930.

Biasing Difficulties.
For some. time past I have been Using

-

H.F.C.

OCTOBER

-

j
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I

I

inghonse type H.T.3) which gives a
voltage of 120. ¡ am only interested
in local-station reception, and am redesigning my receiver so that it will
gire very large volume indeed, and
propose to use two LP. stages, tise
output Consi8ting o/ two L.S.5A
valves connected in push-pull. My
power trans/ormer ha a tour-volt filament winding which ¡ have hitherto
used for sup7ying the indirectly
heated detector and a six-volt winding which I have been using in conjunction with one L.S.5A valve, o
0.75 ohm. sesistonce being used in each
filament lead, / noi,] propose to use
a six-volt volve in tite penultiiiwte
stage, and to heat its filament front
tite same winding a tite proposed output valves. I lois/I to know whether
you would recommend that / use my
existing grid bias unit br supplying
the. penultimate volve, which will re.
quere a grid bias volite 0/ 40 volts
(Jíazda P.650), or whether I should
take bias for both stages "auto,natically " by means 0/ a resistance in the
common HT. negative lead.
J. R. G. T.
Neithei' of your proposed methods of
obtaining bias is at all feasible. 4s you
apparently have only one filament winding on your transformet' you would, if
you employed "automatic" bias for both
valves, have to use a common bias resistance which might lead to trouble, even if
both grid circuits were decoupled. Apart
from this, however, it must be remembered that in order to give the correct
bias to the L.S.5A valve at 400 volts
HT. you would have to drop 112 volts
across the biasing resistance. This would
mean that there would only be 288 volts
left for H.T. supply to the LS.5A valves,
as ;ve scarcely think it likcly that Your
power transfornìer gives an utput of between 500 and 600 volts, as it would have
to do if your scheine were to be effective.
This trouble would not, of course, he removed by employing the grid bias unit to
supply the penultimate valve only.
The best solution is to use the grid bias
unit for supplyiu the output valves, and
to obtain grid bias for the penultimate
valve by means of a voltage-dropping resistance. In any case, you have ample
volts to spare for this valve.
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1.-Different methods

fication

to

of

reaction.

reduce hand effects.

(C)

(a) Conventional arrangement.

I.

(b)

A modi-

A Hartley circuit with differential controi.

your set is adequately screened, or if
extra screening can easily be added, you
should use A.C. valves: The advantage
of A.C. valves is that they have better
mutual conductance than other types.
With regard to comparing the cost of
tite two methods, we can first rule out the
power transformer, since one of these will
In regard to
be required in any case.
the L.T. eliminator, it is necessary to
purchase a " filament " smoothing choke
and, in addition, an electrolytic condenser, a potential divider and voltmeter,
although, of course, a floating battery will
get rid of nil three' of these components.
In the other case we have only the expense of the valves to consider, and
although, of course, an AC. screen grid

i

(c)

(b)

(a)
-

I

-

valve, for instance, is by no means cheap,
it must not be forgotten that already the
life of your existing vilves is partly spent,
and they will probubly have to be renewed
at a not-too.distant date

0000
Remartz Rejuvenated.
Can you tell nie tite proper method 0/
using the differential reaction prinin
ciple
conjunction with the
Reinartz. and Hartley-type circuits?
Is there any advantage to be gained
by earthing the moving plates of the
-condenser?
P. R. D.
In Fig. i (a) is shown the usual connections for using differential réaction
with the Reinartz circuit. in Fig. i (b)
it will be noticed that a different method
of connection is adopted so that the moving plates are earthed.
The advantage
of this method is that hand-capacity
effects are usually much less pronounced

of the Hartley circuit. In this case it is
not possible to put the condenser at the
low potential end of the reaction winding

BROADCAST CUIDE.

FOREIGN

BERNE
(Switzerland).
70

Geographical Position 460 57' N.
27' E.
Approximate air line from London : 465
:

miles.

Wavelength

¿

403 m. Frequency:
Power: i kW.

743 kc.

Time: °Central European Time.
Coincides

wit/i

B.S. T.

Standard Daily Transmissions.
0.00 BS.T. sacred service (Sun.); 12 43
Time signal, weather, concert or gramophone records; 16.00 concert; 200(1 main
evening programme; 22.00 news, dance
music until midnight (Sundays only).
Woman announcer. Call (phonetic): Allo I
Rob-dee-owe Bairn.,
Opening Signal: Musical box melody as

Interval Signal : Metronome.
Announcements are made in the German and
French languages.
Closes down with th usual French Formula,
the German
Gute Nacht and a íew
words in the Bernese. dialect.
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Mñke your Battery Set ùll-electric
The Six-Sixty A. G., all-mains
conversion equipment is suitable for practically..
.

any battery operated receiver..
.

.

.

...

---.

.

.

.

H
,//'No internal wiring alterations;

Equip-

"ment includes specially selected Six-Sixty
A.C. valves-and Six-Sixty 4/5 pin valve

-

holder adaptors.

.

-

.

Yes, we_know how you feel about it-tuis question of scrapping
a perfectly satisfactory battery set in order to change to all-mains
we have produced the Six-Sixty all-mains conversion equip-

:

-so

/

-

.

ment. To start with, you need to alter nothing of the construction
of your set-the special Six-Sixty valve-holder adaptors make
your present vàlve-holders fit the 5-pin valves supplied. Then
you are buying a unit, in the fullest sense, an eliminator and a
set of specially selected A.C. valves, built by one manufacturer
to co-operate and work perfectly together.
(
The Six-Sixty Unit can be supplied to operate from any AC.
r
house mains. H.T. tappings of 50, 75, 100, 120, 150 and 200 volts are provided and G.B. Lappings of 1.5, .3, 4.5, 8, 15 and 20 volts, any
three H.T. or two G.B. values being available simultaneously. Grid Bias
is on the ultra modern automatic principle-all risk of- overloading
eliminated. The dimensions (13 x 5 x 4) of the complete equipment
are not larger than your prenent batteries-an important point-and the
H.T. leads need never be removed from the set when once inserted.
Isn't that what you've been waiting for ? Of course it is-but why wait
any longer?
Price: A.C. Mains Conversion Equipment complete from £8 : 5 O
1
£6 6 : O
Mains Unit (H.T., L.T. and G.B.) only
-

-

-

-

)/

.

\

-

-

Ay

11

1

:

:

Write for leaflet giving particulars of egmplete range, including new Six-Sixty
Valves, Six-Sixty Cone Speaker Assembly and Cone Speaker Paper, Six-Sixty
Tin-nIable, Six-Sixty Valve and Set Tester, Six-Sixty Valve Adaptors, Six-Sixty
Gramophone Piek-up Attachments, Six-Sixty Grid Leaks and Holders.
Made by the makers of the famous Six-Sixty Valves.

$

/-

.-/

S1X SIXTY
(ll.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIFMENT)

Telephone: Museum 6116/7.

Six-Sixty Radio (;o., Ltd.; Six-Sixty House; 17/18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, JV.1.
B41
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Make your own
-

Bere
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au opportunity to ,,sake perteaneot

relativen and feiend. or of your oon voice, l'ho
record, are made by a simple device eouoeeted
up to your radIo act and gramophoor. Cou,.
piste apparatur, with ola double sided recorde.
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FORMERS
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FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION.
ENTERTAINING.

INEXPENSIV.

SIMPLE.

COIL

£4.12.'O
4d.eorh.

PRICE

PERMANENT.

ACCESSORIES,

Write for mU deleita end deeeriptire ¡otileS, EXpl ,ting ¡ho seseeS of
this wonderful honte ncordi'tQ dont Su

CAIkNS& MORRISON, Ltd.,
.

Telep5oee

MANCHESTER'

r-

at

(STAND
NO. 33]
MAIif BALL.

33 Percy St., LONDON, W.1

I

MuotCm 6564

4p

MANCHESTER RADIO EXBTh1TIO, CITY

HALL, DEARSGATE.

Oct. 8th to Oct. 18th, 1980.

STAN D

-

Radio Ehibitio5,,

No.

60

Every Motorist and prospective car buyer
should make sure of obtaining copies of
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SIX FINISHES
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OCT. 10-17---24

Semi-Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Mahogany

Semi-Polished Black
Highly Polished Black
Matt

.OLYMPIA
SHOW NUMBERS

ILIFFE &

Cube SurfaCe.

SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR ST., E.C.4.

Obtainable fi-orn most wireless dealers.
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AS SPECIFIED FOR USE
IN "FERRANTFS" NEW

iiiy

j65.

EÏU.

Of all

116. by
113

post

0

119

1/6

Dealers, or Sole Makers:

In carton. From all
dealers and

8-10, BULL'S HEAD
YARD, MANCHESTER

.....
high-class Radio

RD 47 3 point
RD 49 2 ,,

JEWEL PEN

ASHTO N'S

5.0.4.

Pattern, with
"Dead° Spindles.
New

(RED DIAMOND)

wireless

Stockist:
2,

PerSet

WONDERFUL

'ill.

CHARTS.

RICH & BUNDY, LTD.
New Road,

New Mode!

.

Please state Mains Voltage & Frequency.
Manufactured by
13,

"RED DIAMOND"
TRIS
SWITCHES

ASHTON PERFECT

issuC.

5 O

PRICE £.2,

E S
BECOL TRADEAflK;

HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.
_____________________________________________

-

/

"BAND PASS FOUR"

4

MADE & RELIABLE.

Sole Manufacturers:

I5/

Des1ned for the

as specified

FOR

AERIAL SPREADERS

MODEL 34

CAUSE

BRITISH

IS

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,

-

$s TRANSPOz,
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LOOK

-

.

E S

Bishopsga.te, E.C.z.
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-

r

I
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.

Co., Ltd.

(Ridio Dept. 44), 21-22, Great
Sutton St., LONDON, E.C.1
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SóId with a 12 Months' Guaràntee

LAMPLUGH

LEADS AGAIN.

with this ALL.BRITISH SPEAKER
DEFINITELY
1
ABOLISHES
ALLPASTAND
'\ PRESENT TYPES

\

OF SPEAKERS.

-

The

Follow our example and take
no risks with your reputation.
Hydra Condensers are never
placed into stock without
being tested at twice their
Hydra
rated voltage
Condensers are never
LOUIS
to sets without
HOLZMAN LTD. fitted
giving absolute satis37, Newman St., vvi
faction.
Telephone; Moseurn 264!.

verdict

Olympia

of

-

-

-

turdUARflED

u r
LEICTOPHONI STANDARD HOP.
EINS PATENTS
nd
PAT1NT
APFLICATIONS.
M

j

LAMPLUGH
INDUCTOR
Dynamic

SPEAKER

Thiel, the loteet eaneeption of the Inductor
principle. invented by the American radio
pioneer. Farrand, and i, as great * step
forward oser present kilown type, of
speakers-whether balanced armatore or
moving cuil-s the original cone wns over
the horn type. It possesses all the nIcan.
toges of n moving.coiI specter, ho, a better
response at the lower frequenciee. and has
none nf thé disadvantage, aaeoeiated with
the MC. type.

SCREENED GRID UN
Make your Det. L F. Set up to date
Get a "TONE X
UNIBOX "-the complete S.G. Unit.
Enclosed in the crystalline enamelled
metal case are coils to cover long and
short waves controlled by a switch.
The Valve is plced in the most correct
position for efficient shielding. Plainly_
marked terminals are provided for
easy hooking up. The very thing you

-to-day-with S.C.

-

PRICE

have

-

been wailing for.

Send for diagrams and details of
this and other Tonex Products.

'

7..
I

-S

FROM ALL
RADIO

's

-

,--'1

-

i'

'

DE LUXE

-

CABINET
cHASSIS COMPLETE AS
ILLUSTRATED ABOVE
-

.

ik

-

S

struction.

-.

£3-lO

The GREATEST ORCHESTRAL SPEAKER of all TIMES.

-

DEALERS.

ADVANTAGES.
There is no moving coil to pick up field
current. There la no field encft.ntion coil.
therefore no Iniroductian of hain from
that source.
There is no heat genrented.
Require, no Rectifier. Transformer. Smoothing Condenser nasociated with Movlag.coil
Speakers on AC. operated set,.
Only a qoarter the n-rIght of a MC. SpeoksrAMATEURS
vs-15 realise at enes the moneen, saving
in rest that the Lamplogh Iduetor
Dynamic niTre, without sacrifies in per.
tormsnec-which is indistinguishable from
that of the finest MC. Speaker. It must
not he confuoed with the many Balanced
Aemature Movemento on the market at the
moment designed to givs Moving.coli sifret
by artifigial msthodo.
There i nothing to get nut al srdsr it is
beautifully finished sod nf robaat con-

-

STANDARD
CABINET

-

fl\

\

Askyourdealerfor

ia

-

demonstration

-5--

THE TONEX CO.,WALKER ST.,

DAMC
__-::> SPEAKER
'
S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD.,

BLACKPOOL.

KINGS RD., TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

'

-
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.

Receivers

A'WITHOUT FEAR-

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is
1.2 words or less, 2/- and 21.
or every

adthtinaI won.

Send your material for creditwhere radio part eschasge begas.
A service ruled only by ecosoinics,
above bargoinine or petty gais.
Pa'riicalars from the Secretory.

Each paragraph is charged separately anil name and
sthfress must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed t0 Trade Advertisers
as tollows on orders ton consecutive Insertions, provided a HONOR
OMNIA
contract is placed in advance. and in the absence o &e?s
mtts_
CbapelSt.,Marylebone, London
iestructjons the entire " copy " is repeated from the
SUPER.
previous iesue : 18 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 conseeutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%:
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted u
to FIRST POST on THuRSDAY MORNING (previous
fo date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
On WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Henttord Street, Coventry
Guildhail Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deausgate, Manchester 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, 0.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late ton a particnlar
Issue will automatically be inserleB in tIse following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in tisis section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to relime or wthiraw
advertisements at their thscretisn.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should bemaAle
payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed ............_- N o t es
being
it
transit
shoald
untraceable
nat bo sent as
lost in
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements ohoud quote the
number which is printed at the end o! each advertisement,
and the date o! the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every cara is taken to avaid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
ddrmseel to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include tite
wordu Box 000, e/o "The Wireless World." 9nly the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. ono, e/O "The Wireless Worid,'
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
re/sly ¿o Box No. advert isemenis are warned against sending
remi/lance through the post except in registered envelopes
h, all such cases the use of the Deposit Sysie,s is recommended,
and the envelspe shou!d he clearly ,narhed "Deposit
Veparimetu."
DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers sviso hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Y,'irefess World,' both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counling
trotO receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain good!, they must be returned to
sender. 1f a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
POWERCHOKES
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
guaranteed
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by tise buyer,
twelve months
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays substantially built, for smoothing circuits
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which sse take no responsibility. For in eliminators dealing with currents
sil transactions up to /so, a deposit lee of if- is charged ; on ioo to 300 milliamperes,
transactions over ¿so and under £50. the fee is 2/6; over 1nductance 30 henries,
¿so, y/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
free
f-louse, Tudor Street. London, B.C.4. and cheques and
O!
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
e
Limited.
- .
REPAIRS
SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
to any make
and receive co answer do their enquicies are requested to
of L.F. Transformer,
regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
Loudspeaker or Headphones.
bave already been disposed of. Advertisegs often receive so
All
repairs dispatched within
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
48 HOURS. TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
taels one by post.
with each repair.
4/ Post Free.
Terms is Trade.

_

APPLEBY'S,

---

.
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-

TRANSFORMER REPAIR
RECEIVERS FOR
SESSIONS and Co.,

SALE.
Great Britain: Radio

SCOTT
Doctors-Readadvertisement
laneoue.

under

Co.

Dept. W.,
953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTINI, LONDON, S.W.17.

M iscel-

(0264
MeMichael Portable Set, by day or week,
HIRE
from Alexander Black. Wireless Doctor and Consultant, 55, Ebury St., SWi. Sloane 1655. (0328
Five Portable, makers' 12 months' guarSTR.AICHT
antee; 8 guineas, compete.-Mosby, 507. London
Rd.,
3-valve Short Wave Set, coils cover
BIJENDEPT
12-100 metres, perfect condition, less valves; bargain. £2.-Compton, 16, North St., Lewes, Sussex.
(1635
AC. Ail Mains Set, as flew, guaranteed;

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.

Sheffield.(1169

Send for our comprehensive Iflustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.
QUICK SERVICE.

don.11634

PERSEUS MFG. CO.. LTD. (Dept. W.W.
BRANSTONE RD., BURTON-ON-TRENT.

186, SL James' lid., Croy-

2t1ejtion

of

ATHRBE Radio l'art Exchange Began; a service
y e under the patronage of notabilities and men ut
consequence all over the world which has accurately
handled the reqnisitiona of over 25,000 people, 84% et
whom have repeated their first transaction.
Service is as li'ollowsm We cao supply proc'T'UN
.1
tically all the leading lines el radio apparatus on
the market at current list prices; if so desired we
can accept in part exchange the reputable makes
ol the following apparatus Receivers (domestic and
portablel, radio-gramophones, loud-speakers (cone and
nsOving coil), cone units and Chassis; battery eliminators and mains eqtiipment components, battery
chargers, remote control equipment piek.nps and
carrier arnas, electric gramophone moLors, ii.im'. Li?.,
and power chokes, condensers (variable, reaction, by.
pasa and amootbiiig), measuring instruments Ihigh
grade , Li'. transtoninero, slow motion dials (high
evade , modern miscelianeesus components saines and
tuning milo cannot be accepted in part exchange èscept by special arrangement.
IN View of the Difficulty of Making . Fair and
Definite Offers for Material that we have Ost
.
inspected,
it io rouuested that apparatus tendered for
corI exChane be kindly forwarded to us tor saluatissu; no business can be proceeded with in connection
with part exchange Until material tenderesi has been
examined; in this connection there nerd be no fear,
material is sent to us from all over the word, not'
a single item ol customers' property has ever been
lost or m,,taid; rejected otters from Xmas last amount
to Only 3.
IN Order to Furnish a Guide, tise part exchange
allowance may be gauged as approximately 50%
of the list price of the article or articles tendered for
some articles the allowance will be more, and toe
others somewhat less; the allowance is entirely detern-i,ied by the demand for individual orttrlerm. considering also their condition and production age;
amateur constructed receivers cannot be accepted in
»art exchange as receivers, their value l);ng wholly
in Ihr components contained in them; Only moslem
apparatus in good condition is sccepted in part exehsnget material cannot be purchased by us for cash.
TERMS of Part Exchange Business A minimum
of 50% of the value of an order, plus carriage
charge whore due, is payable in cash, unless the value
is below £1. when a minimum of 10/- is payable;
should the part exchange allowance exceed 50% of
the total value ei new requirements, the differecce will
be credited against future orders- material may be
deposited against a credit note, which may be istilisesi
st a later date the maximuth amount allowed to
stand to the ca-edit of any one individual is £200.
THESE Terms llave Been Made to the Lowe't EconomiC Minimum, to give the Customer time best
value possible, while enabling us to maintain the
standard required of this business.
SPECIAL Notice is drawn to the fact that by
stipulating a minimum of 50% cash payable on
part exchange ordesa, which io tise sanie as stating
that the part exchange allowance is credited to an
order 'for not less thau twice t
altos-suce, you are
ensured always of the best oiler, as Obviously the more
we allow you the more you ultimately spend with na,
to utilise your credit, it for no other, reason note
also the facility of depositing material against a
credit note, it cian be drawn upon as required,
wnerever you may be; credit notes worth mane thousands of pounds have been duly honoured upon
presentation; a credit note no Appleby'n is intestate,
should the necessity arise, providing notice of transference is lodged with us at the time of sale.
Soon as Apparatus is Discarded from Pan, disAS pose
of it, don't keep it; it is not only wasteful
but expensive; the longer you keep it the Older it is
and the older it is the less value it is; exchange it
for a part exchange credit note, the value of which is
constant, and can be disposed of i! necessary by the
holder with greater ease and facility than an article
or collection of articles Cao ever be.
Will Do Well to Deal with Appleby'o; there
YOUio more in part exchange than the mere allowance; there in that something which begets confidence,
that care that- makes for efficiency; in the recent
words of -an eid customer; Quite an embarrassing
aloofness of pnrpose and an almost monotonous
accuracy; von will know that it is all British-British
capital and British behaviour; you will know siso by
dealing there that you ars helping to employ British
;

t

-

-

people.

a

CLIMAX
£7/tO-Barrington,

br Sale.-Contd

ALEB'S.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.

the Day This Service Started it bas Steadily
SINCE
Grown, not on rash advertising or subscribed
capital, but on the volume of attainment only; and in
these days businesses do not grow by that means for
nothing, therefore we are privileged to invite you to
utilise this service, wherever you may live; if you send
your material by a carrier, pack it well, carriera are
only human, and it is better to be tale than sorry;
if you live in london. call to see us, you will like the
atmosphere, it sas-ours more of sport and art than
the searing curriculnm of commerce.
A PPLEBT'S. Chapel St., St. Marylebone, London
(opposite Edgware Rd. Metropolitan Station. or
4 minutes
from Marble Arch, Oxford St.). Tel.
Paddinytosi 8828 13
ro3ao

tl

linea).'

r

The Vireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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'PYRAMIDS

2':
Designed for either battery or
maiñs opezation.
-

A PRODUCT OF ' ELECTROCETS'

i41
:)

*::.

IA

-

This wonderful little set will give you a choice of
many foreign stations, and easily separate your local
Regional Stations.
Complete and simple insteuctions are mounted in
the lid for connecting either batteries or our mains
mut illustrated belon'. Both cabinets are finished in
polished oak, and form together one Unit, which
when used with AC. valves makes the set completely
all electric. No internal alterations are necessary, as
standardised, which take
5 pin valve holders are
eitherordinary or 5 pin A.C. valves. The GB. battery
is mounted in the cabinet. Flex leads are included,
for connecting to battery and accumulator, and are
plainly marked with tags.
Like with all 'Electrocets' you get a written
guarantee for 12 months. The cOsh price is

70/Or 15/. down, and

6

monthly payments of 10/8.

OUR Old -Receiver or Component Taken in Part
Exchange for. New; write to us belore purchasing
elsewhere aniS obtain expert advice from asreless engineer cf 25 years' professional wireless experience;
send a list o! components or the components themcuves, and we sill quote you by return post; thousands of satisfied clieots.-Seientific Development Co.,
(0226
57, Guildhall St., Preston.
Power, 240V. D.C. mains, 3-stage, 6 valve,
SUPEL1
gramophone amplifier, including huilt-in record
motor, Woodrutfe pick-op and spring tensioned arm,
PA, microphone and 6lt. exponential speaker, powerful
and true toned reproduction; accept £35-Further details write Box 7700, c/n The Wireless World. 11665
2511. All-electric 4-valve Receiver; 200.
P1111,11'S
240v., cost £37/tO, price £26; Celestion (.712
loud-speaker, mahogany, cost £7110, price £3; all
as new.-Blytoo, 3, Ashburton Av., Addiscombe.
11651
'l'lione: Addiscembe 1246.
Four, in perlect condition; cost £32.
EVEEYMAN
will take £12.-Bloomfield, 54, Sbervtood St.,
11649
Mansfield.
Sale at End of October, McMichael super range
batteries,
nesv
FORportable foui-, excellent couditlon,
spare accumulator; £14; miner leaving for India11640
Leigh. Onslow Arms. West Clandon. Surrey.
YE All-electric Three, latest model, complete with
speaker;
cost
£31 2
Marconiphone walnut loud
months ago, bargain, £22-Cannon,. 36, lilarloiv Rif..
Anerlev,
EVERVISLAN Four with 6V, Tarconi Valves, best
component parts. 6e. Esulk accumulator 2v..

H.T.

and L.T. Battery Eliminator.

80/-

£7:10:O

.

Or deferred paymen'ts, 14f- down, and iz monthly
payments of 12/11.
May we send you our illustrated leaflet describing
both these fine instruments, and our 7 days' free trial
form, or Deferred Payment agreement form? Free
on request.

6v, Ferranti trickle charger. 50v. 0.8. Pertrix
battery, lull working order; the lot cheap for quick
sale. Box 7707, o/o The Wireless florId.
[1689
1JUAT 011ers?-Igranio superhet.-Bo 7706. c/n
Tise Wireless World,
[1688
Electrio Radio Gramophone, osk cabinet,
4-VALVE
mains AC., loo or 200 to 250 volts, moving
coil loud speaker; bargain, 27 guIneas; evening de'
snonstration.-6, Pinkwell Villas, Dawley Rd.. Hayes,

(1685

Middlesex.

'j1ARCONIPHONE Type BOB. Super Power Am.
iY.& pliter foDC. Mains, hardly used; absolute
bargain. 301.-6, Pinks-elI Viliss, Dassley ErL, Hayes,

-

-

From

th

deQp

bciss of

Ihe oi'gan

[1686

Middlesex.

3'vslve

Set,

240-voit

AC., little

used.

PHtLIPS'
perfort, and Marconiphone moving 'coil speaker;
£20; can be hoard by apppintnsent.-Eiljs, 28, Red
hill Drive, Edgaare, Middlesex.
(1679
PRILIPS' 2511 All-electric AC.. maker's guaran-

months unexpired, new, unboxed valves
list £35, take £21; buying Radiogram; heard ssorking.-Apply Newth. 31. George St.. Hanover Sq., London, Wi.
¡
[1676
ORMOND 5-valve Transportable, turntable, waterproof cover, Hellensen H.T.; cost £16, seti £10:
deposit oystem.-31, Casslasid Creo., Souf,h Hackney,
K9.
(1674
Portable Model 55. with. canvas case, as new; cost 18 guineas, no offers, 10
guineas; heard by epoointment.-Box 7704. do Tite
Wireless World.
[1667
4-YALVE Mallard Orgola Senior, with valcea; £8.
little used-Hawkins, Station Lane, Wombiecll.
Barnoley.
[1665
9

IA°N1°

ACCUMULATOR HIRE.
Buy Dry Batteries, oin our service;

we keej,
DON'T
you continuously supplied with fully charged
C.A.V. high tension ,ecumulators, by regular exchanges, anywhere within 12 miles of Charing Cros,.
for less then the cost of unreliable dry batteries:
nothing to buy-no deposit, payment on each delivery
or by quarterly subscription if your dry batteries have
been in ueb for one month or more we definitely guar.
antee that accumulators will give better and more selective reception; we also give the same eervite with low
tension accumulators or maintain your own at equally
advantageous terms. from tise smallest portable size
upwards' over 10,000 satisfied users-Write or 'phone
now Lo London's largest5 most efficient and complete
wireless accumulator service, for their interesting folder
B2, post free-Radio Service (London), Ltd., 105, Torrujio Av., Camden Rd., N.W.5.'Phone: North 0623
(3

THE ELECTROCET RADIO

CO.,

Poplar Road, Solihull, Birmingham.
Agenis wanied-see Agency column.

lines).

Fo fiw shrill ofjhefiutQ
The deep pealing of the church
organ swelling. up through various
stanzas; and the upper C of the
violin, are reproduced faithfully.
The finest
with perfect clarity,
materials arid expert craftsmen have
famous.
Minutely
made Fotos
tested under tests more strenuous
than ever met with in operation,
Fotos valves are masterpieces of
valve construction. When first sold
at 5/6. quality and price, seemed
incredible, but after stringent tests
radio fans prefer Fotos arid save
mon"ey,

Prices

-

from

5/6

each.

11466

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.
Safety HT. Supply Units are Famous
PHILIPSON'S
for Reliability and Silent Working.

New Prices Again Make Them Famous for
for D.C. mains model D.C.4 gives 120v at

OURValue;

ma., 27/6; D.C.5, 150v. at 25 ma.. i fixed, 2 var.
tappings. 35/-; for A.C. maies model A.C.7. 120v. at
20 ma.. £3; A.C.5, 150v, at 30 ma., i fixed, 2 var.
tappings. £311716; A.C.6. for 25 cycle mains. £5.
PHILIPSON'S Safety HT. Supply Units are Guaran15

Adverti.se,nents for

-

-

This model is most suitable for 'Pyramids z,'
making a complete all electric set for a cash price of

B45

-

4v..

A CCU M U LA TO R S_B AlTER LE S.
ZINCS.-l3est quality (wired), No. t, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; order valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise 6d. for postage-British Battery Co.,
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
(0258

(A.C. mains only.)

I

SEtO.(1692

'

Enables you to dispense with both HT. battery
and 15.T. accumulator, and convert your present set
into a highly efficient all electric receiver. Complete
instructions are issued with each unit.
Model j.c.. HT. output t20 volts, 20 neiUiamp.
70 volt detector tapping.
L.T. output 4 volts, 3
amps. Suitable for z and 3 valve sets.
Finished in a polished oak cabinet, complete with
mains switch, 4 yds. of flex, and lamp plug, Cash

/

'y

tee

'ELECTROCETS'

23

ThE HEART OF EVERY
STAND 87,

TONInAS
HALL,
MANCHESTER.

5E'T'

CONCERTOS RADIO R
ELECTRICAL Co. Ltd.,

2567. Bask

Cham-

ber,. 329, High Hal-

bsrs. W.C.1.
'Pkoae Ralbare

8667.

teed foe 12 months; isrite tor our booklet, " Radio
Poss'er.'
and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
PHILIPSON
Bridge. Balton. 'Phone: 2038. 'Gramar Safety,
Holten. Est, over 50 years.
[0318

The lVireless World

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

-
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Chargers and Elimlnators.-Contd.
"I'ANTALUM and Lionium for A.0 Rectifiers, blue
prints for inaxpensive HT. and LP. chargers.Bachwell ?.jeta1Iurjcal Works. Ltd., (larston, Liver-

V

V

ÌAÑÑÒY

V

ALL-ELECTRIC"

C" i

V

'

V

Sept. 10,

V_

V

-:

PRtCES
from 45 Gns.
INCORPORA P'1N8
AlO. SPR.IKER

cabInet)
All Electric HT..

I

JVV..
,.5

V

-

11642

V

Super Volume Control
6/-.

LT., (Seid

R h e os
-

t

Tra ps.

ats.

meters.

Coils:Potential

Screened'
Terminal

Dividers.

Grid Coils.

1-7

Dalton St., S.E.27

I

i

j

Power Chokes for the Power Pentode Two,
SAVAGE'S
smoothing L.C.36G, 18/-; output LC.36P.G.,
many other types avaifable. write for list.
AVAGE'S Mains Transformers for the New Westingt
house tolta; please write for list.
SAVAGE'S New 1-'oreign Listeners' Four Equipment,
-Transformer, N.F.L.4. 33/-; smoothing choke.
C32G, 20/-; output choke C32j0. 20/-.
Mains Transformer, B.T.4, 500-O-500 volts
120 manips., 744 Volts 3 amps., 6 volts 3 ampo.,
4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts i amp., 4 volts 1 amp., ali
centre tapped, specially developed to facilitate antomatie bias in all stages; 57/6.
Mains Transformer, V.T.37, 250-O-250
SAvAGE.s
volts 60 m.amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 vOlts 1 amp.,
4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 2 amps., all centre tapped, a
useful instrument for modern receivers with automatic
bias in every stage; 35f..
Mains Transformers and Posver Chokes
are carefully constructed from first class materials
with an exceptionally generous margin of safety; they
are fully guaranteed and may be purchased' with con-

free

I

I

I

I

I

I

From

ali

Radio

upon

1/lese

request.
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SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LTD.,
52-54, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.l.

I

I

lIare Moved to Larger Premises; please
note nue address: 292, Bidsopsgate, London,
Telephone: Bishopsgate 4297.
[1283
1ANK cf 80/1 Westinghouse Rectifiers; 7/6 each.
-Box 7705, c/n The Viceless florId,
[1687
Transformers easily made at
BRYCE'S._Mains
home, suitable for new Westinghonve rectifiers
and " Wireless Vorld " sets.-Bryoe's, 54, Dawson
St., Bury, Lanes.
t1683
RICKLE Chargers. AC. mains tsr 4- and 6-volt
accumulators, 0.5 amp., no upkeep; 18/6, carnage paid.-Benoit, 4. Manor Gardens, Cunnersbury
Av., London,
PAMPA, the cheapest, best and niost silent climi.
LA nator kit on the market.
£7AMPA Power Kit. 120b. at 20 mA.. with tapping.
incorporating Westinghouse rectifiers; 49/6.
I7AMI'A Heavy Duty Kit. 200 yalta at 28 mA.
with tappissg; 6916; sent on seven days approvai against cash; full particulars of these and other
kits willingly forwarded on request. Mie Wireless Uo..
[1677
Market St.. Wcllingborough.

I

I

Dcalers.

T

MAGNUM
SHORT WAVE
-

sr

1

W.3.[1682

k/'

:&

-'
j

-

CONVERTOR.

E.C.2.
i

Cle,kesovll 9515.

Toiephassc:

fidence.

metal mounting eyelets connected to
he core for earthing.
Prtce ... 12/6

-Type

S-''

FIJRITY
()FTCN E S-'
The Lotus L.F. Inter-valve Transformer is dasigned to reduce self
capacity to a-minimum. Itis housed
u a ncat bakelite case with one of the

pre osi on

V

Condensers.

illustrated leaflet describing
products

19/6;

-

.

Tannoy Producto,

Panel Mounts. HighFrequency
Chokes.
Wire Wound
Resistances. Corn-

Wave

PotentioDual-Range

3/9

Bi. watched trandoemer.

moving coil speaker, slow speed induction motor.
four safe. reaeiver, big, stage gals terces Grid H.P. power
detector. ene RC. Stage. sad 10 Watt power salpas otage,
llttrd with illuminated dials.

Here s u splendidly de..
signed
and extremely
efficient Volume Conol.
In Bakelite Case. Totally
enclosed resistance. Pro-.
tected from damage, dust
and damp. Absolutly
constant Noisekss. Gives
perfect control. On hole
fixing. Three terminals.
Wearproof. 50,000 ohms.
100,000 ohms. 500,000
ohms, I ssaegohm,
4 6
2 megohms.

SOVEREIGN MAKES

(9963

Coupled

-

'

SAVAGE'S Scecia)ise in Wireless Power from the
Mains; reliable apparatus at reavvaable prices.
SAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and ltakelite
Bobbins; intending home constructora should write
for list.
SAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers, 1,500
volts D.C. teat, i mfd. 2/., 2 mId. 3/-, 4 mfd, 5/3;
500 volts D.C. test, i mId. 1/6, 2 mId. 2/3; 4 mId.

.

SENIOR MODEL
(in qs.irterrd walnut,
5.

CT.. 276.

1_4AjNS Transformers and Chokes for Radio and
.1-LI. Sound Systems, totally enclosed
in cast aluminium
fales, guaranteed; write for liste, manufacturers curl
traders enquiries invited-Erie Cookeon and CO, 14,
Cambridge ltd., Blackpool.
11643
230 voltS 50 P outriut, 220 volts
RECTIFIER,
300 milliamps, foil smoothing esìulpment, cost
£8, perfect condition; £4V-Braanhall, 53, Branston
St., Birmingham.
r1656
SCkIOOLS Demonstration Eliminator, components
as specified by
Wireless World " designer; coat
£19118, price, complete with 3 rectifying Yal'es and
i
L.86A. Lii, or without valves, £9-H. C. Elsdea,
l'air View Banning Heath, Maidatone.
[1660
ELIMINATOR Kils, transformer, choke, condensers,
valve, valve holder, resistance, terminals; 36/S,
post lree.-Fet-Ectrje Radio, Garden St., Sheffield.

f

1930.)'

4a.

toit.

V

WIRELESS
'

BROS.-Type V3 220+220,., 35 ma., 5v.

6a., CT., 4v.

HESTER EROS-Type W.10, for HT.. 3 or 4. Output 135v. 50 ma. and 4v, 4.s. CT 2316.
IÌROS.-Stnoothing chokes, constant in.
dsictance, type CVB.2. 45 henrys, 25 ma.; 15/-.
CH}STER BROS-Write for lists of standard
models. Please note change o! address.
(1077
liC. Eliminator, cost £3/18, 60 m.a. output;
EItCO
price 35/-; Seers, Jessnond, Laura (itose, Paign-

V

V

WORLD
REVIEW,

THE "SOVEREIGN" WAY

[1209
BBOSVAlI types of mains transformers
and chokes to any specification-Chester Bros.,
455. Cambridge Rd., thndon, EV2.
.C}I

RADIO-GRAMOPHONE
(See

CONTROL VOLUME

OOIV

PRODUCT."

"

OCTOBER STH, 1930.

''-J

.,.1LLi

.

CA8INETS.

n

quotations ExpIare the Short Wave regioIs. This Unit is adaptNun11234 able to any et (except Mains Sets) and
J)IOBY'S Cabinets-Table motets in solid oak and reqwres noextras whatever. Complete
mahogany' from 11/6to 71/..
Fis!? particulars induding list s,f ieadisg shari wave stations
f'kIGBY'S Caliineto, tted with Ihadion or Reziston
-°_' ebonite it required.
and new acosan a latest sets and components free os request.
separate
with
model,
j)IGIIY'S Cabsnets.-i'edcstal
battery components; from 56/- to £12.
Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.
16-page art rataflIGIIT'S Cabinets-Write for newHackney
AND COMPANY LIMITED,
Rd., E.2.
logue.-F. fligby. 9, The O,al,
[0128 "Magnum " House, 296 Boro' High Street, London, S.E.1
'l'hone: Bishopsgate 6458.
Wri'lg for ill isa/ra/ed Ca.talogue lo
Dakp/sasea: Hop 6227 .0 6248.
Ramsey,
GAItRETT, WIIrrELEY & Co., g.m., LIVERPOOL.
CSAIIINETS for All Requirements-F. W.
Clorkenwell
63, Shaftesbury St., Londco, IÇ.1.
[1479
.7139.
B46
The Wireless 1Vorld" when wriling io advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Men ¿ion 01
to Tour Own Requirements;
CABINETS
by return.-Hammonds, 1, Stratford St.,
1

raton.
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Cabinets.-Contd.
I

PILOT!
See Pilot Components at

the Manchester Exhibtion. Doñ't forget to
visit

'

-

I

ÌDEAUTIFUL Portable Cabinets, fancy wood and
J_) plain, some inlaid, clearing under cost; also
reline portables (damaged from 4/6.-Apply 12, Mornington Crescent, N.W.1.

I

j

COILS.

TR0'

25

Phooc: Museum 9247. [1441

TRANSFORMERS.

ETC.

and Chokes for Battery Eliminators.-Chester Bios., 495, tambridge Rd., Lou[9706

don. E.2.

1,000 ohms Decoupling Resistances,
6 Ø(J end
specified for the largest and most important
"Wireless World" receivers; 1/6 each, post free.11334
Grove Brothers, St. Mary's 1lace, Shrewsbury.
BAND-PASS Four Coils, complete set; 25/-; cod.
or deposit-Smith, 3, Park Parade, Harlesden,

BAKER'S
NE
O NQ
\T I

iVI

COIL SPEAKERS
are in great dernänd

N.Wlo.[1550 EVERYWHERE!

BAND-PASS Three Coils, 47/-; Band-Pass' Four,
70/-; Regional One and Band-Pass unit, coils,
17/6 pair; All D.C. Three, coils, 32/6; D.C. Foreign
Listeners' Four, ganged coils with links and conden- 'RAKER'S
1931
NEW
sers, 52/6; coils for all " Wireless World" and other
SUPER POWER
'receivers; complete lists post free; trade supplied.Simmonds Bros., The Original and Best Coil Manufac- MOVING COIL SPEAKER:
turers, now at 38, Rabone Lane, Smethwick. [1627a
BAND-PASS Three Coils, 30/- set; slotted formers
for winding, 8/6 set; grooved primary supports.
21-set, all -post free.-Grovea Brothers, St. Mary's
[1670
Place, Shrewsbury.
.
-

STAND

126!

-

-

..

H

PILOT TRANSFORMERS

.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

ma. Mackie H.T. Generator, with
6 ((-VOLT
"'J 6-volt 80winding,
£4/lO; 100-200-volt %h.p.
motor, new,
both seen

£5;
Century refrigeration
working,.-.O.2RP. 123, tjpper Brockley Rd., London,
[1697

S.E.4.

GRAMOPHONES, PICK.UPS, ETC.
LATEST

Marconiphone

Pick-up,

nesv

-

condition;

37/6.-1, Kings lid., Drislington, Bristol.

11652

R,

PICTURE RECEIVER APPARATUS.

three Ratios:

2-1, 3h-1,

5-1.

BAIRD Televisor Kit, month old, used very little,
perfect condition; cost £15, £9110, carriage paid.
[1636
Box 7667, e/o The Wireless

World..

VALVES.

-

ALL 9/6.
THE PILOT RESISTOGRAD

-

4 MPLIFIER Valve.-If you require power you canLTI. not do better than one of these (or matched in
pairs if required).
ILAM8NT Volts 6, plate *,lts 400 (maximum),
grid bias 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800 ohms,
ainpliiication factor 3.8, mutua] conductance 4.IA,
ma. /sulta- price now reduced to £5; see article ' Ttie
Wit eless ((orld," 24th July. 1929, then send to North
London Valve Co., Ltd., 22. Cazenove Rd., Stoke

Newington,

Indon,

N.16.

.

-

-

demonstrated at the

MANCHESTER

25.10231

BAKER'S SELUUEST RADIO 36-page Booklet,
"Sound Advice i Xouro k'r the Asking "; write
now for new edition; see displayed advertisement on

resistance with a
range from 40 ohms to 10
megohms,

5/-.

Also Condensers, Dials,, Grid
Leaks, Volume Controls,
Switches, Chokes and all Lines.
Manufactured by the Pilot
Radio and Tube Corporation
of St. Lawrence, Mass.
-

RADIO

STAND NO.

VISIT

GALLERY

110

GALLERY

-WRITE

SPEAKERS."-All-wood diaphragm
RICwill fit any unit, 27/6; send to-day for
Cliasais,
paiticulars "110w to Build a Wonderful Speaker" we
alas manufacture complete speakers, ranging from
£3110 to £25.-" Itealiutto Speakers," 72, l'enton St.,

A variable

-

EXFHBITION

-

[0341

LOU D.SPEAR ER S.

page

The New A.Ç. and D.C. models,
which created such enormous
interest at OLYMPIA, will be

NOW

-

H

-S'
'
for free copy
(1296
.
Moving Coil, 6-volt type, in
IARC°NI1'31ONE
mahogany cabinet, complete with accumulator
and switch £5 (cost £i1).-Church, " sVeston," VieBOOKLET on ¡
L1662
tsria Ed., unstall, Stoke-on-Trent.
REALISTIC
97,
oak,
perfect,
351--North,
Cia,
CELESTION
[1661
Chase Rd., Brownhllls.
REPRODUCTION
1tìEAONAVO Speakers-115 mahogany cabinet, £6;
IVi- M7L. oak cabinet, £2.-'6ille, 12, .Lent Gardens,
[1659
Eating.
THE FiNEST HIGH-GRADE SPEAKERS
A M1LION, Lion, pow-er, chassis, nearly new; £5.
-Jackoon, Glenoran Garage, Rtiu, IJumbarton- IN
THE WORLD ARE MADE BY
[1655
shire.
Demonstration Tests On,ly.-Magnavox moving
USED
coil 180-250 D.C., with 25X30in. 8-ply baffle,
exceptional tone, £315 cdmplete; also 2 brand new
Osram P.X:4' salees, 11/6 each-PolIcy, 9, Prince
of Wales Ter., London, W.8.
[1698
SOUND SALES.-Magnas'ox bargains; we have a
limited number of recent models, all AC. 200240v,, complete with rectifier, mains transformer and
input transformer at the amazing price of £4115.
IIfllluhllIlllInhllh
_______________
nearly 50% ofT fist price; further particulars will
decide you to purchase; c.o.d. il required, ,ubject to
The
Pioneer
Manufacturers
of
being unsold-Below.
Moving Coil Loud Speahers,
QOUND SALES Will Give You the Highest Price
-J for Your Old Speaker in Part for a new Magna.
OFFICES;
vox; all the latest Magnavox speakers at list price.Below.
89 SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25.
SOUND SALES-Special 25-cycle 100v, tians-. '
wORKS.& DEMONSTRATION ROOM;
formera, made by Parmeko for Sound Sales.
who can supply all ..lagnavox speakers for 25-cycle 4 CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.
-

N-1.

r__1)

.A.V

of32PAGE

ti

fiA

1:

15

-

THOMAS A. ROWLEY LTD.,
59, SKINNER LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

mains, 10/- extra on list prices-Below.
SOUND SALES-Special rebuilt Magnavox all AC.
200-240speakers, complet'. and fitted stith
British mains transformers, 50-cycle; £4. -Sound
Safes. Premlelt Grove, Highgate.
11669
Wre less World 're on/-ti accet'ted froni firms we

Sole Agents for Great Rrifain and Ireland.
B47

Aclvertzsernents Jor

The

'Phone:

CROYDON

x6n8.

believe to be thoroughly reliable.

-

/
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LoudSpeakers.-Contd.

ER PRICE

E

makes CoIumbja

POCH Moving Ooil Speakers.

TRUTH ABOUT WIRELESS

Simple facts are often harder to believe than Fairy Tales, and some
people can never believe an article
is good unless they pay two or three
times as much as is necessary.
TIJr nn,uto 'tilo flAir' OrT Is the ideal
lfl UflhiVt.O VULUMII OLI Instaflation
lor tise man who wants perfectly satisfactory results

POCH.-Everybody who heard the Model 99 agreed
-'with the
Sunday Observer" that it was the
finest Speaker ¡n Olympia.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-verybody

who
heard-who didn't?agreed with the Indou "Evening News" that
the Super Cinema Model was truly named

for the most moderate outlay. lt is made ,under
Marconi License and embodies all the Improvements
possible In a popular-prIced Set. lt gives you the
National Programmes In perfection and a wide choice
oldlstant stations. Everythlngabout the Setis reliable
and first class; there are no complications. Even If
you are only a beginner you can start right away to
enjoy the wonders of wIreless with as much certainty
of success as if you had Studied lt for years. CabInet
Loud Sp'aker. Aerial Fittings & everything necessary
Is Included. No extras. Full Instructions with each Set.

E"°2'

J'POCH.-But

those who managed to heir the sew
Model 101 ¿Domino) under fair working conditions
will sever forget it.
POCK.
.L.4

EEPOCH-They

E
even more ecohomical

Now Columbia Radio Batteries cost
less you get even more for your
money. The ColumbIa 4780 (60 volts
Triple Capacity) is the world's most
economical battery. Throughout its
long life it gives you a constant flow
of smooth, even power. And better

EPOCH_The

new 101 (Domino).

E POOH-The

new 101 (Domino).

E'00H_Tbe

/radio; ...................

For large Stete employIng powrr volvee, ColumbIa
Leyebilt -truly a bottery sed a half. No. 4486,
43 volto
4,.
For 2-00 3-Valve Soli, Columbia No. 4721 .. 106
FOr Portables. Columbia No. 4751, 99 volts
16,ColumlilaGrid Biso Battery 9 volto, No. 4796
2].

J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House, 15 Kingsway,

E

¿annot

be

of

OneOwner writes about
*he'Vulcan'Nets "We feel

adequately

R

.

Codoaas 8g.. Oiaro.r.

Another del Ig'iited Own.
er writes: "Aol have now

J

had In use for 12 months one
of your 'Vulcan' 2.Valva eels,
I thought it
._
nothing balmy

I

i4

ouchclarity

wo ought to tall FOU what
really lo. Ours io only a
2.v4ve net, but we get mora
out of lt than many people we
know witbla,sd 3.valve auto'

s wonderful set your wireless

quality reproduction must

bas

before

01

been

-

1;

belorg has antis sensitivity and power
E1,OCH.-Never
been obtained in a Home niodel.
POOH Model 101.-The speaker ot no comparison.

London, W.C.2.
3

10].

tht history

P0CIIachieved.
POOH.

f

lDomino).

standards

EEPOCH-Never

Columbia
RAIPRO UItItItS
Srotiosd: a'. T. Corla'ewJU.

sew

EÌ'OÇH.-The
described.

EP0CM-All
be revised.

HANDSOME PRODUCTION.

polished Oak. with hinged lid; ail parts
(Iseludlng valves) accessible,
Dull _________
EmItter Detectorand Power Valves.
mltrophofllo Valve holders. No colIs to
change. H.T.Battery; 2-volt Accumulator;
complete Aerial Outfit. Cabinet LOUD
SI'HAKER (as illustrated) in Oak to
e
match set. Unit of the four pole' baianced armature type wIth large magnet.
Price complete and Carriage Paid
lo O
Terms: 10/. with Order, 10/. Monthly
-

advance in,
energised Moving Coil Speaaers.

E

A

(Domino).-

new 101

POOH-The new 101
EEPOCH-The
greatest

radio pure, balanced and

trouble-free. Ask,your dealer
Ppr entirely
for Columbia 4780.

will never rest until one of these
Speakers is on their sets.
POOH.

.

-4

'POCH.-Epoch P*manent Magnet Moving Coil
Speakers; afl models greatly improved,

A NEW DEVELOPMENT IN E
PERMANENT
MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
Hear your set at its best with a
W.B. Permanent Magnet Moving

drunsminess; no box resonance,
clear, iba p, marvellous reproduction.

E

POd.

s.

This is a Set of remarkable capacity, very selective
and far reaching, and wonderful value loe money.
Our saies of this Set runs Into many thousands per.
annum; sold solely on merit and without costly
advertising push. Ask for descriptive Catalogue free
giving full illustrations or Set and Loud Speaker with
ali information. Costs you nothing to get ail pau'tÌCu.
lars of this highly effIcient set which oilers you liner
results, better quality and substantial saving In Cost.

J.G.

GRAVES Lrn. SHEFFIELD

-

OCH-Standard

z.

J

a.

with Order. 15/- Monthly.

15/-

POC1I.-They erst leas than some makes ni iolerior
unite without Cadnets.
S'OCH.-l'eimeuent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker
4 Units for pertablea; £3115; reedy 1cc use.

-

BARGAIN.

Losd Speaker. Everything or highest quality anti
Price
complete and ready to lix.

but

-

E"0

s

ANOTHER WIRELESS

IllusThe G,'aveaSereenrd Grid 3-Valve Set (not
trated here) with handsome Oak Cabinet and Cabinet
ali

EPOCK-Magnilicent acodwork, very compact.

ce bines.

e

Write for Ilhsstrated Catalogue. Fall particulsrso.isd
apecilleatlons or thin and other hIgh-olson Receiving
8ets; including Portable and All llame Seto, Post Free.
We have 30 years character foe honest deall 0g'.

magnet Moving Coil Speakers.
FOCI! -They are not -just units fitted into cabinets,
but are specially balanced as Cabinet Speakers.

E j'OCH-No

Speaker. It has a Sheffieldmade cobalt steel magnet weighing
lO- lbs-sufficient to handle great
volume without distortion. The
W,B. Perrnanent- Magnet makes
energising from accumulators unnecessary. lt is a most sensitive
speaker. Guaranteed for 5 years.
Assembled in handsome finished
Coil

Approval.

and foremost the Cabinet Models
EPOCH.-Firtt
Cl2, C13. and 014; prices Complete 1mm
1.5/19/6.
POOH-These contain very powerful permanent

E

Cross Mser,et Permanent Magnet
Speaker, price £414: the finest oi its kind.
FOCE.

EI'°"--"'
are £6/12/6.

-.

5;C

Magnet Super Speakers; they

EPOCH-Reineanber, the famous E6 and 99 Speakers
are heavily reduced in prices.
99 is also further improved in sensi.I4 tivity
EPOCH Range of Mcving Coil Spealzers is the largest
in the acrid; a Speaker for every requiremeot,

ENAMELLED

_.

-WIRE---or covering supplied.

Any weight, size

o
Also

EBONITE COIL FORMERS

¡'POCH.-Tb

Sheets,

i

Panels and Rods.

Whotcai

sad

M. A. FROST,

132,

Snail Trad.'
ST.

sppliai.

JOHN

ST.,

F..C.1.

FOCE.
EEPOCH.-Send

fc': booklet S4, the sonst interesting
and useful publication on the subjict.

EPOCH.

t

Mahogany Oak Cabmet Model Aleo avajlab!e in chassis
forni with 14 in. baffle
s,

EPOCH-Send for the

7

he fnoeoo,

tOR.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO.
NottingbamRoad, MANSFIELD,

Mention

Volee

..l

-

TREBLE DUTY TERMINALS
colourr, ned

In G

nd beck.

LTD.,

RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.- Ltd.,
EPOCH
Farrungdcn Av.. E.C.4 (between ilolborn and
Ltidgat.e c.irct'o). 'Phone Central 1971 (3 lines).

Notti.

11628

of "

E

days' approval arrange.

nsents.
£8
£8 188 60
eid ur th lIP terms.
_______________
£6 6 0
Ehs0CI_hI for a demonstration.

40

odicating

tops,

red

Hohl necurely spade, pin, eye
(T2LC) 41d. each. (T21.M)
pleintop, 3d. each. Write for
T

or plais wires.
T
'

'

EA STICK

Xiii.

& SONS

'-

'

Eelex House, 118 Bonhill Row, London, E.C.l

The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

'-ç
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COMPONENTS, ETC.. FOR SALE.
LE.LLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
L) an expert finish to any home-constructed set;

s ENSITIVE
I

I

21

ADVERTISEMENTS.

11 I C R O P II O N E S

catalogue post free.-BeIIiug and Lee, Ltd Queensi' ..y
(0018
Works. Ponders End. Middlesex.
Lent on Hire-Details from A;exCOMPONENTS
ander Black Wireless lioctor, 55. Ebury St.
s wi. sloane .165.
10329
AMMETERS.IIot wire, 0-j, 4/-; new moving coil
milliammeters, o-5 upwards
15/-; portable
micro ammeters, 5hs. scale, 0-200 upwards. 105/-;
double range voltmeters, 3f 6 instrument repairs and

For addressing a large Audience out-os-doors
or indoors through Loudspeaker (via Valve
Amplifier or L.F. Stiges of Wireless Set), for
announcing Gramophone Records through
connections of Pick-up, tor relaying Speech
and Musical Entertainment to any distance,
and for recording Gramophone Records.
Powerful SPEECH and MUSIC
duction with perfect Purity.

I

.

alterations of every descripton; send for list.-Thc
Victa Electrical Co 47 High St Battersea, S.W.11.
'-'
"
[1552
1930 Everyman Four Coils, 20/-.-Bramhall,
S ET o! Branston
St., Birmingham.
Ll65
C. Red Spot, 5/-; AC. (irren Spot, 5/-; MirI L.4,
7/6; Pye 20 henry, 8/-i Weston relay, 10/-;
galvanometer, 3/6; Western Electric horn speaker,'

Repro-53,

-

Hand Type.

hohl dlstasice-aessltlee. yt goarsnired entirely
trrr from distortion or microphosle noises, sbsolately
client background; for superior

!.-Hulley, 255, Onslow Drive, Glasgow, lii. [1625
1'KCO (kIt Mains Units, C2A, cost £1011716, £7,

-

cedloary Micro-

tos

Ti-asomitters; for uso with Vulve AmpliSer
or Wireiron Sot otOpon-airMertlner, Sporto (leonado.
Gsedrs Fetes: In Cloema. Theatre. or Dance ItoU
Operates from 2-volt tspping of LT. ,Accusmiis'Or
through Mloeopbosio Trssofos'mer.
Cusoest consumption one-troth
#"°",.,,,
Ampere. Provided with detach'
)
able round eolleeeor sed a Sit. sill
jp
eonneotlng cord; every metal poet
i
a, \i
mokal-pIsted, bIsel

LA or near offer Ferranti A.F.4, 10/6; hypermu,
13/-; Mullard RC. "Unit, 10/-; all as new.-82, Molesey
RL, Hersham, Surrey.
[1630
J)Hu1.IPS Rectifier, type 366, 3 outputs, 6 volts, I
and 6 amps, 12 volta 3 amps, sell, '10/-; 6-volt
mcving coil speaker, 40/--29, Bushel Av
South

phnom

I

handlers hilis,irstios

16/6

I

,

Woödlord.. E,18.

[1633
J' XPERIMENTEI1'S Surplus,-Kit magnum coils,
.1_A
2 s.p. aerials, 2 sp. HF. translormers (250-2,000
metres) 20/-; Blue Spot 66K, 12/6; Amplion A R.65,
gott 7ö/., take 25/-; P.51.254 6/6; Magnum b_F.
choke, 3/6; all as new, períed.-ti. 1'., 90, Asbbury
Rd.. London, S.W.ii.
[165f'
T EWCOS Dual Coil, DEA/i, lO/6 Westinghouse
,L H.T.4, 32/6; trasisforner, with 4v, in. winding,
1716; III. choke 16/9; Nicore I, 16/6; Blue Spot
66t, 29/6; BL }yporcore, 15/-; all absolutely as near.
S. G. L, 49, Clifton Rd.. Tuebrook, Liverpool. [1639

tiN1

-

v-'--...v

vs

Pedestal Type
-

Richly Sensitive rgieeophsosr, so shove de,
oribod. provided with drteohable round coi-

i

"ior(
-

fi

leetorrrnda9tt.allkeonsset(ngcord,osdilued
lii
by silk-braided rubber osapesolos ho nickelplated frame on pedestal Ihn, high; for
mounting on Sposker's Flatter-m, in Pslpit
..iJ, wa C
on top of Carriera Stand, or for
mspesslos from rolling, as
- frhleropiione withihIo,trsthos
oui Stand 18/The above Microphones ai-e ,-enler-ed Directional by

-

251

Microphone Transformer,

special derlgn to obtain best poaeitle recuits
torn sensItive Microphones when connected
5,0
higb-reuietanee' phones. L,oadapeaker.
Wireleen Set, or Valve Amplitier: beet Traneformer made for dear speech with volume, modulation,
rpeecb and muele troxumioslon, Futile Addreso SUccophones, etc. Prim, and See. terminisluOtted.
Full directions for use of Microphones and dialramS
of connections tree. Goods by return post.

MICROPHONE
COUPLER.

I

-

Advertise,nents joy

A
a

loud speaker

th

-

-

gives'

11666
30f-- Mul-

]3.T.H. Pick-up and Tone Arm, unused
i

I

i

i

I

t

lard E speaker, £1; Weston mc. ma. 'meter.
£1; approval.-Ordish, 50, Bonnington Cres., Sherwood, Nottingham.

'LI

Speaker,

tormers;-4,

Tite Wireless Worcl

-

type

or best

quisite cabinet;,

A

loud peaker so mex-.
pensive, yetso wonderful,
you will proudly ask all
your friends to see and

ARtS.

2

are only accepted

from

hear.

Your local Bel-Canto dealer can demonstrate it on
your own set at home.'
llIustratd bqoklet' of all.
Speaker models, Constructors Kit, and the BelCanto Radiograms on
:request
Director

Rl. transThe

of

Sales:

Ltd.
Vale
Acton, W.3. Telephone;
1663,
Shepherds Bush
Radio
Warple Way, the
Bel Canto

.

.

Northern BroncA:

-

Chombers,
Est. 1926

Huddersfield.

2 O6aerver

Moe/tnt

Street.

Telephone 1638

i
I

i

[1676

oPer.-.ox 7709, e/o

living. interretatiofl o

the Light and Shade of
every soud.. Luxurious
tone and realism. Luxury in
the craftsmanship of fts ex-:_.

Staffs.[1664

(i..

-

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker, 'Phone:
27, Fitzroy Street, London, Wi. siowomg3on,

-

atone St., NS.
1041
GAMIIEELL Novotone, 70/.; B.T.H. pick-up, complete, 25/-.-Harwood, Crocher End, Nettlebed,
Henley-on-Thames.
11644
FERIIANTI Moving Coil. Speaker Chassis, D.C.
mains, with output translormer, £5; 1-legra,
ditto, £2; 2 Cossus S.G.220, 2 Osrnrn S.215, iii,each-IL Sosiega, 4, Swan St., Isleworth, Middlesex.
[1653
EXIIJE W.H.10 140 volts, 50/.; Laide charger, consbinad JI.T and LT,, 200.250 volts AU., bO/l
Westinghouse Bectifler, R,T.3 12/.; Marconi DEH6ÌO,
5/-; . all perfect-Fagan 46, Liberia Rd., Riglibury
Corner, N.5.
11658
19/.; Hypermu, 12/6; Mazda, AC/PEN.,
Â.F.5,
18/-; A.C./P,, 8/-; A.C./H.L., 5/.; P.M.24, 9/-;
P M.254, 6/-; P.M.4D.X., 5/-; Marconi pick-up, new
type, 45/-; all as ncw.-27, Miles Hill Av., Lerdo.
£1; B.T.H. nick-up, 25/-; Kone LS., [1672
£2.AF.5,
Smith, 10, Parade, Felixntowe.
[1670
NDUCTOR Dynamic Loud-speaker, Farmed, 45/-;
Loewe pick-up, 7/6 Edison tonearm, 2/6; all
new.-72, High St., Cheadle,
JJEGRA Unit 12/6; 66P., 22/-; }tegra speaker,
22/6; surplus componentn; atamp.-335, Barton
St., Glsusester
'
[0668
SEtOND-HAND Goods, all guaranCeed as new
TOC. electrolytic condenser, double. 2.000,<
2,000, 16/6; T.C.C. 4ml. 800v,, working, 8/-; CAY.
Jellacid accumulator, 30A.A., 9/-, new; Ormond friction condensers, 0.0005 7/-, 0.00035 5/6, new dials;
Ormond twin gang, 0,0005, 9/-;Agranic.dual impedance L.F. unit, 5/6; R.!. Pentumu output transformer,
12/6; Marconi universal ditto, 12/6; Cossor transformers, 9/-; also a few minus botInes. 6/-, working
order; Watnsel dual coIl, 7/-; Hartie wavetrap, 3/6'
good buzzer wavemeter, 12/6; Varly 100,000 anti
80,000 resistances, 2/9; Ferranti A.F.5, 22/6; Ferranti O.P.3, 15/-.
RETAILER'S Bankrupt Stock, all genuine.-Mullard
Permacor trarsslormers, 11/6; Cossor transformers, 11/6; Ferranti PP. A.F.3c, can be used as
ordinary, 16/6; Ferranti O.P.4c, 12/6.
DUBILIER R.C.C. Units, any values, 3/6; Edlowan,
2 -; Mullard grid leaks, 0.25 and 2 meg., 9d.
each; Loewe 2 meg., 9d,; Edissvan anode resistances,
br grid decoupling, 30.000 ad 250,000, 500,000 ohms,
carre lesa, at 180v. 9d. each.
i5.IIR.ARD Il/S Motors, No. LOA, list 53/6, my
price 33/6: Osram L.S.5 valves. 16 I-; Mullard
D.F.A.7, 16/-; Mullard D.O.20, 16/-; Phililn full wave
rectifier, 300v., type, No. 506, 12/6.
ROLAR Ideal SM. Variable Condensers. 0.0005.
7/6; Hydra condensers, 2ml. 650v. tost, 2/2
Hydra 4ml. 500v. test, 3/3: Hydra 4mb 350v., working. 4/6; Hydra 0.01, 9d.: Polymet. moulded, 0.0003,
6d.; T.C.C., 4ml. 800v., working, 10/- each.
A. RYALL, 182, Kennington Rd., London, SEll.

I
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THATSkI-LL':&BRAINi
'(A.N,PRODU(E

.

"COMPACTUM"

Wireless Set)

BEST' SPEAKER'

.

I.

25/-

THE

])ISMANTLEJ) SG. 5-valver components, half price;
also speakers, accUmulators; send list.-6, Eiphin.

attaching the Soit ud Collects,.

Size o! polished Mahogany box 5 X 4 X 3( inches.
For broadcasting Speech and Music, und for making
Announcements by Microphone through Loudspeaker
working from Vulve AmplIfier or Wireless Set. WITHOUT ANY FURTHER ACCESSO11ES, EXCEPTING
MICROPHONE.
If a Valve Amplifier or a Wireless Set is provided with
connections for a Gramophone Pick-up, it is only rieressary tocounect one pair of plugs of the "COMPACTUM" Coupl6r to a good Microphone, and the other
pair to the Pick-up terminals of the Amplifier (or
Wireless Set) in order to broadcast Announcements
right away.
By fixing a Stand Microphone on top of the
"Compactum" Coupler, an excellent self-contained
SPEECH AND MUSIC RELAY is obtainer)
The COMPACTUM" Coupler comprises a Microphone Transformer, a Volume Control a small toggle
switch, and a standd "Ever-Reay" battery of
about 600 working hours. If desired, a 2-Volt
Accumulator can be placed in the box instead of the
dry battery.
Price, complete for immediate use- with any good
Carbon Microphone, inclusive plugs for the Microphone
cord and for connections to Amplifier (or

',..:Y:'.
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A.Components,

NOT MISS THE
"ALL-METAL STAND"

.

-

CABINETS and
ELIMINATOR CASES-

made to customers' own design.
sketch for estimate.

Send

SUPPLIED TO MOST OF
THE LEADING RADIO FIRMS.
AS

ELECTRICALLY
SEALED CABINETS'to

'WIRELESS

oil

SPECIFICATIONS.

WORLD

FINISHESArti,t

ilniahes in WALNUT, ROSEWOOD. JACOBEAN. IMITATION

LEATHER and CRYSTALLINES.

RITHERDON dc
Metal Workers,

Co. Ltd.

North Bridge MillsBOLTON (Deansgate).
'Phone: 1024.

NEW CLIX
CLIX

LINES

ANODE CONNECTOR

For Screen.grid or Pent-ode Valves. A certain and-safe
past-poll cont.aet. Impossible to short anysrlcees. EssUient
socket entirely Insulated.. Solid Plu Ta is permanently
fined to volve tes-saluaI.
BIset l,mulater.
Engravd

j

ir,

NOW

AIXDER

BLACK,

-

.

Wireless Uoctor, will cali ILondon
THEand Original
Home Counties) and cure your set.
CONSULTATIONS by Appointment without Obligation; seta installed, maintained and brought up
to date; components and isic3iicl5ael porto bio sets On
hire; punty reproduction specialista.
Sloane 1655.
Ebury St., Victoria, 8.W.1.
,

[0277
Payments-We supply, by easy payments,
EASY
components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10%
down, balance spread over 11 months-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0337
TYPEWRITER, £14114; portable Corona Four,
prscttcally new, £9/15, or offer; deposit nynteon.
-Veif,ch, 15, Coiworth Rd., Northileid, Birmingham.

-(1647

ENGINEERS-Important notice.-Results now to
(sand show that 93% of our candidates pass their
exams st the first attempt, a remarkable record unapproached by any other organisation, and nhcwing
why wo alone guarantee Nc Pass-No Fee. II 93 out
of every 100 ordinary anon can succeed, why should
you remain in the ranks?
Now in the tune to get
buey and investigate. Our handbook, "Engineering

Opportunities, explains the most simple and successful home study methods of pasting ESe., AM.!.
Mech,E,, A.M.I.C.K, ARIER.. A.M.I.A.E., G.P.O..
C. and G., Matrie., etc., exams. This book outlines
courses in all branehes of civil, mechanical, electrical,
motor and wireless engineering, shows the unique ad.
vantages of our Appointments Department, and jisclinics a brilliant forewoed by Prof. A. M. Low, in
which iso shows clearly the chances you are missing.
Send for free handbook now (state branch, post or
exam.l.-Britioh Institute of Engineering Technology,
87, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford St., London.

'

.c

-

I

ONLY

FOR
NOVICE

'

"

-

50/A

SCOTT SESSIONS arad Co., Great Britain's Radio
doctors, officially approsed as wireless repairers
hy Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old geta of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised
send set for immediate quotation.
'COTT SESSIONS and Co-New sets constructed
with your or our components, guaranteed finest
workmanship; wo specialise in "The \% ireleaa World"
circuits; remember, we bave satisfied customers
throughout the BrItish Isles arad ici three Continents;
rl you au desire, we will design and construct high
grade apparatuS to suit your especial circumstances for
quality, range and selectisity.-Tei.: Tudor 5326. Mus[0262
well Kill, London, N.iO.

eJe,

S

[0228

Preston.

(or
50

Two

Sale.-&ientvflc Deve6çpuient Co., 57,

MISCELLANEOUS.

HALL
MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIB'N
Oct. 8th to 18th.

..

for

Gumidhall St.,

-

NEW

.

Sae.-Contd.

DIX-ONEMETER
Wimbledon.[1693 THE
Accurato
It has
Clear Scales with Mirror
Ranges.
ReadIng; only
Terminals, but

PARI'
ceivers

'

reF

Exide 220 AC. Trickle Charger. 35/-; 3v,
1 2O' set oui speaker, 45/..-Bryant, 2, South
Ridgivay Place,
PAUL Testing Set, movement in iIished mahogany
e
carrying cave, 6m, dial, 21 n.v.. 3 ma, lull scale.
dead beat, complete o ith calibrated variable resistonces and shunts, excellent condition; £8, or. nearest
offer-Mills, 41.
uslyn Rd.. West Cross, Soansea.
(1695
J
Exchange-See our advertiaement imder ReI

..491P4 ETS

Etc.,

OcTOBER 8TH,

-

E,'oeERT.

remarkably

low prf cefora
meter worth

rest

--

Booklet
Free.

£10

MIKES

.

Everyone with a valve cet wO! fInd one Mie,ophones of
etat uno and Interest and we stock n wide range si Brai.
British from 1/- to £20. A very sensitive pcmlantoiadel In
coat aluniiniun, case with brass front and fineses! isoniy 4,6
No. 10 Pulpit Mike, 12/6. SpremI Publie Adder,, BroadesaS Mike, 55m. lan., 65'-. Trnnafi,rmers, 36,5-.7/6 asid
10/-. Foe Portableo,sd Mains Amp/jOnes or Mike work, oc.
our neme Solo List lost out.
MEI'ERS. l'ortabio nr Sw-itchboacd, 2m, to 81.. dia., sU
rangea. RELAYS foc battery or mains to c.nteol anything.
Receivers st Bargain Prices, from an enslosed Cry,tal Set a'
3/11 to a Sopor Set.
DYNAMOS from 4 volto to 4,801) volta.. ALTERNATORS
Io 500 oye/e,. MOTOR-GENERATORS, both D.C. and A.!].
work.
SWITCEGEAR for
Charging Paseis arid
Chargers for any main,.
Ali st wonderfully lose pelees which a,ll be appreciated
when yoft ere our new Saie Li,t, east on application.

iii

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 Upper

Thames

Street, E.C.4

'P/easer Cil6 0191.

Wireless World sets madeup. Special sets des,gned and made. Special apparatus made to order

UNIQUE cRAFTsMANsH:P
Noted

-

foe ms-Ial tab 1,1sf asid ser.'enieo cork.

F. E.
Centras-lar
4,

ro

the

tzpni

GODFREY,
Oserntittes of "The Gramophone.

HIGH STREET. HAMPSTEAD,
'Poosrt

IIAMPSTEAD

N.W.3.

lit-id.

-i

(1696

PATENT AGENTS.
ansi Trade Marks, British and forergn.-

PATENTS
(Ive.and Co. (H. T. P. Gee. Member B.S.O.B.
and A.M.LIt.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London,
WC.2. Thonet Holborn 1525.
[0001
l's.

O.

PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., I46a, Queen VicKINGS
toria St.. EC.4.-Free advice and hsndieok on

Pro. Pst Reg.

CLIX VALVE HOLDER
(4,5

patenting inventions and registering trade marks by
registered. agents with 43 years experience.
(0002

Pin Bowl

REPAIRS.
SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors; read advertisement underMiscellaneous
column.
[0263
SERVICE-It will pay you to send your old
EDES
set to us for repair or to be modernised, expert
workmanship, modernised oete returned as new and
guaranteed for 2 years, sets Conntructed to suit your
esRecial circumstances; ask for estimate-Tel.: Eins'
bridge 3259. 82, Victoria Rd., Surbiton, Surrey.

[138

-

Pro. Pst. lieu. Design
Beesuce of the Clix Resilient Sockets embodied, perfect
contact s.lth 8OLi]) or any other type of valve pia Is
secured. Easy in,ertlon and withdrawal of valve. Usual
5f.?. (osseo entirely eliminated.
Braillent Soskeha sir
dieleetrfcolly 'bassIst-ed and seIl-xlign.isag. Impossible to
blow valves.
J'gpe B" for B.edeSosed .ifsa,stíeg.
With
Without
Screw Terminale
s
Screw Terminals
Wc. 27.

,

Write foe eooaplefe Iilc,lrstsd lief.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,
254

VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD1 S.W.1.

GUARANTEED Repairs by Experts.-Loud.speakern.
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type, resound, remagnetised, and adjusted post free 4/-; transformers. from 41-.--Iloweil, 91, Morley lull. Enfield.

Middlesex.[9555

LOUD'SPEAKERS, headphones, cone units repaired
by experts, rewound and overhauled for 4/-, post
1, Dunn's Terrace, Lower Compton,
Plymouth.
11586
YOUR Transformer Repaired or Rewound and ltturned Promptly; 3/6, post free-James, 190.
Bitterne Rd.,
(1673
GLASGOW.-Radlo Repairs, all types wireless gear
repaired or remodelled, kits assembled and
tested, our representative will cali any evening on
receipt of card; quotations gIven fer ali work, vatiofaction guaranteed-Bell 2796. Nicolson. 34, Gray
St., Glasgow, CI.
[1684
f

ree.-Walters,

Southampton.-

"APTUS" LINEN DIAPHRAGM
TRIPLE CHUCK ADAPTER
FITS ALL UNITS
COMBINED BRASS AND
CELLULOID WASHERS. PREVENTS RATTLE.
EXPERTS SAY:-" The most
Successful Centre yet Devi sed."

PRICE 2/6
"APTUS"DOPE

POST

....
.....

2/9

6cl.
DOPE BRUSH
IRISH LINEN for 22m. T'G
, 8 ANGLE BRACKETS with
screws
116
6d. yard
RUBBER
SET (4) 2 B.A.RODS (6 NUTS
116
and WASHERS)
ORDERS OVER IOf.POSTFREE
Makers of" A8'TUS" specialities
Co.
(Est. 50 YEARS)
101 & 103, Date St., LIVERPOOL
°

......
....
----

MOORE &

Phosie:Cen. 1284.. Grams: "Solutions"

-

Mention of

The ¡Virelçss World," when wriling fo advepfjsers will ensure prompt attention.
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'in

EXCHANGU.

a

.

1930.

Pare Exchange Bureau; send list, Otour
SNAPPY
goods, stating new requirements, or our quota[1585
tion.-8, Blue Rail Mansions, IV.6.
Guineo Ainplion Gramophone and Records for
i
.1 7
Set;
Battery
Operated
Powerful
Modern
letters only-P., 243, Alderminster Rd., SEl.

ARANGEoIMAINS
UNITS'forEVE1Y

[1681
Acrept Your Surplus Apparatus (making
you a hIgh allowance) in part, payment for any
new apparatus; your enquiry will be dealt ssith
promptly.-Bostoek and Stonnill, 1, Westbourne Terlace, S.E.23.
[1678
WE Will

WANTED.

copies of "The Wireless World " following dates, May 12, May 19, December 1.
1926, also Apri) 13, 1927.-Jloare. Browniow, Hind[1645
head,

flllflhIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIlIIflhIIIllIJl
-

-

..

ILL Readers Heating 1ndirctly HeatedValves
with Raw 25 cycle AC, kindly Give Experiences,
hum valves number?-Jansea, "Lynwood," Cef n Rd..

20:

.

0

cas

-

[""'"""']

.

'
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.

20
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-

.
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120 VOLl'S at I 5'
350VOLT$ at IOO

-

''

-

-

-

,

a

S

Model W.3.[ffflffill12

Output
350v. at 100

World.[1632

WHY worry any longer with
HT. Batteries when you
can get a Mains Unit made by
Regentone-a firm who have
specialised in Mains Radio since

rn/a.

-

Price

£17.10

CLERGYMAN'S Son, age 18. height 51t. lOin., seeks
employment, anything,,. educated Public School,
holds ¡'MG. certificate in radiotelegraphy-Write Box
7660, e/o The Wireless
YOUNG Man 21, public school, member R.S,G.B.,
keen amateur transmitter since 1926, desires
post, would accept low svago to demonstrate ability. [1690
Box 7708. c/n The Wireless World.

World.L1631

1924-to suit any and every

54

requirement 1 In order to ensure
absolutely silent operation of
any mains-driven receiver, it is
essential that the main apparatus be totally screened. This
LS.
O.LL.s
can only be effected by metal
casing as standardised on all Regentone Mains Units. This method is the first
recommendation of the Institution of Electrical Engineers regarding electrical
apparatus, as when the metal screening case is earthed a sure precaution against
short-circuit and shock is provided. Apart from the most thorough insulation of
the components, the insulation that really nfatter.s in a mains unit or ofher 3nain.s
apparatus is on the input and output 8ockets. Regentone Mains Units have
completely insulated input and output sockets-there ore no metal parts exposed.
The variable outputs on Regentone Mains Units are controlled by the new
Regentstat-the only available totally wire.wound resistance of high ohmic value
capable of handling power.
Westinghouse recommend Regéntone Components in every circuit in their
All.Metal Way 1931."
Regentone 'Portabl' Combined Mains Units (H.T. with L.T. Charger) have
proved so efficient and so reliable that leading British Set Manufacturers are
recommending them for use in their own Sets.
Write to-day for FREE copy of new Art Catalogue.

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

1*

Ineentor's Guide on l'etentn.-T. A. A.. 253
f6373
Grnr'a Inn Rd.. London. "V 0.1.

s'

By Cap-

VV tain J. Frost-A popular, practical, nontechnical guide to choice of set, installation, use and
maintenance; learn how to secure perfect reception.Illustrated, 5/- net, from a bookseller, or Pitman's..
Parker St., Kingsway, W.C.2.
[1145
-

WIRELESS AS A CAREER.
FtJLL TRAINING FOR POST MASTER
GENERAL'S CERTIFICATE
AND
STATION ENGINEER'S WORK.
Complete Marconi equipment including
Auto-alarm. Modern laboratories. Low
Fees. Prospectus free. Apply:

TECHNICAL COLLEQE, PARK ST.,HULL.

YOU MUST HAVE

jf

ROTOR0rn.

you want the most perfect Volume Control
yet made. Rotor Ohm incorporate all the
vitalfeatures-Smoothness, Silence, Ltcuracy
-and are constantly specified by the Technical Papers for aU circuits, and standardised in
the best receivers of to-day.
Pn*nttm*D,.
Rothi. Ohm
----rn- -------------

llhlIlIIIIIII!IilIIIIIIIuhIIIIIINThIUIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIII

capacities 6'L

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO., Regentone House,
21, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circu, London, E.C.4.

TD.,
.

Ad.i;ertisements for

Price

£3.T.6

'"/0

-

.

S

A7

Mòdel W.1D.

-

SITUATIONS WANTED.

E L E C T R IC

-

-.

a
--

-

EXIYICES Offered to London Retailer, in exchange
for small wage, by wireless student, age 28;,
anxious to learn trade-Anderson, 14, Clitheruw Rd.;
[1654
Drontford, Middlesex.
and telephone, would un.
ADVERTISER, having car installation
and service of
dertake for good firm,
wireless; London and suburbs-Box 7696,, e/o The
[1640
IVtreless World.
IJOUNG Man, aged 24, requires situation, past exJ
perience as assistant designer, tester service
engineer, and demonstrator-Box 7668, C/s the Wireless World.
(1637
YOUNG Man, 25, keen, seeks change, good practical
knowledge IF. amplifiers, would accept nominal
wage, 30/- per week in London, to secure post and
references in wireless trade.-Box 7659, c/n The Wire-

¡n all
RO TOR

-

320y. at 15 mIa.

-

-

[1694

IXTIRELESS MANUAL" (1930 edition).

-

'Q

-

S

FREE:
1W).

__________

________

FINANCIAL PARTNERShIPS.

less

-:
.

Output

[1680

World.

___________

-

HI, loud-speaker unit,4,000

OUTIl Coast Established Wireless Business (2
Branches) Needs Partner- to tak over manage.
ment of rapidly growing concern, splendid opportunity
for willing worker able to invest £500; Salary £5
per week plus share ul profits. -Box 7710, cío Th
Wireless

INPUT 24
R0din,

________

ohms.-Brimzon, 62, Conisboro Ag,, Caversham,

Reading.

.____________
____________
___________

.

r

[1648

-

'

-

-

1/ANTED.

Blackwood, 'Mon.
ANTED, a Brown

.

-

STAMPING and Machining Contracts Wanted
Weil Equipped London Factory, brass or alucomplete plating
minium condenser plates, etc.
plant available-Apply Joues,
l, Northumberland
[1474
Av.. London, \V.C.2.

W
W

:
.

REQUIREMENT

by-

.

j

..

I

The Wireless World

'P/zone: Centrai

874

(

li,ws).

are only accepted f,o,n firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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Magnificenti-really and truly. Until you have tried
this unit you have not realised what your set is
capable of. Picks out EVEkY instrument In the
Broadcasting Orchestra.
Absolute èlimination of
anything harsh and blatant.
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\QUALITY

Unique Semi-Oil Subhour typc 02. Sem-OiL Subnrrgrd.
or 7/6 diporlt
OF
,nerged feature. Absoluteli'
Completr ilfustrateol. Price.
k 5/.prrmth.for 3mth,.
THOUSANDS prevents
surface leakage DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE, 60 volts.
losses.
As sufrlsed ta 6am hour,
ist

ACCUIVULATORS ELITE,

,

'Phone: 20866 Sheffield.

Buy on Deterred Terms
Britain's Best Battery with
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For the Wireless Experimenter Factory,
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Coneitishardtobelieve

7HE BES.
Increased demand has made it possible
to reduce the cost of producing the
world-famed Dubilier Condensers and
grid 1eaks an advantage which we are

production is perfectits tone mellow. Its
fidelity makes radio
i

DUMETOHMS The extreme accuracy and constancy
-THEY'VE of Dubilier Condensers is well known
users are assured that the standard
BEE N R E and
will be maintained.
DUCED TOO!
There is now no excuse for using InFROM
ferior Condensers in your set.
2/6 to 1/9
PRICES
-

..

hID

ALSO handingontoyou!

USE

/
I

\

PRICE

£3

ha

TYPES 610 and 620.
00005
001

to

())09 -

and 002

-

1/8

003

2/-

006

004.
-

-

005-

-

2/3
2/6

UBILIE'
j MICA

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.,
Radio Division.

-

EDISWAN

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, Nòrth Acton, London, V.3
The Wireless World

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, WI.
Showrooms in a!! the Principal Towns.
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MAGNET Triple Capacity Battery at 13s. 6d. is equivalent
in capacity to. three standard unit batteries at 7s. lid, each.
This mèans a reduction in HT. Cost equivalent to at least
a whole month's supply absolutely free of Charge.
All
modern high - power receiving sets make à heavy demand
on H.T. current. This is why the new wonder battery means
so much-a real economy and months of steady power and
vigorous life, even under strenuous usage.

RIP[E UtPACIIY
iN.IJ

A

t

The complete range

of

"MAGNET"
Wireless Batteries
includes

.

:

TRIPLE CAPACITY TYPE

....

WRITE for Folder L.5566, which glues full particulars of
MAGNET Wireless Batteries and L.T. Accumulators. Sent
free on request.

L.4903,60 volt
Price

13/6

STANDARD tJNIT TYPES
..
óo volt

1.4920
Price

7/11
loo volt
12111

..

.

L.4922
Price

..

i

GRID BIAS BATTERIES
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MANCHESTER SHOW.

LYONS "B.A.T" 750 -WATT
Q.M.B." POWER SWITCH
TRANSFORMERS

/f¡aat 5
Y
Look for the new season e
models of the World

famous Tdseu Transformers. They have been

entirely redesigned embodying new windings
and oore,ffttedwithearth
terminals and shrouded
in Genuine Bakelite

Mouldings. Ask your
dealer for the New Teleen

Transformers NOW:
New Model Radiogrand
Price 12/6
New Model Radiogrand Soper
Ratio 7.1. Price 17/6
Ratios 34 & 5-1

Advt. of TELSEN ELECTRIC
Co., Ltd., hIRMINONAR.

T. A rCH E AP

...

Latest Model: easily breaks 3 Amps ra)
250 V. ' Q.M.B." Action : Indicating :

Live Parts Insulated from Lever: One Hole
Fixing : Nickel Finish. Small : Neat :
Efficient : Guaranteed fully.

Send a postcard to -day for our free and post
free Art Sooklet-12 illustrations -20 Circuits
describing uses of this and our many other
AC Snap Switches. Many problems solved.
All types ready for delivery.

CLAUDE LYONS, LIMITED,
Head Office ,-76 OLDHALL ST., LIVERPOOL.
LONDON :-40 BUCKINGHAM GATE. S.W.1.

BUrTON

VALVE
HOLDER

PRICE

11. each
Pentode

-ValveHolders
16 each

TUNGSRAM

ELECTRIC LAMP
WORKS (GREAT

Patent No.

BRITAIN) LTD.,
Radio Dept.,
72, Oxford Street,
London, W.r.

No. 581. Vol. XXVII. No. 16.

-_.

316705

MANUFACTURED BY

C. F. & H. BurTon

PROGRESS WORKS
WALSALL, ENG. ;11

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper
ter transmission in the United Kingdom.
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£650 in cash prizes
Great Free Competition
L33a.

The makers of the famous Exide Batteries are offering prizes to the value
of £650 in a simple Free Competition,
The competition, which is open to all,

begins and ends with Exide Fortnight
- the 'great annual Battery -buying
opportunity when dealers all over the

country make special displays of
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rules carefully, then send
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"Radio Times" of
Nov. 28th for the results

SEND YOUR ENTRY IN TO -DAY
to " Competition," Publicity Dept., The Chlcy¡áte Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton junction, near Manchester
Mention of ' The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Electrical Instruments

in ONE

DIRECT
READINGS
in
AMPERES
1 milliampere to 12 amperes.
0 - 12 amperes

0-1.2
0I2012 .,
0
,.

VOLTS
1 millivolt to 1200 volts.
0
0

- 1200

- 120

volts

0 - 12

00-

1.2

12

OHMS
r1 ohm to I megohm.
0 - 1,000,000 ohms

0--

0 = 100,000

0

10,000
1,000

NO
CALCULATIONS

OF ANY KIND
NO

EXTERNAL SHUNTS
OR MULTIPLIERS

The `AVOMETER'
COIL

WINDING

THE .AVOMETER is a British first grade instrument giving-at
the turn of a single switch-thirteen
of readings in
Amps, Volts and Ohms. It gives you directranges
readings,
one pair of terminals, without external shunts or using only
multipliers,
without the need for calculations

Automatic Coil Winding
Machines. These can be
supplied for hand or power
operation. They incorpor-

of any kind.
There is one AVOMETER only. It is portable, precise, complete
and self-contained. It measures 72 x 62 x 4 inches and weighs 5 lbs.
It is the best and handiest
complete measuring instrument. The
AVOMETER is low-priced ' yet
priceless. It will be invaluableand indispensable to you.

improvements for speedy
and profitable production.
Write for Illustrated
leaflets or call and see
the machines at work.

Price 8.8.0. Deferred Terms if desired.

Those interested in Coil
Winding will be glad to
know that we are now pro-

ducíng an entirely new
range

of " Douglas"

ate the most up-to-date

"`Douglas" Coil Winding

Machines

purchased on

may

be

EASY TERMS.
AI

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
CO. LTD.

WINDER, HOUSE, DOUGLAS-

STREET, LONDON,

Telephone: Victofftál40516.

S.W.1.

Telegrams: "Autowinder, Churton, London."
Advertisements for ' The, Wireless World " are only accepted
from. firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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BATTERY ELIMINATORS

FOR A.C. & D.C. MAINS
Battery eliminators do away with all the trouble caused by
H.T. Batteries. They ensure an absolutely constant H.T.
supply and faultless reception. Their initial outlay is their
last expense, for the cost of running is practically negligible.
Philips Battery Eliminators are made for both A.C. and D.C.
mains and are absolutely reliable.
Type 3005 for D.C. mains - Price £3.17.6.
Type 3002 for A.C. mains - Price £5.10.0.
Type 3009 for A.C. mains - Price £5.15.0.
Or on easy hire purchase terms for Io/- deposit.

PHILIPS
BATTERY

ELIMINATORS

Made by the manufacturers of the famous Philips Argentes electric lamps,

-

all -electric radio receivers, commercial and industrial fittings and neon signs.

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., PHILIPS FMt SE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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41K This
speaker's
arrival on the market

is a great event in
wireless history -

TRADE v MARY

reproduction

accurate

at

a

popular price. Almost every
home in England can now have
its Blue Spot Speaker. Housed
in a beautiful walnut case, this
fine speaker costs fifty shillings.

5041

This new and splendid
speaker represents all

that is highest in loudspeaker

reproduction. The walnut case

is a perfect piece of the cabinet
maker's art and the driving unit

is 66R, the finest unit in the
world.

price 95?.

Meet us at :
MANCHESTER RADIO'SHOW, OCT. 8-18-STAND NO. 26, MAIN HALL.

BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1
'Phone: Clerkenwell 357o.

'Grams: "Bluospot, Smith, London."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland, and North Wales : H. G. RAWSON (Sheffield and Londoni LTD.,
loo, London Road, Sheffield ; as, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 183, George Street, Glasgow ismismase
A3

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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J. .(., ELECTRICAL

INCLUDING OSRAM VALVES,

GECoPHONE COMPONENTS
AND POLISHED HEAVY OAK
CONSTRUCTOR'S CABINET.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS.
You can either buy your "OSRAM

MUSIC MAGNET 4" for cash or on
these a -tractive HIRE PURCHASE

terms, £ 1. 3. 6 deposit and 12
monthly payments of 18/6.

_....

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

The "Osram Music Magnet 4" Instruction Chart

Please send Instruction Chart to
Name,

_

MADE IN

ENGLAND

7°

Stop wondering what to buy

Address

THIS IS THE SET FOR YOU!

The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2
W.W.

SEND COUPON TO -DAY FOR POST FREE Constructor's
Instruction Chart. It is full of information-hints and tips-

Cut out coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in
unsealed envelope. Ilalfpennv postage in either case.

results of practical tests, and full-size Assembly Charts.

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Mention of " The Wireless World,k'bmien writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Your H.T. will cost less if you use the

Amazing Mazda Rectifying Valves
A Mazda Rectifying valve is fhe generating station for
your Radio equipment. There is a Mazda Rectifier for

every purpose; from the small battery eliminator to
the power supply unit of a public address amplifier.
Designed to take care of the voltage variations which
exist on all supply mains, these valves are fitted with
the famous Mazda indirectly heated Cathode, thus
ensuring extremely long life and preventing the possibility of a short circuit due to a burn out under overload.

THE AMAZING
FULL -WAVE RECTIFIERS
Filament Fil.
Volts Amps

Type
UU.30/250
UU.2
ÚU.60/250
U0.120/250

4

1.0
1.0
2.0

4

2.0

4
4

Max.R.M.S. Max.

Anode
Volts
250
250
250
250

Output PRICE
Current
30
60
60
120

12j6
17/6
1716

22/6

RADIO VALVES

HALF -WAVE RECTIFIERS
Type

0.30/250
0.75/300
0.60/500
0.65/550
0.120/500

Filament Fil.
Volts Amps
4

1.0

4

2.0
2.0
1.25
2,0

4

7.5
4

Max.R.M.S. Max.

Anode
Volts
250
300
500
550
500

Output
Current

PRICE

30
75
60
65
120

151-

Incorporating theWiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering,Refrigeration and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.

Radio Division

15/17/6
17/6
22/6

yf
Ag

yUSTpIES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LID.

i

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN

i

V.83

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only acceüted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Advt..of Telsen, Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham.
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"The General Electric Company can
fairly be called pioneers

of the

indirectly heated valve."
Wireless World, Sept. 17th, 1930

The FIRST
indirectly heated valve -

was an

OS RAM

The LATEST OSRAM Indirectly Heated
Valves still lead because they combine all
the essential points of an A.C. valve

-

Absolute Reliability.
Ample and LASTING Electron Emission.
Stability in use.
High Electrical Efficiency.
No hum.
Absence of parasitic noises.
Write for Booklet "OSRAM VALVES
for A.C. Mains & Rectifying Valves"
CV 5568.
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet Hoúst"Kingsway, London, W.C.z..
A7
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How often have you wished
for an R.K. which would work
without extra power ? Now

you can have it-the new
R.K,. Permanent Magnet
Model. Just connect it to your

set and it will give
you reproduction of
the tone and quality
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cabinets of polished
oak, mahogany or
walnut; the Senior with builtin rectifier for use with A.C.
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R.K. models famous
ever since their introduction.
There are two other

S

dard Senior from £16 16s.,
as well as the Junior Model,
without cabinet, £4 15s., all

15/- extra

.
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of which are obtainable

D

through your radio dealer.
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THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

i

EDISWANW.I i

Mention of " The Wireless World;' when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Your Power `' ply Problems
For

For

RECEIVERS,

RECEIVERS

AMPLIFIERS, RADIO - GRAMS
requiring

requiring
150 v.
200 v.

15 m.a.
300 v.
40 m.a.
400 v.
Etc., Etc.

50 m.a.

40 ma.

300 v. 120 m.a.
400 v. 150 m.a.
500 v. 100 m.a. Etc.

M -L

M -L

ANODE

.:. .:.

CONVERTERS
Operate
'

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Operate
from

for

from

6 v.

D.C. to D.C.

12 v.

The Mains -less Radio User

32 v.
50 v.

Country Houses

100v.

Ships
Yachts

200 v.

Radio Users

12 v. Í

24 v. f
32 v.
50 v.
100 v.

for

Public Address Work
Large Country House
Installations
Ships

_ s"

with D.0

200 v.

Mains

Installations in D.C. Districts

Write for " The Book of the M -L
Rotary Transformer."

Write

for Illustrated

which deals with all machines of our manufacture.
Lists

de-

scribing above ; alsoM-L Machines for Transmitting ;
M -L Machines for Television;

THE M -L MAGNETO SYND. LTD.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone : 5001.

M -L Hand -driven Generators

M -L D.C. to A.C. ROTARY
TRANSFORMERS.

Ltd.

I."
A9 -

Contractors to the Air
Ministry, The British
Broadcasting Corporation, The General Post
Office, Marconiphone,
The Gramophone Co

6odaoido.
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Non -inductive

Condensers
the Latest

TCC
Development

The Sensation of the Radio
Exhibition. Everywhere
the Varley All -Electric

Radio - Gramophone i s
being discussed. Never be-

fore has such perfection
been attained. Clear treble

and powerful bass, each
note vibrant with life.
Low organ notes that you
feel rather than hear.
Music with the freshness,
the crispness, the vitality
of the real thing.

Arrange for a
demonstration.
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300
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.

NEW PATt:T.CC. NON -INDUCTIVE CONDENSEF

OLD PATT: MC. CONDENSER

Here's the latest T. C.C. develop-

ment -a Non -Inductive Condenser at no extra cost. The
advent of the Screened Grid
Valve has emphasized the need
VARLEY ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO GRAMOPHONE (A.C. or D.C.)

Price 85 Guineas.

(Complete with Valves and Royalties.)

for a condenser having the
minimum of impedance in
order that small high frequency currents may be readily
paesed. How the new T.C.C.

Available on hire
purchase terms.
Write for Section A of

Non Inductive Condenser
achieves this result is shown
on the curve above. The

Varley Catalogue for full
particulars of Varley

metres whereas in the new

All -Electric Radio -Gramo-

phones and Receivers.

Arley

ordinary 1 mfd. condenser has
a resonant point at about 900

T.C.C. Non - Inductive Condenser this has been reduced
to near'y 500 metres. Be wise :
always use

C

Available in all raped.
ties from -005 mfd. to 2
raids. from all wireless
shops.

The above illustration

shows the T.C.C. 2 mfds.
Non -Inductive Condenser in moulded case 3170.

Tel graph

Condenser
Co., Ltd., N. Aeton, W.3

D

Always ahead in

'

Condenser Design

A dreriisereen, of Oliver Pell Control Lid., Eingsxany House, 103, Iangsuay, London,
W.C.O.
TelepAom: Holborn 5303.
-

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure pronal;t attention.
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THE RADIO SENSATION OF THE YEAR
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VALVES

FILAMENT

ANODE GRID
COMPONENTS
AND CIRCUITS

AS WELL AS

L ii. , N .T. AND

.»a'et.Wt.

MI L L I AM PS
Here is the All -in -One Radiometer at a price that makes it an

investment. A fool -proof instrument that tests every single
thing on your set, and gives you
the solution to the most baffling
problems. A real Sherlock

.r`

Holmes, this wireless aid.
Ask your dealer to show you the All -in -One Radiometer. See him demonstrate
how simply you can test your own components. Watch him plug in a valve.
See the finger on the dial say "O.K." or "Dud." Notice how the simple
attachment or the leads provided will find that weak spot in the circuit. Have
him couple up the All -in -One to a battery. The reading is as clear as clock time.
Now is the time to buy the All -in -One Radiometer. An accurately calibrated instrument that will save you

I 2í.

pounds in cash and hours in time.

Ask for our booklet or write direct to Pifco Ltd., Pifco House, High St., Manchester

OBTAINABLE
THROUGH ALL
GOOD WIRELESS
DEALERS.

i to,,
Ar r

921,1
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INSPIRED
LEADERSHIP'

The lightest.
lowest loss and
most efficient

IS THAT THE
KIND OF STORES
YOURS IS ?

Condenser extant.
Capacities :

'0005
'00035
'00025
'00015

l/ Q.,

j

`4q

yt N

Is your stores one where goods can

never be found ; where precious
time is wasted in aimless search for

articles that "should be there "-

but where they are goodness knows P

Why not install " TILTRACKS "-the stores where goods can be found instantly,
and handled with ease and rapidity ? They are a big advance on old-fashioned

dark and dismal wooden shelves. They save many pounds per year.

é.`y,.

i- -

THE "BENCHRACK"

l

Easy readin-.

,/),, ..,,

(Tiltrack Principle)

MiD LOG

v Ea alE0

Write for Lists.

i,)

A real help for storing small parts
such as Terminals, Nuts, Washers,

CCNDEneEa
31

Insulators,etc. Made to stand on
the work bench,it enables allsmall

partsneededtorthe fobinprogress
to he stored where they are immediately to hand. Alf the trays
are tilted so that the parts stored
can be seen at a glance, and the

QleL

Smooth action.
Nigher
test.
lower

No

crackle

Bakelite
cased

600 volt

loss,

evity.

test
mains
Condenser.

Caps.

Prices:

great
long-

1
'5
2vr

'1

front faces of the.traya arerounded

swept up the slope with the fingers
of one hand. Each tray fsprovided

with patent hinging partitions

which can be moved quickly to
make larger or smaller compartthese
ments. Being

racks greatly facilitate stocktaking

3-

22

and being all steel there is no

19

with greater pleasure, and the

1/6

2'2"

no that the smallest parts can be

danger of fire. The Experimenter
will do his fobs much quicker and

74'

Factory will save many pounds per
year by installing this Beuchrack.

30'p1 F.O.R.

t:

3

Cap.

'00015

POTENT'

N/N6mG

OnQTirTON

a/TILTRACK JUNIOR "
This all -steel rack is designed
to hang against a wall or other

convenient position, and is a
most excellent rack for storing
small parts. It is supplied
,complete with white canvas
protective cover to keep out
the dust. All the trays are
tilted and have movable
partitions.

rWIMP DEvSDa

truly

A

phenomenal

drum

dial (illuminated type)

with trimmer control.
Dram dial
..
..

816

With one condenser, 13/-. With two, 17/6.

BRITISH LEADERSHIP
SUPPLIERS TO THE
LEADING SET MAKERS

6
of

our

35
Lines

A great little variable compression
type condenser.
1/6

IIIIIII

OF THE COUNTRY

1/6
1i6

00

«K

THERE ARE MANY

SEE DS

MORE STYLES

AT
MANCHESTER

OF "TILTRACKS."
PLEASE SEND
FOR LISTS.

STAND

IMMI No. 32

CATALOGUE FREE. GERRARD 1863.
Golden Sq., Piccadilly Circus, London

'

1 I.

MAIN
HALL.
C.H.S

30 l>

POST

<

2.)3

Particulars from Manufacturer & Patentee:-

BERTRAM THOMAS,

ROMANleyCH

STER,

London Office and Showroom ..-28, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Mention.. of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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You have already been introduced to the Pertrix
Dry Battery-and NOW, the Pertrix Accumulator
is here-here to give you the same sterling service
as its well-known stable companion. The makers
of Pertrix Accumulators have 40 years' experience
behind them in the manufacture of storage cells,
and these super life accumulators embody all the
most up-to-date features-features that were
originated by the designers, and have since
become standard practice.
Ask your dealer, or write for complete list-it gives
full particulars of all types.

1M PROVE D

SUPER LIFE

A.CCI.IMI! LATt3Rs
Type : PXG2.
Capacity : 20 a.h. at 20 hr.

rating

Price 9/6.

And more than
100 other types - complete
list on application.

'71ze
A13

óatte

"Built for Service"
PERTRIX LIMITED, Britannia House,

233, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

bou can

Advertisements for " The Wiretess World" are only accepted from firms we oelieue to be thoroughly reliable.
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OUTSTANDING

MAINS UNITS

4itt1

dlt

UNRIVALLED
ANYWHERE for
OUTPUT, SIZE

Complete
on

and PRICE

Reception

all

Broadcast

r71,

Wavelengths 104

YOU CAN
OBTAIN ANY
OF THESE
AMAZING
UNITS FOR

10'
deposit each.
MAKE ANY SET
ALL -MAINS,

standard or
portable.

This remarkable new Model A.C. 188
ensures constant High and Low Ten-

sion power entirely free from hum.

It is as simple to use and as compact
as an H.T. Battery and just -as safe.
The output is the highest of any Unit

at anything like the size and price.
This fine instrument ensures ALL MAINS economy and quality with
any type of receiver.

Tappings : 2 Variable -0,000 and 0120 Volts : 1 Fixed -150 Volts. Output 25 m/A. Combined trickle charger for 2. 4 and 6 Volt L.T. Accumulators. Incorporating the Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier. PRICE £6. or 10/- deposit and the balance in easy monthly instalments.
MODEL A.C. 72. This efficient H.T. Battery
Eliminator incorporates the Westinghouse

Metal Rectifier and is suitable for any three valve set. Three fixed tappings of 90.60/80
and 1201.50 Volts. Output 15 m/A. PRICE

MODEL A.C. 16 is the old favourite H.T. Battery Eliminator and employs Full -Wave Valve
Rectification. Suitable for any Set from one to
five valves. One variable tapping of 0/100 Volts
and two fixed of 120 and 150 Volts. Output

in easy monthly instalments.

and the balance in easy monthly instalments.

£3.17.6. or 10/- deposit and the balance

25 m/A. PRICE £4 . 10. 0, or 10/- deposit

ALL UNITS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS.
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE THE MAKERS for FOLDER 55.

9k.

C/JM-s2,EZ{/90

ÁTVA.
MAINS UNITS

H. CLARKE & CO. (M[CR) LTD., OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

u
vj

DUAL ASIATIC
H.ECHOKE
will make your

speaker reproduce all
the stations broadcast
which

your set

,

is

capable of receiving.
There will be no more

unaccountable missing
of parts of the pro-

gramme, or of complete
loss of distant stations
on certain wavelengths.
Every programme will
be a big hit without
misses or " blind spots,"
and the " Dual Astatic "
will ensure this
than any other

Choke can.

more

H.F.

See the `Dual Astºtic" leaflet
for technical proof-ask your
dealer or us for a copy.

Designed to overcome energy absorbtion on Broad-

casting wave lengths.
Particularly effective with
screened grid valves: affords
avoidance of low frequency
feed back: gives ease of
bias voltage application to
second valve.
Absolutely free from resonant peaks: effective choking
uniform over Broadcasting
wave lengths 200 - 2,000
metres.
Resistance, D.C. 650 ohms.
Inductance, 60,000 micro henries.
Dimensions: Base 2" square:
31" high.

List No. - F.Y.L

7/6

"MADRIGAL" WORKS, PURLEY WAY,
CROYDON.

Mention of " The Wi eless World," whie°`i"writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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IS THE OFFER

YOU HAVE BEEN
WAITING

_A

FOR

WE

WILL BUY
YOUR OLD SET

MAGINE the finest 3 -valve Set you have ever heardI then add the advantages of Short Wave Reception and
you have some idea of the enjoyment you will derive
from the possession of an " Empire Link Short Wave

Receiver. The " Empire Link " Receiver employs a
wonderfully efficient circuit which covers all wavelengths
The

Empire Link" Short Wave

Kit comprises every part necessary
to build the complete Receiver ....
Cabinet, Components, . Valves and
Coils for all wavelengths from 15 to
2,000 metres.

Complete details for construction
and operation accompany every
" Empire Link" Short Wave Kit,
and it is so easy to build that you
can undertake it even if you have
no technical knowledge whatever.

Cash price

of

so that you can tune in every broadcasting wavelength
in the World. In addition to , the normal and higher
wavelengths you can enjoy programmes from the
wonderfully efficient Short Wave Stations all over the
World. And-you can buy your "' Empire Link " now.
No need to wait. We will take your old Set in part
exchange. Just fill in and post the coupon below and
we will send you full details of our generous part
exchange offer of new radio for old.

the " Empire

Link " Short Wave Kit complete

is only 11 guineas, and we will

buy your old Set in part exchange. Or if you wish you can
purchase your " Empire Link "
by easy monthly payments of
21/-. Just fill in and post the
coupon now.

Sole

Distributors
To Ready Radio (R. R. Ltd.),
159, Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.t.

I wish to purchase one of your new 5931 "Empire Link"

Short Wave Kits for which I enclose
(a) xi guineas for complete Kit.
(b) £xo. 3. 6 for complete Kit (except for valves).
Please tend me full particulars of
(e) Your Part Exchange System.

* (d)Your Hire Purchase Terms.

(Cross out whichever of the above does not apply.)
Name
Address-

This is the complete Receiver when,
built in accordance with our easy -to follow plan.

* Note :

Part Exchange does not apply to Hire Purchase System.

W.W.

Advt. of READY RADIO (R. R. LT1114slb9, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, 13.E.4.
A15
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The ORICCINAL

JellyAcidRattery
The popularity of the C A.V Jelly Acid Battery is not ex
plained by the mere fact that it contains jelly electrolytethere are other jelly electrolyte batteries! There are three
reasons why the C.A.V. is the most effective non -spillable
yet produced

The Jelly Acid.

Its composition is unknown outside our own laboratories
It maintains perfect contact with the whole of the plate surfaces, yet allows
unrestricted gassing when on charge. It is chemically pure, and allows
maximum conductivity

The Container. Of special construction, contains a bafileplate and moistening pad, which serves the triple purpose of arresting acid spray during
charge, feeding the electrolyte with moisture to maintain an even consistency,
and definitely confines the jelly to the plate chamber.

The Plates. These have been specially developed .to give the utmost
possible capacity when used with C.A.V. Jelly Acid.

The Whole. The C.A.V. is the lightest, cleanest, and most compact non
spillable on the market. By avoiding cumbersome acid traps, the greatest
possible capacity for bulk is obtained,

S7

ACTON.

í3,.

W3

Obtainable from our Depots and Battery Agents throughout the
country and from all Radio Dealers.

Compact, Clew,
E on -Spillable
We issue a useful booklet on the care and
maintenance of C.A.V. non -spillable batteries.
Would you like a copy? Free on request

Manchester Radio Exhibition, Stand No. 43.

It requires the accuracy

and sensitivity of a Weston

Mil-Ammeter to tell you

exactly at which particular
stage in your receiver
distortion begins.
Try it in your H.T. leads
in turn. Should the needle
kick strongly either back-

TO TRACE
DISTORTIO

to Dept. E1.4

THIS CABINET

has Remarkable

Acoustic Properties
OU will obtain better
1 results if you mount

wards or forwards when
signal strength varies, it
indicates transformer distortion, over-saturation of
the valve, incorrect grid

your Moving Coilspeaker or
chassis and unit-into this
dynamic

handsome cabinet of

bias, filament temperature
Nor H.T. Potential.
A Weston Mil-Ammeter
is the only instrument
sufficiently accurate to be
of any value to you when
making readings. Weston

Instruments are standard
the world over, and since
1888 have been unrivalled
for scientific precision,
uniform accuracy and
unvarying reliability.
Weston Model 506 Mil -Ammeter

Price 3$y-

WESTON

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., LTD.,
15, Great Saffron Hilt, London, E.C.I.

mahogany with quarter

veneer panels. A removable baffle board is
supplied. Height 40 ins.
Inside dimensions : 20 x

20 x 13 ins. For better
results use the

Write for 24 -page

Catalogue d e s cribing many
other Cabinets
to:

eec. TRADE MAR

MAYFAIR CABINET

Price £ 5 1 Os.

CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd.

24, Hatton Garden, E.C.1.
(Factory: Cameo Works, S. Croydon).

A.3.

Mention of "Tice Wireless World,"

'

'Phone : Holborn 8202.

writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A New and Better

ftJA&WAVOX
at a Lower Price
Once again Magnavox sets the
pace in design, quality and performance, Hear either the new
Senior Model with 1O 1" cone or the

Junior Model with 7á" cone and
you will be convinced that Magnavox gives the finest reproduction
and the utmost in value.- Remem-

ber that Magnavox originated the
moving coil speaker and that
Magnavox engineers have produced ín the new Senior and Junior
models speakers which outclass all

other types and a new realism in
tone and full frequency response.
You haw the choice of models for either

A.O. or D.C. field excitation both with
71' or 10V cones. WHEN THERE IS

ANYTHING NEW AND OUTSTANDING IN DESIGN MAGNAVOX

WILL ALWAYS BE FIRST IN THE
FIELD.

JUNIOR MODELS
(71 Cone)
Field tioltage.
\o.
..
116. 110-190 D.C. ..
..
..
118. 180-300
210.
6-12
410. 105-120 v. 50 cy. A.C.
414. 220-240

..
..

Price.

£5
£5
£5
£8
£8

7 6
7 6
7 6
5 0
5 0

SENIOR MODELS
(101" Cone).
117. 110-190 D.C. ..
119. 180-300

6-12
211.
411. 105-120 v. 50 cy. A.C.
415. 220-240

..

..
..

£6 10 0
£6 10 0
£6 10 0
£9 15 0
£9 15 0

The Rothermel Corporation Ltd.

24, Maddox St., London, W.1,
'Phone : .Mayfair 0578/9.

Continental Sales Office: 27, Quai du Commerce, Brussels, Belgium.

Better to Buy a Magnavox Now

than to Envy one Later

ie

Ar7
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A.0 SYALVES

at itaylite uau aQ eoaí1
Fit A.C. Valves in your Receiver and
its sensitivity, range and volume will
increase enormously. There is no

need to pay high prices-fit Dario.
Highest quality and longest life at
lowest cost !
Indirectly Heated
Screenodion (Screened
Grid).

Amplification Factor,
1,000

Mutual Conductance,
iMa/V
Price
18/6

DARIO A.C. VALVES

Indirectly Heated

Indirectly Heated
Super H.F.
Amplification Factor,
40

Mutual Conductance,

2Ma/V

Price .

10/6

Directly Heated

Super Detector (for use Mag. Power (low impeas Detector and first
dance Output Valve).
L. F. Transformer Amplification Factor,
coupled).

Amplification Factor, 55
Mutual Conductance,

Price ..,

2Ma/ V

10/6

8.5

'

Mutual Conductance,
Price

3.8Ma/V
10/6

Send for full list of Dario Valves.

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., Dept. C, 538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.H.
Woburn

215

V

THE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY.

vv

By R. D. -BANGAY.
Third Edition. Revised by O. F. BROWN, B.Sc.

ORmany years this volume has been the standard book of instruction for
wireless beginners and students. The progress_ of wireless during recent
years has made necessary the New Edition, =which covers the whole
subject in a clear and simple style and deals thoroughly with modern
developments. Attention is given to the theoretical elements of electricity and

F

THIRD
EDITION

magnetism, the dynamo' and the properties of waved.

sV
`Ve

Many new chapters have been added and descriptions of modern circuits
have also been included.

A leaflet giving full particulars of the volume and a synopsis of chapters
will be sent on request.

Price 10/6 net. By post 11/ From all leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
w.w.o>
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that

after
Here are some features of last year's outstanding
success-the J.B. Universal Log Condenser.
It is exceptionally rigid, with frame and vanes of
extra hard brass. Its insulation is highly efficient, and

stray capacities and eddy -current losses are minimised
by cutting away all surplus material.
This Panel fixing

Bush can be transferred to the other
end of the adjustable
spindle, making the
Condenser left hand.

A special feature lies in the steel Centre Spindle,
which is adjustable for length. This is particularly
for ganging and for attaching to J.B. Thumb
or Drum Dials. The bush is specially designed to
enable any panel from ice" to 1" to be used.
Ball -Bearing centre spindle. Pigtail connection to

rotor.

'0005
'0003

PRICES:
9/6
'00025
9/'00015

8/9
8/9

4" J.B. Bakelite Dials. Black 1/6
extra. Mahogany 2!- extra.

Ball -bearing steel centre

spindle adjustable for

length and particularly
useful for ganging and
attaching to Thumb or
Drum control. Pigtail
connection to rotor.

Showing the well-known J.B.
adjustable tension to centre spindle

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
41>fi
AT9

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, ,p'r, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.r. Telephone : Hop 1837.
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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,/
Electric
Gramophone
Motor

AVAILABLE
FOR ALL VOLTAGES

NO HUM
NO ATTENTION.

Ask for
Complete List.
The Eliminators

Rich

for super -power.
AFP (illustrated)
incorporates full.

metal cases.
Complete with
flex and adaptor,
and fully guaranteed for 12
months' perfect
service.

wave

house WestingMetal
Rectifier. AH and

AP employ full -

for better
Music in the Home!
No wíndíng
Just switch on!

wave
valve
rectification.
Model.

A.F.p:
A.H.
A.P.

brown

crystalline finish

HEAVY DUTY A.C. MODELS.

Output. Positive
I
Milltamps Tappings Volt
30

50
6o

4
4
4

75
75

75

2

3

Volts Volts
var. var.
var.
90
var. var.

4

PRICES

Volts £ s.
200
7 17
Ito 5 10
7

zoo

7

d.
6

0
6

J. DYSON &CO. 2, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2
LTD., & 5, Godwin Street, Bradford.

Send for Particulars of our Special Agency Scheme.

Why keep on laboriously winding that clockwork

gramophone, when, with the aid of the B.T.-H.
Electric Gramophone Motor, you can easily convert
it into a first-class electrically -operated instrument ?

Easily fitted-only one hole to cut, will operate
from your lighting supply, even speed-never runs

Unrivalled for all
WIRELESS & ELECTRICAL Purposes.

down, plays 900 records for one unit of electricity.

o

Costs only £3.3 -

Write to Magnet Dept.

for Latest Booklet.

DARWINS LIMITED, Fitzwilliam Works,
London Office:

8o, Bishopsgate, E.C.2.

SHEFFIELD

from all high-class dealers.

`

_

,,...

THE PERFECT
The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

Head Office
Rugby
London Office "Crown House," Aldwych
Works : Rugby, Birmingham, Willesden, Coventry, Chesterfield
-

-

EBONITE PANEL

ONE QUALITY ONLY

THE BEST

SUPPLIED IN I Matt
Semi -Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Black
SIX FINISHES
CubeSurface Highly Polished Mahogany Semi -Polished Black
Blocked by most Wireless dealers.

If any didleulty in

obtaining loeailpf write for name of nearest stockist lo:

H. B. POTTER & Co.. Ltd.. Station Buildings, ROCHDALE.

ar
MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION, Stand No. 60.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure fronxlt attention.
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She ORMOND
4 POLE ADJUSTABLE
LOUD SPEAKER UNIT
In parformince this Ormond Unit is a recognised
It reproduces music and speech with life

triumph.

and sparkle which gives vivid reality, and handles big
volume without the least distortion.
All working parts are enclosed in a beautifully polished
Bakelite cover of Walnut colour and the terminals are
heavily plated. The care taken in its design and
manufacture result in an extraordinary degree of
sensitivity, yet it is produced by modern methods at an
extraordinary low price.

Remember it is an Ormond production and worthily
upholds a great and proud reputation.

The ORMOND CHASSIS & CONE
Constructed of aluminium, ribbed to give absolute
rigidity, and incorp rating a cone of specially selected
material.

Two sizes are available:
Small Chassis and Cone, Ill inches diameter, Price 7/6
Large Chassis and Cone, 161 -inches diameter, Price 11/6

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, Landon, E.C.1
Telephone

We are

Clerhenwell 5334/516 and 9344/5/6

Telegrams: "Ormondengi, Smith."

exhibiting
at the MANCHESTER
RADIO EX-

HIBITION,
STAND 64,
Main Hall.

A2 r
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Valved%je+Nwneeí:

THE B.B.C.Metropolitan PoliceImperial

Empire

Airways Wireless

Communications

-

Trinity House Light-

ships and Beacon
Stations - Croydon
Control Tower, and
Passenger
Liners-all use

Large

Marconi

Valves.

lac o p

VALVES
BUY THE VALVES THE EXPERTS USE!

Mention of " The 'fireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Fditoricil Coinmejit
A German Experiment.
NE of the German broadcasting stations has recently conducted an interesting experiment which
provides material for reflection by our own

Stuttgart arranged a mixed programme of
gramophone music and items broadcast by studio

record ; needle scratch would have to be eliminated more
effectively, and we would particularly recommend that

the gramophone, motor should not be allowed to run
down whilst a record was being played.

The "Wireless World Four."

B.B.C.

artistes, and listeners were asked to distinguish between
the two types of transmission. Of 16,274 listeners who

participated in the test and sent in their results, only

52 were able to distinguish correctly between the trans-

all the remainder having failed to sort out
consistently the items reproduced from records from
those by living artistes.
We would suggest that, without necessarily making
any announcement to the effect, the B.B.C. might from
time to time introduce records in their programmes in
missions,

-

IN this issúe a description is included of The Wireless
World Four, a receiver to which we would like to
draw special attention. Readers of The Wireless
World are familiar with a number of new features in
receiver design which have been introduced or popularised through the columns of The Wireless World during

past months, and it will be found that in this new set
an endeavour has been made to incorporate all the more
important of these features, the result being a receiver

of unusually attractive design and having a perform-

ance which should satisfy the most fastidious as regards
order to see whether the public is able to distinguish the selectivity, range, and quality. Single -dial tuning with
band-pass circuits is incorporated,
difference, and we are inclined to
think that the majority of
and we believe that, in particular,
the set will prove a revelation to
listeners would often prefer a
those who take an interest in
gramophone record performance
In This Issue
by first-class musicians to a firstquality reception of distant trans-

hand rendering by such poorly

qualified amateurs as sometimes
appear in the present programmes

Perhaps we should add that the
B.B.C. would have to be a little
more careful in their methods of
transmitting

records

than

at

THE WIRELESS WORLD FOUR.
CURRENT TOPICS.
MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW.
AMATEUR SET COMPETITION.
BROADCAST BREVITIES.
° BROADCASTING IN AMERICA
TO -DAY.

present if they were to hope to

avoid detection of the experiment
by the listener. It would be necessary, for instance, to see that the

pick-up was not dropped on the
A 27

1

QUALITY RECEPTION.

KIT COI*TRUCTORS' NOTES.
READERS' PROBLEMS.

lbi

missions.

The complete design has been
produced in the form of a radio
gramophone, including the turntable and loud speaker, and the
equipment is entirely mains oper-

Those who may want to
build the chassis of the receiver
apart from the gramophone can
do so, as the design is self-contained and lends itself admirably
to separate construction.
ated.

Wp®10
WniP111!
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'Modern Principles

By F. H. HAYI\IES.

in Practice.
that is modern in radio
practice has been brought together and embodied into this
receiver.

of great selectivity - without
noticeable _sacrifice_. of range, and,
what is more important; without

one

Since last winter some

producing a sharp, peaky tuning
where the quality of reproduction

half -dozen new features have been
theoretically, and, in some cases,

with a loss or accentuation of bass
depends so much upon the precise

practically, exploited by the contributors to the . pages of this journal.
This set represents a practical interpretation of all these new principles
working as they should, and is put
forward at a time of the year when
longer evenings and better conditions give added interest in foreignstation reception.
While the set was developed
during the summer months publication was delayed until
after the Show in order that new components might not
be overlooked and to be quite sure that the design was
entirely up to date, and that no 'feature would be rendered obsolete by new developments revealed at the
exhibition. A preliminary notice of the set appeared
in the exhibition issue (page 316, September 24th),

and no change has been made in
A brief summary of the
advantages resulting from
the inclusion of the many
new features is given in
support of the various details shown in the circuit

ing

is

an

essential

to

modern receiver design is
very convincing when one
first operates a set in which
it is included. At no point
over the condenser scale do
we find excessively sharp
tuning neither does any

station occupy more than
about two and a half divi-

the tuning condenser
when listening to a distant station.

Band-pass tuning consists pf a

loose coupled aerial circuit in which

the extent of coupling is governed

by the value of a capacity or in-

ductance common to both circuits.
Capacity coupling is chosen in this
instance primarily because it facilitates ganged control of the tuning condensers, and does
not entail the possibilities of the differences in inductance value which would be fatal to the successful ganged
tuning. Reference to the circuit diagram will reveal

that condensers are, moreover, essential in connection
with grid biasing of. the H.F. valves. In order that the
wave -range covered will extend from Igo to just over
570 metres, the inductance value of the tuning coils
was adjusted to 200 micro -

its specification.

SPECIFICATION.

henrys.

Selective band-pass tuning.
Single dial control without trimming condensers.
Pre-H.F. volume control.

coupling

"

Critical regulation of regeneration at point of maximum

diagram.

Band Pass.
Proof that band-pass tun-

setting of

All

amplification.
Complete coil and "valve screening.
H.F. above baseboard with distribution circuits
immediately beneath.
Tuned grid intervalve couplings.
Ganged wave change switching.
Distortionless power grid detection..
High voltage compensated pentode output.

Complete smoothing and decoupling with a minimum of
apparatus.
All mains operation.
Provision for gramophone and designed for housing in a
standard radio -gramophone cabinet.
Easy access to all components and straightforward wiring
so that but few -leads appear above the baseboard.
No components to be home constructed.
a, Lowest possible cost.

sions of the dial. The con dition of a steadily declining signal as we detune is not

met with, and in its place a sudden disappearance of
the signal occurs as soon as a limited band is passed.
As regards station getting and interference, the set is
is,%'

,.

While several values of
condensers

were

used between the two cir-

cuits for the purpose of test

it was found that the best
results were obtained with
a capacity of 0.01 mfd.
This value, combined with
tuning coils of zoo micro -

henrys, places the io k.c.
peak separation in a central position of the tuning
scale. Using log -law tuning condensers as the most

convenient, and in which

the relationship between frequency change and dial

divisions is slightly greater
towards the zero end of the
scaler than the maximum, an apparent sharpeni g up
of the tuning occurs as the zero end of the tuning scale
is approached. This observation is made bearing in
mind that the peak separation becomes less as the wave -

~zoo
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length decreases, whilst the steepness of the slope of
the resonance curve up to the peaks is not so great with

small values of tuning capacity. As a result, weak
stations appear much more sharply tuned and strong
stations more flatly tuned as the low wavelength end
of the tuning scale is approached.
Reference to the circuit diagram shows that the coupling capacity of 0.01 mfd. is produced by two parallel=
connected condensers, one associated with each tuned
stage, and are equivalent, with regard to tuning, to the
inclusion of o.oi .mfd. in each of them. Test revealed
that when precisely similar tuning coils are used, and
when one coil is very loosely coupled to the aerial, that
a balancing condenser was unnecessary across either of
the tuning condensers of the
band-pass filter.

is one most difficult of solution. True, a small variable
series condenser in the aerial regulates the input, but this
upsets the ganging of the filter, while zero on this volume

control coñdenser by no means gives an extinction of
signal. A differential condenser in the aerial which
links the first tuned circuit to a varying extent between
the aerial capacity and a condenser equal in capacity
to that of the aerial gives a good control of input, but
here, again, calculation reveals a small change in the
capacity value thrown on to the tuned circuit sufficient
to influence ganging near the minimum position of the
tuning condenser.
A potential divider, as shown in the circuit diagram,
is. the only alternative method. Such a potentiometer
suffers from two drawbacks. It affects tuning, and loads

the tuned circuit, but the

magnitude of these effects
probably less
than with other
methods of volume
is

Pre-H.F. Volume Control.
Disastrous interference re-

sults iri the H.F. amplifier

control.

tentiometer must be as low in

when a certain limited value
of signal voltage applied to

the grid to earth capacity of
the valve when the potentio-

value as possible,

or the
ganged tuning will be upset as
a result of suddenly removing

a screen -grid valve is exceeded.,. This is due to the fact that, unlike the triode,
the plate current of the screen -grid valve is only proportional to the grid voltage within a very limited value
of grid swing. When the anode current is no longer

proportional to the grid voltage rectification occurs,

resulting in the modulation of other carriers, and interference between the frequencies is created. It is essential, therefore, to give no more input to the H.F. valves
than they can handle without appreciable rectification,
bearing in mind, also, that greater signal input will overload the detector.
Pre-H.F. volume control is essential, and, , while the
first valve may be capable of handling the input signal,
no provision is made in a second H.F. stage for a magnified signal input to be dealt with. While it might seem
an exceedingly simple matter to regulate the amount of

signal passed from the aerial to the set, the problem
B

I

The po-

The chassis showing the
setting up of the ganged
controls and the arrangement of the screening. But
little wiring appears above
the baseboard.

r

427

0,;,.

maximum position.

meter slider is moved from the

The low value of 50,000 ohms
chosen may be queried, but it is pointed out that the
throwing of a 5o,000 -ohm load across the input tuned
circuit made no audible difference to the reception of
a weak station. This reveals the fact that the dynamic
resistance of the tuned circuits is low, which, while
being true, is not without its advantages, and, in particulár, should it be mentioned that the valves are

capable of handling a greater input without the selectivity being entirely crippled by valve overloading when
the dynamic of the tuned circuits is kept within bounds.

Before going farther, it may be pointed out that this
method of volume control functions admirably when
receiving distant stations like Vienna, Budapest, and
Katowice, so that its effect on gain, as well as on t e
tuning, must be insignificant. The potentiometer is noiseless in action, and to the ear the change of volume is lineal

VfipcIlc
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over the range of control, while there is no variation of pitch.
A variable high resistance is sometimes connected in the grid lead as a means of regulating
volume, so that a potentiometer is formed
- through the grid to earth capacity of the
valve. This method does not give a position

QQOQQ

:n0
y
1

Z

y
1

of zero signal, and demands the use of a very
high resistance, which affects tuning.

ci
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Regeneration Control.

ao

sPdwb

In addition to the volume control, another

knob is brought on to the front of the set,

w

which, although by no means essential, helps
' one to get that last ounce out of distant reception. Over a limited range it controls the screen

°'Ñ

09 v0005ó
óE
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voltage, and therefore regulates regeneration

swum

49099,0
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N

within the H.F. stages. The merit of the screen grid stage is that the signal is always being

11 augmented by reaction brought about by the
o
interelectrode capacity. The lower the value

of interelectrode capacity and the less the re generation the better, in that the amplification
11 brought about by the valves' characteristics can
>
reach a greater figure before being obliterated
.11°'
by oscillation. On the other hand, the reaction
HI which is ever present goes a long way to nullify
G any advantage resulting from the use of intervalve couplings of high efficiency. It is curious
to note that the signal voltage fed to the detect'
for is almost unaffected by the substitution of
19 what might be considered bad " coils so long
as precise inductance matching is maintained.
N
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Single Dial Control.
Absence of trimmers across the tuning con densers may call for comment from those acquainted with the improvement that sometimes
results when a little added capacity is thrown
on to one or other of the tuned circuits. Assum-

ing that the coils are all exactly matched, as

may be checked with oscillator and anode -bend
meter, if home-made, it only becomes necessary
to introduce trimming capacities when the inter valve couplings are sharply tuned and the stray
capacities across the tuned circuits differ. The
intervalve couplings used are arranged for

maximum amplification. and the coils are not
tapped down with the object of improving selec-

tivity, this being taken charge of by the bandP.1.4000.0

e-

o

E

-1

i

,
u
P1w4000.0

P!w L 000 0

II

L

pass filter. In consequence, the H.F. stages will

accept signals over an adequately wide tuning
range to render the need for capacity trimming
unnecessary. Incidentally, it is a fact that the
stray capacities thrown across the tuned circuits
by the aerial, the volume' control, the screen grid valves and their choke feeds, and the detector, with its tapped connection, are approxi-

mately equal, as was revealed by tuning up
every stage to the best position and watching
an anode current meter in the detector circuit.
All condensers were found to have been set in
identical positions.

B
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One-knob switch control introduced into the original
Foreign Listener's Four is retained and has been simplified. By this means the coils are wired as easily as
for single range tuning, the switch and its connections
being part of each coil.
Screening is generous, but in every particular essential.
Only so long as all the coil covers and valve covers are
pressed right home ís a strong loud speaker signal produced from well over a score of Continental_ stations.
With a loose cover stations will still be heard, but reduced in strength, and it will be noted that maximum

1

screen grid volts cannot be applied. A feature of the
design is the complete barrier between H.F. and L.F.
signals above and beneath the
baseboard.. Screening of the
H.F. apparatus is rendered
complete by including the
coupling condensers within the
coil compartments.

429

applied to the anode of the detector in order to give a
straight anode characteristic and permit of the valve
delivering generous output. A departure is made from
the customary practice of connecting the low -resistance
leak across the grid condenser, owing to the condenser
connected on the lower side of the coils, but the value
of the leak, incidentally, is far too -high in value to influence the tuned circuit.
Filter -fed Intervalve Coupling.
With an initial voltage of nearly 300 adequate resistance decoupling and resistance feed may be introduced
into the anode circuit of the detector while still maintaining a high voltage on the plate of the valve. Resist.

ance feed to the intervalve transformer prevents its
primary inductance being impaired, as would be the
case if passing the heavy anode current of the power
grid detector.

By-pass condensers associated with an
H.F. choke total to the

value of o.002 mfd. This

value considerably increases

All components are merely screwed down to a
plywood baseboard and wired by the shortest
routes. The apparatus on the underside is
associated with the L.F. coupling, output stage
and eliminator, H.F. currents being entirely
localised to the top side of the baseboard.

Power Grid Detection.

the

detector
by cutting
down the out -of -phase
feed - back
voltage
efficiency

from anode to grid.
Power Pentode Output.
Maximum low -frequency stage gain results from
the connection of the intervalve transformer as an auto coupling. By this means a higher transformer ratio
results than that as expressed from primary to secondary
alone. At the same time, in addition to giving a higher
input to the pentode a frequency characteristic is produced, slightly falling in the upper register. This is

While grid detection is usually favoured for distant
station reception owing to the fact that ít is much more
sensitive with small voltage inputs than the anode bend
detector, it can be shown that power grid detection may
be superior to the anode bend method on the score of
both sensitivity and quality. Ordinary leaky grid detection results in a loss of the higher audio frequencies
owing to the values of leak and condenser chosen, these easily compensated for by the pentode valve which,
with its brilliant output, normally augments the upper
being essential to good sensitivity. When the signal ,register.
In the output stage a valve is chosen capable
reaches more than certain critical value, hówever, anode of an output
of nearly 2,000 milliwatts (compare with
rectification in opposite phase takes place, so that whata
good
triode,
which handles the same signal input and
ever the voltage input linear rectification never results.
Grid condenser and leak values of 0.0001 mfd. and gives an output of 900 milliwatts).
Compensated Output and Tone Control.
250,000 ohms are adopted in order That the resultant
time constant may permit of the signal variations being
Owing to the fairly high !working impedance of the
correctly followed. In addition a voltage. .of 15o is pentode it is normally found that the transmission
.
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CONNECTIONS
SOLDERED ON HERE

6
O.0001mfd

0g5Mn

/^
55 TURNS TOTAL
N° 34 D.S.G.

10
17 TURNSTURNS

28 TURNS

EACH SECTION
60 TURNS
Nº 36 S.S.C.

TWO

CONDENSERS
O'001 mfa

0 0003mfd

Dimensional layout of the components on the top and underside of the baseboard. Details are also given of the coil construction
and the tubular valve screens.
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LIST OF PARTS.
Chassis.

3 High frequency Chokes (McM4chzel Binocular

4 condensers, 1 mfd. 400 working voltage.
6 condensers, 2 mfds. ¡
4 condensers, 4 mfds. J (T.C.C. type 80.)
2 condensers, 0.01 mfd. (Polymet postage
2 condensers, 0.005 mfd.
stamp type.)
2 condensers, 0.001 mfd.
2 condensers, 0.01 mfd. 1¡(Miea dielectric. T.C.C.
1 condenser, 0.0001 mfd.J
upright type.)
1 Intervdlve transformer (R.I. Hypermu).
1 Low frequency choke (R.I. Pentomite).
2 Low frequency chokes (Ferranti type. B1).
1 Mains transformer (Rich & Bundy, Model 35).

Junior).
1 Grid leak, 2 megohms.
2 Grid leaks, I megoh.ms.

2 Valve, screens (The Loud Speaker Co., Ltd.,
2, Palmer Street, London, S.W.1).

Baseboard, tin plate, systo flex, screws, wire, eta.

Radio Gramophone Equipment.

(Colvern).

Resistances as follows: 40 ohms, 10,000 ohms,

25,000 ohrns, 35,000 ohms, 20,000 ohms centre

maximum transference of power to the loud speaker
the latter should have an impedance value about twice
that of the valve at frequencies in the middle register.
On the other hand, overloading of the valve, with consequent distortion and a limiting of its signal handling
capacity, would result were an output transformer ratio
adopted, which would excessively raise the loud speaker
load.

It has been shown that the pentode behaves like a

fairly high impedance triode, and that a two -to -one stepdown ratio matches the valve to the average loud speaker,

taking the impedance of the latter at its value in the

middle register. Having thus obtained good reproduction of the lower notes, excessive momentarily anode voltages, dangerous to the pentode, may result at the upper
frequencies, where the impedance to the loud speaker is

This is remedied by shunting a condenser
across the output auto -transformer, the impedance of
excessive.

which falls as the frequency rises. By this means exceseffectiveness

of this condenser is regulated by a series resistance.
Complete Decouplirig.

Assuming that audio -frequencies are unavoidable in
the high -frequency amplifier, values of decoupling must
be taken that will provide complete separation between
all the valve stages. High value resistances and condensers effectively decouple grids, screens and anodes of
the H.F. valves to an extent that the lowest audio frequencies find a much easier path through the by-pass
condensers than that offered through the resistances and
back to the common H.T. source. These resistances are
inexpensive and can be used generously.
Special problems of decoupling present themselves
between power detector and pentode. In addition to
resistance decoupling; choke decoupling must be provided between any power detector and its following pentode. While this could be put in without further thought,
attention has been turned to cost. The choke used,
therefore, serves a dual purpose. It is the smoothing
choke essential between rectifier and early valves, and

at the same time is the decoupling barrier between

detector and pentode.
Additional difficulties present themselves when the
choke in the anode of the pentode is turned over from
filter feed to auto -transformer. In the first place the
choke is a stopper to, potentials going back to the H.T.
B5

TGSO).

(Loewe.)

1 Grid leak, 0.25 megohm.
I Grid leaks, 0.1 megohm.
5 Porcelain grid -leak holders (Bulgin).
5 Five -pin valve holders (W.13.).
4 Variable condensers 0.0005 mfd. with screens
and arranged for ganging.(Cyldon).
1 Reduction gear dial (Burndept Ethovernier).
2 Potentiometers, 25,000 china and 50,000 ohms

becomes high-pitched. This is due to the fact that the
impedance of the loud speaker only becomes comparable
with that of the valve at the higher frequencies. For

while

tapped, 40,000 ohms centre tapped, 15,000 ohms
tapped at 5,000 ohms (Cole ern).

4 Coils with, switches and screens (Colvern

ill:,

Electric gramophone motor (Garrard).

Pick-up and tone arm

Loud speaker movement and f(Britisk
Blue Spot
Co., Ltd.).
7
chassis.
Single -pole two -position switch (Benjamin)
Radio gramophone cabinet (Kabilok).

source ; in the second it develops a high signal potential across the H.T. leads which may be readily con-

veyed to other. valves. ' The decoupling is adequate to
prevent this difficulty, but it should be noted that the
feed condenser to the intervalve transformer is lower

than the customary value. It can be made bigger without trouble, but tests with, frequency records and valve

voltmeter through the L.F. amplifier revealed that
What is important is that its

quality is unchanged.

small value increases the effectiveness of the decoupling.
To save the purchase of unnecessary expensive components the other smoothing choke serves the dual pur-

pose of smoothing as well as biasing the output stage.

It will be noticed, .moreover, that the grid bis de-

veloped is fed into a decoupling circuit consisting of a
2-mfd. condenser and a 2-megohm leak directly from

the H.T. eliminator, these values producing a most

generous smoothing..

The circuit arrangement, in general, has been developed from that of the Foreign Listener's Four as
regards the arrangement of the single dial control, the
H.F. stages, much of the decoupling and grid biasing,
though the modifications just mentioned have been
introduced into the detector and output stage to economise in the amount of apparatus required by the inclusion of -power -grid detection and pentode.
(To bc concluded with constructional details.)

This receiver can be seen on " The Wireless World "
stand at the Manchester Exhibition.
For a more detailed treatment of the various features which have been

embodied the reader is referred to the following Wireless World articles :-Band- Pass.
"Selectivity and Quality," by W. T. Cocking, Oct. 30th, 1029.
Capacity Coupled Filters," by A. L. M. Sowerby, M.Sc., April 2nd
and 9th, 1930.
" The Band Pass Four," by W. T. Cocking, June 25th and July 2nd, 1930.
Band Pass Unit," by W. I. G. Page; B.Sc.. August "27th, 1930.
"Notes on The Band Pass Three," by H. F. Smith, Sept. 24th, 1930.

Power Grid Detection.

"Power Pentode Tap," by W. I. G. Page, B.Sc., May 7th, 1930.
" Power Grid Detector," by W. T. Cocking. May 7th, 1930.

Resistance Fed Interialve Coupling.

The Parallel -Fed, L.P. Amplifier," by F. Aughtie, Ph.D., and W. F.
Cope, B.A., December 11th, 1929, -

-

Output Stage.
Matching Valve and Loud Speaker,- by A. L. H. Sowerby, M.Sc.,
May 28th, 1930..
" Quality Reception," by John Harmon, October 8th-, 1930:

Mains Operation and Single Dial Control.

The Design of A.C. Mains Sets," by W. T. Cocking, September 11th
and I8th, 1929.
" Mains Sets and Grid Bias," by F. H. Haynes, December 4th, 1929.
" New Foreign Listener's Four," by F. H. Haynes, February 12th and
26th, 1930.
" Notes on the Pew Foreign Listener's Four," by F. H. Haynes, May 28th,
1930.

" The Logarithmic Condenser," by F. H. Haynes, May 18th, 1927.
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ALL OUT."

Radio Toulouse is already noticeably
stronger to listeners in Britain, but we
learn that the 'new transmitter's maximum power of 60 kW, will not be used
until March or April next.
0000
PARIS POWER INCREASE.
Radio Vitus, the well-known Paris
station, is to increase its power from

2 to 20 kW., though the change will
not be effected until the spring. The
station is now, controlled by Etablisse
mer¡s Pathé.
0000
AMATEURS REMEMBERED ON
NAVY DAY.

The ceremonies attending America's
Navy Day on Monday, October 27th, will

include a special message to U.S. radio
amateurs broadcast from naval stations
at Washington (74.7 and 33.8 metres)

DV EN TS

Topics

of fFle WEEK
in B,.RIEF

¡¡UIdTit
EASY TERMS.

-

Heard outside the Paris Salon :

month ! "
B. : " For how many months ? "
A. " Great Scot ! I forgot to ask ! "

0000

8 -METRE TRANSMISSION ON
TANKS.

aerial

An ultra, short-wave' portable installa-

tion -operating on between 7 and 8
metres-has been produced by Marconi's

Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., for

which are given on 30.2 metres according to the following schedule :-

Wednesday,- 16-20 (for India) ; Thursday, 18-20 . and 23-0; Friday, 0-3 and
(Times are
18-20; Saturday, 0-6.
G.M.T.).

0000

Prices, it is stated, will be
less than £40 for the complete instruspondent..
ments.

The gramophone section will be

provided with a switch connecting the

Twenty-first Annual Exhibition of the
Physical and Optical Societies, to be
held on January 6th, 7th, and 8th, 1931,
at the Imperial. College of Science,

amplifying system to the filos projector.

Under a rental system, records will be
available to purchasers, together with

synchronised films, which will be similar

South Kensington.

to the silent variety, being 16 mm, in

0000

width and-400ft. in length per reel.
Home talkie recorders will also he produced, the trade slogan being " 'fake
your own voice and screen tests."

120 KILOWATTS FROM IRELAND ?
The possibility of broadcast trans-

of next year.

to send
transmissions,

invited

the

AMERICA.

0000

It is expected that the station will be
ready to begin operation in the autumn

are

Talkie projectors incorporated in radio- gramophone sets are scheduled for appearance on the American market this winter,
according to our Washington corre-

PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL SOCIETIES'
EXHIBITION.
Wireless will find a place at the

length used will be 413 metres.

use,

reports of

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE TALKIES IN

of "ham" radio before the War.

will be arranged for in the modulation
system. It is understood that the wave-

in

-is

port."

has been responsible since the early days

The transmission frequency characteristic should be of unimpeachable quality,
as linearity between 30 and 10,000 cycles

critical

Reports should be addressed to Philips
Lamps Limited, 145, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2, marked " PCJ Re-

stations in the United States has been
taken over by the Federal Radio Commission from the Radio Division of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, which

Rectifier.

wireless cabin was found a copy of The
Wireless TPorld, which had apparently
not _been touched by the flames."
00oo
BEAM TESTS BY PCJ.
PCJ, the Philips short-wave station at
Eindhoven, Holland, is now testing with
á beam aerial, in addition to that of the
normal type.
Listeners, who will be notified which
-

A.: " I have scored a great bargainone of the latest sets at 10 francs a

WATCHING THE HAMS."
Licenzing of all the 17,000 -odd amateur

and while the new transmitter will have
a normal aerial energy of 60 kilowatts,
arrangements will be made to enable the
aerial energy to be doubled if necessary.
It is interesting to note that power to
operate the station will be supplied from
the Irish high-tension network, the A. C.
current being rectified at the wireless
station by a Brown-Boveri Mercury Arc

He said :, " Near the

fated airship.

at 7.30 p.m. E.S.T.
0000

capable of serving the whole of the State,

Daily

f erred to discoveries made by salvage
workers amid the wreckage of the ill-

a cl San Francisco (68.4 and 34.2 metres)

missions from the Irish Free State with
an aerial power of -120 kilowatts will
be provided for in the apparatus about
to be constructed by the Marconi Company at Chelmsford. The Irish Free
State authorities require a transmitter

R101.

Telegraph correspondent,
writing from Beauvais last week, reThe

0000

A SHORT -DISTANCE TRANSMITTER.
The 'S.B. la wireless set developed by the

Marconi Company for use on tanks and
armoured cars. The installation works
on between 7 and 8 metres and is specially
intended for communication over very
short distances.

use on armoured vehicles such as tanks.
Known as the Type S.B.Ia, the combined
transmitter and receiver are specially
mounted

in a

shock -proof teak

case.

Power for the transmitting valves is sup-

plied'by a rotay transformer, driven by
a 12 -volt accumulator and delivery 600'
volts to the anodes.
Thp aerial is almost invisible and consists df a copper -plated steel rod 12ft. in

height alyd made in four sections: A
feeder cable connects the transmitter to
the aerial system, which is connected to
the body of the tank or to " earth " by

i'

a balancing coil so as to permit the maximum amount of energy to be transferred
to the aerial for the wavelength in use.

AMPLION " TWO SCREEN -GRID
CABINET."

It is regretted that, an error occurred
in the reference to this receiver in our

Olympia Show Report of September 24th..
The ` Two Screen -Grid Cabinet " re-

ceiver is obtainable in A.C. and battery
models, but not D.C., also, as stated.
0000
PICTURE GALLERY AT OLYMPIA.

Readers who visit the Olympia Car Show

(October 16th -25th) will be interested in
a display of originál paintings and drawings by F. Gordon -Crosby, the artist of
our sister journal, The Autocar. Besides
many drawings illustrating " Meteors of
Road and Track," the collection includes
clever pen -and -ink sketches depicting
lightly and humorously the processes of

manufacture of fatuous cars and accesThese have been used to illussories.
trate a series of articles by Maurice Sarni*

son which have been a -feature of The

Autocar for the last two years.

B 6-
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I1Aà1CH1ILR RADIO SCION'
New Sets and Components Seen at the Stands.
SIR JOHN REITH, «Director -General bf the B.B.C., on
Wednesday last opened the Seventh Annual Manchester

Radio Show in the City Hall, Deansgate. Organised by the
Evening Chronicle, this year's exhibition is larger than any of
its predecessors, and a record total attendance may be expected
before the doors are closed on Saturday, October

Mr. R. M. Ellis, of the Radio Manufacturers' Association,

presided at the opening ceremony.

In ,his inaugural speech. Sir

John Reith reminded Mancunians that listeners in the whole
of the northern region would soon be enjoying reception such as
AMPLION.

(24)

The receivers on this stand are headed
by the " Two Screen Grid Cabinet Radio,"
a pedestal cabinet model incorporating a
chassis similar to that of the " Two Screen
Grid Portable."
Designed for A.C.
mains only, the cabinet model has a selfcontained frame aerial which can be ro-

tated bya control on the tuning panel.
Another receiver which is certain to at-

they had never had before, due to the radiation power of the
new regional station.
Mr. E. G. D. Liveing, north regional director of the B.B.C.,
sáid that the Manchester« exhibition was rapidly assuming the
position of being the most important of its kind outside London.
The present
was
people to buy wireless sets in the same
manner , as they bought motor cars, substituting new for old
every two or three years in order to keep abreast of the times.
.The following Show Report deals principally with new apparatus not shown -at Olympia.

handling capacity has been developed for
the special, balanced armature speakers,
types A.B.41 and A.B.45, at £5 15s. and
£6 15s. respectively. . Series -parallel .con nections are provided for the windings, so

BAKER'S " SELHURST "
..

(110).

This firm specialises in the manufac-

ture of moving -coil loud speakers, and the
1931 programme is headed by the "Super

that the speakers are readily adaptable
to either superpower or pentode output
valves.

Power " model, which is available for 6 volt batteries, D.C. or A.C. mains. The
A.C. model incorporates a Westinghouse

Graham Amplion, Ltd., Slough, Bucks,
and 10, Dole field, Manchester.

rectifier and has a high -voltage field winding taking 100 mA. at 200 volts.
The

moving coil is available in a variety of

tract attention is the. " Two -valve A.C.
Mains " model, which consists of an effi-

impedances, and the pentode model has a
linen diaphragm to correct over -emphasis.

walnut cabinet and is priced at '15 gns.
Full descriptions of these and other
models appeared' in our Olympia Show

the D.C. models is £6, and the A.C. model

of the high frequencies.

cient detector-pentode circuit in a shallow

The price of

costs £9 10s.

A permanent -magnet model with cobalt -

The well-known " Lion " loud speakers

steel magnet is available at £6.
Baker's Selhurst Radio, . 89, Selhurst
Road, South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

cone is a useful addition to the range

BEARDSALL. (2)
This firm are agents for Regentone mains

report.

are continued, and several new models
have been introduced for the coming
season.
The " Two Guinea " cabinet

and is suitable for use, with low-priced

two -valve sets, though the power -handling
capacity, is considerable.
The standard

Amplion cone unit forms the nucleus of
the new A.B.6- model at £4 10s., but an
entirely new unit of exceptional power-

B 7.

INSULATION

" Xtrá-Point " lampholder adaptor.
(Beardsall.)

j+/

apparatus and receivers, which were described in our Olympia Show report.
They

are also manufacturers

of

the

" Xtra-Point " lampholder and plug.
IV. E. Beardsalt and Co., Ltd., Victoria

- Bridge, Manchester.

Minii@oo
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Manchester Radio Show.BELLING LEE. (7)
As they were shown at Olympia, the new
Belling Lee products have already been
described. Reference might, however, be

measured

North Acton, London, W.3.

Celestion, Ltd., London Road, King
ston-on-J'hames.

S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue,

made to the wander plug with enclosed
Its use is almost
interchangeable fuse.
essential for providing complete protec-

eliminator and L.T. trickle charger, as

described -in our Olympia Show Report;
is exhibited in chassis form so that its

internal . construction may. be examined.
This instrument seems to offer good value
at £6. A number of other eliminators,

the choice and application of the many
forms of connections

Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

both for A.C. and D.C., are exhibited,

together with components and accessories.
H. Clarke and Company (Manchester),

Ltd.; Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Man-

(26)

Blue Spot loud speakers and units,.now

chester.

being manufactured in this country, are
shown by H. C. Rawson, Ltd., who are

CLIX.

BRODERSEN.

(105)

(111)

Among the very many types of plug

northern' agents for these products, which
were described in our Olympia stand -to stand report.
H. C. Rawson (Sheffield and London).
Ltd.,100, London Road, Sheffield.
N. and. K. inductor loud speakers, made
under licence from the Farrand Corporation, are exhibited on the stand by the distributors. One of these instruments Was
recently reviewed in The Wireless World.

.

rank of components of this type.

CLARKE ATLAS. (40)
The model 188 A.C. conversion unit, a
very practical combination of H.T.

tion of the valves from the H.T. supply.
Now in its second edition, a useful book.
let entitled "Radio Connections " is available at the stand. -It completely covers

BLUE SPOT.

frequency characteristic, is
destined to take its place in the front

loud speaker is built into the lower part
of the cabinet.

and

socket

exhibited

connectors

one

ncted as new a simple and inexpensive
tag and holder used for screen grid
Celestion Chassis designed for incorporation
in radio gramophones.
BURNDEPT.

(17)

valves. The new Clix valve holder with
self -aligning sockets with the minimum
of dielectric material is also shown.
Lectro Linx, Ltd., 254, Vauxhall
Bridge Road, London, 8.W.1.
-

A new three -valve chassis incorporating
indirectly heated screen -grid H.F. and

power pentode output valves forms the
basis of

the new receivers and radio

gramophones shown on this stand. A full
technical description

appeared in our

Olympia Show issues, but it should be
noted that the volume control takes the
form of a differential condenser in the
aerial circuit and not the combined variation of grid -bias and screen -grid potentials as previously stated.

The principal receiver employing the
new circuit is the " A.C. Receiver De
Luxe," type 1850, in console cabinet with
self-contained receiver. A radio -gramophone on similar lines is also exhibited.
The " Universal Screened Five " is continued with numerous detail refinements,
and other important exhibits on 'this

N. & K. Inductor loud
speaker chassis. (Brodersen).

The loud speaker in chassis form, complete with cone, costs £3 10s. ; mounted

in cabinets of various designs, prices vary
between 6 guineas and £7.
A. Brodersen, 11, Northampton Square,
Coswell Road, London, E.C.1.
BROWN, S. G. (39)

Lack of space in our Olympia Show

Report number precluded the publication
detailed description of the new
Brown " Dorchester " console receiver.
of a

This set is arranged for either A.C. or
D.C. mains feed; its three valves act as
H.F. amplifier, grid detector, and L.F.

The tuning condenser dials,
amplifier.
are
side -by -side,
mounted
though

separately. operated, and an H.F. input
potentiometer and reaction control are
fitted. A permanent -magnet movine-coil

1

Useful connectors for screen grid valves.
(Lectro Linx-Clix.)
COLLIE.

(121)

Hydrometers, manufactured under the
stand include the " Needle Armature ". trade
name of " Chaslyn;" are exhibited
pickup.
Burndept Wireless (1928), Ltd., Black- by this firm. Simple instruments of the
coloured ball type 'cost from`ls. 6d. upheath, London, 5.E.3.
wards : some of these are designed to be

C:A.V.

(43)

This firm specialises in accumulators,
and types for all wireless requirements
are shown, including " mass " type cells,.
L.T. accumulators in glass and celluloid

containers and H.T. batteries, both in

moulded containers and air -spaced glass

left permanently in the
and celluloid.

J. H. Collie and Co.,

CELESTION.

(41)

The loud speakers for which this firm.
is noted have been supplemented for the,
coming season by a new permanent magnet ritoving coil {type D.100) and induc-

10,

Canning

Place, Liverpool.

tubes.

U. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd., Acton,
London, W.3.

vent -holes of

Float type hydrometers, with a guide for the float to prevent its sticking, are made in both glass
small accumulators.

COLVERN.

(14a)

While the products of this firm were

described in connection with their Olym-

pia exhibit, one notes the inclusion on
the stand of popular receiving sets. These
demonstrate the applications of Colvern

In addition . to the Foreign
Listener's Four we find a new set deproducts.

veloped by the Manchester Evening
Chronicle, incorporating screened and
ganged control coils, Colverstat resistances, and the new wire -wound Colverstat
potentiometer. The use of Colvern gang types.
A new gramophone pick-up has been - controlled coils is demonstrated in a band
introduced, and, judging from the pass unit for the home constructor, a
B8

tor loud speaker (type D.50). There ate also

two new models representing very good
value for money in the D.10 and D.12,
which replace the old 0.10 and C.12

VAT®111500

OCTOBER 25th, 193o.
Manchester Rallo Show.
highly selective arrangement designed to
meet the conditions produced by the
powerful Regional transmitters and to

provide high selectivity without loss of
A free 40 -page booklet,
sidebands.

being distinctive and the cabinets of real
furniture value. Prices are modest, while
it is at once obvious that a high-grade
hand -polished finish has been obtained

with avoidance of that high gloss surface
sometimes met. with and attributable to
cheap "spraying. f. Coranto-cabinet can

form the basis of a ,radio set for the
amateur who is given to modifying the
interior from time tó time.
Coranto Cabinet Company, 122, Leaf
Street, Stretford Road, Manchester.
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types, and there are several additions to
the already comprehensive list of toroid
coils and H.F: transformers.
Finally, there are the three -valve All Electric receivers for both A.C. and D.C.

mains. at £25, and a range of radio -gramo-

phones with two-, three-, and four-valhis
circuits from £42 to £80.
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.;
1V.3.

DULCETTO-POLYPHON.

(79)

Electrically reproducing gramophones
of generous design for home or dance hall
are shown. High-grade cabinet work with

quality amplifiers of the heavy-duty type

are features of the apparatus shown at
Ganged wave change switch action
fitted is Colvern coils.

which includes a resistance calculator, is
of special interest.
Colvern, Ltd., Mawneys Road, Ílomford, Essex.
CONCERTON.

(67)

This stand is devoted to " Fotos
valves and L.F. transformers. The range

of valves is unusually complete, and comprises twenty-five distinct types. Prices
are very reasonable, and range from
5s. 6d. up to 22s.

" Fotos " L.F. transformers are made
in two types, the `I Nipper " at 5s. 6d.,
and the " Super " at 12s. 6d. Both types

are available with either a 3 : 1 or 5: 1
ratio.

Concerton Radio and Electrical Co.,
Ltd., 256-7,. Bank. Chambers, and 329,
High Holborn, London, W,C.1.

COSSOR.

(30)

prices from 75 to 176 guineas.
Dulcetto-Polyphon, Ltd., 2 and 3, Newman Street, London, W.1. Manchester
Branch.: 31, Quay Street.

Full details have recently appeared of
all the new Cossor valves. At this stand
one realises that Cossor must not only
be looked upon as producers of valves,
but also as manufacturers of a complete
range of modern receiving sets. The Cossor
receiver
two -valve A.C. All -Electric

has the external appearance of 'a well finished loud speaker. Under its hinged
lid are the simple controls of reaction,. wave

change and tuning. The interior does not
display an assembly of components, but
rather a well -finished receiving unit in
Pentode output and
a moulded case.
valve rectification are included.
The Cossor. Commander receiver is a

good specimen of the class of receiver
which has made its appearance this season.
It has screened coils and valves, two H.F.
stages, and single -dial control. It is
chassis built and is obtainable for £12 15s.
Battery eliminators with valve rectification and with correct decoupling between
the various outputs are available at
moderate prices in the form of units.
A.C. Cossor, Ltd., Cossor Works; High bury Grove, London, N.5.
DIGGLE.

(108)

" Reliance " motor -generator charging
plants for wireless retailers, garages, etc.,

are shown under working conditions on
this stand.
A. Diggle and Co., Jane Street, Rochdale.

Fotos "Nipper" and "Super" L.F.
transformers. (Concerton.)

CONTINUOUS GRAMOPHONES. (106a)
This exhibit consists of electrically

operated gramophones and radio gramophones with a special mechanism for
changing records : up to thirty can be
accommodated on the. carrier at onetime:
The turntable is operated by a KolsterBrandes motor, while another g h.p.
electric motor of B.T.H. manufacture

supplies energy for the record -changing
mechanism.

The Vista Continuous Gramophone Co.,

Ltd., 119-125, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.
CORANTO.

(70)

Visitors should obtain the sixteen -page
list of Coranto wireless cabinets. Its con-

tents cover all requirements, the designs
B 9

The new Cossor three -valve All-A.C.
receiver.
EDISWAN. (28, 29)

The combined resources of the Met -

Vick, B.' .H., and Edison Swan com-

the radio
products displayed on this stand. These
panies are concentrated on

are already. well known and were de-

scribed in our Olympia Show issues.

Visitors to the stand should not fail to
DUBILIER.

(15)

The name of Dubilier is primarily associated with condensers, and, as some indication of the wide experience of this firm,
a large condenser bank for mains power
factor correction is shown in contrast to
the- range of small paper -dielectric condensers for wireless receivers. Space does

not permit a detailed description of the
numerous types available, but visitors to
the stand should not fail to inspect the
new electrolytic. condensers (Type A.D.)
for 'L. T. smoothing, the non -inductive

paper condensers (Type L.D.),.and the

condenser blocks for mains receivers and

Since the last Manchester
Show there has been a general reduction
eliminators.

in prices.

The range of variable condensers has

been supplemented by solid dielectric condensers of both the single and differential

jar"

1

Victoria Road, North Acton, London, -

examine the new B.T.H. electric gramophone motor at 3 guineas, the new permanent magnet R.K. moving -coil loud
speaker, the Ediswan three -valve battery -

operated set, and the range of Mazda
valves,

including

the

remarkable

AC/PEN power pentode.

The Ediswan Electric Co., Ltd., la,
Newman Street, Oxford Street, London,
W.1.

EKCO.

(44)

Exhibits the same as at Olympia.
Ekco receivers are designed for simple,
single -knob operation . and are housed in
durable bakelite cases. Designed for all electric working, these sets are chassis built, and all the essential details of construction are to be gleaned from the glass panelled models which are being shown.
E. K.' Cole, Ltd.,
Southend-on-Sea.

" Ekco" Works,

WIpnIlJsojoj
W oú!!1
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EMU. (123)
gramophones are
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L.F. voltages developed across a loud
speaker; although the minimum reading
principally

shown at this stand, mention might be
made of a popular three -valve set of

reliable design which, complete with loud
speaker, batteries and valves, is priced at
£5 5s. Loud speakers, complete in cabinets with reed and four -pole movements,
are shown at prices from 15s. to 35s.
The Emu Gramophone and Furnishing
Company, 31 and 31a, Bridge Street,
Manchester.

is on the, high side (the lowest range is
from about 100 to 450 volts), it can be
extended in a downward direction Ly
connecting a bias battery in series.

Mag-

netic damping is provided, afid the in-

struments are stated to be accurate.
within 2 per cent. at full-scale deflection.
pia

Exhibition.
The " Screen Grid
Four " is a 1-v-2 combination with
" aperiodic " aerial coupling and a dual
range H.F. transformer fitted with magnetic reaction operated by a Bowden wire
mechanism. Grid detection is followed
by an ,L.F. amplifier coupled by one of
the new low -ratio transformers.
The
output stage is push-pull. There is an
input -volume control, in the form -of a
series aerial condenser, and post -detection regulation is afforded by a variable
resistance across the first transformer

There are álso two -valve detector-L.F.

EPOCH.

sets, both for battery and A.C. mains
supplies.
These sets employ the new
R.F.5 input -circuit tuning -coil assembly,

(103)

No change has been made in this firm's
products since Olympia, moving -coil loud
speakers for all requirements being

which is fitted with a magnetic reaction
coil with switchgear mounted on its con-

manent
models.

effected by rotation of the reaction coil
on each side of its " off " position. This
coil unit is sold at 22s 6d. complete.
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs.

shown, with particular attention to permagnet

and

public

address

Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Furcingdon Avenue (near Ludgate (lip
cus), London, E.0.4.

EXIDE.

high internal resistance when used as a

Several new " kit "' sets have been introduced since the opening of the Olym-

primary.
Ferranti electrostatic voltmeters.

of the scale.
Terminals arranged round
the outside of the casegive the following
ranges : (1) 0-6 volts, (2) 0-120 volts (or
0-240 volts if specially ordered), (3) 0-3
mA., (4) 0-12 mA., (5) 0-120 mA., (6) 0-6
amps. __The sensitivity of the instrument
{3 mA. for full-scale deflection) ensures a

trol shaft; this is arranged so'that the
appropriate

wave -range

changes

are

"Multi -meter," with moving coil
movement and parallax mirror. (Fonteyn.)
Cifel

voltmeter; an important factor when testing -H.T batteries of low capacity, or the
output front H.T. eliminators. The price
of' 55s...s.very reasonable for a precision
instrument of this type.
This year a range of " Cifel " receivers
are also exhibited, the prices varying from
£3 16s,, excluding valves and batteries for

(27)

Interior of the Osram
Music Magnet Four, a set
for the home constructor.

No additions have been made to the

Exide range since Olympia, but the visitor to this Exhibition is reminded to visit

the Picture Theatre in the Gallery ope-

rated by British Talking Pictures. Here
'a talkie is being shown demonstrating in

a most interesting manner radio reception with an Exide-operated set. Incidentally, this film is an excellent example of recording, and quickly convinces

one that foreign talking -picture equipment is by no means essential to realism
in reproduction. The Gel-Cel accumulator is this season's Exide development.
Entry coupons are available at the stand
for the Exide Competition with its £650
in prizes.

The Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,
Ltd., Clifton Junction, near Manchester.
FERRANTI. (51 & 52)

-An important addition 'to the range of
Ferranti measuring instruments has _just
been made; this is an electrostatic voltmeter, similar in size to the standard
. productions, and selling at £3 10s. It
is unnecessary to lay stress on the many
possible applications of an instrument. .of
this sort, which gives a voltage reading
without drawing current. Its use solves
the, problem of eliminator voltage measurements, and, further, the actual volt-

age impressed on the anode of a valve

can be read directly without the need for
making calculations and applying corrections.
As

the.

meter gives readings of D.C..

A.C., and audio -frequency differences of
potential, it could be used to measure

tha 3 -valve " Midget " model, to £37, including valves, for the ". All -Mains
FONTEYN. (9)
C,ifel " mains transformers

Radio -gramophone " in

design cabinet.

a Queen Anne

"
and
Fonteyn and Co., Ltd., 2-3, Blandford
chokes, battery chargers, and intervalve. Mews, Balser Street, London, WI.
transformers are important features of
FORMO. (32)
this stand. The majority of components
shown. are of Continental origin, and are
Exhibits as at Olympia, including the

offered at' extremely competitive prices.
A wide range of pocket voltmeters and
-testing instruments is also shown, and one

of these-the " Multi -meter "-should be
of special interest to the experimenter.
Of the moving roil type, this instrument
ha3 a knife-edge pointer and parallax
mirror «Rich facilitates accurate reading

quadruple,

triple and dual gang

die cast housings braced together
with a rod and a cord drive between knob
and indicating drum is advisedly adopted.
The Formo Company (Arthur Preen
end Co., Ltd.), Golden Square, Piccadilly
ried in

Circus, London, 11'.1.

g IO

1

con-

densers ; the two former models are car-
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(47)

Complete details of 'the new season's

products were revealed and reported on at
the Olympia Show. The Osram Music
Magnet Four is being featured, and since

band with the sound track in the form of
a spiral.
Making use of the standard
width of film, as many as twenty sound
tracks can be accommodated. It is also

possible to make use of sound records

easy -to -build receiver of the long-range
class. Its construction in a few hours by
an apparent tyro in radio is demonstrated
in a most amusing talkie which is being

(Garnett's), Islington
Croce Works, Salford, Manchester.
HALLIWELL. (88)
In the de luxe class is the receiver
shown by J. R. Halliwell, which was one
of the few commercially built sets found
in' the Exhibition incorporating bandpass tuning. The set is specially de-

House, Victoria Bridge, Manchester.
(16)

fitting in any convenient elevated position, either indoors or outdoors-.

Cabinet making is one of the main
their exhibits
range from an ornate burr walnut bureau
down to small receiver and loud speaker
cabinets.
Gresley Radio

shown in the Picture Theatre of British
Talking Pictures in the Gallery.
General Electric Co., Ltd., :Magnet
GOLTONE.

loud speaker ; these are completely self- I
contained except for aerial and earth, and
are sold at very low prices.
activities of this firm

its introduction a few weeks back has
firmly established itself as a well -designed

The new " No -Mast " aerial consists of
a capacity plate of perforated zinc
mounted in a frame, and fitted with a long
insulated lead-in wire. It is intended for

There are also two- and three-,
valve upright cabinet sets with built-in
19 gns.

-

signed for ready change over from D.C.Film gate and photo -electric cell in the"Gramo

Radio" light reproducing gramophone:

to A.C. supply, and makes' use of the
new S4V.A. valves in its two 'H.F.;

printed on bromide paper strips, the light
in this case being reflected. A further development is promised in a recorder for
attachment to any standard broadcast re-

ceiver, so that a permanent record may
be kept of transmissions of outstanding

interest.
Gramo Radio, Ltd., Commercial Works,

Church, nr. Accrington.

GRESLEY RADIO.

(76)

This firm are showing a range of inex-

pensive receivers, including a 3 -valve console model with a detector-L.F. circuit.
priced at £8 17s. 6d., complete with
valves, batteries, and a built-in loud

speaker of the balanced armature type.
The detector of this set, which is also
available

as

a

mains -driven outfit at

£13 17s. 6d., operates on the anode bend
principle.

Interior view of the Dynatron equipment.
It includes band pass

stages, which are followed by an anode
bend detector and P.650 output valves
arranged in push-pull. Built as a chassis, the receiver is contained in a walnut
pedestal cabinet which is not disfigured
by controls. The loud speaker is of the

Ward and Goldstone's new, set.

A new A,C. mains -driven receiver has
just been produced;- it employ* an H.F.-.
det.-L.F. circuit with pentode output and'
a valve rectifier for H.T,. supply. The"
tuning controls are ganged; capacity
controlled reaction is fitted, and there is

moving coil type.

J. R. Halliwell, 357, Deansgate, Man-

chester.

HARLIE. (113)

The redesigned Harlie pick-up is on
view on this stand, together with a new

provision for the use of a gramophone,

pick-up. Three jacks aie.mounted on the
-back of t'he cabinet, so that aerial `earth
leads, loud speaker, and pick-up may be
easily and quickly connected.
There is also a display of accumulators

constant speed induction motor for 50 cycle
A.C. mains.

Harlie Bros. (Edmonton), Ltd., Ballwin
Road, Lower Edmonton, London, N.9.
HYDE.

and H.T. batteries, together with wires

structor as well as to manufacturers and

firm.

Ward and Goldstone, Ltd., Pendleton,

Manchester.
GRAMO RADIO.

(118)

An electric gramophone design to play

sound films is certain to attract a good
deal of attention on this stand. The

sound head, comprising a film gate, source
of light and photo -electric cell, is a modification of a standard design at present in
use on cinema projectors. It is proposed

to produce special films for use with this

instrument in the form of a continuous
B Ix

(122)

An ingenious wire -stripping tool which
should prove invaluable to the home con-

and flexibles of every sort. Tuning coils
to special designs are a speciality of this

Gresley Radio
cabinet receiver.

The` Gresley " Gramo -Radio Minor " is
of siiailar external appearance, but has an
H.F.-det-L.F. circuit, separate tuning
controls, and reaction, with a pentode output valve. It is fitted with a Garrard
double -spring motor and a B.T.H. pick-

up, and costs 16 gns. The same set,
with an H,T. eliminator, trickle charger,
and B.T.H. electric motor, is sold at
á

i"-

service agents, is shown on this stand.

It resembles an ordinary pair of parallel

cutters, but the simple operation of
closing the jaws performs three operations
in the correct sequence. The blades are
interchangeable and will deal with cables

in diameter down to Glazite. A test

on a specimen piece of Glazite showed that

the wire is not nicked as often happens
when the wire is bared by a knife.
J. B. Hyde
Manchester.

and

Co.,

Broadheath,

WcIlWorIl 1
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the exception of the screen grid H.F.

Manchester Radio Show.IGRANIC.

(49),

Like most of the large exhibitors, this
firm are showing products already seen

amplifier, which 'iátsold- at 18s. 6d..
'Iuupex Electrical, Ltd., 538, High Road,
Leiujtonstone, London, 1.11.

at Olympia.

It may be mentioned, however, that

OCTOBER i5th, 1930.
of both British- and Continental components are to be seen offered at competi-

tive prices-, and in particular the -wellknown French products of Sutra, which
include chokes, intervalve, and mains
transformers suitable for many requirements.` Low-priced- battery testing meters

among Igranic components are all the
requisites for the inexpensive home construction of H.T. eliminators." Igraníc

are also show»,- as well as various types
of loud speakér. design.
S. 'Kai -sky (Alilgate), Ltd., 16. Withy
Crort Manchester.

The chassis of the new Junit eliminator.

JUNIT.

(69),

Terminal strips and valve -holders of

this well-known type are shown,- together
with the chassis -built interiors of the new
Junit battery eliminators.

The Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 2,

Rarenscourt Sguare, London, W.6.

Igraníc components for the home construction of battery eliminators.

products now include large capacity condensers, Mains transformers, chokes and
the Igranic Elkon " metal. rectifiers.
tgranir Electric Co., Ltd.,` 149, Queen
1'ictoria Street, London,

New Igranic moving -coil speaker with
rectifier.
LAMPLUGH. '(71)

-

The " Silver Ghost" Inductor Dynamic
loud speaker is the centre of interest on

this stand: The . principle of . operation,
-

which was fully described -in this journal

in connection with the Olympia Exhibition, is illustrated by a large-scale workThe Sopranist battery tester (Kalisky).
KALISKY.

(10)

As well as being factors and trade distributors, this firm handles a number of
specialised products under the names of

" Sopranist " and ".Eskay." A simple
and inexpensive accumulator tester of the
floating bead type would 'seem to be
attracting interest. An extensive variety

The new Igranic dual range coil.
IMPEX.

ing -model, and demonstrations are being
given in an adjoining room. Since Olympia,.. it has, been - decided to produce a
special model for use with pentode. output
valves ;

the standard unit mist be used

with valves of A.C. impedance from 1,500
to 3,000 ohms.

S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., King's Road,

Tyseley, Birmingham.

(120)

In addition to the well-known battery heated Dario valves, types for A.C. mains
operation have been introduced comparaAll these have heater
tively recently.
elements consuming one ampere at 3.5 to
4, volts, and are fitted with standard 5 -pin
bases. The screen grid valve has a voltage
factor of 1,000 and an A.C. resistance of
1 riiegohm, giving a mutual conductance

of 1 MA: per, volt, while its. " general purpose ". counterpart is ráted at 40 and

20,000 óhms-a slope of '2 mA. per volt.
There is also a third valve of lower im-

Lewcos Twin
two -pin coil
base.

pedance (7,500 ohms) with a voltage factor
of 15, which is recommended for use as a

detector ór first-stage L.F. amplifier.

corresponding

"

output

valve,

with

A
a

directly heated "filament consuming 0.3
amp. at 4 volts, has a voltage factor of 8.5

and an A.C. resistance of 2,200 ohms.
All these valves cost 10s. 6d. each, with

LEWCOS.

(68)'

The new " Twin Two -pin Base "

f
A popular two -range meter shown by
Kalisky.

is

arranged to take two pairs of plug-in coils
-(tuning and reaction), and embodies a

built-in switch arranged so that either
B r2
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ambitious nature - and embody many uº
usual points in design. The " Super Screen Grid " A.C. chassis
is mounted in various types of cabinet;
it embodies seven 'valves in all, including
a power rectifier. There are three S.G.
high frequency valves, the first of which
is preceded by a capacity -coupled -bandpass filter, and is linked to the next by an

.Manchester Radio Show.pair may be thrown out of circuit at will.
The switch follows standard telephone
practice, and is operated by a cam.

-

Coil Type D.W.A. is adual-wave tapped

aerial inductance assembly, also with a
built-in switch. A reaction winding is
included, but may be ignored when this
coil is used, in an H.F: receiver, in conjunction with the corresponding H.F.
transformer (Type D.W.G.), .which also

untuned

carries a reaction coil.
London Electric Wire Co. and Smith's,

are ganged, and- are not fitted with ex-

-A new Lissen -four-valve A.C. radiogramoplione hás been introduced since the
opening; of the Olympia Exhibition. The
circuit -arrhngement comprises one H.F.
stage, a grid detector, and two L.F. mag-

ternal trimmers,_ although a compensating
condenser is connected in -series with the

.

nifying valves, and the set is normally
intended for operation with a built-in
frame, although an external aerial map
Tuning

is

circuits in all;- their tuning condensers

LISSEN._ (12 & 13)

connected.

valve

will thus be seen that there are five tuned

London, E.C.1.

be

This

put is passed to the detector by means
It
of an ordinary tuned -transformer.

Ltd., 7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane,

1

transformer.

coupled through another band-pass filter
to the third amplifier, of which the out-

controls

a.re

separate, and there iscapacity- controlled
reaction.
This initrunient `costs 42

aerial.

The new Enemains mains -operated portable
fitted with moving -coil loud speaker. (The
"Loud Speaker" Co. Ltd.).
McMICHAEL.

(53)

At this stand one finds the same ¡receivers as those recently described at
Olympia. The Mains Three receiver is

the principal exhibit, with its screen -grid
H.F. stage, pre-H.F. volume control and
super -power pentode output valve, and
incorporating áll those many features
which illustrate strict conformity to
The
modern theoretical: considerations.

Super Range Portable Four, which has
been slightly modified from last year, is
still a leading portable. . Loud speakers
been added to the .range of
McMichael products and include permanent magnet moving coil and balanced
armature types.
L. McMichael, Ltd., Wexham Road,
have

Slough..

Rear view of Majestic superheterodyne.

A screen -grid valve, operating on the
anode bend principle, acts as a`detector;
an H.F. filter is included in its anode
circuit, and the rectified output is passed
to . a pair of _ push-pull output valves
through+a transformer, across the primary
of which is `shunted `a resistance and con-

denser in series for tonecorrection pur-

New Lissen mains transportable.

poses.- A moving -coil loud speaker is fed

in the conventional way through an output transformer.

guineas in oak cabinet, or 47 guineas in
walnut ; its turntable is driven by an indúction motor. Pre- and post -detection

Pre -detection volume control is effected
by the operation of a potentiometer which

volume controls are fitted; the latter being
operative for gramophone 'reproduction.

and second H.F. valves. The set is pro-

The built-in loud speaker is of the mov-

vided with alternative terminals for the
connection of either long or short open
aerials; in addition, there is an extra

ing -coil type

A new mains transportable set, with a

balanced armature loud speaker ; embodies
the same circuit, and is sold at 19 guineas.

Lissen,' Ltd.. WorpleRoad, Islewortla,

Middlesex.
LOUD SPEAKER Co. (73)

A new set, which has made its appearance since Olympia, is a portable of the
suitcase type, arranged, for. all mains

operation and fitted with a self-contained
moving -coil loud speaker: ^ The complete
outfit, incorporating Mazda valves, is
priced at 30 'guineas.

Spun aluminium valve screens built to
the details given in the preliminary
notice of Tite Wireless World Four, are
shown.

The "Loud Speaker " Co., Ltd.,

Palmer Street.
S. W.1.

B 13

Westminster,

2,

London,

-

increases the negative bias of the first:

Majestic "Super Screen Grid " receiver.
MAJESTIC.

(28)

The Majestic receivers and radio -gramo-

phones, distributed in the North of Eng-

land by this firm, are of interest not
merely" because they are of Ameriéan

manufacture, but because they are of ad

%Í

Majestic " Super Screen Grid" chassis,
,with valve screen removed.

Wfipniloo
WÜdd
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Manchester Radio Show.series aerial condenser which may be
short-circuited by means of 'a switch.
A Majestic superheterodyne . has just
been introduced;

full details

of

this

model are not yet available, but it employs a total of seven valves and a recti-

fier, has a stage of signal -frequency H.F.
amplification, push-pull output valves,

OCTOBER z5th, 193o.

four -valve Orgola receiver, similarly designed for home construction, is a much
more ambitious piece of apparatus : it has
two H.F. stages, linked by transformers,

and followed by a grid detector, which
is coupled by a parallel -fed L.F. transformer to a pentode output valve. Ganged
tuning is an important feature of the set ;
there is a trimming condenser, controlled

and a moving -coil loud speaker. An open by an external knob, connected in shunt
aerial is used, and the set has single -knob with the aerial -grid circuit.
This set,is normally intended for A.C.
The " feel ". of this control
tuning.
during a hasty trial (without any aerial mains operation, although it is convertible

or earth) leads one to express the opinion

that band-pass tuning must also be em-

ployed in this receiver, which is mounted
in a console cabinet.
Both sets cover a wave range of 520 to
1,550 kilocycles (1,95 to 580 metres), and

for battery feed by making a few minor
alterations. In both cases battery bias
is employed.

a slow discharge and giving 50 ampere
hours muy be charged at the comparatively high rate of 2 amperes. Since the
Olympia Show it is understood that much
interest has been taken in the horizontal

glass box -type cells arranged to have a

low centre of gravity so that they are

not readily overturned. These accumulators, which have double positive plates
bridged together, are known as., the O and
O.G. types.

Oldham and Sons, Ltd., Denton, Man-

chester.

Pre -detection volume con-

trol is effected by variation of screening
grid voltage through in potentiometer. In

spite of its ambitious nature, it would

are calibrated in frequencies and on an

appear that this receiver should be quite
easy to build.
Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,
Mallard House, Charing Cross Road,

chester.

London, W.C.2.

arbitrary scale.
Majestic Distributors (Manchester),
Ltd., 2, Victoria Bridge Street, Man,

For
withstand rapid recharging.
instance, a cell designed for dealing with
to

ORMOND. '(64)

A new type of variable condenser has

been added to the already extensive range

of Ormond condensers. This new component (Model No. 4) is rigidly constructed and has stout bearing supports
of high-grade bakelite. Complete with
slow-motion dial it costs 6s., and a plain
model is available at 4s. The new Type

11/360 geared dial is suitable for use with
the latter model. It has a 10 : 1 reduction
gear which can be thrown out of "action
when a direct drive is required. The dial

is of frosted aluminium and is provided
with an earthing terminal.
The Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Ormond House, Ro¢ebery Avenue, London, E.0.1.
PARFAIT.

(60)

Ebonite sheets with a variety of surface
finishes are shown. A leak -free surface is
claimed with a high polish in black, and a
well -coloured mahogany. Mosaic and cube
surface designs_ are also shown. Parfait
ebonite is all -British, and- it was learned

at the stand that this firm is now back

again in full production following the

recént destruction of their premises by
fire.

H. B. Potter and Co:, Ltd., .Station

Mullard " 2-H.F." kit set.

Buildings,. Rochdale.
NATIONAL.

(92)

The products of Peto and Radford and

. MARCONIPHONE.

(38)

the. Hart Accumulator Co., who have now
pooled their combined resources, are ex-'

Visitors should avail themselves of the opportunity of examining the

hibited on this stand. As stated in our
Olympia Report, most of the L.T. cells
are supplied with " Tell -Tale " indicat-

type 560, regarding which so many favourable comments have been made.

Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.IV.I.

The exhibits on this stand are as at

Olympia.

chassis of the new " 2-H.F. " receiver,

ing beads showing the state of the change.

National Accumulator Co., Ltd.,

50,

PARTRIDGE, WILSON. (23)

A well -prepared 58 -page booklet by

H. G. Wilson is ,available at the stand,
which gives in hiief all the essential de-

tails bearing on commercial accumulator

Partridge, Wilson and Co.
charging.
manufacture Davenset charging equipments, which are generously designed and
employ arc rectification. The majority

The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210-212,

Tottenham Court Road, London; TV.
MOORES.

(8)

This firm of wholesale distributors are
showing a representative collection of receivers'and accessories, among which were
noticed the products of such firms as Bulgin, Ready Radio, and Garrard. North-

ern readers will have an opportunity of

examining the Sheffield -Magnet Co.'s new

loud speaker drive units and triple -dia-

phragm loud speaker chassis, as described
in our Olympia Show Report.
J. Moores and Co., Rarald Street
Works, Salford.
A

MULLARD. (45 & 46)
description of the new Mullard

Valves and of the " 1931 Orgola " kit set
have already been published. The new

l

The Davenset charging equipment type U.6.,
exhibited by Partridge, Wilson and Co.

OLDHAM.

(42)

This season's Oldham cells have been
modified to possess the desirable feature
of slow discharge combined with ability

of other exhibits are as at Olympia.

Partridge, Wilson and Company, Davenset Works, Evington Valley Road,
Leicester.
B 14
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are arranged for both radio and gramo-

phone, and in addition there is a tone

(107)

Two portable sets are exhibited on this
stand. The first embodies the conventional 5 -valve circuit (two aperiodic H.F.

stages, detector, and two L.F. magnifiers), and is fitted with an Ever -Ready
H.T. battery and C.A.V. accumulator.

Anode feed resistances are fitted, so there

are but two H.T. connections. In spite
of its low price (9 guineas), this receiver
is neatly and solidly built.
The second Pegasus portable is more

highly finished and embodies more costly
.components, but employs a similar circuit
arrangement; it costs 15 guineas.
Pegasus, Ltd., 10, Victoria Street,
Chapel Allerton, Leeds.

brilliancy selector. A moving -coil loud
speaker is included with a- separately excited field, and the cabinet is of polished
mahogany with oxidised silver fittings in
striking modern style. A piston action
controls a gradual closing of the lid.
Philips Lamps, Ltd., Philips House,
145, Charing Cross Road, London, TV.C.2.
-PIFCO.

(99)

This stand is devoted to the-Pif co " All in -One " Radiometer, a neat multi -range

meter and circuit tester.

Although at

44

valve pins (including the centre pins or
the latest types of indirectly ' heated
valves). All that is necessary is to insert the valve in the sockets and note the
,

meter reading. The price complete with
leads and internal batteries is 12s. 6d.

Pifco, Ltd.,

chester.

REDFERN.

wards the use of smaller-and perhaps,
one should add, of more carefully designed-tuning coils, this firm have extended their range of ribbed ebonite
Redfern'sRubber Works, Ltd., Hyde,

Cheshire.

R.I.

are to be concentrated
chokes.

The " Madrigal " three -valve all -mains

receiver is shown in its redesigned form
with new type triple -gang tuning control,
provision for a gramophone pick-up, andAC/PEN power pentode. The price of

Pertrix, Ltd., Britannia House, 233,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London, TV.C.2.
PHILIPS. (19 & 20)
Philips' receivers show. no great change

this receiver for either A.C. or D.C. is

since the introduction over a year ago
of those receivers which set a standard

£30, and a handsome pedestal incorporating a 'moving -coil loud speaker is obtain-

for high amplification and single -dial
control.

Pifco <<. All -in -One" testing meter.

first sight similar to the conventional

pocket voltmeter, it should be noted that,
twin leads with universal connections are
provided so that it is not necessary to

hold the meter in the hand while testing, say, an H.T. battery. The move-

ment, which is of the moving iron type,
is practically dead -beat, and the internal
resistance is 200 ohms on the 0 -8 -volt
L.T. scale and 4,000 ohms on the 0 -160 volt H.T: scale. There is, in addition, a

new models-a

current scale reading from 0-40 mA. In
conjunction with the internal dry cell
provided, the instrument may also be
used for routine continuity tests.

two -

a

gramophone amplifier,

into a

well -finished

it has an illuminated turntable,

B 15
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50 -henry primary measuring only 28in.
x 18in. x 2 in. ; the "Hypercore " L.'F.
choke designed to carry 50 mA, 'and the

" Pentomite " tapped output choke for

use with the new power pentode' valve.

Radio Instruments, Ltd., Purley Way,
(117)

present-day. tendencies that, among other
refinements, it should include a capacitycoupled band-pass filter circuit, which is
followed by two tuned H.F. stages and a
screen grid detector. A double H.F. filter

bakelite

automatic break and motor switch, and a
new design of pick-up. Volume controls

costs

chassis, of which an advance model is
shown, has just been developed by this
firm for inclusion in their radio -gramoIt is illustrative of
phones and sets.

case.

mains,

model

£2 12s. 6d: and the A.C. model £4 15s.
Among the numerous "examples of the
Use 'of nickel iron in transformers and
choke§, visitors tó the stand will find the
following of special interest :-The
"Hypermite" L.F. 'transformer' with

RIALTON.

provision

Three wave ranges are provided
covering 200 to 2,100 metres. All rotary
controls are on the ends of the container,
providing a comfortable operating arrangement. The H.F. detector and output
valves `aie the S4V, 244V and the power
pentode PM.24A. This year a radio
gramophone has been introduced. It is
fitted with the tuner amplifier equipment
of the 2511 receiver, but the controls are
unique.
Operating entirely from A.C.

'"-The . D.C.

receivers.

An exceptionally interesting receiver

being made for a pick-up. The container
is a well -finished mottled moulding. Another newcomer is the three -valve all electric type 2531, being built as a chassis
dropping

able for an additional 15 guineas.
The two new mains H.T. units are of
striking -design, ,and include: nickel iron
smoothing chokes and a Westinghouse
rectifier in the A.C. model. The dimensions are such that the Units may be used
tó replace the 'H.T. battery in portable

Croydon.

valve set, the type 2523, which operates
entirely from D.C. supply. It employs a
special detector valve, whilst a considerable volume output results from the inelusion of a pentode. The set may be used
as

in three main

channels, viz.: (1) Radio receivers; (2)
H.T. units; (3) L.F. transformers and

local corrosion.

several

(83).

The activities of this firm during, 1931

teries of every description are exhibited
on this stand. Special emphasis is given
to the fact that the electrolyte dbes not
contain sal -ammoniac, and it is claimed
that the zinc elements are less liable to

however,

(33)

Realising the present-day tendency toi

-

Philips three -valve receiver type 2531.

High Street, Man-

formers, which now includes sizes likely
to meet almost any requirement.

. PERTRIX. (36)
High-tension batteries and grid bat-

Being early in the field with all
mains sets of easy operation, this year's
designs maintain reliability rather than
actual novelty of principle.' There are,

71,

is

interposed between this latter valve

and the 'first L.F. ,magnifier ; resistance

coupling is used for this stage, from which
Valve Sockets for testing filament continuity
in the Pifco "All -in -One " meter.

Perhaps the most interesting feature
the, provision at the back of
the instrument of sockets for testing the

no attempt is made to extract any very
high degree of amplification.
Finally

there is a super -power pentode output
valve, with 400 volts applied to its anode :

again, the intervaive coupling preceding
this valve is a resistance, but a grid
choke is used in place of the usual ohmic
continuity of valve filaments. The sockets leak in order to prevent choking due to
are spaced to take the filament pins, and' atmospherics or other momentary overclearance holes are drilled for the other loads.
of all is

Wk@Il@oo
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Manchester Radio Show.All four tuning condensers are linked
together, and, further, it has been found
possible to dispense with trimmers.
Pre -detection

volume control., is pro -

All these products are available in a

number of different finishes, ranging from

dead black to imitation wood or leather.
Ritherdon and Co., Ltd., North Bridge
Mills , Bolton.

the constant potential type are shown,
together with the products of the Lanca-

shire Dynamo and Crypto Electrical Com-

panies. y This stand is of interest to the
radio retailer concerned with battery
charging.
John Roberts, 1 and 3, Bridgewater Via-

duct, Knott Mill, Manchester.
ROTHERMEL.

(75)

The name Rothermel is very widely

known in this country in connection with
Magnavox moving -coil loud speakers. In

consequence of the many years that the

Magnavox moving -coil loud speakers have

been in production, there is little doubt

that the models of this year have reached
a high stage of perfection. The various
models are well finished and nothing has
been spared in the cost of tools to permit
of a strong; assembly from metal pressings.

Prices range from £5 7s. 6d. to £9 15s.
in the junior and senior models carrying
mains equipment. Full details are given

of the output conditions of these speakers
and their electrical characteristics, so

that matching may be facilitated.
The principal attraction at the stand is
the Peerless receiver chassis comprising
three screen grid H.F. and two L.F.
stages, the final stage amplifier being from

a pair of valves of generous output connected in push-pull. Single -knob control

The Rialton chassis.

with illuminated
meter.

The set is designed for either an open
aerial or a frame : in the latter case H.F.

drum

dial indicator

operates the bank of tuning condensers,

vided in the form of an H.F. potentioROBERTS.

(i79)

Rotary battery charging equipments of

which are assembled on a common spindle.

This is probably the only receiver of its
class which provides reception on both

wave ranges. As a distant station receiver

couplings giving rather a higher stage

gain-but less selectivity-are employed,
so overall sensitivity remains constant,

irrespective of the collector actually used.
This model is for A.C. mains feed; and

is intendedfor operation with a movingcoil loud speaker ; the field energising

current is taken from the mains H.T.
supply.

Rialton Radio, Ltd.,

13; 14,

Square, London, WV.l.

Golden

The Peerless .
chassis exhi-

b i t e d by
Rothermel.

with ease of control, it effectively fulfils
its purpose, while its liberal equipment
places it in the quality receiver class.
Complete with moving -coil loud speaker
and arranged to obtain its field excita-

Ritherdon metal receiver cabinet.
RITHERDON.

(98)

This firm has now firmly established
itself in a lading position as manufacturers of sheet metal cases and screens

tion current from the set, the price, at
£38, including valves and royalty, represents good value for money.

for use in broadcast receiver construction ;
á number of specimens of their work are
shown. These include metal cabinets for
receivers, cases for eliminators, aluminium
panels,

small

screening

covers,

Complete specifications can be had of an

extensive range of public-address equip-

ment, suitable for schools, dance halls,
etc.

and

examples of brackets and other folded
metal parts used in chassis assemblies.

In addition, there are rack and

panel amplifiers specially designed for cen-

Constant potential battery -charging unitthe Hobart-exhibited by John Roberts.
41".

tralised radio systems to suit the needs of
hospitals, flats and schools. There are
B T6
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many small components shown of particu-

lar appeal to the amateur-vernier geared
and illuminated dials, electrolytic condensers, rheostats, resistances and small-condensers-all possessing certain characteris-

tics in their design which make a strong

GEORGE L. SCOTT.

(102)

This stand should be visited. by those
interested in insulating materials; Insu-

lating sleeving graded in small differences of size and in various colours is'
available possessing that almost transparent appearance so attractive compared with the painted type. Insulated

.

a new -type D.3 intervalve transformer and
a range of small universal motors suitable
for television experiments.
Sifan. Electrical Instruments Co., Ltd.,
Bush House, .4ldwych, London, W.C.2.

18 -gauge wire is, 'shown , with a form
of covering which. is easily removed,

pulling away cleanly from a cut without

fraying. Insulating paper, silks and
cloths are shown in variety suitable in
general for use in mains transformer construction. Iron and steel core stampings

for all radio. requirements are shown, -s
well as the well-known bakelite Pertinax
board.

George L. Scott and Co., Ltd., 86-88,
Acre Lane, Brixton, London, 'S. l[.2.
SELECTORS.

(6).

-Portables, all-electric receiver and
radio gramophones incorporating the
Selector -screened-grid circuit are shown

on this stand.
Magnavox moving -coil loud speaker type
415, shown by the Rothermel Corporation.

Since Olympia a new

cabinet has been produced for -the ". Electric 42," which is, however, still available in the original standard cabinet:

Sovereign wire -wound anode resistance.
SOVEREIGN.

(65)

The Sovereign wire -wound resistances,
values ranging. between 1,000 and
100,000 ohms, are 'wound with double silk -covered wire on a slotted bakelite

in

former.

Adjacent sections are in oppo-

appeal to the enthusiast. Those interested

site sense, so the units are practically'

sets from D.C. supply might well investigate the suitability of the .Janette rotary
convertors shown at the stand.

are guaranteed to be within 5 per cent.
of their rated value. The components
cost from 3s. upwards, and are supplied

non -inductive.

in the operation of modern A.C. mains

with a moulded bakelite holder, arranged
for horizontal or vertical mounting.
Sovereign Products, Ltd., 52, Rosebery
Avenue; London, E.0.1.

The Rothermel Corporation, Ltd., 24

and 26, Maddox Street, London, 1V.1.
ROWLEY.

(126)

This firm is the sole British agent for
Pilot " radio components, which are
manufactured in the U.S.A. A wide
selection of representative types, including L.F. transformers, condensers and
drum dials, switches and compression type resistances, are displayed. " The
" Itesistograd " is of the latter type,

and has a range from 40 ohms to
megohms.

It

is

The

SQUIRE.' (115)
moving -coil

" Sylphone

loud

speaker has a novel form of diaphragm
suspension consisting of a serrated paper

ring, the points of which are attached

to the cone about lin. from the free edge.
The moving -coil winding is self-supporting, and does not make use of the usual

10

cylindrical

capable of dissipating

20 watts, and the metal case
to assist radiation.

The resistance elements

former.

The

whole

loud

speaker is mounted on a swivel holder

is finned

Selectors "Model 42" In new -type walnut
cabinet.

and cast base.

The new designis executed in walnut
and has tapering sides and a redesigned
loud -speaker guille.

Selectors, Ltd., 205-7, Bedford Avenue,

SloughTrading Estate, Slough.
SIFAM.

(116)

" Sifam " pocket voltmeters and
measuring instruments for panel mounting
are already too well known to require de-

tailed description, so also are the range

Pilot "Vaultype" triple -gang condenser.
(Rowley.)

The " Vaultype " screened variable

condenser units are. of interest in view
of modern tendencies in circuit design.
These are available from single up to
quadruple types, and are fitted with
built-in balancing condensers.
British -made
Precision " wire -wound
resistances are also on view on this
`

stand.

Thomas 4. Rowley, Ltd., 59, Skinner

Lane, Birmingham,
13 17

,of radio fuses displayed on this stand.
A new component of British manufacture -is the " Sifam." circuit Testing
Adaptor. Essentially this consists of a

dry cell in an ebonite container
which may be connected to any type 'of
pocket voltmeter for the purpose of 'maksingle

ing . continuity tests.

A spring -loaded
universal ball contact socket is provided
which fits the case spike of most pocket
meters.

Contact with the battery is- made

through a special washer so that the cell
can be reversed to suit meters with either
a common positive or negative spike contact. The price is 2s. 6d.
Other components on this stand include

Squire " Sylphone " moving -coil loud
speaker.

The " Squire " aluminium cone cradles,
which are designed to accommodate the
leading makes of loud speaker movements,
have been brought up to date by the addi-

~mg,
Wontl
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TRIOTRON. (78)

Manchester Radio Show.

charger for L.T. accumulators at 17s. 6d.,
A small metal oxide rectifier in the form

introduction of metal -coated H.F. and de-

Frederick Squire, Ltd., . 10, Les win
Place, Stoke .Newington, .London, N.16.

A "). with a'-

3: 1 ratio at 9s. 6d., and a neat trickle

The most interesting feature of. the
Triotron range of valves for 1931 is the

tion of another model (99B) for the new
Blue Spot units.

of a cartridge is housed in the base of
the mains transformer, together with a
current limiting " barreter " tube which

STANDARD BATTERY CO. (61)
A new loud speaker, with a 20in.
double -cone diaphragm and mounted in a

also serves as an emergency fuse.
Triotron Radio Co., Ltd., 91, Great
Russell Street, London, W.C.1.

walnut cabinet, has just been introduced.

There is also a new pick-up-the Wates
Star-with adjustable damping a hole
of triangular section 'is provided so that

Details

TUNGSRAM. (35)
of the new -type Tungsram

barium valves shown on this stand are

fibre needles may be used if desired.
The Standard Battery Co., 184-8,
Shaftesbury. Avenue," London, W.C.2.
(Northern representative, J. r1Jiu'glerj, 21,
Pilkington Road, Southport, Lanes.)

given in the accompanying table: Exam

ination of the data reveals that these

valves are capable of good performance.
" Triotron.". metal -coated detector valve

and the " Stal" trickle charger.
tector valves. The metal ís sprayed on

the outer surface of the glass and is in
electrical connection with one of the filament pins. The object of so coating the

glass is to screen the valve electrodes

from stray electrostatic fields which might

otherwise produce instability in a multistage H.F. amplifier.

The list of battery valves has been
augmented by a super detector valve

(type SD2) with an amplification factor
of 21, and an impedance of 10,500 ohms,
and a power output valve (YD2) suitable
for portables with an impedance of
3,400 ohms and an amplification factor
of 8.5. The current consumption of the
latter valve is 7.5 mA. at 100 volts H.T.
Triotron valves are also made for A.C..,
and D.C. mains. The A.C. valves are in-

Wates' Star pick-up (Standard Battery
Co.).

STRAD.

(87)

The " Strad " A:C. radio -gramophone,
with a built-in moving -coil loud speaker,
includes one H.F. stage, a grid detector,
and two L.F. magnifiers, with resistance

AND FUSE

and transformer couplings and parallel

Tungsram valves are fitted with V and N
filaments, according to voltage, and it
is to be noticed in the screen -grid types
that separate grids enclose each limb of

output valves..

Various styles of cabinet work are
available, and prices range from 47

the filament. As a stand attraction,' a

guineas. A .D.C..model-is priced" at 42
guineas.

model railway is in operation in which
the trains are controlled by -intercepting

"

The Strad Gramophone and Radio Mfg.
Company, Daiwen, Lanes.
TELSEN.

beams of light falling on Tungsram photocells.

Tungsram Electric Lamp Works (Great
Britain), Ltd., 72, Oxford Street, London,

(31)

There have been no additions to the

117.1.

range of - Telsen components . since the
Olympia Exhibition, but further technical

data concerning the neat and extremely
inexpensive H.F. choke manufactnied by

TUTILLS.

METAL OXIDE

Arrangement of components under the
base of the " Stet' trickle charger.
(Triotron Radio.)

an inductance of 150 millihenrys and a

Three screen -grid H.F. stages are provided, giving stable single -dial control
over the full wave range of 200 to 2,000

directly heated, and the D.C. valves have
0.1 amp. directly heated filaments.
" Stal " low -frequency transformers
and mains equipment are also on view on
this stand. There is a new nickel -iron

'

Red Star receivers are also shown on

this stand.
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Miller Street,
Birming ham.

(14)

Careful examination of the Tinol Eight
in its large mahogany cabinet reveals an
interior chassis of most generous design.

_ 2ECTIFIER,

this firin are sow, available. Costing only,
2s. 6d., -this component is stated to have

D.C. resistance of 400 ohms.

Interior construction of the electrodes in
the Tungsram screen -grid valves..

CUEEENT LIMITER

metres.
Following the detector are two
L.F. stages," the output being derived
from a pair of power valves in push-pulL

NEW TYPES OF TUNGSRAM BARIUM VALVES.
Description.

S. Power ..

..

Spec. Power
..
Rectifying Valves
Sc.

Grid ..
A.C.

tLF.'R.C.

Type.

..
..
..

PV.495

..

..

..

..

..
..
..

P.430
P.460
V.430
V.495

..
..
..

S210

S.407
AS.4100

HR.607
H.407

Fil.
Volt.

Fn.. Curr.
Amps.

11/16/10/10/10/13/13/16/-

4
4
4
4

0.3
0.6'-,
0.3
1.1

4
2

1.1

5/6
5/6

6

Price.

4
4
4

0.12
0.07
1.0
0.07
0.07

Anode
Voltage.
150-250.

100-220
250
300
2 x 300

100-200100-200
100-200
50-200

. 50-200

Anode Curr.
M/Amps.

Factor.

25
50 '
25
70
50

--

1.5
1.5
4
2
2

Amp.

5.
4

300
350
900
30
35

Impedance.

Slope.
mA/V.

2,000
1,100

2.5
3.5

Ohms.

--

430,000
400;000
600,000
15,000
25,000

.:

Total
Emis.

--

100
200.
100
200

0.8

20
40
70
30
20

250

0.8
1.5
2.0
1.4

-

Output.
mW.

Grid
Bias.

1,500
3,000
1,500

20-30
25-60

----

-

---

2-0
lea -4

e 18

f
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Manchester Radio Show.This. output is delivered to a moving -coil
loud speaker deriving its field excitation

current from the main rectifying valve.

,VARLEY. (56 & 57)
Low -frequency transformers and chokes

for coupling and output circuits are an
important feature of the display on this

There is one -dial tuning and volume control and simple switch -over to gramophone
pick-up.
Complete with valves and enclosed in an attractive oak cabinet measuring 33in. x 26in. x 14--'zin.,

degree of selectivity on short waves or
short circuited on long waves.

Wright and Il'eaire, Ltd., 740, High
Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.
WELLWORTH.

(63)

Among the range of apparatus which
this firm, as factors, are exhibiting, one

the Webson moving -coil loud speakers, manufactured by Star Engineering, of Didsbury. A new model 'was to
notes

this receiver is

priced at £38 14s.
Moving -coil loud speakers in oak pedes-

be seen incorporating one of the latest-

tal cabinets are .also of moderate price,
and one model for. A.C. mains working,
and including output transformer and rectifier,- costs less than £7.
Considerable hobby interest attaches to
the home recorder shown on the stand,
which is a complete record -making equip-

ment, including microphone, cutter and
discs.
1'ntills; Ltd.,
,Mane!, ester.

7 and 9, Swan Street,
Varley 3 -henry tapped choke for tone
control circuits.

stand.

An interesting addition to the

range is a tapped 3 -henry choke for tone
control circuits. This component provides inductances of 0.5, 1.0, L5- and 3

henrys and has a resistance of only 47
ohms.

All -electric receivers and radio gramo-

phones are also 'shown. The " Sénior All Electric Transportable " has a three-valve circuit incorporating the latest prac-

tice and costs £25.

The mains supply

unit is constructed to facilitate conversion
from D.C. to A.C. mains, and a pedestal
containing a moving coil loud speaker is
available as an accessory.
Varley (Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.), 103,
liingsway, London, W.C.2.
WEARITE.

Webson permanent magnet moving coil
loud speaker exhibited by Weliworth.

type high -flux permanent magnets. By a
well -arranged method of coil suspension

a particularly small gap is used, giving
a high flux density, and hence a performance parallel with the electromagnetic
type. The price is six guineas.

-TheWellworthWirelessCo.,-8, Withy

Grove, Manchester.

(34)

Coils and components for home con-

structors and a new range of mains transformers for 'Westinghouse rectifiers are

important features of this stand.

The new delayed -action switches are of
exceptionally neat design.
The Tinol Eight
shown by Tutills.

Another useful component is the type

G.26 combined series aerial condenser and
switch. The switch is of the conventional

push-pull type, and is surrounded by a
ULTRA. (74)
Referring to our description, of the

concentric knurled knob which operates a

Ultra Electric Three, as shown at Olym-

i

pia, it should have been. added that the
set is available in a form suitable for

D.C. mains, as well as for A.C., and,
moreover,

that

conversion

from

The Watmel A.C. Mains 3.
ZEITLIN. (84)

the

former to the latter can be effected at
a cost of about 50s.-an important point

1

for potential users whose supply systems
are shortly to. be changed.
Ultra Electric, Ltd., 661, Harrow
Road, London, N.W.10.
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY.
(85 & 86)

Wearite series aerial condenser and
shorting switch.

of Electrical and Radio Products, Ltd.
(E.R.P.), whi. h were recently shown at

compression -type condenser variable from
0.00005 mfd. to 0.00035 mfd. The vanes
are circular and surround the switch

A large section of this stand. is devoted
to the portables and radio -gramophones

Olympia, and referred to in these pages.

Universal Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,

4-8, Brown Street, Manchester,
13 19

spindle thus giving a compact form of
construction. The series aerial capacity

This firm are distributors of the Crossley receivers, of whirls the most interesting model is a three -valve A.C. mains driven set, with built-in loud speaker of
the balanced -armature type. The instrument is completely self-contained except
for an external aerial and earth connection and embodies an H.F.-det.-L.F.
circuit arrangement with a pentacle output valve.. There is differential capacity

reaction, and the two tuned circuits are
separately controlled.

Provision is made

for a pick-up, with special volume control. The set costs 21 gns. complete.

F. Zeitlin and Snits, Ltd., 54, Lamb's
can be adjusted to give the required - Conduit Street, London, W.C.1:

Wfipn11®00
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By Oar Special Correspondent.

Scottish Broadcasting Troubles.-Those Dance Tunes.-" Warehouse Time -table."
Vexation in Aberdeen.
One of the B.B.C. stations, viz., Aberdeen, now enjoys the distinction of having no programme staff. The anomaly has

arisen through the departure from the
B.B.C. of Mr. Neil MacLean, who has
been station director at Aberdeen since
1924.

And Aberdonians are beginning *to

show annoyance.

0000

Main or Relay ?
The future of the station is very uncertain. It is recognised that Aberdeen will
be on the very edge of the 100 -mile radius

from the Scottish regional transmitters;
and the suggestion has been made, semi-

officially, that if regional reception should
prove unsatisfactory in the northern city,
the station should again be ; granted the
status of a main station, similar to that of
Newcastle.

0000

Can Aberdeen Entertain?
It is still believed that Aberdeen can
produce its share of the only sort of talent

which can really appeal to listeners in
the far north; though on this point there
is a school of doubters.

0oo0

A Traveller Speaks.

I see that Travelled Scot," writing
last week to one of the Aberdeen newspapers, denounced previous programme
efforts at Aberdeen as " uncouth, ungainly, amateurish, and awkward," add-

mined not to break the continuity of his

new series of talks; accordingly the mountain came to Mahomet. A microphone
was installed at his home in Windsor and,
if the telephone lines had been kinder, we
should never have guessed that he was not
in the Savoy Hill studio.
The quality of transmission suggested,
not Windsor, but Winnipeg.

0000
Dance Band Statistics.
Jack Payne has been counting the number of dance tunes broadcast by his band
in the space of six weeks. The figures
are interesting.
From August 14th to September 26th no
'fewer than 573 items were given, selected
from 128 different tunes. Of these 82
were American, 3 were Continental, .ánd
43 British.
0000

When to Take Notes.

Readers who wish to compare -the acous-

tic qualities of the new warehouse studio

with those of the studios at Savoy Hill
will be interested in the following table

giving the occasions on which the warehouse will be used in the near future :October 16th : "Madame Butterfly," at
7.15 p.m. (Regional).
October 17th : ` Madame Butterfly," at
8 p.m. (National).
October 19th : Orchestral concert, at
9.5 p.m. (Regional).
October 21st : Orchestral concert, at 7.45
p.m., (National).
October 26th : Symphony concert, at 9.5
p.m. (Regional).

October 28th: Operatic programme, at
9.20 p.m. (Regional).
November 1st : Orchestral concert, at
9.35 p.m. (National).

00oo

What the Public Wants.
Too Good?
I notice, however, that broadcasts were
There is a danger that the warehouse
not in this proportion, some of the tunes. may be too goód ! During the blissful
Actually, twelve months or so that we are able to
being repeated many times.
381- American items were 'broadcast ; the enjoy its acoustic merits we may begin to
British numbered 180.
take for granted a 'beauty of reproduction
There is a discrepancy in the ratios, but that even the studios of Broadcasting
Jack Payne, who knows the likes and dis- House may fail to attain. For there will
likes of his audiences, could probably tell be no room in the new headquarters for
us why. Can it be that American tunes any studio approaching the dimensions of
are more popular?
the warehouse.

ing" that " only blood relatives of such per-

formers could have tolerated such stuff."
Travellers have been known to exaggerate, but, judging, from accounts given to
me by independent listeners in the Aber-

deen area, there is probably a germ of
truth in the above charges.
o000

A Hint to Scottish H.Q.

Feeling in Scotland is undergoing a
marked change towards broadcasting, and
the 'headquarters staff at' Edinburgh will
have to display greater activity when the

regional station is working if they are to
satisfy not merely national aspirations,

but the aspirations of the guid folk in
Aberdeen.

Scotsmen are patient at the moment, but
there is no doubt that they object_ strongly

to the preponderance of material coming
" through the pipe " from London.

0000

Was Sir Walford at Winnipeg?
How many persons, broadcasting from
a sick -room, could have triumphed in the
manner of Sir Walford Davies last week?
Although indisposed, Sir Walford deter-

AT THE PARIS SHOW. A general view of the seventh annual Radio Salon which
ended a successful fortnight's run last week. The exhibits suggested the partial
eclipse of the .. superbet" by the straight H.F. receiver.
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Highest
effective
amplification
The effective amplification available with any
Screened Grid Valve is largely controlled by
its inter -electrode capacity. The lower this
self -capacity the greater the effective amplification

In the new Cossor 215 S.G. residual
capacity has been reduced to the low order of 001
available.

This is lower than any other
and also to the absence of gr,d current - the new
micro-microfarads.

Screened Grid Valve on the market. Due to thisCossor 215 S.G. permits a degree of effective amplification'which, a year ago, would have been considered
utterly impossible. Illustrated folder giving full

technical details sent free on request.

THE NEW
2 volts,
Amplification Factor 330.
Cossor

215

S.G.

15 amp. Impedance 300,000.

Mutual

1.1 m.a/v.

Conductance

Normal working
Positive

Voltage on
iO Anode Volts 120.
Screen 60-80.
Price

IIIGIIEST
nsi

ACTUAL

OSSOR
a15 S.G.

AMPLIFICATION
O 63.6

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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JillMade by the Makers of the famous Six -Sixty Valves.

battery operated set

to `t.C.Mdins', .

Think of the added power and range ! The scope-convenience
-economy of running ! It is all so simply effected with the SIX-

SIXTY ALL-MAINS CONVERSION EQUIPMENT. No
internal wiring alterations. Specially selected Six-Sixty A.C.

Valves and Six-Sixty 4/5 pin valve holder adaptors are included.
Dimensions only 13" x 5k" x 4". Made for every A.C. supply.
L.T. 4v. up to 5 amp. H.T. Tappings 60, 75, 100, 120, 150 and 200v.

Power Unit alone H.T., L.T., and
G.B. £6 : 6 : 0. Complete Con-

Automatic " G.B.-1.5 to 20v. Any three. H. T. or two G.B. simultaneously.

version Equipment with valves
from £8 : 5

Write for latest Six -Sixty literature giving particulars of the complete range of Six -Sixty
Valves: Mains Conversion Equipment, Valve Adaptors, Valve and Set Tester, Cone Speaker
Unit and Cone Speaker Assembly, Cone Speaker Paper, Turntable, Grid -Leaks, and Gramo.

0.

phone Pick-up Attachments.

Six -Sixty Radio Co., Ltd., SixSixty House, 17/18, Rathbone Place,
Oxford Street, London, W.1.
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B V.A. RADIO \ ALVES AND EQLIPMENT)

Tel: Museum 6116/7.

NEW

IGRANIC
COMPONENTS
IGRANIC CHOKES
The new range of Choke's includes the following
. sizes :
Type C.15 Has a constant inductance of 20 henries with
pólarising currents up to 15 milliamps. D.C. Resistance

x,000 ohms.

IGRANIC CHOKE

Type C.30 Has a constant inductance of 20 henries with
polarising currents up to 3o milliamps. D.C. Resistance
Specially suitable for use as a Smoothing Choke
in H.T. Supply Units.
Type C.60 Has a constant inductance of 20 henries with
polarising currents up to 6o milliamps. D.C. Resistance
500 ohms.

-

IGRANIC

Differential Condenser

00015 mfd each side

34o Ohms.

Type C.í50 Has a constant inductance of zo henries with
polarising currents up to 15o milliamps. D.C. Resistance
20 ohms.

Write for a copy of our new Catalogue ,to
Dept.

Type C.15 - Price 10/6
C.30 C.60 C.150

15/6
21/25/-

.

.lo

sures

perfect

electrical

and mechanical contact.
A frictionless movement

147
QuP¢nVidofia$t
.t").

oND,-

The pigtail connection to
the moving vanes of this
compact -condenser enpermits of the finest
possible adjustment.

Price 3/9

Works : BEDFORD
Mention of " The Wireless World,".fin writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The Menace of Advertising-and Other Matters.
By A. DINSDALE.
ONE has become accustomed, of late, to the Hall Aylesworth, President of the N.B.C., he replied
frequent castigation in the British Press of characteristically : " All I'm worrying about is that

American broadcasting, and the large amount
of advertising matter with which it is riddled. These
attacks have usually been made in conjunction with
some laudatory paean of praise for our wonderful
B.B.C., during which a pious prayer of thankfulness
is sent up for the fact that (officially at least) our. system admits of no commercial advertising.
Frankly,

having

been

to

America, I have hitherto always
discredited these (to me) wild
attacks, and championed the

American system as being con-

to better programmes.
But to -day I am back in America
again, for the first time for about

ducive

.

N.B.C., to something like this : " We are now about to
commence the Blank Hour, which entertainment comes
to you by courtesy of the Blank Company, Inc., makers
of the world's finest coffee." No
further advertising announce THE author of this article, Mr. A. Dinsdale,
ments would be made till the end
is familiar with broadcasting conditions in
of the programme, when a closing
this country and has also spent much time
announcement, similar to the
in America during past years.. His recent
opening one, would be made.
impressions of the influence of advertising
That, however, is all changed.
will be read with interest.

three and a half years, and I
must admit that I was not in

In New York to -day there are

four leading stations whose pro-

the least prepared for the state of affair which I find
now.

When I was last here, the National Broadcasting Com-

pany had been in operation for about a year, and had
lost a lot of money. There was a rumour that the
Columbia interests were about to set up _a rival broadcast chain. When I spoke about this rumour to Merlin
B 23

they may not go through with it. I wish somebody
would start some competition and keep us busy going
one better all the time ! " Advertising matter over the
microphone was then confined, in the case of the

i

grammes can always be depended
upon to be of first-class quality. These are WEAF and
WJZ, key stations for the N.B.C. Red and Blue nation-

wide networks, WABC, key station for the Columbia
Broadcasting Company's network, and WOR, . owned
and operated by a large department store in Newark,

N.J., a city of about two million inhabitants within
twenty miles of New York, City.

71pd@oz
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Broadcasting in America To-day.-

The N.B.C. programme technique has changed considerably since last I was here. It is now their policy
to divide programme time into definite sections of 15,
30, or 6o minute periods. All items are planned to fit
into one or other of these periods ; there are no odd length items such as the B.B.G. broadcasts. In. the

case of a programme lasting a full hour it will open
with a descriptive announcement, followed by the
sponsor's advertising announcement. This latter may

last as long as two or three minutes. At the end of the
first, second, and third fifteen minute periods, the pro-

gramme is interrupted to enable further advertising
announcements to be made, and these also may last
two or three minutes. They are frequently direct advertising announcements, and not indirect, as formerly.

To -day the Advertiser Calls the Tune.
When I protested to Mr. Aylesworth about this excess
of advertising, he replied that advertisers who sponsor
programmes nowadays demand, value for money, and
as they pay the piper it is no longer possible to prevent

them calling the tune.

OCTOBER Isth, 193o.
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He endeavoured to turn a

necessity into a virtue, however, by trying to convince
me that listeners have now become educated to advertising announcements, and like them. He pointed out
that -those who want to be interested, amused or entertained by a magazine do. not complain ábout the advertisements, the revenue from which enables the magazine to be produced. They don't read those which

don't interest them, unless they have some special
reason .. for- doing so, whereupon the advertisements

generally render some service: Mr. Aylesworth contends

that the same does, or should, apply to broadcast ad-

Both mediums have the common factor that
without advertising they could not exist.
The truth of the matter, however, is that Iisteners
automatically and subconsciously shut their ears to
the advertising and wait for the next item of the programme. Or, if the announcement is too long, as in
the case of the second-class stations, they tune in
another station. However, it is doubtful if broadcasting is listened to at all during go per cent. of the time.
With stations operating continuously from six a,m. to
midnight, the family all -mains radio set is often left.
on all day and nobody pays any attention to it ; the
music is just there, as a .subconscious background to
general household activities. On the other hand, there
is a growing body of people who are so tired of advertising that they never switch on at all, if they have
not already thrown the radio set into the dust bin.
However, some of these people ought to be treated
to a dose of B.B.C. The programmes from first-class
vertising.

American stations are still definitely better in every way
than the B.B.C. programmes. It is competition which
sees to that. And the N.B.C. is now making a handsome profit.

There are still the inferior stations to be reckoned
with, however, and one may expect to hear something
like this :

" This is station WKBO of Starlight Park, the Voice
of the Bronx. You are now listening to a jazz orchestra
playing the latest popular songs. The concert comes to

you through the courtesy of the well-known jeweller
on West 138th Street, who shows a large display of
white -blue diamonds and all other jewellery.. If you
are

contemplating buying a wedding present or a

diamond ring for your best girl, I would advise you to
go over and see the good value-the prices to suit every
pocket -book."
Or this :

The following concert comes to you through the
courtesy of the well-known furniture dealer on Third
Avenue, the Bronx, who has been on the same corner
for over twenty years. His values are known to all.
If you want to furnish your home you will find our
prices reasonable. We also allow on your old furniture."
And the following is no doubt calculated to arouse
all the devils of local jealousies:
" We have just received the following request numbers by 'phone : Mrs. Schultz, of Bryant Avenue, wants
the orchestra to play ' I'm in the Market for You.'
Mrs. Campbell, of Yonkers; requests ' Kitty from
Kansas City.' We regret we cannot play all the request

numbers 'phoned in to -night, but we will play them.
the same hour to -morrow night."
Blatant Advertising Generally Detested.

It was this sort of thing in particular which Dr. Lee
De Forest had in mind when, at the recent Institute
of Radio Engineers' Convention at Toronto, he attacked
broadcast advertising in his presidential address. He
declared that broadcasting in America was headed for
Government control, with taxation and possible censorship, unless this advertising evil was voluntarily cured.
The use of broadcasting for direct and blatant advertising was- a menace,- he said, steadily growing greater,
ihore ruthless, more deserving of suspicion, and more
generally detested. He predicted that the day was

coming when the entry of wired radio into American
homes (at a price), would provide entertainment purged
of all advertising.
Recorded Programmes.
When last I was in America, the announcer attended
to the entire production of programmes, including the
timing of items and rehearsals. All such production
details in the N.B.C. are now handled by a producer,

and all the announcer has to do is to announce, and

even his announcements are written out for him beforehand. The only time the announcer now shines as. an
individual is in the reporting of outdoor events, boxing
matches, etc.
Station WOR has recently created a furore by broadcasting what it calls recorded programmes. These are
first-class programmes, produced in the ordinary way
either in the studio or elsewhere at a public performance,

which are recorded on gramophone records and then
broadcast. In New York, such procedure is generally
regarded as retrogressive, expensive, and utterly senseless. Certainly it is difficult td see the necessity for
broadcasting such records from New York, but they
have definite uses elsewhere.

For example, by shipping records of first-class programmes out .to stations buried deep in the country,
B 24
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Broadcasting in America To-day.-

these latter can have the benefit of the finest programmes
without incurring the expense of taking them by land -

There is also the factor of difference in time to
be taken into account. Many excellent programmes
which take place in New York early in the evening are
being land -lined and broadcast through far western
stations some time in mid -afternoon when business
line.

devotees from getting home in time for Amos 'n' Andy,
or if that is impossible, then getting in range of some-

body's loud speaker somewhere.

Dinners are eaten

early, or postponed till later so that everybody can
listen. In making an engagement, " after Amos 'n'

Andy," needs no single word of amplification.

Moving -picture theatre managers expect their houses

to commence to fill up between 6.3o and 7, in the
ordinary way, but since Amos 'n' Andy became so

popular the houses remain empty till 7.3o. So serious
has the situation become that some managers have installed radio sets in. their vestibules to induce people
to listen to Amos 'n' Andy there before going inside.

Still others interrupt the programme, tune in WJZ,
and switch Amos 'n' Andy on to their talkie loud
speakers.

Synchronised Radio.

And to cap everything, the New York Telephone
Company;. reports a definite .and otherwise inexplicable

decline in. telephone calls between 7 and 7.15 p.m. !
Husbands whose wives are non-stop talkers please note.

An interesting development which is in the offing
is called synchronised radio. The object of it- is to
relieve more channels by pitting all chain stations

taking the same programme on one wavelength. -At present, with some 600

stations in existence in America, many
stations have to share their wavelength
with one or more other stations, and such

stations have to " split time " by taking

turn and turn about " on the air." As
there may be, scattered all over the
country, as many as seventy or eighty
stations all taking the same programme
from one of the chains, it is considered
ridiculous that they should occupy
seventy or eighty wave channels. If,

when a part-time station had to shut
down to allow another to use his wave,

he changed wave instead and took a
chain programme, it is argued that more
and better alternative programmes

would be available to listeners in the
less thickly populated areas.
Experiments to this end are progressing favourably, the method 'proposed

being- to transmit, over a second land
wire (the first carrying the chain programme) from the key station, a standard frequency,

Control apparatus for simultaneous broadcasting employing a quartz oscillator.
The apparatus has been developed by the General Electric Company of America.

people cannot listen.

Recorded programmes could serve

a .useful purpose in such cases, provided that their

topical value was not too high.
By far the most remarkable phenomenon in connection with American broadcasting to -day,. however, is
the astounding success of Amos 'n' Andy, two white
men who appear before the microphone as black -faced
comedians, and broadcast through WJZ every evening
between 7 and 7.15. Their " stuff " does not appeal to
a foreigner, or even to intelligent and educated Americans for that matter, for it is saturated with the ingrained
characteristics and petty foibles of the vast proletariat
who - are their devoted worshippers.

They are almost a riot.

Nothing on earth will stop

which, on arrival at the local broadcaster, would be sent

through frequency changers and caused to keep the
emitted wave of the station dead on the frequency
assigned for synchronised chain broadcasting. This is

reminiscent of ,the B.B.C. relay station idea, but its
importance and interest is more far-reaching in such

an extensive country as the United States. The transmission of the standard frequency by- wireless is not
considered feasible, because- of difficulties due to atmospherics, fading, and interference. But a second land line might be eliminated if a satisfactory frequency
outside of the audible range could be found which could
then be filtered otit of the programme.
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The Harmful Effects of Valve Capacities.
By JOHN HARMON.
(Continued from page 416 of previous issue.)

N a set such as is shown in Fig. 17, where the pentode follows the detector, and where a grid leak
and condenser are used for coupling, care must be
taken in choosing the values of C and R. Since C
and R are impedances in series to which an A.C. voltage
e is applied, the A.C. voltH.T +
G

age y which acts on the

grid of the pentode is less
than e by an amount which
depends on the ratio of the
impedance of C to that of

upset the balance of transmission, and we shall find that

the available region in Fig. 18 is much smaller than

appears at first sight. Let us examine these pitfalls in
turn.
Blocking Effect in Power Valve.
Signals which are strong enough to overload the power

valve cause the grid to swing to a positive potential so
that grid current flows ; as a result the next downward
I......,,.

R. The ratio v / e, the
efficiency of transmission

of the coupling, is unaltered if we double R and

halve C, for this operation
results in doubling each
impedance, their ratio remaining unchanged ; similarly we might use 3R and

C/3, and so on.
Fig. 17.-Detector coupled

to pentode by grid leak and
condenser. Incorrect values
of C and R will affect the
quality of reproduction.
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Hence

if RC is kept constant, the
efficiency of the coupling
is unchanged.
Fig. 18 shows a series of

lines, numbered I
along any one of which the product RC is constant.

üLOSS OF
HIGH TONES
IN DETECTOR

to 5,

These lines are accordingly lines of constant efficiency
of coupling. The actual efficiency plotted against frequency is given for each of these lines in Fig. 19. Let
us choose, for example, R - 0.2 megohm and C 0.005
microfarad, which give a point on line No. 5 (Fig. 18),
then Fig. 19 shows that this combination transmits 31
per cent. at 5o cycles, and go per cent. at 400 cycles.
Evidently the low tones are seriously attenuated. For

really good quality we must choose curve . or 2. We
may say, then, that in Fig. 18 our choice is restricted
to the region lying north-east of line 2, and if no other
considerations arose we should have the whole of this
region from which to choose the grid leak and condenser.

IN

EFFECT IN
POWER VAL

LOSS OF HIGH l ONES 6Y

.

But, unfortunately, pitfalls lie` all round, us, ready to

o.a; ..
0U01

0'002

0'Q05-

001

0-0'?

os

GRID CONDENSER IN MICRGEAFADS

Fig. 18.-The product RC is constant along any of the numbered
lines, with a different value for each line. The heavily shaded
regions are to be avoided when using the set shown in Fig. 17.

swing carries the grid to a negative potential much

below its usual working range, and recovery can only
take place by leakage of the excess charge on the grid
condenser to earth through the grid leak. The process
is illustrated in Fig. 20. Until this recovery is com-

plete, the valve is working on the lower bend of its

characteristic, and is practically out of action. The effect

is often heard when a loud, sustained note is being
played ; the periodic blocking introduces a convulsive
staccato which is extremely ridiculous.
A 26
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Quality Reception.-

The time required for the charge on the grid condenser to fall to a given. fraction of its original value is

proportional to the product RC, so that we can guard
against blocking by specifying that RC must not exceed
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reactance amounting to 0.33 megohm at 5,000 cycles,
and, unless the grid leak is less than 0.2 megohm, the

Z

04

.

1-

o

if the plate lead were; brought out at the top of the

This capacity acts as a shunt to the grid leak, its

N

¢

In the case of the pentode, where the plate and grid
are ' mutually screened by ' two fixed potential grids, it
might seem ,that there can be no plate -grid capacity
and consequently no feed -back. This would be true
valve; but actually it goes through the glass pinch, and
the capacity of the plate -grid leads amounts to 3 m.m.f.
Since the pentode is a high -magnification valve, the
feed -back will be large compared with a power triode,
but the formula given above cannot be safely used, as
the curved characteristics of the pentode cause the valve
magnification and A.C. resistance to vary considerably
over the working path.
Accordingly some experiments have been carried out
to settle this point, and will, be briefly described later
in this article. They give the result that with a P.M.26
pentode having a resistance plate load of 13,000 ohms
the effective grid -filament capacity is no less than
go m.m.f.
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loss of high tones will evidently be serious.

.,
50 60

-

80 .100

200

400

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES

600

1000

2000

PER SECOND

Fig. 19.-Transmission of audio frequencies by grid leak and
condenser. The numbers on the curves refer to the corresponding dines in Fig. 18.

a certain value. For triodes and pentodes working on
a plate supply of i6o volts this value is about 0.0065
where R is expressed in megohms and C in microfarads.
The region where blocking is likely is shown in Fig.
18, and it limits our choice of R and C to the narrow

strip lying between the region of blocking and line
No. 2.

Accordingly, in Fig. 18 the region which lies north

of the horizontal line indicating a grid leak of o.2
megohm is to be avoided

owing to loss of high tones
due to feed -back from the
pentode.
High -tone Loss in
Detector.

The available region in
Fig. i8 -has now been seriously diminished,
but

worse is yet tó come. Reference to Fig: 17 dis-

Input Impedance of Pentode.

The second pitfall is due to the fact that when the
pentode is working with a plate load such as a loud

speaker, a large effective capacity appears between its
grid and filament. This feed -back phenomenon is well
known in the case of triodes ; if the plate load of a
triode (taken as resistive to make the formula simple)
be equal to the valve A.C. resistance, this effective
capacity is z x (voltage amplification factor) x (gridplate capacity). With a power triode like the D.F.A.9
this becomes x 5 x 5=12.5 m.m.f.-quite a small
value.

closes that the plate resistance of 0.1 megohm in
the detector circuit is

Fig.21.-Owing to feed -back
across the plate -grid capa-

city of the pentode a large
effective capacity appears
between filament and' grid
and tends to shunt the grid
leak -at high audio frequencies.

shunted by the following
grid leak and condenser ; this shunting is greater for
high audio frequencies, since then the impedance of
C is small. Hence high -tone loss will occur in the
detector circuit unless R exceeds at -least 0.2 megohm
as indicated in Fig. 18.
Economy versus Quality.

What is now left in Fig. 18? We have been driven

to practically one point of refuge lying at R = o.2
megohm, C=o.o25 m.f. High -tone losses threaten us

from north and south, paralysis lies north-east, and
low tones suffer if we go south-west.

The fact is that the economy in price and space
achieved by making two valves do the work of three
has been obtained at the price of diminished quality.
The insertion of a first stage of L.F. amplification between detector and power valve will ease the situation
considerably ; this intermediate valve need only have
a small voltage amplification factor, say m= io, and
resistance -capacity couplings can be used to couple it
both to the detector and the power valve.
.

Fig. 20.-Blocking effect in power valve. If the grid happens to
swing positive to the filament it becomes charged, and if the
product RC (Fig. 17) is too large the valve is paralysed for an
appreciable time.
A 27

The low value of m means that the feed -back capacity
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in the pentode, since if .the grid should happen to re-

Quality Reception.-

is now small, so that larger values of grid leak can be
used in the detector -1st L.F. stage coupling.

It follows

that the plate resistance in the detector circuit is no
longer heavily shunted by the grid -leak and gridH.T.+

0'05 mfd

0'005 mfd

ceive a large positive swing it can immediately discharge

through the secondary of the transformer.
Care should be taken to use a transformer of high
primary inductance in conjunction with a detector of
low differential resistance, for otherwise the low tones
are attenuated. Good inter -valve transformers with cores
of nickel -steel have at least 5o henrys in the primary,
giving impedances of 15,000 ohms at 50 cycles, rising
to 1.5 megohnis at 5,000 cycles. Detectors' for anode
bend operation are made with differential resistance as
low as 15,00ó ohms (Mullard _ PMD or Osram DEL ,
class), ` even when working on the lower bend of the
characteristic, and accordingly the transmission at 5o
cycles is 70 per cent., rising rapidly with frequency to
zoo per cent.

This is the result which would be obtained if the.

secondary of the transformer were truly on open circuit.
But; as already shown, the feed back through the plate -

grid capacity of the penFig. 22.-Anode bend detector with two L.F. stages. By a suitable
choice of components, as explained in the text, transmission losses
can be almost completely avoided.

condenser combination, and high -tone transmission is
improved.
Fig. 22 shows a schematic circuit for two L.F. stages.

The grid leak of o. i megohm preceding the pentode is
too small to be appreciably shunted by the feed -back
capacity of the pentode, and yet is too large to shunt
the plate resistance (0.02 megohm) in series with the
ist L.F. valve. Again, the feed -back of the 1st L.F.
valve is small on account of its low amplification factor
-too small to shunt the grid leak of 1 megohm which
precedes it-while this i megohm itself is too large to
shunt the plate resistance

of 0.1 megohm in series

H.T:+

with the detector.
Transformer Coupling.
In practically all commercial sets comprising a

U

H.F. screen -grid stage, de-.
tector and pentode, a
transformer is used to

couple the detector to the
pentode with the object of
obtaining a large amount
of L.F. amplification. It
G.O.

is true

that any trans-

former

mutilates transi-

ents, and so is to be condemned. when really high
quality is being sought,
but if we restrictourselves
to the consideration of sustained musical notes from 5o
cycles to 5,000 cycles, the transformer coupling turns
Fig. 23.-Anode bend detector with transformer coupling to pentode.

out to be a remarkably good device, provided that a
few simple rules are adhered to.
Fig. 23 illustrates this circuit, and the first point to
notice is that no blocking effect can now take place

iii`

tode introduces a capacity
of go mmf. across the
terminals of the secondary.
This is
24 (a).

shown

in Fig.

It is well known. that a

C ' across the
secondary is equivalent to
a capacity n2C across the
capacity

primary, where n is the
step-up ratio of the transformer.

Hence,

if

we

choose a I 3 transformer

the equivalent picture is as
in Fig. 24 (b), where the
secondary has disappeared,
and we have 32 x go= 810
mmf. across the primary.
In (c) and (d) the corresponding

impedances

are

shown for 5o cycles and
5,00o

cycles

respectively.

In (d) the capacity impedance has dropped to 40,000
ohms, and, since the differential resistance of the detector is 15,000 ohms,
the transmission is 40,000/.

1/ 40,0002 + 15,0o1 = 4/
5/42+1.52=0.94, or 94
per cent. Hence there is a
slight loss of 6 per cent. at
5,000 cycles due to the
pentode feed back..

Fig. 24. - The effect of a

capacitative load on the
secondary of a 1 : 3 transformer.

In Fig. 25 (I) the trans 5 The fraction of voltage transmitted at any frequency by a
transformer of primary inductance L henrys in the plate circuit
of a detector' of differential resistance R ohms is
274L/1/(27rfL)2 + R2

In our example this becomes (at 50 cycles)
15,000/A/15,0002+15,0002 =

= 0.707.
A 23
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Quality Reception.-

mission curve is given for a I : 3 transformer with a 5o
henry primary. The full line indicates the efficiency
of transmission apart from feed -back effects, the loss
due to the latter being indicated by the dotted curve
(I).

If a step-up of higher
ratio is used the characteristics of the transformer
are impaired for two
reasons. In the first place,
more turns must be wound
on the secondary, leaving
less room for primary
turns, so that the primary
inductance
is
smaller.
Secondly, the larger turns
ratio means that the feedback capacity of the pentode must be multiplied by

a larger number when it is being transferred back, to the
transformer primary. Thus, in Fig. 24 if a I : 6 turns_

ratio were used we should have 62 x 90=3,240 mmf.

-

in (b) and io,000 ohms instead of ,40,000 ohms in
(d). Curve 2, Fig. 25.
shows the transmission.

\\1 \,..

3

09

_\\ \1

\

o -a

0'7

transformers

7

1

of

greater

bulk, such as the Ferranti
AF5, which is wound on a
stalloy core a primary inductance of as much as 140

henrys can be obtained

0.0

0'5

50
100
FREQUENCY IN

500
1,000
CYCLES PER SECOND

spoo

Fig. 25.-Some transformer characteristics. Apart from feed
back loss the transmission is unity at frequencies above 500.

CO l

curve actually obtained for
a i : 6 transformer. With

E'

even when a direct current
of 2 milliamperes is flowing through the windings.
The transmission curve in
this case is shown in Fig.
25 (3).
(To be concluded.)

1FSP®ND iF+;NCF,

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanie,l by the writer's name and address.

at the recent Exhibition to " take on a temporary staff with

little else, and it is due to these that the organ possesses that
heavy foundation that even a multitude' of orchestral string
basses cannot produce. I would suggest that Mr. Harmon
finds some friend with what musicians call " absolute pitch "

tion, and I was very surprised at the number of attendants

sound perception is required.
Birmingham:

UNQUALIFIED STAFF AT THE SHOW
Sir,-I was interested in your remarks in the current issue
of The TVireless World concerning the tendency, of staliholders

little knowledge of the apparatus displayed."
This was the first year that I have visited the Radio Exhibi-

whose knowledge of the apparatus was limited to the information given in the accompanying leaflets or catalogues.

to advise him, and he may safely depend on his dictum where
SEYMOUR PILE.

Sir,-Sir Richard Paget, in his recent book, " Human Speech.'

I must confess I expected to meet experts who knew their put the lower limit of the human whistle at upper C (512 cycles).
respective exhibits from A to Z. Instead, when I enquired for As I was unable to reconcile this position with my own per
details concerning a certain eliminator the attendant could do - ception I invited four of my friends who possess absolute pitch

nothing until he had consulted a catalogue; he then narked with
pencil the model . concerned, handed the catalogue to me, and
then apparently expected me to go away ! Instead I consulted

the said " book of words" and informed the gushing gentleman that that was not the model about which I was enquiring !
To which he replied that he knew nothing about that model, but
I should find details on the other side of the stand !
This ís only one example I came across. One attendant actually

confessed that he knew nothing about the apparatus he was
showing, but he personally " had sold a large number and had
no complaints." He expected us (a wireless friend accompanied
me) to be impressed' with his cleverness, apparently, when he
told us hbw he had discovered a grid -bias lead plugged into
the H.T. battery of a set he had had to repair !
On numerous other stands, too, the knowledge of wireless

displayed by the attendants was barely equal to that of a

fairly intelligent schoolboy who pursued wireless as a hobby.
Let us hope that the manufacturers concerned will realise the
" bad business " of this state of affairs before another Show.
Newark, Notts.
S. W. P. HENTON.

PITCH OF THE HUMAN WHISTLE:

Sir,-I happened to see your paper this week and was

interested in the article on Quality Reception, by.,Mr. Harmon.

It is a pity, however, that the article which is so good on the
whole should be marred .by false premises evidently due to a
not sufficiently perceptive ear. That this is so is shown by his
making' the usual mistake of placing the pitch of the human -whistle an octave too low. Further, were his assumption, that
no note less than 50 cycles is necessary, true, the expensive pedal pipes of an organ would be superfluous. These open

wood pipes, far from lacking fundamental power, consist of
A 29
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to whistle a descending scale, accompanied on the piano, with

the result that two of them put the lower limit at middle C,

while the other two gave upper C !
During the next three months I tested 53 people of varying
degrees of musical ability, with the result that. in 45 cases
middle C was preferred, only 8 votes being given for upper C.
Several observers stated that a low whistle is so complex that
they had considerable difficulty in assigning the correct octave.

Were the majority of these people making what Mr. Pile
calls a common mistake? Why should their interpretation be
called a mistake in the absence of any absolute standard by
which the -pitch can be ascertained ? It is probable that in some
cases the complex sound is assigned to its loudest component,
and to its lowest component in others. An oscillograph"analysis
would give the necessary data on which to argue the question.
Anyhow, the readers of The Wireless TVo1`ld are now presented
with a controversial subject which should afford them entertainJOHN HARMON.
ment during the winter evenings.
S.W.

"THE GREAT F.R.S."
Sir,-I was very pleased to , read Mr. Trevor -Potts' letter
Calculus Made
about Professor S. P. Thompson's classic,
Easy." Since first meeting it several years ago it has been
a constant source of pleasure,. and I have developed a great
affection for it. There certainly ought to be a " S.P.T.
Society " fox its study and appreciation !

But we must also be grateful to Professor Perry for his

" Calculus for Engineers," another delightful book -which also
turns the calculus into a joy for ever " for all who can see
the " thing of beauty " in even elementary mathematics.
Your readers will find endless pleasure in these two wonderful
L. OSWELL.
books.
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in all essentials, but was con-

HE production of a
new

Osram

siderably improved in de-

Music

tail: the subject of the
present review, which is the
third model to be produced,
is a much more .ambitious
set, as it includes two H.F.

Magnet is becoming

an annual event to which
many of us look forward

with considerable interest,

for the very good reason
that each receiver of the

series has been not merely
up to date but actually

ahead of ordinary current
technical practice.

Ín the matter of ganged
tuning control the designers
are pioneers, as far as

stages.

KIT CONSTRUCTORS

NOTES

Those

responsible

for it have rightly decided,
in view of present congestion
in the ether and ever-increas-

ing power of transmitting
stations, that at least three

tuned circuits are necessary
for anything approaching
satisfactory and consistent
long-distance reception. The new set is infinitely more
selective; and has an appreciably greater range than last
year's model.

The Osram Music Magnet Four.

" kit " sets are concerned.
When the -first model was produced the opinion was
freely expressed that the inclusion of this admittedly
valuable feature in a receiver intended for home construction by even unskilled amateurs would necessitate
the sacrifice of a good deal of sensitivity and selectivity.

These fears were proved to be groundless, as the performance of the receiver, in spite of its easy operation,
was found to compare very favourably with that of
many others in the H.F.-det.-L.F. three -valve class.
"Music Magnet No. 2 " was similar to its predecessor

A preliminary announcement regarding the Music
Magnet Four appeared in The Wireless World for

August i3th, where brief details and a simplified diagram
were published. - The complete circuit arrangement is
now shown in the accompanying diagram, from which
it will be seen that double -wound H.F. transformers are
used both for aerial -grid and intervalve couplings. Long S.G.+

o
H.T.+

o
G.B.
+

i
L.T.

+

Complete circuit diagram. All wave -range switches are linked together mechanically. Trimming condensers are shown
In dotted lines.

kF
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Kit Constructors' Notes.-

and medium -wave windings are joined in series, the
former being shunted by short-circuiting switches for
waveband changing. A grid detector is followed by a
single transformer -coupled L.F. stage, and reaction is
controlled by a differential condenser, so arranged that
its moving vanes may be earthed. Connected in this
way, the condenser functions just as well as if it were
used in the more conventional manner, and so this plan
might well be adopted more widely, especially in the
construction of receivers with metal panels.
An input volume control is provided in the form of a
series aerial condenser.. Each of the three ganged tuning
condensers is fitted with a trimmer, and all switches are
mechanically linked. The circuit is essentially simple

With regard to screening, the essentially modern
practice of providing separate compartments for tuning
condensers and coils has been followed.
The triple
condenser assembly, which is supplied complete in an
aluminium container, deserves a word of praise for its
excellent design and robust though compact construction ; the three linked rotors are driven through friction
gearing by a knob protruding through the side of the
containing cabinet.
Ingenious Wave -change Switch.

Each of the H.F. transformer assemblies is mounted,
together with the associated valve, in a shallow tray,
which in turn is bolted to the main aluminium baseplate. Removable screening covers are supplied for
each unit.
All the coil formers are
of i¡in. diameter, and, to
ensure perfect matching of
inductances, are threaded
for the medium - wave
secondaries, for which
enamelled wire is used.

The

corresponding

primaries are wound in a

single narrow slot, and are
coupled to the centres of
their secondary windings.
The long -wave secondary

coils are wound sectionally

Underside of the baseboard, showing switch
operating gear. Below is a rear view of the
receiver with screening covers removed. The
volume control condenser and tuning condenser
drive mechanism are seen on the right.

and straightforward, without
unnecessary
complications,
and values of components,
etc., are chosen to suit the
characteristics of the particular
Osram valves which are speci-

fied in the instructional broadsheet ,

choice

being

given

between those with two-, four-, or six -volt filaments.
Details of construction are particularly well thought
out, and it is no exaggeration to say that..,the receiver

in grooves, with, primary sections sandwiched between.

could be successfully assembled by anyone with common

are operated in a most ingenious manner by a rod
rotating in bearings mounted under the base. This

sense, even if he did not know what a valve holder
looked like ! Components are separately wrapped in
labelled packages, and clear instructions are given for
each successive stage in the process of assembly and
wiring.
A 3T

Pairs of transformers are mounted together on a brass.
platform, which also carries the switch contacts; these
rod is drilled with three deeply countersunk holes, which
engage with steel balls ; on rotation of the rod the balls
are forced upwards, and their movement is transmitted

to the switch contacts in such a way that they are
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Kit Constructors' Notes.closed for listening to

It is gratifying to observe that the set is completely
the

medium

waveband.

It has already been stated that the tuning condenser
knob projects through the side of the cabinet ; controls
for the wave -range switch; the series aerial condenser,
and the reaction condenser a r e similarly

arranged, with the result

stable, and further, -that in this respect there is an ample
margin of safety ; the insertion of high resistance in
the common anode feed lead does not tend to produce
self-oscilatioíi,. either at high or low frequency. This
would suggest that, the receiver could be fed satisfactorily
from "a source of comparatively high resistance, that is
from almost any type of H.T. battery

is

eliminator, provided that it includes an

quite bare except for an

adequate smoothing system.
Selectivity is improved to an even
greater extent than sensitivity, and is

that the front panel
on -off

switch and

the

more than sufficient for ordinary conditions. It is but rarely that one has to
resort to combined operation of the volume
control and reaction condenser, in the
manner advocated by the producers of the

set, in order to avoid interference.

The ganged tuning system
works very satisfactorily,

and, when once the trim-

ming condensers have been
properly set for the medium
band, this adjustment holds
remarkably well on changing over to the longer wave-

lengths. The actual operaAn illustration of one of the H.F.

transformer assemblies, mounted on
its tray.

Pian view of

chassis.
Trimming discs protrude through the
condenser
tuning
screening box.
the

tuning scale

aperture. This arrangement makes it

extremely easy to operate the set, even during a pro-

longed sitting in search of elusive distant transmissions,
as the operator's forearms may be rested on the table.

The controls most frequently used-those for tuning
and reaction-are in the most accessible positions ; this
is but one instance of attention to detail in the design.
When the screening covers are in position very few
connecting leads are visible, as they are mostly "concentrated under the base. The process of wiring is made
easier by drawing the plan so that each wire passing
through the baseplate may be traced to its proper
terminal by holding the diagram to the light. Instructions as to the length and position of each wire are given.

A deliberate attempt to extract the utmost possible
magnification from each of the H.F. valves of any set
of this kind would be a mistake, and the conclusion has
been reached, after an extended series of tests, both
comparative and quantitative, that the best possible
compromise has been made. Overall H.F.` gain is not

tion of ""trimming " each

of the three separate tuned
circuits is not feally difficult,

but it pays to take pains to
see that it is done properly, and to make the necessary
adjustments when listening to a naturally weak signal,
and not to one made artificially, weak by operation
of the volume control, which introduces some slight
change of aerial -grid circuit tuning.
Direct wavelength calibration is marked on the tuning
condenser dial, which, in addition, has an arbitrary scale
of o -too divisions. This seems to be a most satisfactory
arrangement, as it allows the setting corresponding to
comparatively weak transmissions to 'be recorded accurately for future reference. Further, an extra pair of
scales is provided, one of which is calibrated to correspond with actual stations, while the other is marked in
condenser -dial divisions. When a station, known to
adhere strictly to its proper wavelength, has once been
identified, these scales are fitted together, and afterwards
other calibrated transmissions can easily bye found.
Anode consumption is on the high side for a battery
set, amounting to some 15 milliamperes at least when a

DEP.215 output valve is used with normal H.T. and

screening grid voltages throughout. This figure can be
appreciably reduced for local station work by reducing
screening -grid voltages. Special high -capacity batteries
are being produced by its makers, the General Electric

Company, Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.I.

particularly high, but is ample for almost any conditions,

The complete set of parts, including valves and an oak
cabinet in sections, but ready for assembly, costs £11 15s.

sensitive than either of its predecessors ; it may definitely
be placed in the long-range class, in which; incidentally,
very few three -valve receivers can legitimately be
included.
.¡1,

This price seems to be remarkably low; particularly in
view of the fact that all components are of high quality,
and the chassis and .details appertaining to it are beyond

and, as already suggested, the new set is vastly more

criticism with regard to their construction.
A 32
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" The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical' Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below ; these must
be strictly enforced, In the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.
A Question of Power Output.

Pick-up Connections for the Band Pass

The " Regional One" receiver makes a

Three.

special appeal to me, but I have been
deterred from building it becauseits
output is stated to bt 400 milliwatts,
and I remember some months ago it
was stated in " The Wireless World"

I should be glad .if you will tell me the

was usually considered to be necessary
for undistorted moving -coil loud
speaker operation. I am a moving -

suitable for practically any receiver using

that an output of 1,000 milliwatts

coil

enthusiast, and was very

in-

terested, therefore, to see the circuit

best way to incorporate a gramophone pick-up in the "Band Pass
Three " receiver.

D, R.

We give the necessary connections in

Fig. 1. This method of connection is

leaky -grid rectification.

It will 'be seen
that a rapid change from gramophone to
radio can be made by moving .the switch

diagram which you recently published
showing how to add an H.F. stage to

I have a good

aerial and earth and am situated about
thirty-five miles from Brookmans
Park.
O. A.
You have evidently not understood the

milliwatts, and the H.F. stage

is

RULES.

The free service of THE WIRELESS
WORLD Technical Information Depart-

ment is only available to registered readers
and subscribers. A registration form can be
obtained on application to thé publishers.
('3.) Every communication to the Informatode speech coil will give surprisingly`_tion
Department must bear the reader's
loud signals with the " Regional One " registration number.

0000

ceiver should not be made of tinned
steel instead of aluminium as speciS. M.

The use of this material would tend to
alter the constants of the tuning coils,

'particularly as there is .not very much
spacing between their windings and the
If you decide to use tinned steel,
we think it would be advisable slightly
metal.

to increase the dimensions of the containers.

A 33

d self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(4.) Designs or circuit. diagrams for complete
receivers or eliminators cannot ordinarily be
given ; under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions of this kind in the course
of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
sheet.

Is there any reason why the screening
boxes of the " Band Pass Four " refied?

(2.) Only one question (which must deal with
a single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."

(3.) Queries must be written on oneside of
the paper and diagrams drawn on a separate

Screening Boxes.

I wish to construct a wire-woujcd resistance for use in the filament circuit of

a receiver which will derive all its

power from D.C. mains. .Can you tell
me how to arrive at the correct gauge

of wire and how many turns to use

- cedure you should adopt if you wish to
Fig. 1.-Adding a gramophone pick-up
to the "Band Pass Three."

enough input to load the valve properly.
A moving -coil speaker with special pen-

receiver, provided the detector grid is

0000

Constructing a Wire -wound Resistance.

this information we will give you definite
instructions. Meanwhile here is the pro-

of distance or a poor aerial cannot get

fully loaded.

on the

cuit arrangements of the valves you are
going to use. If you can furnish us with

cannot in the slightest degree increase the

400

mounted

quirements and the proposed filament cir-

purpose of the added H.F. stage, which

only of use to those people who by reason

and can be

gramophone itself if desired.

We are afraid that the data which ybu
give is insufficient for ..us to be able to
give a definite answer to your question.
You omit to state what value of current
the wire will be required to carry. This
itself depends on the filament current re-

this receiver, and I propose to build
Before commencing work, however, I should like to know what out-

undistorted output of the receiver. No
matter whether you increase the detector
input by H.F. amplification or by taking
the receiver nearer to Brookmans Park,
the undistorted output cannot be increased. The receiver is intended for
operating an ordinary moving -iron loud
speaker, which will function well on

control,

to give me the required resistance,
which is 800 ohms?
L. L. R.

it.

put I may expect.

S from A to B. The 100,000 ohm potentiometer is for the purpose of volume

(6.) Designs for components such as L.F.

chokes, power transformers, complex coil assemblies, etc., cannot be supplied.

make the necessary calculations yourself.

First ascertain the total current which

the wire will be called upon to carry.
Since you have stated that the required

resistance is 800 ohms, we naturally presume that you have already decided upon
the valves to use and the method of wiring
them up, and, therefore, will be in a posi-

tion to arrive at this figure accurately.
You should then refer to the wire tables

published by the makers of the particular

wire which you intend to use, and pick
out the gauge of wire which will safely
carry the calculated current without developing an unduly high temperature.

You will find a special column in the
tables which will furnish you with the
information. It is then necessary to ascer-

tain the resistance per foot of the par-

ticular gauge .of wire chosen.; this information can be derived from another
column of the tables which usually quotes
the resistance per thousand yards. With
regard to the number of turns which must
be employed, this obviously depends upon

the dimensions of your winding former,
which you do not state. We think that if

(7.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in The Wireless

you will study the details of the " All

in their original form and not embodying modifications.

. and 27th, 1930, issues) the task of making
your resistance will be greatly facilitated.

World"; to standard manufactured receivers;
or to "IL" sets that have been reviewed used

ire'

D.C. Three " receiver, which was recently

described in this journal (August 20th

Wtedsoo
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An A.C. Band Pass Set.

It seems to me tint the " Band Pass
Three " receiver should be readily
adaptable for 4.0. mains supply for
its filament and anode circuits: if 7

am correct in this, will you please explain briefly what alterations are necessary. 1 f possible, I should like to use
a super -power indirectly heated pentode in the output stage. H. M. P.

This set can quite easily be arranged

for A.C. mains operation, and the altera-

capacity of 1 mfd. will be sufficient, while
Co, Co, and C,, should be of 2 mfds.

The grid condenser and leak (C,

and

R,) are shown as being connected in par-

A Fools' Paradise.
Some tinte ago I constructed an all -mains
(50 cycle .E.O.) receiver, and it has

given very good results indeed, my

This method is best if you adopt
power grid detection, as you well might
allel.

loud speaker being of the reed -driven
cone type. Recently I installed a well-

do if sufficient H.T. voltage is available.

known make of moving -coil loud
speaker in an effort to obtain still
better -quality, but to my dismay I
get quite a loud hunt. On replacing
the original loud speaker the hunt
disappears. The hum cannot be'dite

To simplify the diagram, anode and

grid circuit impedances -are not shown,
but are represented by the letter Z.

0000

H.F. Transformer and Tuned Grid

tions involved are of a more or less
obvious kiíid.
A . skeleton circuit diagram showing

I ant coast. feting a new receiver and ant

undecided whether to use an H.F.

to the loud speaker field since the instrument is of the permanent magnet
type, and.I ant very puzzled and shall.
be glad if you can assist me to eluciG. d'A.
date the trouble.

which you will see that we suggest the

and the anode bend detector, and
I shall be glad if you will compare

in your set. Either your smoothing ar -

points at which these modifications must
bé introduced is given in Fig. 2, from
use of indirectly heated s=alves throughout. You do ndt say specifically if you

wish to use automatic grid bias, so the
connections for this are not shown : it

would probably be convenient, however,'
to eliminate the bias battery, at any rate
for -the output valve, and this can be done
in the conventional manner.

Compared.

transformer or the tuned grid method
of coupling between the H.F. valve
the relative advantages and disadvan
tages of the two methods for me.

R. G.
The chief advantage of the tuned grid
system is that it is more easily switched,
it only being necessary to use a simple
loading coil with a single -pole short-cir-

It is very evident that the ,fault lies

rangements are inadequate or faults such.
as short-circuited turns in a choke or an
internal disconnection in a fixed condenser

have developed. What has been happening

is, that your

cone- loud

speaker has,

owing to its own shortcomings in the mat-

ter of reproduction of the lower musical
frequencies, been masking the defects in
your receiver. The 50 -cycle hum, which
is undoubtedly what you are hearing, has

H.T.

Rs

been present all the time, but has been
inaudible owing to the inability of your
old loud speaker to reproduce this very
low frequency. You must bear in mind

the fact that the better your loud speaker
the more hum and distortion it will produce if it is fed from a poorly -designed or
faulty receiver, although, of course, this
must not be taken to mean that if a loud

Re
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speaker distorts it is an indication that
it is a good one ! You are advised, therefore, completely to overhaul the smoothing

arrangements in your receiver in order to
eliminate any faulty component or to fit
More generous chokes and condensers if
necessary.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.
1R4

TALLINN

7

(Estonia).

TO G.B.-

TO G.B -

Geographical Position : 59° 24' N. 24° 45' E.

Fig. 2.-Skeleton circuit diagram of the « Band Pass Three" showing points at
which modifications must be made for A.C. mains operation.

Referring to the diagram, the resistances R, and R which form the fixed

and variable elements of .the screening
grid potentiometer, may have values of
'30,000 and 50,000 ohms. R, and R10 are
combined anode feed and decoupling resistances for the first two anode circuits,

and their values, depending as they do on
H.T. input voltage, must be estimated in
the usual way. Similarly, R,, the feed
resistance for the .pentode screening grid,

will also depend on input voltage, but
assuming the normal average figure at
about 24Ó volts, a resistance of 15000
ohms would be correct.

R, and R the

grid decoupling resistances, will not be
necessary unless you use automatic bias;
if this addition be made, resistors of
100,000 ohms would do.

For the condensers C C Co and C a

Approximate air line from London :

1,112

miles.

cuiting switch in order to cope with both
long and short wavelengths. In addition,
the coil, if it is to be home-made, is easier

Wavelength : 401 m. Frequency : 747.5 kc
Power : 10 kW.
Time : Eastern European Time (2 hours in
advance of G.M.T.).

transformer is less costly, as a few turns

Standard Daily Transmissions.
0825 B.S.T. (Sun.) sacred service; 13.00

to construct as no primary winding is
needed. On the other hand, the H.F.
of fine wire for the primary should be

far cheaper than an H.F. choke and
Undoubtedly the
condenser.
greatest advantage of the H.F. transformer, however, is the fact that it is

coiiplirig

possible to achieve extra selectivity-and,
if necessary, to attain stability-by removing primary turns. It is true that a similar effect can be produced in the case of
the tuned grid by tapping the connection

from the coupling condenser down towards
the low -potential end of the coil, but only.
by adding complications to the waveband
"switching system.

4,

(Sun.), 14.15 (week -days) luncheon hour
concert ; 18.20 news ; 1830 or 19.00
main evening programme; 20.15 (Sat.,

Sun.) relay of the Murphy Dance Band
from the Estonia White Hall at Tallinn
(Reval) ; on other nights, gramophone
records.
Man and woman announcers. Call: Allo !
Allo ! Tallinn.
Opening Signal: Bell.
Interval Signal : Gong (struck once).
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WESTINGHO USE
METAL
RECTIFIERS

HIGH-TENSION UNITS ARE NOW OBTAINABLE FROM 15/-

WHEN ASKING FOR METAL RECTIFIERS SPECIFY " WESTINGHOUSE," AND
DO NOT BE PUT OFF WITH SO-CALLED

METAL RECTIFIERS WHICH DEPEND
Call at the

UPON ELECTROLYTIC ACTION, AND SO
HAVE A LIMITED LIFE.

copy of "The

WESTINGHOUSE

Stand for a

All -Metal

Way, 1931."

40 pages of
circuits and

METAL

RECTIFIERS
ARE PURELY, ELECTRONIC IN ACTION.

technical The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,
data of great
value to all
mains users.
A35

82 York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

SEE THEM
ON

STAND

66
MANCHESTER
RADIO
SHOW.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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The OLYMPIA
Motor Car Show

.
E

.
.

ENLARGED SPECIAL

.,E
NUMBERSII

II

"Complete Show Report"

OCT. 17

iiiii

Cars-Coachwork-Accessories all fully described

and illustrated.

w

.
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"Olympia Show Review"

OCT. 24

A Critical Analysis of the Trend of Car Design.

.
a
E
E

these

Of all Newsagents.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR ST., LONDON, E.C.4.

II

ii

Please order early from your newsagent as there is a great demand for

Price 6d.

enlarged numbers and they will be sold out very quickly.
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"CRESSIDA" RADIO RECEIVERS
The most advanced design on the market.
4 -valve long range set.

Make your own
records

Here is an opportunity to make permanent

gramophone records of your children's voices,
musical talents, greetings and messages of your
relatives and friends or of your con voice. The
records are made by a simple device connected
up to your radio set and gramophone. Complete apparatus, with six double sided records,

PRICE

f //%%

SIMPLE.

£4.12. 0

Extra records

INEXPENSIVE.
PERMANENT

4td.

each.

FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION.
ENTERTAINING.

Write for full details and deseriptfve leaflet, explaining the secret of
this wonderful home recording device to

8c MORRISON, Ltd., 33 Percy St., LONDON, W.1
Telephone

-

Museum 6564.

ENTA
Price £45.
Also supplied fitted with Automatic remote control
A.C. 200-250V.

25-60 cycles.

of tuning and volume.
Please write for catalogue and further details.

ELECTRICAL REPRODUCERS
102, W. Regent Street, Glasgow.

LTD.,

«..W.z

WIELESSTheWIRELESS ENGINEER

The Journal for Professional
Engineers and Advanced
Wireless Experimenters
Monthly

2¡6 net.

Annual Subscriptloa

32/- post free.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A Cabinet of

REAL MERIT
and

GREAT UTILITY
THE NEW "KABILOK"

RADIO -GRAM

The easy operating height
of gramophone turntable,

II

inserting receiver, slots
for lead-in wires and baffle
board behind grille, make
this a cabinet of real

--

-

The

=

SELECTOR

ELECTRIC

"42

"KABILOK"

QUALITY
Ovcra/l Sixes:

and 12 monthly payments of

£3.5.0.

.. 1ft. 5in.

SELECTIVITY has been made the special concern of the

designers of this Selector model and they have developed

it to so high a degree of perfection that stations can be

.. £5.19.6

separated almost within sight of the aerial.
Reception of continental stations is exceptionally good, even
under difficult conditions, the reproduction being delightfully
clear and free from interference of any kind.
The "42" is contained in a handsome mahogany cabinet
fitted with
special
smooth - action turntable which ensures the

Real
MAHOGANY .. £7.12.6

A modification of this
design can be obtained
to your own specifica-

full advantage of the

directional properties
of the set

tion.

Free on Request.

ru

`M3

Write for catalogue
or asskkyour
dealer to arrange a
W.W.3

W. & T. LOCK Ltd.
New Price Lists

Complete 42 Gns. or £7 down

.. 3ft. 3in.
.. 2f t. 6in.

Prices :
OAK

For A.C. or D.C.

r

r w'

Model R¡G.2.
Height ..
Width ..
Depth ..

27

EXCEPTIONAL
SELECTIVITY

the removable back for

merit and great utility.

CABINET.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

+

s

1 P,

Quality Supreme
demonstration for you.
SELECTORS LIMITED, 206 Bedford Avenue, Slough Trading
Estate, Slough, Bucks.
Tel : Slough 818.

St. Peters Works, Bath.
London Showrooms:
11, Red Lion Square, W.C.1.

LONDON SHOWROOMS: 1 Dover St., W.I. Tel: Regent 4771.

E. D.C.0 r
D.C. to A.C. CONVERTERS
FOR

RADIO RECEIVERS

Truvolt wire wound variable potentiometers simplify the construction of

H.T. Eliminators and positively do

away with all guesswork. The resistance element is a nickel alloy wire.

There is no Wire to rust or zinc to
oxidise. Truvolt ara air-cooled and
give a positive and lasting service.

All

the units listed below are rated at 25
watts. Electrad originated the Truvolt. Note these reduced prices and
ensure that the units you buy have the
name Electrad stamped upon them.

OUTPUT

Type.

40-500

T.5

WATTS.

T.10
T.20
T.25
T.30

MECHANICALLY AND
ELECTRICALLY SILENT
LISTS-ELECTRO DYNAMIC CON. CO., LTD.,
DEVONSHIRE GROVE, LONDON, S.E.15.

Also D.C. TO D.C. ROTARY TRANSFORMERS.
A37

T.73

T.75
T.100
T.200
T.250
T.500

Resistance
Current
Ohms. Milliamperes.
500
224
750
1,000

2,000
2,500
3,000
5,000

182
158
112
100

8/- each
8/-

91

58

10,000
20,000
25,000
50,000

50

35
32

22.5

8/8/8/ -

Write for the Electrad catalogue-it's free.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.

:Phone : MAYFAIR 0578/9.
Continental Sales Office:

27, QUAY DU COMMERCE, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

.m
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO LONDON LISTENERS
Over 10,000 London Listeners testify to the

You would doubtless like to enjoy the advantages of High
Tension Accumulators-and so be spared the expense and
unreliability of Dry Batteries. The problems of initial
cost and re -charging teed no longer trouble you. Our
unique service offers you the famous CAV High Tension
Accumulators fully charged and ready for immediate use.

excellence of this unique High and Low
Tension Accumulator service. Write for interesting Price List NOW.

RADIO SERVICE

They are delivered to your door (anywhere within 12
miles of Charing Cross) at convenient intervals : and at
an inclusive charge which represents a vast saving over

(LONDON) LTD.

your present expenditure, and definitely guarantees better
reception than partly discharged Dry Batteries.

\

s
_

f

theDa

KYDrar`6ia
ét

GUARANTEED

\\ COMPONENTS
Wky\ °\\\`\

_:

t

circuits tuned by a double gang condenser,
PRICES :
W.213 Double .0005with 3' Drum Dial 22/6
W.214 Double .0003 with 3" Drum Dial 21/6

detioi

oc

tb Ca4a
ae4s
gavg is {a11YaKe5,

lyos.
cévet,

set

Goriaen1616

roake Daeusenr.

1

to
itllop site
-s,42 7 yith Ar
p0.3

SOLID SILVER CONTACTS.
Lever operated - one -hole

fixing-very compact.

PRICES :
W.213/2 2 -pole changeover
.. 5/6
W.215/3 S -pole cb:nngeover.
. 6/6
W.215/4 4 -pole changeover
7'6
W.215/6 .6 -pole changeover
.
. 9;

,00-0,,,,,b0 )n

'the3to6" at

t

NEW PATTERN ANTI CAPACITY SWICCH.
Combats oxidisation by

Nos.. 323108, 326800) embodying Peso Balancing

oineL¢te

c

makers.

"MITE" DOUBLE CONDENSERS (Pat.
Device (P:£ Nos. 29752/29), new patented
method of balancing out stray capacities in

evaLtcLás
raie
t
t1y Susto41 g9

aºd SioP.9

Telephone: NORTH 0623.

-the greatest values in Wireless Instruments obtainable. Stocked by alt leading
dealers. Illustrated List on request from

I 0

DZake onse wU ee tha.

105/6, Torriano Ave., Kentish Town, N.W.5

ouaen aneer

(11,eT

.

plolel

WILKINS&WRIGHT LTD
~HEAD

{egg

HOLY

BIRMINGHAM

tPüre

Buy on Deferred Terms -

DEFERRED

Britain's Best Battery with H.T. ACCUMULATORS, 60 volts, 3 amp. 2.2/6

HUNDREDS the Unique Semi -Oil SubOF
merged feature. Absolutely

hour type, 02, Semi -Oil Submerged. or 7/6 deposit
Complete as. illustrated. Price.. &5/- per mth.
for 3 mths.'
TYPE. 60

THOUSANDS prevents surface leakage DOUBLE` CAPACITY
losses.
As supplied to 6 amp, hours
IN

H.M.
GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS.

USE,

From your Dealer or from:

volts, 30

-

'

.or 10/deposit
-& 5/- per mth. for 4 mths_

TERMS

1 Down &
tJ/- per

3 month.

London Distributor :-CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.1.

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, Hebble Mill, Salterhebble, HALIFAX.

4o.>;

Telephone: 4304.

N & K INDtJCTOR

The

ott*ty

LOUD SPEAKER
"The performance is remarkable for the
unusual output in the bass
The general effect is perhaps the closest

O ¡

.1

el

approximation to that of the moving coil
that has yet been achieved with a
moving iron armature."
-Wireless World Test Report, July 301h.

COIL
FORMERS

£ s. d.
3 10 0
Chassis Compl rte..
60
Artistic Cabinet, Oak 6

In

including the well-known
W.W. (Deep Ribbed Type)

Mahogany
On Artistic Sound Screen,Oak

and other RADIO ACCESSORIES, at

STAND
NO. 33
MAW HALL.
®``/MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION, CITY
HALL, DEANSGATE. Oet. 8th to W.411 11930.

6 16

6

6 10 0

Mahogany 7 0 O
0/ all good dealers. Illustrated catalogue

The

Perfect
Spealter

free on request.

A. BRODERSEN,

11, Northampton Se., Caen ell Rd., London, E.C.1.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

'Phone: Clerkenwen 7286.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns is

0 WITHOUT FEARSend your material for creditwhere radio part exchange began.

:

12 words or less, 2'- and

additional word.

dd. for every

A service ruled only by economics,
above bargaining or,petty gain.
Particulars from the Secretary,

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and

address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a

contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

instructions the entire " capy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 con-

HONOR V OMNA ,APPLEBY'S,

SIDS
SUPER

Chap elStMarylebone,London

secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up

to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World;" Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19,

Hertford Street,

Coventry ;

Guildhall Buildings,

Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Man-

chester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that, arrive too late for a particular

issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw

advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
o. payable to ILIPPE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
untraceable if lost in transit
remittances.

Notes being

should not

sent

be

as.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World " Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box coo, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. Ali replies

should be addressed No. 000, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked " Deposit

THE SWITCH

OF TO

that has become

00

the Standard

The Switch
and
of the season' Manufacturers, Designers

M
Specified
and electriConstructorsy
Highlcialiltmechanically
wlOSnl
high
g .current
low
valises.
insulation resistance
carryinga ands,nze
clicks definitely into
resistance
Phosphor Brakzn
low

ball

position making
Catalogue 1142.
contact.,
circuits given in
Interesting for your copY.
Write to -day
ypithotit Terminals,l;6.
Electric
Benjamin
The
Ltd.,
Tariff Rd., Tottenham'

N,17.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.

sender.

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements

and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to
regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries _ that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.
SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain ; Radio
Doctors.-Read

laneous.

advertisement

under

Miscel(0264

HIRE a McMichael Portable Set, by day or week,
from Alexander Black, Wireless Doctor and Consultant, 55, Ebuby St., S.W.1. Sloane 1655. [0328
STRAIGHT Five Portable, makers' 12 months' guarantee; 8 guineas, complete.-Mosby, 507, London

Rd., Sheffield.

-

(1189

MARCONIPHONE Present Mains 4v. Model 47,
with M.O. speaker; cost £36, sell £27.-24,
Glenhouse Rd., Eltham, S.E.
[1721
SRAM Music Magnet Screened Grid Three, 1928-29
model, with valves, cabinet, £7; 1930 model,
as new, assembled, first £8/5.-Davidson, Wireless
Dealer, Lochmaben.
11717

®

A39

IN Order to Furnish a Guide, the part exchange

allowance may be 'gauged as approximately 50%
of the list price of the article or articles tendered; for
some articles the allowance will be more, and for
others somewhat less; the allowance is entirely determined by the demand for individual articles, considering- also their condition ' and production age;
amateur constructed receivers cannot be accepted in
part -exchange as receivers, their value lying- wholly
in the components contained in them; only modern.
apparatus in good condition is accepted in part exchange; material cannot -be purchased by us for cash.
Exchange Business: A minimum
TERMS
of ofPart
of 50%
the value of an order, plus carriage
charge where due, is payable in cash, unless the value
is below £1, when a minimum of 10/- is payable;
should the part exchange allowance exceed 50% of
the total value of new requirements, the difference will
he credited against future orders; material may be
deposited against a credit note, which may be utilised
at a later date; the maximum amount allowed to

THESE Terms Have Been Made to. the Lowest Economic Minimum, to give the customer the best
value possible, while enabling us to maintain the
standard required of this business.
is drawn to the fact that by
S7PECIAL
Notice
stipulating
a minimum of 50% cash payable on
part exchange orders, which is the same as stating
that the part exchange allowance is credited to an
order for not less than twice the allowance, you are
ensured always of the best offer, as obviously the more
we allow you the more you ultimately spend with us,
to utilise your credit, if for no other reason; note
also the facility of depositing material against a
credit note, it can be drawn upon as required,
wherever you may be; credit notes worth many thousands of pounds have been duly honoured upon
presentation; a credit note on Appleby's is saleable,
should the necessity arise, providing notice of transY

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to

different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to £ro; a deposit fee of r/- is charged ; on
transactions. over £ro and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over
£50, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset

WHERE Radio Part Exchange Began; a service

under the patronage of notabilities and men of
consequence all over the world which has accurately
handled the requisitions of over 25,000 people, 84% of
whom have repeated their first transaction.
is as Follows: We can supply pracTHEticaliy
Service
all the leading lines of radio apparatus on
the market at current list prices; if so desired we
can accept in part exchange the reputable -makes
of the following apparatus: Receivers (domestic and
portable), radio -gramophones, loud -speakers (cone and
moving coil); cone units and chassis, battery eliminators and mains equipment . components, battery
chargers, remote control equipment pick-ups and .
carrier arms, electric gramophone motors, H.l!., L.F.,
and power chokes, condensers (variable, reaction, bypass and smoothing), measuring instruments (high
grade), L.F. transformers, slow motion dials (high
grade), modern miscellaneous components; valves and
tuning coils cannot be accepted in part exchange except by special arrangement.
IN View of the Difficulty of Making Fair and
Definite Offers for Material that we have not
inspected, it is requested that apparatus tendered for
Part' exchange be kindly forwarded to us for valuation; no business can be proceeded with in connection
with part exchange until material tendered has been
examined; in this connection there need be no fear,
material is sent to us from all over the world, not
a single item of customers' property has ever been
lost or mislaid; rejected offers from Xmas last amount
to only 3.

stand to the credit of any one individual is £200.

Department."

If a sale is- effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no. sale, and subject to there being no

Receivers for Sale.-Contd.
APPLEBY'S.

H. & B.

SCREENS, COILS, KITS,

BAND-PASS FOUR,
BAND-PASS THREE,
ALL D.C.3,
FOREIGN LISTENERS' 4,
MAINS AND BATTERY
CAN BE SUPPLIED AT SHORT NOTICE.
Aluminium Screening Boxes, 61 x 61 X 6 5/6
Aluminium Screening Boxes, 6 X 6 X 51 5/i.
In 18 wire gauge.
Any,size copper or aluminium screen or box made
within 12 hours' receipt of order.

Workmanship Guaranteed. Trade Supplied.
Cash with Order or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid on all Cash Orders.

H. ,& B. RADIO CO.,

34, 36, 38, Beak Street, Regent Street, W.1
'Phone: Gerrard 2834.

is lodged with us at the time of sale.
A6 Soon as Apparatus is Discarded from Use, dispose of it, don't keep it; it is not only wasteful,
but expensive; the longer you keep it the older it is,
and the older it is the less value it is; exchange it
for a part exchange credit note, the- value of which is
constant, and can be disposed of if necessary by the
holder with greater ease and facility than an article
or collection of articles can ever be.
YOII Will Do Well to Deal with Appleby's; there
is more in part exchange than the mere allowance; there is that something which begets confidence,
that care that makes for efficiency; in the recent
words of an old customer: Quite an embarrassing
aloofness of purpose and an almost monotonous
accuracy; you will know that it is all British-British
capital and British behaviour; you will know also by
dealing there that you are helping to employ British
people.
SINCE the Day This Service Started it has Steadily
Grown, not on rash advertising or subscribed
capital, but on the volume ofattainment only; and in
these days businesses do not grow by that means for
nothing, therefore we are privileged to invite you to
utilise this service, wherever you may live; if you send_.
your material by a carrier, pack it well, carriers are
only human, and it is better to be safe than sorry;
if you live in London, call to see us, you will like the
ference

atmosphere, it savours - more of sport and art than
the searing curriculum of commerce.
St., St. Marylebone, London
APPLEBY'S,
(opposite Chapel
Edgware Rd. Metropolitan Statiºp, or

4 --minutes from Marble Arch,
Paddington 8828 (3 lines).

Oxford St.). Tel.:
f0340

Advertisements for The Wireless World' are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Receivers for Sale.-Contd.

TRUTH ABOUT WIRELESS

Simple facts are often harder to believe than Fairy Tales, and some
people can never believe an article
as good unless they pay two or three
times as much as is necessary.
Is the ideal

THE GRAVES 'VULCAN' SET installation

for the man who wants perfectly satisfactory results
for the most moderate outlay. It is made under
Marconi License and embodies all the Improvements
possible in a popular -priced Set. It gives you the
National Programmes in perfection and a wide choice
of distant stations. Everything about the Set is reliable
and first class; there are no complications. Even if
you are only a beginner you can start right away to
enjoy the wonders of wireless with as much certainty
of success as If you had studied it for years. Cabinet
Loud Speaker, Aerial Fittings & everything necessary
Is included. No extras. Full instructions with each Set.
A HANDSOME PRODUCTION, Fall llsize

polished Oak, with hinged lid; all parts

Cabinted) i

YOUR Old Receiver or Component Taken in "Part
' Exchange for New; write to us. before purchasing
elsewhere and obtain expert advice from wireless engineer 'of 25 years' professional wireless experience;
send a list of "components or the components themselves, and we will quote you - by return post; thousands of satisfied clients.-Scientific Development Co.,
[0226
57. Guildhall St., Preston.
PECKHAM, Dulwich, : and Camberwell - residents
should visit the Universal, 20, Victoria Rd.,
Peckham, for their radio requirements; thousands of
bargains; all, the latest components, kits, and sets;`
[1719
cash or erins.

100 Only; ó -valve suit case portable

sets, solid

hide; astounding bargain, £8/15; cash or

easy terins.-Send for specifications and full particulars
to Marble Arch Motor Supplies, Ltd., 135, Edgware
[1703

-

Rd., London," W.2-

DYE 3 -valve All -Electric, only 3 months old, as
new in every respect; cost £25, special bargain,
£19; ready for use,-Baker, Austin's Grove, Sheringham.

[1730

-

MEGAVOX to Specification, professionally built.
nearly new, complete with valves and 150 -volt
W.H. Exide, separate if necessary, £12; new Foreign
Listeners' Four, complete with valves and oak cabinet,

Dull
(including valves) accessible.
Emitter Detector and Power Valves, antimierophonie Valve holders. No coils to
change. H.T.Battery; 2 -volt Accumulator;

complete Aerial Outfit. Cabinet LOUD
SPEAKER (as illustrated) In Oak to
match set. Unit of the 'four pole' balanced armature type with large magnet.

brand new, professionally built, £18/10; moving coil
speaker, constructed from Webson parts, 6 volt 1 amp.,.
pot winding, pentode speech coil, perfect, £3.-31,

Pries complete and Carriage
Paid
Terms: 10/- with Order, 101- Monthly

BURNDEPT Latest Type Screened Portable, cost
£19/19, only in use 3 months, complete, ready
for use, with new-- H,T. battery, £12/12; also Burndept 7 -valve Ethodyne, in double door mahogany cabinet, brand new, complete with frame aerials, but less
valves, £11; Listen new . 5 -valve portable 16 guinea
model, slightly soiled, to . clear £8/8. -Hughes, 149,'

--

Bevois St., - Southampton.

£7 10 0

_ - One Owner writes about
the'Vulcan' Set : "we reel
we ought to tell you what
a wonderful set your wireless
really is. Ours is only a
2 -valve set, but we get more
out of it than Many people we

know with 4 and 3 -valve sets"

Another delighted Own-

er writes:

As I have now
had in use for 12 months one
of your 'Vulcan' 2 -Valve sets.
I thought it
nothing but my
duty to write
and say how
pleased I am

with same. It's
the finest 2 -

valve on the
market. Nothing but low tension batteries
has been re.
newed."

Test it In your own

Home. Fullest Approval.

Wr-te for Illustrated Catalogue. Full particulars and
specifications of this and other high-class Receiving
Sets; including Portable and All Mains Sets, Post Free.

We have 30 years character for honest dealing.

ANOTHER WIRELESS BARGAIN.

The Graves Screened Grid 3 -Valve Set (not illustrated here) with handsome Oak Cabinet and Cabinet
Loud. Speaker. Everything of highest quality and all

15/ plwithOrder t15/- Monthly.

1` s 10

This is a Set of remarkable capacity, very selective
and far reaching, and wonderful value for money.
Our sales of this Set runs into many thousands per
annum; sold solely on merit and without costly
advertising push. Ask for descriptive Catalogue free
giving full Illustrations of Set and Loud Speaker with
all information. Costs you nothing to get all pardon.
lars of this highly efficient set which offers you finer
results, better quality and substantial saving in cost.

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD

-

- [1778a

Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon.

[1772

PHILIPS 3 -valve A.C. Set, type 2531; £20; owner
changing to D.C.-Box 7775, c/o The Wireless
[1765

World.

McMICHAEL Super Range Portable, as new; £15.
[1764
-Box 7774, c/o The Wireless World.
IIARTCOLLINS Screened Four Portable, as new;
£12, cost £22:-Ireland, 20, Wetherby Place.
4 -valve, type

[1761
2511, for 230-

Surprise yourself and the family to -night by fitting a
Wates Double Cone Chassis. A silk -lined fret can be ,
supplied which greatly improves its appearance.
The Wates- 20" super Chassis is capable of great
volume, coupled with a purity and realism that surpasses any moving -coil speaker.
The man who wants the finest reproduction obtainable
will invariably choose the Wates range.

WARNING. - Beware of imitations.
seeing the name Wates.
PRICES.

.. 11/6

Wares 20' Complete Speakers

Above chassis are complete

Water Star Unit .. 25/ Universal Bracket (only) for

Wales Chassis 13'
14' .. .. ..

Oak £4:10 :0
Mab. 64:15:0

.. 12/6

with. Universal Bracket:
Waves 14" Star Speakers

fitting various
speakers

Silk lined frets
for 12" Chassis ..
for 14' Chassis ..

Oak £8 :10 :
Nab- £3 :15 :0

PHILIPS Receiver,
volt A.C., latest model, as new; £26 or nearest
offer. -W. Hamer, -51, Deardengate, Haslingden, -Ressendale.

Insist on

units to

..

2/ -

..

4/ 5/ -

[1749

-

EVERYMAN Four, perfect, complete, coils, both
wavelengths, 80 amp. Exide accumulator, D.C.

eliminator; £8/10.-24, Dane John, Canterbury.

[1748

LONG Range Pye 5 -valve Portable, in perfect order;
1:41101110111111»1911/11111101
cost 28 guineas, will accept 14; any trial.Husks, 30, Bassett Rd., Kensington, W.10. 'Phone:
THE
STANDARD
BATTERY Co. (Dept. W. W.)
[1747
for
appointment.
Park 5682
All -Mains Receivers; no batteries, re184/188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
3 -VALVE
quired; 6 guineas.-Write Brooks, 3, Anselm Rd.:
[1740
Fulham.
MEGAVOX Three (S.G:let-Pen.), in mahogany
pedestal cabinet, perfect, valves practically new,
long and medium wave coils; also 150 -volt Exide double
capacity H.T. accumulators; cost over £20, accept £14

or near offer,-Walker,

20,

Pinfold Rd., Streatham,
[1736

S.W.

ACCUMULATORS-BATTERIES.
LVTET

'Battery

Replacements,

new

process

sacs.

Y1' approximately 30,000 m.a.; 2/6 per dozen;
particulars free.-Scottish Batteries, Braeside, Uphall
(1728

Station.

Patent No.

ACCUMULATOR HIRE.

27889.

:DON'T Buy Dry Batteies, join our service; we keep
you continuously supplied with fully charged
C.A.V. high tension accumulators, by regular exchanges, anywherewithin 12 miles of Charing Cross,
for ,less than the cost of unreliable dry batteries;
nothing, to buy-no deposit, payment on each delivery
or by quarterly subscription; if your dry batteries have
been in use for one month or more we definitely guarantee that accumulators will -give better and more selective reception; we also give the same service with low
tension accumulators or maintain your own at equally
advantageous terms, from the smallest portable size
upwards; over 10,000 satisfied users.-Write or'phóne
now to London's largest, most efficient -and complete
wireless accumulator service, for their interesting folder
B2, post free.-Radio Service (London),. Ltd., 105, Torriano Av., Camden Rd., N.W.5. 'Phone: North 0623-

J7.f Ai 1

ií`

,

.:.

M.B

-

ALL MANUFACTURERS'

GOODS
advertised in "Wireless World " can be

obtained by p o s t

(3 lines).

from Young's.

All goods guaranteed.

Send a note of your

req uirements

TO -DAY and pay
the postman.

YOUNG'S
(Glasgow) Ltd.,
40, Stockwell St.,
Glasgow.

-

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS[1.466
FHILIPStN'S Safety H.T. Supply Units are Famous
for Reliability and Silent -Working.
OUR New Prices Again Make Them Famous for
Value; for D.C. mains model D.C.4 gives 120v. at
15 m.a., 27/6; D.0.5, 150v. at 25 m,a., 1 fixed, 2-var.
tappings, 35/-; for 4.0. mains model A.O.7, 120v. at
20 m.a,, £3; A.C.5, 150v. at 30 m.a., 1 fixed, 2 var.
tappings, £311716; A.C6, for 25 cycle mains, £5.
PHILIPSON'S Safety H.T. Supply Units are -Guaranteed for 12 months; write for our booklet, " Radio
Power. ..
PHILIPSON and Co.. Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge. Bolton. Phone: 2038. 'Grams: Safety,
-

Bolton.

Esi gar 50 years..

The One

H.T. UNIT
WORTH WHILE.
Keeps automatically charged from
the L.T. Accumulator or will work

from a Trickle Charger. Indestructible Nickel and Iron Plates.
Guaranteed for 12 months but will
last a lifetime.

MILNES RADIO CO.
COTTINGLEY BRIDGE, BINGLEY, YORKS

[0618

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

A40

-
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ADVEI`vTISEbiENTS.

LOUD -SPEAKERS.

Chargers and Eliminators.-Contd.
TANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers, blue
prints for inexpensive H.T. and L.T. chargers Blackwells Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Garston, Liverpool.

-

EPOCH Moving' Coil Speakers.

EPOCH.-Everybody who heard the Model 99 agreed
with the ' Sunday - Observer" that it was the
finest Speaker in Olympia.

[1209

.

-

CHESTER BROS.-All types of mains transformers
and chokes to any specification.-Chester Bros.,
495, Cambridge Rd., London, E:2.
°HES'TER BROS.-Type V3 220+220v., 35 ma., 5v.

1 6a., C.T., 4v. 4a. C.T.; 27/6.
CHESTER BROS.-.Type W.10, for HT., 3 or. 4, output 135v. 50 m.a. and 4v. 4a., C.T.; 23/6,
CRESTER BROS.-Smoothing chokes, constant inductance, type C.B.2, 45 henrys, 25 ma.; 15/
for lists of standard
CHESTER
[1477
models.BROS.-Write
Please note change of address.
components
Eliminator,
SCHOOLS
Demonstration
as specified.
by ''Wireless World" designer; cosh
£19/18, price, complete with 3 rectifying valves and
1 L.S6A, £11, or without valves, £9:-H. C. Elsden,
[1660
Fair View Banning Heath, Maidstone.

ZAMPA, the cheapest, best and most silent eliminator kit on the market.
Z4MPA Power Kit, .120b. at 20 mA., with tapping,
incorporating Westinghouse rectifiers; 49/6ZAMPA Heavy Duty Kit, 200 volts at 28 mA.
with tapping; 69/6; sent on seven days ap-

proval against cash,; full particulars of these and'. other
kits willingly forwarded on request.-Mic Wireless Co.,[1677
Market St., Wellingborough.
SPone
H. ELIMINATOR
A.C., any voltage, 3 variable
fixed, 180 volts, 40 ma., metal cabinet,
55/-; L.T. charge, % amp., 12/6.-Thomson, 109,

Underhill Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22.
[1733
BRYCE'S.-Mains transformers easily made at home,
including " Wireless World " transformers; write
for instructions.-Bryce'i,
Lancs.
A STAINS Transformers;

54,

Dawson

St.,

Bury,
[1731

from 15/6; goaranteed;
131 stamp lists.-Edwards, 5, Bradford St., Chelmsford.

[1729
Wound

Heavy
Duty
Wire
B URNDEPT
Resistances in original cartons
listed at
prices up to 22/6 each; our price 3/- each;
No. 1175 tapped for 330 600, 750, 1,350 ohms,

No. 1177, for 540, 1,000, 1,150, 2,150. ohms, No. 11822500, 3,000, 5,500 ohms, No. 1185 for 5,000, 7,500,
12,500 ohms, No. 1191 for 62,500-, 125,000, 250,000
ohms.-Hughes, 149, Chepstow Rd., - Newport, Mon.

EPOCH.
heard-who didn't?who
EPOCH.-Everybody
agreed with the London "Evening News " that
the Super Cinema -Model was truly named.
EPOCH.
-

EPOCH.-But" those who managed to hear the new
Model 101 (Domino) -.under fair working conditions

will never forget it.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-They will never rest until
Speakers is on their sets.

Compiled by the
Staff of
Claude Lyons L9
and dealing with

the varied uses
of "CLAROSTAT' Products, etc.

- IT'S

FREE -

.

A "Foreword'. of considerable importance to you.Standard Clarostat, including Manufacturing Types.Power Clarostat, 35 Watt.: How to build a SuperEliminator.-The Volume Control : How to use it :
12 Circuits.-The Table -Type Clarostat: Distant
control of volume.-The Super -bower Clarostats
(250 Watts.) : How to use them.-" HUM-DINGER
Clarostats and their functions: 3 Circuits.-(The
" Hum-Dinger" is essential in all mains -operated

The New Clarostat Type " F.W." Grid -

[1773

input 200-250 volts, output 300-0-300,- 150

SISTANCE POTENTIOMETERS: How to use them: 24
Valuable Schematic Circuits.-The New Clarostat

mA., 4 volts 4 amps., 6 volts 1 amp., 7y2 volts 21/2
amps., all centre tapped; now is your chance, to clear
at 30/- each; output chokes, 100 mA,, 7/6;A.C.
smoothing chokes, 150 mA., 10/-; D.C. smoothing
chokes, 100 mA., 9/ -.-Hughes, 149, Chepstow Rd.,.
Newport, Mon.
[1770
CABINETS.
CABINETS to Your. Own Requirements; quotations
Nunby return.-Hammonds, 1, Stratford
[1234

eaton.

DIGBY'S Cabinets-Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/-.
Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resieton
DIGBY'S
ebonite if required.
rLIGBY'.S_. Cabinets-Pedestal model, with separate
battery components; from 56/- to £12.
DIGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.
DIGBY'S Cabinets-Write for new 16 -page art esta.
logue.-F."Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd., E,2.
[0128
'Phone; Bishopsgate 6458.
CABINETS for All Requirements.-F. W. Ramsey,
63, Shaftesbury St., London, N.1. Clerkenwell
[1479

7139.

wood and.
B EAUTIFUL Portable Cabinets, fancy cost;
also
`plain, some inlaid, clearing under

rexine portables (damaged), from 4/6.-Apply 12,Mornington Crescent. N.W.1. 'Phone: Museum 9247. [1441

COILS. TRANSFORMERS. ETC.

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Eliminators.-Chester Bros., 495, Cambridge Rd., Lon[9706
don, E.2.
BAND-PASS Four Coils, complete set; 25/-; c.o.d.
or deposit.-Smith, 3, Park Parade, Harlesden,
N.W.20.

[1590

Place, Shrewsbury.

[1670.

BAND-PASS Three Coils, 30/- set; slotted formers
for winding, 8/6 set; grooved primary supports.
2/- set, all post free.-Groves Brothers, St. Mary's
Coils, 47/-; Band -Pass Four,
BAND-PASS
ThreeOne70/-; Regional.
and Band -Pass unit, _ coils,
17/e pair; All D.C. Three, coils, 32/6; D.C. Foreign
Listeners' Four, ganged coils with links and condensers,.52/6; coils for- all " Wireless World' and other
receivers; complete lists post free; trade supplied.Simmonds Bros., The Original and Best Coil Manufacturers, now at 38, Rabone Lane, Smethwick. [1627a
V.C. WIRELESS., all " Wireless World" coils supchoke and resistances for " D.C. Three,"
-124
first class materials and warkmanhip to specifications guaranteed; at reasonable prices; write for list.
-Premier Place, High St., Putney, S.W.15.
[1742

600
specified for the largest and most important
" Wireless World '1 receivers; 1/6 each, post free.and

1,000

ohms

Decoupling

Resistances,

Groves Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.

.t4i

[1732

CLAROSTAT GENUINE CONTINUOUS WIRE HIGH -RE-

Type " F.R." Flexible Resistors and Type " F,C."-

Fixed Tap genuine wire resistors.- G.R." Type
365 Rectifier Transformers and Type 366 Double Choke "B.A.T." D.C., H.T. ELIMINATORS.-How
to make an entirely satisfactory D.C. Mains Unit at
home.-" B.A.T A.C., H.T. ELIMINATORS.-" KIT SETS' for the home -construction of satisfactory A.C.
Mains Units.-Scale wiring plan and instructions for
A.CELtMINATORs.-The C.R.A." New Filamentless,
long -life, Rectifier Tube, " G.R. Type U.X. Socket
for American Tubes, B.A.T.,` " Q.M.B.' Switches,

"B.A.T." L.T. SUPPLY UNITS: How to build

1.0

or 2.0 Ampere Models satisfactorily at home. BATTERY
,CHARGES (I and 2 Amp.).-High Voltage Smoothing.
and Bye -pass Condensers and Condenser " Packs."RECTIFIERS.-Five
selected and recommended METAL RECTIFIER Circuits.THE

' WESTINGHOUSE

METAL

The New and Interesting " B.A.T:' " UNIVERSAL "
MAINS TRANSFORMER.-' B.A.T." Power Transformers
for all Circuits.-' B.A.T." Power Chokes for all
Circuits.-Recommended D.C. Eliminator Circuit
" Raytheon' A.C., H.T. Unit Circuit: Adding

Variable Tapping to an Eliminator: Adding Variable
Grid -Bias to an Eliminator.-RecommendedGramo-

phone Pick-ups and Turn -Tables.- " B.A.T." De -

Luxe Push -Pull Output Battery -Operated and " PAM "
(Reg d. Trade Mark) A.C.-OPERATED AMPLIFIERS.Four exceptionally useful " Gadgets": Wall -Insulator:
American to European Valve -Adapter ; " G.R."
No. 446, 4 -Terminal Voltage Divider. " B.A.T"
Gramophone Pick-up Scratch -Filter.'

Previous Editions of

the "CLAROSTAT" BOOK :

1925 -1st

Edition 10,000 copies, 12 pg.
16
15,00o
1926 -2nd
24 ,,
25,000
5928 -3rd ;,
32
1929 -4th
50,000
48 ,
50,000
1930 -5th

TO BE RIGHT "UP TO DATE" IN
RADIO, YOU MUST HAVE THIS

SEND

VALUABLE BOOK.
NOW, IT IS FREE,
POST FREE.

EPOCH.-Tice new 101 (Domino).
EPOCH:-The new 101 (Domino)EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).advance in the history
EPOOH.-The
greatest
energised Moving
Coil Speakers.
EPOCH.
new

BRIEF SUMMARY

radios).

one of these

EPOCH.:..:..

Bias, Decoupling and Grid -Suppressor Wire -wound
Resistances : How to use them (Circuits).-The New

Offer.-High quality mains transformers,
S PECIAL
as used by manufacturer now gone out of business,

jf

AND

CLAUDE LYONS Ltd.
76 OLDHALL ST., LIVERPOOL.
40 BUCKINGHAM GATE, S.W.1e

cannot

101

EPOCH.=The
described.
EPOCH.
EPOCH: All .standards
be revised.

be

of

adequately

-

quality reproduction.. must

EPOCH.

-

before

EPOCH.-Never
achieved.
EPOCH.
J

has

clarity

such

been

-

E POCH.-Never before has such sensitivity and power
been obtained in a"Home-model.
EPOCH Model 101.-The speaker of no comparison.
EPOCH. -Epoch Permanent Magnet Moving Coil
Speakers; all models; greatly improved.
,EPOCH.
-

E£5/19/6.POCH.-First
C12, C13,

and foremost the Cabinet Models
and

C14;

prices

complete

from

very powerful permanent
EPOCH.-These
contain
magnet Moving
Coil Speakers.

T POOH:-They are not just units fitted into cabinets,
1J but are specially balanced as Cabinet Speakers.

EPOCH.
E POCH.-No drumminess; no box resonance,
-

clear, sharp, 'marvellous reproduction.

but.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-Magnificent woodwork, very compact.

.

.f POCH.-They nest less than reme makes of inferior
A
units without Cabinets.
Tv PCCH.-Perme-nent,, Magnet Moving Coil Speaker

F.t-

Units for portables; £3/15; ready for use.
EPOCH.

EOCH.-Standard Cross Magnet Permanent Magnet
Speaker, price 84/4; the finest of its kind.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-Permanent Magnet Super Speakers; they
are £6/12/6.
66 and 99 Speakers
EPOCH.-Remember,
thefufamous
are heavily reduced
prices.
EPOCH -The 99 is also further improved in sensitivity.

-

EPOCH Range of Moving Coil Speakers is the largest
in the world; a Speaker for every requirement.

EPOCH.
E POCH.-Send for booklet 54, the most interesting
and -useful publication on the subject,

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-Send
for the 7 days' approval arrangements.
EPOCH-Sand for the H.P terms.
EPOCH.-Call for a demonstration.
T1-POCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,
Farringden Av., E.C.4 (between Holborn and
Ludgate Circus). 'Phone: Central 1971 (3 lines).

L

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TAt*40Y
I4airuUuiIs

INCORPORATI NO WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIER.

MAKE YOUR PRESENT SET
ALL ELECTRIC FOR £5-10,
. no
H.T. and L.T. combined

trouble... no attention ... everlasting, much cheaper than the
continual cost of dry batteries,
are
mains units
individually built, and tested
separately before despatch.
TANNOY

TANNOY Mains units are available for all voltages A.C. or D.C.
suitable for H.T. or L.T. or
combined. 'Specialist in Mains
units and Receivers.

make your

OCTOBER 15TH, 1930.

Loud-Speakers,-Contd.
SELHURST RADIO 36 -page Booklet,
BAKER'S
." Sound Advice in Yours (oº the Asking "; write
now for new edition; see displayed advertisement on
page 32.

[0231

[1760
Southern Rd., East Finchley.
SAVAGE'S New Bathurst Speaker Gives Highest and 100 to 300 milliainperes,
Loudest Notes With Power and Quality, hand- inductance 3o henries,
some cabinet, 31t.- 5in. high; £4.-Hear it at 18,
post free
Bathurst Rd., Hellesley Rd., Ilford, and judge whether
.LL

you' have heard its equal

[1757

MARCONIPHONE M C- Cabinet Speakers (10-'
guinea models), two only; 1£4/10 each; also other
gear.-Dismore, 10, Whitegate ltd., Southend, Essex -

REALISTIC Speakers, true to name, the

rigg, Midlothian.

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS, ETC.

[1711
[1778

well, 76, Broadway, Coventry.

Tannoy Products, 1-7, Dalton St., S.E.27.

PICTURE RECEIVER APPARATUS.

Discs, special apparatus
TELEVISION
Scanning
used by P. D.
Walters, Esq., for receiving American transmissions.-Supplied by John Salter, Feather-

stone Buildings, High. Holborn, W,C.

XACTLY as New, B.T.H. ball -bearing rotary converter, 12v. to 600v., cost £20, accept £5; Weston
301 0-25 milliammeter, new, 30/-; Turner 309 0-6
take 25/-; Peel -Connor anm.o., 0-1.5a, cost 50/
nouncer's mike, with transformer, cost £3/10, take
30/-; Barr -Stroud key and buzzer, cost 50/-, clear
7/6.-Details, Matthews, "Claremont," Tudor Av.,

VALVES,
--If you require power you canAMPLIFIER
Valve
not do better
than one of these (or matched in

of 32 PAGE
BOOKLET on
REALISTIC
REPRODUCTION

THE VERY BEST

of all Electro -Magnet and Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil Speakers are
MAI3E BY

S~A/4,14°C
RADIO ...............:...

L.F.L

All

make

any

Transformer,

Loudspeaker or Headphones.
repairs dispatched within

pairs if required).

6, plate volts 400 (maximum),
FILAMENT
grid bias 84Volts
volts (approx.), impedance 800 ohms,,

amplification factor

EXIDE BATTERIES AT LESS THAN
HALF LIST PRICE.
Surplus stock, slightly used, supplied fully charged and
filled with acid. Inspection invited.

7o -volt High Tension batteries consisting of q heavy
capacity Wit ro -volt units in Exide crates £1 6 0
I( An opportunity not to be missed for giving
.

up noisy dry batteries or eliminators and

installing a really satisfactory source of high
tension supply.
6 -volt 3o amp- actual in Exide crates, type

3-CZG-3

-

4-,olt.D.T.G. batteries

-

-

-

-

3.8,

mutual

conductance 4.35

£1 0 3

-

2 -volt D.T.G. batteries
so -volt units, 2 -volt tappings, type W.H.G.

-

ditto
type W.J.G.
Terns-cash with order. Seven day's approval.
-

J. WEAVER
WEAVER,

4/6
2/3
3/2
2/7

Carriage forward.
Britannia Works, King's Road,
Camden Town, N.W.I.
North 3326.

[1722

Chelmsford.

for free copy

`

[1706

TRANSMITTERS.

WRITE
NOW

REPAIRS

o

of

[1779

BT.H. New Type Pick-up and Arm; 21/-.-P. Stil-

SPEAKER II'

et

Canoe

greatest[1745

E.17.

SUPER POWER
MOVING COIL

Nate

O

advance to perfection, not a cone or horn type48 HOURS. TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Realistic chassis and
4/- Post Free.
Terms to Trade.
speakers demonstrated daily.-Realistic Speakers, 72, with each repair.
Penton St., N.1; also 52, Broadwater Rd., Worthing. TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
[129,6
Type Moving Coil Speaker for.
Dept. W.,
MARCONI
Latest
A-C. Mains,
new, cost £12/12, accept £6; Elec553, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.17.
trogram D.C. moving coil, new, cost £9, accept £2110;
Brown power speaker, £1110.-Picture House, Bonny

rutfe, 30/ -.-Reply B./PXJV, London,
11716
1ARR_4RD Double Motor, new, unused; 25/6; particulars stamp.-McLellan, 18, - Wellington Rd.,

OLYMPI-A'S
BEST !
Our 1931 model

/6

ddYe$S

write to -day for particulars;

AS New, Parley 1930 type, 25/-; Celestion Wood-

"ALL ELECTRIC"

guaranteed
twelve months

substantially built,

for- smoothing circuits
EPOCH Model 99 D.C. Mains.; £3/10.-Bovey, 12, in eliminators dealing with, currents

Write for PRE particulars

RAIDIO

CHOKES

aliMMI111.11

POLAR
The widest and finest
range of British made
CONDENSERS.

m.o./volts; price now reduced to £5; see article "'The
New 24pp. Catalogue W.-Free.
Wireless World," 24th July, 1929, then send to North
London Valve Co., Ltd., .221/, Cazenove Rd., Stoke WINGROVE & ROGERS, Lté.,
[0341 188-9, Strand, London, W.C.2
Newington, London, N.16.

COMPONENTS, ETC.. FOR SALE
BELLING -LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home -constructed set;
catalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

[0018

COMPONENTS Lent on Hire-Details from Alexander Black, Wireless Doctor,

S.W.1,

Sloane 1655.

55,

Ebury St.,
[0329

A MMETERS.-Hot wire, 0-1, 4/-; new moving coil
11 milliammeters, 0-5 upwards, 15'/
portable
micro ammeters, 5in. -scale, 0-200 upwards, 105 /-;
double range voltmeters, 3/6; instrument repairs and
alterations of every description; send for list.-The
Victa Electrical Co-, 47, High St., Battersea, S.W.if.
[1552
TDISWAN H17235, 15/6;-Heayberd transformer
1L1 (250v. 40c.), 1+1v. 3.5a., 7/6; milliameter 0-300,
7 /-;

SAXON
20 -STRAND

THE!,

C \ QUALITY

RED.

SAN

AES111114°

l,9,

Recep
loo FEET COILS

AERIAL

5

/6.

Obtain Particulars of Aerial Epulpment Peet Free From,.

SAXON RADIO CO., BLACKPOOL, LANCS.

Eureka Baby Grand, 51 -.-Box 7765, c/o The

Wireless World.

[1720

Ideal Transformer, 10/6; Igranic
MARCONI
pick-up 6-1
and volume control, 12/6; Bowyer Lowe

0.0005 variable condenser, 3/-; Pye differential con- TREBLE DUTY TERMINALS
denser, 3/-; Junit multi switch, 2/6; R.I. permanent
in 6 colours, and 40 indicating tops, red
[1713
Crystal, 21 -.-Pape, 31, High St., Wisbechand black. Hold securely spade, pin, eye
or plain wires. (T2LC) 418. cart. (T2LM)
89 SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25. SPECIAL Heavy Duty Smoothing Chokes, carry 150
plain top, 3d. each. Write for list X113.
left;
6/6,
post
free.-Popplewell,
145,
ma.,
.few
WORKS & DEMONSTRATION ROOM :
J.
J. EASTICK & SONS,
Mid.dlewood Rd., Sheffield.
[1712
42 CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.
. Mains Transformer (B1), 21 /-;. Oldham Eelex House, 118 Buninll Row, London,
BT.H.
charger, 230v. A.C., 150v. D.C., 30/-; Ferranti
A.F-5, 19/-; Blue Spot 66a, 5/-; 1'.M.3A., P.M.4D.X.,
P.M.4, 3/d.,eaeh; P.M.254, 4/6; P.M.24, 9/ -.-Wilkin[1709
son, 59, Allerton Rd., Bradford.
...... -.....

OFFICES :

oeya

OTORCCLE
The Motor Cyclist's Newspaper
EVERY THURSDAY - 3d.
Publishers: ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
w.w.r5

AND Now-Stereophonic Coupler, new 1931 super

model, type B2; price £5/5 (" W.W." deposit
system willingly). Mr. O. H. Peasgood, sub -organist
Westminster Abbey, says: "No more resistance, transformer or push-pull for me after the realism óf wireless and gramophone reproduction by your latest
coupler.-N. P,onavia-Hunt, 96, Broadhurst Gardens,
N.W.6.

[1704

Valves, M.H.L.4. new, 10/- Cosmos AC./S.
_A C-and
valve holder, little used, 10/-; Edison pick-

up, 7/6.-1~13, Carshalton Rd., Mitcham-

Bel
-Canto
FOR REALISM IN RADIO
LOUD SPEAKERS,UNITS 8
RADIOGRAMS. Write forLisE
WAI2PLE WAY, THE VALE,ACTON,W3.

[1725

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writins' to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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K, 14/-; Air crome chassis, 15in.X15in., 191-;
66Vv l'armeko A.C. -mains valve transformer, 13/-:
V
Celestion' pick-up, 27/6, all as new, many other bar-

gains. -24, Mildmay Grove, N.1[1700
ART Exchange.-See our advertisement under Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 57,

reason ®

3"t

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

Guildhall St., Preston.

[0228

-"

RETAILER'S Bankrupt Stock, final clearance prices.
-Garrard D.S. gramophone motors, No. 10a; list
53/6, my price 33/6.
11 SRAM L.S.5 Valves, 16/6; Mullard D.F.A.7, 16/6;

EPOCH

V Philips 506 rectifier valves, H.T., 12/6; Philips

328, L -T., 7/--

L.F. Transformers, 10/6;
MULLARD
Permacore
Cossor, 10/6;
Ferranti push-pull A.F.3C, can be
used as ordinary: 16/6; Ferranti O.P.4C 25-1, 12/6;
all goods .sent, -satisfaction, or cash refunded.
DUBILIER R.C.C. Units, 3/6; Polar Ideal slow
motion condensers, 0.0005, 7/ -, or pair 13/-;
Hydra condensers, fixed, 2 mf., 650v.'testt 2/2; Hydra
4 mi., 500v. test, 3/3; Hyra 4 mi., 375v. working
1500v. A.C. test), 4/6 Hydra 0.01, 6d.
GRAHAM Farish Resistances, guaranteed carry 10
m,a., in values, 2.3, 4, 5, 100', 150, 250, 350, 400,
500, thousand ohms; prices 1/6 each up to 150,000,
and 1/- each others; all posted per return.-G. A.

0110 There's a good reason

for the growing use
of Colvern components.

Ryall, 182, Kennington Rd., London, S.E.11
[1741
O.P.I.c, push pull, as new,
FERRANTI
A.F.5c,
29/6'_ pair;
Raytheon dry rectifier, 125 mA.,
guaranteed unused, 27/5;Thordarson transformer and
smoothing compact for above, 4216.-Leaver, Agra,
Worplesdon Rd., Guildford.
[1726
Offer. -Purchased from manufacturer now
SPECIAL
out of business; Harlie moving coil loud speakers,
100 -volt D.C. field, 20/- each, complete; Harlie pickup, complete with tone arm, 25/-; seneening tins, Sin.X5in.x5in.; 9d. each; Emkabe slow motion dials, 1/6
each; 'fixed condensers, 0.01 and 0.002, 8d. each;

Zenite Vitreous resistanceó in following resistances,

.304, 230, 600,

805, 1,573 1,330, 1,100 and 3,400
most of these are tapped, 2/ each; Igranic
Look at these new ohms;
volume controls potentiometer, type 10,000 'ohms, 2/6
R.I. output transformers, 'ratios 25 to '.1 and 35 to
Colvern Rotary Switches; each;
1, 7/6 each; also the following lines to clear at bargain

for example.

Too Busy!

prices : Burndept Erónide finish. loud speaker cone
cabinets, 9/6; Burndept suitcase type slightly used

portable -.leather cabinets, 12/6; Burndept oak elimi-

nator cabinets, 5/,; sets, of five Burndept concert coils,
6/-. per set; all carriage paid. -Hughes,. 149, Chepsmoothly stow
Rd., Newport, Mon.
[1771
with a rotary movement,
400 volts 80 mA., 2 variable tapELIMINATOR,
pings;
input
200-240
volts,
£7;
R.I."
heavy
duty
and spring action makes adjustable choke, 30/- ILL tone arm,

They, work

the contact faces selfcleaning and keeps
pressure on the points in
the " make " position.
The Single

Pole type

(price 1/3) is a straightforward

off -and -on

switch, but the Double
Pole

type

(price

2/6)

with four contacts has a
variety of uses and can
be adapted for ganging.

Both switches have one
hole (1-5-g ") fixing, operat
ing knobs of pleasing

design, and are mounted
on bakelite mouldings
with insulated spindles.

Your radio dealer has
them in stock.

LVERN
RADIO Advt. of Coke,n Ltd., Mawneys Road,
Romford

THE COLVERN BOOK

IS FREE ON REQUEST
A41

20/-; Pye

350 henry choke, 10/-; 2 6 mid. condensers, tested 1,000

volts A.C., 10/- each; 2-L.S.6A, 2 M.S.4,-AC/SG,
S.G.610, 10/- each; P.M.5D.X, P240, P.M.3, P.M.4.
3/6 each.-Rogers, 21, New Rd., Brentwood.

[1727

THREE B T H. Pisk-ups, new, 19/= each; 25 -watt
A.C. power amplifier, new, complete with valves,
commercially built product, £20; 60 watt all A.C.,
with valves for; talkie work, £45:-Picture House,
Bonnyrigg, Midlothian.

[1780.

Off List Price 1930 Material;
BLAKEY'S
Offer 75%
50% 1928-29
on part exchange terms. -23, Hofborn St., Rochdale.
(1777a
fY OVERNMENT Surplus Mark II 2 -valve Trans.
VI mitters. 10/6; B.T.H. generators, II:T.950, 37/6

III

Clark

2 -valve

sets, 17/6; Veeder counters,

1/ -

headphone cords, 6d.; hot wire ampmeters, 3/6
-Rotax 8 -way switchboards, 2/6; Amplion units

A:R.58, 7/6; 3 -valve amplifiers, 17/6; 2 - M.F. con
densers, 1/6; plus carriage.-Camden Surplus Mart,
25, King St., Camden Town, N.W.1.
[1777
A.F.3, 15/-; Lewcos S.P. coils, 4/6; B.T.H. horn
speaker, £1; Grambrell Neut, 2/6. -Box 7777.
c/o The. Wireless World.
[1767
12/-; Dubilier 0.0003, 5/-;
LISSEN
Transformer,
Triotron unit, 7/6; Mullard R.C.C. unit, 5/-;
P.M.111.F.; S.P:55/R, S.P.18G, 3/- each.-Box 7773,
c/o The Wireless World.
[1703
WESTINGHOUSE H -T.1 Rectifier, with Rl mains
transformer for .200-250 volts 40-100 cycles, 3
T.C.C., 4 mfd. condensers; £3/10 the lot, guaranteed
O.W.-Maw, Kirkby Rd., Hemsworth, 'Yorks,
Henísworth 82.

'Phone :

[1758

UTAVEMETER, in polished portable case, 3 ranges,
charts, calibrated by " Experimental Wireless," accurate, with valve, perfect, £3/10; also West.
inghouse rectifier, 6v., 0.5 amp., new, 17/6; J.B. log.
S.M. condenser and dial, 0.00015, new, 8/ -.-Mills, 41,

v3

Phew ! In spite of our tremendously
enlarged business and the great

preparations we made for this season's

anticipated popularity of the sensational new Models of Epoch Moving
Coil Speakers, the orders are pouring

in at such a rate that our much

augmented order staff has been at
times two days behind even on entering them.
For this reason we ask our customers'
indulgence in any of the little delays

MAINS Transformers and Chokes for Radio anif
Sound Systems, totally enclosed in cast alumin-

that cannot be avoided at present.
We beg to assure them that we are
making titanic efforts to cope with

coil, 7/6; Ferranti A.F.5, 20/-; Pye dual tuner;

lengthy delays are taking place so far.
There are sound reasons for this great

Druslyn Rd., West -Cross, Swansea.

[1755

ium plates, guaranteed; write for_ lists; manufacturers'
and traders' enquiries invited. Eric Cookson and Co.,
14, Cambridge Rd., Blackpool.
[1754
CELESTION C12, mahogany, £3/7/6; Lewcos Q.S.G.

10/- all' as
Maidenhead,

new.-D..Heybourn: Altwood

-

Bailey,

TRIOTRON.Unit, 6/6; Bluespot 66K, 12/6; Major
chassis, 7/6; Lissea latest pick-up, 18/- volume

controls, Lissea 2/9, Igranic 4/-; P.\LSx, 4/6; all
perfect.-Briggs, Carlton Rd., Shipley.

[1751

charger, 2-,
EXPERIMENTER'S
4- or 6 -volt, 240Surplus.-Trickle
A.C., ammeter, 19/6; Ferranti
A.P:4, 9/6; O.P.2, 15/-; Formo dual Impedance,
10/- Brown Vee, 9/6; Brown pick-up, 7/6.-Kirton;

82, 14fortifalig4Rd N.W.10.

the orders on hand, and that no
success.
Booklet 1V. S4 explains them. Gel your
copy immediately.

EPOCH RADIO MFG. CO., LTD.,

Farringdon Avenue, E.C.4,

[1739
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HIGHLY SENSITIVE

SUPER -MICROPHONES
New, made on the latest principle, a vast improvement over all other types ; will take up whispered
words from a distance of several yards, also strongly
amplify and transmit
speech and music over a
distance through Loud
Speaker or Headphones.
Splendid Instruments for

making Deteetaphone,
DEAF -AID, LOUD -

SPEAKING TELE-

PHONE, ANNOUNCE-

MENTS THROUGH
LOUD SPEAKER (with
or without Valve Ampli-

fier),WIRELESS TRANSMISSION, Electric Sound
Detector. BABY ALARM

from Bedroom through distant Loud Speaker, ExNO OTHER MICROPHONE OF
periments, etc.
EQUAL SENSITIVENESS KNOWN ; each instru-

ment finely black enamelled and fitted with
a 3 -ft. silk connecting cord.

By return of post

e
8/6

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER for connecting Super-Microphoneto`Radio Headphones,
Loud Speaker, Valve Amplifier, or Wireless Set 6/~

PD.M.6D, 2 P.M.4D, 2 P.625A. all half price; 8
Exide W.Y.10 units, 56/ -.-Chalmers, 169, Villiers Rd., Kingston.
[1 /50
GREAT Radio Sale. -2 valve transmitting sets, new

and perfect, 15/-; Morse transmitting sets, new
and perfect, 12/6; lin. spark coils, complete, 6/9;
super sensitive microphones, 2/6; microphone transformers, 2/6; television motors, electric, any. voltage,
D.C.; 10/- each; 1/4h.p. motors,: 110v. D.C., 25/-; 5075V -4A charging dynamos, 35/-; 20v. 6a., 40/-; 100v.
10a., slow speed, compound, £7; portable telephones,
17/6; earphones, 1 /3; telephone H.T. generators,
6/6; Morse tapping keys, 4/-1'heavy brass buzzer,
3/-; 1M.F. Mansbridge condensers, 1/3; hand telephones, 5/-; shunt regulators to carry 10 amps., 10/-;
other sizes cheaper;. 1,000 ohm chokes, 1/-; Ford
ignition coils, 4/-; 1/4h.p. 220v. motors, 35/-; Mark
III Star crystal sets, slightly incomplete, 12/6; Dill
buzzers, platinum contacts, 5/-; Dewar switches, 1/-;
12v. car dynamos, 25/-; 6v. or 12v. car starter
motors, 10/ new L.F. transformers, 5/6; cash with
drder or c.o.d.; all goods guaranteed; all letters answered; immediate delivery; full descriptive list now
ready.-Galpin, 1, Queen's Rd., Peckham, London,
-

[1746

S.E.15.

TJARCONIPHONE Pick-up, 1930 model, £2/10;
1^ Ferranti A.F.5 transformer, £1; Blue Spot unit,
66K, with chassis, as new, 25/-; large Radiolux Amplion speaker, £2. -McKean, 29, Garnet St., Glasgow.
[1738
T/TOVING Coil Speaker, 6v., 30/-; accumulator
1
charger, output 2 amps., 27/6; valve, S.G.215,
8/-; all guaranteed. -12, Wolves Lane, Palmers Green.

Super -Microphone as a HIGHLY
EFFICIENT DEAF -AID, or Deteetaphone, etc. ;

use

MISCELLANEOUS.

with

thin 3 -ft. silk connecting cord
piece Fine Black Enamelled

fitted, Ear- c
VI -

Full Directions for use of Super -Microphone for
many purposes and Diagrams of connections free.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, FITZROY STREET, LONDON, W.1
'Phone: Museum 8329.

IININC

The Lotus Single Drum Vernier Dial is
made with metal escutcheon in heavy
silver, oxydised silver, or Florentine

bronze finish, or black or mahogany
bakelite. The great accuracy of workmanship makes selective tuning simple
and backlash impossible.
14/9
Price with '0005 Condenser
... 9/ Without Condenser ...
From all Radio Dealers.

S

COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
doctors,

officially approved as

wireless repairers

and Co.-New sets constructed
SCOTT
withSESSIONS
your or our components, guaranteed finest
workmanship; we specialise in; " The Wireless World "
circuits; remember, we have satisfied customers

throughout the British Isles and in three ,Continents;
if you so desire, we will design and construct high
grade apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
quality, range and selectivity.-Tel.: Tudor. 5326. Mus10262
well Hill, London, N.10.
ALEXANDER BLACK,

to date; components and McMichael portable sets on
hire; purity reproduction specialists.

5 5' Ebury

St.,

Victoria, S. W.1.

Sloane 1655.
5577
easy payments,

EASY Payments.-We supply,
components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10%.
down, balance spread over 11 months.-Send list of
by

requirements to London Radio Supply Co:,
Lane, London, E.C.2.
notice:-Results

Oat
[0337
now to
11,

ENGINEERS.-Important
hand show that 93% of our candidates. pass their
exams at the first attempt, a remarkable record un approached by any other organisation, and showing
why we alone guarantee No Pass-No Fee. If 93 out
of every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why should
you remain in the ranks? Now is the time to get
busy and investigate. Our handbook, " Engineering
Opportunities," explains the most simple and successful - home study methods of passing B'.Sc., A.M.I.
Mech,E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.. G.P.O.,
C. and G., Matric., etc., exams. This book outlines
courses in all branches of civil, mechanical, electrical,
motor and wireless engineering, shows the unique ad-

vantages of our Appointments Department, and includes a brilliant foreword by Prof. A. M. Low, in
which he shows clearly the chances you are missing.
Send for free handbook now (state branch, post or
exam.).-British Institute of Engineering Technology,
87, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford St., London.

RYALL'S Part Exchange

menus
SINGLE DRUM DIALS
Write for illustrated Catalogue to
GARNETT, WHITELEY.& CO., LTD., LIVERPOOL.

LINEN DIAPHRAGM'

TRIPLE CHUCK ADAPTER

FITS ALL UNITS
COMBINED BRASS AND

CELLULOID WASHERS. PREVENTS RATTLE.

EXPERTS SAY:-" The most
Successful Centre yet Devised."
POST

PRICE 2/6

3d.

APTUS " DOPE ..
.. 2/9
DOPE BRUSH ..
.. 6d.
IRISH LINEN for 22in. 7/6
8 ANGLE BRACKETS with
screws
..
..
.. 1/6
RUBBER
..
.. 6d. yard
SET (4) 2 B.A. RODS (6 NUTS
and WASHERS)
1 /6
..
ORDERS OVER 10/- POST FREE
Makers of " APTUS " specialities

MOORE & Co.
(Est. 50 YEARS)

101 & 103, Dale St., LIVERPOOL
Phone: Cen. 5284. Grams: "Solutions"

by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.

Wireless Doctor, will call (London
THEand
Original
Home Counties) and cure your set.
without ObligaCONSULTATIONS
by Appointment
maintained and brought up
tion; sets installed,

SELECTIVE

" APTUS

[1734

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

for

OCTOBER 15111, 1930.

[1696

Service;

radio parts taken in part payment forunwanted
ONLY Brand New Goods Supplied, any make; please
state condition and lowest price acceptable for
your goods, and, as far as possible, mention list price
of new goods required, to save reference work.
NO Restrictions Made, goods bought for cash, if lowest reasonable price stated.
T ENGTHY Quotations Cannot be
J Radio, 182, Kennington Rd., London, S.E.11.
UTIRELESS Notes.-For all those who want the best
f Y. in radio, gramophone or television.-Postcard for
particulars to Capt. Robinson, Langmead, Pirbright,
Surrey.

[1723

T.

IRISH Linen'for Loud -speakers, 20x20, 1/6; 22x22,
1/9; 24x24, 2/ post free; or any size.-Irish
[1718
Linen Warehouse, Hotel St., Bolton.

High -Grade

SET & SPEAKER CABINET.

Constructed of finely figured Oak
on carved ball and claw legs, hand
French polished.
THE ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.

£8.8.0, carriage paid.
910.0.0, cordage paid.

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET.
Models from £2.2.0 to '£20.
Thirty -page illustrated catalogue,

post free.

GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDON
Established 1866.

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.
Send for our comprehensive Illustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

PERSEUS MFG. CO.. LTD. (Dept. "W.W.),
BRANSTONE RD., BURTON -ON -TRENT.

BETTER THAN EVER
KUSHETTE

PICK UP ARM
A new Arm for Radio -Gramophones ;
functions perfectly, and is
more efficient than a cheap
tone arm.

SUITABLE FOR USE WITH

EXISTING TONE ARMS

TO AVOID REMOVAL OF
SOUND BOX.

5/9

-

Thermo -Galvanometer,

425,

unused,

WESTON
YY 115m.a., approval; £3.-BM/ZLME, W.C.1.

[1769

PATENT AGENTS.
PATENTS and 'Trade Marks, British and foreign.
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
and. A.M.I.R.E.), 51..-52, Chancery Lane, London,_

W.C.2. 'Phent;',.Yíolborn 1525,

[0001

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.

Made by R. H. Glasscoe & Co., 71,Moorgate. E.C.2
Phone: Met. 1176.

MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS
KUSHA PICK UP ARM, 12/6

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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AN AMAZING
PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

ADVERTISEMENTS._
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Patent Agents.-Contd.
KING'S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146a, Queen Victoria St.., E.O.4.-Free advice and handbook on
patenting inventions and registering trade marks by
registered agents with 43 years' experience.
[0002

CHAS.
J. R. Bullough, chartered patent agent.VV
Patents, designs and trade marks in all countries.
-27, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.
[1762

PATENTS.

PATENTS and Designs Acts 1907 to 1928.-NOTICE
ois
hereby given that N. V. PHILIPS
GLOEILAM[ ENFABRIEKEN, of Elmmasingel, 6,
Eindhoven, Holland, seek leave. to amend the Specification of Letters Patent No. 278040 granted to Harold
Wade for an invention entitled " Improvements in or
relating to a device for converting electric oscillations
into acoustic vibrations, such as ..a loud -speaker."
PARTICULARS of the proposed amendment were set
forth in No. 2176 - of the Illustrated Official
Journal (Patents) published on October 1st, 1930.
A NY Person, or persons,, may give Notice of Oppositl tion to the amendment by leaving Patents Form
No. 19 at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, within one calendar month from

The

the date of publication of the said Journal. W. S.

Jsrratt, Comptroller -General.

[1702

REPAIRS,

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous

column.

The Permanent Magnet-which can be

and chassis, or in an attractive oak or

Middlesex.

This new W.B. Permanent Magnet
Moving Coil Speaker is most sensitive.

supplied with High or Low Resistance
Windings Moving Coil-does not require
energising from accumulators. Guaranteed for 5 years. The W.B. Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil Speaker is supplied
completely assembled with bailie board
mahogany cabinet.
AssembledinHandsome finished Cabinet.

Prices :
Oak Cabinet Model

£8: 8 :0

Tuner fhaF
Selectsf
1 7v

[0263'

EDES SERVICE.-It will pay you to send your old
set to us for repair or to be modernised, expert
workmanship, modernised sets returned as new and
guaranteed fbr 2 years, sets constructed to suit your
especial circumstances; ask- for estimate.-Tel.: Elm
bridge 3259.

82, Victoria Rd., Surbiton, Surrey.
[1638
GUARANTEED Repairs by Experts.-Lend-speakers,
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type, rewóund, remagnetised, and adjusted post free 4/ -;.transformers. from. 4/ -.-Howell, 91, Morley Hill, Enfield.
.

[9555

LOUD -SPEAKERS, headphones, cone units repaired
by experts, rewound and overhauled for 4/-, post
free.-Walters, 1, Dunn's Terrace, Lower Compton,
Plymouth:
[1586

AGENCIES.

MahoganyCabinetModel £8:18:6

THIS is the Watmel Dual Range Tuner. More
than that, it is also a wave -trap. It trans-

ELECTROCETS, as advertised; demonstrate and sell
in your spare time, our all -electric receivers, radio
gramophones, eliminators; demonstration sets from
30/- down; Pyramids, 21t., cash price 52/6; excellent
Made by the Makers of the famous W.B. Valoeholders. commission.-The Electrocet Radio Co., Solihull, Bir-

forms a "woolly " circuit into a selective onegives snap and tuning clarity quite exceptional.
You can incorporate it easily in any existing
circuit employing reaction-and you should build

WANTED.
last year - or two. -21,
" WIRELESS
WORLD,"
Leamington
Gardens, Seven Kings; Essex.

it into any new circuit. Loose aperiodic coupling

Also available in chassis
form with 14 in. baffle

£6:6 :0

Whiteley Bonham & Co., Ltd.
Nottingham Road. Mansfield, Notts.

mingham.

[1699

and efficient winding are the secrets. And the
Watmel Tuner is a beautifully finished job.
All moulded parts of attractive Walnut -mottled

(1715

1928 Gramophone Amplifier, also two- or
PHILIPS
three -valve alternating set; must be cheap,-Box

MAGNUM
SHORT WAVE
CONVERTOR

Bakelite.

7776, e/o The Wireless World,
[1766
WANTED, portable set.-Particulars to Williams, 2,
Park Lane, Ystrad Mynach, Glam.

cealed in

EXCHANGE.

EXPERIMENTER Offers Exchange New Mullard
84V and 154V, for flush panel mounting Ferranti
or Weston millfammeter, reading any of following 0 -5, 0-10, 0-200.-Box 7766, e/o The Wireless World.
[1724
PY
"SNAP"SNAPPY
Part Exchange Bureau."-Send list of
components, stating new requirements for
our quotation; valves, batteries not accepted.

WOODROFFE £4/4 Pick-ups, as used by leading
gramo -radio manufacturers; only a few at £2;

The
WATMEL BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKE

gives maximum efficiency, very
low self -capacity and an extremely
restricted field.
TYPE DX3

TTitcMICHAEL £27/6 Table Transportable, latest
1W model, unscratched;. £18; no
part exchange on.
these. -8, Blue Hall Mansions, W.6.
[1752
WE Will Accept Your Surplus Apparatus (making
you a high allowance) in Part Payment for Any
New Apparatus, your enquiry will be dealt with
promptly.-Bostock and Stonnill, 1 Westbourne Ter-

Inductance - 200,000 mh.
Self Capacity - 1.6 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance, 1,400
ohms.
PRICE 6/

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

Self Capacity -1.2 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance, 450
PRICE 4/
ohms.

race, S.E.23.

(1735

TYPE DX2
Inductance - 40,000 mh.

WIRELESS, etc., excellent position, good lease and
about £600 stock; £500 lot for quick sale; lease
alone worth the money; ill -health. -333, Goswell Rd.,
E.C.1.'

If you cannot get these Watmel pro

[1759

SITUATIONS VACANT.

EARN Big Money in the Wireless Trade! Become
a trained salesman and radio expert. A short
Explore the Short Wave regions. This Unit is adapt- training enables you to qualify for a really big job
with good salary, ending in an introduction to prospecable to any set (except Mains Sets) and
tive employers. Write P.C. for syllabus of special 6 -

£3.15

Full particulars including list of leading short wave stations
and new season's latest sets and components free on request.

BURNE-JONES
AND COMPANY LIMITED,

"Magnum" House, 296 Boro' High Street, London, &E.1
Tele -Ammo: Hop 6257 R 6268.

A45

176

PRICE

[1756

unused.

requires no extras whatever. Complete

Robust positive push-pull switch conbase."

i

ducts at your dealers, send remittance
and order direct to us, and the article
will be despatched by return.

weeks' Course of instruction in the evenings, commencing, shóPtly.-Dept. T.C.3, The London Telegraph
Training College, Ltd., Morse House, Earl's Court,
S.W.5. (Est. 34 years.)

Manufacturers Require
LONDON
Firm oftoCabinet
Representative
Travel in Wireless and Radiogram. Cabinets. mahogany, walnut and oak; must be
well acquainted with the best wholesale houses and
manufacturers.-Apply, in confidence, to Box 7780,
e/o The Wireless World.
[1776
Manager, S.W. London, experienced, sales
RETAIL
and technique; salary £4 p.w. and commfssion,Write fulle-st.pprticulars and copies of references, Box
7727; e/A-i
Wireless World.
(1701

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware.
Telephone : EDGWARE 0323.

M.e.la

Advertisements for " The Wireless, World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Situations Vacant.-Contd.
Buying, agents wanted ! ! !-2.
ATTENTION
!
valve A.C.and
D.C. receivers, complete; £5f !
Approval against cash. -96, Brockley Rise, S.E.23.
[1744
MANAGER Required for Old Well -established Wireless Manufacturing Concern, must have had some
years' experience in the trade, with knowledge of latest
methods of Production, tools, etc., and real organising
ability; only men with the highest references and
abilities need apply.-State salary, experience, etc., to
[1768
Box 7778, -c/o The Wireless World.

NEW CLIX LINES

!

!

SITUATIONS WANTED.

ADVERTISER, having car and telephone, would undertake for good firm, installation and service of

No. 15. Pat. Pro. Pat. Reg. Des.

CLIX NEW "ALL -IN" TERMINAL.
Incorporating the new Clix Resilient Socket and
Solid Pin.

wireless; London and suburbs.-Box 7696, c/o The
Wireless World.

Entirely insulated at all times.

FLEX portion 4d.

ADVERTISER
photographic

COMPLETE 8d.

*l6A°'
11óu

No. 22. Pro. Pat.

1 at.

No. 25.

RESILIENT SOCKET.
Long, uninsulated. For

SOLID PLUG..

panels up to

Maximum tensilestrertgth

For use with Resilient
Sockets.
Plain, Red

..

Black..

-

or
..

aor

ñt.
ñrll

thick. Flush
..
mounting

No. 24. I'ro. Pal.

No. 23. Pro. Pat.

RESILIENT SOCKET.

RESILIENT SOCKET.

i

,d.

Insulated with . bush
Short, uninsulated, for head. -For metal or any
thin panels. Flush .i. type of; panel.
mounting .. :.
Red or Black ..

No. 6. ANODE
CONNECTOR.
Solid Pin Tag is permanently fixed to S.G. or
Pentode valve terminal.
The insulated resilient

A-2-1-

to short anywhere. I A.

YOUNG Man Desires Situation as Tester, previous
experience, talkie and public address amplifiers
and radiograms, A.C. and D.C.-Please write R.G.R.,
11708.
"Fairwood," Holly Park, Crouch Hill, N:4.
experience, 2 years amateur
ELECTRICIAN,
11 years
radio transmitter,
requires situation in London,
electrical or radio.-Box 7763, e/o The Wireless World.
11707
PRACTICAL Wireless and Gramophone Specialist
Seeks Change, charge or bench, well recommended,
proved salesman, abstainer, 42, progressive situation
preferred.-Burton, 10, Wymering ltd.. Portsmouth.

[1743

RESILIENT
SOCKETS.
The. Clix revolutionary
method of plug and
socket contact, in which
the helically slotted re-

[1737

TIESIGNS for Components, sets, radio -gramophones,
1LJ talkie installations developed: secrecy guaranteed;
send details of requirements.-BM/PXDD, Monomark

No. 6.

of plug.

Pros. Pat. Reg.

ADVERTISER, experienced in designing broadcast
receivers, good correspondent, experienced sales
manager, requires opening affording scope for energetic
and creative mind.-Box 7779, _c/o The Wireless World.
[1775

LECTRO LINX, Ltd., 254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1

makes

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

-

Guide on Patenta,-T. A. A., 253,
FREE:
16373
Gray's Inn Rd.. London, W.C.1.
(WI.Inventor's

Free Illustrated Leaflet on request.

LOWER PRICE

[1774

House, London.

contact with every type

Price J

Seeks

A SSISTANT Manager, 23 salesman and -general
repair, instal sets anti eliminators, knowledge
German, drive. car, excellent references,- seeks as representative or in shop. Hennings, 35,- Ayrsome Rd.,

silient socket grips the
plug, is the only means
of obtaining perfect

device gives certain pushpull contact. Impossible

Engraved.

in.

7 1.1.

,

socket with wire fixing

11640

-

Berth, electrical, wireless,
business, practical knowledge.[1714
Ryall, 42, Dewhurst Rd., West Kensington.

PANEL portion 4d.

" TELEVISION-- To -day and - To -morrow," the corn1 plete authorised book on transmission and reception (Baird. Experimental). By S. A. Moseley and
from
H. Barton. Chapple. Fully illustrated. 7/6 net,
a bookseller, or Pitman's, Parker St., hingsway,
11144

W.C.2.

SOVEREIGN
WIRE WOUND
RESISTANCES
WOUND astatically to avoid

WIRELESS AS A CAREER.
FULL TRAINING FOR POST MASTER
AND
GENERAL'S CERTIFICATE

STATION ENGINEER'S 'WORK.

Complete Marconi equipment including
Auto -alarm. Modern laboratories. Low
Fees. Prospectus free. Apply:

TECHN ICAL COLLEGE, PARK ST., HULL.

back coupling, with silk
covered wire in a sectionalised

manner on a bakelite former. The
value of all resistances is guaran,
teed within 5% of stated figures.

PRICES INCLUDING -BASE:
1,000 to 3,000 ohms 5/- each.
4,000 to 40,000

-

41-

each.

50,000 ohms 5/- each. 60,000 ohms

6/- each. 75,000 ohms 7/- each.
100,000 ohms -8,'- each.
Any
resistance can be supplied without
holder at List price less if-.

even more economical

Now Columbia Radio Batteries cost
less you get even more for your
money. The Columbia 4780 (60 volts
Ask your dealer to show you.
Triple Capacity) is the world's most. SOVEREIGN Rheostats. Wave Traps. Potentiometers.
economical battery. Throughout its Dual -Range Coils. Potential. Dividers. Screened Grid
long life it gives you a constant flow Coils. High -Frequency Chokes. Wire Wound Resistances.
of smooth, even power. And better Compression -Type Condensers.
radio; radio pure, balanced and
entirely trouble -free. Ask your dealer Illustrated leaflet describing these products free
upon request.
for Columbia 4780.
For large Sets employing power valves, Columbia..
RIT
"Layerbilt "-truly a battery and a half. No. 4486,'
45 volts ..

..

..

..

For 2- or 3 -Valve Sets, Columbia No. 4721 ..

For Portables Columbia No. 4755, 99 volts
Columbia Grid Bias Battery 9 volts, No. 4756

24/ -

10/6

Columbia
RABIlO BATTERIES

18/ 2/ -

J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House, 15 Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.
Scotland: J. T. Cartwright, 3 Cadogan St., Glasgow.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

liuÍunmlWlWSnS

O'

Northampton Polytechnic Institute,
ST. JOHN STREET, E.C.1.

A Course of Five Lectures on

MODERN ACOUSTICS
will be given by

A. H. DAVIS, ESQ., D.Sc.

(National Physical Laboratory),
On Wednesdays, at 8 p.m., commencing
October 29th, 1930.
The. course includes consideration of methods of

measurement, analysis and reproduction of sound, and
the acoustics of buildings.

Fee for the Course, 51-.

61331111111111110111

.. ..,

GN

o- Illlnuuuumnlll

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LTD.,
52-59, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1.
Telephone: Clcrkrnteell 9515.

SPECIAL
TRANSFORMERS!
Our winding machinery and technical knowledge

le at your, disposal whether

are a home
constructor; retailer, wholesaler you
or manufacturer.
We can deal with transformers with
any
input, or
any number of outputs. Let us have your enquiries.
ELLISON
MANFO.. CO., LTD.. DRAGON
WORKS, HARROGATE.

Mention of " The Wireless World," :then writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MEIAL

cAaINErs
DO NOT MISS THE

RECOMMEN DE D BY
WESTI NGHOUSE

98NEW

HALL

MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIB'N

In their

Oct. 8th to 18th.

CABINETS and
ELIMINATOR CASES-

'All -metal
Way 1931"

made to customers' own design. Send
sketch for` estimate,

AS SUPPLIED TO MOST OF
THE LEADING RADIO FIRMS.

ELECTRICALLY

SEALED CABINETS-

WORLD"

THE REGENTSTAT

Artistic finishes in WALNUT. ROSEWOOD, JACOBEAN, IMITATION

Extract from " The All Metal Way 1931."
The " Regentstat " variable

to all "WIRELESS
SPECIFICATIONS.

FINISHESLEATHER and CRYSTALLINES.

wire -wound resistance offers
advantages not obtainable

RITHERDON ds Co. Ltd.

Metal Workers, North Bridge MillsBOLTON (Deansgate).

'Phone: 1024.

THE NEW REGENTSTAT
Totally wire -wound.

THE DIX-ONEMETER

Resistance value ranging from
500 ohms to r8o,000 ohms.
In two types.
Prices 9/6 and 11/6.

It has Two Clear Scales with Mirror for Accurate
Reading : only 6 Terminals, but 50 Ranges.

FOR
NOVICE

NOW
ONLY

50/-

FORMERS AND POWER
CHOKES are specified in

every circuit. Regentone
Mains Units are made in
compliance with the first

Test
Booklet

meter worth

£10

Free.

MIKES
Everyone with a valve set will find our Microphones of
great use and interest and we stock a wide range of Best
British from 1/- to £20. A very sensitive pendant model in
cast aluminium case with brass front and flex cord is only 4/6

No. 10 Pulpit Mike, 12/6. Special Public Address Broadcast Mike, 51in. dia., 651-. 'transformers, 3/6, 5/-, 7/6 and
10.'-. For Portable and Mains Amplifiers for Mike work, see
our new Sale List just out.
METERS, Portable or Switchboard, tin. to Sin. dia., all
ranges. RELAYS for battery or mains to control anything.
Receivers at Bargain Prices, from an enclosed Crystal Set at
3/11 to a Super Set.
DYNAMOS from 4 volts to 4,000 volts. ALTERNATORS

with the fixed type where it
is not possible to calculate
the resistance with reasonable accuracy. It is particularly useful where a fine
adjustment of the voltage
is required as in the case of
a screen grid potentiometer
tapping, etc.

REGENTONE TRANS-

or

EXPERT.

A remarkably
low price for a

i
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IN EVERY CIRCUIT

"ALL -METAL STAND"

No.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

REGENTONE
POWER TRANSFORMERS

for Westinghouse Metal Rectifier;

Prices 12/6 to 35/-.

recommendation of the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
They are built by specialists
with six years' experience in
mains radio. They give you

better, cheaper radio, more

reliable and more convenient.

Write for FREE Art Booklet giving full particulars of
Regentone Products.

to 500 cycles. MOTOR -GENERATORS, both D.C. and A.C.
SWITCRGEAR for all work. Charging Panels and
Chargers for any mains.

All at wonderfully low prices which wil I be appreciated
when you see our new Sale List, sent on application.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
'Phone: City 0191.

Regent Radio Supply Co., 21, Bartlett's Bldgs., Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4.
Tel.: Central 8745 (5 lines).
A47
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Ready Radio
Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd.
Regent Radio Supply Co.
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R.I., Ltd:
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Ritherdon & Co., Ltd.'
Rothermel Corporation, Ltd. (i:lectradl
Rothermel Corporation, Ltd
Saxon Radio Co.
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34
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Jackson Bros.
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Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.
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.
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32
25
16
35
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32
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'MULTUM /N PARVO

THE SMALL UNIT WITH THE
POWERFUL, YET MELODIOUS VOICEThis new Unit is proving an astounding success. Everyone is
delighted-and our sales prove it ! Thousands sold ! Small in
size-yet Volume has not been sacrificed.
Its compactness has a
special appeal to the users of Portable Sets. As an example of
sterling quality and value, it dominates anything else in its class.

A TRIAL WILL PROVE OUR CLAIMS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers :-

THE

SHEFFIELD
SHEFFIELD

MAGNET
CO.,
ENGLAND

t

Cables & 'Grams: Magnet 20866 Sheffield.

STAND

COME AND

INSPECT THEM-

'Phone: 20866 Sheffield.

MANCHESTER

NO.RADIO
EXHIBITION

The SKYLARK COMPLETE

in strikingly attractive cabinet, 2'7 6
es illustrated.

Postage 2/6

on the Stand of JOHN MOORES & CO.

The 1930®

EVERYMAN FOUR
Still the World's most efficient General

Purpose Set.

Send for Catalogue.

MANUFACTURERS OF
METAL CABINETS
METAL CHASSIS

ELIMINATOR CASES - SCREENING BOXES
Experts in Wood Finishes on METAL.
CRYSTALLISING AND CRINKLE FINISHES
A SPECIALITY.

All

Classes

of

Stove enamelling.

Trade enquiries invited.

RIGEY & WOOLFENDEN
Milnrow Road, ROCHDALE.

'Phone: 2948.

"RED DIAMOND"
TRADE.

"'SWITCHES

ARE
YOU ON D.C.?
If so you can make
your set a
MAINS Receiver
for

RED DIAMOND NEW PATTERN SWITH

most marvellous
Eliminator.
Output 130-160 m/m
A

"DEAD"

RE C.F

SPINDLES.

ter any set 1.10 valves.

AS SPECIFIED FOR USE IN

18

"FERRANTI'S" NEW CHARTS

different H . T
Tappings at Id. per
week.

RD 47 3 point 1/6, by post 119
RD 49 2
1/3,
1/6

Charges your accumulator. Improves set
50%.
Perfect ite-

productfon and No

Of all high-class Radio

Rum whatever.

Dealers, or Sole Makers:

FULLY
GUARANTEED.

JEWEL PEN Co., Ltd.
(Radio Dept' 44a, 21-22, Great

Sutton St., LONDON, E.C.1

SOLE AGENTS:

E. FDAROUSSI,

10, Featherstone

Bldgs., High

Holborn, W.C.I.

'Phone: Chancery 7010

ó

Prices from 21/ -

(c) Rotary Con,crtcr, I n'- 'C, rating Sou
to x,000 watts, for standard inputs. Can
be supplied for any intermediate voltage
with correspondingly lower outputs.
Price £23 10s. Od. including starter and
enclosed heavy duty Transformer for output Voltage regulation. Approximate
weight of converter, 15o lb.

supplying A.C. Valves.
upwards.

ing Valves and Metal Rectifiers full and
half -wave, including L.T. windings for

(h) A small Power Transformer for supply-

(a) A small type smoothing Choke for
smoothing Rectified Output from Valve
and Metal Rectifiers, made in various
capacities. Prices from 15/- upwards.

te

Oil and air insulated.
Con-

Technical
Dept.

will

be

Sheepcote

"Drawbench, B'ham."

Telegrams

BIRMINGHAM

Holborn

2072.

(D.C. to A.C.) for Radio & Gramophone Equipment

BAYLISS ROTARY CONVERTERS

Tblephone No.:

London Agents:
A. F. BULGIN & CO., Ltd., 9-11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, LONDON, E.C.4

Mid. 1409

Telephone:

Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office, Colonial Governments, etc.

required.

ful information and help where

show our products, and give use-

where we can demonstrate and

pleased to advise and give assistance where possible to retailers,
service agents and others who care
to avail themselves of this.
We invite members of the Trade
to our Audition room at any time,

Our

Test sheets, etc., are issued with
each component where required,
indicating its performance under
final test, which are guaranteed.

from low voltage storage batteries.

Rotary Converters for operating

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD.

verting equipment for operating
Radio receiving sets as distinct
from Audio amplifiers only, and

etc.

etc., to to K.V.A., all types of
smoothing chokes, reactances,

We manufacture Transformers up
to 130,000 Volts, oil insulated, for
Testing purposes, pressure testing
outfits, self-contained apparatus
for testing overhead porcelain insulators, etc., general Testing
Transformers for the Electrical
Trade; Converters, Generators,

equipment.

The illustrations show a few of
our various types of Electrical

FOR THE MAINS

-

(f) B. "hype Rotary Converter, maximum
rating 4mo watts, designed for operating
Audio frequency amplifiers and general
purposes. Price £12 10s. Od.

a capacity suitable for Power amplifiers,
etc., requiring anode voltages up to 500 at
2oo-z50 M.A., with corresponding L.T.
range. Prices from £5 5s. Od. each.

(c) A lamer -ice "titan.b,ruirr than (d) with

(d) a pall power Tramformer where somewhat larger outputs are required than our
smallest type (b). Prices from 35/- each.

BAYLISS TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES, Etc.

Iv.
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2 volt
4 volt
6 volt

-

-

OCTOBER IS"fH, IQ;».

P.M. 251
P.M. 254
P.M. 256
61 256A

Price 13/6 each.
A low impedance valve for use as the output valve in battery -operated receivers, type
P M. 252 is the " super -power " valve of the Mullard 2 -volt range. The large permissible
grid swing permits the valve to handle big signal voltages while as a result of its low
impedance (2,600 ohms) and excellent mutual conductance (2.1 milliamps per volt) it will
give a large undistorted output sufficient for operating the average domestic speaker or
radio gramophone.
The P.M. 252 is very economical in operation, the filament consumption being only 0.3 amp
at 2 -volts. It can therefore be employed in portable receivers without imposing too great
a load upon the low tension accumulator.

Mallard
THE MASTER VALVE

Advt.:

The

Mullard Wireless Service

Co.

Ltd.,

Mullard House, Charin;

Cross

Road,

London,

IV .C.2
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Write for Free Literature
on "Alt -Electric Radio"
and details of Easy Payments to E. K. Cole, Ltd.,

Dept. W, "Ekco"Works,
Southend-on-Sea.
.:.

...J_iF. - a .0 , t..._._n...a....

The best
BLUE SPOT'S
MASTERPIECE
Eliminators,
The best
Mains sets,
1

Use HYDRA
CONDENSERS
LOUIS HOLZMAN, LTD.,
37, NEWMAN STREET, W.1.
Telephone : Museum 2641.

No. 582.

Vol. XXVII.

No. 17.

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the United Kingdom
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RELIABLE RECTIFYING
VALVES
Philips manufacture rectifying valves for voltages up to 4,000

and all currents up to 40 amps. Over a hundred types are

specially manufactured for use in all -electric receivers, FI.T.

supply units, battery chargers, for all of which absolutely
reliable rectifying valves are essential.
Type 1821 (shown above) is a full -wave rectifier with a
maximum anode voltage of 25o and gives an output of 6o m/A.
The filament takes a current of r amp. at 4 volts.

Price 17/6
Full details of complete range are available on request.

PHILIPS
RECTIFYING
VALVES
Made by
manufacturers of the famous Philips Argenta
the

electric

all -electric radio receivers, commercial and
industrial fittings, and neon signs.

lamps,

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., PHILIPS HOUtE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE MASTERPIECE

OF THE SEASON

Never before has such exceptional value

I

576
WITHOUT VALVES.

been offered in the Radio World. Designed,

constructed and finished in the inimitable

THE

BurTon way, you cannot buy a battery
receiver which will give such wonderful
results as the BurTon Empire Two. Tuning is effected by a drum drive condenser,

BURTON

combined with a volume control. Two
push-pull switches are fitted for changing

wave range and turning "on and off."
Contained in handsome moulded Bakelite
Cabinet.

EMPIRE TWO

C. F. & H. BURTON
at

.

.. Ask your dealer to sho'.'

you the Burton Empire Two.

PROGRESS WORKS

. .

WALSALL, ENG.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Creators of High Grade Precision Condensers
EXPERTS USE CYLDON
CYLDON Condensers cost more, but many outstanding
constructional features amply justify it. Their mechanical
fitness for the function they perform in the efficient

working of receivers is designed down to the smallest detail.
As a 'moving part' brought into action each time a set is tuned,
condensers should be of the highest constructional merit.
CYLDON attains it to a measure of success reached by no
other condenser in the world. Build with CYLDON.
CYLDON CONDENSERS

ARE OFTEN SPECIFIED

STG 23 Twin '0003 30,STG 33 Triple '0003 46/6
*STG 45 Four '0055 65/STG 43 Four '0003 65/* Specified in the WIRELESS WORLD FOUR.
STG'25 Twin '0005 30/STG 35 Triple 'C005 46/6

'

The small illustration shows the

CYLDON Air -Dielectric Difie ential Condenser-the o'ly Air dielectric condenser in its class. Air
spacing is better than interleaving.
Ask your dealer for prices.

®SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS LTD., CYLDON WORKS,
SARNESFIELD ROAD,
MIDDLESEX.
ENFIELD,

DC

to

Tele:
Enfield
2071/2

FIVE YEARS GUARANTEE

DC

TJOR RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS,
RADIOGRAMS requiring 300 v.

D.C.

TO

D.C.

120 m.a., 400 v. 150 m.a., 500 v.
100 m.a., etc.

M -L D.C. to D.C. Rotary
Transformers operate from

12 v. to 200 v. and are suitfor Public Address

able

work, large country house

installations, ships, installations in D.C. Districts.

FREE !
"The Book of
the M -L Rotary
Transformer, "
which describes

all machines of
our manufacture.

Write to -day.

M -L MAGNETO SYND. LTD.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone: 5001

Contractors to the Air Ministry,
The British Broadcasting Corporation, The General Post Office,
Marconiphone, The Gramophone Co.
Ltd., etc., etc.

Godbold,,

i dy

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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9ye

EVERYTHING,out9.6 e ELECTRICAL
aVnnice

3 VALVE ALL ELECTRIC

for ACMahs- equal to
many five valve receivers
that cost twice as much

N COMPARABLE

II IN

PERFORMANCE

AND PRICE

vak

tslIbt
Built in accordance with
the recommendations of
the Institute of Electrical

WITH OSRAM VALVES
AND ROYALTY

Engineers.

Here is an- entirely new conception of radio value
----delightful,- eloquent broadcast reception from
the new GECoPHONE All -electric Three -Valve
Receiver for A.C. Mains-a set priced so low that
all previous standards of -value are swept aside
Here is the last word in trouble -free radio -from -the -

HIRE PURCHASE

You can either buy this receiver for
Cash (£18) or Hire Purchase-£1. 16.0
deposit,

£1.8.4.

12

monthly

payments

of

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY
The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

mains --a set that will give you long range and

WEOSH0NC

sensitive, selective reception with surprising volume

Please send particulars of the CECoPHONE

and, purity-all for £i8 -t3 -o including OSRAM
VALVES. Indeed a set to be proud of --in its
handsome case of black relieved with old gold.
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

3 -Valve All -Electric Receiver.

Name
Address
tv.w.

Otee out coupon and haste on post card or enclose in
unsealed envelop.. Italfpenny postage in either case.

Adel. of The General Electric. Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.z.
Advertisements for "-The Wireless Wev ' are only accepted from nuns we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Telephone :-FRANKLIN 6355

14 and 17, STRUTTON GROUND, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1
BARGAINS.

BARGAINS.

PYE ELIMINATORS. Imput 200/250 volts, output
130 volts 20 M.A. fitted with Westinghouse metal
rectifier, list price 6 Gns., clearance price, brand new
in original box, 3 Gns.

BURGOYNE BIJOU 5 -VALVE PORTABLE SETS.
Fitted with Mullard Valves, good quality with the very
best results. List price 16 Gns., our clearance price,
complete working, £7 10s., carriage 3/6.

BARGAINS.
MACKIE AND B.T.H. H.T. and L.T. double
Generators, outputs 6/12 volts, 3 to 5 amps at L.T.
end and 200 to 400 volts, 100 milliamps at H.T. end,
ready smoothed, suitable for charging station and

Bankrupt McMICHAEL DIMIC FOUR V. SETS, in oak power amplifiers, 40/Universal A.C. or D.C., various voltages, 50, cabinet complete with valves and batteries, £7 10s., R.A.F. 2 VALVE TRANSMITTING SETS, TELE100, 200 to 250, complete with turntable, list £6, our list price £21.
PHONY, containing tuning modulation transformer,
price.45/-.
M.L. MOTOR D.C. CONVERTERS, imput 200/250 chokes, condensers, wire wound leak, control panel
output 500 volts, 100 M.A. D.C. List £14, to clear with 0-5 aerial ammeter and condensers, all contained
PETO RADFORD ACCUMULATORS, having volts,
in portable carrying case, brand new, worth pounds,
the very latest improved type plates at nearly half list £5 each.
to clear 15/- each.

B.T.H. GRAMOPHONE MOTORS.
stock.

price, type P.C. 2 volt 20/40 amps., 6/6, post 6d. ; B.T.H. MOTOR CONVERTERS, D.C. Brand
2 volt 30/60 amp., 7/9, post 9d. ; 2 volt 40/80 amp. new, imput 12/20 volts, output 300/500 volts, 100 M.A. DYNAMOS. New condition, shunt wound, charging,
9/-, post 1/-; 2 vdlt 50/100 amp., 11/.. All guar- D.C., knock out price, all guaranteed with smoothing Newton, ball bearings, 50/70 volt 20 amp., 100/150
anteed brand new goods.

volt 20 amp. and 200 volt 15 amp., £10 each.

condenser, 45/- each.

Newton

50/70 27 amp., £11. Siemens 50/70 volt 20 amp., £9,
PETO RADFORD ACCUMULATORS, FITTED C.A.V. SHUNT WOUND CHARGING DYNA- also a large stock of A.C.
D.C. motors, regulators,
WITH LATEST TYPE GRAVITY FLOATS, MOS. 4 pole, ball bearings, output 30 volts 10 amps. resistances, - switchgear,and
and all fittings. We
nearly half list price, the floats are calibrated to link or 12/15 volts, 20amps., price 45/- guaranteed, automatic will quote you for anything cutouts
you may require, by return.

or rise according to the density of the acid in the cells,
making it easy to ascertain the exact state of the charge.
2 volt 20/40 amp., 7/9, post 6d. ; 2 volt 30/60 amp.,
9/6, post 9d. ; 2 volt 40/80, 11/-, post 1/-;
2 volt
50/100 amp., 12/6, post I/-, all guaranteed new goods.
In the case of 4 or 6 volts required, double or treble
above prices.

WESTON AND TURNER'S MOVING COIL

METERS (ex Government). Thermo coupled
Ammeters, 11 amp., 22/6.- Milliameters, all ranges
0-25, 0-50, 0-100, etc., 20/-, post 9d., also a quantity of
combined reading meters.

TRUPHONIC, transportable cases, beautifully french
polished in oak or mahogany, silk lined, fret front, size
16x 14x8in., genuine bargains, 10/6 each, post 9d.

cutout to suit, 10/.'.

GOODS IN STOCK. Sensitive microMEGGERS, OHMETERS. Hand generator, beauti- OTHER
phone Buttons, 9d. each ; altitude meters, would make
fine barometers. 7/6 ; 30 amp. quick break knife
BROWN'S MAHOGANY CABINET LOUD switches, 2/- each ; Lighting flex, 2/- per dozen yards,
SPEAKERS, list price 6 Gns., clearance price 45/-. lead in rubber covered, 1/6 per dozen ; Marconi Zenite
Brand new in original carton.
Resistances, 2,500 ohms, 2/6 ; Sterling Spark Trans7/6 R.A.F. Morse practice outfits, having a
LABORATORY BRIDGE CONDENSERS; ex mitters,
key and high grade buzzer, 4/6, post 9d ; FultoNaval, in teak case, with bridge 8 various condenser, heavy
graph
instruments,
containing relay, choke transtotal capacity 31 M.F. 2,000 volt. Any combination of
and moving coil meter, all new, 10/6, post 1/-;
capacities can be obtained by these, List £8, to former
Electric
Fires,
20/.
each
; Officers' heavy brass table
clear 20/-.
oil lamps, brand new, 10/6; real hide portable cases,
DUPLEX HIGH GRADE GALVANOMETERS. standard size, 17/6, post 1/-; mains resistances for
Makers, Pye, G.E.C., Silvertown, etc., new condition. output control for eliminators, list 12/6, to clear 4/6 ;
List £6, to clear, guaranteed, 7/6, post 9d. Duplex K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, all new, 1/9; ex Government
Morse Keys, 7/6.
Binoculars, in leather cases, brand new, 27/6.
ful scale 250-500 volts, brand new, £9 10s.

ILIFFE

The

WiTCI@SS
.DICaVIEwWorld
DIARY FOR 1931
"The Wireless World" Diary for 1931, now in its
seventh year of publication, contains 79 pages of
facts, figures and explanations to which wireless

amateurs constantly refer, together with ample
space for memoranda and notes" relating to individual sets and other radio matters.
The only Diary published compiled by the staff

& SONS
PRICE
1/6
BY POST

Symbols in common use. Useful Formula. A series of Abacs
Copper Wire Tables. Conversion Tables. Symbols used in Wireless
Diagrams. Typical wireless Receivers, with circuit diagrams, Coils
and H.F. Transformers. Summary of Amateur Licence Regulations.
Broadcasting Stations of Europe. Principal Shortwave Broadcasting Stations of the World. National prefixes of Amateur
Stations. Morse Code. Inductance of coils wound with ten turns
per centimeter. Valve Data. Practical Hints and Tips.

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED
DORSET HOUSE

TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

also publish

-for the
Motorist

c/

1/7

DIARY FOR

From all Booksellers

and

1931

and Stationers or

direct from the
Publishers.

.

-for the
Motor cyclist

Strongly bound in

WORVCLZ
DIARY FOR

cil in binding edge,

1931

of " The Wireless World."

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS

LIMITED

dark blue cloth, penround corners, gilt

edges, marbled end

EACH

size 31 by 41 inches,

PRICE 1/6

papers, no pages,

from all Booksellers and
Stationers or
I/p by post direct from the
publishers.

Mention of " The Wireless World," wlftif citing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention
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15 to 2,000 metres.

Receivers.
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SHORT WAVE KIT

1

i
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,.e
`
'
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'

'
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Sole
Distributors

Y

.

FiF r íi

1.

",;%.;40!.., X..1,...`4.

Price á11.11s.

ÉMPIBE LINK

,`Í

:-.r.,..4,',' ;'
va

if you have never before built the very simplest of

By building It yourself you save pounds.

(or 12 monthly payments of 21,'-)
Write for full details and constructional plans of the

,'r1-.?..V:,,
,,,t...a

Ready Radio (R. R. Ltd.), 159, Borough High St., London Bridge,

;1 le+Vtii-y:
4,s',tt`a

tl+i.3YA1 ;!'4" IwT-

e will
uy your old
adlo SeF
131

loud -speaker

strength, it also opens the door to a new World of radio.
The " Empire Link " is supplied in Kit form and comprises a handsome
art metal cabinet with all components, coils for all wavelengths, set of
three British valves, connecting links, tools, plans and complete instructions for building and operating. No soldering required.
Construction is so simple that you can undertake it with complete

t

.,}.

r

Besides enabling you to receive the ordinary stations

with which you are familiar, at beautifully toned full

..,i'-`

.
M114 (,Y

i

list of over 70 Short Wave stations in all parts of the World.
The " Empire Link " Short Wave Receiver covers all wavelengths from

confidence even

..

Yr

from from in$.erferenoe as clearly as you can hear your

Pittsburg - Schenectady - Manila - Bangkok Eindhoven-New York-Sydney-Nairobi-these and many others can
be tuned in at full loud -speaker strength,
" World Radio " gives a

141

1

Short Wave Stations are so efficient that programmes from the other
side of the World can be listened to at full loud -speaker strength,
own local station.

...

y..!,`'Yi
'y _
..{

WHY NOT LISTEN TO THE SHORT
WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD ?

To

L`* >'`''f1

E. I.

]J
b

'Phone: Hop 5555. 'Grams: --Readirad, Sedist

i' i

t.

.1

.

,

.'.

N,

Ready Radio (R. R. Ltd.), 159, Borough High St., London Bridge, S.E.1
I wish to purchase one of your new x931
"Empire Link" Short Wave Kits for which
I enclose

(a) 11 guineas for complete Kit
(b) £10:3:6 for complete Kit (except
for valves)

Please send ins free of charge complete

constructional details and particular

o

(c) Your Part Exchange System
'(d) Your Hire Purchase Terms

(Cross old whichever of the above does not apply)

NAME
ADDRESS
NOTE :-Part Exchange does not apply to Sire Purchase System.

J osd

Tlp

'/.

:

`ü: %. ' 4.
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Non -inductive

Condensers
the Latest
T C C

Allother TriumDh
for
the metallurgical

marvel of the Nickel Age in Radio
the

Development

" All that is modern in Radio Practice
has been brought together and embodied
in this receiver."
"Wireless IVor(d " October r

lh.

r

o.

WIRELESS WORLD

RADIO GRAMOPHONE
includes the R.I.

"HYPERMU" & "PENTOMITE't
The fact that these components were specially chosen for inclusion
in the circuit is proof positive of their efficiency, more so in view of
the statement in last week's " Wireless World " that although the
article was written long before the Show it was not published until
it was absolutely certain that the components setected were the
most up-to-date and efficient for their purpose.

40

HYPERMU
n

40 by 00 0509000

300

300

The famous L.F. Inter valve Transformer with
the nickel alloy core,
which gives exceptionally high permeability.

500

WAVELENGTH IN METRES
NEW PATT:TC.C. NON -INDUCTIVE CONDENSE

OLD PATT: T.0 C. CONDENSER

Inductance primary 85 henries.
Resistance primary D.C.1,400 ohms.
Resistance secondary D.C. 8,000 ohms.
Ratio 4 to 1.

21/-

Here's the latest T. C.C. develop-

ment -a Non -Inductive Condenser at no extra cost. The
advent of the Screened Grid
Valve has emphasized the need

for a condenser having the
minimum of impedance in
order that small high frequency currents maybe readily
passed. How the new T.C.C.

NonInductive Condenser
achieves this result is shown
on the curve above. The
ordinary 1 mfd. condenser has

a resonant paint at about 900

metres whereas in the new

T.C.C. Non - Inductive Condenser this has been reduced
to nearly 500 metres. Be wise :
always use

PENTOMITE
Available in all capacities from -005 mfd. to 2
mfds. from all wireless
shops.

The above illustration.
shoes the T.C.C. 2 mfds.
Non -Inductive Condenser in moulded case 410.

Telegraph Condenser
Co., Ltd., N. Acton, W.3

The exceptionally high
inductance values of
this smoothing and output choke is due to use
of the nickel alloy core.
Resistance D.C. 430 ohms.
Inductance 60 henries at 10 milliamperes.
Maximum D.C. 75 milliamperes.
Inductance 45 henries at 50 milliamperes.

21/ Write for leaflets giving full des-

cription of the R.I. nickel alloy

components - also

complete

catalogue.

S

Always ahead

S

in' i'1IiÍÍÍiIí"jPCondenser

Design
MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY,

6.4;,,,

Mention of

V6427

CROYDON.

The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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BRITISH
PRODUCT

BLUE SPOT'SQ5"
MASTERPIECE
TINE 13RIIIlH FUJI .CNT COMFANY LT®.

BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1.
'Phone: CLERKENWELL 3570.
'Grams: "BLUOSPOT, SMITH, LONDON."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) LTD., 100, London Road,
Sheffield; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 183, George Street, Glasgow.
r32
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A Perfect
ersecz

Combination

TS

TYP

LEWC03

REG?
TRANSFORMFR

The LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE and L.F.
TRANSFORMER PROVIDE PERFECT RECEPTION
LEWCOS L.F. TRANSFORMER.-Treble notes respond admirably,
while the bass notes are reproduced with an effect more nearly approaching

the true musical tones than is possible with the majority of makes. A
feature of the L.F. Transformer is the provision of a Centre -Tapping on
the secondary winding which renders it adaptable for push-pull amplification. Scientific research, finest materials and sound workmanship make the
L.F. Transformer a worthy addition to the Lewcos range.

;o1)>,;

LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE.-Tested

Lewcos
Transformer.

values of the Lewcos H.F. Choke : Self-

Ref. L.F.T5.

capacity-1 .62 micro-microfarads (N.P.L.
test). Natural Wavelength -5,200 metres
(tested with Moullin voltmeter). These

Price
Ratio 1-5. Ref .L.F.T5.25/-

Ratio i-3,Ref.L.F.T3.20/-

figures give assurance that there will be a
minimum amount of H.F. Leakage through
self -capacity, while the position of the ter-

minals, one at the top of the coil and the
other at the base, is arranged so as to
eliminate the risk of additional self -capacity
in the wiring of the receiver.

LEWCOS H.F.
CHOKE
20-2oon metres.
Price 7/9,

TE
t4arcia

Coloured Connecting Wire

in so ft. coils.
I'rice 6d, per coil.

Radio Products
or

otter

reception

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
Dublin,
Stocks held at the following Branches ; Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff,
Leeds, Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, London.

TRADERS ONLY!
Your 1931 " Year Book " will
be PUBLISHED SHORTLY
" THE Wireless & Gramophone Trader ' Year Book & Diary' "
cuts out wasted time and worry ; provides the information
you want as to stocks and trade suppliers ; answers the technical

problems that customers raise and, in short, gives you in

readily accessible form an answer to each of the hundred and
one problems that arise in everyday
trading. The book is strongly bound in

BRIEF OUTLINE
OF CONTENTS.
Trade Lists of Manufacturers'
Factors'
names and addresses arranged
alphabetically and territorially.
Classified Buying Guide to Wire-

names and addresses.

less and Gramophone goods and
their suppliers. Lists of proprietary
names of Wireless and Gramophone
goods.

covers and the 1931 edition,
thoroughly revised, will be ready shortly.

cloth

HUNDREDS OF REVISIONS

& ADDITIONS-ORDER
YOUR COPY TO -DAY!

PRICE per copy

post 5/6 free

(To subscribers to " The
Wireless & Gramophone

Trader," 3'6 post free).

Special Feature included for
first time in 1931 edition:SERVICE & TECHNICAL

"THE WIRELESS & GRAMOPHONE TRADER"

Service methods; Elementary principles; equipment;
fault-finding in installations,
accessories and receivers;
and circuit analysis.

St. Bride's House, Salisbury Sq., Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

DATA, giving practical

YEAR BOOK & DIARY,
'Phone: Central 7713 (9 lines).

Mention of " The Wireless World," w son writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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From 15/- upwards.

Nonsense? No! An accurate description
of the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, which

is,

in effect, a Diode Valve of very low impedance,
having

a

cold cathode of inestimable life.

In this respect
THE

c]WESTINGMOUSEl»

METAL RECTIFIER
Send 3d. stamp for
The All -Metal Way

is unique.

1931," now enlarged

to 4o pages, a valuable book for mains
users,giving circuits,

technical instruction,

and compo-

nents for all types
of A.C. Units.
B5

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N. 1.
Telephone: NORTH 2415.

Advertisements for " The Wireless .i irld " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliabl4
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AVAILABLE

r

JN

FOR ALL VOLTAGES

NO HUM

Ask for
Complete List.

NO ATTENTION.

brown

Rich

The Eliminators
for super -power.
AFP (illustrated)

crystalline finish

metal cases.

incorporates full wave
Westing-

Complete with
flex and adaptor,
and fully guaran-

house Metal
Rectifier. AH and

AP employ full-

teed for 12

rectification.

service.

months' perfect

wave valve

HEAVY DUTY A.C. MODELS.
Model.

A.F.P.
A.H.
A.P.

ba° 1;be9

4

&

var.
var.
var.

3

Volts
var.

-114°%1
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" WIRELESS WORLD FOUR"
Price £ 2 . 5 .
MODEL "34"

oo°eoLts9

5

`,10".1/2

rI,Lf''^
4=

7

Model " 35"
Specified in Oct. 15th issue

m

.S.`l
YgM1c4

7

d.

& 5, Godwin Street, Bradford.

coo'
t10°0 e05eYd-ati2'eons9
a,,,s.°
9 g,4`a et C°
t
jo 3S\
'
P 7\ Test
Toe

`)%%x

s.

7 17
5 10

zoo
120
zoo

CO.2, Coleman Street,London,E.C.2

Capa LS{o1

Al

,

PRICES

4

Volts £

&
TRANSFORMERS
Designed for "Wireless World" Circuits

r6
';,,,-ti

ni$qo e°t.p

ta51

04

4
4

2

Volts

MAINS

es.

s fi

75
75
75

Send for Particulars of our Special Agency Scheme.

0(0
ko. 11(1ag$
a e.9

3o
50
6o

J DYSUN
jr

N>11 11,4

olv

r
Output. - Positive
Milliamps Tappings Volt

\

45`,t33e
'',.'0

._

Specified in
June- 25th issue

" BAND PASS
FOUR"

Price £ 2.5.0
MODEL "27"
Specified in
Aug. 13th issue

" REGIONAL

ONE"

Price £ 1.1 0.0
Please state- voltage
and frequency of
supply mains.
Manufactured by

RICH & BUNDY,
LTD.,

13, New Road,

Ponders End,
Middlesex.

'Phone: Enfield 0777.

City Retail Stockist :
E. G. WOOD,

2, Queen Street, 1..0.4.
'Phone: Cray 5165.
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POWER GRID
DETECTION.
L2 1 0 Power grid detection
has been proved tq

give far better quality than the
anode bend method while being
at the same time considerably
more sensitive. Rectification is
linear, providing the correct values
of grid condenser and leak are
used. Get full details from the

'Wireless Worldt, for May 7th,
1930 and try it out with the Mazda
1-210-orao of the best, valves for
the purpose.
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EDtSOa SWAN ELECTRIC

t:, n. ud .. .li 1auum nptlx brnish Tharruon-#louuan Co.. Ltd,
Radio (Jirision:
la P:awtnaa'. Street, Oxiorc! Street, W.1
,4iihwr'oomi'rn all the Principal Towns
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IT GRIPS THE
COYER

TOO

REPROflUCERS

Guaranteed to grip any battery

socket, the Belling -Lee Wander
Plug also makes an exceptionally
neat connection. It grips the
whole flex, copper, rubber and
braiding, putting an end to frayed,
straggling ends. No tools are re-

How often have you wished
for an R.K. which would work
without extra power ? Now

quired. Having bared the wire

for three quarters of an inch,

you can have in-the new
R.K. Permanent Magnet

wind it back tightly over the cover

for about a quarter of an inch;
Then loosen the lower portion of the
plug sufficiently to allow of inserting
the prepared end of the flex into the
hole provided in the side. Tighten

Model. Just connect it to your

set and it will give
you reproduction of
the tone and quality

up again-that's all.

Special 'D' section hard -drawn wire prongs.
Hand engraved-r2 letterings to choose ,,D.

Write for Free Belling -Lee Handbook

Radio Connections " (2nd Edition).

R.K. models famous
ever since their intro-

BELLING - LEE BATTERY
CORD, complete with en-

duction.

Mullard Orgola gcircuits)S/ 9

There are two other

Price

from.

which have made
graved wander plugs and spade
terminals 9 -way (for all l

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO, CONNECTION

Aleo made in 6, 6, 7,8 sad 10 wayy
Advt. of Belling & Lee, Md., Queen way Wks., Ponders End., Md.r.

R.K. Reproducers,
both obtainable complete in handsome

cabinets of polished

PRICE

£645

mahogany or
walnut; the Senior with builtoak,

in

Speech
Transformer
151- extra

rectifier for use with A.C.

mains from £20,and the Stan-

dard Senior from £16 16s.,
as well as the Junior Model,
without cabinet, £4 15s., all
of which are obtainable
through your radio dealer.
Ask your dealer for particulars
of hire purchase terms.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
Radio Division:

la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1

IGH
ACUUM

Loewe Radio Resistances never vary. They eliminate crackling
noises and "false fading." Current up to ro watt carried without
appreciable heating or change of resistance value. Elements
independent of applied voltage. Perfectly homogeneous. Values
available from ro,000 ohms to 0o megohms. Complete 1 /C
VV
Retail price
length approx. 1',".
Loewe Radio Condensen safeguard against losses. Dielectric
values 2o,000 megohms. Tested under potential of 40o volts
A.C. Values available from '00(32 M.F. to '005 M.F.

Retail price, 0002 to oor M.F

o02 to '005 M.F.
Complete length approx. xi".

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

i

LOE

EDISWAN... i
{F

$/

1/3

RESISTANCES & CONDENSERS
as specified in" WIRELESS WORLD " FOUR, 15th October.
THE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, London, N.15.

'Phone Tottenham 3910;2.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO LONDON LISTENERS
You would doubtless like to enjoy the advantages of High
Tension Accumulators-and so be spared the expense and
unreliability of Dry Batteries. The problems of initial

cost and re -charging need no longer trouble you. Our
unique service offers you the famous CAV High Tension
Accumulators fully charged and ready for immediate use.

They are delivered to your door (anywhere within 12
miles of Charing Cross) at convenient intervals : and at
an inclusive charge which represents a vast saving over
your present expenditure, and definitely guarantees better
reception than partly discharged Dry Batteries.

Over 10,000 London Listeners testify to the

excellence of this unique High and Low
Tension Accumulator service. Write for inter-

esting Price List NOW.

RADIO SERVICE
(LONDON) LTD.

105/6, Torriano Ave., Kentish Town, N.W.5
Telephone: NORTH 0623.

'EVERYONE interested in the Trend of Motor Car Design for
1931 should get a copy of

The Leading
Motoring Journal

OLYMPIA SHOW

REVIEW NUMBER
The feature of this enlarged issue will be a carefully considered
survey of the tendencies of Car and Bodywork development,

t

written by the technical staff of "The Autocar."
There will also be special articles for owner -drivers to assist
them in the choice of a car.

PRICE 6° Dated OCT.
24
Obtainable everywhere

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

INSIST ON HAVING E P

EF

COL

B

O R
NM
I

E

TR
ES

When Winding
Your Coils
11/40' ° ó 1,1

N

vo`Ny®

CAUSE T L
IT

IS BRITISH MADE & RELIABLE.

ES

LOOK FOR BECOL TRADEMARK.
Sole Manufacturers:

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,

g5
FOR
GREATEST
EFFICIENCY
IN

SINGLE LAYER
WINDINGS

Ribs

shaped to

e

reduce

Contact.

SUPPLIED IN TEN SIZES.

Standard Length is SI X inches,
xa,,,,feca,rea but we can supply ANY LENGTH
up to 36 inches.
ay-

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORMS, Ltd.,
Cheshire.
Hyde
Bio
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writ ng to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.
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HIGH POWER STATIONS
versus

SELECTIVITY
In the Gam-brell All -electric

Three, selectivity has been
achieved without

loss of

quality of reproduction.
Read these remarkable results vide " Wire-

less Trader " test report.

" TOULOUSE was obtained at excellent loud-

speaker strength clear of LONDON REGIONAL,

as well as LANGENBURGH clear of the MIDLAND

REGIONAL, KOENIGSWUSTERHAUSEN clear
of 5XX and RADIO PARIS, a feat not generally -

performed by a set of this nature under these

conditions of test."
" 11 miles from Brookmans Park, using an inside

roof aerial ... it was possible to limit the spread
of both the London Regional and National stations
to 3 degrees on a 100 scale and still obtain them
at good volume. This, of course, represents

extremely good selectivity and sensitivity."
" The tone was found to be well balanced, with a
good bass response and crisp high -frequencies."

THE GAM-BRELL A.C. THREE.

"An outstanding model " for those who enjoy

PUSHPULL

Foreign as well as British programmes.
Several changes of
programme
are
obtainable simply
by using the mains
as aerial.

AMPLIFICATION

PRICES:

Push -Pull amplification with moderate
H.T. Voltages enables you to handle
considerable volume in the output stage
without distortion.

For A.C.: £26. 15.
For D.C.: £24. O.

In this system the output of the receiver is
divided between two valves, or a multiple
of two. The product is combined by
means of a Push -Pull output transformer

scriptive leaflet.

and fed to the speaker. A greatly en-

hanced grid swing is thus permissible and

a correspondingly louder signal can be
handled without harshness or " chatter "
due to overloaded valves.

A descriptive leaflet, W 412, gives full particulars, Transformer details and circuit. It should be in the hands of
everyone interested in the combination of ample volume
and quality reproduction. Ask your dealer or write direct.

FE

ANTI

Write for full de-

11111111111111111111111

I,

111I I i I I11111111111 i 1111
I

There El- now three types of the famous

GAM --13RELL N OVOTONE.
The Novotone is the

only device designed to
compensate perfectly
for the serious losses in
the reproduction of
records. Connected in
any amplifying circuit it

results in reproduction
of " amazing realism."

Type S

for Standard pick-ups £5
Type H

for High resistance pickups - £5
Type J

Possesses all the characteristics of the Type S
but has less overall
amplification - £3 3s.

FERRANTI LTD.

Full descriptive Novotone Folder on request.

Head Office and Works: HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE.
London: Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2.

6, BUCKINGHAM STREET, STRAND, W.C.2.

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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the ParamounL
A.C. Mains Valves
OR all -electric radio of the highest efficiency,

for unfailing reception and a background
of perfect silence-the improved series of
" Marconi " indirectly heated A.C. Mains
Every feature
desirable in modern receivers is included in this rangeValves

stands supreme.

high conductivity, rigid construction, mesh anode to
prevent overheating and grid emission and exceptional
vacuum-each will contribute towards better reception
in your own set. There are types for every receiver.

THE COMPLETE SERIES
AMPLIFICATION
FACTOR

M.S. 4
M.H. 4
M.H.L. 4
M.L. 4

Screen Grid ...
General Purpose
Detector and L.F. Amplifier
Power ...

550
35
20
9

IMPEDANCE

500,000
16,000
8,000
3,000

PRICE

25/15/15/17/6

GXemember !
Marconi Valves are used by The B.B.C., Imperial Airways, Croydon
Control Tower, Metropolitan Police, Trinity House Beacon Stations
and Lightships, Empire Wireless Communications, large Passenger
Liners, &c., &c., because of their longer life, clearer tone, greater
range and volume.

USE THE VALVES THE Experts USE

s
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Servicing

IN May of this year The Wireless World drew attention to the inadequacy of the service side of radio
salesmanship, and pointed out that, after allowing
for outstanding exceptions, the service given by the
average retailer was unfair to the manufacturer as well
as to the buyer.
Since we raised the subject a great deal of progress
been made

Several manufac-

turers have undertaken the training of their service
agents, notably the Gramophone Company and the
Marconiphone Company, whilst at least one school, the
old -established London Telegraph Training College, has
started a special course of instruction intended to cover
this field.
An important contribution towards solving the
problem of service has been made by the Gramophone

Company, who have introduced into their school a

system of coloured wiring, so coded that the dealer who

handles their sets is enabled to
trace every wire without difficulty

by colour. We do not believe
that any monopoly of this idea is
claimed, or that the adoption of

the scheme universally by set
manufacturers would be resented.

We would heartily recommend
that the fullest consideration
should be given by such bodies as
the Radio Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation to the scheme, with the
idea of putting it forward for
adoption by its membership.
Any proposals which may tend
to simplify the problem of servicing should be given the full
13

13

attention which the subject deserves. We believe that
confidence in service after sales can contribute very
largely towards increasing the popularity of ,listening.

Manufacturers, we know, are doing all they can to

eliminate unnecessary servicing by increasing the standard of reliability of their receivers so that after -sales
trouble is reduced to a minimum.
But however perfect the final production of sets may
become, the problem of servicing must, we think, always

remain, for servicing does not mean mer4ly repairing
faults ; it embraces the much larger question of advice
on technical points, on the choice of apparatus associated with the receiver, and effecting improvements by

the substitution of new types of valves or additional
accessories.

Some organisation of service seems to be desirable, in
order that the public may be able to distinguish between
those in whom they can place their confidence and those
who are not to be so trusted. The
highest recommendation for a
retailer is represented in the satis-

In Thís Issue

THEORY OF THE VALVE AMPLIFIER.
PARIS RADIO SHOW.
THE WIRELESS WORLD FOUR.
MANCHESTER SET CONSTRUCTION
COMPETITIONS.
CURRENT TOPICS.
SET REVIEW-COLUMBIA MODEL 307.
BROADCAST BREVITIES.
QUALITY RECEPTION.
LABORATORY TESTS ON NEW
APPARATUS.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
READERS' PROBLEMS.

faction of his customers over a
period of years. There must be
a host. of service men who can
claim this qualification, and there
should be some means of distin-

guishing them from others who
have not earned such confidence
by their endeavours ; those who
join the ranks of the service man_
on the merits of technical knowledge and training alone should
also have some recognised certificate of competence to give confidence to the public.

WfinnIl®02,
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A Simple Explanation of the Underlying Principles.
By S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
THE amount: of energy picked up by the tuned aerial
circuit óf a receiver is extremely small even when
the transmitting station is only a few miles distant.

If power is drawn from the tuned circuit to operate

directly a sound reproducer of any kind, the load thrown
on the tuned .circuit not only seriously reduces the selectivity or sharpness of tuning, but the amount of power
available may be barely sufficient to operate even the
most sensitive telephone receivers. A large volume of
sound from a loud speaker represents the expenditure of
a great deal more energy than is ever picked up by the

or more valves in succession or cascade in the different
types of amplifier. The conditions leading to highest
efficiency will- be discussed and numerical examples will
be given throughout.
The general principles of alternating current circuits

and tuned circuits as apart from their relationship to

valve circuits were treated at some length by the writer
in a series of articles which commenced in The Wireless

World on September 29th, 1929, under the title

of

" Wireless Theory Simplified." These previous articles
should prove useful to established readers, but, particu.

aerial, and therefore the energy supplied to the loud larly for the benefit of new readers, no vital principle
speaker must be drawn from some local source at the will be left unexplained in the present series even though
receiving end and the rate of expenditure of this local it might have been dealt with at some length previously.
energy must be controlled or modulated in such a way
that it varies as nearly as possible in exact accordance
with the varying amplitude of the high -frequency voltage
generated in the aerial circuit by the oncoming waves.

These are the functions of a valve amplifier, and the
object of this and succeeding articles will be to give a
simplified explanation of the principles involved in the
various circuit arrangements available for coupling two

General Considerations.
The electrical variations representing speech or music
have frequencies ranging between 25 and 8,000 or 10,000
cycles per second, and these are conveyed across the
space intervening between the transmitting station and
the receiver by means of a radio -frequency wave, that
is, by a " carrier wave " whose frequency is greater than
30,000 cycles per second or

For a wavelength of

so.
300

metres the

radio -

frequency involved is one
million cycles per second or
1,000 kilocycles per second,
the frequency being in-

versely proportional to the
wavelength. The amplitude
or strength of the highfrequency wave is varied or
modulated in accordance
with the wave shapes repre-

senting the matter broadcast.

Every receiver possesses
a detector or rectifier which
performs the essential func-

tion of separating out the
low - frequency,

electrical

variations from the radio frequency or carrier - frequency oscillations. WithThe "Band Pass Four" receiver recently described in, The Wireless World. The high frequency, detector and output valves are arranged to function in accordance with the latest
accepted practice.

out this separation it would
be

impossible to operate
electro - mechanical

any

B 14
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The Theory of the Valve Amplifier.-

Another important .advancement has been the practical application of the coupled circuit or band-pass filter
system to receiving sets, enabling high selectivity to bé
obtained without attenuation or weakening of the higher
note frequencies relatively to the lower ones. With'

reproducing device. The detector thus really forms the
nucleus of every receiver, and one of the first points in

designing a receiver is the attainment of efficient and

satisfactory rectification.

1

The efficiency and general performance of a valve
detector depend to a very large extent on the value or
amplitude of the high -frequency voltage applied to its,
grid - circuit. In general the voltage developed across
the tuned circuit associated directly with the aerial is
too small to enable the rectifier valve to function pro-

the multiplicity of circuit arrangements available and
the wide range of components on the market, there is
an amazing diversity of designs of receiving sets
available both to the set constructor and to the purchaser of commercial models.

But in spite of all these changes there has been very
little change in the fundamental principles involved in,
amplifier design, although certain new principles have
been added and the constants 'of tuned circuits have
been revised to suit the newer types of valves.
In the first place we shall give a brief summary of
the chief properties of an amplifying valve and then
consider "the ordinary three -electrode valve as a high frequency amplifier, dealing in particular with the
methods of coupling to a succeeding valve, subsequently
extending the treatment to
include refinements such as

perly if the latter is connected directly to the tuned

aerial circuit. Only when the station being received is
powerful and moderately close is satisfactory rectification under these conditions attainable.
For the reception of distant stations which produce
extremely feeble oscillations in the aerial tuning circuits

one or more valves are employed between the aerial
tuning circuit and the detector valve in such a way as
to produce high -frequency voltage oscillations of greatly

increased amplitude at the

grid of the detector ; the
high -frequency oscillations

methods of maintaining

are virtually amplified be-

etc. The same
general principles apply to
both the indirectly heated
cathode or A.C. valves and
the filament type of valve.

stability,

fore being applied to the

grid circuit of the detector,
but it will be realised presently that the energy.
represented by these oscillations of increased amplitude is drawn from a local
source of supply such as a
high-tension battery.

If a three -electrode valve

with the cathode heated to
the normal operating temperature

The so-called amplified
oscillations are really a

new set in a separate circuit

quite

distinct from.

those in the aerial circuit,
but are controlled by the

has

the

ade

potential. and grid voltage
adjusted so that the corresponding point on the grid
Fig. 1.-For a valve to act as an amplifier of voltages a

high value of impedance, Z must be connected in the anode
circuit. The simplified circuit Chown at (b) is equivalent to
the anode circuit of the valve as far as the alternating
components are concerned. The amplification factor of the

voltage / anode current curve
lies on the straight, steep
part of that curve, any small

_change in the value of the
grid voltage will produce a
the medium of the amplifying valves in such a way as corresponding change in the anode current, one being
to have the same form and frequency.
proportional to the other. Now the change of anode
voltage that would have to be made to give 'the same
Progress in Valve Design.
aerial oscillations through

valve is

Whether high -frequency amplification before the

detector stage is employed or not, the low -frequency
power output available in the anode circuit of the detector valve is not usually sufficient to operate a loud
speaker, and one or more stages of tow -frequency ampli-

i

fication are nearly always employed after the detector
valve to enable a sufficiently high power input to the
loud speaker to be obtained.
Both for high -frequency and low -frequency amplification the main principles involved are essentially the
same, but there are many practical considerations which

render the two categories widely different both as

regards the types of valves most suitable and the characteristics of the intervalve couplings. Remarkable progress has been made during the last two or three years

in the design of valves, the two outstanding steps forward being the introduction of the screen -grid valve for
high -frequency amplification and the independently
heated cathode valve for A.C. mains operation.
B 15
4:-'

µ.

change in anode current would be several or many
times greater than that at the grid. The ratio of the
change of anode voltage to the change of grid voltage

having the same effect on the anode current is the
amplification factor of the valve, being denoted by
.

the greek letter µ. Thus if one volt change in the grid
potential alters the anode current by 2 milliamps. with
the anode voltage maintained constant, and if to volts

change in the anode voltage with the grid potential
constant also makes a 2 milliamp. difference in the

plate current, then the amplification factor of the valve
is µ = to. This is the maximum voltage, amplification
the valve itself is capable of giving under theoretically
perfect conditions. In practice the actual amplification
obtained from the valve always. falls short of µ, but a

further gain might be' obtained through the step-up
effect of a special tuned circuit or transformer. In any

case, ,the amplification obtained is always proportional
to µ.
Another very important " constant " of an amphty-
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nected in the anode circuit of a valve. The grid is

ing valve is the A.C. resistance between its anode and maintained at a definite mean negative potential
cathode. The A.C. resistance is simply defined as the through the agency of the grid bias battery Ea, and a
ratio of a small change of anode voltage to the corre- source of alternating voltage V5 is also included in the
sponding change of anode current in amperes. Thus grid circuit.
in the example given above a change of io volts in the
The ,resulting equivalent alternating electromotive
anode voltage was assumed to cause 'a change of 2 force set up in the anode circuit
is µV5 volts where
milliamps. in the plate current. Such a valve would ,µ is the amplification factor of the valve. As far as
have an A.C. resistance of Ra= -to = 5,000 ohms. the alternating components only of the current and
0.002
voltage in the anode circuit are concerned, the anode
The A.C. resistance Re and the amplification factor µ circuit itself is electrically equivalent to the circuit of
are the two most important constants of the valve, and Fig. i (b), where Re represents the A.C. resistance of
knowing these the actual voltage amplification obtained the valve. Thé alternating current set up round the
with any known impedance connected in the anode closed circuit is given by dividing µV9 by the total imcircuit can be calculated.
pedance of the anode circuit, and this total impedance
is the effective value of Ra and Z in series. Whether
Voltage Amplification.
Re and Z can be added together by simple arithmetic
If a small alternating voltage whose R.M.S, or effective or not depends on the nature of the impedance Z.
In
value is V5 is applied to the grid of the valve an fact the very properties of the combined circuit dealternating voltage µV5 is in effect injected into the pend on the kind of impedance for which Z stands.
anode circuit, and this causes an alternating com- For instance, it may stand merely for a simple non ponent of current, over and above the mean or D.C. inductance resistance or for a more or less complicated
value, to flow round the anode circuit- Provided tuned circuit.
there is no external impedance connected in the anode
Whatever the nature of the connected impedance Z
circuit the alternating component of the plate current might be, when an alternating component of current
will be R ° amperes, by Ohm's law, but under such flows round the anode circuit an alternating voltage is
naturally set up between the ends of the impedance,
conditions there would be no voltage variation at the the magnitude of this potential difference being equal
anode, and therefore no voltage amplification whatever to the product of the current and the impedance. And
would occur-a varying current in a conductor without this is the useful output voltage which can be applied
impedance or resistance is absolutely without effect of between the grid and cathode of a succeeding valve.
any kind.
Consideration will next be given to the particular
In order to obtain a voltage variation over some case where . the external impedance Z takes the form of
part of the external anode circuit an .impedance must a simple resistance, and attention will be drawn to the
be connected somewhere in that circuit, the usual place method whereby the alternating voltage built up across
being between the anode of the valve. and the positive this resistance is transferred to the grid of the next
high tension supply terminal. In Fig. i (a) is shown a valve. This represents the simplest case.
simplified diagram in which an impedance Z is con (To be continued.)
Radio Amateur Call Book.

The autumn issue of the " Call Book "
has now been issued, and copies may be
obtained from Mr. F. T. Carter, Flax A,
Gleneagle Mansions, Streatham, S.W.16,
for 4s. 6d., post free,. or 14s. 6d. for the
four quarterly issues.
Thé list of call -signs of all known ama-

teur transmitters of the world has been
carefully revised and brought up to date ;

in fact, it has now grown so long that it

has been found necessary to omit the supplementary list of short-wave commercial

stations. We feel that this is a matter

for regret as the section, though ad-

mittedly only a. modest selection from the
ever-increasing number of short wave stations of general interest to amateurs, was
undoubtedly off great service; however,
we do not doubt that the omision was only
decided upon by the publishers after much

consideration and in order to keep the
book within reasonable bounds.
0000
Working on 1,750 Kilocycles.
Members of the Monmouthshire Trans-

mitters' Society are returning, to the 170
metre waveband, and have successfully

TRANSMITTERS'
NOTES.

Mr. Forsyth hopes that the favourable
results obtained will encourage other ama-

teurs, both' in Great Britain and on the

Continent, to give the longer wavelengths
a trial.

0000

New Call Signs and Addresses.

worked with OK3SK in Neu Ebersdorf,
near Olmuetz, Czechoslovakia. During
the nights of Sunday and Monday, Octo-

G2QH

were in communication with him : G6PA,
G2QI., G6ZR, G6RB, G2IP, G2PA, G6DR,

G2SJ
G2WQ

ber 5th and 6th, the following stations

G6UJ and G6FO. The Czechoslovakian
station was working on 1,750 kc. with an
input of 13 watts. Mr. Austin Forsyth
(G6F0), the chairman of the Monmouthshire Transmitters' Society, says that the
noteworthy feature of these contacts was

the ease with which they are effected,
signals, being reported by OK3SK as

generally about R5, QSA4. Conditions on
the Sunday night were rather better than

on Monday, and G2QI was able to get
through on telephony. The stations belonging to members of the societyG2PA, 02Q1 and G6F0, all in Newport,
Mon-were 'working within 10 watts.

G6MR

G6XB

C. Hewins, Garwick, Cross Coates Road,
Grimsby, Lincs. (Change of address).
Station temporarily closed owing to change
from D.C. to A.C. mains.
K. Franklin, 16, Cannon Street, Dover, Kent.

A. Brown, 7, Stanley Road, Broughton
Park, Manchester.
International Marine Radio Co., Ltd.,

Endersleigh Gardens, London, N.W.4.
G. E. Jones," Brynawel," Redruth, Cornwall.
(Change of address):

2ABS
2ARB
2AVF

J. Hunter, 63, Hervey Road, London, S.E.3.
(ex 2PF), R. B. Jeffries, Lynn Drive, Mount
Hill, Ringswood, Bristol.
J. Norris, 16, Gorse Street, Stretford, Man-

chester.
2AWA A. W. Allan, 3, Lansdowne Terrace, Gosforth,
Newcastle -on -Tyne.
CORRECTION.

The call -sign of Mr. L. C. Cooke's station at Harrowdene Road, Wembley, is G6CZ, and not D6CZ as
printed in error in our issue of September 3rd. We
trust that no foreign transmitters have been misled
- by this misprint.
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Straight H.F.
Amplification

By A MEMBER OF
THE STAFF.

versus

Superheterodyne.
year
Radio

the Paris
Exhibition
rubbed shoulders with

EST

aerials and to the fact that

there are some six trans-

mitting stations in Paris, it
had been thought, apparently, that a superhet. provided the only solution to
the reception problem in

the Motor Cycle Show in
the Grand Palais, Champs
Elysées ; in consequence its
visitors included a jaded
and unprofitable overflow
from the other section.

This year's exhibition, held from September 26th to
October 9th, stood splendidly exclusive in the Artists'
Quarter, Boulevard Raspail, Montparnasse, with the
noticeable result that most of the visitors were real enthusiasts, there being fewer of the army of catalogue
hunters. Some two hundred firms were represented,

these rather difficult circumstances.
A new influence bids fair to change this fashion. The

French havé seen lately how well the highly specialised
American receiver functions-that type with a straight

multi -stage H.F. amplifier-how selective it is, what
excellent signal strength can be got with an indoor

aerial, and, last,

but not least, that the quality of

reproduction is considerably better than that from the
average' superhet. Not that there is any inherent defect causing distortion in this receiver when modern
methods of inter -valve coupling such as band-pass
filters are pressed into service, but it must be conceded
that it is essentially for use with distant transmissions
and never has lent itself well to local station reception.

1

At last there is a strong rival to the hitherto ubiquitous

superhet., and most of the setmakers are marketing
for 1931 at least one receiver with a number of stages
of straight H.F. amplification. The commendable
practice of ,ganging the tuning condensers to give

A compact three -valve all -mains receiver by Lemouzy.

and from the very large attendance it is safe to conclude
that the Exhibition was successful.

Those who have followed The Wireless World reviews of the French Show from year to ,year will have

heard the lament that nothing but superheterodynes

could be found on the set -makers' stands, and the repetition of the same circuits for a number of years brought

forth the comment that this type of set would appear
to have assumed a life eternal. Owing to the, difficulty
of obtaining permission from landlords to erect outside
13

t7

Péricaud E3 receiver with single screened H.F. stage and
variometer plate coupling.

-
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sible to produce an A.C. bigrille (two -grid) valve. This

Paris Show.-

one-dial control and of providing separate screening
compartments for both valves and coils is to be seen in
a number of cases. From the foregoing it must not be
taken that the superhet. is rapidly dying, but that the
public now have the choice of two receiver types, and

in the battery -heated category has been extremely
popular for superhets., in which it is used as combined
first detector and oscillator. To maintain absolute freedom from hum in a seven -valve all -mains superhet. is
no mean feat, and this may be another reason why the
straight H.E. set with fewer valves is receiving so much
attention at a time when A.C. sets are in demand.
As in this country, the tuning range in all sets must
cover both medium and long broadcast waves. It is
an open secret that in the long -wave units which have

been added to certain imported American sets, the
problem of obtaining selectivity with quality with the
large number of ` powerful long -wave stations has only
been solved after much experiment in elaborate band -

A receiver with two screened
H.F. stages and pentode output
-the Aiterna 404.

their verdict after a period of trial may
cause a large reduction in the interest
shown in the superhet. at next year's
show. The number of sets called by
trade names ending in " dyne " is still
formidable.

There were only two or three kit sets

to be found, and from the paucity of
really good . components one must conclude

that home construction still has

Hervor all -mains receiver with
ganged tuning for the three
H.F. stages.

pass filters. Practically no examples of the three -

valve set with S.G. H.F.-Det.-L.F. for battery
operation, so popular in England, were to be
found.

The equivalent would be a modest super -

het. with one of the complex bigrille circuits, to
be fed, if possible, from H.T. accumulators, of
which there 'is an abundant supply judging by
the number of stands devoted to their sale.
Moving - coil loud speakers, which
hitherto have been rather restricted in use
by patent royalty, are now to be seen in
the most ambitious receivers and in many
radio -gramophones. The adoption of the
Representing the latest
practice in straight H.F.
design - the Radiola 41
receiver. Note the comprehensive screening which is
partly cut away to show the coils.

not a very great following. Portable sets appear to have
increased in popularity, there being a_ number of new
models on view. Much attention was being paid to the
British Rees Mace sets exhibited by Rees -Radio.
All -mains sets are much in evidence, the key to the
position being the general release of a new series of indirectly- and directly -heated A.C. valves by some four
or five valve manufacturers. It has been found pos-

Westinghouse metal rectifier on a large
scale for mains -rectifying equipment has
given an impetus to the sale of speakers.
with A.C. field excitation. Permanent
magnet moving -coil speakers do not
seem to be on the market yet, but reed -driven cones,
on the other hand, could be seen all over the exhibition.
Owing to the voltage fluctuation of mains supplies it is

becoming common practice to include a regulator to
maintain a constant pressure in order to prevent
damaged valves and varying sensitivity. This usually
consists of a barretter containing an iron wire element
in hydrogen.
a zs
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Paris Show.Cabinet work in - general was superb, more attention
being paid to external finish than in this country. Frame

aerials incorporating waveband switches are sold by
most component makers, and in one or two examples
the winding is held inclined to the vertical, to avoid,
so it is claimed, parasitic disturbances.
Some receivers, which are illustrated herewith, and
are likely to appeal to the British amateur, will now
be briefly reviewed. The Radiola-4i is an all -mains,
multi -stage, straight H.F. receiver built around the new
Dario valves.

There are three
ganged H.F. stages giving one -dial
control, and -coils, condensers and
valves are contained in separate
screening compartments. Such a
receiver is abreast of the times, and
nothing but favourable comment can
be made concerning the advanced
technique employed.
The inter -

Showing the controls on the instrument board-the Radio-L.L.
car set.

valve inductances are wound on
rlin. formers, and a line voltage
regulator is included in the mains

one -dial control.

A moving -coil speaker is provided
with a speech coil to match the single low -frequency
valve.

eliminator.

On the stand of Etablissements Radio L.L. could be
seen a comprehensive range of all -mains superhets. The
Synchro-Secteur-Six has one -dial control and an indirectly heated two -grid valve as frequency changer,

An interesting but less
_

ambitious receiver is the

Péricaud. E3, containing a

screen -grid H.F. stage with
anode variometer. It is
mains -operated, and con -

followed by two A.C. triodes for the intermediate-frequency amplifier. The second detector and first L.F.
valves are indirectly heated, while the output valve has
a filament heated with raw A.C. A car set, the controls
of which are fitted to the instrument board, is of interest, first, because of the elaborate precautions taken

against mechanical vibration by suspending the receiver
proper on springs, and, secondly, in view of the methods
used 'to prevent electrical interference. Resistances of
8o,000 ohms are interposed in each sparking plug lead
and condensers of 2 mfd. by-pass any H.F. oscillations
produced by make -and- break contacts. Wiring is
.

(Above)

Radio-

L.L. Synchro'-

Secteur-a typical
superheterodyne
set.

(Left) Six - valve
receiver by
Radio-Viel. Note
the inclined frame
aerial.

tains smoothing and rectifying equipment hi a separate
metal compartment in the base. The price complete is
1,859 francs, or £15, which represents good value for
money. On the Hervor stand (Herbolet et \orms) was
a highly specialised set with three screen -grid stages.
The screening, albeit carried to perfection in the case
of coils, valves, and condensers, is extended even to the
wiring. The receiver is, of course, all -mains operated,
and has, by virtue of the ganging of four condensers,
.

B 19

All -mains receiver
with ganged control
product of Scientific
Radio.

of the H.F. stages. A

bunched into groups and shielded in earthed flexible

metallic tubing.
A very compact three -valve, all -mains set housed in
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Paris Show. --

a handsome cabinet and typical of British practice is the
Lemouzy S.331. A series of receivers with three screen -

grid H.F. stages were being shown by RadiophoneViel, and a frame aerial adjustable in two planes forms
part of their equipment. These receivers, by reason
of their selectivity and sensitivity, are a direct challenge
miniature
portable
superhet. by
A

Etablisse-

ments Horace
Hurm.
.

slab coils in circular celluloid containers, clearly seen
in the illustration, point to 'the difference in technique
in the two countries. The straight H.F. sets in pressed
steel cases by Ondia mark a distinct advance in receiver
design. They bear a striking similarity to certain
receivers seen at Olympia.
With regard . to valves, mention should be made of
the products of Fotos, Dario,
Visseaux, and Métal. In this
season's new models there are
counterparts to every type of
valve on the British market,
except the indirectly heated
pentode. There are low- - and
high -voltage pentodes and A.C.

Ondia four - valve re-

ceiver. A pressed -steel
mass -production model.
with
straight H.F.
amplification.

screened valves. The latter do
not appear to have attained the
same efficiency -as those seen at
Olympia, the inter -electrode
capacity being about 0.01

micro-microfarad as against an average of 0.003 micromicrofarad for our valves. A remarkable new output
valve (three -electrode) is the Fotos F.io with a mutual
conductance of more than 5 mA. per volt and an A.C.
resistance of about 1,700 ohms. The dissipation is 8

to the superhet. Push-pull output now gaining in popu-

larity in France is used in a number of this firm's sets.
On -the stand of Etablissements Horace Hurm was a
miniature portable set built into a suit -case. A test
soon convinced one of the extremely selective properties of the superhet. circuit-stations embracing never
more than two degrees on the tuning dials. Although
only for 'phone reception as it stands, it is easy to pass
on the signals to an amplifier-for instance, to that of an electrical reproducing
gramophone.
The Intégra

home

constructor's set.,

watts at 250 volts H.T., and with but 18 volts negative
bias the output is as large as that from a power pentode.
The filament consumption is only 0.5 amp. at 4.0 volts.
Now that attention is being paid to the composition

of valve bases with a view to avoiding unnecessary

Dario valves. (Left) Battery screened valve, general purpose
valve, line voltage regulator and power output valve (right).
In the foreground is a colloidal rectifier.

Judging by the difficulty in approaching the stand of
Integra, it was evident that the home constructor's set
being demonstrated was popular. It cannot be described

as a kit set in the sense usually understood in this

country, for, by rearranging the various components on
a large baseboard, any one of the twelve circuits de scribed in the catalogue can be followed. The small

high -frequency losses, considerable interest attaches to
the quartz valve -holders shown by Etablissements
S.I.F.-R.A.Q. .These consist of skeleton structures with
the very minimum of solid material. The power loss

factor of quartz, is far less than that of ebonite, and,
incidentally, the general physical properties are highly
satisfactory. For screen -grid valves and detectors these
holders should find wide application.
There are few innovations of interest to the constructor
on this side. Comparisons . may be odious, but with

thoughts of Olympia fresh in his mind, perhaps the

critical visitor to Paris may be forgiven for a sotto voce
word of congratulation to the amateurs of Britain.
8 20
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SPECIFICATION.
Selective band-pass tuning.
Single dial control without trimming condensers.
Pre-H.F. volume control.
Critical regulation of regeneration at point of maximum
amplification.
Complete coil and valve screening.
All H.F. above baseboard with distribution circuits
immediately beneath.
Tuned grid intervalve couplings.
Ganged wave change switching.
Distortionless power grid detection.
High voltage compensated pentode output.
Complete smoothing and decouplíng with a minimum of
apparatus.
All mains operation.

Provision for gramophone and designed for housing in a
standard radio -gramophone cabinet.
Easy access to all components and straightforward wiring
so that but few leads appear above the baseboard.
No components to be home constructed.
Lowest possible; cost.

Practical Hints on Construction.
By F. H. HAYNES.
(Concluded from page 431 of previous issue.)

N the process of developing the layout of the components and general make-up of the receiver two
sets were built side by side. By this means alternatives could, readily be tested and comparisons made.
At the same time tests could be made as to just how
far one might go in simplifying the layout, modifying
the wiring, and cutting down the size and number of
components used.
While, in the majority of cases, the working drawings are sufficient guide to construction, a description
of the
matters.

as the screws are tightened, and if a reasonably correct
alignment is maintained the switch spindle will operate
quite freely. Next proceed with the valve positions,
and for .this purpose it is as well to completely dis-

mantle one valve holder and use it as a template.

Good appearance calls for accuracy in setting out, and
the positions of all holes once determined should be

procedure adopted will probably simplify
Above Baseboard Assembly.

Seven -ply wood is used for the baseboard, *in. in
thickness. It measures =bin. x i8in., and is therefore
just zin. deeper than a standard which has been
adopted in radio -gramophone cabinets, an unavoidable
modification, but one to which a cabinet maker can

readily conform. A sheet of tin plate held down by
¡in. round -headed screws covers the entire surface.
Bends once made in this sheet of tin cannot be readily
removed, and if it should become accidentally bent
or marked a new piece might be fitted.

Using pencil or scratch lines for setting out the

positions, locate the base covers of the four coils. With
a round -headed screw holding each cover, secure the

coils accurately in position, having first linked them

together. Frequently test the switch action for freedom
B 2I
r

Interior of radio -gramophone showing the supports for the chassis
with the loud speaker and gramophone motor in position.
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lightly marked with hammer and centre punch and
a pilot hole may then be made, using a short *in.
drill.

All valve -holder terminals are reversed so that

the stems carry through to the underside and the

OCTOBER 22nd, 193a.

anode by-pass condensers' adjoining the H.F. choke.
Having drilled all holes and remedied any slight
errors, perhaps, with the aid of a small round file, all
apparatus is removed, the sheet of tin plate unscrewed
from the plywood so that metal clips lodged under the
tin may be taken away. The baseboard having been
cleaned clown with fine glasseaper and the edges of all
holes cleaned off with a sharp drill or rose bit, a coat
of shellac varnish might be applied to both sides. In
the course of construction it was found convenient to
put through two additional holes in each of the side

knurled heads are discarded, with the exception of the
grid connections of the detector and H.F. valves, these
remaining the top side. Holes tin. in diameter are
carefully taken right through the base to give ample
clearance to the connecting screws.
There is little difficulty in setting up the four tuning
condensers, which are carried on a pair of end brackets, edges about kin. in and 2in. from front and back.
after which the three screens are carefully centred and These were used to secure two pieces of rough wood,
6in. wide and *in. thick,
the 'positions for the fixing
running down the two edges
holes marked. A pair of small
so as to give support to the
brackets made from sheet
set with all. the underside
aluminium = support the two
apparatus
clear of the table.
to
variable resistances used
The four holes provide a
control volume and regenerafixing to the cabinet.
tion, and holes for the fixing

The good appearance of the
chassis is not marred by leads
running between components

screws may be provided. Always see that
the holes through the tin plate for holding

above the baseboard.

down screws give easy clearance, or, in the event of
using brass screws, it is quite easy for them to break
off when being driven home.

Other holes required for down -going leads are four
within the coil bases. Reference to the wiring diagram

shows -that these are made adjoining terminal No. 5
on the second coil from the front, terminals 5 and 6

on the third coil, and terminal No. 6 on the fourth
coil. Holes are also drilled to accommodate short round-

headed screws and tags near terminal No. 6 in order to
provide a point of earthing within each coil. Three

other holes are made immediately to the rear of the
two valve screens in order to carry through.. points of

earthing from the top to the underside by means of
four B.A. bolts. Another hole is made through in a
corresponding position behind the detector valve which,

by the use of a rin. screw and four nuts, provides
support in addition to a point of earthing to. the

Components in the Underside.

With the board clear, attention may be turned to
securing the condensers, resistances, etc., on the underside. Avoid the ruling of guide lines in exposed positions on the wood. The components once on need not
be removed. It will be noticed that the components fall
in line, and that those associated with the detector and
H.F. stages are suitably located to provide short earthing

Stand all' components in their correct positions, using the rule to cheek accuracy of spacing and
wires.

alignment. Make the positioning look symmetrical and

pleasing, taking care to avoid the obstructing of the tin.
holes through which the valve -holder screws are to pass.
It is now an easy matter with bradawl and screws to
fix all componénts, using round -headed in. No. 6's for
the condensers and resistances, heavier screws if
B 22
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theoretical diagram it is worth while carefully inking
over each line in red as a lead is run. An omitted lead
and smaller but longer ones for the porcelain leak holders is not always easy to trace and may not entirely prevent
and H.F. chokes. One might be cautioned not to the set working. Resin -cored solder is a great aid to
accidently catch the resistances with the screwdriver making good connections, using just a trace of Fluxite
during fixing, for while this class of resistance is perfectly on iron and tag. An acid flux must not be used. Good
durable and has a heavy watts rating, its fine wire, which appearance is obtained by using a small size of sleeving
is left almost exposed to facilitate cooling, is readily only just large enough for the wire and selecting
damaged.
coloured silk rather than the painted variety. GramoAs more than fifty parts are used, the possibility of a phone pick-up connections are, obviously, omitted until
faulty component being encountered might be worth after a preliminary test.
guarding against. Mains condensers are

necessary for the mains transformer and L.F: chokes,

roughly tested by connecting them to some
200 volts from a battery or mains elimina.

tor, allowing to stand for a few minutes
and then short-circuiting them through
a coil of wire and noting that they each
give a snappy spark. Chokes, both H.F.
and L.F., are tested for continuity, likewise the feed resistances, using a milliam-

meter and battery, bearing in mind that
for every volt of the battery r milliamp
will pass through i,000 ohms. Thus the
battery voltage approximately equals the

,

number of thousand ohms resistance when

t mA. is recorded.
Omitting, for the time being, the heavy
mains transformer, attention can be resumed to the top side, noting, first of
all, that no screw points protrude. All
the tuning components can now be set up
permanently in position. Before fixing
down valve holders see that the terminal
screws and nuts are really tight, while
the nickelling might be filed away and
the ends
the screws
readiness " for wiring. Nothing else is

worthy of comment in the assembly, which

is really quite straightforward. No. 22
tinned wire, straightened by stretching,
is used for all wiring except the heater
circuits of the three indirectly heated
valves, these being run straight through
with No. 18.

The bulk of the wiring is kept down
near the baseboard, but there is little

Plan view of the underside showing the wiring. Leads are run in
sleeving by the shortest routes.

point in dropping a lead which runs between two elevated
points. " It should be .noted that no common earthing

Should an error have been made in the wiring such
as to create a full short circuit on the H.T. supply, this
would result . in destroying the emission of the U.5
valve. It might be advised, therefore, to test across

wires occur in the H.F. circuits, the cathodes of the
three indirectly heated valves are taken straight to
their respective tags, while seven condensers facing the first 4 mfd. condenser with an H.T. battery and
toward the line of indirectly heated valve holders are note that only the small current associated with the
earthed on their own cases and then taken across to screen voltage potentiometer is passed. The valves used
cathode or earthing tag. Short earthing wires are run are Mazda AC / SG and AC/ HL in H.F. and detector
under the coil covers from the top of, every earthing stages, and the, Mullard P.M.24A in the output stage,
condenser, which, with its bend -up tag, is carried on with a Marconi or Osram U.5 rectifier. In placing on
terminal Na. 5. It should be noted that it is the first the coil covers, and the receiver will not function
two earthing condensers which have á`' capacity of should one of them be loose, a piece of card should
0.005 mfd., the other two being o.oi mfd. Direct be placed over each of the earth -circuit condensers to
earthing wires about Sin. in length are run between prevent them making contact on the covers. No H.T
soldering tags under screen -fixing screws and the fixed exists above the baseboard other than the two leads,
tag to which the braided pigtail of the condenser is which run almost direct to the anodes of the S.G.
soldered.
Whether wiring from the practical or valves.
B 23
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feeble distant station tuned. inby operating the earthed
moving plates individually. It should be found that
the settings coincide. Straight-line capacity condensers
would, of course, compensate for differences in stray
capacity, in that a capacity correction would remain
constant over the tuning" scale. In addition the condenser assembly could be set up so that the weight of
the moving plates could be balanced, and that when one

As no fault is likely to be met with other than that
due to a component or wiring, reception can be expected on switching on. The action of the volume
controls is that the Ieft-hand one prevents local station
overloading, and the right-hand one controls the
sensitiveness of the set. For distant station reception it
is better to cut down volume if necessary by the screen
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A fixed capacity condenser of 0.0001 mfd. is inserted in the aerial lead. Note the 1 mfd. condenser connected in the earth lead
of the H.F.
volume control. (This was omitted from the circuit given in the previous issue.)

volts control. The condenser assembly provides access

to the grub screws holding the moving plates to the
spindle. These may be slightly slackened off and a

set was lifting, another set could be falling, thus permitting of any dial being used even though the friction
drive be weak.
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While it is advisable to adopt the branching points shown, the leads are, of course, run by the most direct routes.

permits of set and gramophone motor being assembled
side by side. A stout upright supports a cross -batten

phone motor. A double -pole " on and off switch
breaks both main leads and is assembled on the front
panel to balance the wave change switch.

spindles pass through clearance holes in the front panel.
In order to clear the under apparatus of the baseboard,

cated in various sets was demonstrated in that two re-

The type of cabinet chosen is not unduly tall; and
on to which the receiver slides so that the operating

Good reception of European stations is easily obtained
on Eft. of indoor wire, and that this performance is dupli-

the loud speaker is mounted towards the side of the
The direction of connecting the leads to the
grille.
gramophone motor may, perhaps, be a consideration
should a slight hum be experienced, though this diffi-

ceivers placed side by side and connected to independent

culty has not been met with in sets built to this specifica-

This receiver is available for inspection at the offices of
" The Wireless World," 116, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

tion.
s

It is necessary to earth the frame of the gramo25

6ft. aerials gave identical results going round the dials
and on the weakest of foreign stations.

WfiT,5Il@el,
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MANCHES ER SET CONSTRUCTION COMPETITIONS.
Prize Winning Receivers Embody the Latest Ideas.
Year by year a steady advance has been made in the standard of the entries

to

the "Evening Chronicle " constructional

competition which is held in connection with the Manchester Radio Show. This year, however, a marked change has come about
and the sets entered have reached a remarkably high standard as regards design, circuit principle and workmanship. Without
exception the winning sets included all those modern features which are at present attracting amateur interest such as bandpass tuning, power grid detection, all mains operation, screening of tuning coils and valves under metal covers, ganged wave change switching and one -dial control.

(1) The first -prize winning set in Class I for three or
four stage mains or battery -operated sets (entered
by E. V. Jones, Liverpool). Pre-H.F. band-pass
tuning is included.
(2) All mains -operated three -valve set awarded second

prize in Class I. Space is provided for the loud

speaker between the receiver and eliminator sections. (L. Williams, Manchester.)
(3) First -prize winner in Class II (C. E. Deglon, Manchester) for all mains -operated sets arranged to
cover two wavebands by a simple -change-over
switch and without the need for retuning.
(4) A particularly clear front panel is the merit of the
second -prize winning set in CIass IL (V. Banks,
HeImshore, Lancs.)
-

(5) A well -constructed set, The Wireless World Band
Pass Four, awarded a special prize in Class I
(V. Banks.)

i
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Greater effective amplification is definitely ensured
by the New Cossor Screen-

ed Grid Valve. This is
due to its minute inter electrode capacity which
has been reduced to the

order of.001 micro micro-

farads-lower than that of
any other Screened Grid
Valve on the market. Because of this and because
grid current has been
eliminated, the use of this
New Cossor Valve will
considerably increase the
efficiency of your Receiver.

Write for free fully descriptive Folder on "Hots
to increase the range of
your Receiver," mention

No. L35W.W.

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts, 15
amp. Impedance 300,000.

Amplification Factor 330.

MutualConductance 1I m.a./v.
Normal working Anode Volts
120. Positive Vol-

tage on Screen
60.80.

Price

20

A. C. Cossor Ltd.. Highbur' Grove, London. N.S.

THE NEW

18

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Everyone
wants
the
best
in radio.

So everyone wants the Six -Sixty Mains Valve.

But you must

Convert your battery set

to all -mains operation. It is so simple with the Six -Sixty

A.C. All -Mains Conversion Equipment. No internal
wiring alterations. Dimensions of complete equipment
do not exceed the batteries replaced. Price, complete
Conversion Equipment, from £8 : 5 : O. Mains Unit only

(H.T., L.T., & G.B.), £6 : 6 : 0. Think of the added
power, range, selectivity, convenience and delight of

All
-Electric
operation
and write
literature
for our FREE

Six -Sixty range.

of

the whole

SAY

SIXSIXT
(B.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIPMENT)

SIX -SIXTY RADIO CO., LTD.,
S1X-SIXTY HOUSE, 17/18, RATHBONE PLACE,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Telephone : Museum 611617.

Faithful reproduction
through a frequency range
of 25 to 8,000 cycles. Ask

any radio expert and he will

tell you that never before
has there been a Loud.
Speaker available to the
public with such a wonderful response curve. Words
cannot explain ... you must
hear this new Celestion
Speaker Model D.100.

Permanent Magnet Dynamic
type, requiring no field -energising current : simply connect

to your output terminals in

the ordinary way.
The only permanent magnet Speaker with a Celestion reinforced
diaphragm. Diameter, 12ins.; Depth, 7.-Iins.
Price, complete with Output Transformer, ár7

PA ® O

OAK, 15 gns.

Or in handsome cabinet:
MAHOGANY, 16 gns.
With

WALNUT, 17 gns.

this

new

Celestion

Speaker we also introduce the

Celestion Model W.5 Electrical Pickup with the same
response.

remarkable frequency

Exclusive Celestion features make record wear prac-

tically non-existent and result in an output hitherto believed
unobtainable. A " quick needle release" device is another
Price, complete with
exclusive feature.
&& P
15
Tone Arm for correct tracking,

i9

Ask your dealer to demon-

strate or write direct

Mention of "The Wireless World," t7o*éi writing to advert

sees,

Sim»

to

CELESTION
LIMITED,
KINGSTON -ON -THAMES
Soria Stms,
105, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

or c7,íuic

Zhe
tJ
J elrc
,I ''ery Saul

watt ensure prompt attention.
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
CONSTANTINOPLE CALLING.

Stamboul, after a period of silence, is
again functioning on 1,200 metres.
0000
WIRELESS ROOM IN A' LIBRARY.

A special wireless- room has been set
apart in the Burnley (Lanes) Public

Library for

to the
B.B.C.'s adult education .talks. The
Carnegie Trustees have installed the
broadcast receiver.

listening

group

0000

TWO SETS: ONE AERIAL.

An uncommon case was heard in the
Nottingham Summons Court a few days

Ago when John .Cooper was fined 5s. for
operating a set without a -;licence. The
accused pleaded that he thought one wireless licence was sufficient although there

HEAR STRASSBURG SOON.
Radio-St,rassburg, whose début has been

expected every week for the, past month
or two, will, it is officially announced,'
give its inaugural transmission on Armistice Day. We understand that the wavelength will be 345 metres.

0000

One

thousand

FIRE!

radio

ad-

receivers,

judged obsolete, went up in flames at
Philadelphia recently during " the biggest burning of obsolete radios in the
history of the industry," writes a correspondent.
The ceremony was staged

GARDEN.

The

scheme includes a network of sixty-two
radiotelegraph stations situated at strage-

tic points, besides a system of " wired
wireless " ,f or the distribution of broad-

cast programmes.

The complete communications scheme
wilt involve a capital outlay in excess of
£135,000,000.
13 29

the

inaugural

duction of unemployment.

0000

"WIRELESS WORLD " DIARY.

"The Wireless Amateur's and Experi-

menter's Diary and Note -Book " is issued

this year in a slightly larger form to

accord with the other diaries published
by Iliffe & Sons Ltd. The information
contained follows generally the lines of

" wanted " by France and England for
infraction of radio laws, was among the
persons apprehended by the Brooklyn

wireless.

when

Although figures are not available it
would be safe to assume similar conditions In the British radio industry, which
is contributing no small share to the re-

0Á0o
"RADIO WIZARD" CAUGHT.
A man said to be known internationally as a "radio wizard" and

including

November 5th,

figures for July.

certs.

munications,

I.E.E. WIRELESS SECTION.

The opening meeting of the Wireless
Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers will be held on Wednesday.

an increase of 25.8 per cent. over the

available for meetings and public con-

programme for the development of com-

-

turers employed 32,103 workers in August,

to be ready for occupation before Christmas. This home of broadcasting is one
of the largest buildings to be constructed
in the capital in' recent years. The
facade has a -frontage of 168 yards. Above
the five storeys a terraced garden will be

We understand that in addition to the
famous economic " Five Years' Plan,"
Russia is preparing .a special five-year

39,152.,

There are 39,152 shops in the United
States selling radio apparatus, according
to the latest survey of the U.S Department of Commerce.
0000

reports that forty-four radio manufac-

" Radio House," in Berlin, illustrated
in our issue of October 8th, is expected

0000

week.

0000

departments indicate that radio is comparatively unaffected by the world trade
depression. The Department of Labour

0000

BROADCASTING FROM A ROOF

ANOTHER "FIVE YEAR PLAN.'
Five years is a period which has special
attractions for the Soviet Government.

-26th, and will run for

WIRELESS AND UNEMPLOYMENT.
Statistics from U.S. Government

One set belonged to his

police when they raided a -.rum -runners'
wireless station at Coney Island on
September 27th.
The transmitting
apparatus, valued at £3,000, was used for
regular communication with rum -running
vessels outside the 12 -mile radius.

wireless

salon opens on Sunday next, October

address will be given by the chairman,
Mr. C. E. Rickard, O.B.E.
0000

were two sets in the house working off
the same aerial.
wife's sister.

BORDEAUX SHOW.
second annual

Bordeaux's

previous issues, as this has been found to

A TANS AERIAL. - This

meet the wishes of the majority of our
readers as far as the necessarily limited

Vicicers-

Armstrong tank is equipped with a
Marconi 8 -metre transmitter, and the
aerial consists of a flexible copper -plated
steel rod, 12 feet high, which is almost

space will permit.
Every section has been carefully revised
and brought up to date, The useful
formuhe and Abacs have been consider-

invisible.

near the City Hall by the Philco Co.,

which is organising an up-to-date radio
campaign, and was presided over by a
representative

of

the

0000

Mayor's

office.

hints and tips for set builders and set

STATE -BROADCASTING IN N.Z.

Better times for New Zealand listeners
á1e promised by Mr. Donald, the Postmaster -General, who informed the House
of Representatives

last week that.

the:

Government would take over the control
of all

The' typical wireless
receivers and circuit diagrams have been
largely rewritten in the Iight of the latest
modern practice, and a new feature has
been introduced in the form of practical
ably amplified.

stations from the Radio Broad-

casting Company in January, 1932. The
existing stations are at Auckland, Christchurch, and Dunedin.
-

users, based upon the various questions
propounded and difficulties experienced
by our numerous correspondents during
the past year. A complete list of the
broadcasting stations of Europe and of
the principal short-wave broadcasting
stations of the world will be found invalu-

able by broadcast listeners and short-

wave experimenters, and the final pages
are devoted' to a. very comprehensive list

TIp@Noz
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of the valves of British .manufacturers,
giving, in tabular form, all the necessary
technical data and preceded with a few
words of advice upon the choice of valves
for any given purpose.
" The Wireless World Diary
is
strongly bound in leather, with pencil in-

serted, and the price is ls. 6d., or post
free ls. 7d.
0000
THE SCIENCE MUSEUM RECEIVER.

In the simplified circuit diagram of the

Science Museum receiver, described in our

issue of July 30th last, the LS5 anode

Federal Radio Commission will have to
consider more than 300 applications for

resistance was erroneously shown with a
value of 5,000 ohms. The correct resist-

0000

changes of station ownership, wavelength
and power. Its is predicted that most of

RADIO CHAOS IN AMERICA.
Fourteen
American
broadcasting
stations now use or have been authorised

fused owing to the tremendous amount of
congestign already prevailing.
The present basis of private ownership

ance is 25,000 ohms.
-

the applications will be summarily re-

to use the maximum power of 50 kilo-

.in America is probably responsible for

watts and twenty-seven others are applying fór the privilege:
During the coming three months, writes
our Washington correspondent,. the

the fact that the Federal Radio Com-

mission is a much more harassed body
than the Union Internationale de Radio -

fusion, although the latter' controls all
the broadcasting stations
0000 of Europe !
AURORA BOREALIS AND SHORT
WAVES.

That the aurora borealis induces a kind
of temporary paralysis on the short-wave

lengths was affirmed by M. Paul Heil-

bronner at the last meeting of the French
Academy of Science, writes our Paris
correspondent. The speaker produced reports from the Company Radio -France

showing that on a particular night in

September the " northern lights " gravely
affected 30 -metre communications on the
Paris -New York service necessitating a
change -over to 17,000 metres. The Mar-

coni Company had also reported that
reception of short-wave stations on the

night in question was next to impossible.
Signals were also affected on the
Franco - Japanese and Franco - South
American routes.

0000

COLUMBUS STAMPS.

We are indebted to Senor Eduardo
Navarro, of Madrid, for sending us a

ENTHUSIASM EN MASSE. Members of the Incorporated Radio Society of Great
Britain photographed at the Institution of Electrical Engineers on the occasion of the
recent Fifth Annual Convention. Immediately in front are Messrs. E. D. Ostermeyer
(Hon. Treas.), J. Clarricoats (Hon. Sec.), G. Marcuse (President), and H. B. Swift

complete set of -the new Columbus postage

stamps, now in circulation in Spain, to

(President -Elect).

NEWS F OM
Olympia Dissected.

" Olympia, 1930, All That is New," was the
title of a talk given by Mr. _A. Freeman at a

recent meeting of Slade Radio (Birmingham).
A full description of the arrangements,
methods of advertising, etc., was followed by a
comparison of this and last year's exhibition.

Descriptions of the Ekco A.C. mains set.
G.E.C. Music Magnet 4 A.C., and Philips 3 A.C.,
were followed by a demonstration . of these
models. The speakers used were a Celestion and

the Lamplugh Inductor Dynamic, the latter to
demonstrate this particular type of speaker.

31N; CLIJ I.) s.

Round Table Discussion
The BournvilleRadio Society held the opening
meeting of the season on Thursday, October 9th,

ing

Block,
evenings.

Bonrnville

Lane,

on

models, the 4 -valve kit set, and the G.E.C. Moving Coil Speaker.

North Middlesex Radio Society.-At 8 p.m.
At St. Paul's Institute, N.21. Lecture:

Mr. C. 11Í. Fairweather, who has done much yeo-

man service for the Society in the past, received
the post of vice-chairman, Mr. J. W. Scholes was
re-elected treasurer, and the secretary, Mr. E. L.
Cumbers, was also re-elected. Mr. E. Remington

again accepted the post of technical adviser to
the Society. Any owner of a defective wireless
set in Croydon need only apply to this Society,
and Mr. Remington, with a willing band of
helpers, will soon be on their track!
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14,
Campden Road, South Croydon.

G.E.C. productions, the 3- and 4 -valve A.C.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. F. Cleaver.

Croydon's Wireless Hospital.
Wireless men of Croydon flocked to the Surrey
Drovers Hotel on Tuesday, October 7th, for the

usual chairman, Mr. G. Vellacott, would be unable to attend many meetings owing to pressure
of work.

Tower and Writtle up to the present Regional
scheme. This interesting lecture was followed
by a demonstration of the latest models of

Thursday

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

reopening of the South Croydon and District
Radio Society.
With Mr. F. Nightingale temporarily in the
chair, the past year's balance -sheet was presented by the treasurer, Mr. J. W. Scholes, and
after some discussion this was passed.
Mr. F. Nightingale was asked to accept the
post of chairman for the ensuing season. It had
been learnt with much regret that the Society's

Radio Reminiscences.

At a meeting of the Bristol and District Radio
and Television Society held at the University on
'October 10th, a lecture was given by Mr. Gough,
of the General Electric Co., on the development
of radio _reception from the early days of Eifel

when a round -table discussion took place between the committee and members.
The membership of the Society is limited to
employees of Messrs. Cadbury Bros.. Ltd., but
visitors are welcome at the Lecture Room, Din-

Hon. Secretary, 110, Hillaries Road, Gravelly
Hill, Birmingham.

0000

commemorate the discovery of America.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. S. T. Jordan. 1, Myrtle

Road, Cotham, Bristol.

0000

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22nd.

"H.

T. - Eliminators,"

Laister.

by

Mr. E.

H.

Muswell Hill and District Radio Society.At 8 p.m. At Tollington School, Tether down, N.10-. Third lecture on Some of
the Elementary Principles of Radio," by
Mr. Leonard Hartley, B.Sc., A.I.C.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23rd.

Slade Radio (Birmingham).-At 8 p.m. At
the Parochial Hall, Broomfield Road,
Erdiagton. " Radio Record," a film display by Messrs. Ensign, Ltd.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24th.

-

IVembley

Wireless Society.-A.t 7.30 p.m.
At Park Lane School.. Ordinary meeting.

'-.TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28th.

Bec RadioSociety.-At 7.30 p.m. At Bee
School, Beechcroft. Road, S.W.17. Lecture (for Beginners): "The Generation
and Propagation of Radio Currents." At
9.10 p.m., Demonstration of Small Power
All -mains Receivers by Mr. S. Perkins,
Kentish Town and District Radio Society.-

At 8

p.m.

At Carlton Road School,

Kentish Town, N.W.5. Ordinary meeting.

'

A Good Start.
The autumn session of the Muswell Hill and
District Radio Society opened auspiciously with
a dinner at the Florence Restaurant, Rupert
Street, London, W., on October lot. Mr. E. H.
McCormack was in the chair, and among those
present were Capt. H. J. Round, M.C., M.I.E.E.,
President of the Society, and Mr. P. K. Turner.
After dinner and ,the loyal toast the Chairman proposed the toast of " The Society,"
which was responded to by Mr. Turner, who
congratulated the Society on the excellence of
their syllabus, which includes lectures and demonstrations by such notable firms as the
Gramophone Co. (H.M.V.), the Marconiphone
Co., and Murphy Radio, to name but three.
There was then an intermission for a short
time, after which the orchestra, which had
been discoursing sem:-classical music during
the dinner, showed its versatility by supplying
dance music until an early hour of the morning.
Thus ended the first of the many social functions which are invariably part of the syllabus
of the Muswell Hill Radio Society.
Anyone wishing to join the Society should
write to Mr. C. J. Witt, at 39, Coniston Road,
Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
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A New Three=valve
Receiver for
A.C. or.D.C. Mains.
N the Columbia range of broadcast receivers the
Model 307 occupies an intermediate position between
the simple two -valve twin -station Model 309 and the

long-range 3-H.F. Model 304, which was reviewed in
the November 27th, 1929, issue of this journal.
The three -valve circuit comprising a screen -grid H.F.
amplifier, detector and pentode output valve is an
arrangement which has proved itself capable of meeting

present-day demands of selectivity, range and volume
at a reasonable price, but careful attention to detail on
the part of the designer is essential if the requisite degree
of selectivity is to be attained with only a single H.F.
stage.

In the Columbia Model 307 there are only two tuned
circuits-an input tuned circuit across grid and filament
of the screen -grid valve, and a simple tuned anode circuit in the output. Both circuits are tuned by side -by side drum dial condensers which can be operated independently or simultaneously at will, and the anode condenser on the right is calibrated in wavelengths. The
requisite degree of selectivity is obtained by loose -coupling the input
tuned circuit to the aerial. This is

done in two ways, (1) by tapping
in the aerial feed at a point near the
low potential end of the coil ; (2) by
controlling the aerial coupling
through a three -electrode differential
condenser. This condenser, which
is of the solid dielectric type, is

Technical Details and
Performance of
the A.C. Mains Model,
ment the short-wave performance of the receiver on a
5oft. outside aerial at a distance of five miles from Brookmans Park may be cited. The best setting for the aerial

condenser, having regard to the retainment of adequate
range, was found to be the first division from the zero

or minimum (I full scale), and with this setting the
Regional transmitter (356 metres) occupied a band from
325 to 375 metres and the National transmitter was con-

fined to the lower part of the tuning range from 275

metres downwards. That this satisfactory state of affairs

was not obtained at the expense of range is indicated
by the fact that thirteen foreign stations were tuned in
clear of the Tocal transmitters with the same setting of
the differential aerial condenser. For the above results,
of course, the best possible use was made of the reaction
control.

Two Pre -detector Volume Controls.

The selectivity on long waves is not of such a high
order as on short waves, but is, nevertheless, sufficient
to separate Radio Paris and Daventry 5XX. In all, seven stations
were received at good strength on
'

the long waves.

It has already been pointed out

that the differential condenser can be
used as a volume control, but an independent volume control described

as an " Intensifier " is also incorporated in the aerial circuit. This

takes the form of a high -resistance
potentiometer across the tuned aerial
Method of screening the anode lead to the
aerial terminal panel at the back of
H.F. valve. The screen is cut away in the
circuit and regulates the proportion
the set, and, once adjusted iri relasketch to show the centrally spaced wire.
of the voltage induced across the
tion to reception conditions in the
neighbourhood and to the electrical constants of the aerial coil which is passed to the grid of the screen -grid
particular aerial in use, requires no further attention. valve. It follows that this volume ' control does not
The advantage of the differential aerial condenser is affect the input from a gramophone pick-up, and an ad-

housed in a moulded case on the

that a satisfactory compromise between range and selectivity can be obtained without appreciabl3r affecting the
capacity across the aerial tuning circuit. The condenser
can, therefore, be used also as a volume control for local

station reception without disturbing the setting of the
left-hand tuning dial.
As an indication of the effectiveness of this `arranges 31

ditional external volume control is necessary when reproducing from records.
A compound switch similar in design to that used in
the Model 304 serves to connect the pick-up in the grid
circuit of the detector and also to change from long to
short waves. Normally, the detector functions as a
leaky -grid rectifier, and gramophone leads are short-

Wfipnkoz
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Columbia Model 307.

circuited to prevent interference from low -frequency induction in the pick-up leads. The operation of switching in the pick-up also changes the detector valve bias
and so converts it to a L.F. amplifier. Incidentally, the
grid bias for all three valves is derived from a common
potentiometer, each tapping being thoroughly decoupled.
A resistance -capacity filter in the detector anode circuit deflects D.C. from the high -permeability type L.F.

transformer coupling the detector and pentode power

The loud speaker terminals are -connected
directly in the anode. circuit of the P.M.24 output valve.
valve.

It is well known that accentuation of the high frequencies is a characteristic
of the performance of pen-

OCTOBER 22nd, 1930.

chassis is well thought out, and it is interesting to note
that a subsidiary screen is provided to prevent interference between the H.F. choke in the detector anode
circuit and the tuned circuits associated with the H.F.
valve. Another constructional feature worthy of mention is the method of screening the lead to the anode of
the H.F`. valve. The edge of the screening trough surrounding this valve has been turned over to form a tube
and the anode wire is supported inside concentrically
by small ebonite end bushes. The exposed end of the
anode lead is, therefore, little more than an inch in
length.

tode valves, .and for this
reason a filter, consisting of
a condenser and resistance
in series, is connected between the anode of the valve

and earth.

The values of

resistance and capacity have
been chosen to give the high

note correction required by
the Columbia 325 and 326
loud speakers, and it is emphasised in the instruction
booklet that unsatisfactory
results may ensue from the

use of other types of loud
speaker. This point was
borne out by experiments

with a loud speaker having
a good response up to 6,000

cycles which gave undue

prominence to the sibilants
in speech and needle scratch
in gramophone records. It
would appear that the filter
circuit has been adjusted to
give only a moderate restric-

tion of the upper frequencies.

In the A.C. model tested

the mains transformer is

Back view of the Columbia Model 307 with top and back panels removed. Note the differential
aerial condenser. on the aerial terminal panel in the bottom right-hand corner.

suitable for supply voltages

from 195 to 245 volts with a total of six alternative
primary tappings. A. filament circuit potentiometer or
"-hum adjuster" is mounted on the same panel as the

primary tappings and may be adjusted with a screwdriver from the back of the set. This component does
its work adequately, and a well-defined minimum is
easily obtained, at which, point there is no trace of 50
cycle hum in the loud speaker.
The H.T. current is supplied through a Cossor
BU/ 62,4 full-wave rectifier, and is very completely
smoothed- by chokes and a T.C.C. condenser bank.

Both the screen grid and detector anode circuits are de coupled, and the screen grid potential is derived from
a potentiometer consisting of two cartridge type resistances in series.
The arrangement of compartments in the aluminium

The cabinet work is unusually sturdy, and both the
top and back panels are easily removable, giving ready
access to the receiving and rectifier valves respectively.
Adequate ventilation of the interior of the cabinet (an
important point where use is made of indirectly heated
A.C. valves) is provided by large diameter holes drilled
in the base and a long slot in the back panel.
A model designed for D.C. mains is ' also available,
and the price of bath A.C. and D.C. models is 20 guineas
in oak and 21 guineas in mahogany. The -same chassis
is obtainable in a pedestal type cabinet, together with
a built-in four -pole balanced armature cone loud speaker,

the price being 3o guineas- in oak and 31 guineas in
mahogany. The makers are the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., 102-108, Clerkenwell Road, London,
E.C.i.
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Mystery of "London National."
No one who has attempted to seize the
inner meaning of regent happenings in con-

nection with the Brookmans Park station

can fail to note that the National transmitter has fallen from grace. At first the
premier station of the two, it now plays

.`

RGv.11 S

open last week with the statement that
it liad been 'decided to use the Regional
rather than the National when any one
programme is being radiated for the
reason that, beyond a radius of 15 ór.20
miles, the London Regional is heard better
than the London National.

This casual statement has probably a

very sad significance.

OOOO

Too Low a Wavelength.

If they had wished to be blatantly

truthful, the B.B.C. might have added

that this country is possessed of a wavelength unsuited to the uses required of it.
Experience is showing that the 261 -metre

wave is too low for a station with regional, 'not to mention national, aspirations.

0000

A Wrong Choice.
No other European station with so large

a service area appears anywhere near
London

National

on

the

wavelength

chart; the nearest stations of any consequence 'are Horby (Sweden), on 257
metres, and Helsinka (Finland), on 221
metres. Both these stations- employ a
mere 15 kW., and are obviously not intended to cut such a figure as Brookmans
Park with its 68 kilowatts.

0000

An Exchange of Wavelengths?

Perhaps if London National were to
exchange with the relay stations the

British common wave of 288.5 metres the
results would be less disappointing.

As things stand at present one of the

best British transmitters is being partially
wasted.

chasing unlicensed listeners. Such an exhilarating function is, of course, quite outside the scope of the broadcasting organisation. The van in question is used ex-

clusively for outside broadcasts, and is

often to be seen at strategic points on
high -days and holidays.

It might spoil the pleasure of these

second fiddle.

Sad Reflections.
The B.B.C. engineers came out into the

977

occasions if the spectators associated it
with other duties.
By Our Special Correspondent.

office of the International Broadcasting
Bureau, whose duty it is to straighten
ether tangles with firmness and tact.
0000

A Challenge Accepted.
I hear that Mr. Cleghorn Thomson, the.

Scottish Regional Director, is to take 'up
the recent challenge anent the organisation of broadcasting in Scotland. In his
annual talk from Scottish stations on his
plans and policy for the coming year, Mr.

Thomson will, on November 1st, have
several important things to say, quite
apart from the question of programmes.
0000
Worth Listening To.
The Scottish A.Q.. have been accused
of (a) being too dependent on Savoy Hill,
and (b)" too independent of Savoy Hill.

Mr. Thomson's task of satisfying, both
sets of critics should give his talk a.
piquant flavour.

'If you can tune in a

Scottish station on November 1st, the

opportunity should not be missed.

0000

From Durham Cathedral.
The National Service on October 26th
comes from Durham Cathedral, which has
not been used as much as most Northern
cathedrals for broadcast purposes.. The
address on " Christian Citizenship " will

be given by the Dean (Bishop J. E. C.
Welldon).
0000

Making Our Flesh Creep.

The idea has been fostered in certain
sections

of the daily Press that the

" B.B.C. Green Van " spends its time

0000

Black Magic.
The Post Office Direction Finding Van

is the vehicle that strikes terror into the

hearts of unlicensed listeners. Naturally,
the P.M.G. refuses to disclose the magical
process of detection.

I see that this " Black Maria " is setting out on a tour round Cardiff.

0000

Revue Over Transatlantic 'Phone.
The high-speed revue, " Give me New
York," is to be re -broadcast nationally
on November 13. This is in a sense a
new broadcast, as the author, Holt Marvell, has revised the first edition, which
was given two years ago, and new music
has been written.
The idea of the revue is that an
English

impresario,

being anxious

theatre manager, submits specimens of it

over the transatlantic telephone. The
call costs £3 a minute, hence the speed
of the show.

0000

A Musical Fighter.
Another of those periodical wrangles

between the B.B.C. and the music in-

terests seems to have been settled by the
new arrangement whereby eight of the
Hallé concerts may be broadcast during
the 1930-31 season.

Sir Hamilton Harty, like Sir Thomas

Beecham, has shown himself to be -a redoubtable fighter, but all musically
minded listeners will be glad that the
recent contention has not led Sir Hamil-

ton to turn his back on the microphone'
in the manner of his illustrious contemporary.

0000

Heterodyning.

It

is

a pity to break in upon the

romantic thoughts associated with the
lengthening winter evenings by talk of

Continental heterodyning: But there can
be no doubt that the better receiving con-

ditions are also revealing culprits who
were undetected during the summer.

Several of the British stations have
0000

been affected.

B.B.C. Sufferers.

For example, disturbance on Daventry
National transmissions has been traced to
far -away Angora; the National common
wave has been jolted several times of late
by Radio Lyons. Even London Regional

has been jammed by a whistle ascribed
to the third harmonic of Hilversum.
These and other cases of interference
with B.B.C. transmitters have been traced

WORLD'S LARGEST BROADCAST STUDIO. This photograph gives some idea of

details have been sent to the Brussels

r

by the Tatsfield receiving station. Full
13 33

to

place a London play with a New York

the vastness of the converted warehouse on the south side of the Thames, now used
by the B.B.C. as a studio to accommodate the National orchestra and chorus.
comprising more than 350 performers.
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QUALATY RECEPTION

H. F. AMPLI FIER. AND THE DETECTOR,
II

i iI

,1

By JOHN HARMON.
(Concluded from page 453 of previous issue.)
UCH Ika.s been written on the comparative advantages of " anode -bend " and "leaky grid"

detection, and a fair statement of the position
to -day would seem to be that while the former has a
decided superiority from the ,point of view of good
quality, yet the latter is still employed by the great
majority of set users. The reason is simply that the
reaction which can be, and almost invariably is, associated with this method increases amplification to an
extent which makes it possible to dispense with a H.F.
amplifying stage, or to conceal inefficiency in such a
stage when it is used. This amplification by reaction,

In addition to reaction distortion there are losses of

low and high tones in both the grid and plate circuits of a leaky grid detector, and we must conclude
that this method is unsuitable for reproduction of high
quality.

It should be noted, however, that a new era seems
to be opening with "power grid detection " (see The
Wireless World, May 7th, 193o, p. 474 and p. 479),
where distortionless reproduction is obtained by a grid

however, is dearly bought. Since grid current is always

flowing in the detector a resistive load is thrown upon
the preceding H.F. tuned circuit, leading to loss of both
amplification and selectivity, and it is the aim of reaction to counteract both these defects. Now, although
amplification may thus be restored to its original value,
the selectivity curve suffers a distortion, which is illustrated in Fig. 26.
Here the full curve represents the transmission of side -

bands by a H.F. tuned circuit. When this is loaded by
a leaky grid detector and the amplification is brought
back by reaction to the original value the broken curve
is obtained showing an increased loss of sidebands up
to 1 k.c. on either side, and a decreased selectivity in
the region beyond (which is just the region where increased selectivity is required to
stations).

cut out adjacent

10111411111
(a)

"11811igab
(b)

Fig. 27.-(a) A high -frequency modulated voltage signal. Since
its average value is zero it cannot give any effect in a loud
speaker. (b) The same signal after passing through a
detector valve. It has now become a unidirectional pulsation,
and when the H.F. variations are smoothed out the signal
varies at audio frequency.

détector using 30o volts H.T. This method of rectification has been employed successfully in a number of receivers lately described in this journal.
Anode Bend Detection.

The function of a detector is to rectify the incoming
high -frequency carrier wave which is modulated at audio
frequencies, and so allow the latter to be separated from

the high -frequency wave and applied to the sound -reproducing device.
The modulated carrier is in envelope form as shown
in Fig. 27 (a), the amplitude of the high frequency varying at audio frequency. In order to make use of this
by the L.F.' amplifier it must be cut in halves and one
half discarded, the result being as in Fig. 27 (b), which

1.0

o's

0s

is the equivalent of a pulsating direct current which

0.4

would have a mean steady value, as shown by the dotted

0'2

line, if the carrier wave were unmodulated, but which
varies below and above this value if modulation is

40

present.
30

20
10
10
0
20
30
NUMBER OF KILOCYCLES OFF TUNE

40

Fig. 26.-Full curve: selectivity of a tuned high -frequency
circuit. Broken curve: effect of loading this circuit by a leaky
grid detector and bringing up the amplification by reaction.

We now come to the case of the anode bend rectifier.
Fig. 28 shows a typical grid volts -plate current curve
with (a) modulated, (b) unmodulated carrier waves
applied to it, and indicates the manner in which the
plate current varies when there is no plate load present.
In order to make use of these changes of plate current
B-34
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to H.F. currents there

is enough capacity between
primary and secondary to transmit quite a lot of H.F.
Large Detector Input for Good Quality.
capacity coupling a high resistance is inserted in the
In
the
days when H.F. amplification was a -difficult
plate circuit and a grid leak and condenser are used
and
ineffective
business, the peak swing on the grid of
to couple to the following L.F. valve.
The presence of the resistance introduces some new the detector rarely exceeded a volt, and in consequence
conditions which must be considered (Fig. 29). The , the valve acted only on the strongly curved part of the
first is that the grid volts -plate current curve is now less bottom bend ; distortion was unavoidable in such cirsteep, but, on the other hand, it is straighter, and the cumstances, and anode bend had nothing to recommend
effect of the curved lower part is less marked. It is it in preference to the leaky grid method. Nowadays,

Quality Reception.-

for the purpose of operating the L.F. amplifier we must
insert some sort of coupling device. In resistance

with screen -grid H.F. amplification giving a single stage

/

ANODE

CURRENT

(a)
1

L

b)

t
a

I

VOLTS

gain of 5o or more, the detector grid can be swung, up
to ten peak volts at a distance ¿f ioo miles from Daventry. With such large swings the straight line part of
the characteristic is utilised, the bottom bend being only
a small part of the whole path and, as Fig. 28 shows,
the plate current faithfully follows the grid, swing.
The possibility of such large detector grid swings is
a direct, though perhaps unforeseen, consequence of
modern methods of H.F. amplification, and marks the
most notable advance towards high -quality reproduction
that has been seen in recent years.
High-frequency Amplification.

When high -frequency tuned circuits are used both
preceding and following a screen -grid valve, the coils

1

(b)

Fig. 28.-Anode bend detection. The plate current corresponding to (a) a modulated H.F. grid signal, (b) an unmodulated signal.

evident that the variations of plate current are now
than in Fig. 27. Since we are dealing with
rectified current, of which only one-half is used, the root

mean square value will be 0.35 of the maximum at
any point, as shown by the dotted curves in Fig. 29,

and this value (in amperes) multiplied by the resistance
in ohms will give the volts output.
If now we shunt the plate resistance with a condenser
of suitable value, the high -frequency variations are
smoothed out to a considerable extent, making the mean

value much higher, and since the plate resistance is
still of the same value the low -frequency output is in-

of these two circuits being well designed for low losses,
we must expect the high audio frequencies to be attenuated owing- to cutting of sidebands. Fig. 3o, curve I,
shows the selectivity curve due to two such circuits in
combination, and it appears that the voltage transmission
drops to. 0.5 at 5 kilocycles off tune. This is a serious
attenuation of the high tones, but fortunately the curve
can be improved by judicious detuning of the circuits in
opposite directions. Curve 2 shows the effect of de tuning one circuit by 5 k.c. to the right, and the other
by an equal amount to the left. The process is con-

tinued in curves 3 and 4, and evidently an excellent
curve is obtained at some stage, such as curve 3, where
ANODE
CURRENT

(a)

WITHOUT

-

RESISTANCE

;

(a)
WITH
RESISTANCE

creased.

----

1
i

Eb)

,'Zb)_

Care must be taken to see that the condenser which
shunts the plate resistance does not interfere with the

lim Lni,li.en11
GRID, VOLTS

low -frequency characteristic, i.e., cause the output to

(1r11

111111
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be deficient in the higher audio frequencies. For this
reason the impedance of the condenser should not be
less than about four times the valve A.C. resistance as
measured under working conditions ; this condition gives
4 x 15,000 60,000 ohms, which will be satisfied at 5,000
cycles by a 0.0005 mfd. condenser.

This by-pass condenser passesmost,
most of the H.F.

little as poscurrent, but in order to make sure that
sible gets through to the plate resistance, and so to the
following L.F. valve, it is necessary to insert a radio frequency choke as in Fig. 17. Even when transformer
coupling is used the choke is still necessary, for, although
the inductive reactance of the primary offers an obstacle
E 35
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Fig. 29.-Anode bend detection. The effect of plate resistance
in the detector valve circuit.

the variation over the audio range does not exceed
6 per cent.

The process of detuning is too delicate to

be carried out by ear alone, but is a simple matter if

a milliammeter is used in the plate circuit of the anode
bend detector valve. Each circuit can be accurately
tuned by observing when the needle indicates the maxi-

mum detector current, and then the condenser dials

Wfiredwo
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Quality Reception.-

ary of which a wire -wound megohm resistance was
inserted. A thermionic voltmeter was shunted across
part of the megohm and the remainder acted as a grid
leak which conveyed voltage signals to the grid of a

should be rotated equal amounts in opposite directions
till the best effect is obtained:
Often the H.F. grid circuit is so heavily loaded by the
aerial that its selectivity curve is much flatter than that
of the plate circuit ; in this case the result of deturring
is not so good, but it is usually possible, while still retaining sufficient signal strength, to couple the aerial so

PM26 pentode. The plate load of the pentode consisted
of a 25 i step-down transformer with a variable re -

loocely to the grid circuit that the curves are nearly
identical.

Input Capacity Due to Feed -back.
It now Remains to describe the experiments previously
referred to in this article on the effect of feed -back from
the plate load of the pentode through the residual. plate -

grid capacity which exists between the plate and grid
leaks in the 'glass pinch and the valve -holder. This
feed -back results in the appearance of a large effective
capacity between the grid and filament.

Fig. 31-Determination of the grid input impedance of a
loaded pentode.

sistance across the secondary of 40 ohms maximum
value. Thus the- equivalent resistive plate load could
be varied from o to 252 x 40=25,00o ohms. In the experiments the resistance load was first shorted by closing the key K, and the voltmeter reading was noted.
On opening the key the grid leak of 0.75 megohm was
shunted by the capacity which appeared across it due
to feed -back and the voltmeter reading changed. By
means of the variable condenser C capacity could be
added to give the same change of voltmeter reading as
was caused by introducing the plate load. With any
fixed resistive load the required value of C was found

Fig. 30.-Resultant selectivity curve of two identical H.F. tuned
circuits : (1) Both circuits on tune. (2) Each circuit detuned by
5 k.c. (3) Each circuit detuned by 7 k.c. (4) Each circuit
detuned by 10 k.c. In this example the ratio reactance/resistance of each cops is taken as 100 and the carrier frequency
is 1,000 k.c.

An audio -frequency generator (Fig. 31) of the heterodyne type, which produced frequencies between 5o and
5,000 cycles at constant voltage, was connected to the
primary of an equal ratio transformer across the second a

100

É
E

,.......---1--

so

z

'

to ke independent of signal frequency, thus showing that
the feed -back is actually capacitative.
The effective capacity increased as the resistive load
was made larger, as shown in Fig. 32, curve r. This is
to be expected, since for a high -resistive load the working line lies more in the region where the valve amplification is large, as has frequently been pointed out in
The Wireless -World.

reed -driven loud

As a check on the method, a similar

experiment was carried out with a

power triode, a DFA9.

40

The results
are shown in Fig. 32, curve 2, and the
values agree well with those derived
from the formula for triodes.
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(of 2,000

cycles.
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U

speakers,.

ohms nominal impedance) at 5,o00

so
<

It attains a value of 90 mmf. for

a load of 17,00o ohms, which value
is attained by the impedance of most

2p00
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6,000
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12,000

141100

16p00 18,000

20000 22p00

PLATE CIRCUIT

Fig. 32.-Variation of input grid -filament capacity with load in plate circuit
(1) Pentode PM26. (2) Power triode DFA9.

It is evident from Fig. 32 that the
equivalent input capacity of a loaded
pentode is much larger than that of a
low magnification power triode, and
must be taken into account when the
coupling between detector and pentode

is being designed, otherwise the high
tones- may be seriously attenuated.
B l5
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Laboratory Tes ts ®n
New
paratus

percentage of accuracy, can be obtained
from the Loewe Radio Co., Ltd., 4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, London, N.15.
These crystals are intended for the main-

L.T. CHOKE FOR " ALL D.C.
THREE."
A special heavy-duty choke constructed
according to specification, and for use in
the above receiver, has been submitted
for

test

by

Bryan

W.

Savage,

Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. The
measured D.C. resistance of the winding
is 59 ohms, which is the same as that of
146,

the choke used in the original set: No
alteration is necessary, therefore, to the

value of the various resistances.
Measured at 50 cycles and when
carrying the total D.C. required to
operate the receiver, the inductance was
found to be 5.1 henrys ; an entirely satisAs a guide for those
factory value.
who may require a heavy-duty choke of

in the sides to pass lead-in and lead -out
wires. The valve hutch is built up from
separate pieces of metal and can be easily
removed if it is not required.
The price of the box is 5s.

0
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-5.5
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of a separate control valve becomes essential.

Radio .Co., Ltd., the crystal is mounted
in a dustproof case fitted with two contact -pins, and they are available ground

to resonate at any wavelength between 40
The prices vary
and 1,000 metres.

according to the degree of accuracy required. Those guaranteed to within 10
per: cent. of the marked wavelength cost
55s. each, and to within 1 per cent. the
price is 70s. An accuracy of one part in
1,000 can be guaranteed at the price of

INDUCTANCE WHEN CARRYING D.C.
Inductance
in henrys.

cuit of. the oscillating valve, but in the
case of higher power than this the use

wavemeter where a high order of accuracy
is required. As supplied by the Loewe

inductance with different values of D..C.
flowing is given below.
Superimposed
A.C. in mA.

crystal may be connected in the grid cir-

A further application of these quartz
crystals is to be found in calibrating a

this type but for another purpose, the

D.C. in mA.

tenance of a constant wavelength, and
they can be incorporated in the transWhere the power in use does
mitter.
not exceed 10 watts a suitable quartz

110s. per' crystal.

0000

MILNES H.T. UNIT.
The Milnes H.T. unit consists of a battery of nickel -iron -type cells mounted in

4.7

The, physical dimensions of the choke
are according to specification, the height

a crate and incorporating an ingenious
Watmel aluminum screening box with
built-in hutch for the valve.

0000

LOEWE QUARTZ OSCILLATORS.

One of the conditions imposed by the

Postmaster -General in the

issue of a

licence for experimental transmission is

that the wavelength of the transmitter
should be checked, from time to time, by

Milnes 120 -volt H.T. unit which can be
charged from a 6 -volt accumulator.

Heavy-duty choke for the "All D.C.
Three," made by W. Bryan Savage.

over terminals not exceeding 38in., this
enables the choke to be accommodated
comfortably in the space available under
the plinth. The price is 21s.

series -parallel

WATMEL SCREENING BOX.
There are some occasions where a

container. Fixed to this rod is a number
of bent -wire contacts and steel studs,
which bear against spring leaves connected

need the

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., Imperial
Works, High Street, Edgware, Middlesex, have produced a box measuring
4in. x 62in. x 6Qin. high made from alu-

In one corner of the box is
a small hutch 2' -,in. x2gin. X32in. deep
with a ls-in, diameter hole cut in the
minium.

base to accommodate a screen grid valve.
A loose wooden base is fitted to the box,
which has also a number of holes drilled
B 37

connects

operated by a lever located outside the

screening box of slightly smaller dimensions than those generally employed is

and to meet this

which

which, when connected in parallel, can be
charged from a 6 -volt accumulator. The
switch consists of an ebonite rod extending the full length of the crate and

0000

required,

switch

groups of cells either in parallel or in
Four cells constitute a group,
series.

Lbewe quartz crystal oscillator for transmitter control, or calibration and occasional check of a wavemeter.

wavemeter controlled by a quartz
crystal. Those contemplating joining the
a

ranks of amateur transmitters will be interested to learn that quartz oscillators,
carefully adjusted and with a guaranteed

to each group of four cells.
The electrolyte is an alkaline solution,
so that sulphating and corroding are impossible. This fluid must not be exposed
to the air unnecessarily, as it readily absorbs carbon dioxide, so that immediately
after filling each cell a small quantity of

the special oil supplied must be added.

The presence of the oil precludes creeping

of the electrolyte.

VÉpS11@2,1
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Laboratory Tests on New Apparatus.One advantage of the nickel -iron type

of battery is that it cannot be damaged

by a. heavy discharge or ari overcharge ;
even a short circuit has no harmful effect
co the plates. These are very robust, as
they consist of steel, will not buckle, and
there is 1io possibility of loose paste f all -

in, cut.

heavier currents, the limit being reached
when the oil commences to froth. This

should not be allowed to spill over the tops

MILNES H.T UNIT
NOMINAL VOLTAGE 120
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0.001 nifd. maximum, showed a minimum
capacity of 0.000139 mfd. and a maximum
of 0.000914 mfd. Change in capacity is

A sample tested, nominally rated at

obtained, as is usual with this type of

named as in appearance they resemble

somewhat the succulent comestible of this
name.
The resistance is housed in a_

piece of yellow insulating sleeving terminating in circular washers provided

with a hole large enough to pass a 2 B.A.
screw. They are flexible, and will accommodate themselves comfortably between
any two components used as anchorage
points. Standard values range from 1,000

component, by compressing a sandwich
consisting of sheets of springy metal

interleaved with sheets of mica.

A condenser of this type requires to

have a rigid back plate to withstand the
pressure applied to the sandwich, and in
this respect the Lissen version could be
slightly improved, as the bade plate is
rather flexible; consisting of a piece of
thin fibre sheet. A moulded cover plate
would confer a real advantage and assure
that the condenser would not change its
capacity owing to bending of the back -

plate under the continual strain of the

Discharge curves of the Milnes 120 -volt
H.T. unit.

pressure on the sandwich.
The makers are Messrs. Lissen, Ltd.,
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex, and

For a battery of given voltage it

A 0.002 mfd. size costs 3s.

TIME (WORKING HOURS)

the price of the 0.001 mfd. size

is

necessary to employ more cells than would
be the case in a lead -type storage battery,

since the E:M:F. of each cell, when fully
charged, is of the order of 1.4 volts only.
The bulk is not greatly increased, as can
be seen by the size of the 120 -volt unit;
which, together with switch, measures
13ain. X 9#in. X 44in. high.
For discharge
purposes contact is made by attaching
clips to the group -connecting leaves; these
are rendered accessible by cutting a longitudinal slot in one of the side members of
the crate. Intel mediate tappings in steps
of 10 volts up to the total of 120 volts are
available.
The sample unit was given a prolonged
test, the discharge being started at the
rated maximum of 50 'mA. Discharge

was continuous and not intermittent; as
is usually the case when testing dry -cell
H.T. The initial charge was made from
an 8 volt accumulator with a resistance

in series
The first discharge is shown by Curve 1
on the graph; from this the ampere -hour
capacity of the unit can be computed. It

amps.,

but

this

fell

rapidly

coco

Magnum Spaghetti resistance of nominal
value 5,000 ohms. It measures Sins.
between fixing poles.

Those from 1,000 ohms up to and including 40,000 ohms are rated to carry

10 mA., and the 50,000 -ohm size is stated.
to carry 5 mA.
A 5,000 -ohm sample was measured, the
actual resistance being found to be
-

diameter and -kin. thick, in the centre

of which is mounted a single -hole fixing
bush.

This acts also as a guide for the

moving plunger.

The makers are Messrs. Burne-Jones

and Co., Ltd., Magnum House, ' 296,
Borough High Street, Lohdon, S.E.1.
0000

LISSEN VARIABLE MICA
CONDENSER.

This condenser is of the semi -variable
type, and intended for use where a continuously . variable component is not reMelbourne' D.P.D.T. push-pull
change -over switch.

The single -pole change -over pattern is

fitted with three spring leaves, one of

which is always in contact with the metal
sleeve on the plunger. The remaining
leaves contact
alternately.
An even

1 amp., and then more gradually, until
after an all-night charge only a few milli amps were flowing into the unit. Curve 2
on the graph shows the second discharge,
which, on the same basis as the first test,
shows a capacity of 190 milliampere hours.

pressure is maintained by adopting the
same sized spring in every case, and

this necessitates mounting some of the
contacts on pillars.

The pillar support-

ing the constant contact leaf is tinted
red as a ready means of identification.

The test was repeated, and Curve 3 resulted.

In the S.P.D.T. model, which costs
ls. 6d.. the fixing bush is not insulated

It appears that the ampere -hour
capacity slowly declined with this mode
of charging; nevertheless, the over -night
taper charge will be more than sufficient
charge at .a higher rate to retrieve the
capacity.
No damage is caused by

These switches are made by the Melbourne Radio Supply, Norwood .'Buildings, Hatherley Road, Walthamstow,
London, E.17, and function on the push and -pull principle.
The body consists
of a circular disc of ebonite l*in. in

5,500 ohms.

to

to keep the battery in goad trim for
ordinary use.
Occasionally the battery
shoml.d he given a heavier and longer

is 2s.

MELBOURNE SWITCHES.

will be seen that if the discharge is carried until the E.M.F. is down to 1 volt
pe cell -98 volts in all-a capacity of 205
reilliampere..hours is available. The next
charge was made from a 6 -volt battery,
the starting current being approximately
2

is

price of a 120 -volt unit is £4 5s._ There is
a 90 -volt set costing £3 lOs., and a 150 volt model at £5.

ohms to 50,000 ohms, and the price is
is 6d. in each case.

G,

tical mounting, and the adjustment

The makers are Milnes Radio Co., Cot-

tingley Bridge, Bingley, Yorks, and the

MAGNUM SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES.
Magnum Spaghetti resistances are so

1-1

ing designed for either horizontal or ver
provided with a locking device which
enables the spindle to be fixed when the
capacity desired has been determined.

of the tubes.

00oó
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Lissen variable mica condenser of
the preset type.

quired, although occasional change in the

capacity may. be required from time to
It is housed in a bakelite mould -

time.

0,r`

from the contacts, but in the case of
the D.P.D.T. type, which is sensibly
the same as the S.P.D.T. but with a
double set of

contact

springs

above the first set, the bush

raised

is fully
costs 2s. 6d.

insulated.
This model
Indicating plates are supplied with
every model.
B 38
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Letters to the Editora
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.9, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

CARRIER WAVE INTERFERENCE.

Sir,-Many important and far-reaching results have been

born of the consideration of what have apparently been simple
happenings (to wit, Stevenson and the kettle-Newton
and the apple-Galileo and the metal balls dropped
I hope, therefrom Pisa's leaning tower -etc., etc.).
fore, I may be excused for putting forward a line
of thought which a simple every -day happening has suggested
to me.

I have, since its inception, taken a keen interest in the reception of baoadcast programmes, and have spent altogether

By making our 991 k.c. and 1009 he.. tuning circuits really

sharp we approach very nearly to a curve 18 k.c. in width

(and, therefore, .retaining frequencies up to 9,000. cycles properly

-a very much more desirable feature than retaining up to 4,500
cycles only), and of ideally perfect shape.
Interference from stations .at
982 k.c. and 1,018 k.c. will be
above audibility, and can, therefore, be ignored.
-

many thousands of hours searching for some improvement which

shall lead to better reproduction, and I think I can safely

lay claim to an " outfit " which, although perhaps untidy in
appearance, does nevertheless give fealty fine reproduction.

Low -frequency amplification can, with fair ease, be made

(and very nearly scientifically) perfect, and the
" diode " rectifier does not distort. Were there only one transmitter on. the air, all would agree that practical perfection

audibly

would be possible-but, alas, frequency separation, to use an
Americanism, " has us beat."
The band-pass filter has its advantages, but it has two in-

herent disadvantages :7(1) Frequencies over, say, 5,000 cycles are eliminated at the
expense of brilliance.
(2) It varies from 'too sharp a cut-off at one end of the frequency scale to a deplorable double -hump with an intervening,

and equally deplorable, dip at the other end.
There are other minor disadvantages, but these need not be

touched on here.
To come to the point of 'this letter-supposing we are " tuned
in " to the London Regional wavelength and have so flattened

our response for the sake of realism that we receive a slight
background from some foreign station or stations ; then let
us await the closing down of London Regional. For some
moments we receive -the unmodulated carrier, and with it the
background just referred to. It has been our wont to picture
such interference as shown in the diagram, Fig. 1, the base
line

depicting

fering station, and the dark
line, London Regional. The

shaded portion has seemed to

represent the interference.
Now, were this so, we clearly
should receive the unwanted
station (weakly, of course) when

the carrier wave from London
Regional ceases.

But this is not the case, for

as soon as the carrier ceases all
is silent.

Carrying this to a logical conclusion, it becomes apparent

that-

(a) The London Regional carrier has been responsible for

the interference.
(b) Corollary-if we eliminate the fundamental frequency cf
a carrier we also eliminate the modulations thereof.

Now let us consider the position in practice. We have, say,
three stations, A, B and C, working on frequencies of 991,
1,000 and 1,000 k.c.

Fig. 3.

The 991 k.c. and 1,009 k.c. circuits, being extremely sharply
tuned, offer very little impedance indeed to the 1,000 k.c. carrier
and consequently there is really negligible loss in efficiency.

W. S.

the audibility

level, the dotted line the inter-

Fig. I.

Fig. 2.

If the centre one were, required, we should,

using the best " band-pass " method of selection, accept all
frequencies between 9952 and 1,0041 k.c.-but then, alas, the
brilliance !

But, suppósing we " go one better " and sharply reject at

991 k.c. and 1,009 k.c.; at the same time tuning flatly to 1,000
k.c., as in the circuit, Fig. 2, the 1,000 k.c. acceptance, as
indicated in Fig. 3 (a), is thereby cut on both sides and becomes
as Fig. 3 (b).
n ?9
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RADIO SERVICING.

Sir,-I should be glad if you would allow me a little space to
add my quota to the discussion on " Radio Servicing " which has
recently received considerable attention in your journal.

I beg leave to state that at least the members of the W.R.A.
must be absolved from any accusation of incompetence as far
as their own districts are concerned. Every dealer has his own
district and his own particular type of trade, 'which calls for
specialised knowledge of the sets most generally in use therein.
I commenced business in the better -class type of district, but

soon found that the competition from the dabbler and the
managing -director type of person who is delighted to get stuff
for all his friends at trade price was too big to fight.
The course I adopted was to go to a working-class district,
where the only people I had to contend with were " experts "
who did not know a milliamp from a megohm, and inside a year
I had built up a cast-iron connection and a reputation for almost
Papal infallibility. Here is my point. After two years of
0-v-1 and 0-v-2 receivers, the only thing which keeps me ahead
of my work is your excellent paper, and a lot of that is beyond
me now, simply because I have not the opportunity of exercising
a tenth of the knowledge I have. I can deal quickly, efficiently,
and economically with any trouble brought to me by one of my
customers, and I claim to be a super -efficient dealer in my own
district. I should hesitate to set my wits against your recent
correspondent, Mr. R. V. Jones, who could probably suggest improvements in the Science Museum Receiver, upon which I look
with feelings akin to reverence. If he, however, were to come to
Aston and make the round of my clients he would find that they
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would take my word against anybody's on the subject of the

simple sets which, for financial reasons, they have to use.,

The examination question is at present engaging the attention of this Branch, and I hope to draw up the papers for the
first examination during the next week. Mr. Jones will realise,
however, that a tremendous latitude must be allowed. If one

standard paper is set for all candidates and every entrant is
expected to get a high percentage of marks, the papers must be

easy to be fair.

If they are too advanced the majority of

dealers will fail, and the examination will defeat its own object.

What we propose to do, therefore, is to make a reasonably

simple set of questions upon accumulator charging, Ohm's Law,

fault finding on straight sets, knowledge of correct values for
associated components, effects of varying anode resistance on
performance of valves, etc., etc., and then to add to these certain

" honours " sections on advanced theory dealing with multi-

stage H.F. work, all -mains sets, P -A work and the like. Then
a dealer will be able to pass the examination if he is capable of
running a service depot at all, and to obtain honours standing
in the subjects which he has made his particular study.
I trust that this will suffice to show that the Wireless Retailers'
Association, at least, is conscientiously working to ensure that

the man in the street shall have evidence, before entering a
shop, that the owner has sufficient knowledge to give him the
assistance or technical advice he needs.
One last point. Mr. Jones refers to " enormous profits."

I

have been about an-hour on this letter, and for three-quarters
of that time a customer has been in the shop. My head assistant has been with him all that time selling him a 14s. dry H.T.
battery. He, the customer, came in for a four -and -sixpenny
one, which, would, of course, be all right for working a single valve set, but not the slightest use for what the customer
required. It is the first time he has been in the shop, and my
man finds that he has a three -valve 0-v-2 set, which he runs off
two 60 -volt H.T. blocks. - 'When his results go off he replaces

the older of the two. It took forty-five minutes to convince him
that it would be folly to spend 4s. 6d.'on a 60 and very wise to
spend 9s. 6d. more on a good 100. We have done the customer
a service, and our overhead charges are is. in excess of the
" enormous profit." This is not an isolated instance. We can
say with truth that components are more often a loss on paper
than a profit. Of course, it does not actually work out so in
fact, because the customer is probably a regular one for batterycharging, and in spite of the rigorous .supervision necessary to
make this service efficient it is still possible to make a good profit.

But (and it is a very big but ") the dealer's real profit bears
no more relation to his re -sale discount than the average home

constructor's set does to the designer's version of the same

J. WELLINGS.
circuit.
(Chairman, Birmingham Branch, Wireless Retailers' Association.)

Sir,-The letters on " Radio Servicing " have been of interest,
apart from a purely business and technical point of view.
Personally I have occasionally been bitten by a dealer, but

that fact does not affect my testimony that the majority are

hardworking and painstaking individuals whose services are intelligently and often generously given. There are one or two

special aspects of their work which are often overlooked in
discussions of their defects and virtues.

First, wireless is a new craze. Seldom has a new interest

made at once so universal and scientific an appeal, and extended
and developed at so rapid a rate. In addition to being new and
scientific, it is more than averagely technical, and,. from the

viewpoint of the public, complex.

Such a specialised hobby has demanded a new army of,

Some have proved failures, scientifically and
temperamentally, and therefore also from a service point of view.

dealer -mechanics.

But many others have studied their subject, and have striven
well, and have also failed-why? Simply because the practice

of wireless, as of other scientific pursuits, requires not only
knowledge and intelligence ; it demands also time, `patience and

industry-art as well as skill.
Now these last are not very " financial " commodities in this
cheap -jack generation. A public devoted to its hire-purchase
commitments and its other economic troubles resorts inevitably

to cut prices.

There are none so blind as -they who cannot

afford to see; so the dealer who spends an hour or more hunting

OCTOBER 22114, 1930.

for a faulty connection may find his expenditure of time and

patience unrewarded and unsung. In other words, the supply
of brains may easily exceed the economic demand.
Of course the dealer suffers from these drawbacks no more
than the inventor and other men of science.

As a professional man I have no intention of advising him

that scientific wireless dealing, like other forms of virtue, should
be its own reward. But there are two suggestions which may
seem worthy of the average dealer's consideration.

The first is, scrap the hire-purchase credit system, since its

economic effect has been to mortgage many persons' incomes to
the limit.
Second, present every customer with a tariff or price list

not only of things stocked but also of services available, and
make it a tariff which will demonstrate clearly to the most unsophisticated person that time as well as skill is money, and
that brains no less than goods are economic commodities to be
sold and paid for at an economic price.
I write above of what I know, but there may be no harm in
suggesting that the, present defects of radio servicing arise
mainly out of the present universal " hard-upness," and that
the larger: solution is for, everyone, trade and public alike; to
anticipate and recreate that revival of trade and prosperity
which politicians continue cleverly to diagnose but fail to cure.
ALEXANDER BALDIE, M.B.
London, W.9.

BEDLAM IN THE HOME.
Sir,-A propos the article under the pseudonym of " Free
Grid." From his remarks I take it I am included in the sec-

tion of radio enthusiasts toiling under the alleged false impression that true reproduction must go hand -in -hand with volume,
and by still employing 120 volts grid bias (which is not free)
it would appear that I am on the reckless road to (a) Bedlam in
the home, (b) ditto in the police court, (c) the acquisition of a
candidature to any of the recognised homes of rest. Nevertheless, I shall not dispense . with a single volt of my grid bias, 'as I fail to understand how any sane person 'can enjoy a grand

organ recital at the volume of a mouth organ, or a violin.
resembling the vocal efforts of a bronchial mouse.
I quite admit it would be ridiculous to invite the Queen's Hall

orchestra to occupy a corner of a drawing -room, but " Free

Grid " apparently lacks any sense of proportion, for any normal
set giving an undistorted output of, say, 10 watts will not render

anywhere near the volume to compare with the Queen's Hall
orchestra at the Queen's Hall.
. I certainly agree that there are a large number of establish-

ments using very much out-of-date demonstration speakers and
sets, and in some cases using first-class apparatus coupled with
a cub's experience, and hence the lion's roar.

In my district I know of at least four loud speakers worthy
of their name, and which have justly earned the admiration
of the man in the street, and which have definitely created a

demand for better radio.
About the " lack of interest " to which " Free Grid " refers,
from experience I do not think the shopkeeper and his assistants
are to blame, always assuming that the shopkeeper understands
his trade and employs qualified assistants; the point of view of
the salesman should also be considered, for, after all, he is
only human. A short time behind the counter would, I am sure,

convince " Free Grid " that the life of the salesman is not all
roses.

To give an example. I know of a certain " customer " who
asked at the local store for the circuit of a mains unit. On being
told that this, together with advice, would be supplied free with

the components, he boldly replied that he could get the parts
wholesale from a friend in the game.

This kind of thing is a daily' occurrence, yet in spite of this
they still retain their good name.
My experience with watchmakers is almost as bad as " Free
Grid's " experience with wireless retailers, but I consider this
my misfortune, and do not condemn the rest of the trade. No.
doubt I shall sooner or later discover a watchmaker who understands the inner workings of a watch.
In conclusion, ' I regret' that " Free Grid " has been rather
unfortunate, but from ' his very biased remarks my sympathy
goes to the wireless shopkeeper.
Holloway, N.7.
VOLTAGE WHERE IT IS DUE.
B 40
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service ¿f Technical Information.
An Interesting Point.

I understand that by varying the value
of the grid resistance in an R.C. stage
it is possible to vary the frequency
response. I fail to understand, how-

ever, why varying the value of the
anode resistance does not have the

same effect, since it is obvious that it
is only in parallel with the grid resist-

T. D. R.

ance.

A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some

at greater length than would be
possible in a letter.
The Service ís subject to the rules of
cases

Department, which are printed
below; these must be strictly enforced
in' the interest of readers themselves.
the

both C and R, were simultaneously altered

Your difficulty arises from the fact that in value by the same amount. It will be
you have supposed that the anode resist- obvious, therefore, that all that happens
ance is in parallel with the grid resistance,
whereas actually this is not quite the case,

as will be seen on reference to Fig. 1.
In this diagram R, represents the anode

when R, is varied is that the amplification
at all frequencies is altered. Here again
we are ignoring such factors ás the plate filament capacity of V,.

higher modulation frequencies. To allow

the -normal peak separation of 10 kilocycles will clearly be impracticable, and
so you will find it necessary to use a
coupling condenser in the order of 0.04'
mfd., depending on the design of your
coils.

Incidentally, we would point out that
it is wrong to assume that the capacity coupled filter is inherently unselective at.
the upper end of the tuning scale; this
is only true 'when a fixed value of coupling
condenser is used.
-

000o

Eliminator as Battery Charger.

resistance, C the coupling condenser, and
R2 the grid resistance. -It will be obvious

I have an H.T. eliminator with a valve
rectifier capable of giving 60 milli -

and R, is in parallel with both of them.
It is because R, is thus in parallel with
both of them and not with R2 alone that
no serious change in frequency response
is brought about by varying. it. C, of

tor battery, and if so, how should it
be connected?
R. T. E.
The output of the rectifying valve in

amps. at well over 200 volts. Would
it be possible to use- this instrument
to charge a 120 -volt H.T. accumula-

at a glance that C is in series with R,

your eliminator could certainly be used for

course, may be considered as an ordinary
resistance at any given frequency, and the

recharging an H.T. accumulator, but the
process will be slow.
There will be no need to make any in-

degree to which this given frequency is
passed on to the grid -of V2 will depend
upon the relationship between the reactance of C and the resistance of R2 at that
particular frequency. It will be obvious
that the -frequency response will be
changed if either C or R2 is altered. If,
however, the reactance of C is raised or

Fig. 1.-Showing that the anode resistance
is in parallel with grid condenser and
leak in. an R.C.C. amplifier.

resistance of R, is raised or lowered, then
no change in the frequency response can
take place. For the purpose of argument
we are ignoring such things as the grid filament capacity of V2, etc. The resistance or impedance of C at any given frequency is, of. course, inversely proportional to its capacity. When R, is altered
in value things are exactly the same -as if

An Acute Interference Problem.
As you will see from my address, I live
less than twenty miles from Daventry; it is found that interference
from the Midland Regional transmission renders it impossible to receive
Langenberg-a station to which I
especially wish to listen.

lowered by the same amount that the

ternal disconnections in the eliminator.
The procedure is to join a lead from the
centre tapping of. the H.T. winding. of
its power transformer to the negative ter-

oo00

I have tried a two -circuit aerial

RULES.

The free service of THE WIRELESS
WORLD Technical Information Depart-

ment is only available to registered readers
and subscribers. A registration form can be
obtained on application to the publishers.
(1.) Every communication to the Information Department must bear the reader's
registration number.
(2.) Only one question (which must deal with
a single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."

(3.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper and diagrams drawn on a separate
A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(4.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
sheet.

receivers or eliminators cannot ordinarily be

given ; under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions of this kind in the course
of a letter.
(5.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(6.) Designs for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, complex coil assemblies, etc., cannot be supplied.
(7.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to con-

structional sets described in " The Wireless
World " ; to standard manufactured receivers ;
or to " Kit " sets that have been reviewed used
in their original form and not embodying modifications.
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minal of the battery; another wire from

the rectifier filament (or the centre tapping
of its transformer secondary winding)
must be taken to the positive accumulator

terminal, via a milliammeter and a regulating resistance in series.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.

BUCAREST
(Rumania).

tuner, but with only partial success.

Do you think it likely that a capacity-

coupled input filter would

be

any

better? It seems to me that this kind
of filter offers no great advantages
(as far a§ selectivity is concerned) at
the upper end of the broadcast band,
because, according to published statements, tuning tends to become
broader as wavelength is increased.

J. S. W.

It is unlikely that a filter will give any

greater selectivity than a properly
operated two -circuit tuner of equally good
design, although it has advantages in

other directions.
We do not like to be discouraging, but
your problem is an exceedingly difficult
one, as there is only 9 kilocycles separation between the two transmissions ; we

sel that the stations

lie

in

different

planes, so the best way out of the difficulty seems to lie in the use of a frame
aerial, giving directional reception.

In any case, if you adopt band-pass
filters-more than one will certainly be
necessary unless a frame " is used-you

must be prepared to sacrifice some of the

Geographical Position : 44° 25' N. 26° 6' E.

Approximate air line from London : 1,302
miles:

Wavelength : 394 m. Frequency : 761 kc.
Power : 12 kW.
Time : Eastern European Time (2 hours in
advance of G.M.T.).

Standard Daily Transmissions.
16.00 B.S.T (Sun.), 17.00 (week -days) concert and news ; 18.30 gramophone records ;

20.00 main evening programme ; - opera
(Thurs.) ;

21.15 dance music (Sun.) ;
21.45 news and close -down (week -days).

Woman announcer. Opening and Interval
Signal: Ticking of metronome (about 3
Call (phonetic) :
beats per second)
At-tent-see-oon-aye
Bool¿-ou-recht.

ah-eetch

rah-dee-owe-

Announcements are usually made in French,
Italian and German as well as in Rumanian.
The studio terminates its nightly transmission
with gramophone record of Royal Anthem
sung by mixed choir, and the good -night
greeting : Buna Seara tuturor.

Wh.dwo
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Grid Circuit Modifications.

ny three -valve H.F.-det.-L.F. receiver,
with indirectly heated valves, is fed

entirely from A.C. mains, except that
¿lry batteries are useel for grid bias.

I now propose to arrange for automatic bias, and, if possible, should

like to use a 1,000 -ohms potentiometer
already in my possession. I believe.

filter may be achieved, it is desirable that
the proportion of the total aerial capacity

which is transferred to the first circuit
should more or less balance the valve
capacity which is in parallel with the
second circuit. This can be done by
choosing a suitable setting for the aerial
series condenser.

rectifier valve has lost its emission,

adjusted (by alteration of coupling) to

volts.

Will you please give me a circuit

diagram showing the appropriate grid
circuit connection?
W. M. M.

Making a normal allowance for the
11.F. and detector valves, and taking the

figure you give for the L.F. valve, the
total anode current of your receiver may

its Output, as far as -the ` power

match that imposed by the valve.

voltage applied; the M.L.4 is rated
to consume 19 mA. when biased to 22

0000

Failing Eliminator Output.
Although .my H T. battery eliminator
(A.C. mains) is nearly two years old,

detected by noticing the relative deflections of a detector milliammeter while
the circuit is being tuned through resonance. For this reason it is an advantage
that damping due to the aerial should be

peaks of.a filter circuit should be sensibly
the same ; any differences can readily be

With maximum H.T.

as originally specified for each coil.

terminal is concerned, seems to be
undiminished, but 1 can detect a very
considerable falling -off in voltage at
the remaining two terminals. Even
though the controlling ,variable resistances are set at minimum, output
voltage seems to be insufficient, except for the last valve.

Further, the height of the two tuning

that this will provide the necessary
`voltage drop for biasing my M.L.4
output valve, and that negative voltage for the H.F. valve can be :taken
through the slider.
The detector
works with a. zero grid, so need not
be considered.

and to wind the same number of turns

It is seldom difficult to find an adjustment of coupling that allows a reasonably
good compromise between the requirements of matched capacities and matched
damping; we may add that the use of an

aerial input coil with a number of tappings is a satisfactory alternative to the
variable series condenser.

Do you think it -likely that the

or can you suggest any other probable
fault?
B. P. T.
If the output of your rectifier had fallen
off considerably, this would be reflected

in a lowered voltage of the main H.T.
supply, and so we do not think that this

is responsible foryour trouble.
It seems much snore likely that the controlling- resistances have developed a defect, and that their ohmic value, when set
in the " minimum " position, is very
much greater than it should be. Troubles
of this sort are particularly likely to arise
when variable resistances of the compression type are used.

0000

Differences in Coil Design.
Is there any basic difference between coils

designed for use in conjunction with
battery -heated and indirectly heated
S.G. valves? I ask this because, although I have no mains supply, I am
often tempted to try circuit arrangements described in connection with
A.C.-operated receivers.
F. S. F.
There is no essential difference, but it

so happens that most indirectly heated

valves have a higher impedance than their
FIg. 2.-Obtaining automatic bias for H.F. and output valves by the use
of a potentiometer.
be assumed to amount to 25 mA. at least,
Increasing Transformer Output.

which will develop a bias voltage across
your 1;000 -ohm resister of 25 volts for

the last valve. This is rather on the

high side, but it should be easy to adjust
matters by removing a few turns of wire
from the resistance winding.
Apart from this minor difficulty, your
proposal is quite sound; the potentiometer should be connecte.d in the manner
shown in Fig. 2. It may be pointed out
that, under operating conditions, the
slider should make contact with the resistanceelement at a point quite near to
the end joined to the cathode bus bar.

0000
Matched Filter Circuits.
Would any advantage be gained by providing critical coupling adjustment

(by means of a series variable condenser) between the aerial and the
input circuit .o of a filter? If so, will
you please give me some hints as to
how this condenser should be set?

R. H. H.

In order that satisfactory single -control
tuning of the two component circuits of a

I have made the power transformer described in " The Wireless World " of
January 22nd, and have modified it
in the manner suggested in the constructional article by replacing the
6 -volt winding 'by one capable of sup-

plying 3 amps. at 4 volts. I now
wish to draw 4 amps. from this L.T.
secondary. Will you please tell me
what modifications should be made?
A quantity of wire of each of .the
gauges specified for the original construction is available; and, as special

instrument wires are not easily obtainable locally, I should prefer to
make the alterations without using
another size of wire, if it is possible
to do so.
R. C. L.
As you already have a supply of wire

of the gauges as recommended, it is suggested that . you should wind two extra
turns of No. 18 D.C.C. wire on each L.T.
secondary bobbin. But we would point

out that the voltage regulation of this
output, when modified in this way, will

not be as good as before; if possible, we
advise you to' obtain some No. 16 wire,

battery -heated counterparts, and so, to
attáin maximum magnification, the
primary windings of intervalve H.F.
transformers should have more turns.
However, as A.C. valves are the more
efficient,

it is unusual for designers to

strive after the utmost possible stage gain,

which, even if attainable, may be em-

barrassingly high, and so we find in practice that toils may often be interchanged.
90 o0
Filter Circuit Adjustments.
It has been suggested in your pages that
it is convenient, when making initial
adjustments to a capacity -coupled
filter, to loosen coupling between individual circuits by temporarily fitting an extra large mutual condenser.

Is there any corresponding way of
dealing with a filter coupled by mutual inductance?

R. J. T.

In this case the equivalent course of
'procedure is to replace the coupling inductance normally used by one having
only two or three turns. Alternatively,

one can connect this coil in parallel with
the coupling inductance included in the
receiver. This latter method of loosening coupling is probably the Most convenient, as the extra coil may easily be
clipped in position without disturbing existing leads.
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With a still lower impedance than type P.M.256,,
the Mullard P.M.256A definitely, meets the
demand for an output valve capable of handling

large signal voltages without danger of overloading, and of delivering sufficient power for
operating all forms of speaker including the
moving coil type.
Its excellent performance is obtained at the very
moderate anode voltage -of 200, while the filament consumes only 0.25 amp. at 6 volts which
may, if desired, be obtained by a step-down

transformer from the A.C. electric light mains.
The amplification factor (3.6) indicates that the
P.M.256A is particularly suitable for use in sets
where large signal voltages are built up by the
previous stages of low frequency amplification_

Mullard
THE MASI ER.- VALVE

Advt.: The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House,
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Arks.

B .';
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MISCEI.L,ANEOUS ADVERTISEIVIENTS.
NOTICES.
columns is :

12 words or less, 2'- and 2d. for every

A service ruled only by economics,
above bargaining or petty gain.
Particulars from the Secretary,

additional word.

contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 20 con-

OMNIA APPLEBY'S,

HONOR

Chárel St.,Marylebone, London

SUPER

Hertford Street,

19,

Coventry ;

Guildhall Buildings,

///

Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 200, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw

advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
Co. payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
untraceable if lost in transit
remittances.

- Notes

being

addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World " Office,
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, c/o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, $.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
snail such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked
Deposit
Department."
DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

lost or mislaid; rejected offers from Xmas last amount
to only 3

TIlE VIBROLDER
sprung on
ophonic_valve
1.

Anti_ ics

2.

Self -aligning

sockets-suitable for solid
lugs in
3. Sockets and tinned soldering
one Pie
indexed in bakeli e
4. Screw terminals
base.
No socket distortion
5. Safety devices.between pins and baseor contact
pins.

board.
Write for Cat. No. 1142.
Electric
the Benjamin
Ltd
N.17.
Tarítf Roti Tottenham,
1000.,

at a later date; the maximum amount allowed to
stand to the credit of any one individual is £200.
TIÍESE Terms Ilave Been Made to the Lowest Economic Minimum, to give the customer the best
value possible, while - enabling us to maintain the

`! /,/'%

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of _ goods, after which period, if buyer

decides not to retain gongs, they must be returned to

If a sale is effected, buyer instructs ús to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
sender.

different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
`ell transactions up to £Yoga deposit fee of r/- is charged ; on
transactions over £ro and under £5o, the fee is -2/6--; over
15o, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset

SPECIFIED BY EXPERTS-

Limited.

Where a volume control is necessary you will find
Rotor -Ohm. Experimenters use them. Set Manufacturers incorporate them and the technical
papers specify them for all circuits.

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be -made payable to Iliffe & Sons

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to

regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

ROTOR.a M

SrvíuOTH - SILENT- ACCURATE.

Therefore insist on Rotor -Ohm and refuse sub-

stitutes. Rotor -Ohm Potentiometer ..
in all capacities, now only -

-

-

-

6/-

ROTOR ELECTRIC LTD.
2-3 Upper Rathbone Place, London, W.I.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.
QCOTT
SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain; Radio
1IJJ
under

Miscel[0264

HIRE a .McMichael Portable Set, by day -or week,
11 from Alexander Black, Wireless Doctor and -Consultant, 55, Ebury St.; S.W.1. Sloane" 1655.
[0328
STRAIGHT Five Portable, makers' 12 months' guarantee; 8 guineas, complete.-Mosby, 507, London

Rd., Sheffield.

[1169

Muslo Magnet Four Kit; £911216,OSEAM
Hawksley, 62, Nith St., Reddrie, Glasgow. [1782
f)HILIPS
3
-valve
Screen Grid and, Pentode Battery
.L Receiver, type 2502, complete with valves and
makers' guarantee for 12 months; must be sold, no

reasenabla offer refused.-Box 7808, c/o The Wireless
World.

allowance may be gauged as approximately 5e%
of the list price of the article or articles tendered; for
some articles the allowance will be more, and for
others somewhat less; the allowance is entirely determined by the demand for individual articles, considering also their condition and production age;
amateur constructed receivers cannot be accepted in
part exchange as receivers, their value lying wholly
in the components contained in them; only modern
apparatus in good condition is accepted in part exchange; material cannot be purchased by us for cash.
TERMS of Part Exchange Business : A minimum
of 50% of the value of an order, plus carriage
charge where due, is payable in cash, unless the value
is below £1, when a minimum of 10/- is payable;
should the part exchange allowance exceed 50% of
the total value of new requirements, the difference will
be credited against future orders material may be
deposited against ª credit note, which may be utilised

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with"The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.

advertisement

THE Service is as Follows: We can supply practically all the leading lines of radio apparatus on
the market at current list prices; if so desired we
can accept in part exchange the reputable makes

IN Order to - Furnish a Guide, the part exchange

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be

laneous.

YY
under the patronage of notabilities and men of
consequence all over the -world which has accurately
handled the requisitions of over 25,000 people, 84% of
whom have repeated their first transaction.

with part exchange until material tendered has been
examined; in this connection there need be no fear,
material is sent to us from- all over the world, not
a single item of customers' property has ever been

should not be sent as

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

Doctors.-Read

'WHERE Radio Part Exchange Began; a service

'

of the - following apparatus : Receivers (domestic and
portable), radio -gramophones, loud -speakers (cone and
moving coil), cone units and chassis, battery eliminators and mains equipment components, battery
chargers, remote control equipment, pick-ups and
carrier arms, electric gramophone motors, H.F., L.F.,
and power chokes, condensers (variable, reaction, bypass and smoothing), measuring instruments (high
grade), L.F.- transformers, slow motion -dials high
grade),- modern miscellaneous components; valves and
tuning coils cannot be accepted in -part exchange except by special arrangement.
IN View of the Difficulty of Making Fair and
Definite Offers for Material that we have not
inspected, it is requested that apparatus tendered for
part exchange be kindly forwarded to us for valuation; no business can be proceeded with in connection

secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up

to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,

APPLEBY'S.

Send your material for creditwhere radio part exchange began.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and

address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
es follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a

Receivers for Sale.-Contd.

WITHOUT FEAR-

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

standard required of this business.
SPECIAL Notice is drawn to the fact that by
stipulating a minimum of 50% cash payable on

Part exchange orders, which is the same as stating
that the part exchange allowance is credited to an
order for not less than twice the allowance, you are
ensured always of the best offer, as obviously the more
we allow you the more you ultimately spend with us,
to utilise your credit, if for no other reason; note
also the facility of depositing material against a
credit note, it can be drawn upon as required,
wherever you may be; credit notes worth many thousands of pounds have been duly honoured upon
presentation; 'a credit note on Appleby's is saleable,

should the necessity arise, providing notice of transference is lodgedwith us at the time of sale.
AS Soon as Apparatus is Discarded from Use, dispose of it, don't keep it; it is not only wasteful,
but expensive; the longer you keep it the older it is,
and the older it js the less value it is; exchange It
for a part exchange. credit note, the value of which is
constant, and can be disposed of if necessary by the
holder with greater ease and facility than an article
or collection of articles can ever be.
YOU Will Do Well to Deal with Appleby's; there
is more in part exchange than .the mere allowance; there is that something which begets confidence,
that care that makes for efficiency; in the recent
words of an old customers : Quite an embarrassing
aloofness of purpose and an almost monotonous
accuracy; you will know that it is all British-British
capital and British behaviour; you will know also by
dealing there that you are helping to employ British
people.

EXACT TUNERS
290 to 2,000 metres.

No further coils are required, tuning Is as simple as
A.B.C., see "Wireless World," January 25th: 'We

can strongly recommend these tuners." Send postcard

for particulars and Circuits FREE to

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.
Croft Wdrks, Priory Place, COVENTRY.

[1786

Mention of "The Wireless World,",,141,ie>i writing to advertisers, will

SINCE the Day This Service Started it has Steadily
Grown,- not on rash advertising or subscribed
capital but on the volume of attainment only; and in
these clays businesses do not grow by that means for
nothing, therefore we are privileged to invite you to
utilise this service, wherever you may Iive; if you send
your material by a carrier, pack it well, carriers are
only human, and it is better to be safe than sorry;
if you live in London, call to see us, you will like the
atmosphere, it savours more of sport and art than
the searing curriculum of commerce.
APPLEBY'S, Chapel St., St. Marylebone, London
(opposite Edgware Rd. Metropolitan Station, of
Oxford St.). Tel.
Paddington 8828 (3 lines).
[0 340
ensure prompt attention.
B44

4 minutes from Marble Arch,
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CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

Receivers for Sale.-Conttl.
NATIONAL Portable Five, complete, just delivered
-£10.-Frankling,
bargain,
from
makers;
[1790
" Acacia," Temple Rd., Epsom.
EVERYMAN Four, 6v., and H.T. accumulators, excellent condition; £12, or nearest; stamp particulars.-Frisby, 40, Coldcotes Av., Harehills, Leeds.
-

[1788

MARCONI Superhet Model 82, completed good condition numerous accessories, including mains
unit, accumulators, 2 speakers; sacrifice, - 20 guineas;

-Full particulars from Captain Y., c/o F. T. Harris
[1808

and Co.,. Bude.

DECEIVERS Constructed, corrected, modernised, in cheaply..-Particulars, Radio, 75, Woodland Rise, N.10..

.CL stalled, any type or make, components supplied

USED BY THOSE
WHO KNOW.

COLVERN

COMPONENTS ARE SPECIFIED

IN ALL THE LEADING SETS.

11800

OSRAM Music Magnet, 2S.1., det. and Z.F.- professionally built from specified parts and adapted
for pick-up, complete with 2 volt valves, and never
been used; £8.

ECKO 1 amp. LT. Unit, in perfect order; £5.
DYE. 3 -valve all A.C. Mains Set, S.G., det, and

L:F., provision for pick-up, complete with valves,
faultless; £11.1)111 ADIELLE Heavy Duty Eliminator, in excellent
11, order, 3 variable and 1 fixed tapping, and 5.25

volt output for L.S.5A or similar valves, total output
100 milliamps at about 350 volts but whole output
can be controlled by master rheostat, for 220-240 A.C.
mains; £9.

Price

9/6

for gramophone pick-up, exceptional tone and range
(£15), Ecko 100 m.a., 200-250 D.C. eliminator (£3),
9 Peto -Radford gravity float L.T. accumulators (10/ each), 6 Sifam meters, 200v., 6v. 3 amp., 100 m.a.,
20 m.a. 2 ma., (l0/- each), Goldtone 3 amp. charger
(15/-), Runbaken 2 amp. (lamp) charger (10/-), Celestion Woodroffe pick-up (30/-); cost over £75 new,
accept £22/10 lot (genuine bargain).-Tetley, 9, Prince

ELIMINATOR --Kits, transformer, choke, condensers,

valve, valve holder, resistance, terminals; 36/-,
post free: Fel-Ectric Radio, Garden St., Sheffield.

[9963

Type TGSC with ganged wave -change switch,
Coupling condenser and tapping points.

Replacements,

new

process

" WIRELESS WORLD "

Improvement Co., Ltd., 15, High St., Marylebone,

11

battery, 7/6;120volt battery, 8/9; each battery has
a guaranteed life of 250 hours at a discharge of 10
m.amp; postage 1/6.-The Constant Battery Co., 80,
Marchmont St., W.C.1.

[1820

120° 35/aeTryant, 2,tS0uthv. RidgwaychPláce,

[1819

Wimbledon.

-4._-

COLVERSTAT
wire wound
resistances.

THE
D.S.G. FOUR

in the
" CHRONICLE"
WIRELESS ANNUAL.

-

Resistances,

all

values;

prices on application to The Radio Improvement
[1812
Co., Ltd., 15, High " St., Marylebone, W.1.
SAVAGE'S Specialise in Wireless Power from the
Mains; reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
SAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
Bobbins; intending home constructors should write

for list.

SAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers, 1,500
volts D.C. test, 1 mfd. 2/., 2 mfd. 3/-, 4 mfd. 5/3;
500 volts D.C. test, 1 mfd.

1/6, 2::mfd. 2/3; 4 mfd.

3/9.
SAVAGE'S Power Chokes for the Power Pentode Two,
output L.O.36P-G.,.
smoothing L.C.36G, 18/-;

2/6 and 3/6
Accurate to within 2 per cent.

SAVAGE'S Mains Transformers for the New Westing.

house Units; please write for list.
SAVAGE'S New Foreign Listeners' Four Equipment.
-Transformer, N.F.L.4, 33/-; smoothing choke,
C32G, 20/-; output choke C32/0,

20/-.

-

Four Equipment,
mains teransformer, W.W.4, 34/-; smoothing and
bias chokes, type W.W.4C, 16/- each; centre tapped
output choke, L.C.36P.G., 1916.
SAVAGE'S " Wireless World"

SAVAGE'S Mains Transformer, B.T.4, 500 -0 -500 -volts

120 m.amps., 71/2 volts 3 amps., 6 volts 3 amps..
centre tapped, specially developed to facilitate auto-

VARIABLE

4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp., all

COLVERSTAT

matic bias in all stages; 57/6.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformer, V.T.37, 250-0-250

5/6

volts 60 m.amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp.,
4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 2 amps., all centre tapped, a useful instrument for modern receivers with automatic
bias in every stage; 35/-.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Chokes
are carefully constructed from first class materials.
with an exceptionally generous -margin of safety; they
are fully guaranteed and may be purchased with con-

Wire wound,

smooth move-

ment

and

continuously
variable.

fidence.

{1466

Wire -wound

19/6; many other- types available, write for list.

ACCUMULATOR HIRE.
DON'T Buy Dry Batteries, join our service; we keep
you continuously supplied' with fully charged
C.A.V. high tension accumulators, by regular exchanges, anywhere within 12 miles of Charing Cross,
for less than the cost of unreliable dry batteries;
nothing to buy-no deposit, payment on each delivery
or by quarterly subscription; if your dry batteries have
been in use for one month or more we definitely..guarantee that accumulators will give better and more selective reception; we also give the same service with low
tension accumulators or maintain your own at equally
advantageous terms, from the smallest portable size
upwards; over 10,000 satisfied users.-Write or 'phone
now to London's largest, most efficient and complete
wireless accumulator service, for their interesting folder
B2, post free.-Radio Service (London), Ltd., 105, Torriano Av.,' Camden Rd., N.W.5. 'Phone: North 0623
(3 lines).
B45

[1811

vVITREOUS

By F. H. Haynes.

4v.

1A, 4v. 4A, list price £1/i.-Apply The Radio

W.1.

FOUR

[1728

[0258
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
GUARANTEED H.T. Batteries Direct from Factory
to You.-The Constant H.T. battery at factory
prices, 40% less than other well known batteries: 66
volt battery, 4/9; 99 volt battery, 6/9; 108 volt

[1797

mRANSFORMERS, 100-250, input, 250-0-250,

sacs,

ZINCS.-Best
quality .(wired), No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; order valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise 6d: for postage.-British Battery Co.,

CLIMAX, 34/-; D.C. eliminator, guaranteed, 20/-.
'kJ -Bradshaw, 9, West St., Prittlewell, Southendon-Sea.

approximately 30,000 ma.; 2/6 per dozen;
particulars free.-Scottish Batteries, Braeside, Uphall
Station.

ELIMINATORS. -Don't build an eliminator before
seeing our lists; A.C. units, from 28/6, 25 M.A.;
mains transformers, 220+220, 20 M.A., 2+2, 141-;
270+270, 50 M.A., 2+2, 2 amp., 2+2, 4 amp., 25/-;
power chokes battery chargers; lists.-Clearvolt
Engineering Co., 148, New Cross Rd., S.E.15. [1781

THE

[1827

Battery

[1209

-

ACCUMULATORS-BATTERIES.
WET

TANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers, blue
prints 'for inexpensive H.T. and L.T. chargers.
Blackwells Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Garston, Liver-

-

3/6.

-[1836.
of Wales Terrace, London, W.8.
IDEAL Home Receiver (" Wireless World," March
19th), constructed London experts, fine cabinet;
cost £17; unnecessary new address; cash offers.-Blood,
[1835
"Whitcot," Church St., Eye, Suffolk.
AC. Mains Radio Gramophone, 200-240 volts, £10;
also 3 -valve battery set with valves, batteries,
cone speaker, £3/10.-89, Gipsy Hill, Upper Norwood,

S.E.19.

PHILIPSON and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley

Bridge. Bolton. Phone: 2038. 'Grams: Safety,
[0318
Bolton. Est. over 50 years.

CIIESTERBROS.-Type W10, forHT., 3 or 4, output 135v. 50 m.a. and 4v. 4a., C.T.; 23/6.
CHESTER BROS.-Smoothing chokes, constant inductance, type C.B:2, 45 henrys, 25 ma.; 15/-.
CHESTER' BROS.-Write for lists of standard
11477
models. Please note change of address:

Screening
Covers

[1796

EVERYTHING Third Cost Price.-Burne-Jones
special built receivers, 2 R.I.R.C.C.- stages, R.I.
push-pull output, P625A, P62.5, P.M.5X, valves, wired

PHILIPSON''S Safety H.T. Supply Unite are Guaranteed for 12 months; writé for our booklet, Radio

Power."-

495, - Cambridge , Rd.; London, E.2.
CHESTER BROS.-Type V3 220+220v., 35 m.a., 5v.
1.6a., C.T., 4v. 4a. C.'1'., 27/6.

CAN be Seen Working by Appointment, or " W.W."
deposit for approval.
B. WARE, The Beacon, Crowborough, Sussex.
H.

OUR` New Prices Again Make Them Famous for
Value; for D.C. mains model D.C.4 gives 120v. at
15 m.a., 27/6; D.C.5, 150v. at 25 ma., 1 fixed, 2 var.
tappings, 35J-; for A.C. mains model A.C.7, 120v. at
20 rn.a., £3; A.C.5, 150v. at 30 ma., 1 fixed, 2 var.
tappings, £3/17/6; A.C.6, for 25 cycle mains, £5.

CHESTER BROS.-All types of mains transformers
and chokes to any specification.-Chester Bros.,

(t/{ULLARD Eliminator for A.C. 220-240 mains, 180

yOUR Old Receiver or Component Taken in Part
11
Exchange for New; write to us before purchasing
elsewhere and obtain expert advice from wireless engineer of 25 years' professional wireless experience;
send a list of components or the components themselves, and we will quote you by return post; thousands of satisfied clients.-Scientific Development Co.,
[0226
57, Guildhall St., Preston.

PHILIPSON'S Safety H.T. Supply Units are Famous
for Reliability and -Silent Working.

pool.

11 volts 30 milliamps; £2.
PHILIPS Eliminator, as above, with slightly lligger
.1
output; £2/10.

11

21
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SAVAGE'S Have Moved to Larger Premises; please
292, Bishopsgate, London,
[1784
Telephone: Bishopsgate 4297.
LOTUS All -mains Unit for Osram Music Magnet, 200250 volts, A.C., slightly soiled only; £5.-69,. Great

note new address:

HAVE YOU THE
COLVERN BOOKLET?

COLVERN Ltd,
MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD,
ESSEX.

E,C.2.

[1841
Hampton St., Birmingham.
ECKO H.T. Eliminator, typo IV60,. new, 110 to 240,..

AC., 3 tappings, 120, 120 variable, and power,
hardly used, voltage as above, £1.-Marden, 18, Dod_ [1839
brooks ltd., West Norwood, S.E.27.
fiADIELLE Model D.C.100 (200-250v., D.C.), output 200 volts, 100 ma., and 2 variable tappings;
cost £9/10, sell £3; brand-new: Priestley, -8, Gros[1828
venor Gardens, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.

60 ma. output, price £3/15;' Ecko trickle charger,

Advertisements for " The Wireless WorIlli:±-are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Chargers and Eliminators.

TRUTH ABOUT WIRELESS
Simple facts are often harder to believe
than Fairy Tales, and some
people can never believe an article
is good unless they pay two or three
times as much as is necessary.
THE GRAVES 'VULCAN' SET ün thellatio 11

for the man who wants perfectly satisfactory results
Mr the most moderate outlay, It Is made under
Marconi License and embodies all the improvements
possible in a popular -priced Set. It gives you the
National Programmes in perfection and a wide choice
of distant stations. Everything about the Set is reliable
and first class; there are no complications. Even if
you are only a beginner you can start right away to
enjoy the wonders of wireless with as much certainty
of success as if you had studied It for years. Cabinet
Loua Speaker, Aerial Fittings & everything necessary
1s included. No extras. Full instructions with each Set.
Cab
A HANDSOME PRODUCTION. (asl i lhtstrated)inol
size
polished Oak; with hinged lid; all parts
(Including valves) accessible,
Dull

Emitter Detector and. Power Valves, antimierophonle Valve holders. No coils to
change. H.T.Battery; 2 -volt Accumulator;
Complete Aerial Outfit. Cabinet LOUD

Price complete and Carriage Paid £7...10..0
Terms: 13/- with Order, 10/- Monthly

One Owner writes about
the 'Vulcan' Set: "we feel
we ought to tell you what

a wonderful set your wireless
really is. Ours is only a
2 -valve set, but we get more
out of it than many people we
know with 4 and 3 -valve sets"

Another delighted Owner writes: "As I have now

had in use for 12 months one
of your 'Vulcan' 2 -Valve sets,
I thought it

nothing but my
duty to write

and say how
pleased I

am

with same. It's
the finest 2 -

on the

market. Nothing but low tension batteries
has been renewed."

Test it in your

ANOTHER WIRELESS BARGAIN.

The Graves Screened Grid 3 -Valve -Set (not Illustrated here) with handsome Oak Cabinet and Cabinet
Loud Speaker. Everything of highest quality and all

Price £12.10

complete and ready to fix.
15/- with Order, 15/- Monthly.

This Is a Set of remarkable capacity, very selective
and far reaching, and wonderful value for money.
Our sales of this Set runs into many thousands per
annum; sold solely on merit and without costly
advertising push. Ask for descriptive Catalogue free
giving full illustrations of Set and Loud Speaker with
all information. Costs you nothing to get all partial).
lars of this highly efficient set which offers you finer
results, better quality and substantial saving in cost.

o~1

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD

The passenger -carrying aeroplanes of

CABINETS.
DIGBY'S Cabinets.-Table models in solid oak and

to -day are models of precise workmanship. Just the same standard of
craftsmanship is put into Heayberd
Power Transformers and Chokes. It is
this that makes them better than any

DIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston

ciency, dependability and of long life.

CABINETS to Your Own Requirements; quotations
by return.-Hammonds, 1, Stratford St., Nun[1234

eaton.

L mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/-.
ebonite if required.

DIORT'S Cabinets.-Pedestal model, with separate
battery components} from 56/- to £12.

other-makes them models of

guaranteed
twelve months

smoothing

zoo to 30o milliamperes,
inductance 3o henries,

O

charge

fd
to

effi-

Robustly constructed, yet perfect in
detail. That is why everybody is using
Heayberd components in eliminators.

CABINETS for All Requirements.-F, W. Ramsey,
7139.

63, Shaftesbury St.,

London, N.1.

-

-

Clerkeuwell
[1479

BEAUTIFUL Portable Cabinets, fancy wood and
plain, some inlaid, clearing under cost; also
rexine portables (damaged), from 4/6.-Apply 12, Mornington Crescent, N.W.1. 'Phone: Museum 9247. [1441
TT AY'S Cabinets.-Exclusive practical models in

COMBINED CHOKE
AND

TRANSFORMER
The new component
:chick is actually tvo

11 radio and radiogram cabinets, 50% cheaper than
elsewhere, used and recommended by the most distinguished and discriminating radio experts; a range
of 60 designs to select from; illustrated price lists
free.-H. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer, Mount
Pleasant Rd., London, N.17. 'Phone : Walthamstow
1626.

For all mains.
State voltage and periodicity when ordering. Prices .for corn-.
bleed model from
26/6. write for lists.
in one.

[1789

ARTCRAFT Cabinets, illustrated list free; radiograms, from 79/6; unbeatable value.-Artcraft
Works, Grant Rd., Croydon.
Established 1925.
'Phone: 1981.
[1814

F. C. HEAYBERD

METAL Cabinet for Record III, oak finish, with
-LT-1- set
of coils (Wearite) and variable .condensers
and escutcheons as specified; price £4/10, carriage

Metropolitan 7516.

& CO.,
10, Finsbury St., E.C.
'Phone:

paid.-R. Woodhouse, Norwood Booth Rd., Altrincham.

[1837

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.
TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Eliminators.-Chester Bros., 495, Cambridge Rd., London, E.2.
[9706
BAND-PASS Three Coils, 30/- set; slotted formers
for winding, 8/6 set; grooved primary supports.
2/- set, all post free.-Groves Brothers, St. Mary's
Place, Shrewsbury.

-

[1670

1,000 ohms Decoupling Resistances,
600 and
specified for the largest and most important

"Wireless World" -receivers; 1/6 each, post free.Groves Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury. [1732
BAND-PASS Four Coils, complete set; 25/-; c.o,d.
or deposit.-Smith, 3, Park Parade, Harlesden,
N. W.10.

BETTER THAN EVER
KUSHETTE

PICK UP ARM
A new Arm for Radio -Gramophones ;
functions perfectly, and is
!'R
more efficient than a cheap
tone arm.

[1806

BAND-PASS Three Coils, 471=; Band -Pass Four,
70/-; Regional One and Band -Pass unit, coils,

17/6 pair; All D.C. Three, coils, 32/6; D.C. Foreign
Listeners' Four, ganged coils with links and condensers, 52/6; coils for all " Wireless World" and other
receivers; complete lists post free; trade supplied,Simmonds Bros., The Original and Best Coil Manufacturers, now at 38, Rabone Lane, Smethwick. [1627a

SUITABLE FOR USE WITH

EXISTING TONE ARMS

TO AVOID REMOVAL OF

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS, ETC.

RCHOKES
circuits

in eliminators dealing with currents
post free

BRYCE'S Extra Special Offer. -25 only, mains transformer, input 200, 220, 240 volts, 40-60 cycles,
output 0, 80, 110, 135, 210, 230, 250 volts, 150 m.a.,
to suit all Westinghouse rectifiers, 4v. 3a. C.T., 6v. la.
C.T.,- price 25/11, post free, guaranteed; " Wireless
World " Four mains transformers, price 26/6, post free.
-Bryce's, 54, Dawson St., Bury, Lanes. '
[1815

own

Home. Fullest Approval.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue. Full particulars and
epecifica ions' of this and other high-class Receiving
Sets; including Portable and All Mains Sets, Post Free.
We have 30 years character for honest dealing.

substantially built, for

Benoit, 4, -Manor Gardens, Gunnersbtiry Av., London,
W.3.
[1823

Ill.'Phone:

anced armature type with large magnet.

POW

Contd.

TRICKLE Chargers, A.C. mains, for 2- and 4 -volt
accumulators, no upkeep; 18/6, carriage paid. ---

DIGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.
DIGBY'S Cabinets.-Write for new 16 -page art Catelogue.-P. Digby, -9, The Oval, Hackney Rd.,
Bishopsgate 6458.
[0128

SPEAKER (as illustrated)- in Oak to
match set.- Unit of the four pole' bal-

valve

OCTOBER 22ND, 1930.

daregS
REPAIRS
any make

amplifiers, in metal cabinets, size 33in. high,
19in. wide, 36in. long, containing Ferranti trans-

formers, Pye chokes, etc., 2 Kolster Brandes electric
turn -tables, 2 B.T.H. pick-up arms, Weston meters,
M -L high and low tension smoothing equipment, all
components. a; new; price £17/10 each.-Below.
THREE Ditto, resistance and choke coupled; £17/10
each.-Below.

Dept. W.,

853, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, LONDON, 8.W.17.

5/9

Made by R. H.Glasscoe & Co.,71,Moorgate.E.C.2
Phone: Met. 1176.

MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS
KUSHA PICK UP ARM, 12/6

TWO Samson 12 -valve, 3 -stage, push-pull amplifiers,

Pam 16, in oak cases, £18 each; valves to suit

same, 7 / 6, each.-Below.
of L.F. Transformer,
EIGHT Metal Cabinets. size 36in. x 33in. x 19in. ; £1
Loudspeaker or Headphones.
each -H. Franks, 42, St. George's St., off ComAll
repairs dispatched within
mercial Rd., London, E.1. 'Phone: Royal 8546.
48 HOURS. TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
[1845
with each repair.
4/- Post Free.
Terms lo Trade.
Iboth
and Parley Pick-up, and special tone arm,

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

SOUND BOX

Electric Gramophone Motors; 45/-.-Universa] Radio Supplies, 77, East Rd., N.1.
[1825
BANKRUPT Stock. -4 9 -valve 3 -stage push-pull
BHT..

R.

in new condition; 35/- the lot.-Jackson,

29, Birchwood Av., Sidcup.
[1824
BT.H. Pick-ups, and Tone Arms, cranked, 22/6 each;

send for list.-G2VM, 27a, Bridget St., Rugby.

SCREENING
BOXES
and metal cabinets, all sizes made to order,
from best hard aluminium.

Standard size

screening boxes from stock.
price 41- each.
price 3/6 each.

6 X 6 x 6}
43 X 6+x 6

W. H. PARKER, Sheetmetal Workers,
Back Autumn Terrace, Leeds.

[1839

Mention of " The Wireless World,"ote/ltln writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

-

Tel. : 52859.
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LOUD=SPEAKERS.

You must hear

EPOCH Moving Coil Speakers.

this speaker

EPOCH. -Everybody who heard the Model 99 agreed
J with the Sunday Observer " that it was the
finest Speaker in Olympia.

"° GRASSMANN "

who
heard -who didn't?EPOCH.
-Everybody
agreed
with the London " Evening News " that
the Super Cinema Model was truly' named.
E POCII.

MOVING COIL
is spoken of by the

Technical
Press as
being definitelysuperior

to nearly every other
make. Confirm this
yourself by asking

your dealer to demonstrate.
You will

immediately appreciate

its sensitivity,

even response, ability

to handle volume, richness of tone and
absolute fidelity. Its
price and performance

sets a world standard
of sound reproduction.

'

J
EPOCH.

6 v Ito v., 24o v., D.C., £4 . 17 . 6.

Universal A.C. 110 v., 12; v., 220 V., £8 . 5. O.

ROTOR ELECTRIC LTD.,
2/3, Upper Rathbone Place, London, W.1.
Telephone : Museum 2641-2.

EPOCH. -The greatest advance in the history

of

EPOCH.
EPOCH.
-The
described.
EPOCH.

new

101

cannot

be

adequately

EPOCbeH.-A
revislled. standards of quality reproduction must

EPOCH.
EPOCHieve.-Nd.ever
ach

Northampton Polytechnic Institute,
ST. JOHN STREET, E.C.1,

A Course of Five Lectures on

MODERN ACOUSTICS
will be given by

A. H DAVIS, ESQ., D.Sc.

(National Physical Laboratory),
On Wednesdays, at 8 p.m., commencing
October 29th, 1930.

The course includes consideration of methods of

measurement, analysis and reproduction of sound, and
the acoustics of buildings.

Fee for the Course, 5/-.

"SWITCHES f o r
RADIO
and
POWER"
Lyons

B.A.T."

750

watt Q.M.B. Switches
are designed and manuUsed confidently in High

Frequency circuits, also

Chargers,

Gramophone

Motor Switches, Moving Coil Loud Speaker
Field Switches, Starting small Electric Motors, etc.

ONE HOLE FIXING

Two very popular types are:
No. 728 with Soldering Tags 2/- each.
No. 730 with Screw Terminals 2/3 each.
Send for Free Booklet" Switches for Radio and
Power" with 20 new Circuits, on these and
many other thoroughly reliable Switches.

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,

76, Oldhall Street, Liverpool.
40, Buckingham Gate, S.W.1.
13-47

has

such

clarity

been

EPOCH.
J
EPOCH. -Never before has suclr sensitivity and power
been obtained in a Home model.
EPOCH Model 101. -The speaker of no comparison.
J
-174 POOH. -Epoch Permanent Magnet Moving Coil
Speakers; all models greatly improved.

EPOCH.

EPOCH. -First and foremost the Cabinet Models
012, C13, and C14; prices complete from
£5/19/6.
EPOCH. -These contain very powerful permanent
magnet Moving Coil Speakers.
TTPOCH.-They are not just units fitted into cabinets,
LL but are specially balanced as Cabinet Speakers.

EPOCH.
no box resonance, but
11j'OCH.-No
drun:miness;
clear, sharp,
marvellous reproduction.
EPOCH.
EPOCH.-Magnificent woodwork, very compact.

EPOCH. -They cost less than some makes of inferior
units without Cabinets.
EIPOCH.-Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker
Units for portables; £3115; ready for use.

1931 A.C. & D.C. MAINS
models are without a doubt the

most highly efficient Moving Coil
Speakers manufactured to -day !
They are the cumulative result
of six years of specialisation This new A.C. Model is equipped
with the well-known Westinghouse
H.T.1 metal rectifier (output 200
volts, 100 m.a.) and is quite free from
objectionable hum. The D.C. Model

can be used on A.C. Mains by the
addition of the necessary A.C. equipment. This interchangeability will be
of genuine interest to many D.C. users
who may at some time in the future be

encountered with a change in their
Mains supply.

WRITE NOW
For new and enlarged

32 - page
to get Realistic
Reproduction."

booklet on "How

EPOCH.
EP00H.-Standard Cross Magnet Permanent Magnet
J Speaker, price £4/4; the finest of its kind.
EPOCH.
EPOCH. -Permanent Magnet Super Speakers; they
are £6/12/6.

IT IS FREE
and yours for the
asking-.

IRS

tivity.

H.T. and L.T. Battery
Trickle

before

BAKER'S NEW

EPOCH. -Remember, the famous 66 and 99 Speakers
are heavily reduced in prices.
EPOCH. -The 99 is also further improved in sensi-

factured to give efficiency.

Eliminators,

BAKER'S
SUPER -POWER
A.C. MODEL.

EPOCH. -But those who managed to hear the new
L Model 101 (Domino) under fair working conditions
will never forget it.
EPOCH.
EPOCH. -They will never rest until one of these
Speakers is on their sets.
EPOCH.
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino)...
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).
EPOCH. -The new 101 (Domino).
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).
energised Moving Coil Speakers.

PRICES

The Music
Lover's Choice!

EPOCH Range of Moving Coil Speakers is the largest
J in the world; a Speaker for every requirement.

EPOCH.
EPOCH. -Send for booklet S4, the most interesting
and useful publication on the subject.
EPOCH.
EPOCH. -Send for the 7 days' approval arrange.
ments.

EPOCH. -Send for the H.P terms.
EPOCH.-Call for a demonstration.

RADIO

The Pioneer Manufacturers of
Moving Coil Loud Speakers.
OFFICES

89 SELHURST ROAD, S. NORW00D, S.E.25.
WORKS & DEMONSTRATION ROOM :

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., 42 CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.
Farringdcn Av., E.0.4 (between Holborn and
Ludgate Circus). 'Phone; Central 1971 (3 lines).

Advertisements 'for " The Wireless Wotic

'Phone: CROYDON ISIS.

L1628

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reli,atde.
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Loud.Speakers.-Contd.

WATES

BAKER'S SELIIIIRST - RADIO 36 -page : Booklet,
" Sound Advice in Yours for the Asking "; write
now - for -new edition; see - displayed ' advertisement on
page 23.
-[0231
REALISTIC Speakers, true to name, -the greatest
advance to perfection, not a- cone or horn type;
write to -day for particulars; Realistic chassis and
speakers. demonstrated daily.-Realistic - Speakers, 72,
Penton St Nl; also 52, Broadwater Rd., Worthing.
-

TEST PLUG FOR VALVES

GIVEN FREE

-

[1296
True re-

+ Motor " Chassis and Unit.
THEproduction
-over the whole of the. musical range

WATES POLYSCOPE

guaranteed ,with, this wonderful cone' speaker, special
compensating device adjusts for any input without
Ioss of quality;. price 47/6 cone and - chassis,- unit

Pal. applied for

only 26/-; cash with order, which will be willingly
refunded if not satisfied within -7 days; we ask you
to compare this instrument with any moving coil.Reproducer Distributing Co., 21, Station Buildings,

Acton St., London, E.B.
[1809
D EMONSTRATION Model 3930 Epoch, permanent
magneto moving coil, 99 P.M. pentode coil, guar-.

-

anteed perfect; £4/10.-S.
Liverpool.

G.

-

SENSITIVE

MICROPHONES
Latest Improved Types Only
(NOT GovernmentSurplus, NOR Second-hand)

For DEAF AIDS, DETECTA PHONES, PUBLIC ADDRESS,
SPEECH AND MUSIC TRANSMISSION, ANNOUNCEMENTS
THROUGH
LOUDSPEAKER

(with or without

L., 49, Clifton Rd.,
[1793

TTNDY - 8 -pole Dynamic Unit and Chassis, as new;
lJ cost 50/-, bargain 351 -.-Clarke, 29, Tipton St.,
Sedgley, Staffs.

[1792

IRISH Linen Loud -speakers, 20x20, 1/6; 22x22.
1/9; 24x24,'2/-; post free; or any size.-Irish
Linen Warehouse, Hotel St.; Bolton.
[1831
-

AMPLION Lion 114 Chassis, 45/-; Ultra type F

MISSION, BABY ALARM or
INVALID CALL from Bedroom
through distant Loudspeaker,
electric SOUND DETECTION.

HOME - RECORDING OF

chassis speaker, 451 -.-Gilbert, 32, Sycamore Rd.,
Nottingham.
[1822

GRAMOPHONE RECORDS,

-

BELCANTO Concert Grand Loud -speaker, condi-

NOVEL

Lamorbey, Sidcup.

The Wates Polyscope used in eon junction with the original Wates 3

If you can discover any

test other than the So below, send
it up with that partof the carton of

the meter which illustrates the

meter and the side of the Polyscope

carton which reads "The efficient

fault finder." One test plug only
WATES
to each competitor and the
3 in 1 Meter. given
decision of the Company is final and
binding.
your instruments now
8/6 from anyBuy
good dealers and win a

useful test plug.

-

6 Short circuit in variable
condensers.
6 Continuity of coils of wire
or set wiring,
7 pie-pto plug-in coils-

8 Testing for short circuit.

9 Testing high resistance
break in flexible leads.
10 Testing set components of

all kinds, such- as valve

holders, for connection be-

tween sockets and ter-

and for short
circuit between sockets.
11 Centre tapped coils.
12 Continuity of winding on
H.F. chokes.
13 General wiring of set.
14 X coils and DX coils15 Switches.
16 As a linesman's detector.
17 Aerial coils.
38 Microphones.
minals,

19 Rotary converter windi nge.

-

20 Induction coils.
21 Field windings.
22 Aerial leakage-

BRITISH MADE THROUGHOUT.

PICTURE RECEIVER APPARATUS.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,

apparatus
TELEVISION
Scanning
used by P. D.
Walters, Esq., for receiving American transmissions-Supplied by John Salter, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.
[1706

Phone Museum 8329.

Discs,

special

VALVES.
not do better than one of these (or matched in

pairs if required).

m.o./volts; price nowreduced to £5; see article "The
Wireless World," 24th July, 1929,, then send to North
London Valve Co., Ltd., 22%, Cazenove Rd., Stoke

Newington, London, N.16.

[0341

D TATRON and Gold Seal Tubes (American); send

-

ham.

densero.
32 Loud -speaker bobbins.

for prices.-Agents, Perry Co., 32, Dawes Rd., Ful[1804

B ELLING -LEE, Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any .home -constructed set;
catalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queeneway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018
COMPONENTS Lent on Hire.-Details from Alexander Black, Wireless Doctor, 55, Ebury St.,
S.W.1. Sloane 1655.
[0329
A MMETERS--ITot 'wire, 0-1,. 4 /-; new moving coil
£L milliammeters, 0-5' upwards, 15/-; portable
micro ammeters, 5in. scale, 0-200 upwards, 105/ double range voltmeters, 3 / 6; instrument repairs and
alterations. of -every description; send for -list.-The
Victa Electrical Co. 47, High St., Battersea, S.W.11.

85- Volume controls.

36 Fuses.
37 Brokenleadoln telephones,
battery leads, etc.. etc.
SS Lightning arrestors.
39 Moving -coil loud speakers.

40 Wave traps.
41 Potentiometers.
42 R.C.C. stages.

43 Grid leak holders, and

grid- leaks.
44 Testing radio telephones.
45 Testing morse buzzers.
46 Testing morse tapping
keys.
47 Spark coils.
48 Morse hikers.
49 Lamp fuse bulbs.
50 Testing radio telephone
wiring.
-

an eliminator ?

By SAT., 15th NOV., 1930.

dealer does not stock SOVEREIGN

[1552

[1807

carrying capacity with every resistance.
Any one supplied without holder at list
price less II-. Write tó 'us if your
Wire -wound resistances.

Philips 506 rectifying valve, 8/-:

P.M.164V, 8/-; P.M.24A, 10/-; several
new.-McFarlane, 365, Bilsland Drive, Glasgow. [1783

(1925)

From ILIPFE 4: SONS LTD., Dorset House, TudorStreet,
London, E.C.4, and leading booksellers.

'4

w.w.32

1

7/-

USE SOVEREIGN WIRE -WOUND
RESISTANCES

Phones, 4/6- PM.14, 7/-; PM4DX, 4/B TH
P,M.24, 8/ ;

¡ and
TUNING
COILS
METHODS of TUNING 4'
Price 2/6 net. By post 2/10.

6/

100,000 .---8/

VARLEY Auto -arm, 29/6; pair 1930 Binowave
coils, A and C, 25/- pair, equal new:-S. G.
Lewis, 49, Clifton Rd., Liverpool.
[1794
D4V, 9/-;

5/.

50,000
60,000
75,000

MOUND astatically. The value of
VV all resistances is guaranteed within
5% of stated figures. Send for
pamphlet stating safe load current

Chiswick, W.4.

184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

ohms.
earl.,
1,000/3,000 ..5/.
4,000/40,000 4i-

STERLING Headphone, 5/
Chakaphone trans' former, 5/-; Mazda AC/PEN, 15/ ; AC/HL, 5/-;
AC/SG, 10/-; guaranteed --Fleck, 7, urlington Rd.,

-

Your entry must reach the offices of
THE STANDARD BATTERY Co. (Dept. W.W.),

Oh

BUILDING

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

33 Rheostats.
34. Transformer primaries.

By W. James.

27 FITZROY STREET, LONDON, W.I.

AMPLIFIER Valve.-If you require power you can 6,

26 Testing other meters.
27 Earth
28 Jacks.
29 Armature windings.
30 As accessory to Wheat stone é Bridge:
81 Short circuit in fixed con -

Illustrated Lists Free.

[1757

ILAENT Volts
plate volts 400 (maximum),
.LM
grid bias 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800 ohms,
amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance 4.35

HERE ARE. THE 50 RECOGNISED TESTS.
23 Metal panel leakage.
tween 50 and. 2,000 ohms. 24 Remote control.
2 Internal short circuit in 25 Plugs.

1 Measuring resistance bevalves.

SAVAGE'S New Bathurst Speaker Gives Highest and
Loudest--Ndtes- With Power and Quality, handsome cabinet, 3ft. 5in. high; - £4.-Hear it - at 18,
Bathurst Rd., Wellesley Rd., Ilford, and' judge whether

you have heard its equal.

listed 5o tests-there are many

I Insulat.o» of condensers.
4 Plug in coils, 2 -pin.

[1817

-

in r meter will enable you to test
anything you desire. Below are
others.

EXPERIMENTS.

tion as new; £3/10--R. Wilson, Elm Cottage,

COMPETITION

Valve

Amplifier) WIRELESS TRANS-

BROWN Vee Unit and Chassis, £1; Harlie wave trap, 3/6: Ready Radio, ditto, 4/6.-Jasper, 65,

I'

FERR-ANTI O.P.M.I.C.. 15/-; A.F 3, 15/-; B.T.H.

IllllllilllilOall IIA

Oxford Terrace, W.2.

[1785

pick-up (latest), 28/ -.-Williams, The Oaks, R[1787omi-

ley, Ches.
MARCONIPHONE Pick-up, as new; first 42/-.
acquires.-J. Licence, Victoria Rouse, Southampton Row, W.C.1.
[1791
VALVE Screen, 3/- coil screens, 2/9; choke screens,

2/6; as specified in "Wireless World" Radio
Gramophone and other circuits.=The Loud Speaker
Co., Ltd., 2, Palmer St., Westminster, S.W:1 - [1801

11111111111111111111111

-"1IGN

d11111111111111111111111

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS Ltd.
52/54, Rosebery Avenue, London,

Mention of " The -Wireless World," whelhllrkiting to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

E.C.1.

5348
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CLIX

18/-; Climax Autovat, 17/6;
FERRANTI
2 ClimaxA.F.5,
chokes, 5/- each; 13.11.10,5/-; A.C./G,
5/-; P.M.24, 6/-; Pye 32 Henry 5/-; Ferranti anode,
5,000 1/3, 60,000 2/6; Pentode, 2 coils, 5/- pair;
transformer 230 50 cycles, 4v. la., 4v. 3a., 15/6; 2

Utility micro dials, 3/- each.-Cutlack, Norfolk Lodge,
Singlewell Rd., Gravesend. -

§III

:1rí

t

1 ::
-

u

No. 15, Pat. Pro. Pat. Reg. Des.

"NEW ALL -IN" TERMINAL.

Incorporating the Clix Resilient Socket and Solid Pin.
The only terminal completely insulated from the panel.
whether connected or disconnected. No spade or other
tag required. Black; engraved with full range of
markings.
Flex portion, 4d.
Panel portion, 45.
Complete Terminal, 85.

25

Components, Etc,, -for Sale.-Contd.

.

Aids to Perfect Contact.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

-

[1802

SURPLUS.-J.B. drum dial, unused, 8/6; Ferranti
A.1.3, 15/6; centralab 500,000 ohm. potentiometer, 6/6, all good condition.-P. Higgins, 22, The

[1805
Avenue, Ealing, W.13.
'DART Exchange. -See our advertisement under Re ceivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 57,
.L

Guildhall St., Preston.

[0228

-

BLUE Spot 66P, with chassis, as new, 37/6; P.M.2,
new, 5/6; both 42/ -.-Blair, 36, Hillhead St., Glas-

gow, W.

[1813

,

-

A.C./P.,
A.5,
18/-;
'F8/6;
A.C./P.1, 8/6; P.M.4D.X., 4/-; B.T.H. power
transformer, type A and B, 21/-; Mazda rectifying
U.Ú.60-250, 10/6; Marconi latest pick-up, 37/6; stamp
[1816
reply. -27, Miles Hill Av., Leeds.
Lewcos L.F.T.3, 12/6; Mazda

FORTNIGHT Old -Lissen 37/6 pick-up and tone

Re. 8. Pro. Pat. Reg. Des.
"SPRINGSCREW" WANDER PLUG.

Gives strong spring contact. Has self-cleaning surfaces
and solid end. Non -collapsible. Horizontal or vertical*
insulators, engraved or plain. Price 25.
1

1

21,
'i11

iil1

n,,,
'

VIII il11

arm, 29/6;. Lissen- 30/- pick-up 19/6; Marconi
Ideal 5-1, 17/6; Marconi 50h. choke, 9/6; 5-mfd. 400v.
T.C.C., 7/6; Dubilier 4 mid. 1,000v., 9/-; T.C.C..
0.5 mfd 500v., 3/-; 0.5 mfd. 400v., 1/6; D.E.L.610,
5/-; D.E.P.610, 6/-; Megostat 25,000, 4/-; P625, 8/-;
L.S.5, 12/6; 3 days' approval; list.-Matthews, 30,
[1821
Tudor Av., Chelmsford.
SURPLUS.-A.F.5, 21/-; A.F.5C, 24/-; Westinghouse
rectifier, H.T.4, 20/-; 3 Burndept superhet. transK.3
formers, 10/-; Exide W.LI10, 160v 75/-; valves
P.M.16, S G., 10/-;D.E.L.610, 5/- P.M.6D, 5/-; 2
Mazda P625B, 11/6 each; Marconi P625A, 7/6 Snelgrove, Rosemount Hursley Hill,. near Whitchurch,
[1832

Somerset.

Fits all screw terminals. Lead coated for L.T., Nickel

IGRANIC
E.B.H. Rectifier, £1; TeKaDe trickle
charger, 2- or 4 -volt, 15/-; smoothing choke, 7/6;
lot £2.-" Holmesdale," Laleham Rd., Shepperton.-

LECTRO LINE LTD., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,
S,W.L

MULLARD Speaker Unit, 24/6; 66K Major chassis,
21/-; Ferranti push-pull kit, 35/-; Titan coil,
8/6; Telsen Grand, 6/6; L.S.5A, 8/6; P.M.256, 7/-;
all perfect order; .lists. Pepper, Wake Green Rd., Bir-

No. 3.

Pat.

"FIT -ALL" SPADE TERMINAL.

plated for general use.

Red or black insulators,
engraved or plain. Price 2d.
Send for Illustrated List.

[1843

mingham.

[1842

BAKER Permanent and

6 -volt

M.C.

Speaker, in

Advt. of
Tannoy Products, 1-7, Dalton Street, S.E.27.

cabinet, exceptional reproduction, 35/-; Ferranti
Ferranti 3 -range meter, 25/-; best Garrard motor, com-

A.F.5, 15/-; Marconiphone Ideal, box unsealed, 7/6;

plete Kasha arm, Burndept pick-up, unused, 35/-, or
separate; other highest quality components.-Turvey,
[1840
" Elim," George St., Cottingham, Yorks.
EPOCH Public Address Model 66P.M., £3/15; P.O.
microphone, 5/-; pedestal super microphone and
transformer, 15/-; 4 Exide W.H.60, perfect, £1 each;
Aermonic valve 3 Benjamin, 3
holders, 1/-; 2 power chokes, 7/6; P.M.3A, P.M.40X,
5/-; P.M.254, 7/6; P.M.24A, 15/-; Lissen pick-up,
5/-; Record III cabinet and container, £1. Milford,
Gyona, Didcot.

[1838

MC. Speakers, pick-ups, cone speakers, microphones,

transformers, etc.; send for list.-G2VM, 27a,

Bridget . St., Rugby.

[1833

Ample spacing is allowed to prevent any

possibility of short circuiting of vanes.
Price from 5/From all Radio Dealers.

]F24T101$

`ooARI'THMIC CONDENSERS
Write for illustrated Catalogue to
GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., LTD., LIVERPOOL.

Wireless Doctor, will call
THEand
Original
Home Counties) and cure your set.

(London

CONSULTATIONS by Appointment without Obligation; sets installed, maintained and brought up
to date; components and McMichael portable sets on
hire; purity reproduction specialists.
'.-

Victoria, S. W.1.

j

=converted into a
= COMPLETE
4 TESTING SET

11 FOR 2/6
By plugging a

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.
SCOTT SESSIONS and. Co.-New sets constructed
with your or our components, guaranteed finest
workmanship; we specialise in "The Wireless World"
circuits; remember, we have satisfied customers
throughout the British Isles and in- three Continents;
if you so desire, we will design and construct high
grdde apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
quality, range and selectivity.-Tel.: Tudor 5326. Mug.
[0262
well Hill, London, N.10.
ALEXANDER BLACK,

55, Ebury - St.,

"z Your voltmeter

Sifam Circuit Test.,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Truly logarithmic and definitely to the
capacity stated, the Lotus Logarithmic
Condenser ensures smooth firm tuning.

QUITE HEW

Sloane

1655.
[0277

supply, by easy payments,
EASY
Payments.-We
components,
accessories, and sets, any make; 10%
down, balance spread over 11 months.-Send list of

ing Adapter on to
the spike of your

voltmeter you can

use it for. detecting Short

Circuits, Open Circuits,
Condenser Trouble, Bad
Connections, and testing
Valve Filaments.

The adapter costs only
2/6, but functions as efficientlyas an expensive
instrument.

PRICE 2/6 FROM

ALL RADIO
DEALERS
SWAM POCKET

VOLTMETER
PRICE 7/6
Circuit
Testing
ADAPTER

requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
[0337 Lane, London, E.C.2.
If any difficulty Write to :
WIRELESS Notes.-For all those who want the best SWAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT Co., Ltd.,
in radio, gramophone or television.-Postcard for
particulars to. Capt. Robinson, Langmead, Pirbright, - BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.Z.
-

Surrey.

[1723

Advertisements for " The Wireless Worl4V are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Miscellaneous.-Contd.

INDUCTOR"'avNAmfc:

FIGURED OAK

now to
ENGINEERS.-Important
hand show that 93% ofnotice.-Results
our candidates pass their
exams at the first attempt, a remarkable record sin approached by any other organisation, and showing
why we alone guarantee NoPass-No Fee. If 93 out
of every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why should
you remain in the ranks? Now is the time to get
busy and investigate. Our handbook, " Engineering

_

SPEAKER
Manufactured

under Farrand

RADIO GRAMOPHONE
CABINET.
Dome Lid, Hand French
polished full grain.
Will take gramophone and set up

to 21"x 9" panel, and 16" base-

Opportunities," explains the most- simple and successful home study methods of passing B.Sc., A.M.I.
Mech,E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.I.I.A.E:, G.P.O.,
C. and G., Matric., etc., exams. This book outlines
courses in all branches of civil, mechanical, electrical,
motor and wireless engineering, shows the unique ad-

board, speaker and battery compartment 18" hiz,h, 21" wide and

16" deep, fret front with silk
backing

[1696

CHASSIS
COMPLETE

Price

-

-

Delivered free England and Wales.
Scotland 2/6 extra.
Crate 7/6 extra, returnable.

£.4

Cash returned in full if not satisfied.
We can fit any motor at list price.

F. DIGBY, 9,

The Oval,

Hackney Rd., London E.2.

PATENT AGENTS.

separate

size chassis.

vantages of our Appointments Department, and in-

a brilliant foreword. by Prof. A. M. Low, in
and Lekto- cludes
phone Hopkins which he shows clearly the chances you are missing.
Patents
and Send- for free: handbook now (state branch, post or
Patent Appli- exam.).-British Institute of Engineering Technology,
cations.
87, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford St., London.

round, and

baffle behind fret to take any

BisholíPsgates458.

PATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.' Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
and A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery
Lane, London,
W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0001

ENAMELLED

WIRE

IFSTANDARD
CABINET

REPAIRS.
IN DE- lf%E
CA INET

£6-10

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
column.
[0263

GUARANTEED Repairs by Experts.-Loud-speakers,
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type, rewound, remagnetised, and adjusted post free 4/-; transformers, from 4/-: Howell, 91, Morley Hill, Enfield,

and it's
all British Middlesex.
[9555
-SPEAKERS, headphones, cone units repaired
SOUNDS THE " LAST POST " TO ALL LOUD
by experts, rewound and overhauled for 4/-, post
free.-Walters,
BALANCED ARMATURE SPEAKERS
and definitely supersedes the Moving Coil.

THE VERDICT OF THE EXPERTS.
A revelation in loudspeaker construction.

1,

Plymouth.

Dunn's Terrace, Lower . Compton,

11586.

-

YOUR
Transformer Repaired or Rewound and Returned
promptly; 3/6, post free.-James, 190,

It definitely surpasses all
present knows types of speakers. All the advantages of a moving coil Bitterne Rd., Southampton.
[1826
without its drawbacks. No hum. No heat. No rectifiers, transformers,'
or smoothing condensers required to perfect the reproduction. Double Tips
Eliminators Repaired and Modernised
cones and all other artificial methods absolutely obsolete. Is light and -LE
to Give Higher Output, also
beautifesly finished. Gives tremendous volume ; amazing faithful
and grid bias.Priestley, 8, Grosvenor gardens, Muswell Hill, London,
reproduction. It must be heard to be believed.
N.10.
-

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION.

S.

A. LAMPLUGH, LTD.,

KING'S ROAD - TYSELEY - BIRMINGHAM

BAND PASS FOUR
Supplied ready wired and tested or as
a constructional kit. Full particulars
,: and latest lists free on request. :.

[1829

EXCHANGE.
'PART Exchange-Let us know what you have and
your requirements, and we will make you an

Any weight, size or covering supplied. Also

EBONITE COIL FORMERS

Sheets, Panels and Reds.
Wholesale and Retail Trade suppiki.

M. A. FROST, 132, ST. JOHN ST., E.C.f.

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.
Send for our comprehensive Illustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

PERSEUS MFG. CO.. LTD. (Dept. W.W.)
BRANSTONE RD., BURTON -ON -TRENT.

POLAR

amazing quotation, all -mains receivers and portables
our speciality; balance payable on deferred terms if
desired.-Radio Co., 24, Vestry St., N.1.
[1830

CONDENSERS

valves; £4110; send other enquiries.

WINGROVE & ROGERS, Ltd.,

A Universal Range.
SNAPPY Part Exchange Bureau.-Send list of your.
-Universally used.
tion. components, stating new requirements, for quota NEW 24 -PAGE CATALOGUE ON
Used Receivers and Components,
REQUEST.
BARGAINS
in
Cossor Reinartz 2 -valve,' metal cabinet, with
WOODROFFE Celestion, £4/4 Pick-ups, admitted 188-9, Strand, London, W.C.2
no better made, few only; £2; unused. -8, Blue

Hall Mansions, W.6.

-

[1846

WE Will Accept Your Surplus Apparatus (making
you a high allowance) in part payment for any
new apparatus; your enquiry will be dealt with
nromptly.-Bostock and Stonnill, 1, Westbourne Ter..
race, S.E.23.

[1818

CAB I N ETS

for D.C.. III in Polished Oak and to specification,
complete with Aluminium Screening Boxes and
Base Plate.

PRICE £3 : 7 : 6.

WANTED.

Send for Catalogues to

" WI -1E WIRELESS -.WORLD," Nos. 498. to' 557, in-

RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN, ROCHDALE

clusive.-Dean, 352, Gillott Rd., Birmingham.

'Phone: 2948.

[1795

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,

MAGNUM
SCREENING BOXES
as specified for Band Pass Four.

Per

1

- Set of

including baseboards.

5

BURNE-JONES
AND COMPANY, LIMITED,

TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
SMALL Accumulator Charging Service, select N.
London district, worked from basement at week; £80, including 2 Tungar rectifiers; owner 5/inexperienced.-Box 7841, c/o 27íe Wireless World.
[1810

SITUATIONS VACANT.

S.W.5.. (Est. 34 years.)

[0342

electrician, with some knowWANTED,
ledge ofwireless
car - equipment and magnetos; state

ex-

[1798

MOUTHS Required, wiring and assembly, previous
experience preferred but not essential.-Box
7847, c/o The Wireless World.

SAXON
20 -STRAND

W
A
ArER
4:fts a0oopto

EVE

tlnVfpO

-

THE/

C QUALITY

we FEET COILS

AERIAL!

5

/

'6

Obtain Particulars et Aerie/ Eeulpmenf Pose Free From;

EARN 'Big Money in the Wireless Trade ! Become
a trained salesman and radio expert,
training enables you to qualify for a really A.
bigshort
job
wits good salary, ending in an introduction to prospective employers. Write P.C. for syllabus of special 6 weeks' cdurse of instruction in the evenings, commencing shortly.-Dept. T.C.3, The London Telegraph
Training College, Ltd., Morse House, Earl's Court,

"Magnum" House, 296, Boro' High Street, London, S.E.1 perience and wage.-Skinner, Sleaford.
Telephones: Hop 6257 $ 6258.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.

[1847

SAXON. RADIOT.CO., BLACKPOOL, LANCS.

Bel -Canto
FOR REALISM IN RADIO
LOUD SPEAKERS,UNITS
RADIOGRAMS.Write for List
WARPLE WAY, THE VALE,ACTON,W.3.

Mention of " The Wireless World ".ken writing to advertisers, will ensure
yrontpt attention.

A6

i
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
ADVERTISER, having car and telephone, would un dertake for good firm, installation and service of

wireless; London and suburbs.-Box 7696,. a/o The
[1640

Wireless World.

SOUND Engineer, 24, desires responsible post giving
scope for ability, last 15 months engaged in
talking picture industry, installation and service,
thorough technical knowledge modern A.C. radio design, and, above all, a practical man, used to, hard

work and long hours.-Box 7846, c/o The Wireless

[1844

World.

BOORS, INSTRUCTION. ETC.
" WIRELESS \I. ANUAL " (1930 edition). By Cap J. Frost.-A popular, practical, nonv r tam
technical guide to choice of set, installation, use and
maintenance; learn how to secure perfect receptioº.Illustrated, 5/- .net, from a bookseller, or Pitman's.
[1145
Parker St., Kingsway, W.C.2.

sare on the lJC

AUCTION SALES.
THIRD PORTION.
WITHOUT RESERVE
By order of A. E. Middleton, Esq., F.S.A.A.. the
Receiver for the Debenture Holders, re Phantestra
(Renn's Gramophone and Wireless), Ltd.,
in Liquidation.
DALSTON JUNCTION, N.1.
MESSRS, JOSEPH HIBBARD & SONS
will sell by Public Auction, upon the Premises,
No. 2, TOTTENHAM ROAD, on TUESDAY, 28th
OCTOBER, 1930, at 12 o'clock,
EXTENSIVE STOCK OF PIANOFORTE, WIRELESS0IND GRAMOPHONE MANUFACTURERS,
including 100 Polar Condensers, 1 gross Lotus Mid
Line Logarithmic Condensers, 3} gross Formo Log
Condensers, i!º gross Lotus Reaction Condensers, 1
gross Lotus Vernier Dials, 1 gross 25 -watt Zenith
High Power Resistances, 4 gross R.I. Varley Resistances, 3 dozen Marconi 1-.8 Rectifying Valves, 8 dozen
Pye. 20 Henries Low Frequency Chokes,. 1 dozen
Metrovick All Mains A.C. Transformers, kl, gross 7 way Battery Cords, 1 gross Igranic pre set 6 ohms.
Resistances, 2 dozen Ferranti 0 to 150 M.A. Meters,
3 B.T.H. D.C. to D.C. 240 -volt Primary and Secondary 750 -volt Motors; UNIVERSAL TEST PLANT,
voltage from 120 D.C. and A.C. to 240 volt D.C. and
A.C. complete with Crypto Rotary Converter; 70
sets H.T. Battery Eliminators, 100 T.C.C. High Power
1,500 -volt- Condensers, 50 Cyldon Twin Gang Condensers, 6 gross Wireless Portable Panels. Drilled
and Engraved, 6 gross Valve Panels for Portables,
1 gross 12x 6 Wireless Panels, Drilled and Engraved.
1,000 GRAMOPHONE CASES, 400 WIRELESS and
GRAMOPHONE CABINETS, 1,003 PORTABLE
WELL -SEASONED
2,300
CASES,
WIRELESS
WREST PLANKS; Large Stock of Piano, Wireless
and Gramophone Parts, Pianoforte Ironmongery, 5 Octave Pianoforte Cases and Parts, Hot Plates,

50/ -

Only Six Terminals, but 50 Ranges !
THE DI%-ONEMETER.
Of portable size to go in the pocket, but big enough
to cover the whole range of D.C. electrical measurements. You can have multipliers to work from

50 micro -amps to 250 amps and 20 milli -volts to
What other instrument to Brit. Elec.
Standard Assocm Standard of Accuracy /or First
Grade meters is available at the price f None I A
novice can use it as accurately as an expert. No
switch to be accidentally turned with disastrous
results, as each range has its independent multiplier
and a safety button controls the moving coil.
2,000 volts.

DIX-ONEMETERS are now
50/- only, a remarkably small
price for a meter worth £10

Switehgear.

Our enlarged Switchboard department

100ft. long.

Send us your enquiries for METERS,

Latest Model. Mirror Double Scale, Moulded Rase.
Th- finest Precision Multi -Measuring instrument is

volts A.C. Motor Generators, and Converters of

HEAVY VENEER PRESS by BECKER. PLAT-

FORM -WEIGHING MACHINE, OFFICE FURNITURE, including Pedestal and Roll Top Desks,
Typists' Tables, Bentwood Arm and other Chairs.
On view Day Prior to and Morning of Sale. Catalogues can be obtained upon application to
Messrs. COLE, DICKIN & HILLS, 18, ESSEX
STREET, STRAND, W.C.2: from Messrs. HORS,
PATTISSON & BATHURST, Solicitors, 48, LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.2; or from the Auctioneers' Offices at

15, NEWINGTON GREEN. ISLINGTON, LONDON,
N.16.
Telephone 9121 Clissold.
Telegraphic address: " Archlike, Kinland," London.

MICROPHONES.

Home and Public Address Transmitters within the
reach of all radio users. Hear -Easy Sets for Deaf
listeners. Sensitive Solo Pendants in cast metal
case with cord 4/6. Pulpit Pedestal 12,6. Ring
Pedestal Broadcaster 18/8. Hand W;T Mikes,
15,'-, Powerful Public Address Mikes, 501- and
65/-; B.T.H. £6, Brown- £12, Western Electric
£18. Transformers, Microphones, Couplers, Valve
Amplifiers for Band Repeats or Field P.A. work.

in comparison with others.

the DI%-ONEMETER, the acknowledged Radio
standard beloved by Expert and Amateur.

can now build anything to specification up to

Portable, Laboratory of Switchboard A.C. and
D.G, RELAYS for all purposes, battery cutouts
for automatic safety. Dynamos : 4 volts to
4,000 volts D,C. Alternators. 10 volts to 30,000
all sizes.

Sale List on request.

Test Booklet free.

ELECTRADIX
218,

RADIOS

Upper Thames Street,

E.C.4

Telephone: City 0191.

WIRELESS AS A CAREER.
FULL TRAINING FOR POST MASTER
AND
GENERAL'S CERTIFICATE

STATION ENGINEER'S WORK.
Fees. Prospectus free. Apply:

w;w.

Buy on Deferred Terms
Britain's Best Battery with Ha T. ACCUMULATORS,

USE.

60 volts.

3 amp.

22/6

hour type, 02, Semi -Oil Submerged. or 7/5 deposit
Complete as illustrated. Price.. & 5/- per mth.for 3mths.

THOUSANDS prevents surface leakage DOUBLE CAPACITY
losses.
As supplied to 6 amp, hours
IN

60 volts, 30 /

DEPARTMENTS..
H.M.

TYPE,

deposit

GOVERNMENT

From yoa> Dealer or from.:

,q 5/- per mto tell 4

DEFERRED
TERMS

1 Down &
5/- per
3 month.

London Distributor :-CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.I.

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, Hebble Mill, Salterhebble, HALIFAX.
A7

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

FOURPENCE

TECHNICAL COLLEGE, PARK ST.,HULL.

HUNDREDS the Unique Semi -Oil SubOF
merged feature. Absolutely

BOOKS
on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to

EVERY
FRIDAY,

Complete Marconi equipment including
Auto -alarm. Modern laboratories. Low

Advertisements for " The Wireless World."

t

Telephone: 4304.

only accepted from firms we believe to be' thoroughly reliable.
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Accumulators Elite
Adolph, Fredk.
Appleby, E. Hetherington

Ferranti. Ltd.

27
24
20
23
26
12
20

Ba'ker's " Selhurst '- Radio
Bel -Canto Radio, Ltd. ........
Boiling & Lee, Ltd.
Benjamin Electric Co., Ltd.

Burton, C. F. & H.

.. ..

18
21

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
Dyson,

Fastick

J., & Co., Ltd.

JJ

'

& Sons

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electradix Radios
Exalt Manfg. Co.

Cover i.

27

.

'

M -L Magneto Synd., Ltd,
Mullard Wireless Service Co.. Ltd.

2

-

Northampton Polytechnic Institute
Parker, - W. H.
Perseus Mani. Co., Ltd.
Philips Lamps, Ltd.

11 & 12

Pifco
Players

27
20

-

3

22
22
22

-

28
17
26
10
10
28

Digby, F.

25-

-

Cover ,.

Cossor, A. C., 'Ltd.

26

15

Imperial Airways, Ltd.
Cover Hi.
Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd. .........Y
26
Lectro Linx. Ltd.
25
Loewe Radio Co.: Ltd. ...... ........ ....
12"
London Electric Wire Co. t& Smith's, Ltd.
8
Lyons, Claude, Ltd.
23
Marconiphone Co Ltd.
16

1

Cole, E. K., Ltd.
Colvern, Ltd.
Concordia Elect. Wire Co., Ltd.

15

Frost, M. A.
Gambrell Radio, Ltd.
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Glasscoe, R. II., & Co.
Graves, J. G., Ltd.
Heayberd, F. C., & Co.
Ilolzman, Louis, Ltd.
Hull Technical College

2
Bird, Sidney S., & Sons
British Blue Spot Co., Ltd.
Cover i. & 7
14
British Ebonite Co.." Ltd.
Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd. (Magnum)
26

Celestion, Ltd.

Make Use of

.. Cover i & 19
23
22
26

Cover ii.

Cover iii.

-

18

3-

ERITA'S

1931 MODEL
0"12 UNION COURT, OLD BROAD ST.,

E.C.2.

at

DEPOSIT
DEPARTMENT
" Please accept my thanks
for the services rendered in

-

-

-

BELMONT RD., WALLINGTON, SURREY.
Telephone No. Wallington 1982.

Watch for announcement of

pÁ010 aEVtEW

A recent user writes:

Potter, H. B., & Co., Ltd.
28
Radio Service (London), Ltd.
14
Really Radio
5
Redfern s Rubber Works, Ltd.
14
R.I., Ltd.
6
Rich & Bundy, Ltd.
10
Rigby & Woolfenden
26
Rotor Electric, Ltd,
20 & 23
Saxon Radio Co.
26
Siemens Bros., .& Co., Ltd.,
Cover iv.
Sifam Elect, Instrument Co.,. Ltd.
25
Six -Sixty Radio Co.; Ltd.
18.
Smurthwaite, F. W.,
28
Sovereign Products
24
Standard Battery Co.
24
Tannoy Products
25
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
6
Telseri Electric Co., Ltd.
13
Thomas, Bertram
28
Thompson, T. W., & Co.
4
Transformer. Repair _ Co.
22
Vox Vernon
23
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd .9
Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd.
26
" Wireless Trader " Diary
8

F. W. SMUR I HWAI E,A.M.I.R.E.

/MOVING COIL SPEAKERS

Wireless
AND World

WIRES FOR WIRELESS
CONCORDIA ELECTRIC WIRE CO. Ltd.,

Trent Mills, New Sawley, Nr. Nottingham.

money to the seller with my

LTIRki

TI

ACK',

uzzaznalant=

thanks.
" I shall always praise your
Deposit System which is the

For the Wireless Experimenter, Factory,

strangers that I know of."

BERTRAM THOMAS,

safest way of dealing with

PeJear.ST-CE L STORtS'Srstnt

Factor and Retailer.

Pull Particulars from Sole Manufacturer and Patentee:
WoreleyNSeEetSTime,

Deposit System are given on the first page of
Miscellaneous Advertisements.

RADIO -GRAMOPHONES AND WIRELESS
RECEIVERS.

Complete installations for Country Houses, Yachts,
Public Institutions, Hospitals, &c., &c.

High Power Amplifiers. for Dance Halls, Restaurants,&c.

Short Wave Receivers for Britons abroad.

"WIRELESS WORLD" FOUR. This receiver and
all other published designs made to order.
WILL YOU FAVOUR ME WITH A CALL AT

MY WORKS, AND DISCUSS

From a recent
advertiser's
letter :

"I must say your
vertising agency."

WANDER PLUGS

C, R. PEARCE,
St. Germans,
Cornwall.

Actual size, nickel plated, 6 colours.

Standard size, 2DW or Midget, 2d. each.

Write for List X116.
T.

w.w.94.

YOUR

REQUIREMENTS WITH ME PERSONALLY?

paper is a good ad-

W. H. THEWLIS,
49, Webster Street,
OLDHAM, Lancashire.
Full particulars of "The Wireless World"

MANUFACTURER OF
RADIO APPARATUS TO
'INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS.

ii

As supplied to the Leading Telephone Apparatus Manufacturers.
Flexible and Instrument Cords of
all types. "Connectite " Wire.

the purchase of the eliminator
which I have decided to keep.
You can therefore forward the

s

OCTOBER 22ND, 1930.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. EASTICK & SONS,

118 Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1

W. W.45

>h.11.......,.................e............,......,11..

PARFAIT

l

...o.. -v

l' -ADTO DATA f

CI -A l' 'I

A SERIES OF
ABACS

Providing most of the essential Data required in

1

By R.

º

receiver design

..

l

SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES

Semi -Polished Black
Highly Polished Black
Matt

Semi -Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Mahogany
Cube Surface.

Obtainable from most wireless dealers.

I

T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.
All keen amateurs will appreciate this book.
PRICE 4/6 net
BY POST 4/10

From all leading booksellers, or direct from the Publishers.
Published from the offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD"

DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

yf,

Advertisement of H. .8. Potter & Co., Ltd., Station' Buildings, ROCHDALE.

Mention of ".The Wireless World,'ItIrén writing to advertisers; will ensure prompt attention.
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As Easy To Read As Clock Time

Common.;Réy

1,5 00,000 VALVES

transported without
loss or damage .

p$ott
,,.Mai.

Messrs. Impex Electrical

Ltd., the well-known
importers of French Dario

Valves use Imperial Airways

machines for transporting
these delicate goods from
Paris to London. Up to
date more than 1,500,000
valves have been carried
without loss or damage.

Are you sending your goods by

TESTS VALVES

FILAMENT

-

ANODE & GRID
COMPONENTS
AND CIRCUITS

H .T. AND L.T.

MILLIAMPS

Eueicythcng/

HAVE YOUR SET
100% EFFICIENT
Have you ever built a set that wouldn't
work ?
Has a mysterious fault in
wiring or component eluded your most
thorough search ? How many hours
have you wasted and how many valves

have you burnt out when you have
had trouble-how many times have you given up in disgust?

II

IP IE IR II(1I IL

IWiYS
THE BRITISH AIR LINE
It means safer handling, fewer breakages, lower insurance rates and
quicker Customs clearance.
In London, goods are collected on telephonic request,

or may be handed in to any Freight Agent, or to
Airways House, Charles Street, Haymarket, S.W.I
Full particulars from any Freight Agent or direct from

Well, from now on you can say goodbye to all that ! The All -in -One
Radiometer will test valves components, circuits, batteries, everything
-quickly, safely and with absolute certainty.
For 1216 you can have a wireless expert at your beck and call.

You

may be a radio fan or the veriest amateur, it matters not a scrapthe All -in -One will help you out. You can be sure of everything
before you turn on the juice ! The steady readings given on the
dial are as easy to follow as the hands on your watch, and the

instrument gives perfect accuracy-it has a beautifully finished
calibrated mechanism that cannot let you
down.
Ask for our Booklet-obtainable through all good wireless

dealers, or write to Pifco Ltd., Pifco House, High St.,
Manchester.

12/6

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS LTD.
Airways House, Charles St.,
London, S.W.I

Telephone

Regent 7861

(Night & Day)
Telegrams Impairlim, London

C.F.H. 55 1~
ryF

9,7111

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Battery is

Radio

interest in

6

BE Full creating a new
1 definitely
the samee Pperfect
Radio Circles
long

1

can offer output or such
No other battery
use of modern
such large
reproduction,because of theand quantity proYet,
methods
ductioManufacturing
ots
no more.
in your set
--it
duction,fl1
Full 0epower
the great difference.
Youu musu try appreciate
you
can
TYPE
beforee
SPECIAL

to_daY

Get One

(for portables)

TYPE
POPULAR
816o volts í 131Size V.r

Size ILI

11.2

and

FERRANTI
SETS

911s1_

_ 1616

roS

CELL

GRID BIAS
valves)

POWER TYPE 1116
Size V.3
V.4

MULLARD "ORGOLA,"
COSSOR

H.3 520

roo

V.2

6o volts _

FULL O'POWER BATTERIES
are specified for

go volts

(for VLF.

Size G.T.

7316

-

11

9d.

D /

CELL
GRID BIAS
grid H.F valv

60

TYPE
25/ SUPER RADIO
5o volts

\\

(for screened
Size S.G. 0.9 volt

Size V.6

GRID BIAS
Size G.1
G.2G

BATTERIES
116

41 volts
9r6

-

31_
1S)_

-

-

i81

-
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"
and Symphony
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*For Nationalble Se
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BATTERIES
Siemens Brothers & Co. Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.18.

.,,.

Printed for the Publishers, IL1FFa & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
Colonial and Foreign Agents;
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~ mu SELF-LOCATING
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VALVE
HOLDER
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L.F. TRANSFORMERS

igadids Cimize
Look for the new season s
models of the World
famous Telsen Trans.
formers. They have been

each

entirely redesigned embodying new windings
and core, littedwithearth
terminals and shrouded
Genuine Bakelite

IMMIZZIII.

Ill

II

il

-

r

n

II

i

li

Pentode
-ValveHolders
1/6 each

,

lil

Mouldings.
Ask your
dealer for the New Telsen
Transformers NOW 1

IN

New Model Radiogrand
Ratios 3.1 & 6.1 Price 18/6
New Model Radiogrand Super
Ratio 7.1. Price 1716

Patent Na
316708

MANUFACTURED BY

m C. F. & H. BurTon

PROGRESS WORKS
WALSALL, ENG.

Advt. of TELSEN ELECTRIC
Co., Ltd.. BIRMINGRAM.

uiuuuAuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

ULTRA
"THE SWITCHBOARD
TO EUROPE"
TENS OF THOUSANDS

PRAISE ITS POWER,

RANGE AND TONE
The only 3 -valve All -Electric Receiver

using screened -grid valves. £23 complete.

McMICHAEL
PORTABLE
RECEIVER
22 GNS.

Point No. 5.

CONTROL.

The seven technical conditions
fulfilled by this Receiver have
been

harnessed

to

Controls

which make tuning and control

delightfully easy and certain.
Hear it at any high-class radio
store or our London showrooms.

L. McMICHAEL LTD.,
Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks.

179, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Ultra Electric Ltd.,661/3, Harrow Rd., London, N.W.10.
411,

No. 583.

Vol. XXVII.

No. 18.

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper
5or *,omusiaeion is the United Kingdom
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MI. -POWER GRID

DETECTION..
tke
LI0 Power grid detection
has been proved to
give far' better quality than the
anode bend method while being

at the same time considerably
more sensitive. Rectification is
linear, providing the correct values

of grid condenser and leak are
used. Get full ' details from the
"Wireless World" for May 7th,
1930 and try it out with the Mazda

L.210-one of the best valves for
the purpose.

MAZDA
RADIO VALVES
e
Fil. Volts Fil. Amps N,l'. Volts
Amplification Factor -

2.0.

-

-

0.1

-

-.

150

-

Impedance (ohms)
Mu3ual Condoc;ance-(mAjV) --

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
leeorpieart,: e the It'írtng Supplies, Lightñt e Engineertne, RF f rt, t r
atilt; and Radii Burnt es of the BritishThonuwr-Ncuitcn Co., Ltd.

15.5

Radio Division
is Newman. Street, Oxford Street, W.f
Showrootnt in. all tbe.Priocipal "1'ouns

I0,000
1.55

MAZDA L290 PRICE 8/6

i

EDISWAN

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing sr advertisers, will

ensure

prompt attention.
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HAVE...
THESE VV TRUMPS
IN YOUR
HAN
0

z
.115.,yw

o,
00)

NON -SAL -AMMONIAC

DRY BATTERIES
PERTRIX LIMITED,

BRITANNIA HOUSE, 233, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,
LONDON, W.C.2.
Works : Redditch.

Get an
Improved Pertrix Accumulator
as well.

AlIMED
ba~.es

you, caiv biz -tat

Advertisements for' " The Wireless LVorlcJ'4 áre only accepted from farms we believe to be thoroughly reliabls.
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Read what
Leading National

.11-'110:*

Newspapers
say
(Parley Senior

All - Electric

Transportable

Receiver.

£26 (A.C. or
D.C.) including net royalties.

"Quality the
outstanding feature "
*

*

*

"Exceptional Selectivity"
*
*
*

"Extraordinarily
Simple Tuning "
*
*
*
"Com
letel Stable "
"Completely
*
*
*

"No Hum"

These extracts are taken from published test

reports on the Varley Senior All-Electric Transportable Receiver from a leading National Daily
Newspaper which has arranged to " review fearlessly " several well-known Receivers, and from
another great National Daily.
A REMARKABLE RECEIVER-HEAR IT
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Advertisem ent of Oliver Pell Cantrol, Ltd., Kingsway House, x o3, Kingsway,

London, W.C.2.

Telephone: Holborn 53o3.
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PHILIPS BATTERY ELIMINATORS
FOR A.C. & D.C. MAINS
A constant H.T. Supply is essential for your receiver to give you
perfect reception. Even the best H.T. batteries are exceedingly
unreliable and require frequent replacement, but a Philips
Battery Eliminator enables you to take your H.T. supply direct
from the electric mains thus ensuring absolutely faultless reception.
Once installed, it requires no attention and the amount of
electricity consumed is almost negligible.
Type 3005 for A.C, Mains
Type 3002 for A C. Mains
Type 3oog for A.C. Mains

-

-

Price £3 . 17 . 6
Price £5 . 10 . 0
Price £5 . 15 . 0

For 10/- down you can have any of these on Philips Easy
Payment System.

PHILIPS
BATTERY
Made by the manufacturers

ELIMINATORS

the famous Philips all -electric radio receivers
Argenla electric lamps, commercial and industrial fittings and neon signs.
of

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
Br

.w{
Advertisements for " The Wireless World are only accepted from firms we oetaroe to be thoroughly reliable
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our chan
oY.
ABSOLUTE
REALITY

The

Metallurgical
Marvel of the

Nickel Age
in Radio.

HYPERMITE
L.F. INTERVALVF TRANSFORM ER
The Nikalloy core of the Hypermite gives

maximum inductance (50 henries) and ensures
perfect high and low note response.
NIKALLOY renders Hypermite the smallest
efficient transformer for modern compact set

assembly and use with modern valves.
NIKALLOY makes Hypermite the most
reliable low - priced transformer obtainable.
NIKALLOY is the latest phase in the
triumphant progress of R.I. Transformer
manufacture : specialised experience must
count.

The leading set makers have chosen "Hyper mite for inclusion in modern receivers-it

is specified in the most popular circuitsit is indisputably the best.
Resistance

primary D.C. 1,000

ohms.

Resistance secondary D.C. 6,000 ohms.
Inductance primary 50 henries.
Ratio 3I to I.
Dimensions overall 20 X 10" x 21" high.
Weight 7 ozs.
Mounted in a neat Bakelite case.

12'6

Write for leaflets giving full description and technical
details of the R.I. Big Nikalloy Three-the "Hypermu,"
"Hypermite," and "Hypercore."

THE R.G.D. DE LUXE ALL ELECTRIC
RADIO GRAMOPHONE.
Band Pass Filter !
2 Screened grid stages !
Super Selective ! Single Knob Tuning !
Fader from Radio to Record !
All Mains operated with exclusive cabinet design.

For those desiring the very best that both Radio and
Gramophone can give, the "R.G.D." De Luxe Radio
Gramophone is the ideal instrument. The Radio side of
this instrument is so powerful that given favourable
atmospheric conditions over 30 stations can be received
with ample volume. The quality of reproduction from
distant stations is equal to that of local stations.

In Oak £80

In Mahogany £85

Literature and Illustrated Specification on Application.

STOCKED BYALL.

GOOD DEALERS

The RADIO GRAMOPHONE
DEVELOPMENT Co.,
72, Moor Street, Birmingham.

MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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ELECTRIC,AL

To users of
Portable Wireless Sets

ECONOMY

IN RUNNING
COSTS
Every owner of a Portable Set knows what is
meant by the words `H.T. Battery.' Too often
this expensive accessory has to be renewed - distortion, crackling, whistling noises, and into the
dustbin goes another H.T. Battery.
The designers of OSRAM VALVES knew this when
they produced the range of OSRAM 2 -volt Valves
for Portable Sets. The closest possible check is
kept on each individual OSRAM 2 -volt Valve to

ensure that the H.T. current taken is as low as
consistent with good quality broadcast reception.
In addition to the reduction in H.T. current taken,
the design ensures the best performance obtainable
with 2 -volt Valves.
The OSRAM VALVES for Portable Sets

S 213 for Screen Grid Portable Sets
HHL 2

Detector, 11.F. & L.F.1

Amplifiers

L2

P21; P 240 -

Sold by all
Wireless

Dealers

J

-

- Power Valve

Super -Power Valve

valve

s

FOR ECONOMICAL WIRELESS

MADE IN
ENGLAND
Write for the "OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE"
(1930 Edition), sent POST

FREE on request.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet Howe, Kíngsway, London, W.C.2
133
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Creators of High Grade Precision Condensers
CYLDON ALONE GIVES
ACCURATE MATCHING
Gang control, adopted for the Wireless World Four,
depends entirely for ifs efficiency upon accurate
sectional matching such as CYLDON construction
alone can give.
Superior raw mhterial skilfully
fashioned, many outstanding mechanical features,
gauge tested machined parts, precision built, and

capacitance bridge tested after complete assembly,

recommends you to build with CYLDON .

CYLDON
SCREENED GANG
CONDENSER
STG 25 Twin '005 30/STG 35 Triple '0005 46/6
*STG 45 four '0005 65/-

.

.

costs more but its construction amply justifies it.

STG 23 Twin '0003 30/STG 33 Triple '0003 46 6
'0003 65/STG 43 Four

* Specified for the WIRELESS WORLD FOUR.
Supplied complete assembled with special
screens.

®SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS LTD. CYLDON WORKS,
MIDDLESEX.
SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD,

Tele:

Enfield
2071/2

FIVE YEARS GUARANTEE

ftC DC
to

FOR RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS,
RADIOGRAMS requiring 300 v.

D.C.

TO

D.C.

120 m.a., 400 v. 150 m.a., 500 v.
100 m.a., etc.

M -L D.C. to D.C. Rotary

Transformers operate from
12 v. to 200 v. and are suitable for

Public

Address

work, large country house
installations, ships, installations in D.C. Districts.

FREE !
The Book of
Transformer,"
the M -L Rotary
which

describes

all machines of
our manufacture.

Write to -day.

M -L MAGNETO SYND. LTD.
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone : 5401

Contractors to the Air Ministry,
The British Broadcasting Corporation, The General Post Office,
Marconiphone, The Gramophone Co.
Ltd., etc., etc.

Mention of " The Wireless World," t ifek writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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TRANSof TELSENbecoming
is
the popularity
famous,
of Componentsof workman.
Already
and new range
perfection pre-eminent.
For
FORMERS noticeable.
stand
Telsen
daily morebeauty of finish
Components
for Telsen
ship and
demand
they are " Radio's
claim that
The ever increasing
justifies our
Reception."
more than "Better Radio

Choice"

model, shrouded
new fitted
with earth

for

is
and core,
TRANSFORMER,
Made in
this transformer
new windingsresearch,
"RADIOGRAND"
detail.
conTELSEN Bakelite, with of careful the smallest broadcasting
Ratio 7-t
in genuine The outcome down to
of modem
designed right the needsPrice 12/6 each.
designed
terminal.
specially Similar
will meet
has
been
scientifically
to come.
5-1 it
ratios 3-1 and
several years "Transformer space is limited.
Price 8/6 each.
and where and 5-1.
ditions for each. The "Ace
ratios 3-I
Price 17,6 in all Portable Sets
Made in
Pro. Pat.
for inclusion " Radiogrand."
HOLDERS. new design
VALVE
finish to the

patent
An entirely
TELSEN
deembodying
No. 20286/30.
which are conHolders,
in Valve
contacts,
most
efficient
l/
each.
metal spring
provide the
signed to the valve legs. PriceHOLDER.
PIN VALVE
tact with
Genuine Bake.
TRUER FIVE
Nickel Silver
No. 20286/30.
fitted with torts.
Pro. Pat.
lite Mouldings spring cor
absorbing
shock
each.

the whole
designed to coverExtremely
metres.
CHOKES,18 to 4,000in genuine Bakelite.

Price 1/3

TELSEN H.F.range from
resistance
waveband -capacity, shrouded
microhenries;
150,000
Iow self
each.
Price 2/6
Inductance
400 ohms.

6

O

O
p

'`

a

afú

shrouded
to .002
CONDENSERS,
capacities
up
(MICA)
supplied commade in
FIXED
TELSEN
Bakelite,2o287/3o. .0003 to facilitate
No.
in genuine
Leak Clips mounted upPro. Pat.
Can be
patent Grid
mf.
Price 1/- each.
connection.
plete with
500
volts.
parallel
Tested
on
series or
flat.
right or
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ISEPRODUCTION
,.. -.

ALMOST

Nine
Centuries

RE CREATION

Ago

. ..

the first tower of the Tower
of London was built. It still

stands, mellowed but not
harmed by the passing of
time. Like the White Tower

(built in the Conqueror's
time), the famous T.C.C.
Condenser has stood the test
of time. From the first years

of this century the Telegraph Condenser Co. has
made nothing but conden-

And so, to -day, when
you buy "The Condenser in
the Green Case," you know
that you are buying the unrivalled experience of those
many years of condenser sers.

specialising. You are safe

Beethoven's majestic

in buying T.C.C. Condensers. They will stand the
test of time.

overtures,

Wagner's
mighty operas, the delightful
melodies
of
Schubert, or, the swingPRICES

ing waltzes of Strauss-

PEDESTAL MODEL
Oak - £18-5-o
Mahogany
£2o -o -o

one and all are inter-

Walnut -

£2o -o -o

TABLE MODEL
£15- 5-o
Mahogany f16 -14-o
Walnut - £16-14-o

Oak r -

Also in Rexine, us
choice colours, nicely

figured-Brown, Blue
or Grey, C12 -so -o

Chassis only £9 -lo -o

FE

preted by the Ferranti
speaker with a realism

that re-creates the work
of the master mind. The
rendering of speech is
crisp and startlingly lifelike in clarity.
.

RA

T0

The condenser illustrated is

the .0003 mfd. T.C.C. flat
1/3d.
mica type

Moving Coil

MAGNO -DYNAMIC SPEAKER
FERRANTI LTD.
Head Office and Works - HOLL INWOOD, LANCS.
London : Bush House, Aidwych, W.C.2.

OF LONDON
IITOWER
:ó;'<%í'% .y
.

:

'i//...!

ADVERT.

OF THE TELEGRAPH Q

CONDENSER CO. LTD., N. ACTON, W.3.
6467

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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whatever.

That is the essential difference between
the Westinghouse METAL Rectifier, and

so-called " metal " rectifiers depending upon
electrolytic action which limits their life.
WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS
are now obtainable from 15/-, and there is a
unit for every form of A.C. mains operation.
These are three of them :-

HIGH TENSION
LOW TENSION

Full details of all units, circuits, and
components required are given in our new

book " The All -Metal Way, 193o," 40
pages of valuable information
A.C. mains operation.

regarding

Send 3d. stamp for a copy.
B7

GRID BIAS

The Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.
Telephone : North 2415
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Perfect
reproduction now
costs less

SENIOR R.K. (For A.C. Mains Field
Excitation). Fitted with 10" corrugated cone, with moving coil having

UNRIVALLED
ANYWHERE for

an impedance of 10-15 ohms at 50/4000

cycles. Price £1010s. Also supplied

OUTPUT, SIZE

complete with Oak cabinet £20.

and PRICE

Mahogany cabinet £24 10s. Walnut
cabinet £25 10s. Also supplied with-

out rectifier.

JUNIOR R.K. Fitted with 6" corrugated Cone, with moving coil having
an impedance of 10-15 ohms at
50;4000 cycles. Price £4 15s. This

model is not supplied complete
with cabinet.

YOU CAN
OBTAIN ANY

PERMANENT MAGNET R.K. Fitted with
8" Corrugated Cone. Price £6 15s. Also
supplied complete with Oak cabinet £16 16s.
Mahogany cabinet £21. Walnut cabinet £22.

OF THESE
AMAZING

UNITS FOR

10/-

deposit each.

MAKE ANY SET
ALL -MAINS,

standard or
portable.

This remarkable new Model A.C. 188
ensures constant High and Low Ten-

sion power entirely free from hum.
It is as simple to use and as compact
as an H.T. Battery and just as safe.
The output is the highest of any Unit
at anything like the size and price.
This fine instrument ensures ALL MAINS economy and quality with

The wonderful R.K. reproducers have stood the test of '
four years and still remain in unchallenged supremacy.
They are without doubt the finest reproducers ever built.
We agree that R.K: s cost a little more than some other
loud speakers, but the results are so far superior as to
make the additional cost seem absurdly inadequate. Our

unique hire purchase facilities are at your disposal, so
that you can possess and use one of these remarkably
fine speakers on payment of only a small deposit.

any type of receiver.

Tappings : 2 Variable -03.00 and 0/120 Volts : 1 Fixed -150 Volts. Output 25 eVA. Combined trickle charger for 2, 4 and 6 Volt L.T. Accumulators. Incorporating the Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier. PRICE £6, or 10/- deposit and the balance in easy monthly instalments.
MODEL A.C. 72. This efficient H.T. Battery.
Eliminator incorporates the Westinghouse

Metal .Rectifier and is suitable for any threevalve set. Three fixed tappings of 90, 60160
and 120/150 Volts. Output 15 m/A. PRICE
£3.17.6. or 10/- deposit and the balance
in easy monthly instalments.

MODEL A.C.16 is the old favourite H.T. Eat tery Eliminator and employs Full -Wave Valve
Rectification. Suitable for any Set from one to
five valves. One variable tapping of 0'100 Volta
and two fixed of 120 and 150 Volts. Output

25 milk. PRICE £4.10.0, or 101- deposit

CERS

and the balance in easy monthly instalments.

ALL UNITS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS.
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE THE MAKERS for FOLDER 55.

9
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THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,

Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business o! the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

Radio Division,
Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

la, Nawman Street, Oxford

EP

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) LTD., OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

u
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ALL-ELECTRSC

RECEIVERS

Columbi

No less than four all -electric models are

Model 307.

offered by Columbia, varying in price
from twelve to thirty-one guineas. The

Powerful 3 valve circuit
-Screen -grid, Detector,
Pentode.
Illuminated
controls, tuning calibrated in wave lengths, variable aerial coupling.
Gramophone pick-up.
All -Electric. A.C. or D.C.

three new receivers are destined to enjoy

the same immediate success as the

famous 304 ; they come from the hands
of the same master designers ; the same
quality and reliability is inbuilt. Their
specifications will repay the closest

Oak 20 gas.

Mahogany

21 gas.

study.

.
y-m-.,,..

Model 309.
Alternative programme
without tuning I Just a
switch I No dials or con-

trols. AllElectric. A.C.
or D.C. Built-in Speaker.

12 gas.

Model 331.
A new pedestal cabinet
radio I With 3 -valve All -

Electric set and new

Model 304.

balanced armature

"The choice of the Experts"

Speaker. Gramophone
pick-up.Wonderful tone
and volume.

5 valves, including3 Screen -grid. Tuning
dial calibrated in wave -lengths. Immense
power and range. All -Electric A.C. or D.C.

26 gas.
27 gas.
28 gas.

-

-

-

-

Oak
Mahogany
Walnut

Mahogany

30 gas.

Walnut 31 gas.

Columbia

MADE BY - THE COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO., LTD.,
93, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.41.
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N
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BY TAKING -IT FROM
THE L.T. ACCUMULATOR-

No

tIILNES

Wonder
he
Loses
Customers,
WITH
A

LIKE THIS.

AUTOMATIC-

through antiquated methods of storage. No customer enjoys waiting while aimless
search is being made in some apology of a stores for -some component he requires. Tlrpe
Is money to him, if not to you. Why not install ":TILTRACKS," the stores where
goods can be found instantly, and handled with ease and rapidity ? Far better than old-

THE

WIRELESS
WORLD,
Oct. 22nd,

MANY

t11GHTENSION

IS FEO

moral is true enough. Every
day firms are losing customers

fashioned dark and dismal wooden shelves.

Report-

STORES
The illustration is perhaps a
little far-fetched, but the

See

Editorial

ir HE Unit consists of indestructible
nickel iron cells which are kept
ch reed automatically from the L.T.
ac-umulator-thus supplying a steady
and ample stream of H.T. Current.
The L.T. Accumulator will require

ALLY=

FR

`f H E

LOWTENSION
ACCUMULATOR

1930.

TESTIMONIALS

120 Volts very little more charging than formerly.

Unit

£4-5-0

They save many pounds per year.

It seems too good to be true-but neverth-less, it is. Absolutely abolishes H.T.
worries. The "Alkium" nickel and

iron plates are entirely free from the
trouble customary with lead plates.

Solphation is impossible, and cells canot be damaged by any rate of charge
or discharge. Will supply 40
milli -amps per hour.
Write To -Day for Full Particulars : -

"BENCHRACK"/lliitrejl

(Tiltrack Principle)

A real help for storing small parts
such as Terminals, Nuts, Washers,
Insulators, etc. Made to stand on
the work bench, it enables all small
Parts needed for the job in progress

MILNES RADIO Co.
Cottingley Bridge,

BINGLEY - Yorks.

to be stored where they are immediately to hand. All the trays
re tilted so that the parts stored
can be seen at a glance, and the

'Phone : B ingley 500.

front faces of the trays are rounded

so that the smallest parte can be

swept up the slope with the fingers
of one hand. Each tray is provided
with patent

hinging -partitions

which can be moved quickly to
make larger or smaller comport'
meats. Being so accessible, these

5&ektiftgWorld

racks greatlyfacilitate stocktaking.
and being all steel there is no dan
gar of fire. The Experimenter will
do his jobs much quicker and with
greater pleasure, and the Factory
will save many pounds per year by
Installing this Benchrack.

°`AMolor Boalirkg journal

Covers Every Aspect
of Yachting and Motor Boating

3Wei F.o.R.

FOUNDED 1894

N
"TILTRACK JUNIOR "
This all -steel rack is designed to

hang against a wall or other
convenient position, and is a

Yuittiagworld
andMolorBoaling

,w.

tilted
and
partitions.

30

movable

POST
FREE.

WORLD and MOTOR
is

JOURNAL.'

a well -produced

Racing, cruising, deep-

practical
seamanship and the
sea sailing,

construction of small

OF "TILTRACKS."

craft are among the chief
subjects of interest.

PLEASE SEND.
FOR LISTS.

BERTRAM THOMAS,

ni¢ mo.i

enjoy

reading "THE YACHTING

It

THERE ARE MANY
MORE STYLES

Particulars from Manufacturer & Patentee:-

FN., a.v rd i9fl.

outboards, will

and attractive paper dealing with yachts and boats.
of all types and tonnages
on sea and inland waters.

All the trays are
have

va ro.

JaIrna1

All who are interested
in power- craft, whether
cruisers, speed -boats or

BOATING

most excellent rack for storing
small parts. It is supplied
complete with white canvas
protective cover to keep out

the dust.

N

SUBSCRIPTIONS : Home and Canada, £r . to . 4, other

countries abroad LT . /2.6, per annum, post free.

Worsley Street, llulme,
MANCHESTER.

Every Friday 6D.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset

London Office & Showroom: -28, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
W.W.Br
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13 Electrical Instruments
in ONE
DIRECT
READINGS
in
AMPERES
1 milliampere to 12

amperes.,

0 - 12 amperes

0-- 1.2

0 -- 12 ..
0 -- 012 .,

VOLTS
I

millivolt to 1200 volts,
0 - 1200
volts
-

120

0-

12

0

0 --

0-

1.2

12

,

.

OHMS
.1 ohm to I megohm.
0

- 1,000,000 ohms

0

- 100,000

0

-

10,000
1 000

0-

,.
.,

NO

CALCULATIONS

OF ANY KIND
NO

EXTERNAL SHUNTS
OR MULTIPLIERS

The `AVOMETER'
COIL

WINDING
Those interested in Coil

THE AVOMETER is a British first grade instrument giving-at
the turn of a single switch-thirteen ranges of readings in
Amps, Volts and Ohms. It gives you direct readings, using only
one pair of terminals, without external shunts or multipliers,
without the need for calculations of any kind.

know that we are now producing an entirely new

There is one AVOMETER only. It is portable, precise, complete
and self-contained. It measures 71 x 62 x 4 inches and weighs 5 lbs.

Automatic Coil Winding
Machines. These can be
supplied for hand or power
operation. They incorpor-

and indispensable to you.

Winding will be glad to
range

of "Douglas"

It is the best and handiest complete measuring instrument. The
AVOMETER is low-priced yet priceless. It will be invaluable-

ate the most up-to-date

improvements for speedy
and profitable production.
Write for illustrated
leaflets or call and see
the machines at work.

Pricé 8.8.0. Deferred Terms if desired.

"Douglas" Coil Winding
Machines may be

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

WINDER ilOUSE, DOUGLAS STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.
EASY TERMS.
Telephone: 1icóo la 3405/6.
Telegrams: "Autowinder, Churton, London."
aft
Advertisements for " The Wireless Word" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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High Efficiency
Rectification
iVIARCONI 11.2
Marconi H.2, the new two -volt detector, combines to an unusual
degree, high efficiency rectification and high quality reproduction.
11.2 has an amplification factor of 35 and an impedance of only
35,000 Ohms-mutual conductánce 1.0 M.A. per volt-the highest
ever attained in this class.

It is the obvious detector for portables, or indeed for any set where
maximum efficiency is essential ; because of its advanced design,
it will give wider range, better tone and freedom from all micro phonic troubles.
Here is convincir:g evidence of the reliability and efficiency of Marconi Valves.

Marconi Valves are used by The B.B.C., Imperial Airways, Croydon
Control Tower, Metropolitan Police, Trinity House Beacon
Stations and Lightships, Empire Wireless Communications, Large

i

Passenger Liners, &c., &c., because of their longer life-clearer
tone-greater range and volume.
One of the many entirely unsolicited letters we
receive from the public about Marconi Valves.

" I thought it might be of interest to you to learn of the performance

of a Marconi Valve which I purchased in December, 1923. .. .
From the date on which it was purchased to the 10th July, 1930,
it has been in constant use in my wireless receiver, which is a
three -valve instrument. The Marconi valve has been working in
the detector holder and in the other holders at different periods.
Despite the fact that it has certainly been abused, it is still going
strong and may be good for some time yet."- J. B., Hamilton.

THE expert USES!
USE THE VALVE
i
Mention of " The Wireless World,' when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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lympia Competition
r

'HE task of sorting out the entries for The Wireless
World Olympia Show Competition has now been
completed and the winning apparatus ascertained

as well as the names of those entrants whose voting

FeuIr

Sutherland, of Craigton, Rogart, Inverness, and Mr.
R. Moír Cameron, of 4, Grange Loan Gardens, Edin-

burgh, tie for first place, and we have, therefore
divided the cash prize of £50 between them,, and also
divided the second prize, which is a voucher to the value

has gained for them the prizes which were offered.
It will be remembered that the apparatus at Olympia of X20, for the purchase of apparatus exhibited
at the
was, for the purpose of the Competition, divided into Olympia Show.
various classes and, in addition, entrants were asked to
Thirteen entrants tie for second place and, convote for what they considered to be the single outstand- sequently, the
of the prizes, vouchers
ing exhibit of the Show. The vote has resulted in the for apparatus to remainder
the
total
of X30, have been
Pye "Twin -triple" A.C. receiver being placed first as divided between the followingvalue
successful entrants : E.
the outstanding single exhibit, and this receiver has J. B. Curtis, Bournemouth ; A. B. Dilks, Bridgwater
;
also, as one would expect, gained. first place in Class i P. F. Duncan, Hammersmith ; A. J.
Fairbairn, Glasas the best receiver. The award in Class 2, Radio gow
; F. H. Grant, Leven, Fife; P. Halton, St. Albans
Gramophones, goes to the R.G.D. Radio Gramophone P. Lloyd Jones, Iver, Bucks ;
de Luxe. In Class 3, which includes batteries of all F. Moss, Burton -on -Trent ; E. Lush, Manchester ;
Llewelyn - Phillips,
kinds, the winner is the Exide "Gel-Cel." In Class 4, Chelmsford ; B. C. R. Stevens,E.
London, W. ii ; H. J.
Mains supply units, Clarke's " Atlas " combined
Whitehouse, Bromborough ; H. A. Woodhouse, Woking.
eliminator and trickle charger,
The firms who are the manumodel - A.C.i88, conies first.
facturers
of the apparatus which
Class 5, Loud speakers of all
has
won
first
place in the various
types, Ferranti Magno -Dynamic
In This Issue
classes
have
already
been notified
Speaker. Class 6, Valves, Mazda
THE FREQUENCY CHANGER OF THE
by letter of their successes.
A.C/-Pen. In Class 7, which inSUPERHET.
Cheques have been sent to those
NEW YORK RADIO SHOW.
cluded apparatus not specified in
readers who have gained cash
UNBIASED OPINIONS.
other sections, the Jackson Bros.
prizes, and the remaining sucCURRENT
TOPICS.
" Chassimount " condenser has
cessful competitors have also
MAKING A 20 -HENRY CHOKE,
been _voted first place.
APPARATUS REVIEWED.
been notified' of the results.
In awarding the cash and other
VELOCITY OF SOUND IN LOUD SPEAKER
As in previous years," we are
prizes which were offered to the
DIAPHRAGMS:
arranging
to illustrate
and
readers whose voting agreed
NEW AMERICAN VALVES.
describe the, winning apparatus
A D.C. BAND-PASS THREE.
most closely with the opinions of
in an early issue, when all readers
CORRESPONDENCE.
the majority, we have had to
will have the opportunity of
BROADCAST BREVITIES.
divide. the _prizes on account of
READERS'
PROBLEMS.
learning more about the selected
ties. Two
entrants -Mr. A.
apparatus.
B 13
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The Use of Band Pass Filters and a Screen -grid

''j

Detector.
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

INCE the operation "of frequency changing is that
which marks out the superheterodyne from all other
types of receiver, a good dear of attention was de-

voted to this process in the preceding article of this
series, in which the general principles of the receiver

We will 'therefore accept the conclusions already reached, and base the present discussion,
which will largely be concerned with more practical
points, on the knowledge that we have to add a local
oscillation of suitable frequency to the incoming signal,
rectify the resulting mixture, and collect the beat -frequency so formed from the output of the detector valve
so that it can be passed on
to the intermediate -frewere discussed.

amplifier

quency

(6,000 ni.) or 250 kc. (1,2oo m.). Here we still have
the same ioo kc. frequency difference between signal
and oscillator that we had for the 200 -metre example ;
the two wavelength differences, however, are now 4,000
metres and 800 metres. These last differences not only
show no apparent connection with the, wavelength differ-

ences for the 200 -metre signal, but are even vastly

different from one another. A survey of these figures
makes it quite evident that any attempt to discuss the
frequency -changer on the basis of wavelengths is going

to land us in arithmetical complications of the most
alarming description, whereas we need nothing much

than simple subtraction if we elect to work
in terms of frequency.
more

for

The circuit of a typical

further magnification. We
will also presume it to be
established that the oscil-

frequency changer is given
in Fig. 1, and an examina-

FRAME
AERIAL

lator -frequency must. differ

from that of the incoming
signal by the frequency to
which

the

H.T.+

frequency amplifier is ad-

3

justed.
sign

of

the

frequency

changer of a superhetero-

v,

V2

ó
o

dyne we shall have to work
exclusively in terms of

frequencies rather than in
terms of wavelengths. A
numerical example

will,

perhaps, serve to empha-

tion of this diagram will
help to show the points
which require more detailed attention. The oscillator, VI, has to produce

intermediate -

These remarks suggest
that in considering the de-

.

oscillations, as free from
harmonics as possible',
without consuming too

d

0'00025 mfd

heavy an anode current.

These oscillations have to be
3 MD

INTERMEDIATE
FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

eó
P

LT.

sise the point. If we wish
to convert a 2oo-metre

fed, by a suitably designed

coupling arrangement, to
the grid of the detector

valve V2. It is usual to
employ a coupling coil (L
in the diagram) connected

between the earth end of
the frame and the filament

of the valve. Both signal
signal (1,50o kc.) to suit
Fig. 1.-Circuit diagram of the frequency changer of an American
superheterodyne (date about 1924), designed.for use with UV.201a
and oscillator frequencies
an intermediate amplifier
valves. L is coupled variably to the grid coil of the oscillator
are thus impressed simulVI. The valve V2 is adjusted as grid leak rectifier.
working at 3,000 metres
taneously on the grid of V2,
(loo kc:) we shall have to
combine with it local oscillations of either 1,600 kc. which is adjusted for rectification. In the anode circuit
(187.5 m.) or ,1,400. kc. (214.3 m.) The frequency of this valve there is a transformer, the primary of
difference between signal and oscillator is in either case
loo kc. ; the wavelength differences are 12.5 and 14.3
metres respectively. For an incoming signal on. 2,000

metres (150 kc.) the oscillator has to be set at so kc.

which is tuned by 'a condenser to the intermediate frequency. It is necessary to tune the primary in order

that there may be a condenser of reasonably large
capacity

to by-pass

to ' earth the

high -frequency
B i4
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The Frequency Changer of the Superhet.components of the anode circuit
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ping and starting of the oscillations at audio -frequency)
is liable to occur if the amplitude of the oscillations becomes at all large. Since one is only in touch with the
oscillator of a superheterodyne through a whole series
of valves, it' is not always easy to detect that the oscillator has started to " squeg," so that the grid condenser
and leak which give rise to the effect are best avoided.
When these are omitted; it is found that when the valve
our more detailed survey with the oscillator.
oscillates the plate current rises considerably above the
normal or steady value if the oscillator is not properly
Choosing the Oscillator_ Circuit.
The only essentials of an oscillator are that some pro- designed it may take plate currents up to 40 milliamps
vision should be made for feeding energy back, from or more. The current can be brought down to 3 or 4
the plate circuit to the grid circuit, and that one or milliamps by loosening the coupling between anode and
other of these circuits should be tuned. There are, there- grid circuits, by decreasing ' the anode voltage, or by
fore, many circuit arrangements that may be used ; a applying negative grid -bias. Too high a grid -bias,
few of them are given, each in its simplest form, in however, makes oscillation " ploppy," with the result
Fig. 2. Of these a is based on the old-fashioned single - that, as the coupling is slowly increased, the valve leaps
suddenly from non -oscillation into oscillation so viovalve set, with swinging
reaction coil, and it is inlently that a very heavy
tended to typify also all.
plate current is drawn. A
the modern capacity -consmall grid -bias, combined
trolled variants as well.
with smooth adjustment of
the valve.
Although it is quite possible to combine the two functions of oscillation and detection in a single valve, fewer
complications arise if we allot a separate valve to each
job, for we are then able to choose and adjust each valve
for the best possible results. Since the oscillations must
be produced before they can be rectified, we will begin
.

of

If the anode circuit is

either coupling or anode

circuit, as at b, more power

voltage, provides the most
satisfactory compromise.

tuned instead of the grid

is available, while for the

greatest output a tapped

The tendency of the
oscillator to produce har-

If it is intended to control the amplitude of the

has hardly received enough
attention in the average
superheterodyne receiver.

anode circuit, as at c, may
be used.

monics is a point which

oscillation by, varying the
coupling between grid an&.

If the oscillator is tuned

to, say, boo kc., it is very
difficult to prevent it from

plate circuits the design
of the oscillator will prob-

producing oscillations of

these three arrangements,
but if other means of con-

that it must be regarded

ably be based on one of
trol

(e.g., variations of
filament or anode voltage)

two, three, four ... etc.,
times this frequency, so

Fig. 2.-Four of the many possible oscillator
circuits. Either
(b) or (d) is likely to be the most convenient in practice.

as
oscillating simultaneously at 600, 1,200,
1,800. . etc., kc. If

a variation of coupling can be obtained by adjusting the In (d)
can be used the circuit at
of C, though at the cost of disturbing the tuning.capacity
d is attractive on account
the boo kc. (fundamental)
of the fact that it only uses one centre -tapped coil.
oscillation is beating with
Range changing by replacing the coil is thus made very signals from a station on 7o0 kc., it will beat at the
simple. The fact that neither side of the tuning con- same time with signals from another station working on
denser is earthed is, however, a point against this cir- goo kc., while the second harmonic beats with signals
cuit, for unless some care is taken in screening hand- from other stations working on 1,roo and 1,30o kc., and
capacity effects may be troublesome. The Numans cir- the third harmonic with stations on 1,700 and 1,90o kc.
cuit,' using either an ordinary four -electrode valve or If signals from any of these are present at the grid of
the first detector, they will be passed on to the intera screen -grid valve, may also be pressed into service.

On the whole, the writer would be inclined to choose mediate -frequency amplifier in the form of a loo kc.
circuit b if the mechanical arrangement of the .set were beat -note, and will be heard as interference to the 7oo kc.
such as to provide no safeguards against hand -capacity, station to. which the receiver is nominally tuned.
but if a metal panel were to be used d would in most
Preventing Harmonics.
cases be more convenient.
It will be seen that three things are necessary before
The grid potential of an oscillator can be, controlled the harmonics can be troublesome. They have first
in either of two ways : the simplest is to use grid leak to be produced by the oscillator, after which they have
and condenser, the leak being taken to the negative to reach the grid of the detector, and, finally, they
end of the filament. If this is done, the anode current have to mingle there with signals of the frequency necesof the valve drops to a very low value as soon as it is sary to give with them the roo kc. beat -note to which
made to oscillate, but sqúegging " (intermittent stop - the intermediate amplifier is assumed to be tuned. There
1 See Experimental Wireless, December, 1924, and August, '1925.
B 15

are thus three ways in which interference from this
cause can be combated, of which the first, and most
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frame aerial, however, will be tuned to only one of

important, is by so controlling the oscillator valve that
the harmonics are minimised as far as possible. This,
primarily, is a matter of operating voltages, and is most
easily achieved if the oscillations are kept down to a
low amplitude.
Next, we should like to arrange the feed from oscillator to detector in such a way that even such harmonics
as are produced do not reach the grid of the detector.
In cases where this precaution is thought necessary,

an extra tuned circuit, as in the N.,
skeleton diagram of

these, so that if the frame -tuning ís sharp enough only
the desired station will be heard. Usually, it is desirable to employ two tuned circuits (one in addition to
the frame) in order to block thesecond channel more
completely.

The extra tuned circuit may either be

coupled to the frame to make a band-pass filter, or may
be incorporated .in a stage of high -frequency amplification of normal design. It is an annoying fact that in

neither case is it likely to be satisfactory to gang the
two signal -frequency tuning condensers, because move-

ment of the frame aerial in relation to various objects
in its neighbourhood will upset its tuning.
The Detector Circuit.
Whatever input the detector may be given, its main
duty is to produce as large a voltage as possible across
its output circuit, which is tuned to the intermediate
frequency. In an ordinary receiver the detector valve
really operates both as detector and as the first audio frequency amplifying valve, having a transformer or
other audio -frequency coupling component in its plate
circuit. For this reason it is nécessary to choose a

Fig. 3.-An intermediate tuned circuit L1C1L2, interposed between
the oscillator and the detector coupling coil L3. This filters out
harmonics generated by the oscillator if the coupling .between,
L1 and Lo is not too tight. The condensers Co and C1 may be
ganged without much difficulty.

Fig. 3, may be used as coupling. Since this circuit need

not be of very low resistance, it may quite well be
ganged to the main oscillator tuning condenser.
Second Channel Interference.

Finally, we must take what steps we can to arrange
that the signals whose frequencies are -such that they
can beat with the oscillator harmonics to give a ioo kc.
beat -note are not permitted to arrive at the grid of the
detector. Any reasonable tuning arrangement will ensure

this in the case of all except the local station, which
is more than strong enough at fairly short range to
provide the few necessary `microvolts across even a distuned frame. - When the old 2L0 was working, it was
not uncommon for a carelessly designed - superhetero-

dyne to tune in that station in London at ten to fifteen
entirely separate and sharply defined settings of the
oscillator dial. Allowing for harmonics up to the fifth
from both a transmitting station on i,000 kc., and from
the local oscillator, it can be shown that there are no
fewer than twenty-eight possible settings within the normal tuning range of the oscillator at which the local
station may be heard. Now that the Londoner has two
local stations, the need for keeping a close watch on the
harmonics of the oscillator has become even more

valve which is suitable for low -frequency amplification.

In the superheterodyne the first detector may be re-

garded, in analogous manner, as the first intermediate frequency amplifier. One would, therefore, select a
screen -grid valve as the most reasonable one to precede
the tuned intermediate -frequency coupling circuit, and
the writer was not in the least surprised to find by experiment that the substitution of a screen -grid valve for a
triode as first detector gave a very considerable increase

in I.F. output. Apart from the fact that it requires a

much smaller input from the oscillator, and that it offers

the possibility óf introducing the oscillations into the
screen -grid circuit instead of the grid circuit, the valve
is handled exactly like a triode.
In the past it has been usual to adjust the detector
to work on the leaky -grid principle. In an ordinary
receiver the function of the grid -condenser is to pass
high -frequency currents to the grid of the valve while
blocking the audio -frequency voltages that appear on
,

+

LT.
OSCILLATOR

insistent.

Apart - from the possibility of oscillator harmonics,
there is always " second channel interference:" Owing
to thy fact that the oscillator frequency is near that of

FIg. 4.-A circuit for the first detector of a superheterodyne.
Here the rejector circuit LC, tuned to the intermediate frequency,.
replaces the usual grid condenser and leak. In this manner it

will be two signal -frequencies with which the oscillator
can beat to provide the ` beat -note to which the intermediate amplifier is tuned. With a Ioo kc. intermediate

the grid through the 'rectifying action of the valve. A
value of Too to 30o micromicrofarads has generally
been used to perform the necessary separation between
the two frequencies. If we are going to use an inter-

the signal, at any one setting of the oscillator there

frequency, for example, an oscillator set to loo kc.
tune in " stations at either 600 or 8óo kc. The
will

becomes possible to obtain true grid circuit rectification, which
does not occur when using the circuit of Fig. 1.

mediate frequency of zoo kc., which is twenty times the
B i6
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set to í,1o0 kc., but it by no means follows that 1,050 kc.
signals will not be able to reach the grid of the detector.

frequency (5,000 cycles) of the highest audio -frequency
note that one usually tries to retain in an ordinary re-

So far as the writer can see, there is no satisfactory
ceiver, we shall need a grid condenser of about one- means of combating this particular source of interfertwentieth the usual capacity, i.e., from 5 to 15 micro- ence so long as one adheres to normal superheterodyne
microfarads. Superheterodyne receivers, with a sub- design.
lime disregard of the elementary mathematics of the
Bringing together all the suggestions that have been
situation, have generally employed o. 0002 microfarad, made in the course of this rather discursive article, the
condensers for this purpose.
writer would suggest that the circuit of Fig. 5 represents
It is probable that with a large input from the oscillator the grid was
swung over so wide a voltage range
that anode -bend rectification took place

during part at least of the grid swing.'

This suggestion is borne out by the

fact that if the grid -condenser and leak
are omitted, and the valve is adjusted
for anode -bend rectification, the intermediate -frequency output is, at worst,

í,.
2`c
o

.

TO I.F.

T oo

T
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ó
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unchanged, and is more usually increased. At all events it is clear that
the grid condenser and leak do not earn

their keep, and so are better left out.
If true leaky -grid rectification is desired, the only practicable circuit is
that suggested in Fig. 4, where a re-

jector circuit, tuned to the intermediate
frequency,
denser.

replaces the grid

+H.T.
(TAP)

con-

It might, in fact, be worth while to
try out this method of rectification in
practice, so dimensioning the circuit
that " power - grid
detection took
place, for the process of rectification
introduces us once again to the troublesome question of harmonics. Owing

to the fact that rectification does not

+H.T.

(FULL VOLTAGE)
H.T.
L.T

If'

Fig. 5.-An elaborate frequency changer including precautions against most of the
possible difficulties discussed in the text. There is a band-pass filter for the signal
frequency, an intermediate tuned circuit between oscillator and detector, while the
I.F.A. coupling takes the form of a band-pass filter. A screen -grid valve is used as
anode bend detector, and the whole is fully decoupled.

consist of a complete suppression of one
half -wave of the applied voltage, combined with a perfectly undistorted amplification of the other half -wave,

the output from a practical detector will contain not

a frequency changer that would be both highly efficient

and as free as possible from the various interference
troubles that have been mentioned. It is simply a refine -

ment of Fig. 1, brought up to date and overhauled
fier would give, but, in addition, harmonics of all of generally. Whether all the refinements shown are really
them. An example will make clear the way in which necessary is another matter.
this " distortion" can introduce signals from unwanted
O000
only all the components that a theoretically perfect recti-

stations.

Suppose that we have set the oscillator to 1,000 kc.
Our pre -detector tuning is supposed to select either a

goo kc. or a 1,100 kc. station, with either of which

SCREENING HINTS.
A SIMPLE partition screen dividing the grid and

the oscillator would give the 100 kc. beat -note to which
the intermediate amplifier is tuned: A station transmit-

1 11 plate inductance of the H.F. valve is usually all that
is necessary in the case of sets employing only one H.F.
stage. If two H.F. stages are employed, however, the

mediate amplifier. But the first detector will .` ` distort "

problem becomes vastly more complicated, and it is.
desirable to screen each stage in a completely enclosed
metal box. The H.F. valves, however, should not be

ting on 950 or 1,050 kc. would then give a beat -note
of 5o kc., which should not be amplified by the inter-

this 5o kc. beat -note, giving rise to harmonics of itloo kc., 15o kc., and so on. The first of these (second
harmonic) has the frequency to which the intermediate

amplifier is tuned, and so this station is'liable to be
heard.

If the pre -detector tuning is designed to provide against normal second -channel " interference, it
will be sharp enough to cut out goo kc. completely when
P. David, " Onde Electrique," Vol. VII, p. 313, l9$8.

B I^
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placed inside the boxes with the inductances, as trouble

is likely to be caused by the fact that the valve electrodes are within the field produced by the coils. It
must he remembered also that if a band pass arrangement is used it- is necessary to separate the two halves
of the filter by means of a screen, because if interaction takes place the device will no longer fulfil the
ftlntion for which it is intended.
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By. OUR NEW YORK CORRESPONDENT.

public should be forgiven. That the

tions to reduce thé volume of fortissimo passages and increase that

stable was evidenced by the general
perfection of design and finish, both
external and internal. New, features were, with one possible exception, sound and conservative. There
were no sensational stunt departures
from generally accepted practice

of pianissimo passages. Having now
got the transmitting end right there
is no sense in ironing out the volume
level at the receiver.

radio industry itself is mature and

THE Seventh Annual Radio
World's Fair in New York
has just closed its doors.
One hundred and seventy-six radio
manufacturers have displayed their
wares. Just how many people went
to see them is a deep secret. At no

such as have, in years gone by,
time did I find Madison Square been
to the public regardGarden overcrowded, and I can re- less ofoffered
their real efficiency so long

member past years when you could

In fact,

not move in the crush.

rumours and mutterings hint that the

R.M.A. feel so upset about it that
they express doubt as to whether
New York will see a similar show

as they appeared to present a sufficiently plausible reason for attract-

the not -so -technically -minded
buying public.
ing

Automatic Volume Control.
The possible exception is the new

Other features of this year's sets
included straight-line tuning scales

with automatic lighting when the

desired station is reached, one -knob
tuning, local -distance switch, pre -

selector tuning, "whisper tuning,"

valves,
detector
increased use of shielding, which in
some cases amounted almost to armouring, hum -less operation, noise
two - electrode

tone control,
phone connections.
filters,

and gramo-

feature, widely adopted this year,
called the automatic volume control. Arguments in favour of this
device are that the volume level remains the same at all, times, unless
manually adjusted, thus preventing
overloading of the loud, speaker on
local stations, and fading when distant stations are being received. This
feature, although new in broadcast
receivers, has been in use for some
years in commercial point-to-point
short-wave

telegraph

receivers,

where it functions admirably. But
in broadcast reception we . do not
want a receiver which will automaticbatteryoperated set with three screen -grid H.F.
valves and push-pull output.
Crosley 26 H. receiver.

A

next year. But, then, we have
heard rumours of that sort before.
However, it can certainly be said
that this year's show, more than any
other, demonstrated beyond question

that the modern radio set has become as much of a household necessity as the very furnishings. And

it is difficult to enthuse over mere
furniture, so perhaps the New York

ally level out all signals to the same
degree of intensity. Perfect reproduction involves not only perfection
of tone. It involves also the perfect

reproduction of Iight and shade in
In other words, the original
balance between the pianissimo and
fortissimo passages of a musical rendering. must be preserved, else the
" colour " of the performance is entirely lost. Controversy raged round
music,

this point some time ago, when it

was the practice of the control room

engineers 'at the broadcasting sta-

New Buddy All - mains receiver by
Crosley. Three screen -grid valves are
used, one of which is a detector.

With automatic dial lighting, as
the tuning control is moved over the
scale a. light flashes up and remains on as soon as the adjustment

for the desired station is reached,
and in some cases the name of the

station appears also. This, of course,
is achieved by the prior adjustment

of contacts behind thé panel, ac-

cording to condenser settings.

Pre -

selector tuning involves the inclusion

of

highly

selective

circuits

sll®01
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ahead of the detector, with, in some
cases, complicated circuit arrangements ahead of the first H.F. stage,
thus enabling razor-sharp tuning to
be achieved, while at the same time
admitting the full io kc. frequency

band width. By means of the local -

detector stage. If you live in New
York, within a few miles of two

or three so kW. stations, and use a
modern receiver with' three or four

screen -grid H.F. stages ahead of the
detector, you want " power detection." Another object of power detection is to eliminate the first L.F.
stage, sufficient power being de-

gone still further improvement, and

were displayed in large numbers.
Numerous receivers this year are
equipped with a jack into which the

pick-up can be plugged, thus instantly transforming the radio set
into a gramophone reproducer.

At

the same time, pick-up manüfac-

livered by the power detector to
operate the output power valve.
The objectionable hum of A.C.

sets has at last been eliminated, and
this year's sets can be operated at
low volume levels without that irritating hum impinging on the programme. Incidental noises of the

i:

click and grate order are greatly
minimised, if not eliminated, by the
noise filters, without in any way impairing quality.
Are Superhets Returning ?
Most sets this year are fitted with
tone controls, whereby the listener
may accentuate either the treble or
the bass, according either to his individual tastes or the acoustics of his
home.

A receiver with four screen -grid valves
and a power detector-the Victor R.35.

distance switch, the resonance curve

of the receiver is widened to about

This is quite a good idea,

and should go far towards eliminating these acrimonious discussions as
to the relative tonal qualities of
Smith's and Brown's receivers. But
what of the family disputes as to the
setting of it?

turers still sell an adaptor
be plugged into the detector socket
in cases where a jack is not fitted.
Screen -grid valves are practically
universal this season, either three or
four of them being incorporated in

rq kc. when receiving from the local

station, and narrowed to io kc. or
less for distant reception, so that

side -band fringe interference from
the local is eliminated.
" Whisper tuning " is not so awesome as it sounds. It is simply a
refinement whereby, by pressing in
the volume control knob, the volume
is reduced to a whisper while tun-

the H.F. stages. One or two im-

proved superheterodynes employing
screen -grid valves were also on display. It is claimed that these are
more than four times as sensitive as
the older models, and that many of

ing from one station to another is
being carried out, so that unwanted

the old faults of the superhet. have
been eliminated. Certainly they

stations do not blare out at fifty

horse -power strength at every degree
on the dial ; you simply swing across

the dial in silence till the desired
station adjustment is reached, pull
out the volume control knob again,
and the station you want comes in
at full strength. A very desirable
refinement-around New York.
Two -electrode detector valves are

seem to be becoming popular again.

The fact that they use as many as
twelve or fourteen valves is purely
incidental in this land of cheap
valves and universal A.C. operation.

I have, perhaps, not made it clear
Crosley Pal set, selling at a popular price.

that radio sets are sold here in beau-

'Ike development and

clude valves, dynamic loud speaker,

used in some sets, three -electrode of quick -heater valves hasintroduction
eliminated
valves of the small power variety that annoying wait for the receiver
in others, for the so-called "power to become operative after it is
detection," and occasionally even switched on.
screen -grid valves are used in the
Gramophone pick-ups have underB 19

Amrad Rondeau receiver. There are four
screen -grid valves, and a local -distance
switch is. included. Automatic volume
control is used to prevent overloading.

Gri

tiful cabinets which invariably in-

power rectifier and transformereverything, in fact, for electric light
socket operation. All one has to do

is to take the set home (or prefer-ably have the carrier deliver it'),
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connect aerial and earth, and plug
the power lead into the nearest electric light socket. There isn't a single
battery in the whole set.
New D.C. Sets.

Home recording is a new feature
of

an

OCTOBER nth, 193o.
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R.C.A.-Victor

eight -valve

by over fifty manufacturers.

They
measure approximately fifteen inches.

square and eight inches deep, and
are designed for use on the mantle shelf or other similar position. Small
console sets, measuring only twenty-

four inches high, were also much in
evidence.

The flat tops of these

sets come in very handy as small occasional tables.
The development of 2 -volt valves,

combination superhet. and electric
gramophone. A small microphone
is provided into which members of a recent event here, has made posthe, family or friends can speak or, sible a range of D.C. receivers whose
sing.' The records, of the unbreak- performance compares favourably
able variety, are six inches in dia- with that of the A.C. receivers. .In
meter and play for one minute and the past the undistorted output of
twenty seconds._ Several of the new D.C. receivers has been far below

radio -gramophones incorporate automatic record -changing devices. The

console of one instrument can accommodate assorted ten- and twelveinch discs. Either side of ten- to

twelve -inch records can be played
without any rearrangement of the

that of A.C. receivers, due to the
necessarily low voltage operating the
power valves. In the new 12 -valve
Fada ' sets, to quote an example,

adequate power is assured by the

use of six small power valves in two

banks of three each, operating in
The other valves are
three screen -grid H.F. amplifiers,
and three heater type valves in a
push-pull.

two -electrode detector circuit and
first L.F. stage. These ,receivers

operate on 90 to 13o volts D.C., and
should be welcomed by those whose

supply is of this character. A few
battery -operated sets were in evidence, for the benefit of those who

The Lyric 24 -hour self -tuning device. The
selection of a large number of programmes
can be pre -arranged.

sets displayed by Lyric Radio. In
the centre of this device, which is
mounted under the top_ lid of the set,
is a watch, and around it are

arranged g6 little levers which pull
vertically out in ten graduated movements. Each lever corresponds to
one fifteen -minute period of the day,.

As explained in a previous article,
all

programmes

here

are

now

arranged in 15-, 3o- or 6o -minute
periods. Also mounted in the centre

of the device is a tablet graduated
in nine divisions, each one of which
can be lettered by the user to corre-

spond to one of his nine favourite
stations.

Contacts under the. tuning
dial are then pre-set accordingly for
the dial readings
stations.

of these

nine

No Portable Sets.
In 'operation all the user has to do

is to study the radio programme,

pick out the items he wishes to hear

Atwater =Kent All -mains receiver, with
three screen -grid H.F. stages. Note the
comprehensive screening.

records, and with no interruption of
the concert.
Midget sets are very popular this
season. These little sets are entirely
self-contained, and were displayed

live in rural areas where there is no
power supply.
One of the outstanding novelties
of the Fair was a new 24 -hour self tuning ,

device incorporated in the

r

from any of the nine stations. If,
for example, London Regional is
No. 5 on the tablet, and it is desired
to hear that station's programme,
between 6.15 and 7 p.m., the levers
marked 6.15, 6.3o and 6.45 are
pulled out to the graduation marked

5, but the set is not switched on.

There is no need to worry further, or
to keep an eye on the clock.
Promptly at 6.15 the wireless set will
B 20
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As regards prices, these range anywhere from £9 for a battery -operated

be automatically switched on, and

will remain on, tuned to London

set (Crosley 26-H) employing three
screen -grid H.F., det., and two
L.F., with two valves in push-pull in
the last stage, to marvellous all -electric radio -gramophones costing as

Regional, till 7 o'clock. During the

course of that programme, further

levers may be set for future programmes, and as soon as London
Regional terminates at 7 p.m. the much as £120. A fairly average
set will be automatically retuned to
the next station it is desired to listen
to, and so on, according to the set-

price to pay for a 'handsome console
set, including all the features already
described (less gramophone, of

tings.

course), is £20 to £30, delivered to
your home ready to connect up.

Before going to bed, levers may

-

and stopping the cycle at a faulty

valve.

The gallery was given over to a
number of exhibits and demonstrations sponsored

by the Science
Forum and the New York Electrical

Here were numerous examples of "electronics," or more
Society.

familiarly " telearchics." The photoelectric cell activated a small motor
car whilst an invisible beam actuated
an automatic counter as each visitor

crossed its path. A suit of armour

H.F.C.
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The circuit diagram of the Amrad No. 81 receiver. There are three'screen-grid valves, a leaky grid detector, and an impedance coupled low -frequency stage, into which a pick-up can be connected. The output stage is transformer push-pull coupled.

be set to return to London Regional
for the dance music, and if you want
the set switched off at midnight

without the bother of getting up to

Portable sets were conspicuous by
their entire absence, but several sets

were on display for use in automobiles and aboard motor boats.

do it, you just pull the midnight The latter are simply battery -operlever out as far as it will go, to gradu-

ation io, and off the set will. go at
midnight.

Or, if you are in New

York, you may read in bed till two
or three o'clock listening to stations
farther west which, owing to differ-

ence of time, have not yet closed
down. And if you want to be called

in the morning, you set the levers
accordingly to, say, 7 a.m., and to
one of the local stations which starts

up at that time with chimes .or a
bugle, and follows with physical

jerks, daily dozen, setting -up exer-

cises, or whatever you like to call
that particular form of torture. This

is quite the best device of its kind
that I have ever seen.
B 21

ated sets, designed to occupy a minimum amount of space, :and encased
for marine use: The former fit under

and behind the dashboard, and are
controlled by a single knob on the
dash. The modern automobile receiver will function perfectly without signs of interference even when
the car is running.

saluted visitors

with a " Thank
you" on leaving the stand, and
judging by the lapse of time between
each vocal effort, selenium was prob-

ably the cause. Practically no accessories were shown, and very few
loud speakers apart from. complete

outfits. Only two or three firms
showed short-wave receivers, among
which the De Forest appeared as an
extremely compact and well -made 4 -

valve battery receiver, and the Pilot
Super Wasp, a 4 -valve A.C. set of
larger dimensions.
Speaking generally, prices were
not low, but in. view. of the magnifi-

A most interesting exhibit was the
Perryman valve -tester. This apparatus, which reminded one of a small cence and aesthetic appearance of the
telephone switchboard, tests 20,000 cabinet sets, one was compelled to
valves per day (when fed automatic- the opinion that they were excellent
ally) for correctness of filament, and value for money.
plate current, gas pressure, etc.,
An innovation this year was the
registering red or green lights when inclusion in the Radio World's Fair
readings ,were incorrect or. correct of a number of non -radio exhibits of

--
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the magazine Radio News, which

central gramophone record broad-

domestic electric machinery, such as
vacuum cleaners, washing machines,

excited' a great deal of interest. Not
only was the transmitter in the basement of this steel -frame building,

casting studio. Instead, if you want

but the aerial was too, and yet twoway communication was established
with points as far distant as England
and Mexico. It was through the
medium of this station, operated by

hotel

etc.

Several robots were included in
the booths of some of the exhibitors,

and the two crystal studios of the
National Broadcasting Company.
proved as great an attraction as ever.

enthusiastic

At the opposite end of the basement
were to be found the Tone -o -Graph
talking film studios, where members
of the public had an opportunity of
not only seeing how talking films are
made, but of actually taking part in

members

the

of

interest among members of the Kentish Town
and District Radio Society, and every effort is
being made to assist experimenters. A series
M lectures and demonstrations of particular interest to short-wave enthusiasts is now being
given every Tuesaay evening at 8 p.m., at the
headquarters. Carlton Road School, Kentish
Town, N.W.5. Amongst other things, the problem of the peaked amplifier for facilitating the
separation of amateur C.W. stations operating
in the narrow frequency bands at their disposal, will be dealt with in a practical manner.
All keen members are cordially welcomed.
For any further particulars, application should
be made to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. H.
Sartain, 40, Harrington Street, Regent's Park.
N.W.

prohibition !

-

-

-

Hon. Secretary, Mr. S. T. Jordan, 1, Myrtle

Road, Cotham, Bristol.

-

0000
Valve Vintage.

An amusing discussion on " Valve Vintage "

took place at a recent meeting of the South
Croydon and District Radio 'Society.

For Baiham Readers.

Neon lamps and their application to radio and

television were effectively described by Mr.
Charles Roddis in a recent lecture before the

Bee Radio Society.

An important feature of this year's programme
is a series of non -technical talks for beginners
on most meeting nights. These talks are given
at 7.45 p.m. Members' problems are dealt with
at 8.30, and, after an interval for refreshments,
a lecture or demonstration is given at 9.10
p.m. until 9.45 p.m.
Vacancies exist for new members, and.interested readers in the Balham district are requested to get in touch with the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. Arthur L. Odell, 9, Westway, Grand Drive,
Raynes Park, S.W.20. The meetings are held at
the Bec Institute, Beechcroft Road, Balham,
S.W.17.

0000

New Session at Wembley.

The Wembley Wireless Society recommenced
their weekly meetings on Friday, the 17th Octo-

ber, in the Large Hall, Park Lane School.
A large number of old friends attended, and
quite an interesting evening was spent discussing the new receivers shown at Olympia.
On Friday last an up-to-date lecture was given
by Mr. Wallace on the conversion of existing
battery sets to A.C. mains.
Members and friends are again reminded that
the meetings this year will commence at 7.30
prompt.
Syllabus of the forthcoming meetings may be
had on application to the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. H.
Pottle, 90, High Road, Wembley.

0000

The Set of the Future.
A lecture on screened -grid valve amplification,
illustrated with slides was given- by; Mr. Youle,

of The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., at the meeting
of the Bristol and District Radio and Television

many of the manufacturers is highly,.
devastating, in spite -or because -of

Of television there was none this

year, with the exception of an in-

operative exhibit by the Jenkins
Television Corporation.

CL

Society, held at the University on October 17th.
The lecturer- dealt with the characteristics peculiar to this valve; and demonstrated how advantage could be taken of these phenomena in
circuit designing.
A most interesting discussion followed, in
which the members envisaged the receiver of the
future.
The meeting concluded with a demonstration
of Marconiphone receivers embodying screenedgrid amplification.

0000

from Madison Square Garden. The
manufacturers take suites in the different hotels and demonstrate their
sets there. Not only is a tour round

World, a few first impressions of the,
Fair.
One feature of the Show remains

NEWS F OM
Short-wave Lectures and Demonstrations.
Short-wave phenomena are arousing special

another in the Times Square

these hotels very fatiguing and inconvenient, but the hospitality of

our little trick Of supplying all sets
with a common programme from a

Also in the basement was the 75
watt 40 -metre band transmitter of

to

section, which is about half a mile

A.R.R,L., that I was able to send,
direct to the editor of The Wireless

unchanged-the radio sets are still
silent. They have not yet learned

the casts themselves to see if they
could qualify as "talkie " artists.

to hear all the sets you have seen,
you have to walk miles from one

Ir

s0

Mr. F. Nightingale, opening the discussion,
said that to -day one's choice of valves for a
receiving set might well be very complicated,
and it amused him to- compare this with the
situation only five years ago. Then one simply
walked into a shop, asked for- a general-purpose
valve, and used it in either the H.F., detector,
or L.F. stages!
One member put forceful views on the vintages of valves. Modern valves, he said, were

not nearly so good as the older ones. He still
had a dull -emitter valve, bottled in 1924, and he
would not part with it for any newly bottled
product. Admittedly its original two -volt filament now required ten volts before the valve
would give forth its precious emission! Another
member asked him what voltage this filament
would require after maturing in the wood for
another ten years! The majority of members
disagreed with the maturing in the wood "

principle
to
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Camp -

den Road, South Croydon.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29th.

Muswell Hill and District Radio Society.-

Tollington School,
Concluding lecture
Elementary Principles of

At 8 p.m.
At
Tetherdown, N.10.
of

series:

"

Radio," by Mr. Leonard Hartley, B.Sc.,

A.I.C.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 39th.
Slade Radio (Birmingham).-At 8 p.m.

At the Parochial Hall, Broomfield Road,
Erdington. Lecture and demonstration
by Mr. A. F. Poynton.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31st.
Bristol and District Radio Society. -At
7.15 p.m. In the Geographical Lecture
Theatre, University of Bristol. Demon-

stration -by Messrs. Graham Amplion,
Ltd.

-

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4th.

Bec Radio Society.-At 7.30 p.m. At Bee
Road,
Beechcroft
School,
S.W.17.
Lecture: " Condensers for Eliminators,"
by Mr. B. Haywood, of the Dubilier
Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
South Croydon and District Radio Society.
-At 8 p.m. At the Surrey Drovers'
Hotel, Stlsdon Road. Joint meeting
with Thornton Heath Society. Lecture
and demonstration by Mr. H. R. Rivers-

--

Moore,- B.Sc. (president).
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5th.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Wire.Section.-At. - 6 p.m.
address by the chairman,
less

Rickard, 0.11E.

Inaugural
C. E,

Mr.

0000

Fundamental Principles Explained.

The Muswell Hill and District Radio Society
have this session introduced an innovation into
their syllabus in the form of a series of four
lectures by Mr. L. Hartley, B.Sc., A.I.C., on the
elementary principles of wireless. The first of
these was given on October 8th, and brought
home to members the many uses to which A.C.
and D.0 current can be put quite apart from
radio purposes. The action of many of those
components that we- regard as so commonplacethe choke, transformer and condenser-were explained, as were the functions of batteries. This
talk concluded with a brief discussion upon the
all-important subject of atoms and molecules.
Mr. Hartley's second lecture on October 15th

dealt with the theory and uses of the ther-

mionic valve, which, though looked upon in
such a matter-of-fact way, is really one of the
most ingenious electrical devices of the present
day. Its discovery-or rather, its developmentwas shown, and its diverse -applications nowadays were pointed out.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. J. Witt, 39, Coniston
Road, London, N.10.

0000

The Best in Five Years.

The best year of work for five years was reported at the ninth annual meeting of the Ilford
and District Radio Society just held. Mr. F. E.
Collinson has been elected president. An excellent syllabus has been arranged for the winter
session, which opened with visits to the Barking Power Station and Ongar Wireless Station,
and a lecture by Mr. A. Serner, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E., on " Mebal Rectification."
Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. E. Largen, 16, Clements
Road; Ilford.
-

13 22
to, 4yi'

-
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Unbiased.
HAD intended crossing the Channel

the other week in order to put in
an appearance at the Paris Radio
Show, as in previous years, but unfortunately fate, in the form of a wretched cold, kept me
" confined to barracks " for several days, and as it
happened I was only just fit again in time to get in at
the tail end of the Manchester show. It is, I think,
always interesting not only to make a comparison

the Sunday transmissions of certain European stations
is very greatly overrated. It is true that you have only

to listen to the dullness and gloom of the average

Sunday programme of the. B.B.C.. to realise that we are
a long way off the life of pleasure which ruined ancient

Rome, but very little solid enjoyment was to be extracted from the medley of negroid

By FREE GRID.

.

between the designs of the complete sets and components

of our friends across the water, but also to exchange
points of view with the French exhibitors, and for this
purpose I generally dig out an old acquaintance of mine
who is more or less permanently exiled in the gay city
and is well Versed both in
the technicalities of radio
and also in the intricacies

noises which filled the Continental ether

on the particular Sunday of which I
Possibly, however, I struck a
particularly bad patch, or my indisposition gave me a
jaundiced view of things, and I will leave it at that.
speak.

Wanted: Another 5XX.
I suppose there are very few parts of the, country in
which I have not had experience of broadcasting, with
the exception of Scotland and the wilder parts of North
Wales. It has been my experience that the two parts
of the country which are worst served by broadcasting

are the extreme south west of the country and East
In the first mentioned district I have very
definitely found that 5XX
Anglia.

of the French language.

was the only British station

By doing this I save much

of any real entertainment
v a l u e whatever, the

time and trouble, as pre-

vious bitter experience has

medium -wave

taught me that my ability
to discuss the idiosyncrasies of the gardener's boy
and his passion for pens is
apt not to be appreciated
at its true value by French
exhibitors. I shall therefore have to make amends
for my disappointment by
exchanging points of view
up in the North, where the
language barrier is perhaps
not quite so insuperable.
During my enforced idle-

and Morse interference. In

East Anglia things were

somewhat better, in the
matter of fading, and ships'
Morse is the chief cause of
trouble. I must say, however, that in the'coastal districts of East. Anglia I have
always been compelled to
rely on 5XX. This all goes
A number of sets

ness I have, naturally enough, beguiled away the time
with the aid of my wireless set, or perhaps I should

say with several sets, as a friend who is fairly well
blessed with this world's goods is contemplating the
purchase of an all -electric receiver, and has dragged a
number of sets which he has "on appro." to my place
in order That I might advise him. In this I must confess

I have found no little difficulty, as there is not much

to choose between the half -dozen or so which he turned
over to me. All are fairly sensitive and selective, and
the quality in all cases rises to a level which but a few
years ago was simply not attainable by any means. I
think, however, that my final choice will fall on one
which employs a power grid detector, and in this I am
not swayed merely by theoretical considerations, as the
quality is definitely better than from the gthers, which
employ the older forms of rectification.
During my wanderings around the various stations of

Europe with these sets I had ample leisure to observe
things which under ordinary circumstances are not particularly noticed, and one thing which was brought very
forcibly to me was the fact that the so-called gaiety of
B 23

stations

being subject to fading,

$4¡

to show, in my opinion,
how much an alternative

on appro."

long -wave programme is

needed, a fact which I have noticed has been rubbed
in by The Wireless World. My experience has been
confined, I

will admit, to makeshift aerials, and I

should be interested to hear what conditions are like
on a pukka aerial and earth system in the districts I
have mentioned. In Cornwall I found, by the way,
that the average popular portable is almost useless.

Watch Your Watch.
I wonder how many people have had their watches
ruined by experimenting with moving -coil loud speakers?

Mine came to disaster recently when examining the
magnet system of one of the " ` permanent " type of
moving -coil loud speakers.

Being on my wrist it came
well within the influence of the magnetic field, and is
now hopelessly magnetised, so much so, in fact, that
it not only loses, which is the customary symptom of
a magnetised watch, but refuses to go altogether, so
strong was the magnetising force.
The remedy, of
course, is to place it for a time in a strong alternating
current field, this having a demagnetising effect, and
this I intend doing.

WIpWzoo
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e U R 1Z F1N T TO P I C.1'
Events of the Week in Brief Review.
FINED FOR ILLICIT TRANSMISSION.

For transmittiug by wireless telephony
without a licence, D. E. Waddington, of

Redland, Bristol, has been fined £3.
Waddington's " talks " with a friend
were overheard by a Post Office official:

0000

Irish high -power

broadcasting station will be situated at
Athlone -or Birr was recently discussed

by Mr. P. W. Shaw, member of the Dail,
in a newspaper interview: With a 120
kilowatts launched on the ether, British
listeners will not

be

SHORT -DISTANCE BEAM SERVICE.

A miniature beam wireless system for
communication between. Sicily and the
surrounding islands has been authorised
by the Italian Government. Six trans-

0000

mitters, each with a power of 10 kW.,

TWO SHILLINGS A MONTH.

BIRR ?

Whether the new

RADIO CALL TO PRAYER ?

A broadcasting station is to be installed
at Mecca, forming one of a chain of such
stations which Ibn Saud proposes to erect
throughout Arabia.

Austria, having experimented with a

system of licence fees graduated accord-

ing to the cost of the receiving set, has
now decided to adopt `a uniform scale,
viz., two shillings per head per month.

over -meticulous.

Athlone by any other name will sound as
loud.

0000

100 kW. STATION FOR LUXEMBOURG.
The latest budget of the Société
Luxembourgeoise d' Etudes Radiophoniques,

are to be constructed, and they will work
on wavelengths between 1,200 and 1,500
metres.

That America is waking up to the value
of police radio is shown by the decision
of the U.S. Federal Radio Commission
to permit twenty-four cities and two
States to operate police wireless stations.
Twenty other cities have been granted
permission to build such stations.
0000

which holds the broadcasting monopoly

POLICEMEN AS WIRELESS
OPERATORS.

establishment of .a 100 kW. broadcasting
station within eighteen months. Accord-

Wireless classes for policemen are the
latest innovation in Prague. The classes
have been formed to enable every officer
to work the police radio apparatus which

in the Grand Duchy, provides for the

ing to Radio Science (Brussels), a provisional station of between 6 and 8 kW.
will operate before the end of the year.

is to be adopted throughout CzechoSlovakia for the suppression of crime. The

students are given practical lessons with
an up-to-date transmitter and receiver.

0000.

MYSTERY VAN STIMULATES
HONESTY.

0000

How the appearance of the Post Office

AMATEUR RADIO HOAX.

" mystery van " speeds up the issue of
new wireless Iicences was shown at the
Potteries Stipendiary Court at Hanley
last week during the hearing of a " wireless pirate " case.
A Post Office representative stated that

since the mystery van had visited the
district 1,065. new licences had been taken
out. The normal rate of increase during

the same period would have been about
two hundred and fifty.
0000
THE WIRELESS OPERATOR.

Even veteran wireless operators might
blush on reading the description of their

character as noted by a student in the
Radio Corporation of America training

institute :
.
. He (the R.C.A. operator) stands
`

ever ready to do what is right without
fear or equivocation," says the writer.
" Constantly on his toes, he accepts and
executes orders with sunny eagerness... .

He is steadily advancing the frontier of
h.s knowledge by study and application
plus- a sincere impulse to do his job just

a little better than the next man."

-

The famous
Paris Experimental "
station, which for a long time secured

MIDGET WAVE SET. A new German
receiver constructed for sensitivity on
wavelengths of 14 centimetres.

U.S. SPONSORED PROGRAMMES
FOR EUROPE?
A scheme to broadcast American

sponsored " programmes throughout the
world is being considered by the Federal
Radio Commission, according to our
Washington correspondent. Applications
have been received from the General Electric and Westinghouse Companies for the
removal, of the experimental status of
the short-wave auxiliaries of WGY

(Schenectady) and KDKA (Pittsburgh)
to enable these stations to transmit the
ordinary, commercial
world consumption.

programmes

for

If the claims are allowed, arrangements

will be set on foot whereby these trade
propaganda transmissions are picked up
in foreign countries and relayed by local
stations.

,

4r'

1

0000

WIRELESS TO FIGHT AMERICAN
GANGSTERS.

publication of its programmes in leading
French radio journals, has been dragged
from the domain of mystery by the Paris
police.

According to the 4n,tenne, the practical joker is a youth of eighteen, who
announced the establishment a year ago of

a short-wave " poste " with a power of
1 kilowatt and a wavelength of 31.65
metres.
The announcement received a

" good press," whereupon the youth, feeling under an obligation not to disappoint
the world, collaborated with some
amateurs of his own age in the construc-

tion of a transmitter which eventually
came on the ether with a power of 25
watts, and broadcast a few gramophone
records and newspaper extracts. It then
closed down, but the " programmes " appeared as usual in the Press to the mysti-

fication of a number of genuine experi-

menters, who marvelled at the insensitiveness of their receivers.
It was only after an imaginary description published by one paper of the

WhnIlmo
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super station " in Suresnes and its
" auditorium in Paris " that the police

became interested.

According

to the

Antenne, the station owner is to be prosecuted for transmission without a permit.

RISING FIGURES.
At the beginning of September the
number of wireless licences held in
Czecho-Slovakia was 287,604-increase of.

2,124 during the month of August.

0000

DR. LEE DE FOREST.

Dr. Lee de Forest may shortly

re-

0000
" RADIO NATIONALISATION "
DEMAND IN FRANCE.

According to the Los Angeles
Examiner, quoted by the New York

The French Railways Radio Club-the.
largest club of its kind in France-now

0000

were "present at the annual festival just
celebriated in the Salle Wagram, Paris,
under the auspices of the French Post -

marry.

Times, the inventor of the three -electrode
valve intends
marry Miss Maria Mos
quini, a film comedienne.

possesses 10,000 members, many of whom

mast el -General.

AMPLION "TWO SCREEN -GRID
CABINET."

We are asked to state that the Amplion
" Two Screen -grid Cabinet," referred to
in our Olympia Show Report of September 24th, is obtainable for A.C. mains
operation only; and not in D.C. and battery models as stated.

A Itriking appeal for speedy State
action in broadcasting affairs was made
by M. Abeloos, the President, in the

course of his address. He declared (writes
our Paris correspondent) that French

tains similar information and memoranda
but adapted for the use of motor cyclists.
Both Diaries are strongly bound in
leather cloth with pencil, size 41 x 3$, to

fit -the pocket, and are obtainable, post
free ls. 7d. from the publishers, Messrs.
Iliffe and Sons Ltd., or from booksellers
and stationers, price is. 6d.
0000

WIRELESS PICTURES AT SEA.
Has wireless facsimile transmission and
reception reached a stage of development
which would justify its general introduc-

tion for marine purposes? A considered

statement on the question is issued by the
Marconi International Marine Communication Co:, Ltd., in reply to certain suggestions made in American marine circles

that the introduction of such apparatus
is imminent.

0000

THE LATE MR. R. B. WEAVER.,

News of the death last week of Mr.

Robert Beresford Weaver, manager of the
Wireless Department of the General Elec-

tric Co., Ltd., came as a real shock to
his many friends and associates in the
radio trade. Mr. Weaver suffered a
serious illness `a few months back, but
seemed to have recovered. He took an
active part in the Olympia Rado

Exhibition.

He was in his 55th year.
0000

"THE WIRELESS WORLD FOUR."

We regret the occurrence of two typo-

graphical errors in the List of Parts relating to " The Wireless World Four,"
on page 431 of our issue of October 15th.

The grid leak value . appearing as

0.1

megohm should have been given as 0.01
megohm, i.e., 10,000 ohms. Also, a resistance value of 10,000 ohms should have
read 15,000 ohms.
R.S.G.B. AND L.R.S.

One of the most interesting examples
in recent years of collaboration between
important radio societies is the arrangement

arrived at between

the

Radio

Society of Great Britain and the Lens -

bury Radio Society. During the present
session joint meetings are taking place at
frequent intervals. Through the courtesy
of the Anglo -Mexican Petroleum Co.,
Ltd., these meetings are held in the Lecture Theatre of their building at 16, Finsbury Circus, E.C.2: Thé proceedings,
which are strictly informal, open at

6.15 p.m. sharp and continue for about
an hour.

Refreshments are then served,
and those who wish can resume discussions until 9.15.
Members of the R.S.G.B. are requested

to note that this programme in no way
affects conventions or other meetings such

as are usually held at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers.

Full particulars of
meetings, etc., can be obtained from the
Hon. Secretaries, Rlr. D. Wilkes (L.R.S.),
Shell Corner, Kingsway, W.C.2, or Mr. J.
Clarricoats (R.S.G.B.), 53, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

On November 7th the discussion will

deal with radio rectifiers, and the lecturer will be Mr. A. Gay (G 6NF.)

CASABLANCA CALLING. In addition to the broadcasting station at Rabat, Morocco
possesses a lively disseminator of news and music at the villa of Dr. Veyre, member of
the Radio Club de Maroc. The station, seen in the picture, can easily be heard in
Europe on wavelengths of 28 and 48 metres.

listeners were crying for " a body representing not merely commercial concerns,
but the general interests of the nation,"
i.e., a policy of radio nationalisation.
Post office workers support this view,
but the majority of commercial interests
in France oppose the nationalisation policy

on the grounds that it would put a brake
on subsequent radio progress.
oóoo
TWO USEFUL DIARIES.

The Autocar Motorist's Diary for 1931
contains a mass of information useful to
the owner -driver, including particulars of
hills with single -figure gradients, Motor'
Racing History, List of Speed Records
and wieners of racing events, Conversion
tables' and formulae, and the distances

between the principal towns in Great
Britain. In the Diary portion provision
is made for recording the mileage week

by week, and pages are provided for

monthly summaries of running expenses.
The Motor Cycle Diary for 1931 con -

Having regard to its possible value for

shipping, the subject was one of these

which came under discussion at the meeting of the Executive of the Comité Internationale Radio -Maritime in Brussels last
month (says the Marconi Company). The
technical and commercial experts gathered
there, representing some forty countries,

were satisfied that. on the data so far

amassed, and submitted to them for consideration, it would be premature at pre-

sent to undertake the inauguration of a

service of facsimile transmission to ships
at sea.

The difficulties are both tehnical and

commercial. Sets to give reliable results
such as would be required to inspire

full confidence must be fairly elaborate,
and the probability is that a weather chart

service could not be conducted at a charge
of less than. one guinea a day per ship.
The technical difficulties still to to
overcome include interference from other
signals and from atmospherics and fading.

71pnIlc
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MAKING A 20

IIEEHPY CHOKE

Constant Inductance Choke to
Constructional Details of -a
Carry '100 mA. of D.C.
By H. B. DENT.

Furthermore, the inductance is not independent of
filter circuits and battery eliminator smoothing the value of the alternating component, but in a well equipment is probably one of the most simple designed choke ít may be of small magnitude under
pieces of apparatus to construct, as it involves little the average conditions of working, and for all practical
more. than winding an appropriate quantity of wire on purposes may be ignored. As a matter of interest, howa bobbin and fitting it on to a core made up of easily ever, a curve has been prepared of the choke described
procurable iron stampings. The determination of the here, connecting inductance with the alternating voltage across its ends. This is
amount of wire, the size of bobshown in Fig. I. As will be
bin, and the method of assemTHERE are probably a large number of readers
seen, the inductance maintains
bling the core to result in a
who would like to make their own smoothing
practically a constant value for
choke of a specific inductance,
chokes but have not mastered the somewhat intricate
all values of A.C. over 3o. volts.
under the average conditions of
calculations involved. In the accompanying article
In an output filter stage emuse, is another story, and inpractical details are given for the construction of
bodying a good super -power
volves considerable calculation.
A N L.F. choke of the type commonly used in output -

a 20 -henry constant inductance choke capable of
carrying 100 mA. D.C. Such a component has a
multiplicity of uses in sets deriving their current
from lighting mains.

For the inductance is a factor
which varies - widely with any

change in the steady current
passing through the winding,

and, to a large extent, upon the
value of the alternating component. Thus a choke designed to give an inductance of some 20 henrys when

no direct current is flowing, but with an alternating
component of, say, io volts, may quite likely show
only half this inductance value when a steady cur -sent of a few milliamps is passed through the coil.
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valve the working condition will
be well on the horizontal part of

this curve, but in the case of

battery eliminators the A.C.
component will be, in general,
less than 20 volts, with the result that the effective in
dlactance of the choke will be somewhat less.
The steady direct current passing through the choke
is the principal factor governing its inductance', and this
may suffer considerable change with quite small varia
tions in the value of the D.C. The aim in the presen

100

A.C. VOLTAGE ACROSS CHOKE

Fig. 2.

Fig-. 1.

The curve in Fig 1. shows the change In inductance with A.C. voltage across choke. The core section is 1.5 ins., the air gap
through choke. The core area is 1.4
0.018in. In Fig. 2. is shown the curve giving change in inductance with passage of D .C.
winding contains 4,000 turns of No. 32
sq. ins. and is made up of Savage No. 34 stampings. The bobbin is No. 4H and the 50
cycles with 12 volts across choke, the
enamelled wire. Air gap 0.018in.. D.C. resistance 220 ohms. Measurements taken at
A.C. varying from 1.7 mA. to 2.075 mA.

s 26
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Making a 20 -henry Choke.-

501

case has been to design a choke whose inductance re-

be obtained from W. Bryan Savage, 292, Bishopsgate,
London, E.C.2, and is styled size No. 4H, the stamp-

values.

ings being listed as size No. 34. The thickness of the core
will be i.5in., and the cross-sectional area 1.4 sq. in.
The bobbin should be wound with 4,000 turns of the

mains sensibly constant over a wide range of D.C.

That this state can be attained with reasonably
simple construction is exemplified by the curve connecting inductance with the D.C. given in Fig. '2.
With no D.C. flowing the measured inductance is 22.5
henrys, and with 5o mA. of D.C. flowing, this, falls to
21.8 henrys. On passing too mA. of D.C. through the
coil the inductance falls to 18 henrys. Only in exceptional cases will a small choke of this type be, required to
EFFECTIVE LENGTH
OF IRON CIRCUIT

E

3916

Fig. 3.-Showing the essential dimensions.

No. 32 enamel wire, the turns to be run on evenly, but
not necessarily in layer form with consecutive turns
touching. Looseness and bunching in such a manner
as to lead to waste of space must be avoided, as it is
only by exercising reasonable care in this process that
the requisite number of turns can be accommodated.
When the stage has been reached for assembling the
core the " T " pieces can be inserted into the bobbin.
as many as possible being packed in, and the final two
or three tapped home if necessary. If any looseness
exists in the core when finally clamped up, the laminations will tend to respond to fluctuations in the coil
current and emit the characteristic hum of the rectified
supply if used as a smoothing choke, or act as a miniature loud speaker when employed as an output choke.
These, spurious effects should most certainly be avoided.
The spacing pieces can then be placed in position, and
the " U shaped Iaminations assembled, using the same
number of these as there are T " pieces. During the
assembly of the stampings all paper -covered sides must

point in the same direction. If a little Seccotine, or
other suitable adhesive, is smeared on both faces of the
air gap spacers, it will assist in keeping them in posi-

carry more than some 5o mA. of D.C., and up to this
point the inductance curve is sensibly horizontal, so
that one would be justified in designating this component
a " constant inductance L.F. choke.

Its constancy is achieved by introducing an air gap,
suitably proportioned, in the iron core, and any alteration to the length of this gap will very seriously modify
the slope of the curve, also the maximum inductance
attainable. Therefore, during the assembly process particular care must be taken to assure that the air gap is
the correct size. The length of the air gap in the iron
circuit is o.o18in. in the present case.
The stampings used for the core are the familiar " T "
and "U" pieces, as shown in Fig. 3. This assembly
gives two iron paths in parallel, so that if we visualise
the core folded back along the line DE, so that the lefthand half is brought over to coincide with the right-

hand portion, _we shall have two gaps in the core,

namely, -at B and C. The gap at A will be in line with

that at C. Therefore, the total air gap of o.ol8in. is
divided equally between the joints B and C, arid each
is o.009in. long. In the assembly we must insert distance pieces at the three points, A, B and C. These
can consist of any insulating material, such as paxolin.
shellaced cardboard, empire cloth, etc.

For the benefit of those not in the possession of a
micrometer a satisfactory substitute is a standard wire
gauge. No. 34 S.W.G. is equivalent to 0.0092in.,
which is sufficiently accurate for our purpose.
The material required comprises ioo pairs of transformer stampings of the size given in Fig. 3, a bobbin
suitable for assembling this quantity of iron and to fit
into the winding space on the core, and ilb. of No. 32
S.W.G. enamel -covered wire. A suitable bobbin can
13 2j

The robust and compact construction of the choke will be apparent
from the photograph.

tion, and act, also, as a binding agent when the core

is clamped together.
The clamps are made from mild steel strip din. thick
and bin. wide, with the lower ends turned up to provide
a means of fixing to the baseboard.
Before the steel clamps are placed in position a strip
of insulating material, such as shellaced paper, or empire cloth, should be inserted between each clamp and
the core to prevent partial short-circuit of the air -gap.
The D.C. resistance of the. coil is quite low, the actual
value being 220 ohms. Thus, when passing 5o mA.
of D.C. only II volts will be absorbed in the choke.
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of reproduction is well up to the high
standard set by this unit. The high fre-

" EUREKA "" VALVE HOLDERS.

Messrs.

L.

Person

and

Sons,

63,

response, particularly between
5;000` and 6;000 cycles, is above the average for loud 'speakers of this class, while
quency

Shaftesbury - Street, London, N.1, have

recently produced a new -type skeleton
valve holder intended for assembling on
sub -bases, raised above the level of the
baseboard, so that all wiring can be laid

out of sight. Although produced to meet
the needs of set manufacturers in the first
case they are now available tó the home

constructor, the prices being 6d. for the
four -pin type, and 7d. each for the five pin model. If required these can be supplied mounted on metal strips ín gangs
of two, three, four or more.
Each holder measures 21in. x 14in. x

óin

deep.

ponents 'in the set, should this mode of
fixing be preferred or prove the more
convenient.

cycle

necting wires are placed and remain
secure when soldered.

response

was

The

negligible.

general effect, however, is excellent, and
at 50s. the instrument represents good
value for money.
The cabinet is light, and is constructed
of walnut -faced three-ply, the overall

Suitable hard copper is

vided in the springs in which the con-

bottom register the response is good down
to 100 cycles, but in the particular model
submitted slight frequency doubling was

evident at this frequency, and the 50 -

used for the contact springs, which are

mounted on thin paxolin with a top cover
of the same material; this serves to hold
the springs in position. Slots are pro-

th-, middle register is uniform, with the
exception of a slight increase-not sharp
:enough, to be regarded as a resonance=
In the
between 2,500 and 3,000 cycles.

Sprague- midget condensers, which are
about the sue of a postage stamp.
The capacity of some samples was

measured, the nominal values and the
actual capacities being tabulated below.
Specimen.-

1

2
3
4
5

6

Nominal
Capacity:`"
Mfd.
0.00025
0.00025
0.00025
0:002
0.002
0.002

Measured

Deviationsfrom
Nominal.

CapaCity.
Mfd.
0.000275
0.000257
0.000260
0.00207
0.00225
0.00199

dimensions being 12-1 x 122 x 64in.

Sup-

plies are available from the British Blue
spot Co., Ltd., 94-96, Rosoman Street,
E. C.1.

0000

POLAR PRE-SET CONDENSER.
This is a semi -variable condenser of the
type now generally used where a capacity
of the order not available in the standard

Percent.
.

+ 10.0

-{- - 2.8

+4.0

+ 3.5

+12.5

- 0.5

The majority- of the samples _ tested

Eureka " skeleton 5 -pin valve holder
for sub -panel mounting.

000c
SPRAGUE MIDGET CONDENSERS.

Although tested to withstand a work-

ing voltage of 1,500, these condensers are
extraordinarily compact, the space re
quired being no larger than that occupied
by an ordinary postage stamp. The condensers are of American manufacture,
and are ntarketed 'in this country by

came within 10 per cent. of 'the rated
capacity; this tolerance is quite permis
Bible in fixed condensers for general use.

0000

BLUE SPOT TYPE -41K
LOUD SPEAKER.
The movement of this loud speaker` is
the well-known type 66K, and the quality

Polar Pre-set semi -variable condenser
enclosed in a neat bakelite case.

range of fixed condensers is required. It
is eminently suitable. for inclusion in circuits"which, once tuned, need no further

adjustment, such as a rejector, to mention one of the many roles it will fill.
The

plates are cut from phosphor -

bronze, interleaved with thin sheets of

Messrs. Howard Thomas and Co., Ltd.,
320, Regent Street, London, W.I. They
are available in all recognised standard
capacities ranging from 0.00005 mfd. to
0.02 mfd. ; the smaller sizes, up to and
including 0.0005 mfd., cost is., and the
largest size 2s., prices of other capacities
falling within these two limits.
The condensers are so small and light
in weight that they may be anchored by

mica, and the capacity is varied by altering the pressure applied to the sandwich;
a small bakelite-shrouded screw with a
saw -cut for insertion of a screw -driver
serving as the adjustment. A locking -nut
enables the spindle to be fixed when the
required capacity has been obtained.
These condensers are available with a

necessary to provide any particular means
for fixing.
The soldering lugs are of generous size,
and each has a hole large enough to clear

and the maximum capacity found to be

maximum capacity of 0.001 mf d. or 0.0003

mfd., the price in each case being 2s.
A sample 0.0003 mfd. size was measured,

the wiring, and it has not been deemed

a 4B.A. screw, so that the condensers

can be positioned by clamping them under

the terminal heads of some of the cam-

Blue Spot 41K loud speaker in polished
walnut cabinet. The movement is a 66K
unit.

0.000338 mfd., while the minimum value
was 0.00006 mfd. only. This provides a
very useful range of capacity.
The makers are Messrs. Wingrove and
Rogers, Ltd., Arundel Chambers, 188-189,
Strand. London, W.C.2.
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You'll get

highest el%etive
amplification
p
...,....

with this new Valve

Greater effective amplification is definitely

ensured by the New Cossor Screened Grid

Valve. This is due to íts minute inter -electrode
capacity which has been reduced to the order
of .001 micro microfarads - lower than that

of any other Screened . Grid Valve on the
market. Because of this and because grid
current has been eliminated the use of

this new Cossor Valve will considerably
increase the efficiency of your Receiver.

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,

-15 amp. Impedance

300,000 Amplification

Factor 330.

Mutual
Conductance 1.1 m.a.w.
Normal working Anode
Volts 120.
Positive

Voltage on

Screen 60-80®
Price

.

THE NEW
Write for fully descriptive folder
No. L35 W.W. on "How to increase
the range of your Receiver."

COSSOR
315 S.G.

GREATEST

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, Londdon, N.5.

B20
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Advertisements for " The Wireless Word ' are only accebted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Thousands are making good

battery sets All -Electric
They want " All - Mains "-they want to

use the

Six -Sixty Mains Valves-they want the best in radio !
So they convert their sets with the Six -Sixty. Mains

Unit only (H.T., L.T. and G.B.)

-

All -Mains Conversion Equipment.
from

-

£6 6s.
Price, complete
- £8 5s.
-

No internal wiring alterations. The
Six - Sixty 4/5 pin valve holder
adaptors are the links to the
specially

selected Six -Sixty A.C.

Valves for every A.C. Supply.

Write for

AND ALL SAY

FREE
Art Booklet.

gar:2805ov
(B.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIPMENT)

Six -Sixty Radio Co. Ltd., Six -Sixty House, 17/18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, London, W.I.

Tel.: Museum 6116%7,

'GRANIC

liil DG ET®

TRANSFORMER
Here is the Transformer you have been

waiting for. Although only 274"x 174" x1%"

in size, this Transformer may be termed
a " Masterpiece in Miniature." This
Midget " Transformer has a high primary inductance of over 60 henries, and

the patented core embodying a new
nickel alloy permits overload without ill
Ratio 3:1.

effect.

Have you a copy of our new Radio
Catalogue ? If not, may we send you
one ? Write to Dept. U.317.

149 QUEEN

VICTORIAtIMITW

STREET, LONDON.

Mention of "The Wireless World¡'klphen writing to advertisers_ will ensure promo attention.
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SOUND
LLOUDSPEAKER DIAPHRAGMS

A Method of Measurement Using Simple Apparatus.
By N. W. McLACHLAN, TU.Sc., M.I:E.E., F.Inst.P.

NOTHING happens instantaneously, there is always a time lag between cause and effect. If
a gun is fired .a mile away, the sound or report
is heard several seconds after the flash is seen at the
muzzle. This point was brought out very forcibly at
the last Schneider Trophy Race in the Solent. The seaplanes travelled so fast that the noise emitted from the

exhaust appeared to come from a point well behind

time which elapsed between seeing the flash and hearing the report. Where discs or diaphragms are con-

cerned this method is obviously not at our disposal.

Consequently we have to devise something more subtle
which fits in with our particular case.
The following. method of measuring the velocity of
sound in a flat circular disc
can be used by anyone hav-

the plane. This showed clearly that the velocity of the ing certain simple apparaplane was comparable with the, velocity of sound in tus. Take a piece of sheet
air. In loud speaker prob- metal about 32in. thick and
lems a similar effect occurs. cut out a circle 8 inches
DISC
Suppose we have a simple diameter (about 20 centi-

,,!-REED
/r

CONNECTION

AS SHORT
AND RIGID

AS POSSIBLE

Fig. 1.-The force exerted
by a reed at the centre of
the disc is not felt instantaneously throughout the
disc.

arrangement consisting of a
flat steel or aluminium disc
mounted on a reed .'type of
movement as shown in Fig.
I. When the reed moves

up and down, due to an

metres).

Drill a small hole
at the centre so that the disc

fits over the screwed stern
of a reed -type loud speaker
movement (see Fig. r).

Screw a nut on the ' stem,
alternating current in the then put the disc between
windings, the disc emits a two small washers, and

sound of the same frequency screw another nut firmly on
as the current. Now the force on the disc is exerted the top. Mount the moveat the centre where it is attached to the reed. If the ment in such a way that the
Fig. 3.-Diagram showing
force acts upwards, say, its effect it not felt instan- disc is quite horizontal and
shape of disc when there is
one nodal circi.e (exaggertaneously throughout the : disc. A certain small time the movement itself rests on
ated).
elapses between the application of the force and its being felt or padding to insulate it
felt at, say, the outer edge of the disc. This is due mechanically from the table-to avoid resonance of
to the velocity of sound energy (in the disc) from the. the latter. Connect the movement to the power valve
centre to the edge of the disc being relatively small.
of a receiving set in the usual way. Obtain a beat note
We know that sound can be heard when the disc -by causing the receiver to oscillate or otherwise-and
vibrates, so that energy is communicated to the sur- vary it by altering the tuning of the set. At one or
rounding air. If we concentrate our minds on the more frequencies of .the beat note the sound from the
centre of the disc, we, see that it sends sound waves disc will be very loud. These ' points correspond to
out to the air in every direétion. Some of these (X) resonances.
.

travel at 9o° to the disc,
others (YY) at a smaller

Y

angle,

X

whilst

one

bunch

(ZZ) travels over the surface of the disc (see Fig. 2.)
Meanwhile sound travels in
the disc itself (WW), but it

z

travels at a different rate

w

Rw

Fig. 2.-The velocity of the
waves ZZ over the disc is
much higher than those WW
in the disc.

from that of the sound over
the disc. It is this velocity
in the disc itself which is

important in the design of

loud speaker ; diaphragms,
and it is the one which we
desire to discuss in this article.

In measurements of the velocity of sound in the

open air, an approximate method used many years
ago was to fire a gun some miles away and take the
13 31
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Having found one of these
resonances, sprinkle fine

sand on the disc and vary
the beat note. The sand
will collect in one or more
circles, of which the attach-

ment to the movement , is

the centre. At these circles
the disc is substantially
motionless. Hence they are

known to the physicist as
" nodes " or points of zero
motion.
Suppose Fig. 4

Fig. 4.-A simple waveform.

With a frequency of 1,500
cycles per second the wave
travels 1,500 times the distance AC every sound.

represents the condition at a resonance frequency where
there is one circle only. When the portion within the
circle is moving upwards, that outside is moving downwards, and vice versa. Thus the sound radiated from

these two portions will at any instant be of opposite

WllpnIl@01
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Velocity of Sound in Loud Speaker Biaphgrams.-

sign, so that they neutralise each other to an extent.
At higher frequencies there will be two, three, etc.,
circles. Considering the case of two or more circles, we

are in a position to ascertain the average velocity of
sound waves in the disc by simple
measurement.

Before indicating how this

is done we shall digress to explain a

simple point which it is essential to
understand before calculating the velocity.

OCTOBER 29th, 193o.

sound in them obtained. Cardboard is not always successful, and difficulty may be experienced with wood due
to the grain. However, this is for the experimenter to
discover for himself. The velocity will be found to in crease with the frequency and with the thickness of

discs of the same radius and material.
Following on this the reader can try his
luck with paper cones. In this case the
experiments are not so easy. The well
known "Kone " loud speaker is useful in
Although sand will serve
this respect.

the purpose, better results are obtained

Fig. 4 shows a simple waveform. A
and C are crests, whilst B is a trough.
If we imagine the wave to travel to the
right, it repeats its motion at intervals

with

lycopodium

I

powder.

should

mention that a good deal of energy is
required to make the sand or lycopodium
jump on the diaphragm, especially at the
higher audible frequencies. The surface
of the paper should be fairly rough, and
the sides of the cone not too steep or the
powder will merely roll off.

equal to the distance AC. This is known

as the wavelength, and is ¿esignated by
the Greek letter X (lambda). Now the
wave repeats itself . every cycle, i.e., if
Fig. 5.-The inner two circles represent the nodal
there are 1,50o cycles per secdnd, the.
circles of the disc. The disAt 2,000 cycles the velocity near the
wave repeats' itself 1,50o times every
tance between them can be
considered as half a waveouter
edge of a " Kone " diaphragm is
second. Thus it travels 1,50o times the
length. Nt is a nodal circle
1.75 Inches radius and Na
about 250 feet per second, i.e., about
distance AC every second, so that its
3.25 inches radius.
the same as in the steel disc discussed
velocity (distance covered per second) is
1,500 AC. But 1,50o is the frequency (f) of the wave earlier in this article.
and AC is X the wavelength, so that the velocity
.

v=Af.
Returning to the case of the disc, the nodal circles at

a certain instant are shown roughly in Fig. 5.

The

distance between the two circles can be regarded as half
a wavelength. Here, we assume, the velocity between
the two circles is constant, which is not strictly accurate,
so that we shall obtain the mean velocity between the

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS AND LONG
EXTENSION LEADS.
ONE of the greatest difficulties in the use of a
gramophone pick-up is experienced by those who

possess a large cabinet gramophone which is,
more often than not, situated in a different part of the
We have now to ascertain the frequency at which the house to the wireless receiver. This is due to the fact
efficiency, the wireless set is
interests
To those who have the necessary that, in
two circles occur.
calibrating apparatus it is easy, but the reader may not placed in a position near to the aerial lead -in -which
be in this happy position. It is suggested, therefore, sometimes means that it is in an upstairs room-there
that the note should be matched against the pianoforte being extension leads to various rooms for the use of
or violin. Care must be exercised not to mistake it for the loud speaker. Long leads attached to the pick-up
a harmonic. Having found the frequency, the velocity usually mean that high notes suffer, since the effect is
the same as if a condenser had been deliberately placed
can be calculated from the formula y = A. f .
Take the following example for a disc 7 inches dia- across the pick-up. Sometimes the position is so
meter 0.023 inch thick : Radii of circular nodes 1.75 and desperate that the possibility of an entirely separate
3.25 inches respectively at a frequency of goo cycles amplifier placed near the gramophone has to be conper second. The wavelength is twice (3.25-1.75)= sidered.
This method of overcoming the trouble, however, is
3 inches,, so that the velocity is 900x3=2,700 inches
per second or 225 feet per second. This is about I/ the unnecessarily expensive, and it can be averted by the
velocity of sound in air, which latter is actually between use of a low -impedance pick-up. Although this does
',1o° and 1,200 feet per second according to the tem- not eliminate the self -capacity of the extension wires, it
removes the evil effect of it, which is just as good, from
perature.
To obtain the best results the disc should be fairly our point of view. The inevitable fly in the ointment
thin. Large discs will give circles at low frequencies: is that the voltage output from these devices is very
At certain frequencies the disc will execute vibrations much less than from the more conventional high about one or more of its diameters, i.e.; the sand will impedance pick-up. Even this disadvantage can be
lie on one or more diameters. Sometimes the sand overcome, however, by using a properly designed stepfigures will be a mixture of diameters ands circles. Iá up transformer at the point of entry to the receiver.
one mode which appears at a lower frequency than tile The transformer core should be earthed and experiments
first circle the centre will be almost stationary, whilst should be made with the earthing of one of the terminals
the outer edge moves violently, the sand being nowhere of its primary, in order to improve results, more especially
if electrc light mains are in the vicinity of the extension
at rest except near the centre.
As a matter of interest aluminium, cardboard, wood wires. If the length of the extension wires is not too
and other materials can be tested and the velocity of long, lead -covered wire is an advantage.
circles.
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New Vncricon Vo/veiy
Notes on Three R.C.A. Radiotron
Models.
ALTHOUGH they are
not readily available in
this country, it is

capacitative and negative
(normal reaction) if the.
anode load is inductive.

thought that a description of
certain of the latest American valves will be of interest
to readers if only for, the tact
that they furnish a standard
of comparison with the leading British types.
The

These loads, both types of
which are always present,
are all produced by anode -

grid capacity within the
valve, and operate as a
function of the effective amplification of the valve.
With a pentode, for instance, t e input load

valves forming the subject
of these notes are three new

R.C.A. Radiotron models
designed especially for districts where lack of accumulator charging , facilities demands low filament consumption.

(capacity component) may ..
L
profoundly modify the performance of a preceding
L.F. transformer.

When the same valve
as a power grid detector the input load

In each case there ís a 2 -volt filament having

a sufficiently small consumption- to be supplied either
from a small storage battery or a dry cell.

is used
(resistive

component) may seriously damp the tuned grid circuit
to an extent that is far greater than - the grid current
loading. In band-pass filter circuits which are ganged,
the replacement of a valve by another with a slightly
different amplification factor will cause the grid -fila-

The general purpose. member of this service consumes
o. o6 amp. at 2.0 volts, and passes but 2.o milliamperes
of anode current when biased to 41. volts negative. The
price paid for such extremely low current consumption
is a reduced mutual conductance of the order of 0.7 m.a.

ment capacity to be changed and the ganging to be

upset. Knowing the value of the static capacities the
per volt. The amplification factor is 8.8. Specifica- working loads can be estimated with reasonable accurtions as given by the makers for the other two valves acy, and it is hoped to see greater appreciation of this
are published in the Table.
by our own valve manufacturers.
Fil.
Volts.

Type.

Fil.

Amps.

Max.

Plate

Volts.

Grid
Voltage.

(mA.).

-

Power Output....

2.0

0.15

Screen -grid ....

2:0

0.06

.

Plate
Current

A.C.

Resistance
(Ohms).

Amplification

Factor.

-

135

135

22.5

8.A

3.0

1.5

4,000 -

800,000

It wily be seen that the mutual conductance is given
in micromhos, which is undoubtedly the correct unit
since conductance which is the reciprocal of resistance
is expressed in mhos ; 1,000 micromhos are equivalent
to what is familiarly called in this country one m.a. per
volt or a slope of one. It is refreshing to see the pub-

lication of valve capacities in the case of an output
valve. We are inclined to forget the important influence
they have on- the functioning of each intervalve coupling.
Every valve in a receiver (a screen -grid valve offends
only in a minor degree) throws a load back Into its grid

3.5
440

Mutual
Conductance
(Micromhos).
875
550

Undistorted
'

Power

Output

Approximate Interelectrode
Capacities.

(Milliwatts).

Grid to
Plate.

Grid to
Filament.

170

61,1JF.

3.5µµF.

-

0.044F.

-

Plate to

Filament.
2µµF.

--

The general level of efficiency of these new American

valves as shown by mutual conductance and residual
capacity in the case of the S.G. valve, does not seem
to be high.
British valve manufacturers have reason to be proud

of their achievements when it is reflected that there
has been available for over a year a battery -heated

-

screen -grid valve with an anode -to -grid capacity four
times less than that of one of the latest products of the
States. We have just seen another battery -heated S.G.
valve at the Olympia Exhibition whose residual capacity
is some ten times less than 0.02 µµF: In the matter of

circuit irrespective of any grid current which may be
flowing such as in a leaky grid detector. The load is 2 -volt output valves of modest filament 'consumption, we
of .two kinds, capacitatiye and resistive-the latter being can also hold our own as will ' be evident from an expositive (reverse reaction) if the anode load is chiefly amination of The Wireless World " Valve Data Sheet."
13433
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D.C. BAND-PASS THRft
H.T., L.T., and Grid Bias from Direct=Current Mains.
T cannot be denied that many multi -valve receiver
circuits do not lend themselves particularly readily
to D.C. mains operation. But the three -valve H.F.det.-L.F. type of set is generally an exception, and so
it can be taken that the " Band -Pass Three,"1 which
is, apart from its input filter, an inherently simple and
straightforward example of this circuit arrangement,
may be adapted for a direct -current supply without much
difficulty.

As a basis for conversion it is suggested that the L.T.
and H.T. feed system of the "All-D.C. Three "2 should
be adopted, as it is suitable for voltages between 200
and 250, and is intended for use on supplies with either
positive or negative " earths." The accompanying diagram shows how the tuning system of the one receiver
may be superimposed on the filament circuit of the other,

and, to simplify matters, the main L.T. connections

are drawn in heavy lines. It is inevitable that a circuit
this nature should
appear to be involved
even without the extra
of

wiring

of

the

0.15 amp., and the detector at 2 volts 0.1 amp. ; these
valves are connected in parallel, but are in series with
the output valve, which, to suit the resistance values
given, should be of the Marconi or Osram P.625 type.
A Combined Smoothing System.
It is unnecessary to repeat such information already
given with regard to the " All-D.C. Three," which obviously applies equally to any set with the same feed
circuit. Attention should be drawn, however, to the
L.F. choke .(L.F.C.) which assists in smoothing both
H.T. and L.T. circuits. This component must have a
low D.C. resistance and a reasonably high inductance,
even when carrying the normal current of from 270 to
28o milliamperes. It must be inserted in the negative
lead when the positive main is earthed, and not in the
position shown. Chokes made to the published specification are now available commercially.
There is considerable
latitude with regard to
the actual construction
of the various resist-

filter,

apparent complications

ances, provided that one

are introduced by the

uses the gauge of wire

peculiar connections of
valve filaments and bias
resistances
necessary

which
when

recommended, which is
capable of carrying the
necessary current with-

are
the

out excessive rise of
temperature. It is wise,
however, to make
reasonable provision for

valves are to be fed in
the most economical
possible manner, and

free radiation of heat,

when grid bias cells are

be entirely eliminated. It will probably
be easier to appreciate

and so the coils should
be wound in such a way
that a large part of their
surface is exposed. No.

to

the essential features of

the present circuit if it
28 double -silk -covered
Specially constructed resistances for voltage regulation.
is considered in conEureka wire, as specijunction with a simplified diagram of the " All-D.C. fied, has a resistance of slightly over 3.9 ohms per yard,
Three," which was published in the " Readers' and, if the wire is wound on formers of irregular shape,
Problems" section of The Wireless World of September some care should be taken to measure off the required
24th.
lengths of wire for each resistor with fair accuracy, alBy making a suitable choice of valves, the total con- though minor discrepancies can be made good by adjustsumption of the set need not exceed some =,6o watts, ment of the 5o -ohm rheostat provided for fine regulawhich is no more than that of a single electric lamp. tion.
The H.F. amplifier filament may be rated at 2 volts
No value has been allotted to the resistance R, as it
may be omitted entirely if the mains voltage does not
The Wireless World, September 17th and 24th, 1930.
a Tite Wireless World, August' 20th and 27th, 1930.

Its purpose is to absorb any surplus above
that figure without disturbing the distribution of potenexceed 200.
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WOp11.1
A D.C. Band -Pass Three.
control device, with a semi -variable balancing contials throughout the circuit. It should have a value denser, as described at length in The Wireless World of
of 16o ohms, with a centre tapping to which the negative September 24th ; this is certainly worth its slight extra
input lead is joined when the mains voltage is between cost, as provision for the best possible regulation of
220-230 volts ; the whole resistance element is connected input H.F. voltage, without appreciable change of tunin circuit for supplies of between 240 and 250 volts.
ing, is highly desirable in any set with band-pass tuning.
It will be observed that the screening boxes are not
Although unwilling to suggest further complications
in metallic connection with the mains, and that they that are not strictly necessary, the writer may point out
are directly earthed. Alternatively, each box may be that it is always as well to provide complete isolation
joined through a i-mfd. condenser to the negative fila- between D.C. mains and the aerial -earth system ; to do
ment terminal of its associated valve ; this is better from this, primary windings must be added to the input filter

the point of view of safety, as no harm would be done
by an accidental short-circuit between the mains and

coils.

These primaries should have the same number

of turns as were originally included between the medium+

r --i

D.C.

F-

2 mfds
U
LL

O

9

ó

lu

C

C_

Ó

2 mfds

TRIMMER

8

mfds
0'0003

O'00035

C

li®d
T

mfd.

0

'o

L.S.
C
N

2 mfds

O

0'01

mfd

n

mfd

_11
t__-:__.

T1

4

mfd

Complete circuit diagram, with values of components. The coil terminal points are marked with reference lettering corresponding
to that in the original diagrams of the " Band -Pass Three."

the metal work. In any case, the rotors of all three
tuning condensers should be insulated from the screens,
unless a special arrangement of fixed series isolating
condensers (as in the original " All-D.C. Three ") is

and long -wave tapped aerial connections and the earthed
ends of the coils.

adopted.
With regard to construction of the composite set under

as in the " All-D.C. Three." Any desired pressure, up
to a maximum of about no volts, can be obtained by
making connection to an appropriate tapping point on
the main 63o -ohm resistance, which_ acts as an H.T.

discussion, the builder is not restricted to any particular style, but it will probably be convenient in most
cases to combine the features of its two prototypesthe layout of the " Band -Pass Three for the receiver

circuit components, and a plinth base for the mains
equipment, which, as already stated, requires a certain
amount of ventilation.
The circuit diagram shows the more elaborate volume
B

Anode and screening grid voltages can be arranged
either as shown in the present circuit diagram, or exactly

potentiometer, in addition to limiting the voltages
applied to the valve filaments.

As a safety measure, it is almost essential that a pair
of fuses and a double -pole switch should be fitted in the
main feed leads ; the switch should always be " opened "
when making internal adjustments.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

POWER DETECTION.

Sir,-Mr. P. K. Turner, contending in your issue of October

8th that he was the first in this country to find that grid
rectification, properly arranged, is superior to anode bend,

alludes to our meeting iñ 1929, when Mr. Brereton and I had
decided that the anode -bend detector was too imperfect for
our needs, and were investigating the possible alternatives.
Mr. Turner arrived at an opportune moment. We had lately

road, in the now defunct Radio Broadcast, the articles by
Professor Terman on Grid Leak and Power Detection, and

had ourselves begun to try them out in combination. I mention
this. because of a mild hint of accusation running through Mr.
Turner's letter. He says, " if he remembers rightly," it was
at that time my intention to use Kirke detection for the South
Kensington set, and that a discussion arose because he stated
his view that it was unnecessary. In proof that we had actually
started our experiments in grid detection, I may remind Mr.
Turner of a trifling discussion we had upon grid -leak values,
when I mentioned that I had been using 100,000 ohms, and he
replied that for commercial reasons he could not.go below 250,000.

But if Mr. Turner found us in active pursuit of the power grid detector, and not yet resigned to the diode, as he seems
to have thought, we undoubtedly profited by his experience,
and were quick to try some of the values he was kind enough
to suggest. (Some of his " conditions for good -quality grid
rectification " need not obtain for push-pull rectification, by
the way.)

It is due to Mr. Turner to acknowledge his own claim to
It is due to ourselves, on the other hand, to point

priority.

out that we never claimed anything at all !
London, S.W.3.
R. P. G. DENMAN.
WIRELESS EXHIBITION, MANCHESTER.

Sir,-Having won the premier prize in the open competition
for home -constructed radio sets, I cannot let the opportunity
pass without acknowledging the help I have received from the
pages of The Wireless World.
In making up the set, I endeavoured to embody the very
latest ideas as expressed by several writers, which, together
with a few of my own, won me a total of 97 points out of 100.
Liverpool.

E. B. JONES.

SHIELDING AND H.F. RESISTANCE OF COILS.
Sir, -I have read with great interest the papers of Dr. Smith Rose on the matter of " screening," or, as we term it, " shield-

ing," and wish to correct the fallacy in this paper which is

so general as to have almost been generally accepted as truth.
The error I refer to is his assumption that the shielding or
screening of radio frequency inductance coils necessarily results
in an increase in the coil resistance. That this is not fact can
be determined very easily by the measurement of the resistance
of a given coil in both the screened and the unscreened con-

dition, and it will invariably be found that where a rational
distribution of the space within the screen has been employed,
the coil will show a lower resistance when screened than when
un screened.

In this assertion I assume, of course, that material of low

conductivity, such as copper or aluminium, is used, and assume
also that ratio of the coil diameter if cylindrical, or equivalent

diameter if of any other cross section, bears a relation to the
diameter, actual or equivalent, of the shielding can of the order
of 1 over the square root of 3. I assume also that coil and
the can are co -axial and that the coil ends are removed from the

can ends by reasonable distance of the order of one-half the
diameter of the coil.
Striking as it may seem under these conditions, coil resistance
is reduced by the application of shielding.

One might assume from this fact that the actual operational
characteristics of such coils as are used in radio circuits in the
broadcast band might be improved by this process. That is
not the fact, however, since- the very condition which brings
about the reduced resistance invariably brings about a more
than proportional reduction in inductance so that the coil when
shielded is not capable of as high a voltage step-up through
resonance, nor is it capable of as high a degree of selectivity as
when unshielded.
The phenomena, referred to above, which accounts for these
changes lies in the distribution of the magnetic flux without the
coil and within the shielding can, which, because of íts closer
approach to complete uniformity of distribution, markedly
reduces the irregularities of the current distribution across its
conductor. This is particularly true at the ends of the coil, and
results in a more effective working of the conductor of the coil
in that the current distribution is more nearly uniform, with a
resultant reduction in resistance. On the other hand, this great

uniformity in flux distribution is brought about through the
constraining .influence of the shielding can, which, however,
increases the reluctance of the magnetic flux path about the coil
through the mere limitation of the flux to the space within the
can and thereby reduces the inductance.

I believe that this peculiar condition is probably no more

definitely realised in England than it is here, and that the publication of these comments may be of some assistance to designing engineers in your country, as it has been in this.
LAWRENCE C. F. HORLE.
New York City,
September 11th, 1930

ACCUMULATOR CAPACITY.

Sir,-I noticed at Olympia that the 1,000 -hour rate of discharge has been adopted as the standard for calculating the
capacity of slow -discharge accumulators, a rate which is almost
always much slower than the average user's. I consider that
2Q0 hours would be a much more suitable period of discharge ;

the " 2,500 milliamp. hour " H.T. accumulator would then be
discharged at about 8 to 10 milliamps., and'the " 25 amp. hour "
L.T. accumulator at 80 to 100 milliamps. Both of these discharge currents are close to the loads applied in ordinary use,
and from the point of view of round numbers a 200 -hour rate
has the advantage of being ten times as long as the 20 -hour rate
of ordinary accumulators.
D. A. BELL.
Berkhamsted, Herts.

A GERMAN EXPERIMENT.
Sir,-Your Editorial under the above heading is very interest-

ing, as are your views addressed to the B.B.C. that a gramophone performance by first-class musicians would be better

appreciated by listeners than a flesh -and -blood performance by
poorly qualified amateurs.
There is, however, no reason to restrict such performances to
musicians, for gramophone records cover the whole field of
entertainment.

In your issue dated September 3rd, p. 235, you printed a letter
of mine on this self -same subject which would appear to have

anticipated and may even have inspired both the Stuttgart
experiment and your present Editorial, although I notice that
you have omitted t'o refer to my views.
Your remarks concerning methods of transmission might at
first glance appear to smack of sarcasm, although in fact quite
to the point, elementary though they be, but the B.B.C. " mandarins " are analogous to present-day schoolboys, i.e., ignorant
of such elementary subjects as reading, writing and arithmetic,
but possessed of a smattering of biology, psychology and the
other " ologies such as tends to make modern life so stupidly
complicated ande slipshod.
HERBERT S. COPPOCK.
Didsbury.
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A " Star " Programme-and Why.
Harry Lauder, Gracie Fields, Gertrude
Lawrence, and Henry Ainley-all in one
broadcast programme !
November 8th.

The

applied in advance to next Friday's effort
(October 31st). Although, of course, the
exact details are not divulged, I can state
that the ingredients include the full
National Chorus, directed by Stanford
Robinson; a glimpse in a broadcasting

date,:

And now the explanation of this seem-

ing prodigality
money.

with

the

programme

news room, showing how news is collected

and prepared for the microphone; a relay

0000

of

are to be given on November 3rd and

8th, the complete performances-artistes
and incidental music-being provided by

gramophone records.
Further, all the
announcements will be made by the same

By Our Special Correspondent.

means.

The mechanised artistes on November 3rd will include Maurice Chevalier,
Sacha Guitry, and Yvonne Printemps.
0000
Questions of "Radiofusion."
The Continentals seem much more 'enthusiastic over land -line relays than the
majority of listeners in this country. At
the Budapest Conference of the Union
Internationale de Radiofusion, concluded
last week, plans were discussed for developing the present sporadic policy into
a vast- scheme of international programme
exchanges.

oºoo

The Prince of Wales will broadcast

the " Poppy" Day " appeal on Novem-

ber 10th.
Armistice Day, in addition to the service
from the Cenotaph, will include a special
evening broadcast entitled " I.n Me-

moriam." The music of Elgar will form
the background to a programme built up
on the works of the War poets : Rupert

Brooke, Julian Grenfell, Edward Shanks,
and others.
At 10 o'clock British listeners will hear
the " Last Post " and Reveillé played by
the Belgian trumpeters at Menin' Gate.

charges for portables, or, better still, to
institute a system of wireless passports

whereby a single document would enable

the tourist to take his set from country,
to country without further trouble.
Flaws in the plan may be discovered
when the various countries begin to consider the portable as a possible weapon
for espionage.

0000

Future Meetings.

The next meetings of the Union are to
be held at Semmering (Austria) in February, and at Stresa (Italy) in June.
B 37

people, lasted fifty minutes.
Please, B.B.C., provide an alternative
to " The Economics of Finance," if only
to spare the feelings of the financially
embarrassed.

0000

"Michael Faraday."
Future National Lectures will be "Biology and Statecraft," on January 12th,

1931, by Sir Walter Morley Fletcher,

Presumably to put us in a receptive

certs. I confess that the innovation leaves

me frigidly calculating that it will rob

listeners of 5a hours of programme time
between now and next May.
0000
No.

Admittedly many musicians would be
distressed if their evening with Bach or

$eethoven were prefaced with fifteen

-

to

fascinating as it was to most intelligent

mood for what is to follow, the B.B.C.
is experimenting with a quarter-hour interval of silence before the opening of
the Wednesday evening symphony con-

Criminal tendencies are still imputed to
the miserable creature who dares to tour
Europe with a portable set. He passes

aim of the Radio Union is

there was no alternative, and the address,

000'o

0000
The Tourist's Portable.
For the first time, I believe, in the history of these conferences, the delegates
discussed the question of tourists' portables. It was high time.

The

last National Lecture, on March 24th,

A Good Idea ?

reception. So serious has this become that
the Conference has appointed " competent
committees to follow up the question."

bring about a standardisation of Customs

Economics of Finance."
When the Lord Chief Justice gave the

and " Michael Faraday," on March 4th,
by Sir William Bragg.

trations actually sent delegates. Some
useful talk was bestowed on the menace
of electrical interference with broadcast

Wireless Passports?

suitable alternative programme on Novem-

ber 28th, when Mr. Reginald McKenna

delivers a National Lecture -on " The

Armistice Day.

Fighting Electrical Interference.
That the Conference carries weight no
one can doubt. Eighteen countries were
represented, and fourteen postal adminis-

furtively from one country to another,
filling up a form here, dropping a pourboire there, until he begins to wonder
whether it would have been less trouble
to take the grand piano !
0000

" Eldorado " from Daly's Theatre;

and the début of a new quartette.
Friday's "Diversions " will be staged
at the unusual hour of 8 p.m.
0000
National Lectures Demand Alternatives.
I hope that the B.B.C.. will provide e

Gramophonic Announcements.
" Mechanical " vaudeville programmes

" EIAR RADIO TORINO! " - Signora
Maria Corsius, the new lady announcer at
Turin, who was chosen from 180 candidates. The necessary qualifications included not only the possession of a
pleasing voice, but the ability to read
market reports in a clever and original
manner!

Mr. Baldwin to Broadcast.

minutes of comedy patter, but if such an
item is on the bill between 7.45 and 7.55
they need not listen. Five minutes should
be the maximum period of silence ; this
would give the music -lovers an ample
chance to tune -in in good time without
being' outraged by the preceding items.
0000
Big Receipts : Few Free Seats.
By the way, the rush for season tickets

for these concerts has been mighty enough
to suggest that financial success is already
assured. The more optimistic prophets at

Savoy Hill foretell a 200 per cent. increase on the total takings this winter as

Mr. Stanley Baldwin's speech at Ashridge, the Bonar Law College, will be relayed - to London Regional on Novem-

compared with last year.
The " free list " has been cut down by
half.
0000

ber 8tl1_:

To -day and To -morrow.

The ex -Prime Minister's speech

follows the first dinner of the Ashridge
Fellowship, and is entitled "Education
in Citizenship."
0000
Something for Everybody.

" The best ' Diversions' hour yet " is
the description which a B.B.C. official

But the timé is coming (as we saw at

Olympia) when broadcast receivers wi,11
give so perfect a rendering of the original
that no one will give two brass terminals

for a seat at the Queen's Hall. Meanwhile the B.B.C. is wise to make hay
while the cone rattles.
-
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An American Idea Elaborated
I understand that the latest American sets
are often fitted with a so-called
" Local -Distance" switch, which is connected in such a way that the Hi'.
input- to the first valve may be reduced
to a very considerable extent when receiving near -by transmissions, thus

preventing overloading in the earlier
stages. Although my own " local station" is more than 40 miles away, a
device of this kind would be useful in
my new 2-v-1 set, particularly when it
is operated by unskilled members of
the house/told, who do not appreciate
the niceties .of predetection volume
control. (which is already fitted, together with provision for regulating-

A selection of queries of general interest
ís dealt with below. -

The Service ís subject to the rules of

followed by an anode -bend detector
and two L.P. stages, although rather

turn-or perhaps even a fraction of a

it until a mains electric supply be-

turn-in the aerial -earth circuit.

The purpose of the condenser C (which
may be of the semi -variable compression
type, with a maximum capacity of about
0.00(53 mfd.) is to prevent any change in
tuning due to removal of a large propor-

RULES.

WORLD Technical . Information Department is only available to registered readers
and subscribers. A registration form can be
obtained on application to the publishers.

(1,) Every communication to the Information Department must bear the reader's

registration- number.
(2.) Only one question (which must deal with
a single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(3.) Queries must be written on one aide of
the paper and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(4.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers or eliminators -. cannot ordinarily be
giv en ;under present-day conditions justice can-

notquestions
of this kind in the course
to

of a letter.
(5.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.

(6.) Designs for components such as Z.F.

chokes, power transformers, complex coil assemblies, etc., cannot be supplied.

(7.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless World " ; to standard manufactured receivers ;
or to " Kit" sets that have been reviewed used
in their original form and not embodyinv
'codifications.

comes available' next year. I should,
'however, like to improve its selectivity.by- adding an input band-pass
filter, but cannot remember ever having seen this arrangement mentioned

an .connection with this system of

made once, and should present no diffi-

T. W. C.
factory?
There is no reason at all why an input
filter should not be used before a neutralised triode valve, and, provided that
reasonable precautions are taken to ensure
satisfactory screening both between the
coils of the filter and between these coils
and the H.F. coupling, no trouble is to be
Where neutralised H.F.
anticipated.
stages are used, it is even possible to use
a double -tuned filter, with primary and
balancing windings added to the first coil,
as an intervalve coupling.

culty : with the switch in the " local

the

combination

would

be

satis-

0000

"Constant Impedance" Volume
Control.

Fig. 1.-Reducing aerial input without
variation of tuning: an especially useful
arrangement where a band-pass filter is
employed.

actual degree of reduction will depend on

The free service of THE WIRELESS

torily that 1 do not propose to change

R.P. amplification; do you think that

Adjustment of this condenser need only be

Can you tell me -how th arrange

the position of the tapping indicated by
This tapping point is
an arrow -head.
best determined by trial and error, and,
if your set is highly sensitive, it may be
found best to include no more than one

out of date, is working so satisfac-

tion of the -transferred aerial capacity.

matters - so

switch, aerial coupling is reduced; the

neutralised three -electrode H.1?. valve

Department, which are printed
below; these mast be strictly enforced
in the interest of readers themselves.
the

L.F. magnification). -

that operation of the
switch will not introduce any change
of tuning?
C. M. C.
Several American receivers include this
device, but.it seems that no particular precautions are taken -against the introduction of some slight variation in input circuit tuning by operation of the " Local Distance" switch. However, this undesirable change in tuning can be "prevented by adopting the arrangement
shown -in Fig. 1, for which a double -pole,
double -throw switch will be required.
When the switch blades are -in the
" up " position, the normal ,aerial connection is obtained. By throwing over the

Filter Preceding Neutralised Triode.

My present receiver, which employs a

position, its setting should be varied until

signals are at maximum strength, indicating that the input circuit is again

accurately tuned.

nection of an external aerial, but, as
I am now living in a -locality where
reception conditions are " poor;' I
should like- to make this addition,
is

ex-

tremely limited, so I should be grateful if you would describe the necessary alterations in the simplest
T. L. G.
possible way.
You should find no difficulty in con-

necting an aerial; it should be joined,
through a fixed condenser of 0.0001 mfd.,

to the grid terminal of the first valve.

This. valve is easily identified, as it will
almost certainly be of the screen -grid
type, with an anode terminal mounted on
its glass bulb. An earth lead must be
conndcted

to the negative accumulator

terminal, or, if more convenient, to the

metal screening.

If selectivity is found to be poor when

the aerial is added, it would be worth
while to substitute an aerial series condenser of. 0.00005 mfd. for the value
suggested above.

showing how a double potentiometer
may be connected_ to a loud speaker
as a volume control in such a way that

the output circuit impedance is not

greatly changed. Will you please tell
me where a potentiometer of this
special type may be obtained.

S.P.D.

0000

Adding an Aerial.
My H.C.-det.-2L./l'. four -valve transportable set has no provision for the con-

if it can be done easily.
My technical knowledge

In the " Readers' Problems " section of
" The Wireless World " for October
1st, you publish a circuit diagram

These " differential " potentiometers,

with two resistance elements and a double
slider, are obtainable from Claude Lyons,
Ltd., 79, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

0000

Voltage Regulation.

I understand that -an anode bend detector, when supplied with anode current by an eliminator, should be fed
through a potentiometer rather than
through a series voltage -absorbing
resistance. 1 f this is correct, what

should be. the value of the potentio-

J. B. F.
meter?
No great harm is done by using a series
resistance of " a comparatively low value,
but when it becomes necessary to absorb
a large surplus voltage, potentiometer
control is infinitely better, as it helps to
maintain good anode voltage regulation.
Without knowing the voltage to be
applied across the potentiometer, we can-

not definitely assign a value to it, but,
in general, its resistance should be such
that it passes about four or five times
as much current as is likely to be consumed by the valve. Assuming an

eliminator output of 200 volts, a 50,000-ohm potentiometer should be suitable.
B 38
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Radio Engineers from the earliest days
of radio, equipped to produce quantity

with the same meticulous perfection
as a single part. That is why an
Ormond product not only gives the
best results, but proves easily the best
value for money.

The Ormond name is a guarantee that
satisfaction is certain.

Fitted with
Ormond large

The Ormond
Corner Cabi-

net Loud-

speaker,
Height, 39 in.
Width, 21 11 in.

Depth, 13 in.

1

Chassis and
Cone in a Solid

Oak Cabinet.
Price

79/6

94e,1

ORMOND Range

The Ormond" De

Luxe" Loud-

of LOUDSPEAKERS

speaker with a new
type cone andbaffle,

with adjustment, in

either Oak or Mahogany.
Price

The ORMOND ENGINEERING Co. Ltd.
Ormond House, Rosehery Avenue, London, E.C.1
'Phone: Clerkenwell 5534-5-6 & 9344-5-6.

'Grams. "Ormondengi, Smith."

for PUNCH, POWER,
B39

50/ -

The Ormond "Popular" Loudspeaker in Oak or Mahogany,
fitted with an adjustment at
the back.

Price

29/6

E.+ Pt1RITY"!

Advertisements for " The Wireless World4"á a only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Make your own
records

OCTOBER 29TH,

DIRECT TO ALTERNATING CURRENT

CONVERTERS.
FROM 50 WATTS UPWARDS.
PRICE, 50 to 100 WATTS, £10-0-0.

Here is an opportunity to make permanent

In order to show

gramophone records of your children's voices,

construction, end
shields removed.

musical talents, greetings and messages of your
relatives and friends or of your own- voice. The
records are made by a simple device connected

up to your radio set and gramophone. Complete apparatus with six double sided records,

PRICE

£4.72.0

LANG & SQUIRE
LTD.,

Extra records 4d. each.

-

SIMPLE.

INEXPENSIVE.
PERMANENT.

Parts may be boughs separately.

WALES FARM RD.,
ACTON, W.3.
'Phone: Chis. 0493.

FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION.
ENTERTAINING.

Write for full details and descriptive leaflet, explaining the secret of
this wonderful home recording device to:-

CAIRNS&MORRISON, Ltd., 33 Percy St., LONDON, W.1
Telephone - Museum 6564.

N

Send for Lists.

& K INDUCTOR LOUD SPEAKER

,...,.._.._.._..,.._.._.._.._......_.._i._.._.._

RADIO DATA

"The performance is remarkable for
the unusual output in the bass .....
The general effect is perhaps the
closest approximation to that of the

fnd

moving coil that has yet been achieved

CHARTS A

with a moving iron armature."
-Wireless World Test Report, July 30th
£3 10 0
Chassis Complete

t

design.

on entirely new principles will
reproduce Gramophone music at
its best.

Perfect
Loud Speaker

®

i
I

A. BROCIERSEN,

'Phone: Cleekenwell 7286

in

By R.
All

T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.
keen amateurs will appreciate this book.

PRICE 4/6 net

BY POST 4/10

From all leading booksellers, or direct from the Publishers.
Published from the offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD"

Illustrated catalogues free on request.

11, Northampton Se.. Roswell Rd., Landon, E.C.1.

BACS

receiver design

Screens of distinctive and artistic
The N & K PICK-UP, developed
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SA

Providing most of the essential Data required

Also in Cabinets and on Sound
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SAVE OR i
S.O.S__

The ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
of WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
and TELEPHONY

SPEND

YOU WILL SURELY SAVE

if you adopt a

REDFERN
Accumulator

Third Edition,
o Revised by
H

TRAY

these Trays are made will protect your
Furniture Table Covers, Carpets. etc.

REDFERN'S

RUBBER

WORKS

LTD.,

9' x 6'

114'x6°

Hyde,

-

-

0
0
0
0
0

PRICE

H

0

" READ MIAD" PROVEN

PERFORMANCE

COMPONENTS
"HILO" H.F. CHOKE

A real "de -luxe " H.F. Choke-high inductance ;

extremely low self -capacity. Efficient over tuning
range of so to 2,000 metres. Solid ebonite
hand -turned forme on bakelite base. Price
VV

4/6

0
159, Borough High Street London Bridge, S.E.1.
Phone: Bop

5555.

'Grams: "Readirad, Sediel.

O. F. BROWN, B.Sc.

0

2/6
3/3

Cheshire.

by R. D. BANGAY

THE standard book of instruction for
wireless beginners and students.
This new and revised edition brings the
whole subject into line with modern
developments in wireless. The style is
clear and simple and attention is given
to the theoretical elements of electricity
and magnetism : to the dynamo : and to
the properties of waves. A leaflet which
gives full particulars of the volume,

in which to stand your accumulators.
The Acid -Resisting Rubber of which
6' x 45'
1/6

o

including a synopsis of the chapters,
will be sent on request.

!

0

10/6 net, by post 11/-

%

0hj

\

From all leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
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ADVERTISEMENTS .
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEIVIENTS.
NOTICES.

WITHOUT FEAR-

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns is :

12 words or less, 2/- and 2d. for
additional word.

Send your material for creditwhere radio part exchange began.

every

A service ruled only by economics,
above bargaining or petty gain.
Particulars front the Secretary,

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and

address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a

contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous

OMNIA APPLEBY'S,
di.......7=r2B3 Chapel St., Marylebone, London
HONOR

SUPER

Hertford Street,

Coventry ;

Guildhall

1 Exchange for New ; write to us before purchasing
elsewhere and obtain expert advice from wireless engineer of 25 years' professional wireless experience;
send- a list of components or the components themselves, and we will quote you by return post; thousands of satisfied clients.-Scientific Development Co.,
57, GuildhaII St., Preston.
[0226
NEW All -Wave Four Receiver, in mahogany cabinet, including gramophone pick-up, C.A.V. 140v.
accumulators, Exide L.T. Magnavox speaker,
extra 4 valves, everything as new, professionally built;
cost over £26, bargain at £16!10.-Wine Stores, 43,
High St., Penge, S.E.
[1873
H.T.

"

to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19,

Receivers for Sale.-Contd.
YOUR Old Receiver or Component Taken in Part

MUSIC Magnet Font, - complete unopened cartón,
bought mains set, c.o.d. willingly; £8110.-Box
7889, a/o The Wireless World..
[1871

Buildings,

Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.

-VALVE Lissen De Luxe Portable, perfect condition

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular

and selectivity; £8 for 20 guineas value.Hughes, 99, Broomfield Av., Pelmets Green, N.13.

issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All

[1868

advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

CLIMAX A.G. All Mains Receiver, as new, guaran-

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw

teed; £7110.-Barrington, 186, St. James' Rd.,

advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
Oo

Croydon.

-

[1855

and crossed ___-- - Notes being

McNIICHAEL. Super Range Portable Four, perfect
condition; £15.-Morrey, 20, Howard Rd., Cools don, Surrey.
[1854

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

ALL Guaranteed Condition, 7 -day trial.-Brownie
crystal set, 5/-; 3 crystal sets, mahogany cabinets, 4/-; 2 pairs Fellows phones, as new, 7/6; Browns
A, 10/6; General Radio 3 -valve set, splendid working
order, complete with valves and speaker, £3; another,
mahogany cabinet, complete, £3; H.M.V. cabinet
gramophone, splendid condition, £2; send 1r/2d. stamp
full list.-Electrocet Radio Co., Solihull, Birmingham.

& SONS Ltd.,

untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World " Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who

Sour copy
Have you hadCatalogue.

he

of new

are

Benjamin 1931

Rotary Switches
by
s.
described and their use iisrindic a
interesting
of
series
for
List
1142.
Write to -night

Ltd.,
Messrs. The Benjamin Electric
Tariff Read, Tottenham,

reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;.
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

III DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no

FIGURED OAK
RADIO GRAMOPHONE
CABINET.

different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to £ro, a deposit fee of r/- is charged ; on
transactions over £Io and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over
£50, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset

Dome

Lid, Hand French
polished full grain,
Will take gramophone and set up
to -21"x 9" panel, and 16" baseboard, speaker and battery compartment IS" high, 21" wide and
16" deep, fret front with silk
backing round, and separate

House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to

tJ

Doctors.-Read

- á.4
Send for Illus. Catalogue.
Price

-

Delivered free England and Wales.
Scotland 216 extra.
Crate 7/6 extra, returnable.

F. DIGBY, 9, The Oval,

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.
laneous.

baffle behind fret to take any

size chassis.

Cash returned in full if not satisfied.
We can fit any motor at list price.

GCOTT SESSIONS and

Co.,

Great Britain; Radio

advertisement

under

Miscel[0264

HIRE a McMichael Portable Set, by day or week,
from. Alexander Black, Wireless Doctor and Consultant, 55, Ebury St., S.W.1. Sloane 1655.
[0328
STRAIGHT Five Portable, makers' 12 months' guarantee; 8 guineas, complete.-Mosby, 507, London
Rd., Sheffield.

[1169
MARCONIPHONE 4 -valve, with H.T. unit, trickle
charger, moving coil speaker, all suitable 100

volts A.C., also accumulator; original price £54, what
offers 1-Box 7883, c/o The Wireless World.
[1867
EVERYMAN Three, including valves, eliminator,
trickle charger, accumulator, speaker; £10.-47,
Meadowside Rd., Cheam, Surrey.
B41
Advertisements for

[1865

as

new, unassembled, 24in. double linen diaphragm
speaker with 66K Blue Spot unit, 10 -guinea Amplion
A.R.19 speaker, in real lacquer, all perfect; offers.Pomfret, Belle Due, Ebbw Vale, Mon.

[1882

MEGA VOX, the perfect and most powerful " Wireless World " Three (S:G. Det. Pen), exactly
to specification, in handsome oak pedestal cabinet,
complete with long- and medium -wave coils, valves,
L.T. and H.T. accumulators or D.C. eliminator;
£12/10; Amplion "Lion" cabinet speaker, all as
new; demonstration with pleasure.-Singleton, Sum-

anteed. -Simmons
Southend-on-Sea.

sender.

each one by post.

1J

[1876

3 VALVE All -wave Receivers, £3/17/6 complete;
cabinet speakers, 20/-; all worth double, guar-

decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

7 031 Music Magnet Four Kit, valves, cabinet,

merlands, Yeovil.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer

regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

[1852

folly

Hackney Rd., London E.2. Bishopsga a 6458.

Radio,

9,

Ilfracombe

Avenue,
[1874

LIVERYMAN Four, built by leading manufacturers,
1./ solid oak cabinet, -in- perfect condition, Varley
anode resistance, Rich Bundy choke, filter, output,
circuit, complete; £7.-10, Audley Gardens, Seven
Kings.

[1934.

A MPLION 4 -valve 2S.G. Portable, in use 3 weeks,

ti perfect condition; £17/10.-Box 7898, c/0 The
Wireless World.

[1936

ORMOND Portable, 5 -valve, new; £10, or offer.-

[1941
Ward, 9, Jellicoe Av., Lincoln.
TZ ILOMAG Four, all -mains, 5 -compartment metal
11 cabinet. including eliminator, 2 A.C.S.G.,
A.C.H.L., P.650 salves, J.B. condensers, Varley transformer, best components throughout, splendid range,
supply voltage 210-220-230 A.C., new, £18, components
alone worth more; new Brown Vee unit speaker, with
ornamental baffle, 25/-.-Shephard, Highclere, High field Rd., Blackheath, Birmingham.
[1932

PHILLIPS 2515, 2 valves, all electric, 230v., A.C., 50

cycles, 6 weeks' use, seal intact, guaranteed; £9.
[1931
-Gore, 79, Foley St., Hereford.
McMICHAEL Super -range Portable Four, very little

used, perfect condition; £17, or near. offer.Addey, " Ramzon,' Cuckoo Hill Rd., Pinner. [1929

YOU CANNOT GET

Realistic Reproduction from Records
unless you use a

NOVOTONE
Write for Folder N.W.

GAM-BRELL RADIO LTD.,

6, Buckingham St., Strand, W.C.2.

FAMOUS American Grebe Syncrophase 5, complete

with valves, accumulator, and 200v: 60ma. H.P.
eliminator; a. real bargain, £18.-'Phone: Streatham
2454.. Mack, 58, Thornton Av Streatham Hill. [1928

® SRAM Magnet 3, loud -speaker and D.C. H.T. Ekes

unit; £8.-Ford, 122, Chancery Lane.
[1927
EVERYMAN Four, complete- with Standard wet
battery (140v.), in cabinet and Marconi cone
speaker; lot £12.-Marks. 'Phone Padd. 9712 (after
7 p.m ).

" The Wireless World "alaiwir only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

[1926
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Receivers for Sale.-Contd.

Chargers and Eliminators.-Contd.

23/10. -5 -valve Transportable. complete, less valves,

ROMPTON Rotary Convertor, 200-220v. D.C. input

-fitted turntable; snip, £3/10!-Frost, 132, St.

dew

evenings.-Olds, 102, Gaisford St., Kentish Town.

to --give 50 cycles R.C. output, with starter, fre
quency meter 50 cycles, voltmeter 0-250, and Zenith
D.W. transformer; £12 all; loco.-"Rhapsody-Twin,'
22, BunhrIl Row,-EA.1.
[1886

-VALVE Portable, receives Continentals, complete;
£5. --2, Dollis Hill Av., Cricklewood.
[1908

GILJAY 200-50 D.C. Charger, output 15 volts, 5
amps.; £3; guaranteed.-Harris, 67, Redlands
Rd., Penarth.
[1855

John St., E.C.1.
-.[1925
EVERYMAN Four; £8, bargain; demonstration
-

[1909

EVERYMAN Four, powerful and high quality, perfect, valves, coils; £6, or nearest. -27,- Sneath

--

Av., Golders Green, Ñ.W.11.-

SALE or Exchange. -210v.
Davenset station
charger; £18; would'entertain part exchange -for
garage type: or 6a Tungar.-Norton and Shapley, Lucius
St., Torquay.
[1858

[1906

NEW 3 -valve Receiver, good components and-"cabiIN net; £3; " W.W." deposit system.-R. Phillips,
48, Somerset Rd., Teddington, Middlesex.
[1906
3 VALVE S.G. Cossor "Melody` Maker, H.T. eliminator,

large Brown horn loud -speaker, complete;; ' £7.Battersby, 45, Stanley Park Rd., Carshalton, urrey.

ECG 1930 A.C. Eliminator, type 3F20, 200-250v.
input, output 150v. 60v. and S.G. tapping; £3/3.

Compiled by the

Staff of

[1893

AT Third Cost Price.-Burne-Jones special built Receiver, 2 R.I.R.C.C. stages, RI. push-pull output,
P625A, P625, P.M.5X valves, wired for gramophone
nick -up, exceptional tone and range (£12/10), with
Ecko 100m.a. 200-250v. D.C. Eliminator; £15.-Tetley,
9, Prince;Wales Teri., London, W.8.
[1836
PHILLIPS' 2 -valve Amplifier, cost 45/-, 16/6;
Celestion balanced armature unit," 12/6; Marconi H.T. unit, "D.C.; 18/6; c.o.d.-4, Brecon Rd.,
Ilandsworth, Birmingham.
[1943
-

--Bickerton, 21, Russell Gardens, Golders Green.
A BRIEF SURVEY

Claude Lyons Lta

SCIENCE" OF RADIO

SAVAGE'S Specialise in Wireless Power from the
Mains; reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
SAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite

and dealing with

the varied

uses

Bobbins; intending home constructors should write

for list.

of "CLAROSTAT ' Products, etc.

- IT'S FREE -

SAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers, 1,50C
volts D.C. test, 1 mfd. 2/-, 2 mid. 3/-, 4 mfd. 5/3:
500 volts D.C. test, 1 mfd. 1/6,-2 mfd. 2/3; 4 mfd
3/ 9.
SAVAGE'S Power Chokes for the Power Pentode Two.

smoothing L:C.36G, 181-;
output L.0.36P.G.,
19/6; many other types available, write for list.

BRIEF SUMMARY

ACCUMULATORS-BATTERIES.

GUARANTEED H.T. Batteries Direct from Factory.
to You. -The Constant H.T. battery at factory
prices, 40% less than other well known batteries: 66
volt battery, 4/9; 99 volt battery, -6/9; -108 volt

A " Foreword " of considerable importance to you.Standard Clarostat, including Manufacturing Types.Power Clarostat, 35 Watt.: How to build a SuperEliminator.-The Volume Control : [[ow to use it :
Distant
12 Circuits.-The Table -Type Clarostat :
control of volume.-The Super -Power 'Clarostats
(250 Watts.) : How to use them.-" HUM-DINGER
Clarostats and their functions: 3 Circuits.-(The
Hum-Dinger" is essential in all mains -operated

Marchmont St., W.C.1.

Bias, Decoupling and Grid -Suppressor Wire -wound
Resistances : How to use them (Circuits).-The New

WET

Battery Replacements,

new

process

sacs,

approximately .30,000 ma.; 2/6 per dozen;
particulars free.-Scottish -$atteries, Braeside, Uphall
Station.

[1728

battery, 7/6; 120 volt battery, 8/9; each battery has
a guaranteed life of 250 hours at a discharge-. of 10
m.amp; postage 1/6.-The Constant Battery Co., 80,
,[1820

--

ACCUMULATOR HIRE.
DON'T Buy Dry Batteries, join our service; we keep
you continuously supplied with fully charged
C.A.P. high tension accumulators, by regular exchanges, anywhere within 12 miles of Charing Cross,

less than the cost of unreliable dry batteries;

for

nothing to buy-no deposit, payment on each delivery
or by quarterly subscription; if your dry batteries have
been in use for one month or more we definitely guarantee that accumulators will give better and more selective reception; we also give the same service with low
tension accumulators or maintain your own at equally
advantageous 'terms. from the smallest portable size
upwards; over 10,000 satisfied users:-Write or 'phone
now to London's largest, most efficient and complete
wireless accumulator service, for their interesting folder
132, post free.-Radio Service (London)
Ltd., 105,
Torriano Av., Camden ltd., N.W.5. 'Phone; North
0623 (3 lines).
[1466

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.
PHILIPSON'S Safety H.T, Supply Units are Famous
for Reliability and Silent Working.

etUR New Prices Again Make Them Famous for
Value; for D.C. mains model D.C.4 gives 120v. at
15 ma., 27/6;;D.0.5. 150v. at 25 m.a., 1 fixed, 2 var.
tappings, 35/-; for.A.C. mains model A.0.7; 120v. at
20 ma., £3; A.C.5. 150v. at 30 m.a., 1 fixed, 2 var.
tappings, £311716; A.C.6, for 25 cycle mains, £5.
$.'T. Supply Units are Guaranteed for 12 months; write for our booklet,
pHILIPSON'S'Safety

" Radio Power."
PHILIPSON and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge, Bolton. 'Phone: 2038. 'Grams: Safety,
Bolton. Est. over 50 years.
[0318
TANTÁLUM and Lionium for A.C.Rectifiers, blue
11
print's for inexpensive I3.T. and L.T. chargers.Blackwells Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Garston, Liver pooh

-

-

[1209

CHESTER -BROS.-All: types- of mains transformers
kJ and chokes to any specification.-Chester Bros.,
495, Cambridge Rd., London, E.2.
fIRESTER BROS.-Type V3 220+220v., 35 ma., 5v:
lvJ 1.6a., C.T.,- 4v. 4a. C.T., 27/6.
CHESTER EROS.-Type W.10, for HT., 3 or, 4, output 135v. 50 m.a. and 4v. 4a., C.T.; 23/6.
CHESTER BROS.-Smoothing chokes, constant inductance, type C.B.2, 45 henrys, 25 ma.; 15/-.
ClIESTr,Zt BROS.-Write for lists of standard
models. Please note change of address.
[I477

[1856

ELIMINATOR Godwinex, D.C., 4 tappings, conddiI
Lion and performance as new; 25/ -,-Thomas, 75
St. Mary's Terrace, Bradford.
11855

THEIR A"PlICATIONS

SAVAGE'S Mains Transformers for the New Westing.
house Units; please write for list.
SAVAGE'S New Foreign Listeners' Four Equipment.
-Transformer, N.F.L.4, 33/-; smoothing. choke,
C32G, 20/-; output choke C32/0, 20/-.
SAVAGE'S " Wireless World " Four Equipment.
k7 mains teransformer, W. W.4, 34/-; smoothing and

radios).-The New Clarostat Type " F.W." Grid CLAROSTAT GENUINE CONTINUOUS WIRE HIGH -RESISTANCE POTENTIOMETERS : How to use them : 24

Valuable Schematic Circuits.-The New Clarostat
Type " F.R." Flexible Resistors and Type " F.C."Fixed Tap genuine wire resistors.- G.R." Type
365 Rectifier Transformers and Type 366 Double Choke "B.A.T." D.C., H.T. ELIMINATORS.-How
to make an entirely satisfactory D.C. Mains Unit at
home.-" B.A.T.' A.C., H.T. ELIMINATORS.-' KIT for the home -construction of satisfactory A.C.
Mains Units.-Scale wiring plan and instructions for

bias chokes, type W.W.4C, 16/- each; centre tappet
output choke, L.C.36P.G., 19/6.

SAVAGE'S Mains Transformer, B.T.4, 500-0-500 volt:
120 m.amps., 71/2 volts 3 amps., 6 volts 3 amps.

4 volts 2 amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp., all
centre tapped, specially developed to facilitate automatic bias in all stages; 57/6.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformer, V.T.37, 250-0-25(

volts 60 m.amps., 4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 1 amp.,
4 volts 1 amp., 4 volts 2 amps., all centre tapped, a
useful instrument for modern receivers with automatic
bias in every stage; 35/-.
SAVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Choke:
..

are carefully constructed from first class material:
with an exceptionally generous margin of safety;. they
are fully guaranteed and may be purchased with con-

SETS '

A.C. ELIMINATORS.-The ' C.R.A." New Filamentless,

fidence.

long -life, Rectifier Tube, " G.R." Type U.X. Socket
for American Tubes, ' B.A.T.," " Q.M.B.' Switches,
B.A.T." L.T. SUPPLY UNITS : How to build 1.0

SAVAGE'S Have Moved to Larger Premises; please
note .new address: 292, Bishopsgate, London.
Telephone: Bishopsgate 4297.
[1784,

or 2.0 Ampere Models satisfactorily at home. BATTERY
CHARGES (I and 2 Amp.).-High Voltage Smoothing

E.C.2.

METAL RECTIFIERS.-Five
' WESTINGHOUSE"
selected and recommended METAL RECTIFIER Circuits.-

RADIELLE Model R.K. (200-250v. A.C.), output
400 volt 80 ma., 2 variable. and 1 S. grid tappings; cost £15. sell £5; brand new.-Priestley, 8.

and Bye -pass Condensers and Condenser " Packs."THE

Grosvenor Gardens, Muswell Hill, London, N.10. [1922

The New and Interesting " B.A.T." " UNIVERSAL "

MAINS TRANSFORMER.-" B.A.T." Power Transformers
for all Circuits.-" B.A.T." Power Chokes for all

BRYCE'S.-"Wireless World " Four - Mains trans.
formers, A.B.4;- 26/6; guaranteed; write for
lists.-Bryce's, - 54, Dawson St., Bury,

Circuits.-Recommended D.C. Eliminator Circuit:
" Raytheon" A.C., H.T. Unit Circuit: Adding
Variable Tapping to an Eliminator: Adding Variable
Grid -Bias to an Eliminator.-Recommended Gramo-

-

transformer
Lancs.

Luxe Push -Pull Output Battery -Operated and " PAM "
(Reg'd. Trade Mark) A.C.-OPERATED AMPLIFIERS.Four exceptionally useful "Gadgets": Wall -Insulator:
" G.R."
American to European Valve -Adapter ;
No. 446, 4 -Terminal Voltage Divider. " B.A.T."
Gramophone Pick-up Scratch -Filter."

[1920

MAINS Transformers and Chokes Made to Speeifica-

tion in 24 hours.-Challis, 22; Park Rd., Rugby.

[1915

Previous Editions of
the rE CLAROSTAT " BOOK:

CABINETS.

/925 -1st Edition xo,000 copies, 12 pp.
1926 -2nd
16
15,000
2928 -3rd
25,000
24 ,:
1929 -4th

1930 -5th

50,000

32

,

CABINETS to Your Own Requirements; quotation;
by return.-Hammonds, 1, Stratford St., Nun.

baton.

,,

50,000
48
TO BE RIGHT " UP TO DATE " IN
RADIO, YOU MUST HAVE THIS
VALUABLE BOOK.
POST FREE.

SEND NOW, IT IS FREE, AND

[1899

REGENTONE W5 H.T. Eliminator, L.T. trickle
charger, 230-250 A.C. mains; £4/15, listed
£511716.-" Redcot," Arthur's Hill, Shanklin,

phone Pick-ups and Turn -Tables.-" BAT." De -

i

[1234

DIGBY'S Cabinets.-Table models in solid oak ant
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/-.
DIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resistor
ebonite if required.
IGBY'S . Cabinets.-Pedestal model, with separate

battery components; from 56/- to £12.

DIGBY'SCabinets Made to Customers' own Designs

.

CLAUDE LYONS Ltd.
76 OLDHALL ST., LIVERPOOL.
40 BUCKINGHAM GATE, S.W.1.

TI IGBY'S Cabinets.-Write for new 16 -page art cata.

li logue.-F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd.; E.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.

V 63,

[0128

for All Requirements.-F. W.
Shaftesbury St., London, N.1. Clerkenwell

Mention of " The Wireless World," builtén writing to advertisers. will ensure profnjot attention.
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EGYPT
NATAL
SOUTH AFRICA
MALTA

00 Val,
" You will be pleased

to learn that from my
last

advertisement in
The Wireless World,'
letters reached me from

EGYPT,

NATAL,

SOUTH AFRICA,
and goods were sold to
a person residing in
MALTA.
This undoubtedly proves

the high value of your
paper.
W.W.83

WILLIAM WINFIELD,
4, ARTHUR ST.,
HULL ROAD,

Cabinets.-Contd.
practical models in
KAY'S
Cabinets.-Exclusive
radio
and radiogram cabinets; 50% cheaper than
elsewhere, used and recommended by the most dis-

tinguished and discriminating radio experts; a range
of 60 designs to select from; illustrated - price lists
free.-H. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer, Mount
Pleasant Rd., London, N.17. 'Phone : Walthamstow
1626.

[1789

illustrated list free; radioARTCRAFT
Cabinets,
grams, from
79/6; unbeatable value.-rteraft
Works, Grant Rd., Croydon.
Established 1925.
'Phone: 1981.
[1814

COILS, TRANSFORMERS. ETC.
TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Eliminators.-Chester Bros., 495, Cambridge Rd., Lon E.2.

00 and

e1d 000r tohhem lsa

gDesetc oau

inmg

os

msisptoa[rnt9c7a0don,

Wireless World " receivers; 1/6 each, post free.Groves Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury. [1732

AND Pass Four Coils, 25/- per set; Band Pass
Three coils, 37/6 per set as specified; c.o.d. or
deposit.-Smith, 3, Park Parade, Harlesden, N.W.10.
[1877

47/-; Band -Pass Four,
A
BAND-PSS
ThreeOneCoils,
70/-; Regional
and Band -Pass unit, coils,

17/6 pair; All D.C. Three, coils, 32/6; D.C. Foreign
Listeners' Four, ganged coils with links and condensers, 52/6; coils for all " Wireless World" and other
receivers; complete lists post free; trade supplied.Simmonds Bros., The Original and Best Coil Manufacturers. now at 33, Rabone Lane, Smethwick. [1627a
U. C. WIRELESS.-All ' W.W." coils; D.C. Three
choke, resistances; write for list; see
Miscellaneous.

under
[1913

£1/4; A.F.5C.C., 25/-;
A.F.5C.
FERRANTI
O.P.M.3C, 20/ -.--Gilbert, 54, Hazelbourne Rd.,
[1924
S.W.12.
BAND-PASS Three Coils, 30/- set; slotted formers
for winding, 8/6 set; grooved primary supports,
2/- set, all post free.-Groves Brothers, St. Mary's
Place, Shrewsbury.

[1904

YORK.

DYNAMOS, ETC.
ML Motor Generator, 200v. A.C. output, 4500. 120
mA., and 6v. 8 amps., complete with H.T. and
L.T. smoothing, practically new; cost £32, accept £10
[1889
-11, Lythalls Lane, Coventry.

m

Make Use of
The

Wireless

pEWorld

gpDlO ~°V16W

DEPOSIT
DEPARTMENT
A recent user writes:
" Please accept my thanks
for the services rendered in

the purchase of the eliminator
which I have decided to keep.
You can therefore forward the

money to the seller with my
thanks.

"I shall always praise your
Deposit System which is the
safest way of dealing with
strangers that I know of."
W. H. THEWLIS,
49, Webster Street,
OLDHAM, Lancashire.

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS, ETC.
Pick-ups and Tone Arms, cranked, 22/6 each;

BT.H.
send for list.-G2VM, 27a, ,.Bridget St., Rugby.

[1834

LISSEN 30/- Pick-up, 16/-, perfect; volume control,

2/6; megostat I.M., 3/6.-Briggs, Carlton Rd.,
[1900

Shipley.

Deposit System are given on the first page of
Miscellaneous Advertisements.

94

1343

extravagant
for the
new Graham
claims

Farish Speaker.
It simply tells
the truth - without

distortion. We only

invite your com-

Discs, special apparatus
TELEVISION
Scanning
used by P. D.
Walters, Esq., for receiving American transmissions.-Supplied by John Salter, Feather-

parison with any other
Speaker near the
price, or treble the

VALVES.
Valve.-If you require power you cannot
do
better
than
one of these (or matched in
AMPLIFIER

cide. You will agree
that never before was

PICTURE RECEIVER APPARATUS.
stone Buildings, High Holborn. W. C.

[1706

pairs if required).

6, plate volts 400 (maximum),
FILAMENT
grid bias 84Volts
volts (approx.), impedance 800 ohms,
amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance 4.35
m.a./volts; price now reduced to £5; see article "The

Wireless World," 24th July, 1929, then send to North
London Valve Co., Ltd., 225/, Cazenove Rd., Stoke
Newington, London, N.16.

[0341

TWO Osram S.G.610, one H.L.610, one H.L.210, all
absolutely unused; one P.625, one 11.210, used
test. only; 45/- the lot; three 11.612, one 11.610, one
11.4, all useful, thrown in. -10, Audley Gardens, Seven
Kings.

price if you will --we
will let your ear desuch value offered at
such reasonable cost.
Driven by adjustable 4 pole
unit, the Graham Farah
Speaker is obtainable in
three distinctive finishes,
mahogany, walnut and oak.
Price 4e-/-.

[1933

LOUD -SPEAKERS.
BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO 36 -page Booklet,
" Sound Advice is Yours for the Asking "; write
now for new edition; see displayed advertisement on
page 23.

Full particulars of "The Wireless World"

We make no

[0231

7R EAI.ISTIC Speakers, true to name, the greatest
11, advance to, perfection, not a cone or horn type;
write to -day for particulars; Realistic chassis and
speakers demonstrated daily.-Realistic Speakers, 72,

Penton St., N.1; also 52, Broadwater Rd., Worthing.

it,

[1296

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable-.
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EXIDE BATTERIES AT LESS THAN
HALF LIST PRICE.
Surplus stock, slightly used, supplied fully charged and
filled with acid. inspection invited.
7o -volt High Tension batteries consisting of 7 heavy

capacity WH xo-volt units in Exide crates . £1 6 0
An opportunity not to be missed for giving
up noisy dry batteries or eliminators and

installing a really satisfactory source of

high tension supply.
2 -volt 3o amp. actual Exide type r-CZG-3 69
io-volt units, 2 -volt tappings for grid bias
type W.J.G.
27
Terms-cash with order. Seven days' approval.
Carriage forward.
WorTowks,

J. WEAVER, BritanniaCamden

Kin.Wg's.I. Road,

n, N

'

North 3326.

POW
substantially

built,

for

CHOKES

guaranteed
twelve months
smoothing circuits

in eliminators dealing with currents

loo to.3oo milliamperes,

F,

C:W.o.ree.

L oud.Speak ers.-Contd.
EPOCH Moving Coil Speakers.

EPOCH.
1y PGCH.-Everybody

heard-who didn't P34 ' agreed with the London " Evening News " that
the Super Cinema Model was truly named.
who

any make

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Dept. W.,
853, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, LONDON, 8.W.17.

ARE
YOU ON D.C.?
If so you can make your set a
MAINS Ft tee cseivesr for 30'-

A most marvellous
Eliminator.
Output 130-180 rn/m

Test Booklet
W.W. FREE
of

cannot

101

be

adequately

EPOCH.revis-Alled. standart:s of quality reproduction must

such

clarity

been

EPOCH.-Never before bas souls sensitivity and power

been obtained in a Home model.
EPOCH Model 101.-The speaker of no comparison.
EPOCH.-Epoch Permanent Magnet Moving Coil
Speakers; all models greatly improved.

Hum whatever.

FULLY
GUARANTEED.

SOLE AGENTS:
E. PAROUSSI.

10, Featherstone Bldgs., High Holborn, W.C.1.

'Phone: Chancery 7010

EPOCH.-Magnificent woodwork, very compact.

EPOCH. -They cost less than some inakes of inferior
units without Cabinets.

UP0011.-Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker
.1/
Units for portables.; £3/15; ready for use.
EPOCH.

EPOCH.-Remember, the famous 66 and 99 Speakers
are heavily reduced in prices.

24 -PAGE CATALOGUE ON

tivity.
EPOCH Range of Moving Coil Speakers is the largest

EPOCH.-The 99 is also further improved in sensi-

REQUEST.

in the world; a Speaker for every requirement.

188-9, Strand, London, W.C.2

EPocH.

METAL CABINETS
For" W.W. E.M. IV, Kilo Mag IV and Record III. Oak Base
and Finish. Sealed with Brass Goose as specified.

PRICE 57/6 each.
Suitable Cabinets from
..
..
22/6 5541
Standard Screening Boxes from .
_ 4/.. each..
Colla, Escutcheons and Dials for above.

RIGBY AND WOOLFENDEN, ROCHDALE.
Tel. 2948.

the, DIX-ONSMETER, the acknowledged Radio
standard beloved by Expert'and Amateur.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
Telephone: Cady 0191.

WANDER PLUGS
Actual siee, nickelplated,6 colours. 2D W
Standard size; 2DW or Midget, 241. each.

Week for List Xl

118 Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1

EPOCH.

L4 are £6/12/6.

WINGROVE & ROGERS, Ltd.,

small price for a meter worth £10 fn comparison
with others.

I. J. EASTICK & SONS,

A Universal Range.
-Universally used.
.NEW

DIX-ONEMETERS are now 50/- only, a remarkably

L

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-Permanent Magnet Super Speakers; they

CONDE N SERS

volts D.C. Alternators: xo-volts to xo,000 volts
A.C. Motor Generators and Converters of all sizes.

C12, 013, and 014; prices Complete from
£5/1916.
EPOCH.-These contain very powerful permanent
magnet Moving Coil Speakers.
TE POCH.-They are not just units fitted into cabinets,
but are specially balancer) as Cabinet Speakers.

FpOCII.-Standard Cross Magnet Permanent Magnet
l. -'Speaker, price £4/4; the finest of its kind.

POLAR

us your enquiries for
METERS, Portable,

Laboratory of Switchboard A.C. and D.C.,

EPOCH.
"VPOCH.-First and foremost the Cabinet Models
.1_K

líá-t'OCH.-No drufr.minesa; no box resonance, but
11 clear, sharp, marvellous reproduction.

production. and No

Switchboard department can
now build anything to specification up to rooft. long. Send

Latest Model. Mirror Double Scale, Moulded Base.
The finest Precision Multi -Measuring instrument is

has

before

week.

-.

Couplers,

RELAYS for all purposes, battery cutouts for
automatic safety. Dynamos : 4 volts to 4,000

EPOCH.
new

Brown £12, Western

Valve Amplifiers for Band
Repeats or Field P.A. work.
Our enlarged
Switehgear.

-

-

£6,

Electric £18. Transformers,
Microphones,

greatest advance- in the history

EPOenerCH.-Tgisedhe

Selo

with cord 4/6. Pulpit pedestal
12/6, Ring Pedestal Broadcasterl8/6. HandW/T Mikes,
15,'-. Powerful Public Address
Mikes, 501- and 85/- B.T.I3.

EPOCH.-They will never rest until one of these
Speakers is on their sets.

EPOCH.
EPOCH.-The new 101 '(Domino)
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).
EPOCH.-The new 101 (Domino).
EPOCH.-Tile new 101 (Domino).

Deaf

Pendants in cast metal case

EPOCH.

EPOCH

Chargeayonr accmaulator. Improves set
50%.
Perfect Re-

Hear -Easy Sets for
listeners:
Sensitive

Model 101 (Domino) under fair working conditions
will never forget it.

for any set 1-10vahves.
'18 different H:T.

Tappings at td. per

Home and Public Address Transmitters
within the reach of all Radio users.

I

EPOCH.
F POCIL

Terms to. Trade.

MICROPHONES, etc.

EPOCH.

REPAIRS EPOCH.

to

SARGAI NS.

EPOCH.-But those who managed to hear the new

L.F. Transformer,
be
Loudspeaker or Headphones.
EPOCH.
All
repairs dispatched within
48 HOURS. TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE EPOCH.-Never
with each repair.
achiH.
4/- Post Free. Cash with Order.
of

ELECTRADIX

EPOCH.-Everybody who heard the Model 99 agreed
with the Sunday Observer " that it was the
finest Speaker in Olympia.

EPOdescCH.-Tribed.he

inductance 3o henries,
Post

OCTOBER 29TH, 1930.

SAXON'
20 -STRAND ikai

THE.j

nits ` QUALITY
AERIAL'
'EO
A R A11gere9
ts`"T
n^
/
6110_ltn9"14o-_.co sserco,s
.¡ S

-

-

*hewn l'artiov.ar..e A.i/a

-est ero. From,
SAXON RADIO CO.:-BLE.CKPOOL, LANCS.

SPECIAL
TRANSFORMERS!
Our winding machinery and technical knowledge
at
disposal
are a horse
constructor, retailer, wholesaler or rmanufacturer
We can deal with transformers with any Input, or
any number of outputs. Let us have your enquiries.
BLLISON

HANFO. CO., LTD
WORKS, HARROGATE.

DRAGON

EPOCH.-Send for booklet S4, the most interesting'
and useful publication on the subject.
EPGGj;I.

EPOCH.-Send for the
ments.

7

days' approval arrange-

EPOCH.-Sind fur the, H.P terms.

Be 1 --Cantó

FOR REALISM IN RADIO

EPOCH.-Call for a demonstration.

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,
Farringdcn Av.. E.0.4 (between Holborn and
Ludgate Circus). Phone: Central 1971 (3 linee).

LOUD SPEAKERS,UNITS
RADIOGRAMS. Write for List
WARPLE WAY, THE VALE,ACTON.W.3.

aft
ro The Wireless World," whets writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
11628
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Loud.Speakers.-Contd.

Too LOUD'
ENORMOUS VOLUME
is not always needed-of
the many ways of reducing

it, only ONE is correct if
Tone and Clarity are to
be fully considered. The

SOVEREIGN
Volume Control
.

50,000 ohms
100,000 ohms
500,000 ohms
1 megohm
2 megohms

grid Coils;

N.F.

N.2.

[1916

SPEAKERS, 18x18x6 polished oak, 17in. floating
cone, sunset fret, gauze, Tritron unit, splendid
tone; 22/6; other units fitted.-Parke Radiograms, 79g,
Turnpike Lane, N.8.
[1907
Cabinet Loud -speaker, 32/6; Hegia
chassis, 40/-; latest types, nearly new. -22, Dor-

AMPLION

increases or decreases vol-

Lane, Cheam.

Volume Control

ume proportionately, silently
and smoothly. Even contact
assured at every pointthe working parts protected
by a metal cover. Supplied
with pointer knob.

the

nearest

stockist.
R

lEIGN

®19

IIII II II I I I II IIII I IIII

1111111111111111111111111

[1903

[1898

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
BELLING -LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home -constructed set;
catalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018
ander Black, Wireless Doctor,
Sloane 1655.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS, LTD.

52/54, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.I

COLVERN

COMPONENTS ARE SPECIFIED

IN ALL THE LEADING SETS.
Price

9/6
Screening
Covers

55,

3/6.

Ebury St.,

[0329
91

AMMETERS.-Hot wire, 0-1, 4/-; new moving coil
milliammeters, 0-5 upwards. 15/-; portable
micro ammeters, 5in. scale, 0-200 upwards, 105/-;
double range voltmeters, 3/6; instrument repairs and
alterations of every description; send for list.-The
Victa Electrical Co.. 47, High St., Battersea, S.W.11.

VALVE Screen, 3/-; coil screens, 2/9; choke screens,

2/ 6; as specified in " Wireless World" Radio

Gramophone and other circuits.-The Loud Speaker
Do., Ltd., 2, Palmer St., Westminster, S.W.1. [1801

Myr

C. Speakers, pick-ups, cone speakers, microphones,

transformers, etc.; send for list.-G2VM, 27a,

Bridget St., Rugby.

V,=A

WHO KNOW.

COMPONENTS Lent on Hire-Details from AlexS.W.1.

[1552
S IIIR1111111111111111111

USED BY THOSE

EPOCH Moving Coil 6 volt Pot., complete in heavy
oak cabinet; £4/10.-Pinchbeck Brendon, Sandy

T

191111111111111111111

[1940

Glover, " Elmdene," East End Rd., East Finchley,

chester Sq., W 2.

the name of

Chokes , Compression etc.

more, 80, Whitegate Rd., Southend.

A MPLION Lion Speaker L18, power chassis; £3.-

SOVEREIGN

4/6
OTHER NOTABLE Standard Model
SOVEREIGN
6/6
Super -Model
PRODUCTS.
Wire -wound ResistTell us if your dealer does
ances; Potentiometers;
not stock what you want.
Rheostats; Wave Traps;
Dual -range and Screen We will gladly give you
type Condensers,

GENUINE Blue Spot 66a Units; 8/6 each.-Dis-

[1833

MET-VICK 200-540 Rectifying Transformer, 10/6;
Hydra 2 mid., 500v. D.C., 1/-; Igranic 3138
10/-; 4in. grindstone, 2/6; Millers

soldering irons,

Type TGSC with ganged wave -change switch,
Coupling condenser and tapping points.

THE

" WIRELESS WORLD "
FOUR
By F. H. Haynes.

-t-

OLYMPIA'S

Falls braces, 3/6; hacksaws, 9d.; steel squares, 2/-;
Ferranti trickle chargers, 17/6; record vices, 2/6;
Isenthal Mercury switch, T.B., 2 amps., 1/- Varley
H.F. chokes, 3/-; Ferranti No. 21 meter, 1/-; carpenters braces, 3/-, etc.; callers only.-" Rhapsody Twin," 22, Bunhill Row, E.C.1. Also Converter, see

BEST!!
Our 1931 model

[1887

THE
D.S.G. FOUR

BARGAIN.-Brown's horn speaker, perfect condition, 12/9, cost 30/-; Exide hydrometer, 2/-,
cost 4/6, 13)/2 yards stout flexible electric wire, 2/4,
post free.-E. Hawthorn, " Woodville," Llandrindod.

" CHRONICLE"
WIRELESS ANNUAL.

in the

[1850

SUPER POWER
MOVING COIL

AIR Force 2 -valve Transmitters, Mark II, contains
transformer, choke, high voltage condensers, ammeter, multi cables, and many other useful parts, made
by G.E.C., new and unused, complete in carrying case,

SPEAKER air -

10/-; carriage extra.-Modern Radio Supplies, 37,
Lisle St., -W.C.2.
[1851

WRITE
NOW
for free copy
of 32 PAGE
BOOKLET on
REALISTIC
REPRODUCTION

THE VERY BEST

of all Electro -Magnet and Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil Speakers are
MADE BY

4.9~1.41C9
RADIO
OFFICES :

89 SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25.
WORKS AND DEMONSTRATION ROOM:

42 CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON.
B45

separate heading.

COLVERSTAT
wire wound
resistances.

BROWN'S A Phones, 10/6; 2 pairs Fellows, 7/6;
Climax L.F. choke, 2/6; Titian coil, 5/-; Lotus
L.F. and H.T. eliminator, relay, 10/-; R.I. S.L. super
transformer, 10/-; 2 Westinghouse G.B. rectifiers, not
used, 10/-; send 11/2d. stamp for full list; all guaranieed.-Electrocet Radio Co., Solihull, Birmingham.
[1853

GE.C. Universal A.C. D.C. Gramophone Motor, £2;
Silver Marshall 440 3 -stage intermediate fre-

quency amplifier and detector unit, 30/-; 2 Silver Marshall 0.0003 condensers, 2/6 each; P625A, 5/ -.-Box
7864, c/o The Wireless World.
[1863

MILLIAMMETERS, 0-5, panel mounting moving
1-11. coil, shunt to extend range supplied if required;
10/6.-Sherwin, 62, High St. North, East Ham, E.6.
[1864

4MATEUR'S Surplus.-Burndept Screened 4, £6;
Senior 5 -watt R.K. equipment, £10; 3 -valve
shortwave, £3/10; M -L convertor, 6v. -120s., £6; convertor, '6v. -240v., £8, all in perfect condition.-Box
7884, c/o The Wireless World.
[1866
POWER Transformers.-Igranic B208A.T.A., 25/-;
Radielle W.W.S., 20/-; Ferranti O.P.1, 10/-; Ferranti P7, 10/-; Westinghouse rectified, R4-2-2, 10/-,

Radielle L.F. choke, 5/-; Ormond ditto, 6/-; 3 R.I.Varley H.F. chokes, 2/6 each; Igranic potential
divider, 4/-; Sifam mA. meter (2 mA.), 12/6; Lewcos
B.A.C.S, B.A.C.20, 3/6 each; 2 T.C.C. 8 mid. condensers, 800v, 7/6 each; P625, 6/-; P625A, 5/-; D.U.2,
5/-; 2 A.C./S (Cosmos cap), 7/6 each; A.C./H.L.
(ditto) 5/6; 2 Utility D.P.D.T. switches, 2/- each.Box 7890, c/o The Wireless World.
[1872
EPOCH 66 6 -volt I/ Amp., Ferranti O.P.M.1 IC);
£4, f.o.r.-65, Killinghall Rd., Bradford. [1875

-2/6 and 3/6
Accurate to within 2 per cent.

VARIABLE
COLVERSTAT

5/6
Wire wound,
smooth movement and
continuously
variable.

HAVE YOU THE
COLVERN BOOKLET?

COLVERN Ltd.
MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD,
ESSEX.

Advertisements for " The Wireless Worelcl'' are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ADOLPH

Components, Etc., for Sale.--Contd.

"UNIVERSAL'

-SUPER -

DUBILIER Toroids, with bases, medium- and long wave, Pye 6 -pole switch, 5/- each; wanted, 66P.
[1878
unit. -195, Castle Rd., Bedford.
AMATETJR'S Surplus, slightly used, guaranteed per -

feet; stamped envelope for list.-Johns, Angmer-

ing, Rye,

[1879

Sussex.

e

Your Wireless Programme in
ELECTONE
price, complete, 21/ -.-Sole Patentees
Advance; Times
and Manufacturers. Fredk. J. Gordon and Co., Ltd.,
92,

simisMam"'1

[1884

Charlotte St., W.1.

our advertisement under Re-

PART
Exchange.-See
ceivers
for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 57,

Guildhall St., Preston.

X16

t

Post Free.

MICROPHONE
IN USE ALL OVER THE WORLD
(as far afield as Russia and China !)

for any or all of the following
purposes-

50D.C., 10/- each; r/4h.p. motors, 110v. D.C., 25/-;100v.
75V -4A charging dynamos, 35/-; 20v. 6a., 40¡-;
10a., slow speed, compound, £7; portable telephones,
17/ 6 ; earphones, 113; telephone H.T. generators, 6/6;
Morse tapping keys. 4/-; heavy brass buzzer, 3/-;
1M.F. Mansbridge condensers, 1/3; hand telephones,
5/-; shunt regulators to carry 10 amps., 10/-; other
sizes cheaper; 1,000 ohm chokes, 1/-; Ford ignition
coils, 4/-; 1/h.p. 220v. motors, 35/-; Mark III Star
crystal sets, slightly incomplete, 12/6; D III buzzers,
1/-; 12v.
platinum contacts, 5/-; Dewar switches,
6v. or 12v. car starter motors,
car dynamos, 25/-;
10/-I new L.F. transformers, 5/6; cash with order
all letters answered;
or c.o.d. all goods guaranteed;
immediate delivery; full descriptive list now ready.
--Galpin, 1, Queen's Rd., Peckham, London, S.E.15.
[1942

TUNING

C1L

and METHODS
of TUNING.

ULTRA Type F, 35/-; 100v. Exide, 22/6; Oldham
H.T. charger, 37/6; Philips A.V.5A transformer,

18/6.-Box 7899, c/o The Wireless World.

DETECTAPHONE,

[0228

new
GREAT Radio Sale. -2 valve transmitting sets,
sets, new
and perfect, 15/-; Morse transmitting
6/9;
complete,
coils,
spark
12/6;
lfn.
and perfect,
super sensitive microphones, 2/6; microphone transformers, 2/6; television motors, electric, any voltage,

[1937

(1925)
By W. DAMES.

Condenser, 3/-; pair Ferranti
PYEpush-pull
926 Differential
transformers, 30/-; set 3 Ideal condensers, 0.0005, 21/-.-" Whyncroft," Market Av.,

DEAF AID,

LOUD SPEAKING

[1911

Chichester.

TELEPHONE,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
THROUGH LOUD SPEAKER
(with or without Valve
Amplifier),
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
(on Short Waves from England

to Italy),
Electric SOUND DETECTION,

FOG COMPASS for ships at sea,

BABY ALARM or

INVALID
CALL from Bedroom through
distant Loud Speaker,

CRYSTAL AMPLIFIER,
EXPERIMENTS.

NOT Government Surplus, NOR Second -Hand Rubbish.
A new Instrument, BRITISH MADE THROUGHOUT,

and a vast improvement over all other types ; will
take up whispered words froth a distance of several
yards, also strongly amplify and transmit speech and

music over a distance through Loud Speaker or
Headphones.

y NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF y

VERY useful manual
1' giving the maximum
of information on the subFollowing a simple
ject.
explanation of the principles of wireless, the author

Epoch 99
'EKCO to T60 D.E. Eliminator, £3/15;
M.0 speaker, D.C., £3/10; parts for Orgola
Senior kit, J.B. condensers, £2/10; kit of Colvern
coils, C.T.T.A.D., £2/5; screens, panel, 2 Climax H.F.
chokes, Mullard R.C.C. unit, Varley anti-mobo, £2
to £5/10 the lot.-J. W. Caygill, 23, Alwinton Ter.,
Gosforth, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

L

[1917

output 4v. 5 amp., 6;-;
DAVENSET
Transformer,
Epoch trickle
charger, 200-220v. 50 cycles, output
1 amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts, 36/-; Dubilier grid leaks,
1/- each; 1'.X.4, as new, 13/-; smoothing condensers;
[1918
stamp reply. -27, Miles Hill Av., Leeds.

discusses the many methods
of tuning circuits, with
spade,
of
explanations
condenser and variometer
Other chapters
tuning.
treat in detail of the choice,

H.T.1; Ferranti mains
WESTINGHOUSE
Rectifier,
same,- E.M.1; 240v., A.C.;
transformer for
Philips transformer, 4v., output 240v., A.C. mains;
1 Hydra power pack condenser; 3 Hydra condensers,
8 mfd., 1,000v., D.C.; 2 Hydra condensers, 4 mid.,
1,000 v., D.C.; 7 Hydra condensers, 2 mid., 500v., A.C.;
1 Hydra condenser. 4 mfd., 500v., A.C.; 1 Hydra con4 Sensitite conSensitite - con3
500v., D.C.; 2 Pye L.F. chokes,
32H; 2 Pye L.F. chokes, 2011; 2 Webson L.F. chokes;
4 Croix L.F. chokes, 1145; 4 Croix mains transformers,
W. W.2 2 Croix mains transformers, T.P.2 and
T.P.6; 1 Heayberd mains transformer, 400 and 7.5v.
0.P.1C,
output, 200-240 A.C.; Ferranti A.F.50, inductor
O.P.C.; Ferranti m.a. 0-50; 1 Farrand
chassis; 1 Webson M.C. speaker, 6v. field coil; 1 A.C.
Pen., 1 M.H.L4, 1 M.H.4, 1 M.S.4, 2 L.S.6A.s; all

denser, 2 mfd., 500v., D.C.;
densers, 4 mfd., 750v., D.C.;
densers,

2

mfd.,

construction and design of
coils, and give particulars
as to size of coil required,
the best shape, size of
wire, type of insulation,
and special uses of the

parts for "Wireless World " A.C. kit set; best offers
secure any of the above.-Write 349, Hasland Rd.,
Hasland, Chesterfield.

[1930

Stock for Sale, Brookmans,
AMATEUR,'S
Wireless
write list components, valves.Clarion Three;
[1897
Beard, 85, Thackeray Av., Tottenham.

A EQUAL SENSITIVENESS KNOWN, A
each Instrument finely blackenamelled and fitted

C.

MAZDA A.C. S.G., 12/6; Met -Vick A.C. Pl, 5/6;
Ormond speaker unit, 6/-; Ormond 0.00025 friction drive, 7/6; Met -Vick combined eliminator transformer, 95-115v., 17/6.-4, Warren Rd., Purley. [1895

Price 2'6 net.

Super -Microphone as a HIGHLY
EFFICIENT DEAF -AID, or Detectaphone, etc. ;
thin 3 -ft. silk connecting cord fitted, EarM

Astounding offer !-Complete set super -het.
LOOK!
parts, comprising 2 frame aerials, oscillator.
coil, 3 Burndept high -frequency transformers, 4
etc.; £3.--A. Barham, The Cottage, Stoke
[1896
Heath, Bromsgrove.

From leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers :

Full Directions for use of Super -Microphone for
many purposes and Diagrams of connections free.

CrEVERAL Smoothing Chokes for Sale, 20 henries,
25 m.a.s, 8/-; also a few in larger sizes; all
1,3
guaranteed and as new.-State requirements to Radio,
[1901
47, Bath Rd., Kettering.

with a 3 -ft. silk connecting cord.
SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER for connecting Super -Microphone to Radio Headphones, al
Loud Speaker, Valve Amplifier, or Wireless Set u1^'
SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
for

use with

piece Fine Black Enamelled

V/

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker
27, FITZROY STREET, LONDON, W.1
'Phone: Museum 8329.

SALE.-Pair of 1930 Binowave coils, 35/-; 3 Do.
biller Toroids, long, medium and short waves,
6/6 each; 1. long and 1 medium wave Megavox
aerial coils, 17/6 for both; 1 500,000 ohm potentio
meter, 6/6; sets of parts for 1930 Kilo-Mag Four, including valves and A.F.6 transformer, £15.-White,

Cilstead,WC4l'95, Cheshire.

various coils.

By Post 2/10.

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
Dorset House, Tudor Street,

w.w.sa

LONDON,

[1892

Mention of " The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Components, Etc., For Sale.-Contd.
REGENTONE
4

Eliminator, 200-250 A.C., model
W2A, three H.T. tappings, output 180 volts,
volts fcr heating A.C. salves, £5, cost £7/15;

pair Polar 0.00035 condensers, drum dials, 8/6 each;
Ferranti A.F.6, 20/-; all new condition. -115, Southwood Rd., S.E.9.

[1891

SECOND-HAND Goods, guaranteed; any c.o.d. or

Wireless World" deposit system. -1..S.5, 10/6;
Mazda P.P.3 425, 12/6; Cossor 610 ]3.C., 4/-; 610
H.F., 4/-; P.31.256, 6/-; P.M.5b, 3/6.
VARLEY

Pick-up,

with

Varley

universal

arm,

32/6; IIarlie wave trap, 4/3; Watmel tuner,
7/6; Marconi universal output transformer, 10/6;
Ferranti O.P.3c, 12/6; R.I. Hyper_nu, 13/-; Cossor
transformers, 8/8; C.A.V. jellacid accumulator,

2 and 7, perfect, 9/-.
HYDRA Condensers, 4 mfd., 700v, working, 6/6;
ditto, 500v. working, 5/-; Hydra 2 mid., 700v.
working, 3/6; ditto, 1 sold., 2/9; ditto, 1,000v.
working, 4/-; two only unused T.O.C., 4 mfd., 800v.
working, 10/- each; ditto, one
8/-.
RETAILER'S

TheTuner
IÓIALL chc.iih
THIS tuner is practically indispensable

for all circuits now that the new
broadcasting arrangements are being
d e v elope d. The Watmel Tuner
selects-it gives - absolute separation.
It is efficient-volume and tone do
not suffer. Its special winding
and loose aperiodic coupling make

it a Universal Dual -Range Tuner and
a wave -trap as well. It is specified
for many successful circuits, including
The Sunday Pictorial " FAMILY
TWO."
It is beautifully finished in
Price complete

17'

Walnut -Bakelite, and
the robust positive
push-pull switch is
concealed in the base.

The WATMEL BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKE
gives maximum efficiency, very low self-

capacity and an extremely restricted field.
TYPE DX3
Inductance - 200.000 mh.
Self Capacity - 1.6 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance, 1,400
ohms.
PRICE 6/ -

TYPE DX2
Inductance - 40,000 mh.

Self Capacity - 1.2 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance, 450
ohms.
PRICE 4/

If you cannot get these .Watmel products at your dealers, send remittance
and order direct to us, and the article
will be despatched by return.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware.
Telephone: EDGWARE 0323.
01.0.14

Bankrupt

Stock,

final

clearance

prices.-Garrard D.S. gramophone motors,
10a; list 53/6, my price 33/6.

No..

OSRAM L.S.5 Valves, 16/6; blullard D.F.A.7,
16/6; Philips 506 rectifier valves, ,H.T., 12/6.
MULLARD Permacore L.F. Transformers,

10/6;

11 Cossor, 9/6; Ferranti push-pull A.F.3C, can be
used as ordinary, 16/6; Ferranti O.P.4C 25-1, 12/6;
all goods sent, satisfaction, or cash refunded.
DUBILIER R C C Units, 3/6; Polar Ideal slow
motion condensers, 0.0005, 7/-, or pair 13/-;
Hydra condensers, fixed, 2 mfd., 650v. test, 2/2;
Hydra 4 mfd., 500v. test, 3/3; Hydra 4 mfd., 375v.
working (500v. A.C. test), 4/6; Hydra 0.01, 6d.
GRAHAM Farish Resistances, guaranteed carry 10
ma., in values, 2, 3, 4, 5, 100, 150, 250, 350,
thousand ohms; prices 1/6 each up to
150,000 and 1/- each others; all posted per return.G. A. Ryall, 182, Kennington Rd., London, S.E.11.
400, 500,

[1890

MISCELLANEOUS.
SC OTT

SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio

doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.
SCOTT SESSIONS and Co.-New sets constructed
with your or our components, guaranteed finest
workmanship; we specialise in " The Wireless World "
circuits; remember, we have satisfied customers
Y

i

throughout the British Isles and in three Continents;
if you so desire, we will design and construct high

grade apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
qualityrange and selectivity.-Tbl.: Tudor 5326. Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
[0262
ALEXANDER BLACK,

THE Original Wireless Doctor, will call (London

and Home Counties) and cure your set.
CONSULTATIONS by Appointment without Obligation; sets installed, maintained and brought up
to date; components and McMichael portable sets on
hire; purity reproduction specialists.

55 Ebury

St., Victoria,

S.W.1.

Sloane 1655.
[0277
by easy payments,

EASY Payments.-We supply,
L components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10%
down, balance spread over 11 months.-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
[0337
Lane, London, E C.2.
UUTIRELESS Notes.-For all those who want the best
VY in radio, gramophone or television.-Postcard for
particulars to Capt. Robinson, Langmead, Pirbright,
Surrey.

[1723

ENGINEERS.-Important notice.-Results now to
hand show that 93% of our candidates pass their
exams at the first attempt, a remarkable record un approached by any other organisation, and showing
why we álone guarantee No Pass-No Fee. If 93 out
of every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why should
you remain in the ranks? Now is the time to get
busy and investigate. Our handbook, Engineering
Opportunities," explains the most simple and successful homb- study methods of passing B.Sc., A.M.I.
Mech,E., A.M;I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., G.P.O.,
C. and G., Matric., etc., exams This book outlines
courses in all branches of civil, mechanical, electrical,
motor and wireless engineering, shows the unique advantages of our Appointments Department, and includes a brilliant foreword by Prof. A. M. Low, in
which he shows clearly the chances you are missing.
Send for free handbook now (state branch, post or
exam.).-British', Institute of Engineering Technology,
87, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford St., London.

"ALL -ELECTRIC"

RADIO -CRAMS
These instruments
represent the embodi-

ment of the hest that
modern technique and
skill can produce.
All Electric H.T.,L.T.
Bias matched
transformer - coupled
moving -coil speaker,
slow speed induction
motor.
Illuminated

Grid

dials.

Prices from 45 cno.

Write for full Particulars
and Demonstrations to l-

®TANNOY PRODUCTS
1-7 Dalton Street,

-WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27.

[1696
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Miscellaneous.-Contd.
RECORDING Stylus Cutters, special sapphire point
to fit any pick-up or sound box; 2/2, post free.
-Cairns and Morrison,. Ltd., 33, Percy St., London,
11885

El.C. WIRELESS. -Are you considering " The Wireless World " Four ? Pleasez. write us. -Premier
Phci), High St.; Putney,'S.W.15.
[1914
-124

PATENT AGENTS.

THE GRAVES `VULCAN' SET Isinstallation
the Ideal

for the man who wants perfectly satisfactory results
for the most moderate outlay. It is made under
Marconi License and embodies all the Improvements
possible in a popular -priced Set. It gives you the
National Programmes in perfection and a wide choice
of distant stations. Everything about the Set is reliable
and first class; there are no complications. Even if
you are only a beginner you can start right away to
enjoy the wonders of wireless with as much certainty
of success as if you had studied it for years. Cabinet
Loud Speaker, Aerial Fittings & everything necessary
is included. No extras. Full instructions with each Set.
.

PATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.-

Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
and 'A.M.I.R.E,), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2. 'Phone ;' Holborn 1525.
10001:
TTING'S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146a, Queen Vie-

111 toria St., E.C.4.-Free advice and handbook on

patenting inventions, and registering trade marks by
registered agents with 43 years' experience.

TRUTH ABOUT WIRELESS
Simple facts are often harder to believe than Fairy Tales, and some
people can never believe an article
is good unless they pay two or three
times as much as is necessary.

[0002

CHAS. J. R. BULLOUGH, Chartered Patent Agents.
-Patents, designs and trade marks. -27, Chancery
Lane, W.C.2. Holborn 8105.
[1883

Cabinet
A HANDSOME PRODUCTION. Full illustrated)
polished Oak, with hinged lid; all parts
(including valves) accessible.
Dull

Emitter Detector and Power Valves, antimferophonic Valve holders. No coils to
change. H.T.Battery; 2 -volt Accumulator;
complete Aerial Outfit. Cabinet LOUD

SPEAKER (as illustrated) in Oak to

match set. Unit of the ' four pole' balanced armature type with large magnet.

REPAIRS.
SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
w7 'doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous

column.

Middlesex.

is specially

-:

From all Radio Dealers.

Write for illustrated Catalogue to

-

CLIX VALVE HOLDER
Extract from a recent test report in aleadingtechnical
journal :

"We have no hesitation in saying that for
the short wave receiver it is the best on the
market. It is as nearly air supported as
possible. An excellent feature is to be found
in the new Clix slotted sockets giving positive
contact to either split or solid valve pins."

[1848

WANTED, good second-hand cheap converter, 230
D.C. to A.C. 50-60 cycles, maximum input watts
100, input volts 105-125.-Box 7850, c/o The Wireless
World.

[1849

ALL Types Wireless Goods* in Part Exchange for

New; high allowance made.-Pepper, Wake Green
Rd., "Birmingham.
[1910
-

EXCHANGE.
BRED from Winners, 300 prizes, guinea pigs, all
colours,'

Chesterton,

5/-- each;

exchange

rook St., Bilston.

wireless

ti

[1881

lebone, London.

7t-

Pro. Pas. Reg. Design

Usual H.F. losses entirely eliminated. Resilient
self -

Type B for baseboard mounting :
5 Pin Model with screw terminals - -

1/.
5 Pin Model without screw terminals 9d.

4 Pin Model with screw terminals - - 10d.

4 Pin Model without screw terminals

ANOTHER WIRELESS BARGAIN.

The Graves Screened Grid 3 -Valve Set (not Illustrated here) with handsome Oak Cabinet and Cabinet
Loud Speaker. Everything of highest quality and all
Price
complete and ready to fix.
1G 1®
15/- with Order, 15/. Monthly.
This is a Set of remarkable capacity, very selective
and far reaching, and wonderful value for money.
Our sales of this Set runs into many thousands per
annum; sold solely on merit and without costly
advertising push. Ask for descriptive Catalogue free
giving full illustrations of Set and Loud Speaker with
all information. Costs you nothing to get all particulars of this highly efficient set which offers you finer
results, better quality and substantial saving in cost.

é

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD

[0339

Darby Crescent, Sunbury, Middlesex.

mss,`

Sockets air dielectrically insulated and
aligning. Impossible to blow valves.

Home. Fanjet Approval.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue. Full part'calars and
specifications of this and other high-class Receiving
Sets; including Portable and All Mains Sets, Post Free.
dealing.
We have 30 years character for

largest service in existence will be forwarded upon
request to the Secretary, Appleby's, Chapel St., Mary-

H.F. chokes, Cyldon Bebe, 0.0003, all as new; exchange for Cossor A.C. valves or sell half price. -22,
No. 27.

mewed."

Test It in your own

[1880.

ARCONI Valves, S625, D.E.5B, L610 and P625A,
various fixed and variable resistances, 2 Colvern

,-

As I -have now

had in use for 12 months one
of your `Vulcan' 2 -Valve sets,
I thought it
nothing but my
duty to write
and say how
pleased I am
with same. It's
the finest 2 'valve on the
market. Nothing but low tension batteries
has been re-

RADIO Pat Exchange-Particulars of the first and

F

Alit

parts.-

WE Will Accept Your Surplus Apparatus (making
you a high allowance) in part payment for any
new apparatus; your enquiry will be dealt with
promptly.-Bosteck and Stonnill, 1. Westbourne Terrace, S.E.23.

lifiTiO

er writes:

WANTED.

7851, c/o The Wireless World.

CLIX

know with 4 and 9 -valve sets"

Another delighted Own-

LOUD -SPEAKERS, headphones, cone units, any
type, rewound, remagnetised and overhauled; 3/6
post free; repairs. guaranteed; 24 hours' service; terms
to trade.-Walters, 1 Durn s Terrace, Lower Compton.
Plymouth.
[1912

WANTED, M -L D.C. to A.C. rotary transformer.Harris, 67, Redlands Rd., Penarth.
[1860
PANATROPES, cinema models, A.O. or D.C.-Box

For every form of contact

2 -valve set, but we get more
out of it than many people we

[9555

-

£7.10..0

One Owner writes about
the 'V clean' Set: "We/eel
we ought to tell you what
a wonderful set your wireless
really is. Ours Is only a

YOUR Transformer Repaired or Rewound and Re-2turned Promptly; 3/6 post free.-James, 190,
Bitterne Rd., Southampton.
[1921

GARNETT, WRITF.r.F.Y ii Co., LTD., LIVERPOOL.

Cam`

Terms: 19/- with Order, 10/. Monthly

GUARANTEED Repairs by Experts.-Loud-speakers,
, headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type, rewound, .remagnetised, arid adjusted post free 4/-; transformers, from -4/- Howell, 91, Morley Hill,' Enfield,

FOR OSRAM "MUSIC MAGNET"
This model of the Lotus All Mains Unit

designed for the Osrám
" Music Magnet " as a means of converting it to an All Electric Set, which
operation takes less than five minutes.
Consumption approximately 30 watts.
Price complete £7 7s., or 12 monthly
payments of 13/3.

Price complete and Carriage Paid

[0263

-

8d.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,

SAY "YES" TO THESE QUESTIONS
CAN YOU-

WANTED, all mains set in exchange for 600 c.c.

-satisfy and advise an experienced Wireless customer
seeking technical radio advice?
-satisfy a prospective employer that you have expert
knowledge of radio and can sell?

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.

-satisfied with the way you handled that customer

PARTNERSHIP Offered in Established Wireless
School to Single Young Man, capital £200 minimum; must be proficient to instruct students for Postmaster's second-class wireless certificate.-Write Box

-satisfied with your technical knowledge of up-todate apparatus?
If you cannot truthfully answer "yes" to ALL such
questions, it means that the trained man next door

SITUATIONS VACANT.

London Telegraph Training College Ltd., (Est.
34 years), Morse House, Earl's Court, S.W.5.
First twenty applications received will be entitled to

motor cycle combination, 1928.-Weller, 43,
Divisional' Train, Lambhay Hill, Plymouth.
[1915

7901; c/o The Wireless World.

Clix 27 different devices for contact.
Write for descriptive leaflets.

254 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1,

[1923

BIG MONEY FOR YOU WHEN YOU CAN

[1939

YOUTHS Required, whin" and assembly, previous
experience preferred but not essential.-Eastern
Wireless
Surrey.

Co.,

yr

ARE YOU-

from a sales point of view ?

Ltd., 87a, Collingwood Rd.. Sutton,

is getting your business! A short course of training
will make YOU the successful man! Apply now for
Prospectus (Traders' Course). Evening Classes. The
Free Demonstration Lecture without obligation.

[1847

Mention of "The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.
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Situations Vacant.-Contd.
MANAGER Required for Old Well Established Wireless Manufacturers' Concern, must have had some
years' experience in the trade, with knowledge of latest
methods of production, tools, etc., and real organisation ability; only men with the highest references and
abilities n:ed apply.-State salary, experience, etc., to
Box 7888, c/o The Wireless World.
[1870

TEST Assistants Required, with previous factory experience essential.-Write, stating age, salary, and
experience, to Box 7865, c/o The Wireless World.
[1862

TEST Assistants Required, previous factory experi-

ence essential.-Write, stating age, experience, and
salary required, to Box 7900, c/o The Wireless World.
[1938

SITUATIONS WANTED.
certificate, 12 years'
ADVERTISER
(29), P.M.G.
operating experience,
good technical knowledge
modern radio, seeks position broadcast receiver development, design or maintenance; London preferred.
-Box 7897, e/o The Wireless World.
[1935

ADVERTISER (261. diploma radio, requires situation
South London, design, repairs, etc., experienced
serviceing; references.-Slater, 8, Whittam Av., Marton, Blackpool.
(1902

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
FREE: Inventor's Guide on Patents.-T. A. A., 253,
(W), Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
[1888
and 1929 "Wireless World" for sale; 7/6 per
19 28year.-Lejeune,
57, Great Portland St.
[1861
" TELEVISION To -day and To -morrow," the cornpl3te authorised book on transmission and reception (Baird Experimental): By S. A. Moseley and
H. Barton Chapple. Fully illustrated. 7/6 net, from
a bookseller, or Pitman's, Parker St., Kingsway,
W.C.2.

[1144

WIRELESS AS A CAREER.
FULL TRAINING FOR POST MASTER
GENERAL'S CERTIFICATE
AND

STATION ENGINEER'S WORK.

Complete Marconi equipment including
Auto -alarm. Modern laboratories. Low
Fees. Prospectus free. Apply:

TECHNICAL COLLEGE, PARK ST., HULL.

mEEIOE 4 VALVE k(
AILELECIIIC RECEIVER
One knoófuniwº

two screened trill
states H F

...
.
Aluminium Chassis.

Completely strand

Coils and SG

...
mains
Drive enclosed in
Valves

separate screened

A reader who recently advertised
components for sale in the
Miscellaneous Columns of

" THE WIRELESS WORLD"
writes as follows:

" I disposed of every-

case 13cautifully
finished matched
walnut cabinet .

thing the next day,

Price 30 gns. complete, or £5 down and 12
monthly payments of ¿2 . 9 . 6.

and had to send quite
a lot of money back.
"On each occasion
my advertisement in
'The Wireless World'

Write to -day for FREE Art Booklet.
"The Simple Way to All -Electric Radio.'

For present broadcasting conditions your set must have selectivity with great amplification,
ease of control and

complete

operation from the mains.
Correctly proportioned, all these
features are incorporated in the
new Regentone 4 -Valve A.C. All Electric Receiver.
This n e w
Receiver is the result of exacting
tests in laboratory and workshop

and in all parts of the country.

The Regentone 4 -Valve A.C. All -

Electric Receiver has two stages

of amplification, a power detector,

and single power output stage
having choke coupling to the
loudspeaker. True single knob
tuning is employed. A further
adjustment for volume has been
added, and also a wave -change

switch.
The cabinet is of polished walnut,

designed with modern simplicity.
A small escutcheon on the grained
centre panel contains an illuminated dial. It is a really beautiful
cabinet for a remarkable
instrument.

has proved very

satisfactory."
A. E. Gardener,
53, Alexander Road,
W.W.go
A3

Wimbledon, S.W.

Regent Radio Supply Co., Rsgsntone House, 21, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C.4
Tel.: Centrál 8745 k5 lines).
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Adolph, Fronk.
24
Appleby, E. Hetherington
19
Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.
13
Baker's " Selhurst " Radio
23
Bayliss, Wm., Ltd.
Bel -Canto Radio, Ltd.
22
19
Benjamin Electric, Ltd.
6
Bird, Sydney S., & Sons
Brodersen, A.
18
Burton, C. F. & N.
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Cairns & Morrison, Ltd.
18
Clarke, PI., & Co. (M/c), Ltd
10
Columbia Radio
11
Colvern, Ltd.
23
Cossor, A. C., Ltd
15
Rigby, F.
19
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
2
-

Eastick, J. J. & Sons

22

.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electradix Radios
Ellison Manf. Co-, Ltd.

Cover ii. & 10

22

22

Ferranti, Ltd.

8

Formo Co.
Gam-brell Radio, Ltd.

Cover iii.

-

19
26

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd..
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Gilbert, J. C.
Graham Farish, Ltd.
Graves, J. G., Ltd.
IIuIl Technical College
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.
Lang & Squire, Ltd.
Lectro Linx, Ltd.
London Telegraph Training College,
Lyons, Claude, Ltd.
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TO °THE TRADE

We will supply one sam-

ple Skylark
Speaker to

gr

"The Pick of the Lot"

any
fide

"Simply Amazing"

for ONE

bona -

trader
on approval
MONTH.

'/4UL 7UM /N PARVO '

Undoubtedly, the success of both Exhibitions was
this unit. Both the man -in -the -street and the
expert were at one in their praise of it. Its power-

ful yet sweet tone captivated all, while its small
size made instant appeal to the Portable Set user.

GIVE ONE A TRIAL-TO-DAY.

;`__`\

Vi`i ` lÍÑ4O íi
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Postage
6d.

Sole Patenlces and Maes/actlirersGet them from
your dealerand
save postage.,

TH E SHEFFIELD MAGNET CO.,
SHEFFIELD
ENGLAND

Cables & 'Grams: Magnet 20866 Sheffield.

Phony. 2uau6 Sheffield.

The SKYLARK
COMPLETE in
strikingly attractive cabinet as
illustrated
Postage 2/6,

el
i. 7 /6

tug.. -orate

SET & t.PEAKER CABINET.

Constructed of finely figured Oak
en carved ball and claw legs, hand
French polished.
IRE ACME OF CRAFCSMANCHIP.

IT TESTS EVERYTHING!

£8.8.0, carriage pa -d.

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET.
Models

twin

Thirty -page

carriag e paid.
£2.2. 0 to £20.
illustrated catalogue,

post free.

GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDOS
Establish el 1 960.

11

Britain's Bes, Battery with HT ACCUMULATORS, 60 volts. 3amp.

Send for our comprehensive Illustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS MFG. CO.. LTD. (Dept. W.W.I,
BRANSTONE RD., BURTON -ON -TRENT.

DEFERRED

22/6`

HUNDREDS the Unique Semi -Oil Subhour type, 02, Sem,-Oil Submerged.
OF
,,,alt
merged feature. Absolutely
Complete as illustrated. Price.. .5, 5t. per rahh,r'r/,,
,o,'3
THOUSANDS prevents surface
leakage
DOUBLE
losses.
As supplied to 6amp(soursCAPACITY TYPE. 60
IN
.
H.M.
GOVERNMENT
USE.
,

volts.30
3 /-

DEPARTMENTS.

12/6

'Wag

Buy on Deferred Terms..
From 'nor Dian o

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.

THE RADIO WONDER OF THE YEAR

it 17- per rokor for

dintini.
pt

TERMS 1 Down &
5/. per

a month.

I.o"ion Distrihntnr --CECrr. Pnrir.NA'. 77. Great Portia -'d Street. LONDON, W.I.

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, Hebble Mill, Selter'hebble, HALIFAX.

Telephone: 4304.

Mention of " The Wireless World,"'tblién writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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INSPIRED I

It requires the accuracy

and sensitivity of a Weston

LEADERSHIP!

exactly at which particular
stage in your receiver
distortion begins.
Try it in your H.T. leads
in turn. Should the needle
kick strongly either back-

FORMoi

Mil-Ammeter to tell you

wards or forwards when
signal strength varies, it

indicates transformer distortion, over-saturation of

valve, incorrect grid
TO TRACE the
or H.T. Potential.

bias, filament temperature

Weston Mil-Ammeter
DISTORTION is A the
only instrument

The lightest,
lowest loss and
most efficient

sufficiently accurate to be
of any value to you when
making readings. Weston
Instruments are standard
the world over, and since
1888 have been unrivalled
for scientific precision,
uniform accuracy and
unvarying reliability.

Condenser ex-

tant.

Capacities

'ÓÓ35
'00025
'00016

Weston Model 596 Mil -Ammeter

Price 35/-

WESTON

atln Lnn LIME
CCe.o OSES

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., LTD.,

ventage.

15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.I.

Easy reading.

A.5.

.

Higher
test,
lower

And Now

loss,

great
longevity.

ELECTRAD
Royalty Potentiometers
Now you can purchase the famous Electrad Royalty resistances' in potentiometer
style at greatly reduced prices.
Remember when you purchase wire :wound high resistances be sure to specify
Electrad Royalty,the original units used by the leading manufacturers, experts,
and in laboratories throughout thee. world.
Do. not accept imitations and
infringements. Manufacturer should note that special models are available
for production use.
TYPE A I/ loth to 7 races.
2 ma. 6/3 each

B 1,500 100 000 ohms

500

C

E.
F

7'5

o 500,00o

2.5 ,
371

o

o

G

H

o,

2,000
10,000
25,000

0 200,000

3
IC

5

50,000

D .10,000 7oo,000

o

,

5,000

2

,

0/3
6/3

,

16.5

1o5
4

Bakelite
cased

600 volt
test
mains

,,

23

Condenser.

Caps.

Prices:

3/2/2
2/-

1

25

116

OÓ 016

elT4GE co

.,

6/3
6/3
6/3
6/3
6/3
6/3
6/3

= ll
,.

.a

Complete with bakelite arrow knob.
If you have not received the complete Electrad
catalogue of Royalty resistances, '1'ruvolt fixed
and variable resistances, Nichrome wire resistances, Super Tonatrols and Loftin White
Amplifiers, write for your copy to -day. It's free

/II1116N_
OP M0 0.50P

A

truly

phenomenal

drum dial (illuminated type:
with trimmer control.

Drum dial

and post free.

..

With one condenser, 13/-.

Specify ELECTRAD

With two,

A great little variable compression
type condenser.

17/6

our

BRITISH LEADERSHIP
SUPPLIERS TO THE
IIIII LEADING SET MAKERS

35

IIIIIII

and Insure Dependable

1/6
1%6

1/6
2/3

111111

Resistances.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.I.

'Phone: MAYFAIR 0578/9.
Continental Sales Office: -

Lines

27, QUAI DU COMMERCE, BRUSSELS, B31LGIUM.
a

a.

t

OF THE COUNTRY

CATALOGUE FREE. GERRARD 1863.

Golden Sq., Piccadilly Circus, London
C.H.B.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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The highest power pentode yet produced, the P.M.24B gives a..
very large A.C. output. It is intended for operating powerful
speakers including moving coil instruments. It is specially suitable
for use in receivers or gramophone amplifiers operated from the A.C.
electric light mains, its filament being rated to consume 1 ampere
at 4 volts.

When operated at the maximum rated anode voltage (400 volts)
and auxiliary grid volts (300 volts), the valve is capable of handling,
large signal voltages without distortion.

PRICE 30/-

Mallard

THE MASTEIZ VALVE
Advt.: The Mallard Wireless Service oti'Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.z.
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